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THE WILBERNS UPPER CAMBRIAN GRAPTOLITES FROM MASON, TEXAS 

Charles E. Decker 

INTRODUCTION 

Cambrian graptolites have been secured 
from relatively few localities; hence their 
value in correlation of formations has 
been very limited. However, they are 
abundant in some horizons, and the lim
ited number available for description is 
due rather to lack of thorough methods 
of collection than to sparseness of the 
graptolites. Because of experience in col
lecting during the past year, the writer is 
convinced that more species can be se
cured from many of the known localities 
than have been collected from those 
localities. 

The value of these early dendroid grap
tolites has been questioned on the ground 
that they are said to be of long range and 
that they change slightly through many 
horizons. From the rather brief experience 
of the writer in the study of these early 
forms, it is thought that this conception 
of their limited value is due to the rela
tively few forms available for compari
son and to the lack of very detailed study 
to detect varietal differences. While it 
may be learned that some of these early 
dendroid forms have a fairly long range, 
it will also be found that some of the 
species have a very short range, and that 
assemblages of them may be as charac
teristic and diagnostic of a horizon as prac
tically any other group of invertebrate 
fossils. Some species of brachiopods, 
gastropods, and trilobites have an exceed
ingly long range. It is probable that 
workers have attempted to establish cor
relations with material which is too frag
mental. These early dendroid graptolites 
were apparently very fragile and easily 
broken by the ocean waves. Accordingly, 
small frag-ments are much more numer
ous than large parts of colonies. Hence, 
more persistent and thorough methods of 
collecting should be adopted, and greater 
care exercised in the use of available 
material. 
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The outline maps in figures 1 and 2 
show the Wilberns graptolite locality with 
reference to the State of Texas, Mason 
County, and Mason. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPTOLITES 

Graptolites lived in colonies which were 
simple individual stipes or rhabdosomes, 
or an assemblage of many sti pes in a 
compound colony or synrhabdosome, or 
in complexly branched colonies known as 
dendroid graptolites. Each rhabdosome 
consists of a number of slender tubular 
cups ( thecae or hydrothecae) in which 
the polyps lived. The colonies start with 
a tiny conical sicula generally less than 
2 mm. in length. The sicula consists of 
thecal thread or nema, prosicula consti
tuting the smaller end of the sicula, meta
sicula or middle portion, and apertural 
part next to the opening. A spine-like 
virgella is developed along one side, and 
it may extend beyond the opening as a 
sharp spine. Other apertural spines may 
also be developed. A foramen in one wall 
of the sicula permits a bud to pass to 
form the first theca from which succes
sive other thecae are budded. The sicula, 
thecae, and branching tubes consist of 
chitinous material laid down in delicate 
slender rings in three layers. 

In many of the early graptolites very 
slender elongate tubes (bithecae) occur 
associated with the thecae. While a sug
gestion has been made that they might 
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Fig. I. Outline map of Texas showing location of Mason, 124 miles northwest of Austin on 
good highways. Point of arrow shows approximate position of graptolite locality 9 miles southwest 
of Mason. Map by W. W. Latson, Gulf Oil Company, Fort Worth, Texas. 

represent reproductive structures, they are 
so similar to the tubes housing nemato
cysts in modern H ydrozoa that they seem 
more likely to represent tubes for the 
nematocysts. On some graptolites rela
tively large globular structures (gono
thecae) \vere developed to serve as repro
ductive pouches. 

RELATIONSHIPS OF GRAPTOLITES 

As graptolites have been extinct since 
a time before the close of the Paleozoic, 
their place in the animal kingdom must 
be determined by their form, structure, 
parts and methods of growth as preserved 
in the fossil state. 

Hall,1 after making extensive study of 
the graptolites and in speaking of the 

IIfall. J a mes. Introduction to the study of the Grapto· 

litidae: New York Stat e Cab. Nat. Hist., 20th Ann. Rept. 

Vniv., pp. 172-173, 1867. 

Fig. 2. Outline map of Mason County, Texas, 
showing drainage and roads leading to graptolite 
locality near point of arrow. Graptolites occur 
on the southeast side of a small bend in Honey 
Creek, 9 miles southwest of Mason, a little north 
of the confluence of Honey Creek and Llano 
River. Map by W. W. Latson, Gulf Oil Com
pany, Fort Worth, Texas. 
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graptolite stipe with its thecae, says: "The 
establishment of the fact that these tooth
lets or serratules are the extensions of true 
cellules, each one having an independent 
aperture, and communicating with a com
mon canal, should offer convincing argu
ment against these bodies being other than 
polyp-bearing skeletons." And he con
cluded: "That they are true Polypi be
longing to the H ydrozoa." 

Ulrich2 and Ruedemann have stressed 
the likeness of graptolites to bryozoans. 
A more appropriate title in general and 
for their article in particular would seem 
to have been, "Did Bryozoa Arise from 
Graptolites?" as graptolites are recog
nized as having preceded bryozoans by a 
very long period of time. These men em
phasized the bilateral symmetry of the 
sicula and the presence of muscle scars 
in certain forms of the graptolites and the 
absence of a coenosarcal canal, as fea
tures linking them closely with Bryozoa. 
However, Bulman8 in discussing the com
mon canal suggests coenosarcal connection 
at the proximal ends of the thecae in a 
space which, while less regular, serves the 
purpose of a coenosarcal canal. In addi
tion there are cross canals connecting the 
stipes with the sicular region. 

Also, Bulman4 has shown the results of 
Wiman's detailed studies of the structure 
of graptolites in which the irregular com
mon canal is clearly shown, and the 
coenosarcal canal connecting the grapto
lite polyps is illustrated. 

It is rather significant of the general 
relationship of graptolites and hydrozoans 
that five genera described by Hall, Spen
cer, and Ruedemann as graptolites have 
been placed with the hydrozoans by 
Chapman and Thomas.5 

Also, these five ~enera, Mastigograptus, 
Chaunograptus. Cactograptus, Acantho
graptus, and Thallograptus, which occur 

2Uirich, E. 0., and Rucdemann, Rudolf, Arc the grap· 

to lites bryozoans?: Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., vol. 42, pp. 
58~03, 1931. 

3 Jfolman, 0. :\f. B., Graptolithena: Handhuch dcr Palao-

zoologie (0. H. Shindewolf), Lf. 2 (Bd. 2D), p. 32, 1938. 
'Bulman, 0. M. B., Carl Wiman's work on the struc· 

ture of the Graptoloidea: Bull. Geol. Inst., Univ. Upsala, 
vol. 27, pp. 10-18, text fig. le, 1937. 

5Chapman, Frederick, and Thomas, D. E., The Cam· 
brian Hydrpida of the Heathcote and Monegeeta Districts: 

Proc. Royal Soc. Victoria, vol. 48 (n.s.), pt. 2, pp. 202-

209, 1936. 

with graptolites, have been described as 
graptolites, and have the same general 
type of preservation as graptolites, have 
been recognized as hydrozoans in the 
Middle Cambrian of Victoria, Australia. 

STUDY OF CAMBRIAN GRAPTOLITES 

The term graptolite, meaning writing 
on the rocks, harks back to Linnaeus who 
in 1736 in his "Systema N aturae" gave to 
them the name "Graptolithus." 

The first Cambrian graptolite discovered, 
Dictyonema flabellif orme (Eichwald), 
was named by the Russian naturalist 
Eichwald6 in 1840, though at first he 
called it Gorgonia flabelliforme. 

Ruedemann7 in 1903 described the char
acteristics, distribution, and stratigraphic 
relations of Dictyonema flabellif.orme in 
New York, Canada, Great Britain, Scandi
navia, and Russia and considered it and 
related forms as definitely Cambrian in 
age. 

In the next year Ruedemann8 described 
Dictyonema flabellif orme in great detail 
and gave a synonymy of 27 references. 
Also, he has a plate illustrating this Cam
brian form showing a number of growth 
stages from sicula well up toward the 
mature colony. There he assigned this 
species to the Upper Cambrian. In his 
later publication, without citing the evi
dence, Ruedemann9 says that the Dicty
onema beds considered Upper Cambrian 
in New York, Canada, and Europe are 
now generally placed at the base of the 
Ordovician (Canadian) . 

However, it is believed that his conclu
sions reached in his earlier excellent dis
cussion of the Dictyonema shales assign
ing them definitely to the Upper Cam
brian are still valid. Possibly some of the 
confusion has arisen by assigning part of 
the Upper Cambrian and Lower Ordovi
cian to the Canadian, a subdivision which 

6Eichwald, Eduard, Ucbcr rlas Silurischc Schichtensystcm 

in Estland, St. Petersburg, p. 207, 1840. 
7Ruedemann, Rudolf, The Cambric Dictyonema fauna 

in the slate belt of eastern New York: New York State 

Mus., Bull. 69, pp. 934-958, 1903. 
8Ruedemann, Rudolf, Graptolites of New York, pt. I. 

Graptolites of the lower beds: New York State Mus., Mem. 

7, pp. 599-606, pl. 1, 1904. 
9Ruedcmann, Rudolf, The Cambrian of the upper MiRsis

sippi valley, pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milwaukee Pub 

Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 312, 1933. 
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has not been recognized by the United 
States Geological Survey. 

In their article on the geology of St. 
John, New Brunswick, Hayes and Howell10 

have stated that the Navy Island forma
tion containing Dictyonema flabellif orme 
is not Cambrian in age, and by inference 
they would take formations carrying Dic
tyonema "f/.abelliforme elsewhere out of 
the Camb~ian and place them in the Lower 
Ordovician or Canadian. 

However, Matthew11 in an earlier report 
discussing the faunas of the St. John 
terrain with reference to the Trema
doc Dictyonema flabellif orme zone said: 

On the whole it seems bPttn to hold to the 
prevalent English opinion which places the line 
of division above the Tremadoc, notwithstanding 
the conditions that prevailed in northern Europe, 
and notwithstanding the fact that new and im
portant genera of crustaceans a pneared in the 
Tremadoc slates. To adopt the line drawn by 
the paleontologists of Scandivania and Germany 
would make necessary a revision of the Cam
brian geology of America, whereby large areas 
and extensive faunas that have been classed as 
Cambrian would of necessity be transferred to 
Ordovician, or Lower Silurian. 

Furthermore~ in England where Cam
brian and Ordovician were differentiated 
:ind named. the Dictvonema shales in the 
Tremadocian and equivalent horizons in 
Europe are still placed definitely in the 
Cambrian by the leading graptolite au
thorities. There is no disposition to at
tempt further to settle the problem of the 
age of the Dictyonema .flabelli.f orme zone. 
The brief discussion is introduced in con
nection with the listing of the g:raptolites 
which have been described as belonging 
to the Cambrian. If the Dictvonema f/,a
belli f orme shales are retained in the C~m
brian, Ruedemann's list is considerably 
augmented. 

GRAPTOLITES ALREADY DESCRIBED 
AS CAMBRIAN 

Dictyonema flabelli.forme (Eichwald) 
described from the Baltic province of 
Russia occurs also in Belgium, Bavaria, 
France, Sweden, and Norway where also 

lOHayes. A. 0., and Howell, B. F., Geology of Saint 

John, :\ew Bruns"·ick: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 5, 

p. 90, 1937. 
11:\fatthew, G. F., Report on the Cambrian rocks of 

Cape Breton: Geo!. Sun-ey Canada, p. 181, 1903. 

there is found Dictyonema (Dictyograp· 
tus) flabelliforme var. norvegica Kjerulf .12 

In Great Britain Elles and Wood 13 have 
listed in the Cambrian (Tremadoc) Dicty
onema sociale, Bryograptus callavei, Clo
nograptus tenellus, and C. tenellus var. 
callavei. 

In a later publication Elles14 lists be
sides Dictyonema flabellif or me, Bryograp
tus kjerulfi and B. cambrensis, Clonograp
tus tenel lus and C. callavei. Also from 
England Bulman15 has described four 
varieties of Dictyonema flabellif onne
ty pica, sociale, anglica, and norvegica. 
In an article on the Shineton shales of 
the Wrekin district, Stubblefield and Bul
man16 have given a table showing the dis
tribution of Dictyonema flabelli.f orme in 
Europe, Great Britain, and Canada. 

Australia.-While the Australian region 
has many excellent graptolite horizons 
with a great variety of species, Cambrian 
Dictyonema has not been recognized.17 

However, a fine series of Middle Cam
brian hvdroids18 has been described and 
illustrat~d from Australia. 

North America.-ln Canada, Newfound
land, New Brunswick, a Cambrian Dicty
onema zone has been found on Cape 
Breton Island, Nova Scotia, and at Cape 
Rosier, Gaspe; and in eastern New York 
at Schaghticoke on the Hoosic River, 
Ruedemann19 discovered a wonderful 
series of growth stages of Dictyonema 
flabelliforme (Eichwald) and a Clono-

1-''Monsen, Astrid, Ueber Eine Neue Ordovicische Grapto

lithcn Fauna: Separatdnick aus Norsk geologisk tidisskrift, 

Bd. 8, pp. 156-157, 1925. 
13E1Jes, Gertrude, and Wood, E. M. R. (Mrs. Shakespear), 

A monograph of British graptolites: Paleontographical Soc. 

pp. 83, 84, 526, 1901-1918. 
HElles, Gertrude, The graptolite faunas of the British 

Isles (A study in evolution) : Proc. Geol. Assoc., London, 

vol. 33, table ·op. p. 200, 1922. 
15Bulman, O. M. B., A monograph of British dendroid 

graptoli :es. Pt. I: Palaeontographical Soc., vol. 86, pp. 12-

29. text figs. 2-16. pls. l, 2. 1927. 

lGStubblefield, C. J., and Bulman, 0. M. B., The Shine

ton shales of the Wrekin district: Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., 
London, \•ol. 83, op. p. ll8, 1927. 

17Keble. R. A. , and Benson, W. N., Graptolites of Aus· 

tralia; bibliography and history of research: Nat. Mus., 

M<'lbourne, Mem. II, p. 53, 1939. 
1schapman, Frederick, and Thomas, D. E., The Cambrian 

Hydroida of the Heathcote and Monegeeta districts: Proc. 
Royal Soc. Victoria, vol. 48 (n.s.), pt. 2, p. 193, 1936. 

19Rucdemann, Rudolf, Graptolites of New York, pt. l, 
Graptolites of the lower beds: New York State Mus., Mem. 

1, pp. 599-606, pl. l, 1904. 
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graptus proximatus Mathew zone but in
dicated that he was unable to work out 
the relations of the two zones. However, 
in England the Clonograptus zone seems 
to occur a little above the Dictyonema 
zone. 

If, as indicated above, the early Dicty
onema zones and their closely associated 
forms are to remain definite! y in the 
Upper Cambrian, it is interesting to note 
that Dendroidea did not hold full sway, 
for their ranks had been invaded by 
branching types of Graptoloidea in two 
genera, Clonograptus and Bryograptus. 

The earliest Cambrian graptolite found 
in the upper Mississippi Valley area was 
discovered by one of those alert scientific 
physicians, H. A. Prout, M.D. It was a 
beautiful dendroid graptolite, first called 
Graptolithus hallianzts in honor of James 
Hall and now called Dendrograptus 
hallianus (Prout). 20 It was described and 
illustrated in natural size and enlaq~ed 
drawings. It was found at Osceola Mills, 
Wisconsin, near the falls of St. Croix 
River in a thin seam of calcareo-alumi
nous shale, 50 feet above the water level. 
A different drawing by Whitfield of this 
Cambrian graptolite from Wisconsin was 
published bv the State geologist, T. C. 
Chamberlin. 21 

As has been characteristic of his work 
in so many other graptolite horizons, 
Ruedemann made an outstanding contribu
tion to the study of Cambrian graptolites in 
his Milwaukee bulletin noted above on 
"Cambrian Graptolite Faunas of North 
America." While he omitted all forms in 
the Dictyonema zones, he included all 
other Cambrian graptolites collected up 
to 1933. As he listed the species bv 
states, the presence of various species in 
the different states will be noted here, 
together with the horizons and localities 
~iven in connection with the descriptions 
and later emended by him. 

Quebec: 
Dendrograptus kindlei. l 1h miles west of Cor• 

nf"r-of-the-Beach, Gaspe County, Quebec, 
Canada 

20J>rout, H. A .. Description of a new graptolite found in 

the Lower Silurian rocks near the Falls of the St. Croix: 
River: Amer. ]our. Sci., 2d ser., vol. 11, pp. 187-191,:, 

figs. lb-f, 1851. 
llCbamberlin, T. C., Paleozoic era, Cambrian age, Pots-; 

dam period , Life of the epoch, in Geology of Wisconsin, 

vol. l, 1'· 126, fig. 12j, 1883. 

Tennessee: 
Haplograptus vermiformis Ruedemann, Noli

chucky shale, 10 miles east of Knoxville 
(loc. 126a) 

Dendrograptus edwardsi var. major Ruede
manh, N olichucky shale: 

(I) 1 % miles southeast of Morristown (loc. 
119) 

(2) 10 miles northwest of Knoxville (loc. 
107) 

( 3) 10 miles east of Knoxville <Ioc. 126a) 
Ca!lograptus antiquus Ruedemann, Nolichucky 

shale, l 1h miles southeast of Morristown 
(loc. 119) 

Vermont: 
Dictyonema schucherti Ruedemann, Russel 

slate, I mile west of Highgate Center 
Wyoming: 

Dictyonema wyomingense Ruedemann, Dead
wood series, north side of Shoshone Canyon 
just above the bridge west of Cody 

South Dakota: 
Dendrograptus thomasi Ruedemann, Deadwood 

formation, north wall of Whitewood Canyon, 
Deadwood 

:\Iinnesota: 
Acanthograptus priscus Ruedemann 
Callograptus stau/jeri Ruedemann 
Dendrograptus edwardsi Ruedemann 
Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout) 
Dendrograptus sparsus Ruedemann 
Dictyonema minnesotensis Ruedemann 

Trempealeau formation (31 feet below base 
of the Jordan (Norwalk) sandstone) in 
the St. Lawrence formation at Afton on 
the west side of St. Croix River about 15 
miles southeast of St. Paul 

In addition to the six species listed 
above from Minnesota, H aplograptus wis
consinensis was found by the writer in 
some f ragmental material from that State. 
A number of the specimens from that 
locality and several of those from the 
type locality at Ontario, Wisconsin, ex
hibit a large number of small thecae 
extending nearly throughout their 
length. So these forms are not the small 
simple, conical, tapering tubes described 
by Ruedemann, but instead they are coni
cal tubes containing many small thecae 
in their structure. 

If the species of H aplograptus were to 
be kept in the graptolite group, these coni
cal tubes with their small thecae might 
wel I have served as protoypes of higher 
forms of graptolites. These could serve 
in that role more appropriately than the 
much later Ordovician Protistograptus 
described by l\foLearn. 22 Indeed, the 

22McLearn . F. H., The Lower Ordovician (Tetragraptus 

zone) at St. John , New Brunswick. and the new genus 

Protistograptus: Amer. Jour. Sci., 4th ser. , vol. 4-0, pp. 

49-59, 1915. 
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writer has wondered if these forms called 
Protistograptus may not represent genal 
spines which eventually may be found at· 
tached to the base of a trilobite cephalon. 
If they are genal spines, it will be the 
second instance in which parts of a tri
lobite have been mistaken for a graptolite. 

Girty described as M onograptus beecheri 
forms from a much higher horizon, from 
the New Scotland beds (I ower Devonian) , 
Albany County, New York, and gave fig
ures of these forms which later Ruede
mann 23 decided were fragments of the 
spinose margin of an acidaspid trilobite. 

Wisconsin.-Cambrian graptolites have 
been collected from 8 different localities 
in Wisconsin, though the material from 
one of them has been identified only as 
to genus. For each locality the grapto
lite horizon is given and the species of 
graptolites listed. 

1. Osceola Mills, Polk County, in calcareous 
shale, 50 feet above the water level near 
the falls of St. Croix River. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout) 
2. Tomah, Monroe County, in road cut on 

County Trunk C, 6% miles southwest of 
the city (loc. 90u), Trempealeau forma
tion, near base. 

Dendrograptus edwardsi Ruedemann 
3. Dorset Valley School, Monroe County, 1112 

· miles northeast in road cut sec. 25. T. 
16 N ., R. 1 W (loc. x25.25), near base 
of Trempealeau formation. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout) 
Dendrograptus edwardsi Ruedemann 
Dendrograptus sparsus Ruedemann 
M astigograptus sp. 

4. Dorset Valley School, Monroe County, north
east corner sec. 26, T. 16 N, R. 1 W. 
Ooc. 25-26), Trempealeau formation. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout) 
5. Ontario, Monroe County, in road cut 6 miles 

west of city; NW.14, sec. 35, T. 15 N., 
R. 3 W. (loc. 16.1), in Lodi shale. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout) 
D. hallianus var. spissus Ruedemann 
Dendrograptus eduiardsi Ruedemann 
H aplograptus wisconsinensis Ruedemann 

6. Ri~hland Center, Richland County, just 
southeast of city (loc. x5.7), in Lodi shale. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout) 
H aplograptus wisconsinensis Ruedemann 
M astigograptus sp. 

7. Spring Green, Sauk County, northeast of 
town; east side of road. near center of 
SW. 1A, sec. 35, T. 9 N., R. 4 E., in Lodi 
shale. 

Dictyonema sp. 

:!SRuedeman, Rudolf, [Unit I] Graptolithina, in Type in

vertebrate fossils of North America (Devonian) : Wagner 
Free Inst. Sci., card No. 12, 1939. 

8. In Fox Glen, Sauk County, on the northeahst 
flank of the Baraboo Range; Ironton, t e 
lowest member of the Franconia forma
tion. 

Dendrograptus sp. 

The graptolite is associated with the 
brachipods and trilobites, and the fauna 
occurs in several feet of red and green 
shales. This seems to be the very lowest 
horizon in which graptolites have been 
found, lower than those in Texas, Ten
nessee, Vermont, and Canada. Though it 
has been impossible to do careful strati
graphic work on these zones to the 
present, the zone is very much lower 
than those for Minnesota and most of Wis
consin. Because this is thought to be the 
lowest zone in which graptolites have been 
found, it deserves special attention. Every 
effort should be made to search the fos
siliferous beds thoroughly in the hope 
that a graptolite fauna may be secured 
which will throw more light on the be
ginnings and early development of the 
group. 

With reference to the Cambrian grap· 
tolite localities in Wisconsin, it may be 
said that the writer attempted to visit a 
number of them during a part of a three
da y trip. It was difficult in the short time 
available to find some of the collecting 
localities because of re-routing of roads, 
new grades, and fills, and doubtless some 
form~r outcrops are completely covered 
with vegetation. However, several hours 
were spent with remarkable success at two 
of the localities, west of Ontario and 
northeast of Spring Green. At each of 
these localities parts of more species were 
secured than had been collected previ
ous} y from all the Wisconsin Cambrian 
localities. From west of Ontario three 
species were previously recognized, and 
the new collection contains parts of at 
least nine species including a new species 
of Dictyonema and a hydroid genus not 
recognized from the Cambrian, except in 
Australia. Enough other forms are 
present to correlate the horizon definitely 
with the one at Afton, Minnesota. 

From the earlier collecting northeast of 
Spring Green, only part of one Dicty· 
onema had been secured, while a recent 
collection by the writer contains part of 
at least ten different species. In this col
lection there are at least three new species 



Table 1. Distribution of Known Graptolites Described as Cambrian 

9 I 10 I 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 
--1--1---l---i---l---i---i---1--l-1-=-=--i~_:___i~-

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 5 

Dendrograptus edwardsi ------- x x 

D. ed~ardsi var. major__ ______ _ x 

D. hall~anus -- -- ----~ --- --- - - ----- -~ - --------- ------------------ -- -- -- - I x I I I I I I ; I I 
D. hallianus var. sp1ssus ________________________________ ·-----------------------

D. ki ndlei --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D. sparsus -------------------------------
D. tho masi -------------------------------------
Callo gr apt us an ti qu us ---------··-------------· ------------------------
C. s ta uff eri ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Di c ty on ema min n eso tense -------- ----· -----------------------------------------------------------
D. sch u ch erti ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
D. wyomingense -----------------------------------------------------
D. flabellif orme __ ------------------------------~-----------------------------
D. flabelliforme vars. typica, socia le, anglica _______________________________________ _________ _ 

D. flab elli form e n orvegi ca ______ _____ ·-----------------------------------------------------------

D. ten ell us calla vei ---------· --------------------------------------------------------
B ryo gra p tus calla vei --------------------~-------------------... ·-------------------------------
B. k j erulfi ____________ . ______ ------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------
Clo no gra pt us ten ell us ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C. proxima t us ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- __ _ 
A can tho gr apt us priscus -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ha pl o gr a pt us vermif o rmis -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
H. wisconsinsensis ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _ 
Mastigogra pt us sp. _______________________________ ·--- _ ___ __ _ __ ____ ____ ·-- __ _ _ 

Four genera described with graptolites, now called hydroids (Middle Cam
brian), Acanthograptus, Cactograptus, Chaunograptus, Mastigograptus _ 
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x 
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x 
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x 
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x x x 

x x 
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x 
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x 

x 

x x x 

x 

x 

Localities by number: 1, Minnesota; 2, New York; 3, Canada; 4, South Dakota; 5, Tennessee; 6, Vermont; 7, Wisconsin; 8, Wyoming; 9, Australia; 10, Belgium; 
11, GrC'at Britain and Ireland; 12, Russia; 13, Scandinavia; 14, Bavaria; 15, France. 

Note: Eleven of the species in this table were shown by Ruedemann in his table of North American Cambrian graptolites, while five species and five varieties are 
from the Dictyonema flabellif or me zone which some would shift into the Lower Ordovician. 

Bulman has listed Tetrag1aptus, Triograptus, and Didymograptus as Tremadocian and Aspidograptus as possibly Cambrian. 
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and while a little higher, it approaches 
more nearly the Nolichucky zone of Ten
nessee and the upper Wilberns of Texas. 

The distribution by states and countries 
of graptolites which have been recognized 
as Cambrian is given in the preceding 
table which includes forms in the one by 
Ruedemann.24 

THE UPPER WILBERNS FAUNA 

The rich Wilberns graptolite fauna was 
secured from a gray shale 6 to 10 inches 
thick between limestone beds near the base 
of the bluff shown in figure 3. The grapto
lite horizon is shown by an indistinct, 
light, nearly horizontal line at the point 
of the arrow. An enlarged map in figure 
4 shows the geology in the vicinity of the 
graptolite locality. 

Fig. 3. Photograph showing pos1t10n of Wil
berns Upper Cambrian graptolite zone on the 
southeast side of Honey Creek, 9 miles south
west of .Mason, Texas. The arrow which extends 
across the creek bed points to the graptolite 
zone in which the non-resistant shale has been 
eroded far back of the edges of the more resist
ant beds on either side of it. Photograph by 
William Hilseweck. 

While the fauna in the upper Wilberns 
formation southwest of Mason, Texas, con
sists chiefly of graptolites, representatives 
of five other groups of fossils are asso
ciated with the graptolites. The five other 
groups are Hydrozoa, worms, brachio
pods, trilobites, and a Merostomata. The 
graptolites will be treated first and the 
other five groups briefly in the order 
mentioned. 

!! 1Ru e d emann. Rud o! f. Tl ·e Cambrian of the upp er :\fi s "i~

ippi Valley, pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milkaukee Pub. 

Mus .• yo]. 12, no. 3, p. 313, 1933. 

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES 

Class GRAPTOLITHINA Bronn, 1846; emend. 

Lapworth, 1875 

Order DENDROIDEA Nicholson, 1872 

Genus DENDROGRAPTUS Hall, 1865 

Hall, James, Figures and descriptions of Cana
dian organic remains, Decade II, Grapto
lites of the Quebec group: Geol. Survey 
Canada, p. 126, 1865. 

Hall used Dendrograptus hallianus as 
the type of the genus, and his original 
description follows: 

Fronds simple or aggregate, consisting of a 
strong footstalk, which is sometimes furnished 
below with a distinct root or rootlike bulb, and 
above is variously ramified, and subdivided into 
numerous branches and branchlets, which are 
but slightly divergent; the whole producing a 
broad spreading shrublike frond: (fronds some
times flabellate). Branches celluliferous on one 
side: cellules appearing sometimes as simple 
indentations on the surface, and sometimes dis
tinctly angular, with the denticles conspicuous. 
In some specimens the cellules are indicated by 
prominent pustule-like elevations, arranged along 
the center, or in subalternate order on one face 
of the branch. Substance of the stipe and 
branches corneous, solid or tubular: surface 
striated. 

These bodies present specific distinctions in 
the strength of the stipe or stem, in the mode 
of bifurcation and number of branches, in the 
character of the surface, and in the general form 
of the frond. The celluliferous side usually ad
heres to the stone, and we perceive only some 
simple undulations or unequal thickening of the 
back of the branches. Often the branches have 
an alation on one side, like a thin pellic1e flat
tened and extended along the more solid axis. 
The radix or radicle consists of an expansion of 
the footstalk, and in one species appears like 
a flattened bulb or disc or irregular form. The 
footstalks when well preserved, are marked by 
interrupted longitudinal striae, and the non-cel
luliferous faces of the branches are variously 
striated, the striae in most instances being un
equal or interrupted in their course. 

DENDROGRAPTUS EDWARDS! var. MAJOR 
Ruedemann 

Pl. 2, fig. 4; Pl. 3, figs. 5-7; Pl. 6, figs. 4, 4a; 
Pl. 7, figs. 7, 7a; Pl. 10, fig. 6 

Dendrograptus edwardsi var. major, Ruedemann, 
Rudolf, The Cambrian of the upper Missis. 
sippi Valley, pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. 
Milwaukee Pub. Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 317, 
Pl. 49, figs. 1, 2, 5, 7, 1933. 

Because of its large size Ruedemann 
differentiated as the variety major a large 
well-preserved colony from near Knox-
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ville, eastern Tennessee. His description 
of this large variety follows. 

Original description. - Rhabdosome large, 
either arborescent or bush-like with short trunk, 
attaining a width of 60 mm. and equal length. 
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Branches straight, or but slightly curved, of 
rigid appearance, .5 to 1.4 mm. wide. Thecae 
projecting at 30°, their outer margins straight 
or slightly concave, apertural margins transverse, 
concave; overlapping about one-half their length, 
numbering 9-11 in the space of 10 mm. 

Pennsylvanian Cmf Marble Falls 
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Fig. 4. Enlarged geologic map showing outcrop of formations where graptolites occur in the 
Wilberns 9 miles southwest of Mason. The graptolites are exposed near the base of a bluff on 
the southeast side of a small bend in Honey Creek on the Paschal Rogers ranch near point of 
arrow. The Cambrian Wilberns formation in which the graptolites occur has been raised on the 
southeast side of a major fault so that it abuts against the much younger Pennsylvanian formations 
on the northwest side of the fault. Map adapted from Texas field trip map by W. W. Latson, 
Gulf Oil Company, Fort Worth, Texas. The formation designated hy the symbol Csm and omitted 
from the legend is Smithwick shale of Pennsylvanian age. 
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Description of plesiotypes.-Five parts 
of colonies have been identified as be
longing to this variety, and they agree 
well with the description and illustrations 
given by Ruedemann. The stipes show 
the same kind of rigidity with slight cur
vature for three of the specimens, and the 
fourth shows curvature about like those 
showing more curvature in the type speci
men. Also, there is the same variation 
in the relation of the branches; in some 
parts of the colony the branches are 
closely crowded together, as in Plate 3, 
figure 6; in others there is much space 
between branches, as in Plate 3, figures 
5, 7. In the former the angle of bifurca
tion is 10° or less, while in the latter it 
is about 30°. Thecae occur 9 to 11 in 
10 mm. Their outer wall is straight or 
slightly concave, and the outer margin of 
the aperture is straight or concave. Elon
gate slender bithecae are present, and a 
number of rounded swellings with circular 
apertures along the stipe may represent re
productive structures. 

Dimensions.-Dimensions of paratypes 
illustrated by Ruedemann are given above 
in the original description. Dimensions 
of plesiotype: greatest length, 26.25 mm.; 
greatest width, 8 mm.; longest branch, 
21 mm. 

Observations.-While broken somewhat 
in the middle, the specimen of this variety 
from 10 miles northwest of Knoxville, 
Tennessee, constitutes the largest and most 
complete colony of Dendrograptus yet 
known from the Cambrian. Also the 
preservation is such that the method of 
branching of the stipes and the charac
teristics of the thecae are well shown. 
The five plesiotypes illustrated in this 
paper would together represent only about 
one-fourth of such a colony, yet they 
show well the characteristics of the 
variety. While only five parts of colonies 
from the Wilberns are illustrated, sev
eral more smaller fragments were found 
which are thought to belong to this 
variety. 

Type data.-Ruedemann's paratypes and 
holotype~ U. S. Xational Museum. Plesio
types, University of Oklahoma, Museum 
of Invertebrate Paleontology. 

Type localities.-Holotype and para
types, 10 miles east and 10 miles north-

west of Knoxville and 1.5 miles southeast 
of Morristown Tennessee. Plesiotypes 
near base of bluff on southeast side of 
Honey Creek on the Paschal Rogers ranch, 
9 miles southwest of Mason, Mason 
County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-The Tennessee speci
mens were first assigned to the Elbrook 
and Conasauga formations, but in a .later 
note Ruedemann25 changed the horizons 
to N olichucky shale. 

With reference to this horizon in Ten
nessee Resser26 supplies the following 
significant information. 

The Nolichucky has yielded three species of 
graptolites, all from western outcrop belts in 
southwestern Virginia and Tennessee. These are 
older than other Cambrian graptolite species ex
cept Dendrograptus kindlei Ruedemann which 
occurs in beds of equivalent age in the Gaspe 
peninsula. Dictyonema schucherti Ruedemann 
from Vermont is not in the Lower Cambrian as 
reported, but in Upper Cambrian strata, possi
bly younger than the NoUchucky. 

The three southern Appalachian species de
scribed by Ruedemann are: Haplograptus vermi
jormis, Dendrograptus edwardsi major, and Ccd
lograptus antiquus. They are usually associated 
with Lingzde pis wa/,cotti and hence are to be 
regarded as occurring in a near-shore facies. 

This is of great correlative importance, 
as it links the graptolite horizon in the 
upper Wilberns with this very early grap
tolite horizon in Tennessee and in the 
Gaspe peninsula. In addition to Dendro
graplus edwardsi major, Callograptus an
ti quus and a form similar to H aplograptus 
vermif ormis occur in the Wilberns. 

Distri bution.-Holotype and paratypes 
of Ruedemann are from type localities 
noted above. Plesiotypes are from near 
hnse of bluff on southeast side of Honey 
Creek on the Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 
miles southwest of Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

DENDROGRAPTUS HALLIANUS var. 
WILBERNSENSIS, n.var. 

Pl. 3, figs. 1-4, la-4b; Pl. 7, fig. 6 

Graptolithus hallianus, Prout, H. A., Description 
of a new graptolite found in the Lower 
Silurian rocks near the falls of the St. Croix 

!!;;Ruedemann. Rudolf, Cambrian graptolites: Science, n.s., 
vol. 80, no. 2062, p. 14, 1934. 

!.'6Rettser. Charles Elmer, Cambrian system (restricted) of 

t!ie southern Appalachians: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 
15, p. 37, 1938. 
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River: Amer. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., vol. 11, pp. 
189-191, text figs. la-f, 2, 1851. 

Graptolithus ( Dendrograptus) hallianus, Hall, 
James, Organic remains of the Potsdam 
sandstone, in Report of the geological sur
vey of the State of Wisconsin, vol. I, pp. 
20-24, figures la, b (non c), 1862. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout), Hall, James, 
Figures and descriptions of Canadian or
ganic remains, Decade II, Graptolites of the 
Quebec group: Geol. Surv. Canada, pp. 126--
127, figs. a, b (non c), 1865. Used as type 
for the genus. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout), Hall, James, 
Introduction to the study of the Graptoli
tidae: New York State Cab. Nat. Hist., 20th 
Ann. Rept. Univ., pp. 177, 178, fig. 10, two 
smaller figures (not one to the right), 1867. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout), Chamberlin, 
T. C., Paleozoic era, Cambrian age, Potsdam 
period, Life of the epoch, in Geology of Wis
consin, vol. 1, p. 126, fig. 12j, 1883. 

Dendrograptus hallianus (Prout), Ruedemann, 
Rudolf, The Cambrian of the upper Mis
sissippi Valley, pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. 
Milwaukee Pub. Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, pp. 
314-316; Pl. 46, figs. 1-12; Pl. 47, fig. 3; 
Pl. 48, fig. I ; Pl. 54, fig. 3; Pl. 55, fig. 4, 
1933. 

Original. description.-Polyparium hollow, well
defined, branching in a graceful raceme, much 
branched, branches mostly on one side, never 
opposit~, with unilateral cells, each supporting 
the next one above it, no solid axis or stipe. 

Polyp-cells-To the naked eye the cells ap
pear closely serried, not appressed, transversely 
serrated; but under a magnifying glass they ap· 
pear vaginated, hollow, having a connection with 
a common central tube, conical with point of 
cone downwards, sometimes having a faint ap· 
pearance of a mucronate point on the outer lip, 
and two longitudinal lateral ribs, extending from 
base to the terminal border. 

Ruedemann's later description in the 
Milwaukee bulletin noted above is as 
follows: 

Rhabdosome of bushy or arborescent form, 
branches growing either from a long straight 
main stipe, either in series or in groups, or 
arranged in fan-like fashion around a short 
stem. All the branches have a wavy, slightly 
flexuous appearance. The rhabdosome is small 
to medium-sized, attaining a length of 60 mm. 
(in the type specimen) and a width of half 
that size. Flabellate groups reach a width of 
45 mm. and a length of 20 mm. 

The branches of the first order may be ar
ranged serially on the stipe, and they themselves 
by rapid bifurcation form again flabellate groups 
(see Pl. 46, fig. 9). Their mode of division is 
always strict dichotomy. The main stipe is 1 
mm., branches are .5 mm. wide and of uniform 
thickness. The thecae are slender, distinctly pro
jecting, overlapping one-half their length, with 
nearly straight outer and straight transversal to 
slightly concave apertural margins. Their angle 

of divergence varies from 10° to 20°. They 
number 13 to 15 in the space of IO mm. Al
though in frontal view (Pl. 47, fig. 3) the thecae 
appear striated longitudinally, no conclusive evi· 
dence of a composite structure was found, espe· 
cially no distinct lateral apertures. The thecae 
were, as a rule, turned in one direction, so that 
a rhabdosome will show all either in frontal, 
or dorsal or lateral view. 

A small form with thecae more crowded 
( 16 in 10 mm.) was given the varietal 
name of "spissus." 

Description of plesiotypes.-Five plesi· 
otypes have been chosen from the Wil
berns formation of Texas for description 
of the new variety. They are delicate, 
beautiful, symmetrically branched col
onies with narrow stipes and frequently 
bifurcating branches. While some of the 
central stipes are larger, most of the 
branches bend toward one another, so 
that they approach a subparallel condi
tion. Thecae are short and closely packed 
together, occurring 20 in 10 mm. 'fhecae 
are short and boxlike, and two little 
ridgelike swellings occur on the surf ace 
of many of them. Overlap of thecae is 
slight. Bithecae are present. 

Dimensions.-The five plesiotypes illus· 
trated in the figures noted above repre· 
sent only parts of colonies. Two of the 
colonies have a length of 24.3 mm. and a 
width respectively of 12.5 and 11 mm. A 
third colony has a length of 22.5 nun. 
and a width of 13. 75 mm. Of the two 
smallest colonies, the larger one has a 
length of 18 mm. and a width of 7 mm.; 
thP- smaller one has a length of 15.3 mm. 
and a width of 6.25 mm. The smaller 
branches have a width of 0.25 mm. or less. 

Observations.-Many of the character
istics of this much earlier variety from 
the Wilberns of Texas are similar to those 
of the type of the species, D. hallianus, 
described so long ago by Prout from a 
much higher horizon in Wisconsin. Col
onies from these two distant states are 
alike in general form of colony, method 
of branching, and shape and markings 
of thecae. However, the earlier Texas 
variety is more delicate and has thecae 
much more crowded, having about one
half more thecae in 10 mm. than the Wis
consin species. The relatively large num
ber of thecae in the Wilherns specimens 
suggests that Ruedemann's variety spissus 
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with an intermediate number of thecae 
may represent a transient from the earlier 
Wilberns variety to that of the type 
species with its reduced number of thecae 
in 10 mm. (Wilberns variety, 20; spissus, 
16; Winconsin type, 13 to 15 thecae in 
10 mm.). In his early description Prout 
definitely stated that the species haUianus 
did not have a solid axis or stipe. In 
none of the collections made has a solid 
axis or sti pe been found attached to a D. 
hallianus colony. Accordingly, the very 
large solid axis illustrated by Hall with 
colonies of D. hallianus probably belongs 
to another species, as was suggested by 
Prout for these larger stipes. 

T-ype data.-Ruedemann's plesiotypes 
of D. lzallianus are in the Public Museum 
of Milwaukee and in the Paleontology 
Museum of the University of Minnesota. 
His holotype of the variety spissus is in 
the former. The plesiotypes from the Wil
berns of Texas are at the University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type localities. - Prout's holotype, 
Osceola Mills, Wisconsin, near Falls of 
St. Croix RiYer, in thin seam of calcareo
al umin us shale 50 feet above the water 
level. Ruedemann's plesiotypes, Ontario 
and Dorset Valley, Monroe County; Rich
land Center, Richland County, Wisconsin; 
and Afton, Minnesota. The plesiotypes 
from the Wilberns, near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honev Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9" miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Prout's holotype, 
shale in Potsdam sandstone, Upper Cam
brian. Ruedemann's plesiotypes, Lodi 
shale member of Trempealeau formation, 
Upper Cambrian of Wisconsin and Min
nesota. Texas plesiotypes, 85 feet below 
top of Wilberns formation, Upper Cam
brian. 

Distdbu tion.-Holotype and Ruede
mann's plesiotypes from Polk, Monroe, 
and Richland counties. Wisconsin, and at 
Afton, Minnesota. Specimens from the 
new Yarietv in the Wilberns formation, 
type locality in Mason County, Texas. 

DENDROGRAPTUS HELENAE, n.sp. 

Pl. 2. fig. 7. 7a: Pl. IO. fig. 1 

Description.-That this delicate ~rapto
lite is clearly a new species is indicated 

by its very thin branches and its elon
gate tubular thecae with very little over
lap. The thecae are so elongate that only 
12 occur in 10 mm. They overlap only 
one-eighth to one-fourth their length. 

· Branches bifurcate at a small angle of 
about 20° and at intervals of about 2 
mm. Apertures are nearly round. The 
branching is quite uniform, make a sym
metrical colony. 

Dimensions.-Length of colony a little 
over 10 mm.; width, 6+ mm. Thecae 
have a length of 1 to 1.25 mm., and they 
are four or five times as long as wide. 

Observations.-This species differs from 
D. thomasi in having less flexuous 
branches, less overlap of thecae, only 
three-fourths as many thecae in 10 mm., 
and a shorter distance of bifurcation of 
branches. 

The species is named in honor of Helen 
Hilseweck who did much to help secure 
the graptolite collection. 

T )' pe data.-Cotypes, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality in Mason County, Texas. 

DENDROGRAPTUS Hil.SWECKI, n.sp. 

Pl. 2, figs. 1-3; PI. 7, fig. 1 

Description.-This is by far the larg
est, most stately Dendrograptus in the 
Wilberns fauna. It is characterized not 
alone by its large size but by its wide 
main stipes, sparse branching, especially 
in the lower part, and by its large box
like thecae. In the lower part the bifur
cation distance may be as much as 12.5 
mm. while distally it is about 3.5 mm. 
Most of the branches are on one side 
of the main itipes, but a few branches 
may occur on the opposite side. The 
angle of divergence of branches is gen
erally about 30°, but the angle varies 
from less than 20° to over 40°. In side 
Yiew the thecal angle is seen to be about 
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30°. In side view the ends of the thecae 
may extend one.third their length beyond 
the margin of the stipe. The overlap of 
the thecae is one-fourth to one-third their 
length. Thecae generally occur 8 to 10 
in 10 mm. but proximally on a large 
stipe, there may be as few as 6 or 7 in 
10 mm. 

Dimensions.-Greatest length of colony, 
67 mm.; greatest width, 19 nun. Greatest 
length of branch preserved, 24 mm. Width 
at base of largest stipe, 1.5 mm. 

Observations.-Not only is this one of 
the most conspicuous species found in the 
Wilberns formation, but it is also one of 
the most abundant. Besides the cotypes 
illustrated here, scores of small parts of 
colonies of the species occur scattered 
through the zone. As in most of the col
onies the branches are sparse; they have 
a very open appearance. 

The name of the species is given in 
honor of William Hilseweck who more 
than any other is responsible for bring
ing the Wilberns faunas to the attention 
of the writer and for continuing his as
sistance in collecting the graptolites. 

Type data.-Cotypes, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek, 9 miles 
southwest of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below top 
of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality in Mason County, Texas. 

DENDROGRAPTUS cf. KINDLEI Ruedemann 

Pl. 3, figs. 8, Ba 

Dendrograptus kindlei Ruedemann, Rudolf, The 
Cambrian of the upper Mississippi Valley, 
pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milwaukee Pub. 
Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 318, Pl. 53, fig. 5; 
Pl. 54, fig. 4, 1933. 

Original description. - Rhabdosome small, 
about 15 mm. long and 16 mm. wide in the 
largest specimen, forming an inverted conical 
bush branching frequently and irregularly. 
Branches subparallel, slightly flexuous or undu
lating, about .5 mm. wide. Sicula long and 
slender (1.4 mm. long, .4 mm. wide). Thecae 
arranged irregularly in earliest portion of rhab
dosome but in a series arrangement in later 
stages; ' about four times as long as wide ( 1.8 

mm. and .4 mm.) overlapping one-half their 
length, slightly projecting, inclined about 20° 
numbering 16 in the space of 10 mm., thei; 
ventral walls straight to slightly concave, the 
apertures round, transverse. 

Description of plesiotype.-A slender 
part of a colony is referred to this Cana
dian species. It is small and slender with 
curved stipes with thecae occurring 16 in 
10 mm., which is characteristic of D. 
kindlei. Overlap of thecae is one-half or 
more. In the few stipes discovered, the 
thecae do not have the regularity of those 
on the type specimen, nor are the stipes 
as closely crowded. 

Dimensions.-The colony is 18 mm. 
long and 3.4 mm. wide. 

Observations.-This Wilberns specimen 
is referred to this species because it has 
several similar characteristics. If more 
complete colonies were available, doubt
less the identification could be made with 
greater assurance. 

Type data.-Hoiotype, Canada Geologi
cal Survey. Plesiotype, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type localities.-Holotype, near Cor
ner-of-the-Beach, Gaspe County, Quebec, 
Canada. Plesiotype, near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Holotype thought to 
be Upper Cambrian. Plesiotype, 85 feet 
below top of Wilberns formation, Upper 
Cambrian. 

Distribution. - Holotype from Gaspe 
County, Quebec. Plesiotype, near base of 
bluff at type locality in Mason County, 
Texas. 

DENDROGRAPTUS MINUTUS, n.sp. 

PI. 7, figs. 2, 2a, 3, 3a 

Desc.ription.-Small shrublike, rather 
open-branched colonies with parts of the 
branches relatively wide for the size of 
the colonies. Branches common! y have a 
relatively large bifurcation angle which 
appears rounded as the branches bend 
together almost to enclose large inter
spaces. Thecae numerous, 20 or more in 
10 mm., and inclined to a low angle. 
Bithecae are present. 
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Dimensions.-The two cotypes have 
lengths respectively of 14.25 and 10.l 
mm. and widths of 4.25 and 3.6 mm. The 
width of branches varies from less than 
0.2 to 0.6 mm. 

Observations.-These small colonies are 
similar to Dendrograptus thomasi, but 
they differ from the latter in having wider 
and more variable branches and much 
more numerous thecae. 

Type data.-Two cotypes, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologi,c horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below top 
of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality near Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

DENDROGRAPTUS THOMASI Ruedemann 

Pl. 2, figs. 5, Sa, 6 ; Pl. 7, fig. 5; Pl. 10, fig. 8 

Dendrograptus thomasi Ruedemann, Rudolf, The 
Cambrian of the upper Mississippi Valley, 
pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milwaukee Pub. 
Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 317, Pl. 51, figs. 1-4, 
1933. 

Original description.-Rhabdosome bush-like, 
of small size ( 15 mm.), delicate and somewhat" 
flexuous appearance, the branches uniformly only 
about .25 mm. thick, dividing quite regularly 
in intervals of 4.5 mm. under angles of 30°-4-0°, 
mostly nearer to 40°; slightly undulating or 
flexuous. Thecae projecting about 10°, their 
outer margins straight to slightly concave with 
transverse apertural margins which are continued 
into a distinct acute, but short spine. They 
appear to overlap but little, about one-quarter 
of their length, and number 16 in the space of 
IO mm. Bithecae are present and appear as 
narrow tubes opening half way between the 
apertures of the thecae. 

Description of three plesiotypes.-The 
three plesiotypes from Texas have many 
of the characteristics of the holotypes from 
South Dakota. They have the thin flex
uous branches and bifurcate at the short 
intervals of about 1 mm. (The bifurcat
ing distance given above is apparently 
5 times too much, as the amount given 
in the description is the amount shown in 
the specimen which is magnified 5 times.) 
The colonies are rather open with inter-

space between branches about 4 times the 
width of the branches. Thecae occur 16 
in 10 mm. and the pointed ends of some 
of them extend beyond the edge of the 
stipes. Bithecae are present. Outer mar
gins of thecae are straight or slightly 
concave. 

Dimensions.-The length of 15 mm. 
given for the holotype corresponds with 
that of the figure; the width is 5 mm. 

The parts of colonies used as the plesio
types vary greatly in size. The largest 
one is 18.4 mm. long by 18 mm. wide, 
the intermediate one 9 mm. long by 8 
mm. wide, the smallest one 7.5 mm. long 
by 2.13 mm. wide. The stipes generally 
are 0.25 mm. wide. 

Observations.-The largest specimen 
appears more open than the others. This 
open appearance is in part due to the fact 
that some branches are broken out of the 
middle of the colony. If the identifica
tion of the plesiotype is correct, it sug
gests another relatively long distance cor
relation from central Texas to South 
Dakota. 

Type data.-Holotype and paratypes, 
University of Iowa, Iowa City. Plesio
types, University of Oklahoma, Museum 
of Invertebrate Paleontology. 

Type localities.-Holotype and para
types, north wall of Whitewood Canyon 
in the northern part of Deadwood, South 
Dakota. Plesiotypes from near base of 
bluff on southeast side of Honey Creek 
on the Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles 
southwest of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Holotypes and para
types, Deadwood formation, Upper Cam
brian. Plesiotypes, about 85 feet below 
the top of the Wilberns formation, Upper 
Cambrian. 

Distribution.-Holotype and paratypes 
from type locality in South Dakota. 
Plesiotypes from the .Paschal Rogers 
ranch, 9 miles southwest of Mason, Mason 
County, Texas. 

Genus CALLOGRiAPTUS Hall, 1865 

Hall, James, Figures and descriptions of Cana
dian organic remains, Decade II, Graptolites 
of the Quebec group: Geol. Survey Canada, 
pp. 133-134, 1865. 

Origi,nal description.-Flabellate fronds, with 
numerous slender bifurcating branches proceed
ing from a strong stem or axis. Branches and 
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divisions celluliferous on one side, the opposite 
side striate; sometimes distinctly and irregularly 
united by transverse dissepiments. The non-cel
luliferous side sometimes presents a semi-retic· 
ulate appearance. 

The aspect of these fronds is intermediate 
between Dictyonema and some forms of Den· 
drograptus; but they have not the regular retic
ulate structure of the former, while the sub
divisions of the branches are quite similar to 
some of the species of that genus. In the mode 
of branching and the form of cell-apertures, 
the present genus is quite different from the 
typical species of Dendrograptus. 

The slender branches and minute points which 
indicate the cell-apertures render it impossible, 
with the specimens in my possession, to deter
mine satisfactorily the characters of the latter; 
they appear as simple oval impressions upon the 
surface of the compressed branches. 

It is possible that some of the species of 
this genus may have grown in funnel-shaped 
fronds, as Dictyonema. 

CALLOGRAPTUS cf. ANTIQUUS Ruedemann 

Pl. 4, figs. 1-3, la 

Callograptus antiquus Ruedemann, Rudolf, The 
Cambrian of the upper Mississippi Valley, 
pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milwaukee Pub. 
Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 320, Pl. 50, figs. 8, 
9, 1933. 

Original description.-Rhabdosome of medium 
size, attaining a length of 30 + mm. Main 
branches straight to slightly flexuous, about 1 
mm. wide giving off side-branches, half as wide, 
at nearly right angles. Thecae arranged on one 
side, curved, projecting 40° and becoming free 
and tubular in the distal half, as described by 
the writer for the genotype, C. compactus Wal
cott (1925, p. 42) ; with straight transversal 
apertures, overlapping about one-half, numbering 
10 in 10 mm. 

Description of plesiotypes.-The parts 
of colonies preserved in the Wilberns 
formation of Texas have much in com
mon with the form from Tennessee. They 
have the large central stipe from which 
the branches extend almost at right angle, 
though most of the central stipes are ex
foliated. The gentle curve for most of 
the branches is also characteristic. Thecae 
are relatively large and tubular. Some of 
them are disposed nearly at right angles 
to the direction of the branches, and they 
extend for nearly half their length beyond 
the edge of the branches. Thecae 10 in 
10 mm. 

Dimensions.-The parts of colonies pre· 
served are much wider than long. Of the 
three colonies the length is respectively 

12, 8, and 8 mm. and the width 20.5, 
13.25, and 8 mm. The large exfoliated 
main stems have a width of 0. 75 to 1 mm. 

Type data.-Holotype, U. S. National 
Museum. Plesiotypes, University of Okla
homa, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type localities.-Holotype, 1 % miles 
southeast of Morristown, Tennessee (loc. 
no. 119). Plesiotypes from near base of 
bluff on southeast side of Honey Creek 
on the Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles 
southwest of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Distribution.-At the type locality near 
Morristown, Tennessee, and near Mason, 
Mason County, Texas. 

CALLOGRAPTUS MINIMUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 10, figs. 3, 3a 

Description.-A small colony of Callo
graptus differs greatly from other species 
of this genus, especially by its small size, 
the irregularity of branching, and the 
small crowded thecae. The angle of bifur
cation of branches varies from 20° to 
80°. Some thecae are inclined along the 
edge of the sti pes, but more of them are 
normal to and extend considerably beyond 
the edge of the sti pe. Those normal to the 
surface occur 40 to 48 in 10 mm. Some 
small circular apertures are present on 
the sides of the sti pes. Some larger thecae 
may represent gonothecae. Bithecae occur 
at short intervals. 

Dimensions.-Length of colony, 15.1 
mm.; width, 7. 75 mm. Width of stipes, 
0.25 to 0.65 mm. 

Observations.-This small Callograptus 
approaches quite closely to those appar
ently tubular stipes of the form Haplo
graptus vermif ormis. 

Type data.-Holotype, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locaUty.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below top 
of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from type 
locality near Mason, Mason County, Texas. 
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CALLOGRAPTUS PLUMMER!, n.sp. 

Pl. I, figs. 1-3, la, lb~ 2a~ 2b: Pl. -1, figs. 7, 7a, 8, Ba 

Description.-Parts of colonies of this 
new species occur beautifully preserved 
in the Wilberns. They are highly branched 
and beautifully symmetrical. They are well 
preserYed and are among the outstand
ing colonies. They are profusely branched 
with bifurcation distance of about 2 to 
2.5 mm. The colonies are very s4rublike. 
There are central larger stipes from which 
many orders of smaller branches divide 
with bifurcation angles of 15° to 30(). 
Branches dh-erge slightly, and most of 
them soon become subparallel. Branches 
are closely spaced with about 14 in the 
space of 10 mm. lnterspaces are a little 
wider than adjacent branches. Dissepi
ments are slender and sparse. Thecae 16 
to 20 in 10 mm. with overlap of one-fourth 
to one-third. While the branches are 
numerous and closely spaced, the fact that 
they do not overlap indicates that the 
colony grew in a single plane. 

Dimensions.-The largest part of a col
ony has a length of 40 mm. and width 
of 20 mm. Some of the larger stipes are 
about 1 mm. wide while the smaller ones 
are only 0.25 mm. wide. 

Observations. - These colonies are 
usually well preserved, so their dark color 
contrasts strongly with the light shale in 
which they occur. This species is similar 
in some respects to the younger C. stauf
feri of :Minnesota. but it differs from the 
iatter in haYing ~ much shorter bifurca
tion interval, branches more closely 
crowded, and thecae smaller and more 
numerous. They are found practically at 
the base of the thin graptolite zone which 
rests on a somewhat irregular surface. 
Although these forms branch regularly 
and profusely~ they are among the sim
plest of the dendroid types. The coarser 
more irregular C. antiquus occurs in a 
slight I y higher position near the middle 
of the narrow graptolite zone, 3 to 4 
inches higher. These and still earlier 
members of this genus may have been the 
precursors of Dictyonema with its many 
more dissepiments. 

Type daJa.-Cotypes~ University of Ok
lahoma, 2\I useum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff, 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of :Mason, :Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic hori=on.-Wilberns f onnation, 
Upp er Cambrian, about 85 feet below top 
of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from type 
locality near Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

CALLOGRAPTUS SUBTYPICUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 10, figs. 19, 19a 

Description.-A rather small colony in 
which there is a larger main stipe with a 
number of much smaller branches and a 
few of the third order. Branches are much 
more slender than the main stipe. Thecae 
are elongate and tubular, and many of 
them extend with free ends beyond the 
general margin of the stipe. Thecae are 
closely crowded, occurring 28 to 35 in the 
space of 10 mm. The divergence angle is 
small, 10° to 15°. 

Dimensions.-Length of colony, 20.5 
mm.; width, 5 mm. Width of main stipe, 
0.5 to 0.75 mm.; width of narrow 
branches, 0.15 mm. Branching interval 
generally 1.5 mm. 

Observations.-This colony has the 
general form of a Callograptus, and, like 
C. plummeri, it has larger stipes from 
which much more slender branches di
verge. This differs from most later Calli
grapti in that in the later forms, after 
branching begins, all branches are about 
the same width, and the slender branches 
maintain the same width throughout their 
length. 

Trpe da.ta.-Holotype, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below th~ 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality, Mason County, Texas. 

Genus CALLODENDROGRAPTUS, n.gen. 

Description.-This new genus combines 
the characteristics of a CaUograptus with 
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those of a Dendrograptus. The specimens 
generally are coarse, having broad irreg
ular main stipes, some of which are 
nearly straight, but others are curved. 
Branching is irregular, and the branches 
are short and thick-set. They remind one 
of a locust tree after the ends of the 
limbs have been broken off by the wind. 

Three kinds of thecae are present: the 
thecae are either inclined or normal to 
the stipes serving for regular feeding 
polyps, elongate slender bithecae, and 
enlarged thecae either swollen or elongate 
which are thought to represent gonothecae. 
Callodendrograptus sellardsi, the most 
common and characteristic species under 
the genus, is designated as the genotype. 

CALLODENDROGRAPTUS ELONGATUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 9, fig. 11; Pl. 10, fig. 7 

Description. - Two especially long 
stipes were secured that show no sign of 
branching throughout their length. They 
are narrow elongate and nearly straight. 
Part of the thecae are inclined at a low 
angle: others are normal to the edge of 
the sti pe. They seem something like 
Ruedemann's Dendrograptus sparsus but 
have small, much more numerous thecae. 
Besides the regular thecae, bithecae are 
present as well as some enlarged struc
tures which may be gonothecae. Thecae 
occur 25 to nearlv 50 in 10 mm. 

Dimensions.-The largest stipe has a 
length of 27.5 mm. and a width of 0. 7S 
mm. The smaller stipe is 15.2 mm. long 
and 0.25 mm. wide with no branches in 
evidence. 

Ohservations.-These appear to be very 
long narrow colonies which show no evi
dence of branching. Conceivably. these 
might be branches of other colonies, but 
few branches maintain their identity with
out developing branches of a lower order. 
Possibly a number of small linear frag
ments may belong to this species. 

Type data.-Cotypes, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

CALLODENDROGRAPTUS ROBUSTUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 6, figs. 9, 10; PI. 8, fig. 6; Pl. 9, figs. 2, 
2a, b, 5, 6, 6a, b 

Description.-Colonies with relatively 
short, broad main stipes and relative] y 
few branches. The bifurcation angle is 
generally small, 20° to 30°, but for a 
few it is larger. Most branches are short 
and stubby, but one colony has a longer 
branch. The thecae vary greatly in size, 
shape, and orientation. Besides regular 
thecae, bithecae, and gonothecae, there are 
clusters of short tubes around the aper
tures of some of the best specimens of 
the swollen (gonothecal) tubes (Pl. 9, figs. 
2a, 2b) . These probably housed nema
tocysts. 

Dimensions.-The length of the col
onies varies from less than 10 mm. to 
10.35, 12.5, 18.5, and 19 mm.; width, 7 
mm. or less. The lower part of the main 
stipe has a width of 2.12 mm., and the 
width of that stipe may continue that wide 
for considerable distance distally. 

Observations.-The short colonies are 
very noticeable because of the width of 
the stipes. They are fairly common in 
the Wilberns as six colonies were secured 
and are illustrated. Possiblv some of 
these broad. short colonies w~re the pre
cursors of some of the larger types of 
Dictyonema. 

Type data.-Cotypes, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon· 
to logy. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason. Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
tvpe locality near Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

CALLODENDROGRAPTUS ROGERSI, n.sp. 

PI. 5, figs. 6, 6a 

Description.-The large basal part of 
this colony is exfoliated, but it still has 
sufficient diagnostic characteristics to de· 
scribe the species. It is a coarse form 
with broad stipes, some of which are 
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ribbed with the interlocking thecae and 
bithecae. The branches diverge at angles 
of 10° to 45° with most of them near 
the larger angle. Bifurcation occurs at 2 
to 3 mm. Thecae are disposed at angles 
of 20° to 60°, and some long slender 
bithecae are present. Thecae occur 16 to 
20 or more in 10 mm., and on some 
sti pes apertures occur on both margins. 
In one part, a little above the middle of 
the colony, thecae opening in opposite 
directions seem to interlock in the center 
something as those do in the Ordovician 
biserial Diplograptus ( Amplexograptus) 
am plexicaulus (Hall) . 

Dimensions.-Monotype, length of part 
of colony, 23 mm.; length of longest main 
branch, 17 mm.; width, 8.5 mm. {above 
base, 10.5 mm.) ; width of larger 
branches, 1 to 1.25 mm.; width of nar
row branches, 0.5 mm. 

Observations.-Most of the branches of 
this colony are wide, and the surface is 
very characteristically ribbed with the in
terlocking of thecae and bithecae. In de
tailed enlarged drawings of Callograptus 
salteri and C. ho pkinsoni, Bulman27 shows 
how the elongate thecae and bithecae may 
be responsible for such ribbing. An en
larged part of the right branch of this 
colony (Pl. 5, fig. 6a) shows a condition 
similar to that noted above in Bulman's 
illustrations. 

Type data.-Holotype, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. The species name is given in 
honor of Paschal Rogers on whose ranch 
the graptolites are found. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff, 
southeast side of Honey Creek, 9 miles 
southwest of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality in Mason County, Texas. 

CALLODENDROGRAPTUS SELLARDSI, n.sp. 

Pl. 1, figs. 4, 4a; Pl. 4, fig. 5; PI. 6, figs. 3, 
5-8; Pl. 8, figs. 1, la, 5; Pl. 9, figs. 3, 3a, 10 

Description. - Large, strong central 
stipes which vary from nearly straight to 
markedly curved. Most of the branches 
are short and thick-set. Bifurcation inter
val about 2 to 3.5 mm. Bifurcation angle 

27Bulman, O. M. B., A monograph of British dendroid 

graptolites, Pnrt III: Paleontographical Soc. London, vol. 

86, pp. 85, 86, text figs. 40b, 4la, c, 1934. 

varies from 10° to 45° or more, most 
commonly 20° to 30°. Attitude of thecae 
is variable; some are inclined at angles 
of 20° to 30°; others are normal to the 
edge of the sti pe. Some occur on the face 
of the sti pe. Thecae which belonged to 
the regular feeding polyps are most 
numerous, but bithecae occur, as do also 
some larger thecae which may represent 
gonothecae. Thecae 20 to 25 in 10 mm. 

Dimensions.-Length of colonies varies 
from a few mm. to nearly 30 mm.; width 
varies also from a few mm. up to nearly 
10 mm. Width of larger stipes, 1.25 mm. 

Observations.-This is the most com
mon and best-preserved species collected 
from the Wilberns formation. Accordingly, 
about a dozen colonies are illustrated to 
show variation in form. Some of these 
colonies resemble the general form of the 
specimen from a higher horizon at Afton, 
Minnesota, illustrated by Ruedemann28 as 
Callograptus staufferi. Possibly this earlier 
Texas species may be a precursor of the 
higher Minnesota form which was found 
in the Lodi shale. 

Type data.-AII cotypes, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.-All cotypes are from a 
short distance above base of bluff on the 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality near Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

CALLODENDROGRAPTUS SELLARDS! var. 
EXPANSUS, n.var. 

Pl. 4, figs. 4, 6, 6a ; Pl. 7, fig. 8 ; Pl. 8, figs. 2-4 

Description.-This variety is much like 
the species sellardsi except that it spreads 
widely in primary branches that diverge 
almost at right angles. Branches of the 
second and third orders are like those in 
C. sellardsi with divergence of 20° to 45°. 

28Ruedemann, Rudolf, The Cambrian of the upper Missis· 
sippi Valley, pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milwaukee Pub. 
Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, pl. 50, fig. 6, 1933. 
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Type data, locality, horizon, and dis
tribution are like those of the species 
sellardsi. 

CALLODENDROGRAPTUS SEMICIRCULARIS, 
n.sp. 

Pl. 9, figs. 4, 4a, 7, 7a, 12; Pl. 10, fig. 17 

Description. - Several specimens are 
characterized primarily by the presence 
of long semicircular thecae at intervals 
along the stipe and by great irregularity 
of other thecae. The sparsely branched 
form of Plate 9, figures 4, 4a, 12, and the 
form shown in Plate 10, figure 17, are 
taken as the cotypes of the species. Thecae 
about 20 in 10 mm. Besides the regular 
thecae, bithecae, and the peculiar semi
circular thecae, there are some large 
swollen ones which are thought to be 
gonothecae. 

Dimensions.-The more complete col
ony measures 21.75 mm. long and 8.5 
mm. wide. The thickness of stipes varies 
from 0.33 to 0.93 mm. Some of the un
branched stipes measure 8.7 mm. in length 
and 0.25 to 0.5 mm. in width; one meas
ures 4.2 long and 0. 75 mm. wide. Semi
circular thecae are I mm. long. 

Observations.-These elongate curved 
thecae are so different from other thecae 
that the forms bearing them are given 
specific rank. The purpose of these curved 
thecae is not known. Some of them near 
the proximal end look as though they 
were represented only by the impression 
of part of the polyp. Particularly is this 
true in the more highly magnified part 
of Plate 9, figure 4a. 

Type data.-Cotypes, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below top 
of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality near Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

Genus DICTYONEMA HALL, 1851 

Note by the editors on "New Genera of Fo::;sil 
Corals" from the report by James Hall on 

Paleontology of New York: Amer. J our. Sci., 
2d ser., vol. 11, art. 45, p. 401, 1851. (Called 
a bryozooid.) 

Genolectotype-Gorgonia reti/ormis Hall, Rept. 
4th Geol. Dist., New York, p. 115, 1843. 

Genus Dictyonema, Hall, Jam es, Niagara group, 
in Paleontology of New York, vol. 2, p. 174 
(1851)' 1852. 

Original description.-Frond circular or flabel
liform, composed of slender radiating branches 
which frequently bifurcate as they extend toward 
the margin; branches and subdivisions united 
laterally by fine transverse dissepiments; branches 
impressed with deep striae or grooves, produc
ing indentations that sometimes have an elon
gated rhomboidal form; axis subcalcareous with 
a corneous exterior. 

The general structure of this coral is very 
similar to Fenestella in its diverging bifurcat
ing branches with black threads united laterally 
by finer ones leaving quadrangular interstices. 
One species forms large circular fronds some
times a foot in diameter, while the other has 
been seen only in flabellite forms. The branches 
of these corals consist of a black film envelop
ing a semi-calcareous or corneous interior, and 
they have the appearance and texture of grap
tolites, to which they are doubtless closely allied. 
A single branch, where the lateral connection 
with others is broken off, can scarcely be dis
tinguished from some species of graptolites. 

Observations.-While in these earlier 
descriptions Hall29 classed Dictyonema as 
a coral, fourteen years later he placed it 
in the graptolite group and indicated that 
there is an almost insensible gradation 
from Callograptus to Dictyonema. 

DICTYONEMA EOMINNESOTENSE, n.sp. 

Pl. 5, fig. 8, Sa 

Description.-Only the upper part of 
the colony is preserved as in the case also 
with the Dictyonema minnesotense Ruede
mann. 30 The branches are narrow and 
diverge at a small angle, and they occur 
10 to 12 in the space of 10 mm. Bifur
cation takes place at short intervals, only 
4 mm. Dissepiments are thin and rela
tively rare. Branches are subparallel. 
Thecae are small and numerous, occur
ring 24 to 40 in I 0 mm. 

Dimensions.-Height of part preserved, 
9 mm.; width, 12 mm.; width of branches, 
0.25 to 0.5 mm. 

29Hall, James, Figures and descriptions of Canadian or
ganic remains, Decade II, Graptolites of the Quebec 
group: Geol. Survey Canada, p. 12, 1865. 

30Ruedmann, Rudolf, The Cambrian of the upper Missis

sippi Valley, pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milwaukee Pub. 

Mus., vol, 12, no. 3, p. 321, Pl. 55, fig, 3, 1933. 
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Observations.-This earlier species has 
the same general form as D. minnesotense, 
but it has slightly narrower branches, 
bifurcates at much shorter intervals, and 
has much smaller, more closely set thecae. 

T)'pe data.-Holotype, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-~Tilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from local
ity on southeast side of Honey Creek, 9 
miles southwest of Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

DICTYONEMA FLEXIBILIS, n.sp. 

PI. 5, fig. 4 

Description.-This species is character
ized bv its flexible, curved stipes, its few 
thin dissepiments, and its relatively large 
meshes. The thecae are elongate and tubu
lar. and they are inclined at an angle of 
30° to 40°; they occur 20 in 10 mm. A 
few bithecae are present. 

Dimensions. - Holotype, incomplete 
specimen, length, 13. 75 mm.; width, 17 
mm. The width of the stipes varies from 
0.3 to 0. 75 mm. The meshes are irregu
lar. Smaller ones have dimensions of 0.5 
mm. by 1.25 mm. and the larger ones 1. 75 
mm. by 4 mm. 

Observations.-A few smaller frag
ments of this species were found, but they 
are too small to be of value for illus
tration. 

Type data.-Monotype, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
the southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Found only at the type 
locality near Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

DICTYONEMA MAXIMUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 5, figs. 2, 2a, 7 

Description.-Holotype (Pl. 5, fig. 2) : 
Expanded basal part preserved; almost 
~olid V-shaped part of colony above the 
base due to joining of lower part of the 
branches by anastomosing. This part has 
only a few narrow elongate meshes. In 
the middle and upper parts of the colony 
onlv the central branches are preserved. 
A few slender dissepiments are present, 
but most of them are wider, being formed 
by anastomosing. The main branches are 
wide, and meshes in the upper part of 
the colony are large. While some of the 
thecae are disposed at a low angle, 15° 
to 30°, along the edge of the branches, 
most of them are nearly at right angles 
with the stipe. They occur 20 to 24 in 
10 mm. A paratype, a small part of an
other colony, is shown in Plate 5, figure 
7. It is of little value except to show that 
another specimen with branches charac
teristic of the species was present. 

Dimensions.-Length, 36.5 mm.; width, 
12.5 mm.; width of branches, 0.25 to 1.25 
mm. Meshes vary from 0.25 to 1.25 mm. 
in the lower part to 1 by 3.5 mm. in the 
upper part. 

Observations.-The basal and central 
parts of this large colony are well pre
served except that two of the main 
branches are exfoliated for a distance of 
about 5 mm. This large form, together 
with five other species in this genus, shows 
that the characteristics of Dictyonema had 
become extremely varied even in this early 
~rapto.lite zone. In some respects this 
Dictyonema is much like a Callograptus 
in that the thecal apertures appear on 
both sides of some of the larger stipes. 
Some of the thecae are disposed almost 
at right angles to the margin of the stipe, 
and part of them protrude beyond the 
margin of the stipe. 

As to orientation of the colonies, Bul
man31 has indicated that some of the 
Dendroidea were provided with either 
nema and disc or several slender :fiber3 
for attachment to floating objects. Forms 
attached in these ways were oriented with 
the proximal end up and with expanding 

31Bulman, 0. M. B., Graptolithena: Handhuch der Palio

zoologie (O. H. Schindewolf), Lf. 2 (Bd. 2D), p. D9, 1938. 
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branches extending downward. These 
then were free to he carried to all parts 
of the seas open to them. However, it is 
thought that most of the Dendroidea de
veloped either an enlarged basal part or 
several rootlike strands for attachment to 
the bottom of the sea, and from tl}ese 
attachments the branching stipes grew 
upward. Distribution of species whose 
colonies were attached to the bottom 
doubtless was accomplished during the 
reproductive stages when the young were 
free to move and to be carried by cur
rents. Possibly some of the tiny young 
forms were light enough to rise to or 
near the surf ace of the ocean for a sail 
on the sea before they settled down to 
colony building. 

Type data.-Holotype and paratype, 
University of Oklahoma, Museum of In
vertebrate Paleontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff, 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality in Mason County, Texas. 

DICTYONEMA cf. SCHUCHERTI Ruedemann 

Pl. 5, fig. 3 

Dictyonema schucherti Ruedemann, Rudolf, The 
Cambrian of the upper Mississippi Valley, 
pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milwaukee Pub. 
Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 321, PI. 54, figs. 1, 
2, 1933. 

Original, description.-Rhabdosome probably 
infundibuliform or broadly flabellite; of small to 
medium size possibly reaching a length of 30+ 
mm. and a width of 50 mm. Branches fairly 
frequently dividing, subparallel, about .5 mm. 
wide, connected by stout curved dissepiments, 
that with the branches form square to shortly 
rectangular meshes, about as wide as the 
branches or wider. Thecae disposed on one side 
of the branches, simple straight tubes, closely 
arranged and numbering 20-16 in 10 mm.; with 
straight, transverse apertures. Bithecae not ob
served. 

Description of plesiotype.-This species 
is represented in the Wilberns of Texas 
by only a part of a single colony. How
ever, the size and shape of the branches, 
the size and number of the thecae, and 
the shape of the meshes seem close enough 

to refer it to the described species. Thecae 
are simple tubes along the sides of the 
branches at an angle of 50° to 60° and 
occur 20 or more in 10 mm. 

Dimensions.-Height of holotype, 30 
mm.; width, 26 mm.; width of branches, 
0.5 to 0. 75 mm.; length of meshes, 1.5 
to 3 mm.; width of meshes, 0.5 to 1.25 
mm. The plesiotype fragment has a 
height of 6 mm. and a width of 5.5 mm., 
and the meshes have a length of about 2.5 
mm. and width of 0.75 mm. The width 
of branches varies from 0.5 to 0.65 mm. 

Observations. - While the plesiotype 
represents only a small part (about one
fif th) of a colony, the characteristics of 
branches, meshes, and thecae are so sim
ilar that it may well be referred to the 
species. 

Type data.-Plesiotype, figured speci
men (Pl. 5, fig. 3), University of Okla
homa. Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-The holotype locality is 
about 1 mile northwest of Highgate Cen
ter, Vermont. The plesiotype is from the 
Paschal Rogers ranch about 9 miles south
west of Mason, Mason County, Texas, 
near the base of a cliff on the southeast 
side of Honey Creek. 

Geologic horizon.-The holotype was at 
first reported from the Colchester forma
mation in the Lower Cambrian, but later 
this was changed to the Russell slate in 
the Upper Cambrian. The plesiotype is 
from a shale about 85 feet below the top 
of the Wilberns formation in the Upper 
Cambrian. 

Distribution.-Only at the holotype and 
plesiotype localities. 

DICTYONEMA cf. WYOMINGENSE Ruedemann 

(Corrected from DICTYONEMA cf. MINNE
SOTENSE) 

Pl. 5, figs. 10, lOa, 11, Ila 

Dictyonema cf. minnesotense, Ruedemann, Rudolf, 
The Cambrian of the upper Mississippi Val
ley, pt. 3, Graptolitoidea: Bull. Milwaukee 
Pub. Mus., vol. 12, no. 3, pp. 322, 323, text 
figs. 1-4, 1933. 

Original description.-The rhabdosome is fre
quently branching, the bifurcations about 3 mm. 
apart and 10° to 20° wide, the resulting branches 
remaining subparallel and separated by inter
spaces not wider than the branches. The 
branches are narrow, only .56 mm. wide. The 
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thecae are little prominent, diverging at angles 
of about 20° and numbering 16 in the space of 
10 mm. 

Description of two plesiotypes.-Elon· 
gate parts of two colonies which occur in 
the Wilberns of Texas have been assigned 
to this species. The branches are narrow 
and they bifurcate at intervals of 2 to 
4 mm. The bifurcation angle is small, 
about 10° to 20°, and the branches re
main subparallel. Dissepiments are thin 
and few. Thecae are simple and tubular; 
they diverge at angles of 20° to 30°, and 
they occur 16 in the space of 10 mm. 

Dimensions.-The larger of the two 
colonies has a length of 27.5 mm. and a 
width of 7 mm.; it has 12 to 14 branches 
in the space of 10 mm. The smaller colony 
has a length of 22.5 mm. and for nearly 
half of its length a width of 2.5 mm. One 
diverging branch at the top increases the 
width there to 9 mm. 

Observations.-Described first as Dic
tyonema cf. minnesotense. In a statement 
correcting a number of mistaken horizons 
in his Milwaukee bulletin Ruedemann32 

indicated that the name would be changed 
to Dictyonema wyomingense. The Wilberns 
specimens fit well the description of this 
species by Ruedemann, though neither of 
the specimens has an enlarged basal part 
attached. In Ruedemann's figures there 
are only the expanded basal parts with 
three stubs of branches attached and two 
separate fragments of branches having a 
length of 6.25 and 9.25 mm. respectively. 

Type data.-Two plesiotypes, University 
of Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate 
Paleontology. 

Type locality.-Holotype, north side of 
Shoshone Canyon, just above the bridge, 
west of Cody, Wyoming. Plesiotypes, near 
base of bluff, southeast side of Honey 
Creek on the Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 
miles southwest of Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Holotype, name of 
Upper Cambrian formation not given. 
Plesiotypes, Wilberns formation, Upper 
Cambrian, about 85 feet below top of the 
formation. 

3!!Ruedemann, Rudolf, Cambrian graptolites: Science, n.s., 
vol. 80, no. 2062, p. 15, 1934. 

Distribution.-Holotype, only type lo
cality. Plesiotypes, only from Mason 
County, Texas. 

DICTYONEMA ap. 

Pl. 5, fig. 9 

Description.-As only a few small frag· 
ments of this Dictyonema have been found 
it is not designated by a species name. 
However, it is clearly different from any 
other Wilberns species of this genus. 
The branches are subparallel and occur 
in a broad open curve. The dissepiments 
curve conc~ntricall y from one side of the 
stipes, and they resemble extensions of 
apertural spines. These extensions are 
similar to those of Dictyonema flabelli
f or me shown by Ruedemann33 for a 
Schaghticoke form. Thecae occur along 
the margin of the stipes about 36 to 40 
in 10 mm. 

Dimensions.-For the small fragment 
of a colony, length, 9 mm.; width, 2.5 
mm.; width of stipes varies from 0.25 to 
0.5 mm.; and the interspaces are a little 
wider than the stipes which remain sub
parallel. 

Observations.-This small fragment is 
clearly part of a Dictyonema, and it is 
distinctlv different from others in this 
horizon."' In fact it seems to approach 
more nearly than the others to the more 
regular types of Dictyonema which occur 
in the upper part of the Upper Cambrian, 
in Lower Ordovician, and in still higher 
zones. 

Type data.-Specimens, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality, Mason County, Texas. 

Genus ASPIDOGRAPTUS Bulman, 1934 

Bulman, 0. M. B., A monograph of British 
dendroid graptolites, Part III: Paleonto
graphical Soc., vol. 86, p. 69, 1934. 

Because of marked complications in the 
use of the terms Clematograptus and Am· 

33Ruedemann, Rudolf, Graptolitea of New York, pt. l, 
Gra ptoli tes of the lower beds : New York State Mus., 
Mem. 7, p. 602, text fig. 27, 1904. 
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phigraptus, Bulman proposed the new 
genus name of As pidograptus and de
scribed it as follows: 

Diagnosis.-Rhabdosome apparently bilaterally 
symmetrical, branching laterally from principal 
stipe; these are strongly curved and the lateral 
branches closely set and irregularly produced, 
but arising from the convex sides of the prin
cipal stipes and bifurcating repeatedly at short 
intervals; the rhabdosome is always so preserved 
as to be discoidal, with the stipes spread out 
in a radiating manner. Dissepiments rarely 
developed. 

The genotype is taken as Clematograp· 
tus implicmus, Hopkinson, 1875. 

ASPIDOGRAPTUS sp. 

Pl. 10, figs. 9-14 

Description.-Oniy fragmentary parts 
of rhabdosomes have been collected; hence 
no species is described. Yet numerous 
fragments occur which seem to belong to 
this genus. Some of them represent about 
one-fourth of a colony, but none has been 
found attached to a main central curved 
sti pe. These are small bush like forms in 
which bifurcation is at the short distance 
of 1.25 mm. Thecae occur 20 to 24 in 
10 mm. 

Dimensions.-The parts of colonies 
measure about 8.5 to 9 mm. in length 
and 5 mm. in width. The branches are 
numerous and short. 

Observations.-If these fragments are 
parts of an Aspidograptus, they are the 
first representatives of this genus to be 
found in the Cambrian, though Bulman 
has listed this genus as possibly Cam
brian. Heretofore this genus has been 
known only from the Lower Ordovician 
in Great Britain where two species occur, 
A. implicatus and A. minor. The Wil
berns specimens from Texas seem more 
like the latter smaller species. 

Type dat,a.-AII specimens, University 
of Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate 
Paleontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality near Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

Class HYDROIDA 

Genus HAPLOGRAPTUS Ruedemann, 1933 

Description.-This genus is used for a 
number of species which under low mag
nification appear as simple tubelike struc
tures but which upon higher magnifica
tion are shown to have numerous tiny 
thecae. Some of the forms from Minne
sota and Wisconsi~ are described by 
Ruedemann as H aplograptus wisconsin
ensis and from Tennessee as H. vermi
formis. 

HAPLOGRAPTUS VERMIFORMIS Ruedemann 

Pl. 3, figs, 9, 9a, b; Pl. 9, fig. 1 

Description.-The small simple col
onies are sparsely branched with bifurca
tion angle varying from 30° to 90°. 
Under low magnification the branches 
look like simple tubes. Higher magnifi
cation reveals the presence of numerous 
small thecae which are closely crowded; 
those normal to the surf ace, 48 in 10 
mm.; elongate slender ones inclined at 
30°, 32 in 10 mm. The latter slender 
ones may represent bithecae or nemato
phores. Also higher magnification reveals 
the presence of numerous small circular 
apertures on the surface of the stipes. 

Dimensions.-The largest part of a col
ony of this species measures 12.1 mm. 
long and 7 mm. wide. The longest branch 
has a length of 5 mm. Width of stipes, 
0.5 mm. 

Observat,ions.-As the tubelike struc
tures in this species are similar to the 
coenosarcal canals in H ydrozoa, these 
forms are here shifted into the hydrozoan 
group. These tubelike stipes are like those 
described by Ruedemann as H aplograptus 
vermif ormis. 

Type data.-Plesiotypes, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 
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Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
locality near Mason, Mason County, Texas, 
and from the Nolichucky shale at the type 
locality 10 miles east of Knoxville, Ten
nessee. 

Genus ACANTHOGRAPTUS Spencer, 1878 

Spencer, J. W ., Niagara fossils: Trans. St. Louis 
Acad. Sci., vol. 4, no. 4 (1878-1886), pp. 
555-610, 1886 ~ revised description, p. 581, 
May, 1884. Original brief description in 
Spencer, J. W., Graptolites of the Niagara 
formation: Canada Nat., n.s., vol. 8, no. 8, 
1878. 

Rerised dcscription.-Frond shrub-like, con
sisting of thick branches, principally rising from 
near base, with little divergence and some bifur
cations. One side of the branches, furnished 
with prominent spines or denticles, appearing to 
mark the position of the apertures of the cells. 
Texture corneous, and indistinctly striated lon
gitudinally. 

ACANTHOGRAPTUS sp. 

PI. 7, fig. 4 

Description of plesiotype.-As only a 
small fragment of a colony was secured, 
no specific name is given. However, it 
shows the elongate tubular denticles char
acteristic of the genus. Denticles occur 
about 20 in 10 mm. Den ti cl es are about 
0. 7 mm. long, and they extend almost 
that much beyond the margin of the stipe. 

Dimensions.-Very small part of a col
ony, single stipe, a little over 6 mm. in 
length and about 0.5 mm. in width, but 
at the ends of the thecae the total width 
is about 1 mm. 

Type. data.-Species not described, rep
resentative of the genus, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
the southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch~ 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian~ about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution. -Acanthograptus priscus 
occurs at Afton. Minnesota. The small 
fragment of a stipe is from the type 
locality near Mason, Mason Countv~ Texas. 

Genus CHAUNOGRAPTUS Hall, 1879 

Dendrograptus ( Chaunograptus) novellus Hall, 
James, Abstract: Trans. Albany Inst., vol. 10, 
p. 2, 1879. 

Genotype. - Chaunograptus novellus 
Hall, 34 the description of which serves as 
description for the genus as follows: 

Fossil occurring free in the shales, or upon 
other fossil bodies, in slender branching fronds. 
Branches diverging, lax and slender, with 
numerous branchlets, both marked by numerous 
cellules which are usually indicated by the ap
p~arance of abrupt expansion and contraction of 
the branches. The angular projection of the cell
aperture can be observed in many parts of the 
fossil. 

This species is more lax and diffuse than any 
form of Dendrograptus known, and therefore has 
been separated from the typical forms of the 
genus. It occurs free among other fossils, or 
attached to some fragmentary portions of other 
bodies. In its habit of growth it is quite dis· 
tinct from any of the forms heretofore illus
trated, and it is probable it belongs to a divi
sion of the Hydrozoa which has not been rec
ognized in the Paleozoic formations. 

CHAUNOGRAPTUS IRREGULARIS, n.sp. 

PI. 3, figs. 11, 12; Pl. 5, fig. 5; Pl. 6, figs. 1, 2 

Descri ption.-The species name irreg
ularis is given to a series of colonies in 
most of which the hydrothecae are ar
ranged irregularly attached to a crooked, 
sparsely branched, threadlike structure 
which doubtless was tubular. Two small 
colonies (Pl. 3, fig. 11, and Pl. 5, fig. 
5) are more regular in general form and 
simulate in their branching that of the 
more delicate Dendroidea. In some of the 
colonies the hydrothecae are oriented in 
all sorts of directions and some larger 
swollen structures are thought to represent 
gonothecae. 

Dimensions. -The colonies of the 
cotypes vary greatly in size-length, 1.75 
to 6 mm.; width, 0. 75 to 2 mm. The hy
drothecae are tiny and have length of 
0.15 mm. to 0.375 mm. 

Observations.-Colonies of these tiny 
forms are scattered over the surface of 
a number of slabs, and they show up best 
when magnified 16 to 20 times. In one 
of the colonies (Pl. 6, fig. 1) the hydro
thecae are considerably smaller than those 

34Hall, James, Descriptions of the species of fossils found 

in the Niagara group at Waldron, Indiana: Indiana Dept. 
Geol. Nat. Hist., 11th Ann. Rept., 1881, p. 225, Pl. I, 

figs. 1, 2, 1882. 
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in other colonies. Colonies of this genus 
extend from this early zone in the Wil
berns up through Ordovician and Silurian 
into the Lower Devonian without much 
change in their general form, and even 
those in the Middle Cambrian of Australia 
are quite similar to the later forms. 

Chapman and Thomas35 class Chauno
graptus definitely as a hydroid together 
with Acanthograptus, Cactograptus, Masti
gograptus, and T lufllograptus, all of which 
they found in the Middle Cambrian of 
Australia. The chief reason for calling 
these forms hydroids rather than grapto
lites is that they have gonothecae devel
oped along the sides of the stipes. How
ever, there has been no suggestion that 
graptolites with gonothecae36 grouped 
around their pneumatocysts be classed as 
hydrozoans. In fact, the problem of dis
tinguishing hydrozoans from graptolites 
becomes a difficult one when they occur 
together in the same zone, particularly 
as their exterior characteristics and 
method of preservation seem identical. 
Especially does this problem become acute 
when one finds that certain of the Den
droidea have three different kinds of 
thecae along their stipes, namely thecae 
for regular feeding polyps, elongate slen
der bithecae, and enlarged thecae of vari
ous shapes which are thought to repre
sent gonothecae. This condition seems 
most prevalent in forms assigned to the 
new genus Callodendrograptus. 

Type data.-Cotypes, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
Foutheast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality, 9 miles southwest of Mason, 
Mason County, Texas. 

35Chapman, Frederick, and Thomas, D. E., The Cambrian 

Hydroida of the Heathcote and Monegeeta districts: Proc. 

Royal Soc. Victoria, vol. 48 (n.s.), pt. 2, p. 204, Pl. 16, 

fig. 23, 1936. 
36Ruedemann, Rudolf, Development and mode of growth 

of Diplograptus McCoy: New York State Mus., 48th Ann. 

Rept., vol. 2, p. 228, Pis. 1-5 (1894), 1895 [1897]. 

CHAUNOGRAPTUS P ALAEODICTYOTOIDES, 
n.sp. 

Pl. 3, figs. 10, lOa 

Description.-In the Wilberns of Texas 
a small colony of Chaunograptus is as
sembled in the general form of Palaeodic
tyota buff aloensis illustrated by Ruede
mann37 from the Silurian of New York· 
hence the name given to the new species'. 
The illustrations in Plate 3, figures 10, 
lOa, are from opposite views of the same 
colony. The colony is nearly circular, 
and the meshes are circular to oblong. In 
the New York Silurian form no thecae 
seem distinguishabl~, while in the one 
from the Wilberns small wedge-shaped 
thecae are clearly visible. These wedge
shaped thecae are assembled in an irreg
ular manner around the open meshes. 

Dimensions.-The Wilberns colony is 
small with a diameter of only 4.5 mm.; 
diameter of meshes, 0. 75 to 1 mm. 

.Observ~tions.-Only a single colony of 
this species has been found in the Wil
berns, though parts of quite a number of 
colonies of C. irregularis occur. 

Type data.-Holotype, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type locality.--Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below th; 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type localit)', 9 miles southwest of Mason, 
Mason County, Texas. 

Genus ARCHAEOCRYPTOLARIA Chapman, 1919 

Chapman, Frederick, On some hydroid remains 
of Lower Paleozoic age from Monegeeta near 
Lancefield: Prod. Royal S-0c. Victoria, vol. 
30, p. 392, 1918. 

Original description of genus.-Hydrocaulus 
slender, more or less erect or slightly flexuous, 
le~gth up to about 30 mm. Hydrothecae cylin
drical or long-conical, narrowing very slightly 
t~ward the base; adnate and attached for some 
distance along the axis; aperture circular and 
lip slightly everted. Periderm coarsely wrinkled 

37Ruedemann, Rudolf, Some Silurian (Ontarian) faunas 

of New York: New York State Mus., Bull. 265, p. 33, text 
fig. 20, 1925. 
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or scaly. Gonothecae elongately pyriform and 
incurved to the axis. 

ARCHAEOCRYPTOLARIA GONOTHECATUS, 
n.sp. 

Pl. 5, figs. 1, la ; Pl. 9, figs. 8, 9; Pl. 10, 
figs. 2, 4, 5 

Description. - Small though rugged 
sparsely branched colonies with many 
swollen gonothecae. A few hydrothecae 
are irregularly placed. Bifurcation angle 
large, 45 ° to 70°. 

Original description of similar Austra
lian species A. fiabelloides 38 follows: 

Description of Austra/.ian holotype.-Stem 
stout, erect, and branching off of both sides; 
the branches bear long and slender hydrothecae. 
The form and habit cJoeely recall Cryptol.aria 
fl,abellum. 

Dimensions.-Length of colonies, 23 
and 8.8 mm.; width, 4.25 mm. Width of 
main stipe, 0.25 mm. Length of gono
thecae, 0. 75 mm.; width, 0.25 to 0.35 mm. 

Observations.-It is noteworthy that 
two types of fossil hydrozoans occurring 
in the Wilberns of Texas have some sim
ilarity to Middle Cambrian Australian 
forms. 

Type data.-Cotypes, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality near Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

ARCHAEOCRYPTOLARIA SIMPLICIMUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 10, figs. 15, 16, 18, 18a, 20, 21 

Description. - Five elongate, slender, 
unbranched cotypes are shown. In these 
the hydrothecae are placed end to end 
with little if any overlap, and they occur 
14 to 16 in 10 mm. Ends of some hydro
thecae project beyond the margin of the 

~Chapman, Frederick, and Thomas, D. E., The Cambrian 

Hydroida of the Heathcote and Monegeeta districts: Proc. 
Royal Soc. Victoria, vol. 48 (n.s.), pt. 2, p. 199, Pl. 14, 
fig. 4, 1936. 

stipe. A few swollen gonothecae are 
present and also a few bithecae. 

Dimensions.-The longest colony has a 
length of 12.5 mm., two I 0.25 mm., one 
8.1, and the shortest one 5.5 mm. The 
stipes are 0.25 mm. wide. 

Observations. - These specimens are 
very similar to A. re eta illustrated by 
Chapman and Thomas39 from the Middle 
Cambrian of Victoria, Australia. A sig
nificant feature of two colonies is an 
initial hydrothecae from which the colony 
buds out. Budding takes place on one 
side of this initial structure near its aper
ture. This is very similar to the sicula of 
typical graptolites. However, this main 
axis of this initial hydrothecae is normal 
to instead of parallel with the direction 
of the stipe. 

Type data.-Cotypes, University of Ok
lahoma, Museum of Invertebrate· Paleon
tology. 

Type locality.-Near base of bluff 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Wilberns formation, 
Upper Cambrian, about 85 feet below the 
top of the formation. 

Distribution.-Known only from the 
type locality near Mason, Mason County, 
Texas. 

Class VERMES 

Pl. 8, figs. 7, 8 

Two worms occur with the graptolites, 
and they look as though they were in a 
position for copulation. They have a 
length of about 9 mm. and vary in width 
from 0.75 to 2.1 mm. Some extensions 
on one side look like :;etae, and some 
small circular openings may represent 
nephridia. 

Class BRACHIOPODA 

Numerous small circular brachiopods of 
the general Acrotreta type with a diameter 
of about 4 mm. occur from about 40 feet 
below the graptolite zone to about 10 feet 
above the zone. 

39/dem, p. 198, Pl. 14, fig. l, 1936. 
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Class TRILOBIT A 

PROSAUKIA TUBERCULATA Ulrich and Resaer 

Pl. 9, fig. 14 

Prosaukia tuberculata Ulrich, E. 0., and Resser, 
C. E., The Cambrian of the upper Missis
sippi Valley, pt. 2, Trilobita, Saukiinae: 
Bull. Milwaukee Pub. Mus., vol. 12, no. 2, 
p. 159, Pl. 28, fig. 5, 1933. 

Description.-The specimen from the 
graptolite zone in the upper Wilberns for
mation of Texas seems to agree in all 
respects with the type form from Wiscon· 
sin. It has a relatively large glahella on 
which the two furrows are deep at the 
sides and slightly developed on top. The 
tubercles are large and closely spaced. 

Observations.-This species occurs with 
Chariocephalus whitfieldi40 and Ptychaspi,s 
sp., and these three associated forms have 
great significance in assisting with the 
correlation. 

Type data.-Plesiotypes, University of 
Oklahoma, Museum of Invertebrate Pa
leontology. 

Type localities. - Trempealeau and 
Reedsburg, Wisconsin, and near Mason, 
Mason County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-About 85 feet below 
the top of the Wilbems formation of 
Texas, Fort Sill formation of Oklahoma, 
and Franconia formation of Wisconsin. 

Distribution.-Near base of bluff on 
southeast side of Honey Creek on the 
Paschal Rogers ranch, 9 miles southwest 
of Mason, Mason County, Texas; sec. 28, 
T. 6 N., R. 14 W., on the north side of 
the Wichita Mountains, Oklahoma; near 
Trempealeau and Reedsburg, Wisconsin. 

CHARIOCEPHALUS WHITFIELDI 
Ulrich and Reaser 

Pl. 9, fig. 15 

Chariocepha/,us whitfieldi Ulrich, E. 0., and 
Resser, C. E., The Cambrian of the upper 
Mississippi Valley, pt. 2, Trilobita, Sau
kiinae: Bull. Milwaukee Pub. Mus., vol. 
12, no. 2, p. 264; Pl. 24, fig. 3 (middle), 
1933. 

Description.-This species has a gla
bella rather evenly rounded but a little 
wider at the front than at the rear; 3.5 

'°Ulrich, E. O., and Reaser, C. E., The Cambrian of 
the upper Mississippi Valley, pt. 2, Trilobita, Saukiinae: 
Bull. Milwaukee Pub. Mus., vol. 12, no. 2, Pl. 24, fig. 3 

(middle 1pecimen), 1933. 

and 3 mm. wide and 3.5 mm. long, slightly 
convex or almost flat with glabellar 
sutures effaced. Occurs sparsely with 
Prosaukia tuberculata in zone noted above. 

Class MEROSTOMATA 

Pl. 9, fig. 13 

In addition to the trilobites, a poorly 
preserved cephalon and a partial outline 
of the abdomen of a merostome occur in 
the graptolite zone with the trilobites in 
the Wilberns formation of Texas. In 
shape it looks something like the much 
later form Aglaspella eatoni41 from the 
Lodi shale member of the Trempealeau 
formation near Prairie du Sac, Sauk 
County, Wisconsin. 

REVIEW OF THE WILBERNS FAUNA 

It is purposed here to analyze the Wil
berns fauna and compare it with other 
Cambrian graptolite faunas. There is a 
total of 27 species and varieties, 5 of 
which are recognized as hydroids, all from 
the Upper Cambrian, and for 2 forms 
only generic names have been given. All 
of the 22 graptolite forms are Dendroidea 
with no representatives of the order 
Graptoloidea present. This is one more 
than the 26 known species and varieties 
from the Upper Cambrian of the entire 
world listed in Table 1 (p. 19). Four 
in that list have been considered hydroids. 
Also from the Middle Cambrian of Aus
tralia these 4 genera of hydroids had been 
described earlier as graptolites, and a 
total of 20 species of hydroids are illus
trated from the Middle Cambrian zone 
in Australia. 

As compared with 27 forms from the 
Wilberns formation, Ruedemann has listed 
14 from the Cambrian of North America. 
From a check of his descriptions, and 
from a later note of corr~tions, two 
species and a variety should be added to 
his list. 

The 27 graptolites from the Wilberns 
of Texas may be compared with the known 
Cambrian graptolites from other localities 
as follows: Minnesota 6, Wisconsin 7, 
Great Britain and Ireland 4, Scandinavia 
3, Canada 3, Tennessee 3, New York 2, 

'1Raasch, Gilbert 0., Cambrian Merostomata: Geol. Soc. 
Amer., Spec, Paper 19, Pl. IO, fig. 6, 1939. 
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Vermont 2, South Dakota 1, Wyoming 1, 
Belgium 1, Russia 1, Bavaria 1, France 1. 

The Wilberns fauna contains 1 new 
genus, 16 new species, and 2 new varie
ties. The graptolites and hydroids of this 
fauna are distributed among the genera 
as follows: Dendrograptus 7, Callograp
tus 4, Callodendrograptus 5, Dictyonema 
4 (and one species undetermined), Aspido
graptus 1 (species undetermined), H aplo
graptus 1, Cha.unograptus 2, and Archaeo
cry ptolaria 2. 

CORRELATION 

Only a few known species of grapto-
1 ites haYe been recognized in the Wil
berns fauna, as this fauna comes from a 
much earlier horizon than the fossilifer
ous Cambrian graptolite zones in Wis
consin and Minnesota. Accordingly, the 
new species in this Texas fauna will have 
value in correlation only when extensive 
collections are secured from a similarly 
low zone in other localities. The rich
ness and high development of the forms 
in this fauna give promise not only that 
similar varied faunas will be secured else
where as the result of extended search 
and thorough collecting methods, hut also 
that the origin of the graptolites will of 
necessity be found in much lower zones. 

While some of the material is too frag
mental and the faunas too limited to give 
aS$Ured accurate correlations, the presence 
of certain known forms in the Texas 
fauna seem to have correlative value. 

Dendrograptus thomasi connects the 
upper Wilberns of Texas with the Dead-

wood formation of South Dakota; Dicty
onema wyomingense connects the . upp~r 
Wilberns with the Upper Cambrian m 
Shoshone Canyon near Cody, Wyoming; 
Dictyonema schucherti, the Wilberns with 
the Russell slate near Highgate Center, 
Vermont; Dendrograptus kindlei,_ the Wil
berns with the Upp er Cambrian near 
Corner-of-the-Beach, Gaspe County, Que
bec, Canada; and Dendrograptus edwardsi 
major and Callograptus amiquus, with the 
N olichucky formation near Morristown 
and Knoxville, Tennessee. 

The following table shows the relations 
of the Upper Cambrian graptolite zones 
in five states, though as yet the zone has 
not been found in the Fort Sill, of Okla
homa nor the Hudson of Wisconsin. 

The correlation of the upper Wilberns 
with the lower Fort Sill of Oklahoma and 
with the Hudson member of the Franconia 
of Wisconsin and Minnesota is made very 
definite by the presence of Ptychaspis
Prosaukia-C harioce ph a lus faunule in the 
Wilberns graptolite-zone, in the lower part 
of the Fort Sill, and in the Hudson mem
ber of the Trempealeau formation. 

SUMMARY 

The Wilberns graptolite fauna occurs 
relatively low in the Upper Cambrian. 
This zone is much lower than the Dicty
onema fiabellif orm.e zone which is so wide
spread in Europe and North America and 
which has long been considered as be
longing to the uppermost part of the 
Upper Cambrian. In Great Britain, where 
the Cambrian was named and delimited, 

Table 2. Upper Cambrian of five states. Graptolite zones indicated by an X. 

Texas Oklahoma Wisconsin-Minnesota Tennessee 

Butterly Trempealeau 
Lower Ellenburger Signal Mountain Madison 

Royer Jordan 
Lodi-X Knox dolomite 
St. Lawrence 

Fort Sill Franconia 

Bad Axe 
Cpper Wilbems-X Hudson Nolichucky-X 

Goodenough 
Lower Wilberns Honey Creek Ironton-X Marysville 

Cap Mountain 
Reagan Dresbach Rogersville 

Hickory 
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the leading graptolite authorities still 
place the Tremadoc-Dictyonema flabelli
forme zone definitely in the Upper Cam
brian. As indicated above, this zone is 
so high in the Cambrian that some 
American, Scandinavian, and German pa
leontologists would shift it into the Or
dovician. 

The Wilberns graptolite zone is also 
much lower than the main Upper Cam
brian graptolite zone in Wisconsin and 
Minnesota. The zone in these two states 
is in the Lodi shale member of the 
Trempealeau formation, while the upper 
Wilberns by its trilobite f aunule is cor
related with the Hudson member of the 
Franconia formation. Thus these grapto
lite zones are separated not only by parts 
of the formations in which they occur, 
but also by two other complete mem
bers, the St. Lawrence in the Trempealeau 
formation and the Bad Axe in the Fran
conia formation. 

The Wilberns zone seems to be the 
same as those in the Upper Cambrian of 
Tennessee, Vermont, South Dakota, Wyo
ming, and Gaspe, Canada. This is the 
lowest zone in which any number of 
graptolites have been found. From only 
one lower zone has a graptolite been 
reported, and that a poorly preserved 
Dendrograptus from the Ironton member 
of the Franconia formation from Fox 
Glen on the northeast flank of the Bara
boo Range, Wisconsin. 

Although the Wilberns graptol.ite fau?a 
comes from a relatively low honzon, still 
it is a varied and highly developed fauna 
with a number of genera in each of which 
several species and varieties are distin
O"uishable. The high development of the 
Wilberns fauna gives promise that grap
tolites will be found in much lower zones, 
and this high development of the fauna 
indicates that the beginnings of the grap
tolite group will of necessity be found 
in much earlier horizons. 

While graptolites are the dominant 
forms in the Wilberns fauna, hydrozoans 
lived with the graptolites in an indis
criminate manner, and at death both were 
preserved by what seems to have been 
an identical method. 

Significant indee~ is the presence . in 
the narrow graptohte zone of three ~m
portant index trilobite gen~ra. Occurrmg 
in this zone are Prosaukia tuberculata, 

Chariocephalus whitfieldi, and Ptychaspis 
sp. These forms occur in definite zones 
in the lower part of the Fort Sill forma
tion of Oklahoma and in the Hudson mem
ber of the Franconia formation of Wis
consm. 

Some worms, a longer range brachiopod, 
and a merostome occur with the grapto
lites. 

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES 

While descriptions and figures of Cam
brian graptolites from Glenwood Canyon 
I 00 miles west of Denver, Colorado, have 
not been published, C. F. Bassett42 listed 
from the Dotsero dolomite a number of 
forms identified by Rudolf Ruedemann. 
The list includes the known species Den
drogra ptus edwardsi, D. hallianus, D. cf. 
thomasi and new· species Cryptograptus 
bassetti, Conograptus simplex, Ptiograptus 
coloradoensis, Dictyonema coloradoense. 

After this manuscript was submitted 
for printing, the writer's attention was 
called by Mr. P. E. Cloud, Jr., of the 
United States Geological Survey, to the 
monograph on graptolites on which R. 
Kozlowski43 has been working and on 
which some advance information has been 
released. He has separated graptolites 
from the matrix and has found evidence 
of tripartite-branching stolons which, with 
some other characteristics, he thinks re
lates gra ptolites with Rhabdo pleura of the 
Pterobranchiata belonging to the Chordata. 

However, Bulman, 44 who has made thin 
sections of isolated stipes of Dendroidea 
and has some of the graptolites from 
Poland and is familiar with Kozlowski's 
work on the graptolites of Poland, sums 
up his discussion on the affinities of the 
graptolites as follows: 

Detailed comparison of the graptolites with any 
living class has not proved fruitful of results, 
but if they are to be placed in some existing 
phylum (which seems a reasonable supposi
tion), it is perhaps as a separate class of the 
Coelenterata that their assemblage of characters 
can most readily be accommodated. 

4llBassett, C. F ., Paleozoic section in the vicinity of 

Dotsero, Colorado: Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., vol. 50, p. 

1856, 1939. 
43Kozlowski, R., Informations preliminaries sur les Grap

tolithes du Tremadoc de la Pologne et sur leur protec

theoiquie: Annals Mus. Zoologici, Tom 13, Nr. 16, pp. 183-
196, Warszawa, July 27, 1938. 

44Bulman, 0. M. B., Graptolithena: Handbuch der Paliio

zoologie (0. H. Schindewolf), Lf. 2 (Bd. 2D), p. 64, 1938. 
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PLATE 1 

PAGE 

CaUograptus plummeri, n.sp. ________________ ------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 28 
1-3. A large part and two smaller parts of colonies, x4. Univ. 'Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. 

Nos. B2001-B2003. 

la, lb, 2a, 2b. Parts of individual stipes enlarged to show shape of thecae and 
details of structure, x8. 

CaUodendrograptus sellardsi, n.sp, ____________ ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 30 
4, 4a. A small colony in side view showing numerous thecae, x8 and x4, respectively. 

Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2004. 
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PLATE 2 

PAGE 

Dendrograptus hilswecki, n.s p., x4 ___________________ __ ________________ . ----------------------------------------------------------------- 24 
1-3. Side view of two large colonies and part of another showing method of branch-

ing, box-like shape, and large size of thecae. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. Nos. 
B2005-B2007. 

Dendrograptus edwardsi var. major Ruedemann, x4 _____ ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 20 
4. Side view of a small part of a colony showing closely parallel branches and 

angular extensions of thecae. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2008. 

De nd rogra pt us tho masi R uedemann __________________ ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------- 26 
5. Side view of good-sized colony with some central branches missing, x4. 
Sa. A part of one stipe enlarged to show shape of thecae, x8. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2009. 
6. Small colony showing characteristic branching and small thecae, x4. Univ. Okla

homa, Mus. Pal. No. B2010. 

Dendrogra pt us he lenae, n.s p., x4 ____________________________________________ --------------------------------------------------------------- 24 

7. Small colony showing shape of thecae and small amount of overlap. 
7a. Part of colony enlarged to show tube-like thecae and slight overlap. Univ. Okla

homa, Mus. Pal. No. B2011. 
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PLATE 3 

PAGE 

Dendrograptu~ hallianu~ var. wubernsensis, n.var. ____ ----· --------------------------------------------------------------- ----- 22 
1-4. Four parts of colonies showing close bifurcation of branches, shape of colony, 

shape and markings of the thecae, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2012-
B2015. 

la, lb, 2a, 3a, 4a, 4b. Parts of individual stipes enlarged to show structure and shape 
of thecae, x7.5. 

Dendrogaptu.s edwardsi var. major Ruedemann, x4 ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------- 20 
5-7. Side view of parts of three colonies showing branching and shape of thecae 

with bithecae present. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. Nos. B2016-B2018. 

Dendrograptus cf. kindlei Ruedemann_______________________________________________________________________ _______________________ 25 

8, 8a. Small fragments of tube-like colonies with low and higher magnification, x4 and 
x8, respectively. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2019. 

H aplograpt~ vermi f ormis R uedemann, x4________________________________________________________________________________ 35 

9, 9a. Small fragments of tube-like colonies. 
9b. Small colony showing tube-like stipes. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2060. 

C h.aunograptus palaeodictyotoides, n.sp., x8 ·----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- 37 
10, lOa. Small colony showing small thecae around the nearly circular meshes and reverse 

view. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. Nos. B2020a, B2020b. 

Cha unogra pt zis irre gu.laris, n. s p., x8 _________________ -------------------------· --------------------------------------------- 36 
11. Tiny colony showing small thecae in some regularity. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2021. 
12. Irregular small colony showing small thecae and gonothecae. Univ. Oklahoma, 

Mus. Pal. No. B2022. 
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PLATE 4 

PAGE 

C allogra ptus cf. antiquus R uedemann _________________ ------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------------- 27 
1-3. Parts of three colonies showing broad main stipes exfoliated, wide divergence 

angle of branching, large inclined thecae, and small thecae normal to direction 
of stipes, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2023-B2024a. 

la. Part of stipe much enlarged, x8, to show variation in size of thecae and two 
large swellings on surface with round apertures. 

CaUodendrograptus sellardsi var. expansus, n.gen., n.sp., n.var. ___ ------------------------------------------------- 30 
4, 6, 6a. Rather coarse colonies showing wide, spreading branches. 4 and 6, x4; 6a, x7. 

Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. Nos. B2025, B2026. 

Callodendrograptus sellardsi, n.gen., n.sp., x8 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 30 
5. Part of a small colony highly magnified, showing both thecae and bithecae. Univ. 

Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2027. 

C aUo gra pt us plum me ri, n .s p. __ __ ------------------------------------------------------ ______ -------------------------------------------------- 28 
7, 7a. Small part of a colony showing closely spaced branches with stipe (7a) enlarged 

to show thecae and bithecae, x4 and x8, respectively. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 
Pal. No. B2028. 

8. Colony showing wider spaced branches, x6. 
Ba. Stipe showing shape of thecae, x7.5. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2029. 
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PLATE 5 

PAGE 

A rchaeocry ptol aria go not h ecat u.s, n.gen., n.s p. ____ _ ------------------------------- __ ________ -------------------------- ------------ 38 
1. Small colony with short branches, x4. l 1niv. Oklahoma, .l\lus. Pal. No. B2030. 

la. Part of stipe enlarged to show thecae, bithecae, and gonothecae, x8. 

Dictyonema maximu,s, n.sp. __ ___ _____ __ _____ ______ __ __ _______ ___ _________________ _________ ________ _________________ ____ __ ____________ _ . --- -------- 32 

2. Part of large colongy showing basal part and parts of some broad sti pes, with 
meshes small in the proximal part and larger distally, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, 
:Mus. Pal. No. B203l. 

2a. Part of stipe enlarged to show closely crowded thecae nearly normal to direction 
of sti pe, x8. 

7. Small fragment of another colony, x4. Uni\:. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2032. 

Di.ctyonema cf. sch u.ch er ti R uedemann, x 4 __ __ ___ __ _ ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -- -- 33 
3. Small part of a colony showing meshes and with thecae well developed. Univ. 

Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2033. 

Dictyonema fleribilis, n.sp., x4 _____ _______ __ __ __ ___ _______ ___ __ ____ _____ _ --- ------- --- --- --- --------- ------- ------ --------------------- ---- 32 

4. Part of colony showing marked curvature of the stipes, slender dissepiments~ and 
inclined thecae. l'niv. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2034. 

C haunograptus irregularis~ n . ~ P·~ x8. ___ ___ __ ______ _____ __ --- --- -- ---- ------ ---- -- ---------------- ----- -- ------ ---- -- ------ ---- ------- 36 
5. Small part of a colony enlarged showing thecae attached to irregular tube. Univ. 

Oklahoma. Mus. Pal. No. B2039. 

Callodendrograptus rogersi, n.gen., n.sp. ___ ___ ___ -- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ 29 
6. Part of coarse colony showing wide stipes and numerous long thecae, with some 

peculiar curved thecae near proximal end of large stipe, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, 
Mus. Pal. No. B2040. 

6a. Part of stipe enlarged to show the numerous enlongate thecae, x8. 

Dictyonema eomi nnesotense, n.sp. ____________ _____________ __ ____________ ------------------------------------------------------------- 31 

8. Upper part of colony showing short rrowde<l stipes and slender dissepiments, x4. 
Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2035. 

8a. Branching stipes enlarged to show thecae, x8. 

Dictyonema sp., x8 ___________ ___ __ -------- ------ ------------------ __ _ _ ____________________ ___________________ _____ _ __________________ __ _ _ ____ ____ 34 

9. Small fragment of colony enlarged to show thecae, nature of dissepiments, and 
meshes. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2038. 

Dictyonema d. wyomingense Ruedemann ____ __ ___ ___ ------ ______ ________ --- -- ---- --- --- -- --- ------- ----- ----------- ---------- ---- 33 
10, 11. Parts of two colonies showing elongate slender development with slender dissepi

ments, x4. lTniY. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. Nos. B2036, B2037. 
lOa. Part of stipe enlarged to show shape of inclined thecae, x8. 
Ila. Part of stipe enlarged to show attitude of thecae, x6. 
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PLATE 6 

PAGE 

Chau no gra pt us i rr egularis, n. s p ·--------------------------- ____ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 36 
I. Small irregular colony in which the thecae are exceptionally small and with 

some gonothecae present, xlO. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2042. 
2. Part of similar colony with thecae and gonothecae larger, x7. Univ. Oklahoma, 

Mus. Pal. No. B2043. 

Dendrograptus cf. edwardsi major Ruedemann ____ -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 20 
4. Part of a small colony which is referred to this variety, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, 

Mus. Pal. No. B2044. 
4a. Part of a stipe enlarged, x8. 

C allodendro gra pt us sellardsi, n.gen., n.s p., x4 ____ -------------------------------------------------------------- 30 
3, 5-8. Large parts of five colonies showing variation in general shape with numerous 

thecae normal to edge of stipes, some bithecae, and possibly some gonothecae. 
Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. Nos. B2045-B2049. 

C aUodendrogra pt us robust us, n.gen., n.sp., x7 .5 __ ·------------------------------------------------------------ 29 
9, 10. Two rather short thick-set colonies with short chubby branches, thecae, and 

bithecae shown, and possibly some gonothecae. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. 
NOS. B2050, B205 l. 
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PLATE 7 

PAGE 

Dendrograptus hilswecki, n.sp., x4.--------- --------------·------· ____ ____ -- --· ____ -------·------------------- ·----·-·--·- -· - ------ 24 
1. A large, long, sparsely-branched colony showing large box-like thecae. Univ. Ok

lahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2052. 

De ndrogra pt us minutus.?, n.sp. ________________________ --- ----------------------- ---- -------· __ --------- ______ -------------------------------- 25 
2. Small shrub-like colony with rather wide main stipes, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2053. 
2a. Same colony enlarged to show shape of thecae and presence of bithecae, x8.5. 
3. Central part of a little longer colony, x4. 

3a. Same colony enlarged to show thecae, bithecae, and possibly gonothecae, x9. 
Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2054. 

A canthogr apt us s p., x 7 .5----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _ --------------------------____________ 36 

4. Small part of a stipe enlarged. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2055. 

Dendrograptus thomasi Ruedemann, x4 ______ __________________________________ ·------------·-------------------------------------- 26 
5. Small part of a colony. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2056. 

Dendrograptus hallianus var. wilbernsensis, n. var., x4_______________________________________________________________ ________ 22 

6. Small part of a colony in lateral view showing characteristic branching. Univ. 
Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2057. 

D c n d rogra pt us edwardsi var. major R uedema nn·----------------------------------------------· --------------------------------- 20 
7. Part of a colony, x4. 

7a. Part of stipe enlarged to show form of thecae, x6. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. 
No. B2058. 

Callodendrograptus sellardsi var. ex pans us, n .gen., n.sp., n. var., x7 .5 _____ -------------------------------------- 30 
8. Small part of colony enlarged showing two kinds of thecae and possibly gono

thecae. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B205°9. 
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PLATE 8 

PAGE 

Callodendrograptus sellardsi, n.gen., n.£P·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 30 
1. Part of a colony, x4. 
la. Same colony enlarged (8.5) to show thecae, bithecae, and possibly gonothecae. 

Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2060. 
5. Part of a colony enlarged showing characterstic branching, x9. Univ. Oklahoma, 

Mus. Pal. No. B2061. 

Callodendrograptus sellardsi var. expansus, n.gen., n.sp., n.var .. _____________ ------------------------------------- 30 
2. Small part of a colony with large bifurcation angle, x6. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2062. 
3. Colony showing large bifurcation angles, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. 

B2063. 
4. Broad, spreading colony, x8. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2064. 

C allodendrogra pt us robust us, n .gen., n.s p., x4-------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- 29 
6. Proximal part of a colony showing one long branch. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. 

No. B2065. 

V erm es --------------------------_____________________________________________________________________________ --------· __ ____ _ _____ __ ____ ____________________ 38 

7, 8. Side view of two worms. Univ. Oklahoma, 1\fos. Pal. No. B2066. 
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PLATE 9 

PAGE 

Haplograptus vermi/ormis Ruedemann, x8 _____________ ___ ------------- --- --- ------------------ ------------------- - 35 
1. Small colony enlarged showing small thecae normal to edge of stipe and elon-

gate, narrow inclined thecae. lJniv. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2060. 

Callodendrograptus robustus, n.gen., n.sp. ----------------------------- -_____ .. ______ -------- -- --- ·------·----------------------- 29 
2. Short stubby colony with variable thecae, regular bithecae, and gonothecae, x4. 

Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2061. 
2a, 2b. Two thecae enlarged from top of left proximal branch, showing tiny tubes for 

nematocysts around apertures, xl2. lJniv. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2062. 
5. Colony with large base showing three kinds of thecae, x7.5. Univ. Oklahoma, 

Mus. Pal. No. B2063. 
6. Colony with many thecae on face, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2064. 

6a, 6b. Parts of two stipes enlarged showing shape and attitude of three kinds of 
thecae, x7. 

Callodendrograptus sellardsi, n.gen., n.sp. ------------------------------ ___ ____ __ ___ __ _______ --------------------------------·---- 30 
3. Colony enlarged to show shape and attitude of the different thecae, x8. Univ. 

Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2066. 
3a. Same colony showing less detail, x4. 
IO. Part of small colony, x7. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2067. 

Callodendrograptus semicircularis, n.gen., n.sp, . ___________ __ _______ -- ·- ----- . ___ ·-- --- - _______ _ ----------------------------- 31 
4. Sparsely branched colony showing peculiar thecae, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2068. 
4a. Part of stipe enlarged to show three kinds of thecae, especially the semicircular 

ones, x7. 
7, 7a. Parts of colony, x4 and x7, respectively. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2070. 

12. Part of elongate branch of a colony. x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2069. 

A re h aeor. ry ptolaria gonothecatus, n.sp. _________ _______ _________ ______ -· __ --------------------------------------------------------------- 38 
8. Small colony enlarged showing many gonothecae, x7.5. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2072. 
9. Elongate colony with a single branch and numerous gonothecae, x4. Univ. Okla

homa, Mus. Pal. No. B2073. 

Callodendrograptus elongatus, n.gen., n.sp., x4 ______________________ ------- --------------------------------------------------- 29 
11. Elongate slender stipe with no branching. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2071. 

\ r erost oma ta ----- -- -- ----- --- ------ -- -- ---------------------------- ------------------------- ------------ -- ------------------ ------------------------------ 39 
13. A poorly preserved merostome showing most of cephalon and outline of abdomen, 

x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2074. 

Prosaukia tuberculata Ulrich and Resser, xL __________ ______________ ------ ----------- ---- -------------------------------- ·----- 39 
14. Tuberulate glabella showing furrows deep at the margins. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2075. 

Chariocephalus whit/ieldi Ulrich and Resser, xL ____________ ________________________________ ----------------------------- _______ 39 

15. Broad cephalon with wide smooth glahella. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. PaJ. No. B2076. 
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PLATE 10 

De ndr o gra p tus h el e nae, n. s p., x8 ___________ ------------------------------- -----· -------------------------------------------------------------
!. Delicate colony enlarged showing open branching, thecae with little overlap, and 

bithecae. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2077. 

Archaeocryptolaria gonothecatus, n.sp·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Colony with numerous gonothecae, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2078. 

4, 5. Small colonies enlarged with numerous gonothecae, x8 and x4, respectively. Univ. 
Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. Nos. B2079, B2080. 

Callograptus minimus, n.sp·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Colony enlarged showing detail of numerous thecae, x7. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2081. 
3a. Same colony showing simple tube-like appearance with lack of detail in reverse 

of figure 3, x4. 

PAGE 

24 

38 

27 

Dendro gra pt us e d war dsi var. major Rued emann, x4----------------------------------------------------------------------- 20 
6. Small part of a colony showing thecae in side view. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. 

No. B2083. 

Callodendrograptus elongatus, n.gen., n.sp., x8_________________________________________________________________________________ 29 

7. Long, slender, unbranched stipe showing detail of thecae. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 
Pal. No. B2084. 

Dendrogra pt us tho masi R uedemann, x4 __________________________________ ----------------------------------------------------------- 26 

8. Parts of a colony showing narrow, slightly curved branches. Univ. Oklahoma, 
Mus. Pal. No. B2082. 

As pi do gr apt us s p ., x 4-----------------------------------------------------------· --------------------------------------------------------- 35 
9-13. Small parts of colonies which may belong to this genus. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. Nos. B2085-B2089. 
14. Part of a colony like the curved central part of Aspidograptus. Univ. Oklahoma, 

Mus. Pal. No. B2090. 

A re haeocry ptolaria sim plicimus, n.sp. _____________ -------------------- ------------------------------------------------- 38 
15. Small stipe showing initial transverse theca from which the stipe budded, x4. 

Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. No. B2091. 
18. Small stipe with similar initial transverse theca, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. 

No. B2092. 

18a. Proximal part of opposite of stipe enlarged to show detail of initial and other 
thecae, xll. 

16, 20, 21. Parts of three small stipes, x7. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. Nos. B209S
B2095. 

CaUodendrograptus semicircularis, n.gen., n.sp., x7 __________________________________________________________________________ 31 

17. Short stipe with a number of semicircular thecae. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. Pal. 
No. B2097. 

Callo gra pt us sub ty picus, n. sp ·---------------------------------------------· ----------------------------------------------------------- 28 
19. Colony with main stipe and several slender branches, x4. Univ. Oklahoma, Mus. 

Pal. No. B2096. 
19a. Part of stipe enlarged, x7. 
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STRATIGRAPHY OF THE LOWER PENNSYLVANIAN 

CORAL-BEARING STRATA OF TEXAS 

F. B. Plummer 

INTRODUCTION 

Review of geologfoal investigations.
Lower Pennsylvanian rocks have been 
known in central Texas since the days of 
Roemer ( 184 7). Roemer, accompanying 
an exploring party of German colonists 
under the command of Count Meusebach, 
entered the Llano region in central Texas 
from the south, traveled on horseback 
from Fredericksburg northward to an In
dian camp near Walnut Spring in San 
Saba River valley and westward along San 
Saba River to the old Spanish Mission 
near the present town of Menard. The 
party then turned back along the south 
side of the valley to Camp San Saba, 
which is north of the present town of 
Mason, and returned southward to Fred
ericksburg. Roemer had opportunity to 
study the formations and collect fossils. 
Later he published a very interestin~ ac
count of his travels ( 1849) and paleon
tologic observations ( 1852) . He described 
four species of fossils from the Lower 
Pennsy 1 vanian. 

Four years later, 1856, G. G. Shumard 
( 1886) accompanied an expedition of 
Army Engineers through the same region 
and made brief notes on the geology along 
the route, listing the Pennsylvanian fos
sils that he collected. Three decades then 
elapsed before any noteworthy geological 
work was undertaken on tqe Pennsyl
vanian. In 1889~ R. T. Hill (1889) de
scribed briefly the Pennsylvanian lime
stones along Colorado River at Marble 
Falls. At about the same time (1888) a 
new Geological Survey of Texas was es· 
tablished, and numerous papers by Dum· 
b1e (1890). Tarr (1889-1890L Cummins 
(1890), and Drake (1893) gave the first 
adequate descriptions of the several for
mations and names to the stratigraphic 

The articles in this volume have been issued simu}. 

taneously. Separates of the paper by R. C. Moore and 

R. M. Jeffords which follows, containing description of 

new ~pecie5, have been distributed in ad\'ancc of distribu· 

tion of this paper in which these specific names ha\"e been 

used in discuHin' strati,raphy. 

divisions. In 1898 the United States Geo· 
logical Survey entered the region and sur
veyed the Llano and Burnet quadrangles, 
and Paige (1911, 1912) published two 
reports and geologic maps on the area. 
The first comprehensive map of the whole 
region was made by Udden, Baker, and 
Bose (1916), and this was followed by 
a bulletin by Plummer and Moore ( 1922) 
that described the rocks on the north side 
of the region. Since 1922 the only dis
cussions of the Lower Pennsylvanian of 
Texas are by Cheney (1929, 1940), and 
the only map is the geological map of 
Texas published by the U. S. Geological 
Survey in 1937. 

Importance of Lower Pennsylvanian 
coral studies.-ln all the literature on 
the Carboniferous rocks of Texas, amount
ing to more than forty papers, the only 
Lower Pennsylvanian coral formally de
scribed and named is H adro phyllum 
aplatum by Cummins ( 1890) from the 
Smithwick; Bassler later (1937) described 
the same coral. In the bul1etin by Plum
mer and Moore (1922) two cor~ls from 
the Lower Pennsylvanian rocks were illus
trated hut not described. Accordingly, 
work on the Lower Pennsylvanian corals 
of the Southwest is long overdue and much 
needed both for an adequate knowledge of 
Lower Pennsylvanian faunas and for 
Pennsylvanian stratigraphy in general, and 
particularly to extend the knowledge of 
phylogeny and taxonomy of Carbonifer
ous corals of America. 

Scope of discussion of stratigraphy.
The present work on the corals by Moore 
and Jeffords (following paper) has been 
undertaken to fi 1 I this need and is of 
much aid in the correlation and classifi
cation of these least well known of Car
boniferous strata. The following account 
of stratigraphy of the Lower Pennsyl
vanian formations is intended to summar
ize the stratigraphic relationships of the 
different units in which corals occur. It 
is hoped by this effort that the many 
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excellently described corals may be of 
maximum use in further stratigraphic 
work in this and adjacent regions. 

The corals from Texas described by 
Moore and Jeffords were collected from 
the Marble Falls limestone and Smithwick 
shale, which outcrop in the Llano region 
in central Texas {map, Pl. 11), and the 
following discussion of the stratigraphy 
is limited to these two formations. 

lithology and paleontology, complicated 
stratigraphically and structurally, very 
thick, and little known. 

The formation consists generally of 
dark-gray and black, siliceous, fossilif er
ous limestones and black shales. The 
upper limestones grade eastward into shale 
and give rise to much confusion among 
geologists, because the shale facies is mis
taken persistently, both on the outcrop 

+ Coral localities 

~iiJ.~ Cretaceous 
::;· 

~Smithwick 

~Marble falls 

. . . . 

I 

9 Z 4 i 6Miles 
Fig. 1. Map showing the distributi~n of Marble Falls and Smithwick formations in the area 

~ro?nd Marble Falls, B?rnet County~ Tex~s. Two localities where corals have been collected are 
md1cated, and the species are described m the following paper by Moore and Jeffords. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

MARBLE FALLS FORMATION 

General description.-The Marble Falls 
limestone was first named by Hill ( 1901, 
p. 94) . The type locality is the excellent 
exposure along the banks of Colorado 
River from the dam at Marble Falls to 
the base of the strata 1 mile below the 
highway bridge at Marble Falls. It is one 
of the most interesting of the succession 
of Carboniferous formations in Texas, be
cause it is highly variable in respect to 

and in the well sections, for the Smith
wick shale. The formation occurs in iso
lated patches on the east side of the 
region in the valley of Pedernales River, 
along Cypress Creek, in Colorado River 
valley near Marble Falls (fig. 1), and 
along Sulphur Creek near Lampasas. It 
is found on the west side of the region 
in the valley of Llano River southwest of 
Mason and in San Saba River valley west 
of Camp San Saba. An extended belt 
crosses the northern portion of the area, 
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extending from the vicinity of Nix in west
ern Lampasas County across San Saba 
County to a point 4 miles south of 
Brady in McCulloch County (map, Pl. 
11) . Excellent exposures occur along 
Colorado River east of Bend. 

The thickness of the Marble Falls for
mations varies marked! y (Pl. 12) in dif
ferent locations along the outcrop and in 
its several isolated exposures, due to over
lap of upper beds on older Paleozoic 
rock.s with resulting incomplete sections, 
eros10n of upper beds, non-deposition of 
middle beds, and lenticular thickening of 
certain layers in some reef facies. Con
sequent! y the thickness of measured sec
tions varies from only 30 feet near Brady 
to more than 400 feet near Pedernales 
Falls. In general the Marble Falls for
mation is thickest in synclinal areas and 
thinnest over structural ridges and arches. 
Generally it is more uniformly thick in 
subsurface sections north of the Llano 
area than along the outcrop in contact 
with the Mississippian strata and is thinner 
in the western part of the region (Mc
Culloch and Mason counties) than in the 
eastern part (Lampasas and Burnet coun
ties) . The thickening is most pronounced 
in the middle, more massive layers than 
in the upper or lower layers of the for
mation, as indicated by a comparison of 
the plotted sections (Pl. 12) . 

The Marble Falls formation is made up 
essentially of dark-gray and black, sili
ceous, fossiliferous and generally thin: 
bedded limestone ledges containing some 
layers of black shale. The limestone 
grades eastward into a shale f acies, a 
change that was not recognized till re
cently when samples from deep water 
wells have become available. This change 
in facies of the upper beds also takes 
place in deep synclinal valleys where mud 
and silts were deposited in place of lime
stone. The change may be observed in 
the deep syncline at Bend and m the 
Wallace creek syncline. 

The Marble Falls formation on the 
north side of the region has been divided 
into four units, as follows: 

4. Lemons Bluff member 
3. Big Saline member 
2. Sloan member 
I. Gibbons conglomerate lentil 

Gibbons conglomerate.-A basal con
glomerate known as Gibbons member 
marks the contact of the Marble Falls and 
Barnett formation in some places. In 
other places a thin glauconitic sand inter
venes containing phosphatic nodules, and 
in many others th~ Marble Falls lime
stone or shales lie direct! y on Barnett 
strata. Tb.e most interesting exposure of 
conglomerate is in a small branch one
half mile south of the Leonard ranch 
headquarters and about 900 feet west of 
the Leonard ranch-Berry Springs road. 
It consists of a dark-gray, coarse, fossilif
erous, glauconitic sand containing a large 
number of sub-rounded cobbles and peb
bles from a small fraction of an inch up 
to 10 inches in diameter. The pebbles are 
black, subcrystalline limestone, have a 
petroliferous odor, and resemble the lime
stone at the top of the Barnett. Many 
waterworn, poorly preserved fossils, such 
as corals, the brachiopods, Orthotetes and 
Marginifera, and crinoids similar to forms 
in the lower Marble Falls, occur in the 
sandy matrix between limestone cobbles. 
Some of the sand is cemented into a hard 
rock and contains veins of white calcite. 
The conglomerate grades upward into a 
coarse calcareous sandstone layer which is 
about 1 foot thick. The conglomerate 
lentil is about 30 feet long east and west, 
1 foot thick at each end and about 4 feet 
in the middle. It grades laterally into 
medium- to coarse-grained sand. 

A thin pebble conglomerate 6 to 12 
inches thick lies between the Marble Falls 
and Barnett in an exposure on the Gib
bons ranch, 21;2 miles south of Hall, 0.4 
of a mile east of the point where the road 
crosses the west-facing Marble Falls 
escarpment (locality 102 in San Saba 
County, map, Pl. 11) . The conglomerate 
is 8 to 12 inches thick and comprises 
remarkably uniform pebbles that vary 
from three-quarters of an inch to 1 inch 
in diameter, set in a matrix of coarse sand 
or very small pebbles. The grains of the 
matrix vary from 1 to 3 millimeters in 
diameter. The pebbles of the conglom
erate consist of subangular limestone and 
chert derived mostly, it is thought, from 
the Ellenburger dolomite. The conglom
erate ledge is consolidated and when 
broken, fractures across the pebbles with
out disintegration, although a few pebbles 
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weather out by solution and can he picked 
up on the surface. In most other places 
the Marble Falls lies directly upon the 
Barnett shale without any intervening con
glomerate, sand, or very pronounced 
break, although careful observation in 
most sections shows a few phosphatic 
nodules and grains of glauconite to mark 
the base of th~ Pennsylvanian strata. 

Sloan member.-The Sloan member of 
the Marble Falls in the northern part of 
the region is best exposed along San Saba 
River and its branches on the Sloan, 
Lemons, and Gibbons ranches, west and 
southwest of San Saba, western San Saba 
County, and along Colorado River above 
the old Alexander dam site at Marble 
Falls in Burnet County (fig. 1). The 
dark, thin-bedded strata between the basal 
glauconitic sand and the massive, coarsely 
crystalline Chaetetes-bearing limestone are 
exposed most typically along the bluff 
opposite Lemons Camp on San Saha River 
(about three-fourths mile west of locality 
84, Pl. 11) . They are exposed also along 
the north side of King Branch on Sloan 
ranch and along the upper portion of 
Turkey Roost Creek on Sloan ranch (lo
calities 65 and 84, Pl. 11) . The Sloan 
member is distinctly thin-bedded; the beds 
are uneven, have rough surfaces, and con
tain distinctive fossils. The basal bed in 
most places is a subcrystalline to crystal
line, dense, black, cherty limestone 4 to 
16 feet thick and commonly carries more 
than 40 per cent black chert. This cherty 
zone is overlain by 50 to 100 feet of thin
bedded, black, subcrystalline, fossiliferous 
limestone. The lower layers generally are 
most fossiliferous. They contain Ethelo
crinus texasensis Moore and Plummer, 
Marginifera roemeri Girty, W ellereUa 
osagensis (Swallow) , Derby a crassa Meek 
and Hayden, Dictyoclostus morrowensis 
(Mather) , and Paeckelmannia, n.sp. The 
fossils are less common in the upper lay
ers of this member, and one zone near 
the top is yellowish-gray and relatively low 
in density and contains many impressions 
of plant stems and leaves of a reedlike 
plant. In certain places, particularly 
along the bluffs of Turkey Roost Creek 
on the Sloan ranch and in a small branch 
of Wallace Creek, 10 miles southwest of 
San Saba (locality 43, Pl. 11) , calcareous 
shale partings, 2 to 30 inches thick, are 

interbedded with the limestone layers. In 
most places these shales are fossiliferous, 
and some of the best fossils from the Sloan 
member of the Marble Falls come from 
these shaly zones. 

This member has been found at the base 
of the Marble Falls section on Colorado 
River below Marble Falls, just above the 
Barnett formation, from Cherokee Creek 
west across San Saba County to the Pon
totoc-San Saba highway in Wall ace Creek 
valley, 10 miles southwest of San Saba 
(locality 43, PI. 11), and at a few places 
along the contact of the Marble Falls and 
Barnett on the Sloan and Gibbons ranches 
in western San Saba County. It is present 
in most synclinal areas in San Saba 
County and absent on the structural highs, 
where it was either never deposited or 
was removed by erosion before the depo
sition of the Big Saline and Lemons Bluff 
members. It has not yet been found west 
of San Saba County and is thought to be 
absent on the Brady uplift in McCulloch 
County and along the granite ridge in 
Mason County. It has not been identified 
east of Cherokee Creek in the Colorado 
River exposures southeast of Bend or in 
Lampasas County. 

It is rather difficult to correlate the 
Sloan fossil assemblage with faunas of 
other regions, because most of the older 
Pennsylvanian species of Oklahoma, 
Arkansas, and Illinois have been identi
fied by paleontologists twenty years or 
more ago, before modern splitting of 
genera and species into narrow limits of 
differentiation was undertaken. It has been 
possible, however, to compare our species 
of brachiopods with the collections in 
Walker Museum, and Moore and Plum
mer (1939) and Moore and Jeffords (fol
lowing paper) have assembled, studied, 
and redescribed all the known crinoids and 
corals of the Morrow of Oklahoma and 
Arkansas and of the Marble Falls and 
Smithwick formations in Texas. 

On a basis of the brachiopods, corals, 
and crinoids, it is thought that the Gib
bons conglomerate and Sloan member of 
the Marble Falls are Morrow in age. Out 
of eighteen hrachiopods identified from 
the Sloan member, ten occur in the Mor
row and several others are very closely 
rdated, if not identical. Of the three 
species of crinoids, two are identical and 
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one is very closely related to forms in the 
Morrow. Of the corals, according to 
Moore and Jeffords (following paper), 
three out of seven occur in the Morrow. 
Only one ammonite, Phaneroceras noli
nense (Cox) , has been identified from the 
Sloan member. This species occurs also 
at the Nolin Iron Works, Edmondson 
County, Kentucky, in the Pottsville for
mation. 

The following corals have been de
scribed and identified in the following 
paper by Moore and Jeffords from the 
Sloan member: 

Stcrcocorypha annectans Moore and Jeffords 
Lophophyllidium extumidum Moore and Jeffords 
Lophophyllidium idonium Moore and Jeffords 
Lophophyllidium adapertum Moore and Jeffords 
Barytichisma crassum Moore and Jeffords 
Barytichisma callosum Moore and Jeffords 
Barytichisma repletum Moore and Jeffords 
Amplexocarinia corrugata (Mather) 
Michelinia referta Moore and Jeffords 
Acaciapora venusta Moore and Jeffords 
Cladochonus fragilis Mather 

Big Saline member.-The Big Saline 
member of the Marble Falls was named 
by Cheney ( 1940) , using the excellent 
exposures along the Big Saline Creek in 
northeastern Kimble County as the type 
locality. The member consists of coarse I y 
crystalline, fairly massively bedded, fos
siliferous light-gray limestone weathering 
white, and contains many layers and 
nodules of dark-gray and black chert. 
The commonest and most conspicuous f os
sils are tiny f usulinids, which occur in 
great numbers in some layers, and very 
large cylindrical colonies of a coral, now 
identified as Chaetetes favosus Moore and 
Jeffords. The beds vary greatly in thick
ness and in general thin northeastward as 
the Concho arch is approached. The typi
cal beds can be traced from Big Saline 
Creek in Kimble County eastward to 
Honey Creek, 6 miles southwest of Mason 
in Mason County, and in McCulloch 
County from the Gray ranch, 5 miles 
southwest of Brady to Neal ranch, in the 
eastern part of the county, where they 
play out against Cavern Ridge and grade 
into the Lemons Bluff beds. The Big Sa
line member is thought, also, to be present 
in the synclinal areas in San Saba and 
Burnet counties, where it is represented by 
light-gray, coarse-grained, crinoidal lime .. 

stone between the Sloan strata and over
lying typical Lemons Bluff beds. These 
middle beds have the same lithologic char
acteristics as the Big Saline strata, contain 
the same large fossils and Chaetetes col
onies, but strangely no fusulinids have so 
far been found in them; therefore, proof 
that they are exactly the age equivalent 
of the Big Saline at its type locality on 
Big Saline Creek is lacking. 

The correlation of the Big Saline mem
ber and the intergrading faunally similar 
Lemons Bluff beds with Lower Pennsyl
vanian strata in oth~r districts has always 
been somewhat of a problem. Except for 
long-ranging brachiopods, few species of 
fossils from the Big Saline member occur 
in the Morrow formation. The common 
fusulinid Fusulina llanoensis N. L. Thomas 
has a rather long range, according to 
M. L. Thompson, occurring as high as the 
Des Moines group, and therefore it does 
not serve as an index. The fauna of the 
Smithwick shale, overlying the Marble 
Falls, appears to be Atoka in age. Hence 
the Big Saline and its related overlying 
member, the Lemons Bluff member, may 
be lower Atoka or may represent strata 
between the Morrow and Atoka. 

The following new species of corals 
have been described in the following paper 
by Moore and Jeffords from the Big Saline 
member: 

Lophophyllidium extumidum Moore and Jeffords 
Barytichisma callosum Moore and Jeffords 
Pseudozaphrentoides lepidus Moore and Jeffords 
Pseudozaphrentoides spatiosus Moore and Jeffords 
Rodophyllum texanum Moore and Jeffords 
Neokoninckophyllum arcuatum Moore and Jef-

fords 
Michelinia latebrosa Moore and Jeffords 
Chaetetes favosus Moore and .T eff ords 
Chaetetes subtilis Moore and Jeffords 

Lemons Bluff member.-The Lemons 
Bluff member of the Marble Falls is a 
black, subcrystalline, uniformly bedded, 
siliceous, chert-bearing limestone, weath
ering to yellowish and grayish-brown 
tints and is made up in many places of 
a great quantity of minute sponge spic
ules. The layers are 2 to 12 inches thick 
and are characterized by flat, smooth sur
faces which yield in many places good 
building blocks and weather to produce a 
1ight-weight siliceous rock. The individ
ual layers are commonly separated by 
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thin partings of shal y limestone, so that 
a cliff face weathers to give the impres
sion of a masonry wall, each thick layer 
standing out in relief. The member con
tains in most places a characteristic fauna. 
The best index fossils are Phaneroceras 
compressum (Hyatt), Pharkidonotus ben
densis, n.sp. (MS.), which is a gastropod 
with large nodes, and Straparolus savagei 
(Knight), a low coiled, smooth-surfaced 
gastropod. Other common fossils are: 

Paralegoceras texanum (Shumard) 
Spirifer rockymontanus Marcou 
Neospirifer cameratus (Morton) 
Bembexia nodomarginata (McChesney) 
Straparolus subquadratus Meek and Worthen 
Leda bellistriata Stevens 

The surfaces of the limestone layers in 
many places are covered with impressions 
of the common alga, Spiro phyton cauda
galli (Vanuxem). 

This limestone member changes to shale 
beds eastward and outcrops at McAnelly's 
Bend along the Colorado River bluffs west 
of Bend as black fissile shale containing 
thin layers of dense black limestone. This 
shale has long been regarded by geolo
gists as typical Smithwick shale. It varies 
in thickness from a few feet to 125 feet 
and overlies the Big Saline beds uncon
formabl y. The contact in some places is 
marked by a thin band of small black 
pebbles and in other places by a bed of 
gypsum-bearing shale. The change in 
lithology from the coarsely crystalline 
light-gray Big Saline beds to the subcrys
talline, dense, black siliceous, shaly 
Lemons Bluff beds is striking and easy to 
recognize in the field. 

The fauna of the Lemons Bluff beds of 
the Marble Falls formation comprises more 
species than that of the Big Saline or 
Sloan members and individual specimens 
occur in much larger numbers. Spirif ers 
predominate, but in places large gastro
pods belonging to the genus Pharkidonotus 
are very common. Productids are less 
common than in the lower beds, yet even 
hurriedly made collections in some ex
posures yield more than a dozen species. 
No fusulinids have been found so far as 
known, but staffelids and other foraminif
era are present and have been found at 
widely separated localities. The best index 
fossil is Phaneroceras compressum (Hyatt). 

Fortunately this fossil is fairly common 
and widespread and has been collected 
in the black limestones of this upper 
member from Lampasas County on the 
east to 11 miles southwest of Mason on 
the west. This fossil together with its com
ma?. accom.ranying assemblage, namely, 
Spin/er opimus Hall, S. matheri Dunbar 
and Condra, S. rockymontanus Marcou 
Pharkidonotus bendensis, n.sp. (MS.), and 
Straparolus savagei (Knight), serve to 
distinguish this member at once from the 
two other divisions of the Marble Falls. 

The following corals have been identi
fied and described in the following paper 
by Moore and Jeffords from the Lemons 
Bluff member: 

Empodesma imulum Moore and Jeffords 
Lophophyllidium conoideum Moore and Jeffords 
Paracaninia? sana Moore and Jeffords 
Amplexocarinia corrugata (Mather) 
Pseudozaphrentoides lepidus Moore and Jeffords 
Neokoninckophyllum gracile Moore and Jeffords 
Striatopora religiosa Moore and Jeffords 
Cladochonus texasensis Moore and Jeffords 
Multithecopora paucitabulata Moore and Jeffords 
Chaetetes eximius Moore and Jeffords 
Chaetetes favosus Moore and Jeffords 
Chaetetes subtilis Moore and Jeffords 

The exact age and correlation of the 
Lemons Bluff member with strata in other 
regions are not yet fully established. It 
contains many Morrow species, most of 
which are long-range types and can not be 
used for correlation. On the other hand it 
contains few, if any, fossils that are 're
stricted to the Atoka of Oklahoma or 
equivalent beds. Finally, it contains sev
eral interesting forms not yet found either 
in the Morrow of Oklahoma and Arkan
sas or in the Atoka, namely, Paralego
ceras texanum (Shumard) , P haneroceras 
compressum (Hyatt), Pharkidonotus ben
dens.is, n.sp. (MS.), Straparolus savagei 
(Kmght), Rayonnoceras croneisi, n.sp. 
(MS.), and others. Since it merges with 
the Big Saline fauna with its well-developed 
fusulinids not known in the Morrow, it is 
probably post-Morrow and correlates with 
lower Atoka or with beds somewhat older 
and with lower Cherokee shales. ' 

SMITHWICK FORMATION 

Th~ Smithwick formation at the type 
locality, as now defined, includes the 
strata above the Lemons Bluff beds, with 
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their typical Phaneroceras compressum 
fauna, and below typical Strawn beds, 
which carry in some places a Des Moines 
fauna. Through west and central San 
Saba County it includes all the shale 
below the Strawn group and above 'the 
black Marble Falls limestone. In eastern 
San Saba County, near Bend, the basal 
Smithwick is 60 feet above the top of the 
limestone, and the base is marked by the 
lowest occurrence of the coral "Hadro
phyllum" aplatum, now named Cumminsia 
aplata by Moore and Jeffords. 

The Smithwick formation is best ex
posed on the southeast side of the region 
for nearly a mile along the Colorado 
River bluffs 6 miles east-southeast of Mar
ble Falls at the abandoned town of Smith
wick, Burnet County. On the north side 
of the region (map, Pl. 11) it is well 
expressed in Cherokee, San Saba, and 
Wall ace Creek valleys and Long Valley. 
It appears to he absent in McCulloch 
County west of Long Valley and between 
Rochelle and Brady. Around Brady it is 
overlapped by Strawn and Canyon beds. 
It is present in Honey Creek valley south
west of Mason and in Kimble County 
southeast of London. In subsurface it is 
thought to he present in most wells 
drilled north of the region, except per
haps in some of the holes drilled on tops 
of the highest structures. No Smithwick 
has been found, for example, on the struc
ture southwest of Lampasas. Its thickness 
varies from a few feet to 700 feet (Pl. 13). 
It has been stated by Jones (1929) and 
others that the Smithwick thickens mark
edly in subsurface sections east and north
east of the region. Some of the apparent 
thickening, at least, is due probably to 
change in f acies of the Marble Falls from 
limestone to shale east of the region. Some 
of the recorded thick Smithwick shale sec
tion may he due to inability to distinguish 
the similar overlying Strawn shale from 
the Smithwick. The Smithwick shale is 
thickest in the structural synclines and 
thinnest on the anticlines and over buried 
ridges. It appears that deformation and 
faulting in this region commenced before 
the end of the Marble Falls epoch and 
that the Smithwick accumulated in greater 
amounts in the troughs and grahens dur
ing and following the deformation. The 
shales overlap the buried ridges and occur 

around the rims of the troughs, exempli
fied by Cherokee Valley and Long Valley. 
In several places the transgression of black 
shale strata is marked by an angular un
conformity and basal conglomerate. 

The Smithwick shale is typically a 
black, fissile, siliceous shale that in most 
places is unfossiliferous, but at a few 
places contains an ammonoid and gastro
pod fauna quite unlike the Marble Falls 
and similiar to the Atoka formation of 
Oklahoma. At the type locality on Colo
rado River the shale contains small speci
mens of Ambocoelia, Lingula, Orbiculo
idea, and other minute fossils found in 
black shale near its base. Above, it is 
made up of a thick section of black, soft 
slightly ferruginous and gypsiferous, un
fossiliferous shale containing thin lentils 
of firmly cemented, hard siltstone marked 
on the surf aces by 'impressions of plant 
leaves, stems, animal tracks and trails. 
West of Bend, along the Colorado River 
bluffs in San Saba County, the lower few 
feet of beds of the Smithwick are f ossilif
erous, soft, very thinly laminated, black 
shale. These are overlain by nonfossilif
erous shale containing at the top thin, 
hard beds of siltstone 2 to 12 inches 
thick, marked by tracks and trails. In 
Wallace Creek valley southwest of San 
Saba, the shale is dense, black, soft, and 
contains numerous ferruginous concre
tions hut less siltstone. Three miles west 
of Rochelle (locality 6 in McCulloch 
County, Pl. 11) along the bluff east of the 
Rochelle conglomerate escarpment, the 
soft black gypsiferous shale contains many 
limonitic concretions and is abundantly 
fossiliferous. The fossils are characterized 
by the well-known ammonoid, Gastrioceras 
smZ:thwickense Plummer and Scott. Along 
Honey Creek southwest of Mason, south 
of the highway, the shale is black, fissile, 
ferruginous, and the lower 50 feet is fos
siliferous. 

The Smithwick shale has not been sub
divided into members. The lower 50 to 
75 feet of the Smithwick contains marine 
fossils and was certainly laid down in 
marine waters. The upper portion ap
pears to have been deposited in shallow 
littoral waters where fine silts were spread 
over the black mud, and where ripple 
marks, plants, and tracks of marine ani
mals have been preserved and fossilized. 
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Chart showing distribution of coral species in correlative formations 

in Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas. 

SPECIES 

Stereocorypha annectans Moore & Jeffords ____________ _ 

Empodesma imulum Moore & Jeffords ____________________ _ 

Lophophyllidium extumidum Moore & Jeffords ___ _ 

Lophophyllidium idonium Moore & Jeffords _________ _ 

Lophophyllidium conoideum Moore & Jeffords _____ _ 

Lophophyllidium adapertum Moore & Jeffords _____ _ 

Hapsiphyllum tumid um Moore & Jeffords _______________ _ x 

Hapsiphyllum retusum Moore & Jeffords _________________ _ x 
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Zaphrentoides excentricus Moore & Jeffords _________ _ x 

Barytichisma crassum Moore & Jeffords ________________ _ x 
~~~-=--~~~~r-~-J-~~1--~~-~~~-~-I-~~~-~ 

Barytichisma repletum Moore & Jeffords ____________ _ x 

Barytichisma callosum Moore & Jeffords ________________ _ x x x 

Paracaninia? sana Moore & Jeffords _______________________ _ x 

Amplexocarinia corrugata (Mather) -------------------- x x x 

Pseudozaphrentoides lepidus Moore & Jeffords _____ _ x x 

Pseudozaphrentoides spatiosus Moore & Jeffords ___ _ x 
~--t~~-t-~---1~~~-~--Jl~~-l-~----ll~-== 

Rodophyllum texanum Moore & Jeffords _______________ _ x 

Neokoninckophyllum arcuatum Moore & Jeffords __ 
~-::.--=-~·r-~-r-~-r-~~1-~~~-~-l-~-L-==== 

Neokoninckophyllum gracile Moore & Jeffords _____ _ 

x 

x 

Cumminsia aplata (Cummins) -------------------------------- x 

Michelinia latebrosa Moore & Jeffords __________________ _ x 

Michelinia referta Moore and Jeffords __________________ _ x x 

Striatopora religiosa Moore & Jeffords ____________________ _ x ---1----

Acaciapora venusta Moore & Jeffords __________________ _ x 

Cladochonus fragilis Mather ________________________________ _ x x 

Cladochonus texasensis Moore & Jeffords ______________ _ x 

Multithecopora paucitabulata Moore & Jeffords _____ _ x 

Chaetetes eximi us Moore & Jeffords ____________________ _ x 
x 

Chaetetes favosus Moore & Jeffords _______________________ _ x x 

Chaetetes subtilis Moore & Jeffords ____________________ _ x x 

Palaeacis walcotti Moore & Jeffords_______________________ x 

Palaeacis tcstata Moore & Jeffords _______________________ _ x 
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Three f acies in the Smithwick sediments 
can be recognized as follows: 

Siltstone facies 
Fissile black shale facies 
Conglomerate facies 

The conglomerate is found between the 
black shale and Marble Falls limestone 
where upper black shale overlaps onto 
anticlinal structures and buried ridges. 
The black shale facies is the normal facies 
and makes up 90 per cent of the forma
tion. The siltstone facies occurs in most 
places near the top of the formation, 
rarely near the middle, and it probably 
represents a shallowing of the Smithwick 
sea and the emergence of mud flats toward 
the end of the Smithwick epoch. 

The fauna of the Smithwick is less well 
known than that of almost any other 
Carboniferous formation in the Midcon
tinent. With the exception of the am
monoids (Plummer and Scott, 1937), 
chonetids (King, 1938), crinoids (Moore 
and Plummer, 1939), and corals (Moore 
and Jeffords, following paper), no de
tailed paleontologic studies have been 
undertaken, and many of the species are 
new to science. The fauna in general is 
that which belongs in a black carbona
ceous shale facies. Thin-shelled gastro
pods (bellerophons, euomphalids, etc.) 
and pelecypods (Leda, Y oldia,. etc.) pre
dominate; brachiopods are in the minor
ity; ammonoids, frequent! y preserved as 
pyrite or hematite casts, are found at a 
few localities. Corals are represented by 
only a few species. The greater part of 
the shale section is barren of mollusks or 
other animal remains. 

Two different fossil assemblages occur 
within the Smithwick formation. Both 
are found within 75 feet of the top of 
the Marble Falls limestone. The two as
semblages, however, have never be.en 

found in the same section, and since the 
Smithwick sediments transgress and over
lap structural ridges of older rock, the 
lower beds of Smithwick shale in differ
ent sections do not represent the same 
age. According I y these two different as
semblages undoubtedly are from different 
zones and represent different time units. 
They are as follows: 

1. Cumminsia aplata zone.-Found in the lower 
part of the Smithwick shale across northern 
San Saba County, occurring in the lower 25 
feet above the Marble Falls formation. This 
zone contains the following corals: 

Hapsiphyllum tumidum Moore and Jef
fords 

Hapsiphyllum retusum Moore and Jef-
fords 

Michelinia referta Moore and Jeffords 
Palaeacis testata Moore and Jeffords 
Cumminsia aplata (Cummins) 

2. Gastrioceras smithwickense zone.-This has 
been found at only a few localities and is 
thought to belong, when present, about 60 to 
75 feet above the base of the formation. It 
occurs at Bend on Colorado River (locality 
13 in San Saba County, PI. 11) and at a 
locality 3 miles east of Rochelle (locality 6 in 
McCulloch County, PI. 11) at a horizon 
thought to be about SO feet above the top of 
the Marble Falls formation. Unfortunately ex
posures in the Smithwick are generally poor 
and this zone has been found at only tw~ 
or three localities. This zone contains the 
coral Zaphrentoides excentricus Moore and 
Jeffords. 

SUMMARY 

The classification of the Lower Penn
sylvanian formations shown in the ac
companying table has long been in use 
by the Bureau of Economic Geology 
(Sellards, 1932) and by the U. S. Geolog
ical Survey (Darton and others, 1937). 
The names of the upper and lower mem
bers of the Marble Falls are new. The 
middle member was named by Cheney 
( 1940) but used by him in the rank of a 

Classification of the coral-bearing beds of the Lower Pennsylvanian strata in central Texas. 

SERIES FORMATION 

Smithwick 

Bend 
Upper Marble Falls 

Morrow Lower Marble Falls 

MEMBERS 

Lemons Bluff 

Big Saline 

Sloan 

CORAL ZONES 

Cumminsia aplata 

Neokoninclwphyllum gracile 

Rodo phyllum texanum 

Stereocory pha annectans 



Chart showing distribution of coral species in the Smithwick and Marble FaUs formations in Texas. 
(Locality numbers are those used by the Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas; 

see map, Pl. 11, and locality descriptions in following paper by Moore and Jeffords.) 
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Neokoninckophyllum gracile Moore & Jeffords __ 1 x 
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Chaetetes fav~~s Moore & Jeffords------~ ____ I ---1~ ____ I ____ I --- l::J::~l-~_}J-=-1 __ I __ I __ I ___ I ____ I ___ , ___ I ____ I __ , ___ , ____ I ___ I ---- 1. ----1---- ___ __ 
Chaetetes subt1hs Moore & Jeffords----------- 1 ~~~~~.--L=-L==-r--.--L==-----.--t-=-l-x 

Big Saline member 
Lophophyllidium extumidum Moore & J eflords ___ _ x 

Barytichisma callosum Moore & J eflords______ 1 1 1 1 1 1---i---f I I I 
1
---1--

1
-

1
---1---1---1---1--1---1----l-----t--!----l----1-I-x 

Pseudozaphrentoides lepidus Moore & Jeffords __ _ x 

Pseudozaphrentoides spatiosus Moore & J eflords_ x 

Rodophyllum texanum Moore & Jeffords ____ _ x 

x Neokoninckophyllum arcuatum Moore & Jeffords_ 
1 

1-1---1-~ 
1 1 1 

I ~1-1--r-i--1--1 ' --

Michelinia latebrosa. Moore & Jeff 0ords ______ _ x 

Chaetetes favosus Moore & J eflords ---------- x -t---1-1----1-' ----
Chaetetes subtilis Moore & J eflords _____________ _ x 

Sloan member 
Stereocorypha annectans Moore & J eflords ___________ _ x x 

Lophophyllidium extumidum Moore & Jeffords __ _ x 

L~h~h~liiliumMooi~M~&kff~L-- - ~ - 1-1 -~- ~ 1 -
Lophophyllidium adapertum Moore & Jeffords_____ __ __ ~ ---- - ---- - ---- lJ:=1=_1-=j~ --- ::=:=: -=J--=-!-=-1-=-l~::;J-=" -
Barytichisma crassum Moore & J eflords _______________ _ x x 

Barytichisma callosum Moore & Jeffords -------------- x 
I ---- I ----

Barytichisma repletum Moore & Jeffords ___________ _ x 

Amplexocarinia corrugata (Mather) ______________ _ x 'C 

Michelinia referta Moore & J eflords ____________________ _ x x 

Araci~-ftrmaM~&J6~~- -1-~~~~~
Cladochonus fragilis Mather--------------------- -=i-=T::T::T::1-:::T=:T:::r=1 ~ ---- --- ~-=r:rxr=r=r=r=-1 m 1~-=-r=n HH 1--- : ---

•Designations used by The University of Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology, for fossiliferous outcrops. Descriptions of these localities are included in the following paper by 
Moore and Jeffords. 

tExceedingly rare at this well-known exposure. 
t"Nautilus limestone" is undoubtedly the prominent ledge on Colorado River southwest of Bend (205-T-l). 
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formation. The name Lampasas has been 
applied by Cheney (1940) in place of 
restricted Bend, and this term has received 
some acceptance. Cheney, however, desig
nated as the type locality of the Lampasas 
the outcrops along the Colorado west of 
Lampasas. These outcrops are the same 
as those near Bend, the type locality for 
the Bend, and it seems to introduce con
fusion into the nomenclature to substitute 
a new name for one long in good usage 
by the State and Government surveys. 
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DESCRIPTION OF LOWER PENNSYLVANIAN CORALS FROM TEXAS 
AND ADJACENT STATES 

Raymond C. Moore and Russell M. Jeffords 

ABSTRACT 

Fossil corals are widely distributed and 
locally abundant in marine Pennsylva
nian rocks of Texas and adjacent parts of 
the central United States. They are varied 
in form and represent many genera and 
species. Study of these fossils .is speciall.Y 
desirable because of the promise of their 
usefulness in stratigraphic paleontology 
and because of the need to fill in the 
considerable gap now separating the large 
coral faunas of Lower Carboniferous and 
Permian rocks that have been described. 

This paper gives the results of inves
tiaations on corals obtained from the 0 

Lower Pennsylvanian rocks of Texas 
called Marble Falls limestone and Smith
wick shale. These formations crop out on 
the flanks and over part of the summit 
area of the Llano uplift, especially in San 
Saba, Burnet, Kimble, Mason, and Mc
Culloch counties. Corals from rocks of 
approximately equivalent age in ~kla
homa and Arkansas are also descnbed; 
a single species is identified from New 
Mexico. 

The Lower Pennsylvanian corals here 
described are assigned to 22 genera, of 
which 6 (Stereocorypha, Empodesma, 
Lo photichium, Barytichisma, Cumminsia, 
Acaciapora) are new and 7 (Zap~re.n
toides, Paracaninia, Amplexocannia, 
Pseudozaphrentoides, Rodo phy~lum, N eo
konincko phyllum, and Multithe~opor~) 
have not previously been recogmz~d m 
North America. A total of 62 species of 
corals is described. This number includes 
5 unnamed species, 7 previous} y described 
forms, and 50 new species. The assem
blage is classified by groupin? ~? 11 fam
ilies, of which 3 (Lophophylhdndae, Por
pitidae, Palaeacidae) are new, and 1 
(Zaphrenthidae) is given a new name. 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and scope of study.-To a 
much laraer extent than is generally real
ized by :eologists, marine Pennsylvanian 
deposits of the Midcontinent contain a 

varied assemblage of fossil corals. In 
some strata of this age they are very 
abundant. Little work, however, has been 
done on late Paleozoic corals in this coun
try and most published records consist of 
identifications that recognize only a few 
species. These include such forms as 
Chaetetes mille poraceus Edwards and 
Haime, Michelinia eugeneae White, Syrin
go pora multattenuata McChesney, Lo pho
phyllum profundum (Ed~ards and 
Haime), Campophyllum torquium (Owe?), 
and Aulopora prosseri Beede-usmg 
the names that commonly have been ap
plied to them. Excepting the first-men
tioned fossil, which may not be a coral, 
specimens from almost any horizon from 
oldest to youngest Pennsylvanian have been 
referred to these species. Accordingly, they 
have come to be regarded as very long
ranging and as having little _value for 
stratigraphic paleontology. 1:h.1s conclu
sion is not supported by a critical exam
ination of large collections of Pennsyl
vanian corals, in which internal structural 
features are determined by means of trans
verse and longitudinal sections. Actually 
there are many genera and species of 
American late Paleozoic corals, most of 
which can not be identified on the basis 
of external characters that seemed suffi
cient to earlier workers. Not only are the 
true stratigraphic ranges of the commonly 
known Pennsylvanian corals very incom
pletely ascertained, but. reliable identi~
cation of most of them is not now possi
ble owing to lack of essential informa
tion concerning their internal structure .. 

This paper gives results of our studies 
on available Lower Pennsylvanian corals 
from Texas and adjacent states. Its ob
ject is to show the nature of the known 
kinds of fossil corals from strata occur
ring between the Mississippian-Pennsyl
vanian boundary and the base of t?e 
Strawn (Des Moinesian) series, that is, 
rocks belonging to the divisions currently 
classed as Morrowan series and Lampasan 
series by many geologists of the Midcon
tinent region. Recent work by F. B. 
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Plummer (see foregoing paper) has shown 
that Lampasan is equivalent to Bendian 
(restricted) and the older name is here 
retained. Another purpose of the report 
is to indicate the degree of similarity or 
of difference between the observed coral 
assemblages of the north-central Texas 
area of Lower Pennsylvanian outcrops and 
those in near-by districts. Chiefly impor
tant for comparison with Texas are the 
exposures of Morrowan and Bendian rocks 
in southern and northeastern Oklahoma 
and in northwestern Arkansas. The latter 
region contains the type section of Mor
rowan deposits, although rocks of this 
age are not so thick here as in some other 
places. Lower Pennsylvanian strata, 
equivalent in age to pre-Strawn deposits 
of the Llano region in north-central 
Texas, occur in Trans-Pecos Texas and 
New Mexico, but almost no basis for 
comparative study of fossil corals from 
these areas now exists in collections avail
able to us. A single Morrowan coral is 
to be reported from a locality in southern 
New Mexico. 

The stratigraphic relations of the Lower 
Pennsylvanian corals from Texas are in
dicated in the preceding paper, by F. B. 
Pl um mer, and there is no occasion to 
make additions here to his description of 
the occurrence of the fossils. All the f os
sils described in this paper from areas 
outside of Texas are from rocks of Mor
rowan age. 

Previous work.1-A number of writers 
have noted the occurrence of fossil corals 
in the Marble Falls limestone and lower 
Smithwick shale, of early Pennsylvanian 
age, in north-central Texas and in approx
imately equivalent strata of Oklahoma 
and Arkansas; but barely more than a 
half-dozen reports contain descriptions or 
illustrations of these fossils. W. F. Cum
mins in 1891 (p. 552) described an in-

1Sincc the submission of the manuscript of this paper in 

1942, several articles on Carboniferous corals by R. G. S. 

Hudson, J. W. Wells, W. H. Easton, and others have been 

published. These papers deal largely with revision of con

cepts regarding the morphology of genera and species that 

have been understood incompletely and they contribute to 

clarification of many confusing taxonomic problems. Brief 

footnote reference is made to the more important observa

tions that are pertinent to study of corals described in this 

paper. Analysis of some recently described new genera and 

species is difficult, because adequate longitudinal sections 

of the corals are lacking. 

teresting discoid species of rugose coral 
that is common in the Smithwick shale 
near Bend Texas, designating it as 
Hadrophyll~m aplatus [sic], n.sp: T~is 
coral which occurs in other Sm1thw1ck 
outcr~ps but is not yet known outside 
north-central Texas, is established in the 
present paper as genotype of the D:ew 
genus Cumminsia. No other publicat10n 
contains descriptions of Lower Pennsyl
vanian corals from Texas as new species, 
but Plummer and Moore ( 1922) reported 
some forms, identified in the Marble Falls 
and Smithwick formations, and published 
illustrations; also, Bassler ( 1937) has re
described and figured H adro phyllum 
aplatum Cummins. Several types of corals 
from Morrowan strata of northwestern 
Arkansas and northeastern Oklahoma 
were described and illustrated by Mather 
(1915). Corals identified in. this work 
include species called by Mather as fol
lows: Zaphrentis gibsoni White, Lopho-
phyllum profundum (Edwards and 
Haime), Campophyllum torquium 
(Owen), Michelinia eugeneae White, 
Chaetetes milleporaceous [sic] Edwards 
and Haime, Aulopora sp., Amplexus cor
rugatus, n.sp., Pachypora carbonaria, n. 
sp., Michelinia exilimura. n.sp., M. sub
cylindrica, n.sp., and Cladochonus f ra
gilis, n.sp. Croneis ( 1930, pl. 21) illus
trated three of these Morrowan species, 
from the Brentwood limestone of Arkan
sas but did not add to description of 
their characters. One of the corals de
scribed and figured from the "Mayes for
mation," presumed to be of Chester, 
Upper Mississipian age, by L. C. Snider 
( 1915) is Pachypora oklahomensis, n.sp.; 
this fossil seems almost unquestionably to 
have been obtained from Morrowan beds 
in northeastern Oklahoma. Finally, men
tion is to be made of Morgan's (1924) 
report on the Stonewall quadrangle in 
southern Oklahoma, which contains de
scriptions and :figures of a new Lower 
Pennsylvanian coral, named Pachypora 
caneyana; this paper also contains illus
trations of a few other corals from Mor
rowan beds of southern Oklahoma, iden
tified as Cyathaxonia sp. [ = Lo pho phyl'
lidium sp.], Cladochonus fragilis Mather, 
Michelenia [sic] exilimura Mather and 

' M. eugeneae White. 
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Methods of study.-All lots of corals 
in the collections were examined and 
classified as well as possible, first, on the 
basis of external features. Then, speci
mens were chosen for sectioning and 
these were sawed transversely at selected 
places with a thin-bladed diamond saw 
or a band saw using carborundum car
ried to the cutting edge by water. Ex
perience in the work of sectioning and 
exercise of reasonable care commonly 
yield sections of corals that do not need 
smooth grinding and polishing of the cut 
surface in order satisfactorily to reveal 
structural features of these fossils. The 
sections were photographed, mostly at 
x5 magnification, and then one or more 
segments of the coral were sectioned 
longitudinally in a plane perpendicular 
to the counter and cardinal septa when
ever possible to identify these septa. The 
longitudinal sections were photographed 
and the several illustrations belonging to 
one specimen were mounted together for 
study. Two dozen or more specimens of 
some lots were sectioned and photo
graphed, and, in aggregate, hundreds of 
corals were thus prepared. Many peel 
sections, which require polishing and 
slight etching of the surface to be repre
sented by the peel, were made and a num
ber of thin sections were sliced and 
ground; but, generally, the cut sections 
showed structures clearly, especially when 
coated with a light oil. A binocular 
microscope was used consta~tly in stu~y
ing the sections, supplementmg work with 
the photographs. 

The technique in inking and bleaching 
selected photographs for published illus
trations of coral sections has been de
scribed in some detail by us in ear lier 
papers {Moore and Jeffords, 1941, p. 72; 
Jeffords, 1942, p. 190) and need. not he 
repeated here. This treatment gives ac
curate and clear representation of ob
served structures and, because reproduc
tion is relatively inexpensive as compared 
to half-tone or full-tone figures, more 
adequate illustration of a species can be 
offered under a specified limit of cost. 

An invaluable tool for study of Paleo
zoic corals is an illustrated card catalog 
of genera and species based on an ex
tended survey of world literature on the 
subject. This catalog, financed by the 

State Geological Survey of Kansas and 
by grants from the Graduate Research 
Committee of the University of Kansas, 
has been organized very largely by Mr. 
Jeffords. 

Collections studied.-Corals from the 
Lower Pennsylvanian formations of north
central Texas that have been available 
for our study are chiefly from three 
sources. The Bureau of Economic Geol
ogy, The University of Texas, has a large 
and representative collect~on of these f?s· 
sils obtained mainly durmg field studies 
by 'F. B. Plummer and assistants; . an 
especially rich assemblage of the Si:iit?
wick coral, here named Cumminsia 
aplata, showing the range of its varia
tion is contained in the Plummer collec
tion: Numerous specimens belonging to 
the U. S. Geological Survey, mostly from 
unspecified horizons in the Marble Falls 
limestone, were loaned to R. C. Moore 
some years ago for study; work on these 
corals was intended to have been part of 
a collaborative investigation of inverte
brate fossils of the Marble Falls and 
Smithwick strata by George H. Girty and 
R. C. Moore, hut the carrying out of 
plans was prevented by attention on the 
part of both to other work. and. by the 
untimely death of Doctor Girty m 1939. 
Numerous specimens from north-central 
Texas in the collections of the University 
of Kansas, obtained in the course of field 
work by R. C. Moore beginning in 1918, 
have been available for this study. 

Specimens of Lower Pennsylvanian 
corals from Oklahoma and Arkansas that 
have been used in preparing the present 
paper belong to The University of T~xas 
and the University of Kansas. Collect10ns 
in the type Morrow region, northwestern 
Arkansas, were made by F. B. Plummer 
and R. C. Moore. Large numbers of well
preserved corals from the Hale formation 
in northeastern Oklahoma have been col
lected hv L. R. Landon, A. L. Bowsher, 
R. H. King, R. C. Moore and students of 
oaleontology classes at the Universit~ of 
Kansas; these fossils have been ohtamed 
chiefly at localities about 8 miles north
east and 12 miles southeast of Muskogee, 
Oklahoma. Southern Oklahoma specimens 
in our collection are from Morrowan 
strata of the Ardmore basin, south of the 
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Arbuckle Mountains, and from the Wapa
nucka limestone, also Morrowan, north of 
the Ouachita Mountains; these were found 
on various trips in the field by R. C. 
Moore. 

Sectioned and polished specimens of a 
distinctive lophophyllidid coral, from 
beds near the base of the Pennsylvanian 
section in Searcy County, northwestern 
Arkansas, were kindly furnished to us by 
W. H. Easton, of the Illinois Geological 
Survey. 

A single specimen of a Morrowan coral 
from southern New Mexico was collected 
by A. L. Bowsher, of the University of 
Kansas, in the course of work with L. R. 
Laudon in the summer of 1942; this coral 
is identified as Striato pora oklahomensis 
(Snider). 

It is reasonable to estimate that the 
materials studied by us in making the 
present report represent a majority of the 
kinds of Lower Pennsylvanian corals oc
curring in the north-central Texas and 
Oklahoma-Arkansas regions, but this does 
not mean that many additional types of 
solitary and colonial corals are not to be 
discovered in rocks of this age, especially 
in areas that have not yet been searched 
for fossils. Noteworthy variation in the 
constitution of local assemblages of corals 
is shown by our investigations, and this 
is expectable if the stratigraphic horizons 
represented by the fossils are somewhat 
discordant, if conditions of sedimentation 
affected the distribution of early Penn
sylvanian corals, and if regional differ
ences of provincial nature due to such par
tial barriers as the southern Oklahoma 
mountain uplifts of early Pennsylvanian 
time prevailed in life of the shallow seas. 
Thus, it is desirable to specify the ground 
on which we have worked. Although the 
number of genera and species of Upper 
Carboniferous corals reported from rocks 
of North America is augmented appreci
ably by the forms described in this paper, 
we are sure that the field is only partially 
explored. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF PALEOZOIC CORALS 

The problem of constructing a classifi
cation of fossil corals that expresses sig
nificant similarities of structure on the one 
hand and contrasts in morphologic fea
tures on the other, reflecting with reason
able precision the phylogenetic relations 
of the many forms known, is exceedingly 
difficult. This is especially true of Paleo
zoic corals, the vast majority of which 
belong to extinct major groups. Studies 
by many workers are leading to general 
recognition of the nature of several evo
lutionary trends· among the older corals 
(Lang, 1923; Jeffords, 1942, p. 200); but 
because these may affect stocks of dif
ferent origin so as to produce various 
sorts and degrees of homeomorphy, they 
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are not easily or directly applicable to 
solution of questions of classification. It 
is not our intention to review the sub
ject of classification of corals even cur
sorily but only to make explanation of the 
grouping of genera in the systematic part 
of this paper. Recently published contri
butions to the taxonomy of Paleozoic 
corals include articles by Gerth ( 1919), 
Lang (1923), Grabau (1928), Hill (1935, 
1938, 1939, 1940), Huang (1932), San
ford (1939), and Jones and Hill (1940). 

The Lower Pennsylvanian corals from 
Texas and adjacent areas comprise rep
resentatives of three distinct major groups. 
( 1 ) The most important of these from 
the standpoint of numbers of individuals 
and of genera and species is character
ized by the presence of well-developed 
septa; these radially disposed walls ex
tend to the axis of the coral or reach 
only part way to the axis, and commonly 
they are divisible into distinct quadrants. 
The names Tetracoralla and Tetraseptata, 
which denote the four-fold grouping of 
the septa in these corals, have been used, 
but an older and much more gen er ally 
adopted term is Rugosa, which refers to the 
uneven character of the surf ace of most 
specimens. We recognize the Rugosa and 
designate the group as a suborder of the 
order Madreporaria, subclass Zoantharia, 
class Anthozoa. The Rugosa include soli
tary and colonial corals, which are char
acterized essentially by a bilateral sym
metry resulting from insertion of the 
major septa in four positions arranged in 
pairs. (2) Another group of Lower Penn
sylvanian corals that is also abundant in 
other Paleozoic rocks is distinguished by 
the absence or extreme shortness of radi
ally disposed walls and the presence in 
all but a few genera of numerous plat
forms called tabulae. This assemblage 
has come to be known as the Tabulata, 
but almost certainly it is not a natural 
phylogenetic division. All representatives 
of the Tabulata are colonial. (3) A third 
group of corals that is represented by a 
single rather uncommon genus (Palaeacis} 
cannot be assigned to either of the previ
ously indicated divisions, and it has been 
referred tentatively by some authors to a 
place among the Mesozoic-Cenozoic mod
ern type corals called Hexacoralla. Pos
sibly it is not a coral but belongs with 

the spon.aes or with fossils like the 
Archaeoc;athidae that may be intermedi
ate between sponges and corals. 

The definition and diagnosis of fami-
1 ies among the Rugosa and Tabulata are 
very considerably influenced by subjective 
factors. Accordingly, Lang, Smith, and 
Thomas (1940) did not undertake to in
corporate an outline of the organization 
of Paleozoic coral families in their inval
uable index of genera. Although the ex
istence of many problems as to assign
ment of Paleozoic genera in families is 
recognized, there are good grounds for 
differentiating numerous family assem
blages. It may be granted that the basis 
for establishment of some groups is in
secure, phylogenetically; but, lacking 
proof of significant lines of evolutionary 
differentiation, it seems best to segregate 
genera having like structural characters 
and belonging generally to a somewhat 
restricted segment of geologic time. The 
International Rules do not provide regu
lations concerning the nomenclature of 
families except for specifying addition of 
-idae to the name of the family type genus 
in making the desi~nation for the family. 
Widely recognized among zoologists, 
however, is the good practice of extend
ing to nomenclature of families the essen
ti~l features of rules for the valid names 
of genera. Thus, the acceptable name for 
a family is that based on the first-chosen 
genus included in the family assemblage, 
whether or not this family type first pub
lished is deemed to be ~ho.lly represent
ative of the entire assemblage. 

TERMINOLOGY 

The names applied to the various struc
tural features of fossil corals are not 
altogether uniform, and the terminology 
of some workers is needlessly technical 
and complicated. Descriptive adjectives, 
such as phaceloid, rhopaloid, reptant, 
adnate, utricular, and many others, are 
perhaps advantageous from the standpoint 
of avoiding circumlocution, but it must 
be confessed that they are sufficiently un
familiar to most students to make use of 
them in combination with necessary mor
pho 1 ogic terms undesirable. The special
ist in study of the corals knows the dis
tinction between f ossu la and pseudo£ os-
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sula, between carmae, synapticulae, tra
beculae and dissepiments, and between 
different types of axial columnar struc
tures; one who has not undertaken re
search on fossil corals is likely to have 
forgotten~ or not to know, the meaning of 
some terms. For the sake of defining our 
usage of morphologic terms and as a con
venience to readers~ we introduce an al
phabetically arranged list of words, com
mo;nly used in description of corals, and 
brief explanations of them. Much more 
detailed accounts of coral morphology 
and terminology are given by Grabau 
(1922) , Hill ( 1935) , and Sanford ( 1939) . 

Acceleration is the more rapid introduction of 
septa in certain parts (quadrants) of a coral 
than in others, giving rise to a greater number 
of septa in these parts at a given growth stage. 

Alar is a term applied to two primary septa 
( protosepta) on opposite sides of a rugose coral 
and to more or less defined wide spaces (pseu
dofo~ulae) that may border the alar septa on 
tht- side facing the counter septum. One of the 
four insertion points of newly formed major 
septa adjoins each alar septum on the counter 
side and this relationship commonly serves for 
identification of the alar septa. On diagrams 
and in septal formulae the alar septa are indi
cated by the symbol A. 

Apical indicates the immature lowermost part 
of a corallite, near the apex of cone-shaped forms. 

Axial refers to . the mid-line of the upwardly 
growing coral; this term may be applied to a 
centrally located columnar structure or to des
ignate a region in the coral skeleton. 

Brevisepta are much-shortened radial partitions 
of a coral that extend inward only part way from 
the periphery to the axis. 

Calyx is the more or less deep cuplike hollow 
at the top of a coral skeleton to which the living 
polyp is attached. 

Cardinal is a term that applies first to one 
of the four main earliest-formed septa of a 
rugose coral: it lies in tlw plane of bilateral 
symmetry and insertion points of newly formed 
major septa adjoin it on both sides. Secondarily, 
the name cardinal is applied to the depression 
(fossula) that is formed by the partial or com
plete abortion of the cardinal septum. and it is 
used also to designate the quadrants of septa 
that lie contiguous to the cardinal septum. On 
diagrams and in sept al forTJ1111ae the cardinal 
septum is commonly indicated by the symbol C 
(or H, for Hauptseptum. in German). Tram:
verse sections of rugose corals illustrated in this 
paper are oriented with the cardinal septum 
directed downward. 

Carinae are keel-like ridges on the sides of 
septa; they are straight or curved and run more 
or less longitudinally. 

Column is a term applicable to varied sorfs 
of axial structures of corals (including columella 

and pseudocolu.rnella of authors), ranging fr~k 
dense rodlike growths to delicate open mesh:v~r · 

Com pound corals are colonial ~orms cons1stmg 
of a number of individual coralhtes attached to 
one another. 

h d for the hard parts Corallite is t e name u~c 
of a coral individual. 

f II t . I to the hard parts Coral/um re ers co ec 1ve Y 
of a coral colony. 

Counter (meaning opposite.) is the name given 
to one of the four first-formed septa of rugose 
corals, lying in the plane of bilat~ra~ symmetry 
opposite to the cardinal septum; it. is also ap
plied to the quadrants of septa contiguous to it. 
On diagrams and in septa1 formulae the counter 
~eptum is indicated by the symbol K (or G,_for 
Gegenseptum, in German). Transverse se.chons 
of rugose corals figured in t_his paper are onented 
with the counter septum directed upward. 

Dlssepiments are ~mall curv~d plates _built one 
on another so as to form vesicles; their convex 
surfaces are directed toward the inte~or ?f the 
coral and more or less upward. D1ssep1ments 
O{'cur only in some rugose corals. and comm~nly 
they are restricted to the penpheral . region. 
Intercepts of tahulae in transv~rse .sections of 
corals may simulate those of d1ssep1ments and 
· ·veral authors have erroneously reported oc

<'urrence of dissepiments in genera that lack 
them. 

F ossula is a depression in the floor of a ru~ose 
c-oral calyx formed by the partial or complete 
abortion of a protoseptum, in virtually all ca...~ 
the cardinal septum. The presence of a fo~ula 
mav be revealed in transverse sec'tions of a coral-
1ite. bv a distinct open space extending peri
pherally between some of the septa. 

ln.ner wall is a term most commonly employed 
to designate a thickened wall-like . structur~ ~t 
the inner edge of a zone of dissep1.ments; 1t .1s 
also applied to a curved wall that 1s f ?rmed m 
some rugore corals by union of the mner ex
tremities of some of the septa. 

Interseptal ridges are longitudinal elevations on 
the exterior of some rugose corals that mark 
slight - outward bulges of the enclosing wan 
(thee a) of the coral. 

Lamellae are subvertical plates of the axial 
region of some rugose corals, genera!ly no.t con
fluent with septa: they may be d1scontmuous 
longitudinally. Some corals, like Dibun?phyllum. 
have an axial column that is charactenzed by a 
prominent median lamella in the plane o! !he 
cardinal and counter septa and by radwtmg 
!nmellae. which intersect the median lamella at 
different points. 

Lonsdaleoz~d structure refers to the peripheral 
disappearance of septa i~ a dissepimental zone, 
as in the genus Lonsdaleza, so that the septa do 
not reach the theca. 

Major septa are the relatively long septa of 
rugose corals that comprise the four first-formed 
protosepta and subsequently inserted pairs of 
septa ( metasepta) appearing in definite order 
in the different quadrants. 

Metasepta are major septa other than the proto
septa. 
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Minor septa are secondarily introduced septa, 
generally short, that appear nearly simultaneously 
between major septa of some rugose corals. 

Mural pores are tuhular passageways that 
perforate the walls of many tabulate corals, serv
ing to permit connection of the soft parts of 
adjacent polyps of a colony. 

Peripheral refers to the outer zone of a coral
lite. 

Protosepta are the four first-formed septa of 
rugose corals (cardinal, counter, two alar) that 
are introduced nearly simultaneously very early 
in the growth of the corallite and that define 
the tetramcral development and bilateral sym
metry of these fossils. Except the counter, they 
are the septa next to which insertion points of 
newly formed major septa are located. Accord
ing to some investigators, an additional pair of 
septa (counter-laterals), which adjoin the counter 
septum, are classifiable as protosepta hut these 
do not affect the four-fold arrangement of the 
septa. 

Pseudofossul,a is a depression or space between 
~pta on the floor of the calyx of some rugose 
corals, not formed by the partial or complete 
suppression of a septum. Pseudofossulae are de
veloped on the counter side of the alar septa in 
many corals and are termed alar pseudofossulae. 

Quadrant, not necessarily an exact one-fourth, 
is the term given to areas of the corallite in the 
Rngosa lying between any two adjacent proto
septa: these areas are designated, respectively, as 
cardinal quadrants (adjoining the cardinal 
septum) and counter quadrant~ (adjoining the 
counter septum) . 

Rejuvenation is a renewal of immature struc
tural chararters during the growth of a corallite 
after maturity has been attained. 

Rhopaloid is a descriptive term. meaning club
shaped, that refers to the thirkened inner edges 
of septa, as developed in some rugo8e corals. 

Septa are the radial partitions that partly or 
rompletely divide the interior of rugose rorallites 
into compartments; they are the most character
istic structural feature of most rugose corals. 

Septa! formula designates the relative position 
of protosepta and the number of metasepta in 
resper.tive quadrants in a consistent abbreviated 
manner. As employed in this paper, the formula 
hegins with the counter septum, proceed~ clock
wise around the corallite, and ends at the 
counter septum-for example, counter septum 
(K), 9 metasepta, alar septum (A), 4 metasepta, 
cardinal septum ( C) , 3 metasepta, alar septum 
(A) , 9 metasepta, and the counter septum again. 
Expressed as a formula, the septal arrangement 
of this corallite may be given as follows: 

K9A4C3A9K. 
Septal grooves are longitudinal depressions on 

the exterior of some corals that mark inbending 
of the outer wall along lines at the edges of the 
septa. 

Solitary corals are individuals that grow un
attached to other corallites, as in a colony. 

Stereoplasm consists of organically deposited 
calcium carbonate and this term is especially 

w~ed in referring to secondary thickening of 
various coral structures. 

Stereozone is a convenient term for the desig
nation of a band or zone in the interior of a 
corallite that is made dense by deposits of 
stcreoplasm. Such a zone may he formed hy 
thickening of skeletal elements or by the partial 
or complete filling of spaces baween them. 

Tabellae are more or less strongly arched plat
forms of the axial region that in some corals are 
seemingly differentiated from tabulae, but this 
distinction in nomenclature has dubious value. 

Tabulae are subhorizontal, arched, or upwardl~ 
concave platforms that are not limited by the 
septa and that extend at least partly across the 
axial region of the corallite. Complete tabulae 
are those that reach acrnss the axial area without 
intersecting an axial strudure and that join the 
outer wall or a zone of dissepiments peripherally. 
Other tabulae are incomplete or anastomosing. 

Theca is the term given to the outer wall of 
Paleozoic corals. 

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 

Ph0um COELENTERATA 
Subphylum CNIDARIA 

Class ANTHOZOA 
Subclass ZOANTHARIA 
Order MADREPORARIA 

Suborder RUGOSA Edwards 

The suborder Rugosa includes solitary 
and colonial corals having typically a 
well-defined theca and more or less elon
gate septa grouped in four quadrants de
fined by protosepta. In a few genera the 
theca is very thin or largely lacking. 
The septa are disposed in a bilaterally 
symmetrical manner, owing to distribution 
of the four insertion points of succes
sively added major septa in pairs; the 
respective pairs are located next to the 
alar septa on the counter side and ad
joining opposite sides of thP cardinal sep
tum. Tabulae are commonly present, dis
sepiments occur in many genera, and an 
axial column is present or absent. Range, 
Ordovician to Permian. 

Family STREPTELASMAIDAE Nicholson and 

Lydekker, 1889 

Solitary corallites of conical to cylin
drical form comprise this family; they 
have a strong theca that commonly bears 
longitudinal grooves and ridges on the 
exterior, and they are marked internally 
by numerous bilaterally arranged septa. 
A more or less distinct axial column may 
be present but this is not a solid rodlike 
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structure. Tabulae are few to numerous, 
but dissepiments are lacking. Range, 
Ordovician to Permian. 

Discussion.-The differentiation of this 
family assemblage, especially as regards 
the inclusion or exclusion of several 
genera that have been referred to it by 
authors, is not satisfactorily established. 
One may observe, however, that this state
ment applies also to several other pro
posed coral families. Most of the diffi
culties in classification have origin not 
only in uncertainties concerning the evo
lution and taxonomic importance of dif
ferent structural features, but in lack of 
know ledge of the characters of corals 
themselves. This paper is not at all 
directed toward consideration of general 
problems in classification of the corals, 
and so, in general, no discussion of the 
composition or phylogeny of families is 
undertaken. We seek merely to allocate 
the Lower Pennsylvanian genera here de
scribed in assemblages where they seem 
most naturally to belong. 

The Streptelasmaidae are seemingly re
lated to the Lindstromiidae (Pocta, 1902) 
and Lophophyllidiidae, n.f am., both of 
which have tabulae and solid axial struc
tures but lack dissepiments. The Strepte
lasmaidae do not have a definite column. 

The Cyathaxonidae (Edwards and 
Haime, 1850), which have a dense axial 
column and possess tabulae but no dis
sepiments (Carruthers, 1913, p. 54), are 
distinguished from the Streptelasmaid ae 
by the manner of insertion of major and 
minor septa (Hill, 1935, p. 503), which 
differs markedly from that of streptelas
maid genera. 

The Streptelasmaidae are distinguished 
from the Hapsiphyllidae by differences 
in structure of the axial region of the 
corallites and by general absence or weak 
development of fossulae in the former~ 
as contrasted to the well-defined fossulae 
in the latter. The Streptelasmaidae are 
not open in the axial region, and inner 
margins of the septa do not join to make 
a wall. as in some of the Hapsiphyllidae; 
a fairly distinct~ though not solid, axial 
column may occur in streptelasmaid 
genera~ but such a structure is not devel
oped among the hapsiphyllids. 

The Zaphrenthidae~ Clisiophyllidae, and 
other families differ from the Streptelas-

maidae in . having more or less abundant 
dissepiments. 

Genus STEREOCORYPHA, n.gen. 

Solitary corallites of small to med~um 
size, having a slightly curved comcal 
form are included in this genus. The 
theca' is moderate in thickness, and its 
exterior is marked by septal grooves, 
transverse wrinkles, and growth lines. 
The calyx is deep, its bottom part broad 
and nearly flat, and its sides very steep; 
in the genotype species the depth of the 
calyx may equal its diameter. About ~O 
to 30 long straight septa are evenly dis· 
posed around the corallite, most of them 
or all of them reaching to the axis where 
they are joined together by thickening of 
the septa and deposits of stereoplas~. 
The shortened nature of some septa is 
sporadic. The cardinal septum lies in an 
obscurely marked fossula; it is commonly 
thinner than the other septa and joined 
to the axis in the lower parts of the 
corallite, and it is distinctly shortened 
and not joined to the axis near the floor 
of the calyx. Alar pseudofossulae are 
identifiable in some transverse sections but 
are not prominent. The arrangement of 
the septa shows distinct acceleration of 
the counter quadrants. Minor septa are 
lacking. There are fairly numerous 
arched tabulae, some of them anastomos
ing, but dissepiments are absent. The 
apical portion of all studied specimens is 
characterized by its almost solid nature, 
due to deposits of stereoplasm. 

Genotype.-Stereocorypha annectans~ n. 
sp.~ base of Marble Falls limestone, Mor
rowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Car· 
boniferous) , southwest of San Saba, 
Texas. 

Discussion.-This genus is distinguished 
mainly by the arrangement of its septa, 
especially their union in the axial region 
so as to form an irregular column, and 
the dense nature of the apical region. 
Other characters, such as the lack of 
strongly marked cardinal, counter, and 
alar septa, as seen in transverse sections, 
the rather steeply arched tabulae, absence 
of minor septa, and very deep calyx, aid 
in identification of the genotype species, 
but probably they have less value for 
generic diagnosis. 
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Figs. 1-4. Sections of .Marble Falls streptelasmaid corals, x.i, all belonging lo Stcreocorypha 
annectans, n.gen., n.sp., from the base of the Marble Falls linwstonc on Walla('(~ Crt>ek about IO 
miles southwest of San Saba, Texas (loc. 205-T-43). TransYerse sections are oriented with the 
cardinal septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Lon git udi nal sections are mostly 
at right angles to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa: positions of tlw transverse sections 
shown by small italic figures. (1) Type specimen, no. Pl 19~nc. ( 2) Specimen no. Pll 91.'3a. 
(3) Specimen no. Pll229a. (4) Specimen no. P1193ld. 
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Stereocory pha resembles Lo pho phylli
dium Grabau ( 1928, p. 98) in the form 
and external appearance of the corallites, 
the presence of an axial column, and as 
represented by some species, the dense 
apical region. The new genus is distin
guished readily from Lo pho phyllidium by 
the entirely different character of its 
axial structure, its smooth floor of the 
calyx, and by the lack of prominence of 
its counter septum. The column of Stere
ocory pha is not a dense, solid structure, 
and it does not project into the calyx, so 
as to be visible without sectioning the 
corallite. 

Superficial resemblance of Stereocory
pha to Stereolasma Simpson ( 1900, p. 
205) , of Devonian age, is seen in the 
junction of septa in the axial region, lack 
of a projecting column in the calyx, and 
even spacing of the septa. Stereocorypha 
1 acks the strong cardinal fossula, regular 
axial column, open apical portion, and 
even length of the septa of the Devonian 
genus. 

Bradyphyllum Grabau (1928, p. 35), 
from Middle Carboniferous rocks of 
China, has septa that mostly meet at the 
center, become strongly thickened, and 
thus form an axial column; also, septa 
of the counter quadrants show marked 
acceleration. As in Stereocory pha, the 
column is not a dense rod-like structure. 
Bradyphyllum differs from Stereocorypha 
in the shorlening of both cardinal and 
counter septa at mature growth stages so 
as to develop cardinal and counter fos
su lae. A number of the transverse sec
tions of B. bellicostatum, the genotype 
species (Grabau, 1928, pl. 2, figs. l lb, 
l ld, l le, 12b, 17), show an open axial 
region instead of septa fused together; 
other published sections do not resemble 
those of Stereocory pha, although some of 
them show a circular area of stereoplasm. 
No longitudinal sections of Bradyphyllum 
showing the axial region are given. 

Distinction between Stereocory pha and 
hapsiphyllid genera, such as Zaphren
toides Stuckenberg ( 1895, p. 191), Hap
siphyllwn Simpson (1900, p. 203), and 
Euryphyllwn Hill (1936, p. 50), is 
readily made on the basis of transverse 
sections showing the arrangement of septa 
and the well-defined fossulae of the three 

last-mentioned genera. Although some of 
the septa are joined together and axial 
deposits of stereoplasm are seen in sec
tions of all these genera, only Stereo
cory pha has an axial structure that can 
be termed a column. 

The new genus here described somewhat 
resembles Barytichisma, another Lower 
Pennsylvanian new genus, especially as 
regards some transverse sections. Baryti
chisma is characterized by the unusual 
thickness of its theca, absence of an axial 
column, and the subhorizontal or slightly 
sagging attitude of the broad central parts 
of its tabulae. Stereocory pha has none of 
these features. 

STEREOCORYPHA ANNECT ANS, n.sp. 

Text figs. 1-6, 9 

Medium-sized conical corals having a 
very deep broad calyx and moderately 
thick theca com prise this species. The 
corallites are all more or less curved in 
the lower portions, and in most of them 
the cardinal side is concave. Septal 
grooves are deep and interseptal ridges 
narrow and rounded. Transverse mark
i~gs consist of low wrinkles and growth 
Imes. The type specimen is 24.3 mm. in 
length and 13.8 mm. in maximum diam
eter at the calyx. 

Long straight major stepta are joined 
at the axis by thickening of the septa and 
deposits of stereoplasm. In the calyx the 
septa become short and withdraw from 
the axis. Close to the apex they are very 
thick and other structural elements are 
concealed. The cardinal septum com
monly is distinguished by its thinness; 
as seen in some transverse sections it 

' extends to the axis but in others it is 
shortened. A few metasepta may be short· 
ened also, but this feature is not con
stant in different individuals. The septal 
formula of the type specimen, showing 
the very strong counter acceleration, is as 
follows: K 9 A 3 C 4 A 9 K. 

N u~erous slight! y anastomosing tab .. 
ulae rise steepl~ fro.m the periphery to 
the c.olum.n. D1ssep1ments are lacking. 
The Junction of the axial ends of the 
septa and arched tabulae is thickened 
with stereoplasm to form a more or less 
open column. The cardinal septum lies 
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Figs. 5-7. Sections of Marble Falls and Wapanucka streptelasmaid corals, x3, belonging to 
Stereocorypha, n.gen. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum at bottom; 
protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles to the 
plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of the transverse sections indicated by small 
italic figures. (5) Stereocorypha annectans, n.sp., specimen no. P11914a, from the Lase of the 
Marble Falls limestone on Wallace Creek about 10 miles southwest of San Saba, Texas Ooc. 
205-T-43) ; ( 6) specimen no. KU7511-24c, from the Marble Falls limestone 1.3 miles south of 
Maxwell Crossing, San Saba County, Texas (loc. 205-T-84). ( 7) Stereucory pha spissata, n.sp., 
the type specimen, no. KU7060-22a, from the Wapanucka limestone near Limestone Cap, Atoka 
County, Oklahoma. 
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m an inconspicuous but definite fossula 
which is crossed by numerous tabulae. 
Alar pseudofossulae are present but well 
defined in middle periods of growth only. 

Discussion.-This new genus and species 
resembles Mississippian corals described 
by Grove ( 1935) as Triplophyllum wel
leri Grove, T. dalii (Edwards and 
Haime) ? , and H apsiphyllum cassedayi 
(Edwards and Haime) in the characters 
of the cardinal fossula, the union of the 
major septa at the axis, presence of 
rudimentary minor septa, and lack of 
dissepiments. The Marble Falls corals 
have a distinct} y longer cardinal septum 
than any of these species, however. 
Stereocorypha annectans differs from 
Hapsiphyllum cassedayi also in the lack 
of definite minor septa and of a wall about 
the fossula, and in the more conical shape 
of the - corallite. S. annectans is distin
guished from T. dalii by the small size 
of the corallite and inconspicuous car
dinal fossula. S. spissata, n.sp., has a 
septa! arrangement somewhat similar to 
that of S. annectans, but the latter can be 
separated by the smaller size, thinner 
theca, and fewer, more irregular tabulae .. 

Occurrence.-Marble Falls limestone, 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by F. B. Plum
mer and R. C. Moore, near Wall ace Creek 
road, 10 miles southwest of San Saba, San 
Saba County, Texas (loc. 205-T-43) ~ 
collected by R. C. Moore from 1.3 miles 
south of Maxwell Crossing on San Saba 
River Ooc. 205-T-84 or Univ. Kansas loc. 
7511). 

Material studied.-Several hundred well
preserved corallites are available for 
study, and about 25 representative speci
mens have been sectioned. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-1193lc from 10 miles southwest of San 
Saba, Texas. 

STEREOCORYPHA SPISSAT A, n.sp. 

Text figs. 7, 8 

Large conical corals having a deep 
calyx and thick theca comprise this 
species. The counter septum is located 
on the concave side of the corallite in 
one of our specimens and on the convex 
side in another. The surf ace is marked 

by prominent septa! grooves and roun_ded 
ridges, which are crossed by growth lm~s 
and a few low wrinkles. The type speci
men is 44 mm. in length and 23.5 mm. in 
diameter at the calyx. 

Lon rr major septa extend to the axis, 
except I:) in the calyx. In early periods of 
growth they are thick and joined together 
at the axis by stereoplasm so that septa 
are separate only in the peripheral third 
of the coral lite. The septa become thinner 
throughout their entire length in mature 
parts of the corallite, but continue to the 
axis where they are loosely joined by 
stereoplasm. The cardinal septum is thin 
in youthful stages and much shortened in 
advanced portions. Other major septa are 
equal in length and thickness. The septa! 
formula in the upper part of the type 
specimen is as follows: K 12 A 6 C 6 
A 12 K. This arrangement indicates a 
strong counter acceleration, twice as 
many septa occurring in the counter 
quadrants as in the cardinal quadrants. 
Minor septa are present near the calyx 
as rudimentary ridges. The cardinal 
side of the coral is indicated in youth by 
the thin cardinal septum and large car
dinal pseudo£ ossulae and in sections of 
adult forms by the shortened cardinal 
septum and closed fossula. Alar pseudo
fossulae are present in immature parts of 
the corallite. The deposition of stereo
plasm about the axial edges of the septa 
and filling up much of the lower parts 
of the corallites produces an irregular 
axial structure. Numerous regularly 
spaced thin tabulae rise from the periph
ery, level out abruptly and continue to 
the axis. Dissepiments are lacking. 

Discussion.-This species is character
ized by its large size, long septa, and 
thickened lower portions. It can be dis
tinguished from Stereocorypha annectans, 
n.sp., by the larger size of the corallite, 
thick deposit of stereoplasm at the axis, 
and more regular tabulae. In both these 
species the septa are long and more or 
less joined at the axis and the lower por
tions filled with stereoplasm. S. spissata 
is separated from Barytichisma by its con
tinuous axial column, the lack of a dis
tinct closed cardinal fossula and alar 
pseudofossulae in youthful stages, as well 
as in the thinner theca and arched tabulae. 
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Figs. 8, 9. Exterior views of specimens of Stereocorypha, n.gen., x2. (8) S. spissata, n.sp., 
type specimen, no. KU7060--22a, from Wapanucka limestone near Limestone Gap, Atoka County, 
Oklahoma. (9) S. annectans, n.sp., specimen no. KU7171-2li, from the base of the Marble Falls 
limestone on Wallace Creek about 10 miles southwest of San Saba, Texas ( 205- T-43). 

Occurrence. - Wapanucka limestone, 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore 
at Gap, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
7060). 

Material studied.-Two well-preserved 
specimens were available for sectioning. 

Ty pe.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7060-22a. 

Genus EMPODESMA, n.gen. 

Conical solitary corallites of very slight 
curvature having a very oblique calyx 
and characterized by the prominence of 
the protosepta in the apical region, the 
cardinal and counter septa being joined 
together for some distance vertically from 
the apex, are assigned to the new genus 
Empodesma. Primitive septal patterns 
persist during early growth longer than 
is ordinarily observed in late Paleozoic 
rugose corals. 

The theca is moderately thin and its 
outer surface is marked only by fine con
centric growth lines and coarser wrinkles, 

except in one observed specimen that 
shows faint longitudinal markings near 
the apex. The calyx has a broad, com
paratively even floor and a thin encir
cling wall about equal to the radius in 
height or less; commonly the wall is 
broken away. Owing to the obliquity of 
the calyx, the long side of the corallite 
has about twice the length of the short 
side. The protosepta are long and thick 
in the apical region, the cardinal and 
counter septa being joined together 
firmly; other major septa are shorter 
but just above a tabula they may form 
a virtually solid mass extending to the 
axial region. The major septa are not 
fused together in places where they are 
crowded. In the upper part of the coral
lite the septa become thinner and the in
terspaces wider, the cardinal septum is 
partially aborted and a fossula is pro
duced. No minor septa are known to 
occur m corals belonging to this genu~. 
Tabulae are common but not closely 
crowded. They rise slightly from the 
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theca and sag in crossing the axial region 
or they are subhorizontal throughout. 
Most of the tabulae are complete but some 
are incomplete. Dissepiments are lacking. 

Genotype.-Empodesma imu.lum, n.sp., 
Marble Falls limestone, Bendian, Lower 
Pennsylvanian, north-central Texas. 

Discussion.-This genus differs from 
Lophophyllidium G~abau and. other col
umn-bearing corals m the entire absence 
of a column, even though the axial. region 
is shown by some transverse sections to 
be dense or to be characterized by prom
inence of coalesced cardinal and counter 
septa. The thick closely c:owded septa 
that are seen in some sections and the 
strono- acceleration of the counter quad
rants 

0 

are characters suggestive of Eury
phyllUJn Hill, described from Permian 
rocks of Australia, but these are merely 
superficial resemblances; in Empodesma 
the septa become thin near the .calyx, 
there are no considerable deposits of 
stereoplasm in any part of the corallit~, 
and the internal structure generally is 
fairlv open. Stereocorypha lacks the 
stro~gly defined bilateral symmetry that 
is produced by the arrangement of septa 
in the apical region of Empodesma, and 
it has an irregular sort of axial colum:r:i. 
Some species of Barytichisma have thick
ened and axially joined septa in the im
mature region and a well defined cardinal 
fossula in the calyx, but this genus is 
distinguished from Empodesma by its 
greatly thickened theca, more numerous, 
regularly arranged septa, the lack of ob
liquity of the calyx, and especially its dis
similar apical region. 

Occurrence.-Marble Falls limestone, 
north-central Texas. 

EMPODESMA IMULUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 10-14 

Description of this species is based on 
well-preserved specimens from three lo
calities in the Marble Falls limestone of 
the Llano region, Texas; eight of the 
specimens were sectioned for study. The 
theca is thin, or only moderately thick
that is, about 0.3 to 0.8 mm. and generally 
less than 0.5 mm. Its outer surface bears 
numerous fine concentric growth lines and 
some irregular coarse wrinkles; longi
tudinal markings are not evident, except 
near the apex of one specimen, where 
faint septal grooves can be discerned. 
The apex of the corallite is slightly 
rounded to sharply pointed, the sides di
verging at an angle of about 60 degrees. 
The calyx is characterized by a strongly 
oblique position, its floor lying at an angle 
of 30 to 40 degrees from the axis of the 
corallite, instead of about 90 degrees, as 
in a great number of solitary corals. 
The walls of the calyx are broken away 
in most of the specimens available for 
study, but one having this part embedded 
in matrix was sectioned longitudinally, 
and it shows an upward projection of the 
theca and very short marginal parts of the 
septa to a height of 10 or 12 mm. above 
the broad, comparatively even floor of the 
calyx. A cardinal fossula is well shown 
on some specimens but it is not constant 
in position; commonly, it is on the con
vex, long side of the corallite, but in some 
specimens, including the type, it is about 
halfway between the convex and concave 
sides. Inasmuch as almost no curvature 
is seen in some of these corals, it is more 
accurate to refer to the long and short 
sides of the corallite, between the mar· 
gin of the inclined calyx and the apex. 

Figs. 10-14. Sections of MarLlc Falls streptelasmaid corals, x3, all belonging to Empodesma 
imulum, n.gen., n.sp., from localities USGS-2419 (probably same as 205-T-l) and USGS-2429, 
San Saba quadrangle, San Saba and Lampasas counties, Texas. Transverse sections are oriented 
with the cardinal septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections 
are mostly at right angles to the plane of the cardinal and -counter septa; positions of the trans
verse sections indicated by small italic figures. (10) Type specimen, no. USGS2429aa, showing 
the dense structure of the apical region of the corallite, the united cardinal and counter septa, 
and the strongly marked acceleration of the counter quadrants. (11) Specimen no. USGS2419c. 
(12) Spe('imen no. USGS2429ab. (13) Specimen no. USGS2419h, a section near the floor of the 
calyx. (14) Specimen no. USGS2419b, a transverse section near the calyx showing the well
defined cardinal fossula. 
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Internal structural features, as revealed 
by transverse sections at different dis
tances from the apex, are bisymmetrically 
arranged septa and inclined tabulae that 
intersect them. In the upper part of the 
corallite the septa are thin and somewhat 
shortened; some of them reach to the axial 
region at or near their contact with sub
j acent tabulae, but just beneath a tabula 
even the longer septa generally do not 
extend to the axis. Transverse sections 
very close to the floor of the calyx (fig. 
12c) show long septa on one side of the 
corall ite and short ones on the other; in 
each case the side having long septa is 
located on the convex, or long, side of the 
corallite, and the plane of the transverse 
section, which is approximately normal to 
the axis of the specimen, is 50 to 60 de
grees from the plane of the floor of the 
calyx. At lower levels. the septa appear 
much thicker and more uniform; com
monly, the spaces between them are nar
row. The cardinal, counter, and alar septa 
are readily identified in most sections, 
especially those located near the apex, 
for they are distinguished by greater 
length and by the pattern. of successively 
inserted septa of the various quadrants. 
The counter quadrants are distinctively ac
celerated. A section of the upper part of 
the type (fig. lOc) shows the following 
septal formulae: K 9 A 6 C 6 A 10 K. 
Another section (fig. 12b) shows the fol
lowing arrangement: K 8 A 5 C 5 A 9 K. 
Sections near the apex (figs. lOa, b, Ila, 
12a, b ) show the coalesced cardinal and 
counter septa that form a bar dividing the 
corallite into two symmetrical halves; the 
alar septa lie oblique to the plane of the 
cardinal-counter. Longitudinal sections 
(fig. lOd) show the absence of an axial 
column and reveal the nature of the tab
ulae; the pattern formed by locally thick
ened parts of tabulae and edges of septa 
of one specimen (fig. 12d) is strikingly 
irregular. 

The type specimen has a greatest length 
of 40 mm. and a length along the short 
side of the corallite of 20 mm. The ob
liquely disposed calyx has a width of 22 
mm.. measured transverse to the axis of 
the ~orallite, and about 28 mm. at right 
angles to this direction. 

Discussion.-Inasmuch as only one 
species is now known that seems assign-

able to Empodesma, comparison must be 
made with representatives of other genera, 
if at a) I. The obliquity of the calyx and 
especially the described internal features 
serve best to distinguish E. imulum from 
other Marble Falls corals of generally 
similar form and size, Stereocory pha an
nectans, n.sp. 

Occurrence.-Marble Falls limestone, 
Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian, U. S. 
Geological Survey localities 2419 (San 
Saba quadrangle, "Nautilus limestone," 
lot 46a, locality? coll. by G. H. Girty, 
1910) and 2429 (Lampasas quadrangle, 
in creek bottom, 2.5 miles west of Nix on 
road to Bend, coll. by J. A. Taff, E. 0. 
Ulrich, and J. W. Beede), Lampasas 
County, Texas. 

Type.-U. S. Geological Survey, speci
men no. 2429aa, from the Lampasas 
County outcrop. 

Family LOPHOPHYLLIDIIDAE, n.fam. 

Corals assigned to this family are coni
cal to cylindrical in form and of solitary 
habit; they have a strong theca and well
developed calyx that centrally bears a 
projecting boss. The septa are continu
ous, of one or two orders, not joined 
together axially, except in the a pi cal 
region; commonly they show distinct tetra
meral development and bilateral sym· 
me try, with acceleration of the counter 
9~adrants; the .counter septum may be 
JOmed t? a rodhke axial column through 
~ost of its length, but the cardinal septum 
is commonly much shortened, lying in an 
open fossula. A well-defined, dense or 
relatively solid axial column that projects 
into the calyx is a diagnostic feature of 
these corals; it may show traces of a 
median lamina, radiating laminae, and 
superposed concentric layers, but the 
structure is compact. Tabulae are present 
or absent. Dissepiments are not observed. 
Range, Lower Carboniferous to Permian. 

Discussion.-The combination of struc
tur~l characters that is presented in diag· 
nos1s of the Lophophy llidiidae embraces 
a number of Carboniferous and Permian 
genera, such as Lo pho phyllidium Grabau 
Sinophyllum Grabau, Malonophyllur:i 
Okulitch and Albritton, F asciculophyllum 
Thomson, Lophamplexus Moore and Jef
fords, and others. Some of these genera 
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have been referred to the Lophophy llidae 
Grabau, and some have not been given 
even tentative family assignment. Uncer
tainty as to the evolutionary significance 
of observed characters of the axial col
mnn augments the difficulties of deter
mining phylogenetic relationships of these 
corals and of establishing a reasonably 
demonstrable natural grouping. The col
umn of Sochkineo phyllum Grabau, for ex
ample, is not essentiallv different from 
axial structures seen in "some species of 
Lophophyllidium. The Lophophyllidiidae 
are distinguished from the Cvathaxonidae 
Edwards and Haime by diff ~rence in the 
mode of insertion of the septa. Column
bearing corals that have dissepiments do 
not belong in the Lophophyllidiidae, and 
accordingly such corals as Lophophyllum 
Edwar?s and Haime and Koninckophyl
lwn Nicholson and Thomson, which were 
assigned by Grabau to the family Lopho
phyllidae, are excluded from the Lopho
phyllidiidae. 

Genus LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM Grabau, 1928 

Solitary corallites of medium size hav
ing gently curved or straight conical form 
and characterized by the presence of a 
dense axial column are included in this 
genus. The theca is plainly marked by 
septa! grooves, and there are transverse 
wrink.les and growth lines of varying 
prommence. The calyx, which generally 
is deep, bears a spikelike column that 
projects from the central part of the 
floor. The major septa of mature parts 
of the corallite are straight, thin, and mod
erately long, hut they are not joined to 
the column. In the immature region the 
septa may he slightly curved and thick
ened at their inner edges; they do not 
reach to the column, although d~posits of 
stereoplasm may join them and the col
umn. The counter septum is more elon
gate than the other septa, and its inner 
part is strongly thickened so as to form 
part or all of the axial column. The car
dinal septum is distinctly shortened and 
lies in a fossula. Alar pseudofossulae are 
mostly inconspicuous or absent. Minor 
septa are well developed or lacking. Tab
ulae are more or less numerous or 

' slightly anastomosing, and they slope up-
ward rather steeply from the periphery 

to the column. Dissepiments are not 
present. 

Genotype.-Cya.thaxonia prolifera Mc
Chesney, Missourian, Pennsylvanian (Up
per Carboniferous), near Springfield, 
Illinois. 

Discussion.-'fhe generic characters and 
relationships of Lo pho phyllidizun have 
been reviewed recently at some length in 
other papers by us (Moore and Jeffords, 
1941, pp. 78-83; Jeffords, 1942, pp. 201-
213) and comparisons already given are 
not repeated here. 

Lo pho phrllidium differs from Lo pho
tichium, n.gen., in the greater regularity 
and simplicity of structure in the imma
ture region and in the lack of septa-like 
peripheral extensions of tabulae. 

Occurrence.-Pennsylvanian (Morrowan 
to Virgili an) (Upper Carboniferous) and 
Permian; world-wide. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM EXTUMIDUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 15-22, 33 

Small solitary conical slightly curved 
corallites characterize this species. The 
surf ace is marked by fine septal grooves 
and low broad ridges crossed by growth 
lines and low wrinkles. The walls of the 
calyx are not preserved but a large axial 
column rises in the center. The type speci
men is 13.5 mm. in length and 17.8 mm. 
in maximum diameter at the calyx. 

Immature parts of the corals show the 
septa to be long and much thickened at 
their axial edges so as to be laterally ·in 
contact or joined to each other and to the 
column by stereoplasm. During subse
quent growth the septa gradually with
draw a short distance from the column 
and are only irregularly in contact with 
each other at their axial edges. The car
dinal septum is short and thin. The coun
ter septum is thick only at the axis where 
it forms a large solid column. The sep· 
tal formula of the type specimen is as 
follows: K 9 A 5 C 5 A 8 K. That of a 
similar specimen is as follows: K 7 A 3 
C 3 A 7 K. The counter quadrants are 
strongly accelerated. Minor septa are 
lacking. 

Numerous tabulae rise in a gentle arch 
from the periphery to the thickened axial 
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portions of the septa, and then sag some
what between the margins of the septa 
and the column. In transverse sections, 
tabulae are seen to occur at regular in
tervals between the septa. The cardinal 
septum lies in a conspicuous fossula in 
all periods of growth. Alar pseudofos
sulae are small. The large column is 
formed by the thickened axial portions 
of the counter septum and ascending tab
ulae thickened by stereoplasm. In longi
tudinal and transverse sections the col
umn seems to consist of numerous super
posed cones of varying thickness. 

Discussion. - The distinct rhopaloid 
thickening of the septa, very large col
umn, and numerous tabulae serve to dis
tinguish this coral. It can be separated 
from Lo pho phyllidizun ndnutum .T eff ords 
( 1942, p. 246) by the numerous tabulae 
and rhopaloid septa. L. extumUlum is dis
tinguished from L. metum, n.sp., by the 
broad conical shape of the corallite, 
larger column, inner wall formed by the 
rhopaloid septa, and more numerous tab
ulae. The Texas corals are separated 
from L. blandum, n.sp., by the extreme 
rhopaloid nature of the septa, large axial 
column, and thickened lower portions of 
the corallite. L. newelli Jeffords (1942, 
p. 242) resembles L. extumUlum in hav
ing a similar conical shape, rhopaloid 
septa and thickened immature region, but 
differs in its less numerous tabulae, more 
strongly developed alar pseudofossulae, 
and smaller column. 

Occurrence.-Marble Falls limestone, 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsvlvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; col1ected by F. B. Plum
mer, 4 miles south of San- Saba on the 
Llano highway~ San Saba County, Texas 

( loc. 205-T-4) . Bendian, collected by 
P. V. Roundy from middle or upper mem
ber of the formation, just south of Simp
son Creek Crossing on Llano road (loc. 
USGS-2606) ; collected by K. C. Heald 
from middle beds I. 7 miles south and 0.3 
mile east of San Saba ( loc. USGS-
2689) , San Saba County, Texas. 

. flllaterial studied.-Three well-preserved 
specimens of this species '"1ere sectioned 
for study. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-9536a, from 4 miles sou th of San Saba, 
Texas. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM CONOIDEUM, n.sp. 

Text fi{!s. 23, 24, 31 

Solitary conical corallites that have a 
deep calyx and moderately thick theca 
comprise this species. The exterior of the 
type specimen is concealed by matrix, but 
a specimen from Texas shows sharp nar
row septal grooves and broad rounded 
ridges. The type specimen is 23 mm. in 
length and I I. I mm. in maximum diam
eter at the calyx. 

Maj or septa are long and straight. In 
youth they are rhopaloi<l and united to 
the axis by a dense deposit of stereoplasm. 
whereas they are thin and of unequal 
length in upper sections. The axially 
thickened counter septum is extended to 
form a column, but the cardinal septum 
is thin and short. The septal arrange
ment of the type specimen, determined by 
tracing the protosepta and fossula up
ward along the corallite, jg as follows: 
K 6 A 5 C 1· A 6 K. Minor septa are 
rudimentary. 

Figs. 15-21. Sections of Marble Falls lophophyllidid rorals~ x3. a11 belongin~ to Lophophyllidium 
cxtumidum, n.sp., from near San Saba, Texas. Transverse sertions are oriented with the cardinal 
septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal s~ctions are mostly at 
riµ:ht angles to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa: positions of the transverse sections 
shown by small italic figures. (15) Specimen no. P7856c, from the lower J\farble Falls limestone, 
4 miles south of San Saba on Llano road (loc. 205-T-4). <16) Specimen no. USGS2689b. from 
the middle Marble Falls limestone on Simpson Creek, 1.7 miles south and 0.3 of a mile east of 
San Saba (loc. USGS-2689 or 205-T-165). (17) Specimen no. USGS2606a, from middle or 
upper Marble Falls limestone just south of Simpson Creek on San Saba-Llano road. (18) Speci
men no. P7857a, from loc. 205-T-4. (19) Type specimen, no. P9536a, from loc. 205-T-4. 
(20) Specimen no. USGS2689a, from the locality of fig. 16. (21) Spedmen no. USGS2606c, 

from the locality of fig. 17. 
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A few thin tabulae rise evenly from the 
periphery; they flatten out at about the 
inner edges of the septa, and then rise 
gently to form the column. The axial 
column is relatively small throughout and 
is attached to the counter septum, eYen 
into the lower part of the calyx. The car
dinal fossula is distinct in both youthful 
and mature regions~ but alar pseudof os
sulae are recognizable only in the apical 
portion. 

Dis cu ssion.-The unequal development 
of the major septa in the mature portion 
of the coral I ite, as seen in Lo ph<J phylli
dz~u m conoideum. is a feature shown in 
other late Paleozoic genera such as Tach
ylasma. (Grabau~ 1922), Rhopalolasma 
(Hudson. 1936), Sochkineophyllum (Gra
bau. 1928), and Plerophyllum (Hinde, 
1890). The other features of this coral, 
as well as the relatively slight accent of 
this septal pattern, justifies assignment to 
Lo ph o ph y l lidiu m. 

This species resembles Lo pho ph_y/ lidium 
blandum, n.sp.~ in its elongate conical 
form. long septa. and nature of the col
umn which is closely joined to the coun
ter septum. L. conoideum is distinguished 
by unequal length of the major septa in 
the mature portion. a more stereoplasm
fi lled apical region. and a closer junc
tion of the septa and column. L. conoi
d eu m is separated from L. idonium, n.sp., 
L. extumidum, n.sp., and L. metum, n.sp., 
by a lesser amount of stereoplasm in the 
corallite and the nature of the septa. 

Occu rrence.-Upper part of Marble 
Falls limestone, Bendian. Lower Pennsyl
vanian (Upper Carboniferous) ; collected 

by F. B. Plummer, 2 miles southeast of 
Brady. :McCulloch County, Texas (loc. 
153-T-81) : Brentwood limestone mem
ber. Bloyd . shale, Morrowan, collected by 
F. B. Pl~mmer. along U. S. highway No. 
71, one-quarter of a mile east of Brent
wood. Arkansas. 

M a.f.eria.f studied.-One sectioned speci
men from each of the above localities was 
available for study. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of -Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-10500a, from the Arkansas locality. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM IDONIUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 25-28, 32 

Small~ solitary, steeply conical coral
lites, that are straight to slightly curved 
and seemingly have a relatively shallow 
calyx containing the spikelike axial col
umn. are included in this species. The 
theca is relatively thick and bears dis
tinct septal grooYes and cross markings. 
The type specimen is 23 mm. in length 
and 9.2 mm. in maximum diameter just 
below the base of the calyx. 

Major septa are long and seem to re
main connected to the column, even into 
the calyx. The cardinal septum is short, 
wherea~ the counter septum is extended 
to the axis and thickened to form a col
umn. Other major septa reach close to the 
column and are joined to it and to each 
other by a dense deposit of stereopla$m. 
The septa are distinctly separated into 
quadrants by the cardinal f ossula, alar 
pseudof ossulae~ and the counter septum. 
A characteristic feature of the transverse 

Fig~. 22-30. Sections of ~'\larble Falls. Brentwood. and Wapanucka lophophyllidid corals, x3, 
belonging to the genus Lophoph~-/lidium Grabau. Transverse sections are oriented with the car
dinal septum at bottom: protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly 
at right angles to the plane of the rardinal and counter septa: positions of the transverse sections 
shovrn by small italic figures. (22) L. extumidum. n.sp .. specimen no. P7856c. from the upper 
\larble Falls limestone. -t miles south of San Saba. Texas. on the Llano road (loc. 205-T-4). 
<23) L. cvnoideum. n.sp .. specimen no. P9923. from the upper Marble Fall~ limestone near Brady 
freek. ~ miles southeast of Brady. Texas <loc. 153-T-81) : <24) type specimen. no. Pl0500a, 
from the Brentwood limestone. one-fourth mile ea~t of Brentwood, .Arkansas. (25) L. idonium, 
n.sp .. the type specimen. no. KU7151-2la. from the Wapanucka limestone. 1 mile west of Wapa
nucka. Oklahoma: t 26) specimen no. P7856a. from the same locality as fig. 22: (27) specimen 
no. Kl"7151-2k. from the same locality as fig. 25: (28) specimen no. KU7151-2lb, from the 
same locality as fig. 25. (29) L. adapertum. n.sp., specimen no. USGS2415x, from the ?Marble 
Falls limestone. San Saba quadrangle, Texas; (30) specimen no. USGS2415~ from the same 
locality (fS fig. 29. 
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sections is the wide space on either side 
of the counter septum. The septal ar
rangement of the type specimen is indi
cated by the formula K 7 A 4 C 5 A 6 K, 
and that of another specimen from the 
type locality by K 7 A 4 C 4 A 7 K. 
Minor septa are lacking. 

Relatively few thin tabulae rise evenly 
from the periphery to join the column, 
and they are only rarely indicated in 
transverse sections. The axial column is 

formed by the thickened edge of the coun
ter septum, supplemented by the thick 
edges of other septa and stereoplasm. 
Some transverse sections show a faint but 
distinct concentric layering of this col
umn. Large alar pseudofoss1:1lae and a 
deep closed fossula that contarns the car
dinal septum persist throughout the 
corallite. 

Discussion.-The corals here called 
hy__llidium idonium have a pattern 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~--"~ 
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Figs. 31-38. Exterior views of species of Lophophyllidium Grabau from the Marble Falls, 
Brentwood, Hale, and Wapanucka formations, x2. (31) L. conoideum, n.sp., no. P9923, from 
the upper Marble Falls limestone near Brady Creek, 2 miles southeast of Brady, Texas (loc. 
153-T-81). (32) L. idonium, n.sp., no. KU6885-21, from the basal Marble Falls limestone, 
4 miles south of San Saba, Texas, on the Llano road (loc. 205-T-4). (33) L. extumidum, n.sp., 
type specimen, P9536a, from the same locality as fig. 32. (34) L. blandum, n.sp., type speci
men, no. KU5564-2la, from the Hale formation at Keough quarry, 2% miles north of Fort Gib
son, Oklahoma. (35) L. eastoni, n.sp., Univ. Chicago, Walker Mus., no. 47237, from lowermost 
Pennsylvanian beds 1 mile east of Leslie, Searcy County, Arkansas. (36) L. ignotum, n.sp., type 
specimen, no. KU7134-2lb, from the Wapanucka limestone, 1 mile south and 1 mile east of 
Hartshorne, Oklahoma. (37) L. metum, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU4520-2la, from the same 
locality as fig. 34. (38) L. adapertum, n.sp., type specimen, no. USGS2415y, from the ?Marble 
Falls limestone, San Saba quadrangle, Texas. 
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of the fossula and pseudofossulae similar 
to that of L. distinctum Jeffords ( 1942, 
p. 243), but they differ in character of 
the tabulae, the rhopaloid septa of mature 
regions, and more elongate form. L. 
idonium is separated from L. confertum 
Jeffords (1942, p. 221) by its short car
dinal septum, larger fossula and pseudo
fossu lae, and the wide space on each side 
of the counter septum; this new species 
differs from L. conoideum, n.sp., L. ex
tumidum, n.sp., and L. blandum, n.sp., in 
having strong alar pseudofossulae. The 
broad axial column and well-developed 
fossula and pseudo£ ossulae of L. idonium 
are similar to those of L. minutum Jef
fords (1942, p. 246). L. idonium can be 
distinguished, however, by the presence 
of few, but well-defined, tabulae, the large 
spaces adjoining the counter septum, and 
its more slender, elongate· form. 

Occurrence. - Wapanucka limestone, 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) . T.Qe type and other 
specimens were collected by R. C. Moore 
along State highway No. 61, 1 mile west 
of Wapanucka, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas 
loc. 7151). Other specimens were col
lected by F. B. Plummer from the basal 
Marble Falls limestone, 4 miles south of 
San Saba, Texas {loc. 205-T-4). 

Mate rial studied. - Three sectioned 
specimens from the type locality and 
three from the Texas locality were avail
able for study of this species. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7151-2la, from the Wapanucka lime
stone. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM ADAPERTUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 29, 30, 38, 42, 43 

Large, solitary, broadly conical coral
lites, that have a thin theca, are included 
in this species. The calyx is deep and 
contains a narrow axial column in the 
lower part. Septa! grooves are sharp and 
deep and the alternating ridges rounded. 
Transverse markings consist of growth 
lines and a few low wrinkles. The type 
specimen is 43. 7 mm. in length and 28.0 
mm. in diameter at the top. 

In the apical region of corallites as
signed to this species, the septa and 
stereo plasm fill the interior except for 
small spaces between peripheral edges of 

the septa. In middle portions of the coral
lites, the long septa of each quadrant are 
joined together by deposits of stereo plasm 
about their rhopaloid axial edges. They 
are distinct! y separated into quadrants by 
the cardinal fossula, alar pseudofossulae, 
and the counter septum. Sections near the 
calyx show long septa that are thin except 
at the swollen axial edges, and nearly all 
are separated. The cardinal septum is 
very short throughout growth, whereas the 
counter septum is long and thickened at 
the axis to form a column. The septal 
arrangement of the uppermost transverse 
section of the type specimen is as fol
lows: K 10 A 6 C 6 A 10 K. Minor 
septa occur as sharp ridges alternating 
with the major septa in uppermost trans
verse sections. 

A few tabulae are indicated in the 
transverse and longitudinal sections, but 
the dominant structures are the septa, 
column, and an inner wall that is formed 
by the fused axial edges of the septa 
about the axis. The cardinal fossula is 
conspicuous in all transverse sections and 
alar pseudofossulae are large and easily 
identified except in the upper transverse 
sections. The column is relatively thin 
for the size of the corallites and is firmly 
attached to the counter septum. 

Discussion.-This species cliff ers from 
other lophophyllidid corals described in 
this paper in its larger size, more broadly 
conical shape, and in the pattern of its 
septa. The studied specimens resemble 
corals from the Savanna formation of 
Oklahoma described as Lo pho phyllidium 
newelli J eff-0rds ( 1942, p. 242) in their 
open longitudinal section, large alar 
pseudofossulae, and the union of the 
septa by quadranJ:s. L. adapertum has a 
few tabulae, however, whereas none have 
been seen in the several sectioned speci
mens of L. newelli. L. adapertum has a 
few more septa and a somewhat broader 
open space between the column and fused 
edges of the septa than in L. newelli. 

Occurrence.-Marble Falls limestone, 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by G. H. Girty 
(Sept. 30, 1910) from an unspecified 
locality in the San Saba quadrangle, 
Texas. Near base of Marble Falls lime
stone, collected by F. B. Plummer and 
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R. C. Moore, about one-£ ourth mile north
east of Jack Sloan's ranch house, 6.8 
miles due south of Richland Springs, San 
Saba County, Texas (loc. 205-T-92 or 
Univ. Kansas loc. 7085). 

Material studied.-The well-preserved 
type specimen and three other specimens 
were sectioned for study. 

Type.-U. S. Geological Survey, speci
men no. 2415y (locality unknown). 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM BLANDUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 34, 39-41 

This species consists of medium-sized 
conical corallites that are curved only 
near the apex. The moderately thick 
theca is marked externally by well-devel
oped sharp septa! grooves and broad 
rounded interseptal ridges, which are in
tersected by very fine growth lines and a 
few low rounded wrinkles. The floor of 
the deep calyx is broad and nearly flat 
except for the column protruding at the 
axis. The type specimen is 12.1 mm. in 
maximum diameter at the calyx and 20.4 
mm. in length. 

The major septa are long and approxi
mately equal in length. In transverse sec· 
tions of the immature region the septa 
reach close to the axis but do not join 
it. In high sections they become rho· 
paloid, laterally joined to each other 
about the axial area, and a few may be 
extended as fine lamellae reaching to the 
column. Near the calyx the septa are 
long and thin, except for the slight thick
ening of the axial edges of some. The 
cardinal septum remains thin and short 
throughout, whereas the counter septum is 
extended to the axis and thickened to 
form a column. The septa! formula of 
the type specimen is as follows: K 7 A 4 
C 4 A 7 K. The development of the minor 

septa first in the counter quadrants, as 
well as the greater number of septa in 
these quadrants, indicates the strong 
counter acceleration. Minor septa, which 
are present only near the calyx, remain 
short. 

A few thin tabulae rise from the periph
ery towards the axis and the inner wall 
formed about the thickened axial edges of 
the septa. The even arch of the tabulae is 
indic~ted by. the approximately continu
ous mtersection of the tabulae between 
the septa seen in transverse sections. A 
conspicuous open cardinal fossula persists 
throughout the corallite, but alar pseudo
f ossulae are prominent only in sections 
of the immature region. A narrow axial 
column is formed by the thickened coun
ter septum. As this septum shortens in 
the mature region, the column also de
~reases in size and does not persist as an 
mdependent structure at the axis. 

Disc.u~sion.-The corals called Lo ph
o phyll~dium bfondum differ from L. metum, 
n.sp., m the broader form of the corallite 
thin septa, and open apical region. Th; 
septa o~ L. blandum are not nearly as 
rhopalo1d as those of L. extumidum, n.sp.; 
and the more or less open axial area in the 
youthful region of the former separates it 
from L. conoideum, n.sp., and L. angusti
f olium, n.sp. L. blandum resembles L. 
dunbari Moore and Jeffords (1941, p. 83) 
and L. yakovlevi Fomitchev (1938, p. 220) 
in the distant septa! grooves and fine 
growth lines, thin septa, irregular tabulae, 
and strong cardinal fossula. The column 
of the Morrowan corals, however, is not 
so large nor does it persist in the calyx as 
an independent structure. 

Occurrence. - Hale formation, Mor
rowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Car
boniferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore at 

Figs. 39-43. Sections of Marble Falls and Brentwood lophophyllidid corals, x3, belonging to 
the genus Lophophyllidium Grabau. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum 
at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles 
to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa: positions of transverse sections shown by small 
italic figures. (39) L. blandum, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU5564-2la, from the Hale formation 
at Keough quarry, 2% miles north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma; ( 40) specimen no. KU5564-2lc, 
from same locality as fig. 39; ( 41) specimen no. KU5564-2lb, from same locality as fig. 39. 
( 42) L. adapertum, n.sp., type specimen, no. USGS2415y, from the ?Marble Falls limestone, 
San Saba quadrangle, Texas; (43) specimen no. KU7085-2la, from the lower Marble Falls 
limestone, Sloan ranch, 13 miles southwest of San Saba, Texas (loc. 205-T-92). 
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Keough quarry, about 2% miles north of 
Fort Gibson, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
5564). 

Mat,erial studied.-Three of the four 
available well-preserved specimens of this 
species were sectioned for study. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 5564-2la. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 44-46 

Solitary, straight or slightly bent coral
lites that have a deep calyx comprise this 
species. The moderately thick theca is 
marked by low septal grooves and fine 
growth lines. The type specimen is 22.1 
mm. in length and 9.6 mm. in maximum 
diameter at the calyx. 

In youthful parts of the corallites, long 
major septa reach close to the axis an.d 
are united to it. The axial edges of the 
septa of each of the quadrants seem to 
unite and to be connected to the column 
by a narrow extension. In sections of 
the mature parts, straight slender major 
septa are long hut do not join with each 
other. The cardinal septum is short, 
whereas the counter septum is extended 
to the axis and thickens to form a col
umn. The arrangement of the septa in 
the middle part of the type specimen is 
shown by the formula K 6 A 5 C 4 A 6 K. 
Minor septa are indicated only by low 
rounded ridges between the major septa in 
the uppermost transverse section of the 
type. 

A few thin, incomplete tabulae rise 
steeply from the theca towards the axial 
structure. The cardinal f ossula persists 
throughout growth, and the strong alar 

pseudofossulae of the youthful part be
come concealed only in uppermost sec
tions. The axial column is formed by the 
somewhat thickened axial part of the 
counter septum and persists into the 
calyx. 

Discussion.-Transverse sections of the 
mature part of this species resemble those 
of Lophophyllidium mundulum Jeffords 
( 1942, p. 223) in the nature of the 
septa and fossula, but they show the 
absence of a thickened column. L. angus
tifolium differs from L. minutum Jeffords 
(1942, p. 246) in its more abundant tab-
ulae, thinner theca, and in the more open 
apical part of the corallite. L. idonium, 
n.sp., has similarly well-developed alar 
pseudofossulae, but L. angustif olium lacks 
the thickening at the axis shown in the 
first-mentioned species. The nature of the 
septa, conspicuous alar pseudofossulae, 
and lack of structures that are thickened 
by stereo plasm separate L. angustif olium 
from L. extumidum, n.sp., L. metum, and 
L. conoideum, n.sp. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous). The type specimen was collected 
by R. C. Moore on Hale Mountain, 1 
mile south of Morrow, Arkansas, and 
other specimens were collected by R. C. 
Moore and University of Kansas students 
at the east end of the dam, Greenleaf 
Lake, cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., 
southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma (Univ. 
Kansas loc. 5441) . 

Material studied.-Three sectioned cor
allites from these localities are included 
in this species. Other specimens from the 
Oklahoma locality seem to belong here 

Figs. 44-51. Sections of Brentwood and Hale lophophyllidid corals, x3, belonging to the genus 
Lophophyllidium Grabau. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum at bottom; 
protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles to the 
plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of the transverse sections shown by small 
italic figures. (44) L. angusti/olium, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU5441-2la, from the Hale for
mation on Hale Mountain, I mile south of Morrow, Arkansas; (45) specimen no. KU7385-24e, 
from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma; ( 46) specimen 
no. KU7385-24g, from same locality as fig. 45. (47) L. metum, n.sp., specimen no. KU7206-2la, 
from the Brentwood limestone near Woolsey, Arkansas; (48) specimen no. KU7206-2lb, from 
same locality as fig. 47; ( 49) type specimen, no. KU4520-2la, from the Hale formation at Keough 
quarry, about 2% miles north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma. (50) L. exile, n.sp., type specimen, 
no. KU7385-2li, from the same locality as fig. 45. ( 51) L. coaptum, n.sp., type specimen, no. 
KU4625-2la, from the Brentwood limestone in NE. 1A: sec. 21, T. 14 N., R. 30 W., Arkansas. 
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also, but their characters are not well in
dicated by the sections. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 5441-2la, from the Greenleaf Lake 
locality. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM METUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 37, 47-49 

Small steeply conical corals that are 
slightly bent in the alar plane, character
ized by a deep calyx, and enclosed by a 
moderately thick theca comprise this 
species. The septal grooves are sharp and 
deep, and interseptal ridges are low and 
rounded. A few irregularly spaced growth 
lines are present. The type specimen, 
which is about average size, is 18.5 mm. 
in length and 9.1 mm. in diameter at the 
calyx. 

The major septa are long and straight. 
In immature stages they are united at the 
axis by stereoplasm, but they become 
progressively shorter during subsequent 
development. The slightly thickened 
counter septum is long, whereas the car .. 
dinal septum is very short in all growth 
stages. Other major septa are approxi
mate) y equal in length. The septal ar
rangement of the type specimen, showing 
the strong counter acceleration, is as fol
lows: K 7 A 3 C 3 A 7 K. Minor septa 
are lacking. 

The elongated counter septum, supple
mented by parts of the tabulae and de
posits of stereo plasm, forms the axial 
column. Regularly spaced tabulae, which 
make an angle of about 45 degrees with 
the theca, become horizontal half way to 
the axis, and then rise again adjacent to 

the column. The cardinal f ossula is large 
in all growth stages and open only in the 
calyx. Alar pseudofossulae are indicated 
by the poorly developed last-inserted 
septa in the counter quadrants. 

Discussion.-This species is character
ized by its very short cardinal septum, 
moderate! y thickened counter septum, and 
deposits about the tabulae. It can be dis
tinguished readily from Lophophyllidium 
extumUlwn, n.sp., by the narrow conical 
shape, non-rhopaloid septa, and nature 
of the tabulae. The thick deposits of 
stereoplasm and thickened lower portions 
of the corallite separate L. metum from 
L. conoideum, n.sp., L. angustifolium, 
n.sp., L. blandum, n.sp., and L. com
plexum Jeffords ( 1942, p. 227). 

Occurrence. - Brentwood limestone 
member, Bloyd shale, Morrow an, Lower 
Pennsylvanian (Upper Carboniferous); 
collected by R. C. Moore along U. S. 
highway No. 71, near Woolsey, Arkansas. 
(Univ. Kansas loc. 7206). Hale forma-
tion, Morrow an; collected by R. C. Moore 
at Keough quarry, about 2% miles north 
of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas 
loc. 4520). 

Material studied.-Four well-preserved 
specimens were sectioned. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 4520-2la, from the locality north of 
Fort Gibson, Oklahoma. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM EXILE, n.sp. 

Text figs. SOa-e 

Solitary, slender, conical corallites, that 
are bent only close to the apex, comprise 

Figs. 52-60. Sections of Brentwood and Wapanucka lophophyllidid corals, x3, belonging to 
the genus Lophophyllidium Grabau. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum 
at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles 
to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of the transverse sections shown by 
small italic figures. (52) L. coaptum, n.sp., specimen no. KU4625-2lb, from the Brentwood lime
stone in NE. 14 sec. 21, T. 14 N., R. 30 W., Arkansas; (53) specimen no. Pl0500b, from the 
Brentwood limestone one-fourth mile east of Brentwood, Arkansas. (54) L. minutum Jeffords, 
type specimen, no. KU7385-2lc, from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake southeast of Braggs, 
Oklahoma; (55) specimen no. KU1221-2la, from the Wapanucka limesUme just west of Clarita, 
Oklahoma; (56) specimen no. KU7060-2la, from the Wapanucka limestone near Limestone Gap, 
Oklahoma. (57) L. ignotum, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU7134-2lb, from the Wapanucka lime
stone I mile south and 1 mile east of Hartshorne, Oklahoma; (58) specimen no. KU7134-21c, 
from the same locality as fig. 57. (59) L. eastoni, n.sp., type specimen, Univ. Chicago, Walker 
Mus., no. 47236, from lowermost Pennsylvanian I mile east of Leslie, Searcy County, Arkansas. 
(60) Walker Mus. specimen no. 47237, from same locality as fig. 59. ' 
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this species. The thin theca hears faint 
septal grooves and a few fine transverse 
growth lines. The walls of the calyx are 
not well preserved, hut the axial column 
projects as a thin spine in the center of 
the calyx. The type species is 22.8 mm. 
in length and 8.5 mm. in maximum diam
eter at the base of the calyx. 

The long slender major septa are ex
tended nearly or entirely to the axis in 
youthful portions of the corallite, but in 
higher sections they shorten somewhat and 
reach two-thirds the distance to the axis. 
The septa are not rhopaloid, but the· axial 
ends of some unite or are connected by 
tabulae. The thin cardinal septum is 
shortened, whereas the counter septum 
reaches the axis and is thickened slightly. 
l\tlinor septa are very rudimentary. The 
cardinal fossula is not prominent, and 
alar pseudofossulae are not identified. 

Numerous thin anastomosing tahulae 
rise steeply from the periphery, flatten out 
slightly, and then join the column. The 
axial column, which is formed by the 
thickened counter septum joined by the 
tabulae, is not large but it persists into 
the calyx. 

Discussion.-This species is character
ized by the delicate nature of the septa, 
theca, tabulae, and axial column. These 
features readily separate Lo pho phylli
dium exile from the other corals in the col· 
lection now available, such as L. idonium, 
n.sp., L. blarulum, n.sp., L. metum, n.sp., 
and L. extumidum, n.sp., and the species 
referred to Lophophyllidium by Jeffords 
( 1942) . The lack of thickening of the 
column and septa is a feature seen com
monly in some undescribed species from 
the Kansas City group. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore at the 
east end of the dam, Greenleaf Lake, cen. 
sec. 10, T. 13 S., R. 20 E., southeast of 
Braggs, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
7385). 

Mate rial studied.-One very well-pre
sen?ed, sectioned corallite from the abun
dant material collected at Greenleaf Lake 
has been the basis for description of this 
species. 1\ umerous other unsectioned cor
allites may belong here also. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7385-2li. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM COAPTUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 51-53 

This species comprises solitary medi~
sized conical corallites that are straight 
or only sliahtly bent. The moderately thick 
theca bea~s very narrow hut distinct 
septal grooves and broad rounded inter
septal ridges. Fine growth lines run trans
verse to the septal markings. The deep 
calyx contains the projection of the col
umn in lower portions only. The type 
specimen, the largest of the corallites 
identified as belonging to this species, is 
25.4 mm. in length and 15.8 mm. in maxi
mum diameter at the upper part of the 
calyx. 

In -the lowermost transverse section, the 
septa are long and so solidly fused with 
stereoplasm that rarely can individual 
septa be traced to the axis. Higher sec
tions show that the septa are thickened 
at their axial edges (rhopaloid) and 
solidly fused to each other and to the 
column by stereoplasm. Under the micro
scope the individual septa can he identi
fied by differences in color between the 
septa and contiguous filling of stereo
p lasm. Only in the calyx do the septa 
shorten and withdraw from the column. 
The cardinal septum is short throughout, 
whereas the counter septum is long. The 
septal formula of the type specimen, 
showing the strong counter acceleration, 
is as follows: K 10 A 5 C 6 A 10 K. 
Minor septa are identified in the upper
most section of the type specimen only 
between the counter septum and the ad
jacent counter laterals, but the exterior 
shows strong grooves in the position of 
the minor septa. 

The solidly filled nature of the. interior 
of the corallite conceals tahulae in lon
gitudinal sections, but transverse sections 
indicate the prP.sence of a few regularly 
arched tabulae. The cardinal fossula is 
large throughout growth and alar pseudo
fossulae are prominent. 

Discussion. - The thickened internal 
structures give Lophophyllidium coaptum 
a general similarity to L. extumidum 
n.sp., L. idonium, n.sp., L. minutum Jef: 
fords ( 1942, p. 246), and L. sp. A. The 
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large alar pseudofossulae and few tabu
lae separate L. coaptum from L. extumi
dum, L. minutum, and L. sp. A; and the 
more numerous septa, more solid lower 
portion, and lack of distinctly larger 
spaces between the counter septum and 
the counter laterals distinguish L. coap
tum from L. idonium. 

Occurrence.-Brentwood limestone, Mor
rowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Car
boniferous); collected by R. C. Moore 
from NE. 14 sec. 21, T. 14 N., R. 30 W., 
Winslow quadrangle, Arkansas (Univ. 
Kansas loc. 4625). Another specimen was 
collected by F. B. Plummer along U. S. 
highway No. 71, one-fourth of a mile east 
of Brentwood, Arkansas. 

Material studied.-Two sectioned coral
lites from University of Kansas loc. 4625 
and one other sectioned specimen were the 
available representatives of this species. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 4625-2la, from the first locality men
tioned above. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM MINUTUM Jeffords 

Text figs. 54-56 

Lop ho phyllidium minutum J EF:FORDS, 1942, Kan
sas Geol. Survey, Bull. 41, pt. 5, p. 246, pl. 
7, figs. 2-4. 

This species includes small solitary 
conico-cylindrical corallites that have 
only a very slight curvature near the 
apical end. The relatively thick theca 
bears deep narrow septal grooves and 
moderately broad interseptal ridges. 
Transverse growth lines and wrinkles are 
low and inconspicuous. The calyx is not 
well preserved but seems to be of mod
erate depth. 

The type specimen has 21 major septa 
in the uppermost part of the corallite and 
about the same number of septa occur in 
the other specimens studied. The cardinal 
septum, which is very short, lies in a 
prominent fossula, whereas the counter 
septum is prolonged and attached to the 
column in all growth stages, although it 
shows a tendency to become separate close 
to the calyx. The arrangement of the 
septa in the uppermost section of the type 
specimen, showing the strong counter ac
celeration, is as follows: K 5 A 3 C 3 A 6 K. 

Major septa are joined to the axial 
column in early stages of growth by thick 

deposits of stereoplasm, but they tend to 
become more distin.-;t in upper parts of 
the corallite. The highest section of the 
type specimen shows septa that have a dis
tinct axial swelling but are still united 
to tl>:e column. Another section (figure 
55b) shows a more advanced stage hav
ing distinct minor septa and separate 
rhopaloid major septa. In nearly all 
specimens it is possible to recognize the 
elements of the septa and the column 
and to see that the union of the septa 
with the column is not a primary struc
tural feature. The closed alar pseudo
fossulae and cardinal fossula are large 
and persist throughout. The laterally 
compressed column, produced by the 
thickened end of the counter septum, is 
increased in size by the close approach 
of the axial ends of the septa and the 
stereoplasm deposited between the septa 
and the column. In the calyx (figures 
54a, 55b), a definite median lamella and 
straight radiating lamellae can be identi
fied within the thickened column. No tab
ulae are recogniz~d. 

Discussion.-The small size, large alar 
pseudofossulae, and thickened axial region 
characterize this species. It is distin
guished from Lo pho phyllidium idonium, 
n.sp., by its broader form, seeming lack 
of tabulae, and uniform spaces between 
septa, except for alar pseudofossulae and 
the cardinal fossula, and from L. con
f ertum Jeffords (1942, p. 221) by the 
two characters last mentioned. Lamellae 
within the septa and axial column and 
outer edges of the septa in the region of 
thick deposits of stereoplasm are seen in 
this species quite distinctly, whereas in 
L. idonium and L. con/ ertum these struc
tures are difficult to identify. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore and 
University of Kansas students, at the east 
end of the dam, Greenleaf Lake, cen. sec. 
10, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., southeast of 
Braggs, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
7385) . Other specimens were collected by 
R. C. Moore in the Otterville limestone, 
north of Berwyn, Oklahoma, and from the 
Wapanucka limestone at Coal Creek, sec. 
15, T. 1 N., R. 7 E., Oklahoma, Gap, Okla
homa, and west of Clarita, Oklahoma. 
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Material studied. - Seven sectioned 
specimens from the preceding localities 
were studied to determine the character
istics of this species. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7385-2lc, from the Greenleaf Lake 
locality, Oklahoma. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM IGNOTUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 36, 57, 58 

The solitary medium-sized slightly bent 
corallites comprising this species have a 
deep calyx that contains the high projec
tion of the axial column. The thick theca 
bears very low rounded septal grooves, 
but lacks conspicuous transverse mark
ings. The type specimen is 19 .5 mm. in 
length and 11.4 mm. in maximum diam
eter at the calyx. 

Major septa are thick but not rhopaloid 
and in the immature region many are 
joined to each other laterally and to the 
column. Near the calyx they become 
shortened and are evenly reduced in thick
ness away from the periphery. The coun
ter septum is elongated and thickened at 
the axis to form a column in the lower 
portion of the corallite, but it becomes 
short in the upper part. The cardinal 
septum remains distinct! y shortened 
throughout growth. The septal formula 
of the type specimen, indicating the coun
ter acceleration, is as follows: K 7 A 3 
C 3 A 7 K. Minor septa, present only in 
the mature region, are rudimentary. 

Longitudinal sections of these corals 
do not show the tabulae clearly, but in
tersections of regularly arched tabulae 
can be seen in the transverse sections. 
Dissepiments are lacking. The column is 
formed by the thickened axial part of the 
counter septum in the immature region; 
it projects as an independent structure 
near the top of the corallite. Sections 
indicate that the axial column has an 
irregular transverse outline and that it 
consists of several thickened, curved 
radiating lamellae, connected by a few 
tabulae and made comparatively solid by 
addition of stereoplasm. The cardinal 
f ossula persists throughout the corallite 
but alar pseudof ossulae are observed 
only near the apex. 

Discussion.-The solid column, strong 
counter acceleration, form of the coral-

lite, nature of the septa, and lack of dis
sep imen ts are features of Lophophylli
diwn ignotum seen also in several other 
typical species of LophophyUidium. The 
strongly radiating appearance of the col
umn in transverse sections, however, dis
tinguishes this coral. The species from the 
Marmaton group called Lophophyllidium 
1nurale Jeffords (1942, p. 224) also has 
an irregularly radiating column in the 
mature region, but it differs from L. 
ignotum in having a distinctly larger size, 
thin rhopaloid septa, and a relatively thin 
the ca. 

It is possible that corals such as the 
species here described should be assigned 
to a genus other than Lo pho phyllidium. 
The axial column, of distinctive appear
ance, differs from that of the genotype 
of Lo pho phyllidium in having an accen
tuated radial pattern. Sufficient evidence 
of the importance of this character is not 
now seen to warrant separation of L. igno
tum from Lo pho phyllidium. 

Occurrence. - Wapanucka limestone, 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore 
in a quarry, 1 mile south and 1 mile east 
of Hartshorne, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas 
loc 7134). 

Material studied.-Two well-preserved 
cora~lites were sectioned for study of this 
species. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7134-2lb. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM EASTONI, n.sp. 

Text figs. 35, 59, 60, 80 

Relatively large, nearly straight conical 
corallites having an unusually thick, 
prominent axial column are included in 
this species. The theca is thick. The type 
specimen has an excessively thickened 
periphe1:y that consists mainly of evenly 
deposited stereoplasm on thP, inner side 
of the theca. A transverse section of this 
specimen near the floor of the calyx (fig. 
59b) shows that the outer wall of the 
corallite has a thickness equal to about 
one-half of the length of the major septa 
in the plane of the section, and the 
thickness is gr~ater than the length of 
minor septa, existence of which is shown 
only by the pattern of laminated tissue 
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in the peripheral stereozone. At mid
height of the coral, stereoplasm fills in
terspaces of the major septa to their 
inner margins, or nearly so ; yet each 
septum can be distinguished clearly by 
reason of difference in the color of the 
calcite in respective areas. The outer 
surface of the theca is marked by shal
low septal grooves and intervening low, 
rounded ridges; these are crossed by 
growth lines and small transverse wrinkles. 
The depth of the calyx is not determin
able from the specimens, but one of them 
shows the prominent elevation of the 
column in the calyx. The length of the 
corallites belonging to this species is 
about 40 to 50 mm. ; the diameter of the 
type specimen near the floor of the calyx 
is 20 mm. 

The major septa are nearly uniform in 
length and thickness; none of them are 
expanded near the axial margin so as to 
give a club-shaped or rhopaloid appear
ance in cross section. The counter sep
tum is joined to the massive axial col
umn, but unlike the structure seen in 
most species of Lophophyllidium, the 
midline of the counter septum is not ex
tended as a median lamina of the column; 
the axial edge of the counter septum 
merely impinges on the column, even 
though the contact is firmly welded by 
stereoplasm. The cardinal septum is much 
shorter than the other major septa and it 
remains short throughout growth of the 
corallite; an open cardinal fossula is 
readily recognized in transverse sections. 
Alar septa are identifiable but there are 
no alar pseudof ossulae. The number and 
distribution of major septa in the type 
specimen are shown by the formula 
K 10 A 5 C 5 A 9 K. The counter 
quadrants are strongly accelerated. Minor 
septa are introduced in the upper part 
of the corallite. 

The axial column is ovoid to subtrig
onal in outline, as seen in transverse 
section, and its diameter is nearly one
third that of the corallite. The structure 
is dense, but variation in the colors of 
successive growth laminae shows a con
centric arrangement of the layers in 
transverse sections and steeply sloping 
lamination in longitudinal sections. The 
column is seemingly not formed by closely 

packed, sharply upbent portions of tab
ulae, sealed together by stereoplasm, as 
judged by the definiteness of the sides 
of the column and the open nature of the 
area around it, which is crossed by out
wardly down-sloping tabulae. On the other 
hand, the tabulae are seen to thicken very 
abruptly close to the column and to bend 
parallel to the lamination of the column. 
Some tabulae are anastomosing. Dissepi
ments are lacking. 

Discussion.-The described characters 
of Lo pho phyllidium eastoni, including 
especially the massive, concentrically lay
ered axial column, thick peripheral stere
ozone, and f ea tu res of the septa, set this 
species widely apart from most others 
assigned to the genus. L. extumidum, 
n.sp., from the Marble Falls limestone of 
Texas, has a similar laminated column, 
though less stout, but it is characterized 
by strongly rhopaloid septa and a thin 
theca, which are not seen in L. eastoni. 
A lophophyllidid from Utah, described 
as Lophophyllum proliferum var. sauri
dens White (1877, p. 101, pl. 6, figs. 
4a-d), closely resembles Lophophylli
dium eastoni in the relatively large size, 
subcircular cross section, and concentric 
lamination of the column, but White's 
species is a much longer, more slender 
and curved coral that has a relatively 
thin theca. Specimens of the genotype of 
Lo pho phyUidium, which is L. prolif er um 
(McChesney), also show resemblance to 
L. eastoni in the structure, shape, and 
general proportions of the column. One 
of the corallites figured by Jeffords 
( 1942, pl. 1, figs. 1 a-c), showing inter
nal structure of L. prolif erum, especially 
suggests f ea tu res of L. eastoni, although 
the latter is readily distinguished by char
acters of the septa and stereozone. 

The evolutionary significance and clas
sificatory importance of structural char
acters observed in the axial column, 
septa, and other parts of cyathaxonid and 
lophophyllidid corals are by no means 
clearly understood at the present time. 
For example, the genus Sino phyllum 
Grabau (1928, p. 98), which is consid
ere'd by some students of the rugose 
corals to be validly separated from 
Lo pho phyllidium, but which is not ac
cepted by others, is characterized by a 
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gre~tly thickened, dense, concentrically 
lammated column, like that of L. eastoni, 
?nd ~y a so-called inner wall formed by 
J unct10n of the axial edges of most of 
the major septa. Several species that have 
been assigned to Lo pho phyllidium per
haps ill-advisedly, possess one or the' other 
of these attributes of Sino phyllum, or 
both of them. The laterally compressed 
type. of colu?Tin bearing a clearly marked . 
median lamma, such as occurs in most 
described species of Lo pho phyllidium, 
and the column of stellate cross section 
having radially placed laminae, such as 
distinguishes L. murale Jeffords (1942, 
p. 228) and L. ignotum, n.sp., seem to 
have little in common with the axial 
stru?ture of L. eastoni and Sinophyllum. 
Until work on corals of this whole group 
has been considerably extended, however, 
we hold the opinion that it is unwise to 
attempt further generic differentiation. 

This species is named for W. H. Easton, 
of t?e Illinois Geological Survey, who 
obtamed and prepared excellent sections 
of the specimens studied by us. Doctor 
Easton is, himself, a student of fossil 
corals who has contributed ably to knowl
edge of late Mississippian and other fossil 
groups. We appreciate his kindness in 
aiding our investigation by permission to 
describe and figure this interesting species. 

Occurrence.-Shale of Morrowan or 
Ben di an (Atoka) age, near the base of 
the Pennsylvanian section exposed just 
north of road, 1 mile east of Leslie, Searcy 
County, Arkansas (SE. 1,4 sec. 23, T. 14 
N., R. 15 W.). 

Studied material.-The specimens avail. 
a.hie to us include one large corallite sec
t10~ed transversely and polished, the 
apical and calycinal parts lost or de
stroyed in grinding, and one specimen 
sectioned longitudinally. The latter shows 
the distal extremity of the column but 
walls of the calyx are broken away. In
ternal features of both specimens are ex
cellently preserved. Dr. Easton has re
ported that additional specimens of this 
coral are in the collections at Walker 
Museum, University of Chicago, but they 
could not be located for study by us. 

Type.--University of Chicago, Walker 
:Museum, specimen no. 47236. 

LOPHOPHYLLIDIUM sp. A 

Text figs. 78, 79 

The corals comprising this assemblage 
have a relatively slender conical form and 
are characterized by their greatly thick
ened interior. The theca is thick and 
bears fine septal markings and growth 
lines. The calyx is not well preserved, 
but seemingly it is deep and contains a 
broad, solid axial column. The largest 
specimen (Univ. Kansas, no. 7134-2la) 
is 27.4 mm. in length and 10.9 mm. in 
maximum diameter at the calyx. 

The axial edges of the stout septa are 
thickened and united by stereoplasm so 
that septa are separated by open spaces 
only for a short distance from the theca. 
The median laminae of the septa can be 
traced under the microscope and do not 
join that of the elongate counter septum. 
The cardinal septum is thin and the coun
ter septum extends to the axis; other 
major septa are of equal length. Trans
verse sections in the lower part of the 
corallities show an almost complete fill
ing with stereoplasm. The structures of 
the longitudinal section are nearly com
pletely concealed, but a few tabulae are 
seen to rise toward the axial region. 
Minor septa and dissepiments are lack· 
ing. The thickened counter septum is not 
distinct! y separable from the axial ends 
of the septa and therefore the column 
seems to be very large, occupying the axial 
one-third of the corallite. The cardinal 
fossula is conspicuous, but alar pseudo
fossulae are not identified. 

Discussion.-The thick deposit of stere· 
oplasm of these corals distinguishes them 
from other species, but it also makes 
recognition of significant structures diffi
cult. The corallites are even more solidly 
filled with stereo plasm than specimens 
of Lophophyllidium confertum Jeffords 
( 1942, p. 221), and the thickened axial 
column is broader. L. sp. A can be dis
tinguished from other described species 
of this genus by its well-developed car
dinal fossula, thickened corallite, indis· 
tinct alar pseudofossulae, and thick theca. 

Occurrence.-Morrowan, Lower Penn
sylvanian (Upper Carboniferous) ; col
lected by R. C. Moore from the Wapa
nucka limestone at a quarry, 1 mile south 
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and I mile east of Hartshorne, Oklahoma 
(Univ. Kansas loc. 7134), and from the 
Hale formation, at the east end of the 
dam, Greenleaf Lake, cen. sec. 10, T. 13 
N., R. 20 E., southeast of Braggs, Okla
homa (Univ. Kansas loc. 7385). 

Material studied.-One sectioned speci
men from each of the localities was avail
able for study (Univ. Kansas, specimen 
nos. 7134-2la and 7385-2ln). 

Genus LOPHOTICHIUM, n.gen. 

Moderately small conical solitary cor
allites having more or less curvature 
longitudinally, distinguished by internal 
structure that generally resembles the in
terior of Lo pho phyllidium, are included 
in this new genus. The theca, which is 
relatively thick, bears very shallow septal 
grooves, clearly marked in some speci
mens but indistinct in others, and it is 
crossed by transverse growth lines and 
small wrinkles. The septa unite at the 
axis in the immature region, and near 
the apex the corallites may be almost 
solid; numerous septa are visible but the 
protosepta are not readily identifiable. 
The middle and upper parts of the coral
lite show a strongly differentiated counter 
septum, which is longer than the others 
and thickened near its inner edge to form 
an axial column that is continuous with 
the column of the immature region be
low and that projects above the floor of 
the calyx. The cardinal septum tends to 
become shortened in the mature region, 
but a fossu la is not distinct. 

A diagnostic feature of the genus is 
the seeming greater number of septa near 
the apex of the corallite than in the 
upper part. Many radially disposed sub
vertical walls, indistinguishable from 
septa, in the immature part of the coral
lite undergo noteworthy change in ap
pearance and structural relationship as 
they are traced to the mature region of 
the corallite. These septa-like structures 
terminate abruptly or curve to join steeply 
inclined peripheral parts of tabulae, and 
some of them reappear in sections above 
a tabula. The nonpersistent "septa" 
mostly alternate with radial partitions 
that persist upward and that, accordingly, 
are identifiable as true metasepta. The 
intercalated walls, which are not thus 

accounted for, are interpreted as steeply 
inflected portions of tabulae. Transverse 
sections of the lower and upper parts of 
a corallite are thus notably dissimilar, 
the septa shown in upper sections being 
fewer than septa and septa-like structures 
in the lower ones. Tabulae are fairly 
numerous; they are complete or somewhat 
anastomosing and slope upward from the 
theca toward the column. Dissepiments 
are ] acking. 

Genoty pe.-Lo photichium vescum, n.sp., 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) , eastern Oklahoma. 

Discussion.-This new genus is evi
dently like Lophophyllidium in the nature 
of the column, formed by the thickened 
inner part of the elongate counter sep
tum, arched tabulae, and characters of the 
metasepta in the mature region. The 
shortened cardinal septum that is seen in 
the upper part of corallites belonging to 
the genotype of Lo photichium is a com
monly developed feature in Lophophylli
dium. These similarities of the mature 
zone are not matched by likeness of the 
immature region in these two genera. 
Transverse sections near the apex of 
Lo pho phyllidium prolif erum, which is the 
genotype, and of several other species 
belonging to this genus (Jeffords, 1942) 
show a comparatively simple structure 
consisting of a small number of short 
straight septa joined to the enlarged 
counter septum by stereoplasm that lies 
between and around the ends of the 
septa. Both counter and cardinal septa 
are distinguishable definitely not far from 
the apex. In Lophotichium, septa and 
septa-like structures of the immature zone 
are numerous and irregular; they join one 
another so as to form groups of twos, 
threes and fours, and the solid axial area 
is produced by actual junction of their 
extremities, not by intercalated stereo
plasm between and around the ends of 
the septa. The median laminae and the 
borders of individual septa can be traced 
by examination under a microscope. The 
number of septa increases upward toward 
the calyx in Lo pho phyllidiwn and their 
arrangement is regular. The number of 
septa seemingly decreases upward in 
Lo photichium; their arrangement is irreg
ular and commonly they are joined to-
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gether . in the immature region. The 
anomal~es. of the internal structure of 
~ophotichium are explained as a simula
tion of septa by portions of the tabulae. 

Occur.rence.-Morrowan Lower Penn
sylvanian (Upper Carbon'iferous) ; Okla
homa. 

LOPHOTICHIUM VESCUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 61-74, 90 

. This species is characterized by its small 
size, conical to cylindrical shape moder
ately thic~ theca, and very d~p calyx 
that contams a sharply projecting axial 
column. The exterior is not well pre
served on most examples, but some speci
mens show narrow septal grooves, rounded 
alternating ridges, and a few low trans
verse wrinkles. Many of the specimens 
exhibit abrupt constrictions due to reju
venation. The incomplete type specimen 
is 13.9 mm. in length and 7 mm. in maxi
mum diameter; other specimens reach a 
maximum diameter of about 10 mm. 

The septa of this coral are long and 
thin; in lower and middle regions of 
growth they are united to the thickened 
counter septum at the axis, or joined in 
groups of two or three and continued to 
the axis as a single structure. Septa are 
not rhopaloid in any period of growth, 
but near the calyx they gradually shorten 
and withdraw from the column. In many 
specimens (figs. 64b, 65b, 70a) the septa 
of the cardinal quadrants shorten earlier 
than those of the opposite quadrants. The 
counter septum is long and thickened at 
the axis except at a late stage of growth, 
when it is only slightly longer than other 
septa. The thin cardinal septum reaches 
the column during early growth, but in 
the calyx it is short. The septal arrange
ment of the type specimen is indicated 
by the formula K 6 A 3 C 2 A 7 K. The 

greater number of the septa in the coun
ter quadrants indicates them to be accel
erated, although the development of the 
breviseptal stage first in the cardinal 
quadrants is not expected in forms hav
ing strong counter acceleration. 

Thin irregularly inosculating tabulae 
rise steeply from the periphery or from 
other tabulae and join the axial column. 
Portions of numerous tabulae are not only 
subvertical near the theca but they are 
disposed radially so as to resemble septa; 
they are joined to the septa in a manner 
that produces a simulated bifurcation of 
the septa, as indicated both in tangential 
and transverse sections of the corallite. 
Close to the column the tabulae may be 
almost cystlike. Dissepiments are lacking. 
A cardinal f ossula is indicated by the 
thin cardinal septum that is shortened in 
maturity~ and alar pseudofossulae are 
recognizable in transverse sections up to 
the breviseptal stage. The column is 
formed by the thickened axial part of 
the co~nter septum, ascending tabulae, 
and axial edges of the other septa, ex
cept in the mature region where the 
counter septum is the last to be shortened, 
and projects into the calyx as a tall spine. 

The internal structure of Lo photichium 
vescum is shown by the numerous trans
verse and longitudinal sections (figs. 62-
7 4) . A special study that was made of one 
specimen is illustrated by the drawings in 
figure 61. This specimen was cut trans
versely at four places distributed at inter
vals of about 5 mm.; the uppermost section 
was located a short distance below the floor 
of the calyx and the lowermost about 4 mm. 
from the apex. The theca was removed 
by grinding so as to reveal the outer 
edges of septa and tabulae. Camera lucida 
drawings of the segments give informa
tion that enables one better to understand 

Fig. 61. Camera lucida .dr~wings showing the arrangement of septa and tabulae in a specimen 
(KU7744-22c) of Lo_photichium vescum, n.gen., n.sp. The theca was removed by grinding in 
?rder to show the penpheral edges of septa and tabulae, and the specimen was sawed transversely 
m four places. The top of the second segment, next below that containing the calyx · h · . . _ , 1s s own in 
A and the bottom of this segment m B; the structural elements exposed on the sides of this 
segment are shown between A and B. The top, base, and sides of the third segment h 
in C, D, and between. The sides and base of the fourth segment are indicated in E ar~ 

8 
b own 

The septa ar~ designated by numbers and by the letters C (cardinal) and K (count:~) . a 0;~:~ 
elements are mterpreted as tabulae. ' 
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the transverse sections, inasmuch as many 
structural elements may he traced through
out most of the corallite. Inspection of 
this specimen before removal of the theca 
and examination of other specimens show 
that a shallow septal furrow marks the 
position of each septum, but the furrows 
are too poorly defined on the middle and 
upper parts of most corallites to permit 
satisfactory determination by this means 
of the spacing of septa at the periphery. 

The uppermost segment of the de-the
cated sectioned specimen, containing the 
calyx, is not represented by drawings in 
figure 61. The structural elements of the 
second segment are indicated by trans
verse sections at the top (A) and bot
tom (B) of the segment and by a draw
ing of the outer surface, arranged in the 
manner of a Mercator projection, which 
is placed between the two transverse sec
tions. A thickness of about 1 mm. be
tween ead). pair of segments of the coral
lite was destroyed in sawing and polish
ing. Accordingly, the transverse section 
(C) at the top of the third segment be-
longs about 1 mm. below section B; the 
outer surface of the thi r<l segment and 
its base ( D) are arranged just below sec
tion C. The top of the fourth segment is 
so similar to transYerse section D that it 
was not drawn: the bottom of this seg
ment is given in section E and the outer 
surface is shown just above E. The fifth 

segment, containing the apex of the coral, 
was not drawn. 

Transverse section A clearly reveals the 
elongate, axially thicke1~ed cou.n~er sep
tum and, in an opposite pos1t10n, the 
short cardinal septum; alar septa are not 
identifiable by inspection of this section, 
but the two quadrants 1 ying between the 
counter and cardinal on either side of the 
corallite both seem to be composed of 
10 major septa. Intercepts of tahulae are 
seen as curved lines between the septa 
or crossing the axial region; a cone
shaped tabula surrounds the inner part 
of the counter septum. Section B, at the 
bottom of this segment, differs notably 
from A in the greater length of the septa 
and seemingly in their greater number. 
Several septa seem to bifurcate. Corre
lation of elements in sections A and B 
by means of tracing their outer edges on 
the sides of the theca-denuded segment 
is definite. The irregularity and generally 
thinner nature of several septa-] ike struc
tures that are seen to be introduced differ
entiate them from extensions of the septa 
identified in section A. All elements ex
cept the 22 numbered or lettered septa 
are inierpreted to be tabulae. 

Study of the third corall ite segment 
( C-D) shows characters similar to those 
of the second, just pointed out, but the 
contrast between the upper and lower 
faces is even greater. Transverse section 

Figs. 62-80. Sections of Hale and Wapanucka lophophyllidid corals, x3, belonging to Loplw
tichium, n.gen., and Lophophyllidium Grabau. Transverse sections are oriented with the car
dinal septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly 
at right angles to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of the transverse sections 
shown by small italic figures. (62) Lophotichium vescnm, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU7385-24s, 
from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma; ( 63) specimen no. 
KU7385-23n, from same locality as fig. 62; ( 64) specimen no. KU7385-2lo, from same locality 
as fig. 62; ( 65) specimen no. KU7385-2ld, from same locality as fig. 62; ( 66) specimen no. 
KU7385-2lu, from same locality as fi~. 62; (67) specimen no. KU7385-24h, from same locality 
as fig. 62; (68) specimen no. KU7385-24w, from same locality as fig. 62: (69) specimen no. 
KU7385-24m, from same locality as fig. 62; (70) specimen no. KU7385-24i, from same locality 
as fig. 62; (71) specimen no. KU7385-24u, from same locality as fig. 62; (72) specimen no. 
KU7385-24r, from same locality as fig. 62; (73) specimen no. KU7583-2lv, from same locality 
as fig. 62; (74) specimen no. KU7385-24t, from same locality as fig. 62. (75) Lophutichium 
improcerum, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU7385-2lq, from same locality as fig. 62; (76) specimen 
no. KU7385-24j, from same locality as fig. 62. (77) Lophotichium densum, n.sp., type specimen, 
no. KU7385-21L, from same locality as fig. 62. (78) Lophophyllidium, sp., A, no. KU7134-2la, 
from the Wapanucka limestone, 1 mile south and 1 mile east of Hartshorne, Oklahoma; (79) 
specimen no. KU7385-2ln, from the same locality as fig. 62. (80) Lophophyllidium eastoni, n.sp., 
type specimen, Univ. Chicago, Walker Mus., no. 47236, from lowermost Pennsylvanian beds 
l mile east of Leslie, Searcy County, Arkansas. 
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C happens to intersect the corallite at a 
plane where a comparatively broad open 
space adjoins the prominent counter sep
tum; presumably this condition is found 
just below a tabula in the axial region, 
inasmuch as the septa are longer on the 
upper surf aces of the tabulae in many 
corals than just below the tabulae. In sec
tion C the inner ends of most septa are 
joined together by the curved intercepts 
of a tabula or tabulae. In section D the 
septa reach to the axis and unite with one 
another; neither the cardinal septum nor 
the counter is distinguishable definitely 
on the basis of this section alone, but the 
position of the alar pseudofossulae is well 
marked (between septa 6-7 and 7' -8'). 
The lateral surface of this segment, show
ing distribution of the edges of septa and 
tabulae just inside the theca, is inter
esting in that differentiation of the septa 
and septa-like portions of tabulae is in
dicated both by their respective thickness 
and regularity, as previously noted, and 
by correlation of elements shown in the 
two transverse sections. 

The fourth segment of this coral speci
men shows seemingly numerous and com
paratively regular septa, as indicated both 
by the sides and the transverse sections. 
The bottom transverse section (E) indi
cates an almost solid mass that is formed 
by coalesced septa and radially situated 
walls indistinguishable from septa. Surely 
one is justified in concluding from study 
of this part of the corallite that it con
tains more than 30 septa; yet such a 
conclusion is believed to be erroneous in 
view of observations from the other seg
ments of this coral which point to the 
tabulate nature of intercalated septa-like 
structures and in view of an entire lack 
of other coral genera known to us in 
which septa are aborted during growth so 
as to reduce the number of septa in pro
ceeding from youthful to mature stages. 

The arrangement of septa in the speci
men represented by figure 61 is concluded 
to be as follows: K 6 A 3 C 2 A 7 K. 
The alar septa are nos. 7 and 8', as shown 
on the diagrams. 

Discussion.-The relatively thick theca, 
long septa, and nature of the tabulae sep
arate this coral from species of Lo pho
phyllidium. The smaller size, much less 

distinct alar pseudofossulae, and . ~ore 
erratic tabulae separate Lo photichium 
vescum from L. amoenum, n.sp. 1:he 
thinner theca and more open apical region 
distinguish L. vescum from L. densum, 
n.sp., Lo pho phyllidium exile, n.sp., also 
has unthickened septa and numerous ta~
ulae, but Lo photichium v.escum can be dis
tinguished by the peculiar nature .of the 
tabulae, septa which join at the axis, and 
thicker theca. 

Occurrence. - Brentwood limestone 
member, Bloyd shale, Morrowa1?, Lower 
Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbomferous); 
collected by R. C. Moore along U. S. 
highway No. 71 near Woolsey, Arkansas 
(Univ. Kansas loc. 7206). Hale forma
tion, Morrow an; collected by R. C. 
Moore, L. R. Laudon, and University of 
Kansas students at Keough quarry, 21h 
miles north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma 
(Univ. Kansas loc. 4520), and at the east 
end of the dam, Greenleaf Lake, cen. sec. 
10, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., southeast of Braggs, 
Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 7385). 

Material studied.-Numerous specimens 
of this coral, especially from the Green
leaf Lake locality, were available for 
study, and about 25 corallites were sec
tioned. 

Type.-Universit.y of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7385-24s, from the Greenleaf Lake 
locality, Oklahoma. 

LOPHOTICHIUM IMPROCERUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 75, 76, 92 

Small solitary conico-cylindrical corals 
that have a moderately thick theca com
prise this species. The relatively shallow 
calyx contains the tip of the large pointed 
column in the center. The exterior of the 
corallite is marked by weak, inconspicu
ous septal grooves and small transverse 
wrinkles. The type specimen is 19.7 mm. 
in length and 9.9 mm. in maximum diam
eter at the calyx. 

In immature regions the septa reach 
close to the axis, where their edges are 
fused to the column. Sections higher in 
the corallite show that the septa shorten 
upward. The counter septum is long and 
much thickened at the axis to form a col
umn, whereas the cardinal septum is short. 
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The septal arrangement of the type speci
men, showing the strong counter acceler
ation, is as follows: K 6 A 2 C 2 A 6 K. 

Numerous anastomosing tabulae rise 
from the periphery to join the column 
at the axis. They may be so nearly ver
tical as to simulate septa when seen in 
transverse sections, but are thinner than 
the normal septa. Dissepiments are lack
ing. The cardinal septum is somewhat 
thinner and shorter than other septa, but 
the cardinal fossula is not conspicuous. 
Alar pseudofossulae are identified only in 
sections close to the apex. 

Discussion.-This species differs from 
Lo photichium vescum, n.sp., and L. 
amoenum, n.sp., in the smaller number 
and stouter nature of the septa. Also, 
tabulae are more regular in longitudinal 
sections and the counter septum is more 
distinct! y thickened at the axis. L. im
procerum is easily separated from Lo pho
phyllidium exile, n.sp., by its much 
thicker column, theca, and septa. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous); collected by R. C. Moore and 
University of Kansas students at east end 
of the dam, Greenleaf Lake, cen. sec. 
10, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., southeast of 
Braggs, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
7385). 

Material studied.-The well-preserved 
type specimen and three other sectioned 
specimens of this species were available 
for study. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7385-2lq. 

LOPHOTICHIUM DENSUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 77a-d 

Solitary medium-sized conical corallites 
that have a thick theca and completely 
solid apical portion are assigned to this 
species. The calyx is very deep and sur
rounded by the thick thecal wall. Broad 
rounded septal grooves are separated by 
sharp narrow interseptal ridges. Trans
verse markings consist of growth lines 
and low sharp wrinkles. The type speci
men is 20.8 mm. in length and 7.9 mm. 
in diameter at the upper part of the 
calyx. 

Septa are long and strongly fused to
gether at the axis in lower and middle 
regions. Near the apex the interior is so 
solidly filled with swollen septa and 
stereoplasm that septa! characters are 
concealed. Near the calyx the septa are 
shortened so as to leave a broad axial 
area, which contains the column. The 
cardinal septum is distinct! y weaker than 
other septa throughout the length of the 
corallite, whereas the counter septum is 
long and thickened to form a column. 
The alar septa are not positively deter
?1ined, but the septal formula seemingly 
is K 6 A 2 C 2 A 6 K. Minor septa are 
lacking. 

Numerous thin tabulae rise steeply to 
the column. They are similar in general 
nature to those of Lo photichium vescum, 
n.sp., but do not simulate septa to such 
a degree as in the genotype species. Dis
sepiments are lacking. The thickened 
counter septum forms a distinct column 

' opposite which lies the weak cardinal 
septum in a poorly defined fossula. Alar 
pseudofossulae are inconspicuous. 

Discussion.-The very thick theca and 
excessively filled apical reaion separate 
this species from other co~als here de
scribed as Lo photichium vescum, n.sp., 
and L. amoenum, n.sp. The transverse 
sections of the mature part are similar 
to those of typical representatives of 
Lo pho phyllidium, except for the very 
thick theca. The nature of the tabulae as 
seen in transverse sections of the imma
ture region and in longitudinal sections, 
however, indicates closer affinity to 
Lo photichium. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore and 
L. R. Laudon at the east end of the dam 

' Greenleaf Lake, cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., 
R. 20 E., southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma 
(Univ. Kansas loc. 7385). 

Mate rial studied.-One sectioned speci
men only was found in the collections 
available for study, but this is so distinc
tive and well characteriz~d by the mate
rial as to merit description. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7385-21L. 
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LOPHOTICHIUM AMOENUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 8la-g 

This species comprises solitary slight! y 
bent elongated conical corallites that have 
a thick theca and a moderately deep 
calyx. The narrow incised septal grooves 
are separated by broad rounded ridges 
a.nd crossed transverse I y by fine growth 
Imes. The type specimen is 24.3 mm. in 
length and 9.6 mm. in maximum diameter 
at the base of the calyx. 

The major septa unite at the axis ex
cept close to the calyx, where they extend 
only half the distance to the center. The 
cardinal septum is distinct! y thinner than 
other septa, whereas the counter septum 
is long and thickened at the axis. In 
upper sections, where the other septa 
shorten, the counter septum remains long. 
The septa I arrangement in the uppermost 
section of the type specimen is indicated 
by the formula K 8 A 4 C 4 A 7 K. 
Seemingly, minor septa are not developed. 

Tabulae are numerous, steeply inclined 
or vertical, and highly anastomosing. In 
transverse sections they are seen as curved 
bars transverse to the septa or more or 
less parallel to the septa. Dissepiments 
are lacking. The cardinal fossula is only 
weakly shown, but alar pseudofossulae 
are very strongly accented even in mature 
regions. The axial column in the apical 
part is formed by the thickened count~r 
septum and by the axial edges of the other 
septa. In advanced stages the column is 
formed by the elongate counter septum 
only. 

Discussion.-The many anastomosing 
steep tabulae and long septa of this 
species indicate affinity with Lophotichium 

vescum, n.sp., but L. amoenum di~ers 
from L. vescum in having a larger size, 
more persistent septa, a stronger counter 
septum, and somewhat more conspicuous 
alar pseudofossulae. L. amoenum is sep
arated from L. densum, n.sp., by its larger 
size and especially its relatively thinner 
thee a and more open a pi cal portion. 

Occurrence.-Haie formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore at 
Keough quarry, 21h miles north of Fort 
Gibson, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
7744). 

Mate rial studied.-The single available 
specimen is a well-preserved coraUite that 
has been sectioned suflicientl y to show 
internal features clearly. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7744-22a). 

LOPHOTICHIUM sp. A 

Text figs. 82a-c 

This form is represented by a single 
elongate, evenly conical corallite that has 
a thick theca and a deep calyx. Very in
distinct, longitudinal markings on the 
exterior are crossed by small transverse 
wrinkles. The figured specimen, which is 
somewhat incomplete at the apex, is 31.5 
mm. in length and 10.9 mm. in maximum 
diameter. 

Transverse sections of this coral show 
long relatively thick septa that join the 
thickened counter septum at the axis. The 
counter septum is long and thickened, but 
the cardinal septum is only slightly 
weaker than other metasepta. The septal 
arrangement seems to be as follows: 

Figs. 81-89. Sections of Hale and Smithwick lophophyllidid and hapsiphyllid corals, x3. Trans
verse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small 
arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles to the plane of the cardinal and counter 
septa; positions of the transverse sections shown by small italic figures. ( 81) Lo photichium 
amoeum, n.gen., n.sp., type specimen, no. KU7744-22a, from the Hale formation near Keough 
quarry, 2% miles north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma. (82) Lophotichium, sp. A, no. KU7385--2lh 
from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma. (83) Lophamplexu; 
captiosus, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU4520-2lf, from the Hale formation, Keough quarry 2% 
miles north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma; (84) specimen no. KU4520-21L, from same locali~y as 
fig. 83; (85) specimen no. KU4520-2li, from same locality as fig. 83. ( 86) Lo phamplexus 
sp. A, no. KU4520-2le, from same locality as fig. 83. (87) Lophamplexus, sp. B, no. KU738S-21/ 
from same locality as fig. 82. (88) Hapsiphyllum tumidum, n.sp., no. P11799c,. from the Sm"tl: 
wick shale from tank near Jack Wood's house, Gibbons' ranch, San Saba County Texa (II 

1 

f h 1 1. fi ' s oc. 
205-T-71) ; (89) specimen no. Pll 799b, rom t e same oca 1ty as g. 88. 
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~ ? A 3 C 3 A 6 K. Minor septa are 
md1cated merely by low ridges between 
the major septa. A longitudinal section 
does not show structures clearly, but does 
in~icate the existence of a strong, solid 
axial column, septa that are longer just 
above a tabula than below it, lack of 
dissepiments, and the presence of thin 
anastomosing tabulae. The cardinal f os
sula and alar pseudo£ ossulae are incon · 
spicuous throughout the corallite. The 
large column is formed by the thickened 
counter septum and the axial edges of the 
other major septa, which are fused about 
it by stereoplasm. 

Discussion.-This coral differs from 
others assigned to Lo photichium in its 
more elongate form and in the nature of 
its septa. It can be separated from 
Lophotichium amoenum, n.sp., and L. 
vescum, n.sp., by the persistence and 
length of the septa, its large size, and 
the lack of conspicuous pseudofossulae. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore, at 
the east end of the dam, Greenleaf Lake, 
cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., southeast 
of Braggs, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
7385). 

M at,erial studied.-Only one specimen 
(Univ. Kansas, specimen no. 7385-2lh) 
of this form was found among the many 
sectioned corallites from this locality. 

Genus LOPHAMPLEXUS Moore and Jeffords, 

1941 

The immature region of corallites be
longing to this genus is characterized by 
structure like that of Lo pho phyllidium 
Grabau, whereas the calyx and subjacent 
region of varying longitudinal extent 
have the structure of Amplexus Sowerby. 
The form of the corallites is conical to 
cylindrical and straight or somewhat 
curved. The theca bears well-marked 
septal grooves, which are crossed by 
wrinkles and growth lines. Near the apex 
the septa are long, most of them reach
ing to the axis and uniting. Transverse 
sections at intermediate height but within 
the lophophyllidial zone show distinct 
elongation of the cou:fiter septum and 
commonly a marked thickening of its 
terminal inward part, which forms the 

axial column; the cardinal septum is 
shortened and lies in an open fossula; 
other major septa are long but do not 
reach the axis. Tabulae slope very steeply 
upward near the outer wall of the coral
lite, but in the axial region they arch 
aentl y or are subhorizontal. In the am-
b • h plexoid zone, which comprises t e part 
of the corallite above the region that 
bears an axial column, the septa are all 
shortened notably. At intervals there are 
tabulae like those in Amplexus, flat or 
slightly sagging in the central area and 
bending strongly downward peripherally. 

Genotype.-Lophamplexus eliasi Moore 
and Jeffords (1941, p. 91), Wolfcampian, 
Lower Permian, Kansas and Oklahoma. 

Discussion.-The relationships of this 
genus have been considered in the paper 
that introduced Lophamplexus. Seem
ingly, this group of corals is derived from 
Lo pho phyllidium, and it is evident that 
immature specimens, which have not at
tained the amplexoid habit, are not dis
tinguishable from Lo pho phyllidium. The 
discovery of typical examples of Lo pham
plexus in very early Pennsylvanian rocks, 
as reported in this paper, considerably in
creases the stratigraphic range of the 
genus. Inasmuch as pre-Pennsylvanian 
representatives of Lophophyllidium are 
as yet unknown, this early occurrence of 
a supposedly derived genus-Lopham
plexus-is of special interest. 

Occurrence.-Morrowan, Lower Penn
sylvanian {Upper Carboniferous) to Wolf
campian, Lower Permian; Oklahoma and 
Kansas. 

LOPHAMPLEXUS CAPTIOSUS, n.sp. 

Text figs. 83-85, 95 

Moderately small, slightly bent conico
cy lindrical corallites that have a deep 
calyx, thin thee a, and narrow septal 
grooves are assigned to this species. Fine 
growth lines run transverse to the septal 
markings. The type specimen is 9.7 mm. 
in diameter at the calyx and 21 mm. in 
length. 

In the lower part of the corallites the 
counter septum is long and slightly thick
ened at the axis to form a lophophyllidid 
column, whereas the cardinal septum is 
short. Other major septa are of equal 
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Figs. 90-97. Exterior views of Hale, Marble Falls, and Smithwick lophophyllidid and hap
siphyllid corals, x2. The positions of transverse sections are indicated by small italic figures. 
(90) Lophotichium vescum, n.gen., n.sp., specimen no. KU7385-2lw, from the Hale formation 
at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma. (91) Lophamplexus, sp. A, no. KU4520-21e, 
from the Hale formation near Keough quarry, north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma. (92) Lopho
tichium improcerum, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU7385-2lq, from the same locality as fig. 90. 
(93) Zaphrentoides excentrir:us, n.sp., type specimen, no. Pll365a, from the Smithwick shale 
of Ellis pasture, 10% miles west of San Saba, Texas Ooc. 205-T-50). (94) Lophamplexus, sp. B, 
specimen no. KU7385-2lf, from the same locality as fig. 90. (95) Lophamplexus captiosus, n.sp., 
type specimen, no. KU4520-2lf, from the same locality as fig. 91. (96) Hapsiphyllum tttmidum, n.sp., 
specimen no. Pll800a, from the Smithwick shale, near tank east of Jack Wood's house, Gibbons' 
ranch, San Saba County, Texas Ooc. 205-T-71). (97) Hapsiphyllum retusurn, n.sp., no. 
USGS647d, from the Smithwick shale on Honey Creek, 10 miles southeast of Llano, Llano 
County, Texas (loc. USGS-647). 

length. The septal formula of the type 
specimen is K 6 A 3 C 3 A 6 K. Near 
the calyx the counter septum is short
ened, so that the column disappears and 
tabulae are uninterrupted as they cross 
the interior. Septa are very short and not 
differentiated. Tabulae rise steeply from 
the periphery but are near 1 y horizontal 
as they join the column. Above the point 
where the column disappears, the tabulae 
are horizontal in the axial nonseptate 
portion but they bend down steeply near 
the periphery. The cardinal fossula is 
well developed throughout the corallite. 

Alar pseudofossulae are identified only m 
immature stages. 

Discussion.-The sections of these 
corals indicate that the length of the septa 
varies in accordance with the position of 
the transverse section. A section of the type 
specimen taken between tabulae shows 
shortened septa (fig. 83b), whereas an
other section, only a very few millimeters 
higher but through a tabula, shows long 
septa that reach close to the axis (fig. 
83c). Seeming differences among coral
lites and inconsistencies in septal short-
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ening are readily explained by recogni
tion of this structural feature. 

~o phamplexus captiosus may be distin
gmshed from L. eliasi by its much thicker 
theca and septa. It differs from L. sp. A, 
found at the same locality, in the more 
prominent amplexoid stage and thick 
septa of the lower lophophy llidid regions. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore, about 
2112 miles north of Fort Gibson, Okla
homa (Univ. Kansas loc. 4520). 

Material studied.-Three sectioned speci
mens showing definitely the characters of 
this species were available. Other sec
tioned corallites that show a similar 
lophophyllidid stage probably are imma
ture examples of this species; they have 
not advanced to the amplexoid stage. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 4520-21£. 

LOPHAMPLEXUS sp. A 

Text figs. 86, 91 

This small solitarv conical specnnen 1s 
curved at the ape~ in the alar plane. 
The calyx is not preserved. The moder
ately thick theca is marked by deep sep
ta! grooves, rounded ridges, and fine 
growth lines. The broken upper surface 
shows a small rejuvenated corallite that 
again has long septa. The corallite is 
10.8 mm. in length and 8.4 mm. in maxi
mum diameter at the upper surface. 

The coral is typically lophophyllidid 
in the lower half, but disappearance of 
the column in the upper half, due to 
shortening of the counter septum, gives 
this portion the appearance of Amplexus~ 
The arrangement of the long septa in the 
lower part is K 4 A 3 C 3 A 4 K. The 
greater number of septa in the upper 
section indicates that septa are added 
during the breviseptal stage. Minor septa 
are rudimentary. Tabulae seem to be few 
and steeply arched in the column-bear
ing portion, but they cross the upper half 
of the corallite at close-spaced intervals. 
These latter tabulae are flat except for 
their down-turned edges. 

Discussion.-This species differs from 
Lo phamplexus sp. B in the uniform length 

of the septa of the lophophyllidid por
tion and the horizontal tabulae near the 
calyx. l. sp. A may be distinguished 
from the genol ype species, L. eliasi, by 
its thick septa, which lack distinct axial 
swelling, by its very short septa . in the 
upper portion, and by its small size. L. 
sp. A was collected from the same local
ity as L. captiosus, but it seems to differ 
from the named species in the nature and 
arrangement of the septa of the lopho
phyllidid portion. Inasmuch as this form 
is represented by one corallite only and 
may be merely a widely varying specimen 
belonging to L. captiosus, no specific name 
is proposed. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore, about 
21/:.! miles north of Fort Gibson, Okla
homa (Univ. Kansas loc. 4520). 

Material studied.-One well-preserved 
eorallite (Univ. Kansas, specimen no. 
4520-2le) was sectioned for study. 

LOPHAMPLEXUS sp. B 

Text figs. 87, 94 

This form is a solitary, curved comco
cylindrical coral1ite having an incom
pletely preserved calyx and faint septa! 
grooves that are crossed by fine growth 
lines. The specimen is 25.4 mm. in length 
and 8. 7 mm. in diameter at the calyx just 
below the uppermost rejuvenated portion. 

In the lower part of the specimen many 
septa are extended to the axis where they 
join the column. Other major septa have 
a length equal to half the radius. The 
long counter septum is thickened at the 
axis to form a solid axial column whereas 
the cardinal septum is short. The septal 
arrangement in the upper part of the 
corallite is K 6 A 3 C 3 A 6 K. In lon
gitudinal sections of this part of the coral 
the thin tabulae are seen to rise steeply 
to the column. About two-thirds the 
length of the corallite above the apex, 
the septa become very short. The short
ening of the counter septum causes the 
disappearance of the column in the upper 
third of the specimen, so that tabulae are 
complete. 

A peculiar feature of this specimen is 
the constriction in the upper part due 
to rejuvenation. The lophophyllidid 
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youthful stages are not repeated in the 
renewed growth. 

Discussion.-This coral differs from 
Lophamplexus eliasi Moore and Jeffords 
in the uneven length of the septa and 
steeply rising tabulae of the lower part, 
and in the lack of distinct axial thick
ening of the septa. The thin theca and 
nature of the slender septa serve to dis
tinguish L. sp. B from L. captiosus and 
L. sp. A. This is the only specimen hav
ing characters of this genus found among 
nearly a hundred sectioned specimens 
from the Greenleaf Lake locality, and un · 
certainty as to its characters and varia
bility make it inadvisable to propose a 
specific name for it. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
i£ erous) ; collected by R. C. Moore, be
low the dam, Greenleaf Lake, cen. sec. 
10, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., southeast of 
Braggs, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
7385). 

Material studied.-One well-preserved 
specimen (Univ. Kansas, specimen no. 
7385-2lr) was available for study. 

Family HAPSIPHYLLIDAE Grabau, 1928 

Solitary, straight or curved conical cor
allites comprise genera assigned to the 
Hapsiphyllidae. Most are small forms. 
They have a well developed but not thick 
theca that is marked externally by septal 
grooves. The subcircular, moderately 
deep calyx contains no axial projection, 
but instead, there is commonly a centrally 
placed depression that joins or f orrns part 
of a strongly defined cardinal fossula. 
Bordering the depression in some genera 
is a more or less distinct, stoutly formed 
inner wall that is made by stereoplasm 
uniting the axial margins of major septa. 
There is no axial column; although some 
transverse sections show a joining of the 
septa and accumulation of stereoplasm in 
the axial region, others reveal absence of 
these features. Tabulae are present but 
dissepiments are lacking. Range, Devo
nian to Permian. 

Discussion.-This family is differenti
ated from the Lophophyllidiidae by ab
sence of an axial column, from the Strep
telasmaidae by the distinctness of an 

axial open space joined to the cardinal 
~ ossula and accompanied typically by an 
mner wall that more or less sharply cir
cumscribes the axial opening, and from 
the Zaphrenthidae by lack of dissepi
ments. As here interpreted, genera char
acterized by lack of an axial column and 
ha~ing tabulae but no dissepiments are 
assigned to the Hapsiphyllidae. Some 
such genera differ considerably from 
H apsiphyllum in showing only a weak 
development of the cardinal f ossula and 
in lacking an inner wall around a cen
tral open space. 

Schindewolf, in 1938 (p. 446), pro
posed the family Zaphrentoididae to in
clude Hapsiphyllum Simpson (1900) and 
other corals. This assemblage was based 
on ~aphrentoides Stuckenberg ( 1895) as 
~am1l y type. Although this genus was 
mtroduced five years hef ore H apsiphyllum 
was ~escribed, the family term Hapsi
phylhdae Grabau (1928) has priority 
over Schindewolf's designation and seem
ingly is the valid name of the family. 
A factor that may alter this conclusion, 
h?weve~, is the current insecurity of the 
diagnosis of H apsiphyllum; this is indi
cated under discussion of H apsiphyllum. 

Genus HAPSIPHYLLUM Simpson, 1900 

Relative} y small curved conical coral
lites having well-marked septal grooves 
on the theca and characterized by a horse
shoe-shaped wall connecting inner ends 
of the septa and opening toward the car
dinal fossula are classed in the genus 
H_ apsiphyllum. The calyx is compara
t1vel y deep and surrounded by a thin 
margin. The major septa are evenly dis
posed. Alar pseudofossulae are very 
weakly developed or not discernible. The 
cardinal fossula is located on the concave 
side of the corallite. In mature parts of 
the coral lite the cardinal septum is very 
short. A few arched tabulae extend across 
the interior of the corallite, intercepts of 
them appearing as irregular rings in 
tram.verse sections. Dissepiments are 
lacking. 

Genotype. - Zaphrentis calcariformis 
Hall, Onondaga limestone, Middle De
vonian, Falls of the Ohio, near Louisville, 
Kentucky. 
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Discussion.-Reliable information con
cerning the internal structure of the 
genotype species of H apsiphyllum is not 
at hand. A diagrammatic transverse sec
tion published by Simpson ( 1900, p. 203, 
fig. 10), purporting to belong to H. 
calcarijorme, is stated to represent an 
example of the species from the "St. 
Louis group, Washington County, In
diana." Worthen (1890, p. 74, pl. 10, 
figs. 2, 2a) had ear lier described and 
illustrated a coral from the "Warsaw 
division of the St. Louis limestone, Coals
burg, Ky." that he identified as Zaphrentis 
calcarif ormis, but internal structural fea
tures are not indicated, and it is far 
from certain that this coral is rightly 
identified. Schindewolf's ( 1938, p. 445, 
pl. 44, figs. 3-5, pl. 45, figs. la-e) de
scription and illustrations of supposed 
specimens of H. calcarif or me are reported 
to have been based on material from the 
St. Louis limestone in Indiana. Several 
good transverse sections are given by 
Schindewolf, but they do not help very 
much to establish the characters of Hap
siphyllum, inasmuch as they probably 
represent a coral that is not H. calcari
forme. Accordingly, assignment of any 
new species to H apsiphyllum must be 
made with reservation until authentic ex
amples of the genotype species have been 
critically studied. Such investigation may 
be expected to reveal the arrangement of 
septa in the immature region and the 
nature of tabulae, which presumably are 
present. The characters of septa and car
dinal fossula in the mature region, in
cluding the position of the fossula on the 
concave side of the corallite, are indicated 
by Hall's description and figures of his 
type. 

Comparison of Hapsiphyllum, Zaphren· 
toides, and some other genera is given in 
the discussion of Zaphrentoides. 

Occurrence.-Devonian to Permian; 
North America, Europe, Asia. 

HAPSIPHYLLUM TUMIDUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 88, 89, 96, 98-100 

This species consists of conical solitary 
corallites that are slightly bent along the 
alar or cardinal-counter plane. The calyx 
is shallow and has a depressed axial por
tion. Septal grooves on the exterior of 
the moderately thick theca are deep and 
narrow; they are separated by low 
rounded ridges. Transverse fine growth 
lines are irregularly distributed and a few 
low wrinkles may be present on the theca. 
The type specimen is 25 mm. in length 
and 12.8 mm. in diameter at the calyx. 

Thick straight major septa reach close 
to the axis of the corallite where they 
are joined together by stereo plasm that 
forms a thickening around the large fos
sula. The cardinal septum is short and 
thick. Other protosepta are similar to the 
metasepta. Minor septa are lacking. The 
septal arrangement, which shows very 
strong acceleration of the counter quad
rants, is indicated by the formula 
K 8 A 4 C 4 A 8 K. 

Moderately thick tabulae rise sharply 
from the periphery to the inner wall that 
is formed by the axial ends of the septa 
and then sag slightly in the central por
tion. The large open fossula, containing 
the short thick cardinal septum, narrows 
as it passes through the wall about the 
thickened ends of the septa and then 
widens out to form a large axial depression 
that is more or less circular in outline. 

Figs. 98-103. Sections of Smithwick (Bendian) and Hale hapsiphyllid corals, x3, belonging 
to the genus Hapsiphyllum Simpson. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum 
at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles 
to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of the transverse sections shown by 
small italic figures. ( 98) H apsiphyllum tumidum, n.sp., type specimen, no. Pll 799a, from the 
Smithwick shale, near tank east of Jack Wood's house, Gibbons' ranch, San Saba County, Texas 
(loc. 205-T-71); (99) specimen no. Pll800a, from the same locality as fig. 98; (100) specimen 
no. KU7085-2lc, from the same locality as fig. 98. (101) Hapsiphyllum crassiseptatum, n.sp., 
the type specimen, no. KU7744-2lb, from the Hale formation about 2% miles north of Fort Gib
son, Oklahoma. (102) Hapsiphyllum retusum, n.sp., specimen no. USGS647c, from the Smith
wick shale on Honey Creek, 10 miles southeast of Llano, Texas; (103) specimen no. USGS647e, 
from the same locality as fig. 102. 
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Al¥ pseudofossulae are inconspicuous, 
being indicated only by the short last
f ormed septa on the counter side of the 
alar septa. There is no axial column and 
dissepiments are lacking. 

Discussion.-This species most closely 
resembles a coral from rocks of Mosco
vian age in China described by Grabau 
(1928, p. 124) as Hapsiphyllum mouko
uense. This form and the Texas species 
are similar in the size and shape of the 
corallite, the l.~irge cardinal fossula open
ing into a circular axial depression, and 
the presence of a wall formed by union 
of edges of the septa around the fossula. 
H. tumidum can be distinguished by the 
lack of even rudimentary minor septa, 
the greater number of its major septa and 
tabulae, and constriction of the fossula by 
the axial edges of the septa on either side 
of the cardinal septum. H. tumid um is 
similar to "Zaphrentis" postuma Smith 
(1931, p. 4) from the Anthracoceras zone 
of south Wales in the zaphrenthid ar
rangement of the septa and circular open 
space at the axis. The European coral 
has fewer tabulae and septa, and lacks 
the distinct fossula and greatly shortened 
cardinal septum of the Smithwick speci
mens. H. tumidum is somewhat like the 
coral here described as Paracaninia.? 
sana, from the Marble Falls limestone. 
The latter species differs fom H. tumidum 
in lacking a definite inner wall formed by 
union of the edges of major septa and 
in having a wider axial open space. 

Occurrence.-Smithwick shale, Bendian, 
Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbonif
erous); collected by F. B. Plummer, at 
the cattle tank east of Jack Wood's house, 

Gibbons' ranch, San Saba County, Texas 
(loc. 205-T-71). 

M at,erial studied.-Five representatives 
of this species are available for study and 
all have been sectioned. 

Type.-The University of Tex?s, Bureau• 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-11799a. 

HAPSIPHYLLUM RETUSUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 97, 102-106 

Corallites belonging to this species have 
a very broad conical form that is nearly 
symmetrical except for curvature of the 
apical region. The diameter of the calyx 
is approximately equal to the length of 
the coral, these measurements of the type 
specimen being respectively 25 mm. and 
27 mm. Other individuals in the collec
tion are closely similar in shape and size 
to the type. The calyx is very shallow. 
Its central part is marked by a small 
smooth-floored pit that is confluent with 
a cardinal fossula located on the concave 
side of the corallite. The theca, which is 
of moderate thickness, is marked extef'w 
nally by numerous fine septal grooves and 
by rather strongly defined transverse 
wrinkles and growth lines; the longitu
dinal grooves are clearly visible hut not 
deep. 

The major septa are long. In imma
ture parts of the corallite they meet in 
the axial region but in the middle and 
upper parts they do not reach beyond 
an inner wall that is formed by stereo
plasm connecting their axial extremities; 
this wall surrounds a central open area 
that is joined to the cardinal fossula. 

Figs. 104-111. Sections of Marble Falls and Smithwick hapsiphyllid corals, x3. Transverse 
sections are oriented with the cardinal septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. 
Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; 
positions of the transverse sections shown by small italic figures. (104) Hapsiphyllum retusum, 
n.sp., no. USGS64 7 a, from the Smithwick shale on Honey Creek, 10 miles southeast of Llano, 
Texas; (105) specimen no. USGS647f, from the same locality as fig. 104; 006) type specimen, 
no. USGS647b, from the same locality as fig. 104. ( 107) Zaphrentoidcs e:xcen.tricus, n.sp., speci
men no. Pl1364c, from the Smithwick shale in Ellis pasture, 101h miles west of San Saba, Texas; 
(108) specimen no. P11365b, from the same locality as fig. 107; 009) type specimen, no. 
Pll365a, from the same locality as fig. 107; ( llO) specimen no. Pl2124, from the Smithwick 
shale on the Leonard ranch, 4.6 miles southeast of Richland Springs, Texas (loc. 205-T-79). 
( 111) Barytichisma crass um, n.gen., n.sp., type specimen, no. Pl l 908b, from the base of the 
Marble Falls limestone on Wallace Creek, 10 miles southwest of San Saba, Texas Ooc. 205-T-43). 
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The cardinal septum is somewhat elon
gate at early growth stages but becomes 
much shortened in the upper part of the 
corallite. The counter septum is recog
nizable by reference to the cardinal and 
alars. Alar pseudofossulae are inconspic
uous or absent. The septal arrangement 
shows a strong acceleration of the coun
ter quadrants. The formula for the type 
specimen is K 8 A 3 C 3 A 8 K, and that 
of other specimens is similar. Minor septa 
are rudimentary. 

Tabulae are fairly numerous and reg
ular. They rise at a moderate angle from 
the periphery to the borde.r of the inner 
wall and bend downward in crossing the 
central cavity, their surface being con· 
cave upward in this region. There are 
no dissepiments. 

Discussion.-This species is distin
guished from H apsiphyllum tumidum, 
n.sp., by its much more rapidly expanded 
form and greater width at the calyx. The 
s~ptal grooves on the exterior of H. tumi
d um are noticeably more prominent than 
those of the species here described. Minor 
septa are not observed in H. tumidum, 
but are clearly marked in examples of H. 
retusum. Finally, the apical region of H. 
retusum seems characteristically to be 
more dense. 

Occurrence.-The specimens on which 
this description is based were collected 
by Dr. C. D. Walcott in 1884 from the 
"Texas Carboniferous, Honey Creek sec
tion, Llano quadrangle," Slaughter ranch, 
10 miles southeast of Llano, Llano County, 
Texas (loc. US95-647). Associated with 
H apsiphyllum retusum are very numerous 
specimens of the characteristic Smithwick 
coral, Cumminsia aplata (Cummins) . 
Accordingly, it seems safe to record the 
horizon of H. retusum as Smithwick. 

Mate rial studied.-Six specimens, all of 
which were sectioned, were available for 
study. 

Type.-U. S. Geological Survey, speci
men no. 647b. 

HAPSIPHYLLUM CRASSISEPT ATUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. lOla-d 

The form of the corallite belonging to 
this species is nearly straight and steeply 
conical. The calyx is shallow and near 

its center is a narrow, deep pit that joins 
the depression of the cardinal fossula, 
located on the concave side of the coral
lite. The theca is moderately thin. Its 
exterior is marked by strongly defined, 
closely spaced septa! grooves and by faint 
transverse lines. The length of the type 
specimen is 1 7 mm. and the diameter of 
the calyx is 11 mm. 

Throughout the interior of the coral
lite, long major septa that are character
ized by evenness and moderate thickness 
extend inward to the axis or to the very 
narrowly curved inner wall at the border 
of the central pit. The cardinal septum 
is very short throughout growth, tending 
to disappear entirely near the floor of 
the calyx. Alar septa are readily distin
guished and the counter septum is iden
tified by its position opposite the cardinal 
fossula. Alar pseudofossulae are distinct 
but not prominent in some growth stages. 
The arrangement of septa is shown by 
the formula K 7 A 6 C 5 A 7 K, which 
indicates slight acceleration of the coun
ter quadrants. No mm or septa are 
observed. 

Tabulae are present but seemingly not 
abundant; they slope upward from the 
theca to the axial region but are not 
observed to cross the central open space 
nor are intercepts of them shown in trans
verse sections of the cardinal f ossula. The 
apical region is almost solid, owing to 
the thickness of the septa. 

Discussion.-This species corresponds 
to H apsiphyllum tumidum in the shape 
of the corallite, but it is smaller and has 
different internal characters. The septa of 
H. tumid um indicate stronger acceleration 
of the counter quadrants than in H. cras
sise ptatum and the central pit is relatively 
larger; the species here described is dis
tinguished also by the pronounced short
ening of the cardinal septum and by the 
very small interseptal spaces except near 
the calyx. H. crassiseptatum is so unlike 
H. retusum, n.sp., that detailed compari
son is needless. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore near 
Keough quarry, about 2% miles north of 
Fort Gibson, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas 
loc. 7744). 
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Mate rial studied.-Onl y a single very 
well-preserved specimen representing this 
species has been found in the many small 
horn corals from this locality and region 
that have been sectioned. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7744-2lb. 

Genus ZAPHRENTOIDES Stuckenberg, 1895 

Solitary conical corallites, commonly 
more or less curved longitudinally, are 
included in Zaphrentoides. The theca is 
moderate I y thick and is marked externally 
by septal grooves, transverse wrinkles, 
and fine growth lines. The calyx varies 
in depth; it lacks a protuberance in the 
axial region and is mainly characterized 
by the depression of the cardinal fossula. 
Major septa are grouped in quadrants 
that are marked by the clearly defined 
cardinal fossula and alar pseudofossulae, 
and by the less readily identified counter 
septum. The alar pseudof ossulae vary 
considerably in prominence, both in dif
ferent stages of growth and in dif
ferent species. Minor septa are mostly 
quite short. None of the septa are car
inate. Arched tabulae extend from wall 
to wall beneath the floor of the calyx but 
they are not thickly crowded or anasto
mosing. Dissepiments are lacking. 

Genotype.-Zaphrentis griffithi Edwards 
and Haime (1852, p. 169), Lower Car
boniferous, England. Genotype designated 
by Schindewolf (1938, p. 449). 

Discussion.-Classification of the zaph
renthid corals has engaged the attention 
of many workers. There has been w'ide 
variation in the interpretation of genera 
and all taxonomic problems, some of 
which are highly involved, are not yet 
laid to rest. We undertake here to review 
briefly only items of observation that are 
pertinent to classification of the early 
Pennsylvanian species that are to be de
scribed as representatives of Zaphren-
toides, H apsiphyllum, and the new genera 
Barytichisma and Stereocorypha. This re
quires reference to Zaphrenthis and a few 
other genera, however. 

Zaphrenthis 2 Rafinesque and Clifford 
( 1820, p. 234), to which many corals 
that now are differently classified were 
once assigned, is interpreted properly to 

include only forms having toothed, cari
nate septa, and dissepiments as in the 
genotype species, Z. phrygia Rafinesque 
and Clifford. Caninia Michelin ( 1840) 
and Siphono phyllia Scouler ( 1844) were 
assigned to Zaphrenthis by Edwards and 
Haime ( 1850) and other authors, but they 
are distinguished by a number of char
acters. In 1875 Billings proposed the 
genus Heterophrentis, with H. prolifica as 
the type, for corals like Zaphrenthis but 
lacking carinae and having very few tab
ulae. According to Schindewolf ( 1938, p. 
450), Heterophrentis is much more closely 
related to Streptelasma than to Zaphren
this, and seemingly late Paleozoic non
carinate zaphrenthids are not referable to 
Billings' genus. For such forms Grove 
( 1935, p. 358) introduced N eozaphrentz'.s, 
with Zaphrentis tenella S. A. Miller as 
type. This genus resembles Zaphrenthis 
in general structure, but lacks carinae and 
dissepiments. 

In 1900, Simpson described three new 
zaphrenthid genera under the names Hap· 
siphyllum (p. 203), Triplophyllum (p. 
209), and Homalophyllum (p. 221). The 
first of these, with Zaphrentis calcari
f or mis Hall as genotype, is mainly char
acterized by development of a horse
shoe-shaped inner wall by union of the 
septal edges, opening toward the cardinal 
fossula. Triplo phyllum was based on Z. 
terebrata (Hall), for which no sections 
showing internal structure have ever been 
published. According to the diagnosis, 
this genus is distinguished mainly by the 
prominence of alar pseudofossulae. Homa
lo phyllum, with Z. ungula (Rominger) 
as type, is specialized in having a flat
tened side along the greatest curvature 
of the corallite. 

Zaphrentoides2 Stuckenberg ( 1895) es
sentially equals Hapsiphyllum and Tri
plophlyllum except that the horseshoe-like 
inner wall is less distinct than in Hapsi
phyllum and there is variation in the 
strength of the alar pseudo£ ossulae. 

2The original, and therefore correct, spelling of this 

generic name is Zaphrenthis; most references to the genus 

improperly appear as Zaphrentis. Genera such as Neo• 

zaphrentis and Zaphrentoides, having been so spelled in 

original descriptions, are not to be emended to Neozaphren

this and Zaphrenthoides. 
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Schindewolf (1938) considers Triplo
phyllum to be a junior synonym of 
Zaphrentoides, and H apsiphyllum to be 
classifiable as a subgenus of Zaphren
toides. In Hapsiphyllum the cardinal fos
sula lies on the concave side of the coral
lite, whereas in Zaphrentoides it is on the 
convex side, according to Schindewolf. 
This distinction seems to us of rather 
dubious value, and certainly it is not read
ily applied to corallites that lack distinct 
curvature. More useful, seemingly, is the 
definite inner wall as a distinguishing 
character of H apsiphyllum; such a wall 
is not an evident feature of Zaphrentoides. 
Neozaphrentis, if recognizable at all as 
a generic entity, differs from Zaphren
toides and Hapsiphyllum in entire lack 
of an inner wall, the edges of the septa 
being unfused. 3 

Th~ee other genera that remain to be 
mentioned are Stereolasma Simpson 
(1900, p. 205), which is characterized by 
by a dense axial area formed by fusion 
of the inner edges of the septa; A llotro
pio phy llum Grabau (1928, p. 130), which 
has an inner wall somewhat like that of 
H apsiphyllum; and Eury phyllum Hill 
(1936, p. 28), which has a long closed 
cardinal fossula, long cardinal septum, and 
stereoplasmic thickening in the peripheral 
and axial region. Zaphrentoides differs 
from these both by absence of the char
acteristic features of each, as just men
tioned, and by the presence of other struc
tures that are lacking or weakly devel
oped in these three genera. 

3Recently, two 11tnclents of Lower Carboniferous corals 

have also considered the taxonomic status of the Carbon if· 

erou11 :r.aphrcnthid corals commonly called Zaphrcntis. Hud

son (Proc. Yorkshire Geol. Soc., vol. 24, p. 290, 1941) 

proposed the genus Znphrentites with Zaphrentis parallela 

Carruthers as the grnotype for cora 1 s like the well-known 

Lower Carboniferous iipecics Zaplzrenthis delanouei. Sub· 

11equently, Easton (Illinois Gcol. Survey, Rept. Investiga· 

tions, No. 97, p. 35, 1944) concluded that the characters 

of the genotype of Zaphrentoides were incompletely known, 

and he proposed the genus Triplophyllites with T. palmatus 

Easton, n.sp., u genotype to include tl-e American Carboni£. 

erous corals heretofore thought typical of Triplophyllum. 

His ~enus is described as having sparsely distributed dis· 

sepiments that are confined largely to the lower portions of 

the corallite. This feature is not well shown either in 

illustration" of the genotype or in other species referred to 

Triplophyllites, hut if existent, would serve to distinguish 

Triplophyllites from corals here assigned to Zaphren.toides, 

Hapsiphyllum, and Stereocorypha. This species referred to 

Zaphrentoides in this paper probably i5 related to species 

assigned by Hudson to Zaphrentites, 

Barytichisma and Stereocory pha are dis
cussed under descriptions of those genera. 

Occurrence.-Lower and Upper Carbon
iferous; Europe, North America. 

ZAPHRENTOIDES EXCENTRICUS, n.sp. 

Text figs. 93, 107-110 

This species comprises small curved 
conical corals that are concave on the 
cardinal side. The moderate! y thick theca 
has deep septal grooves and alternating 
narrow ridges crossed by occasional fine 
or coarse growth lines. The deep caly~ 
has a depressed axial pit. The type speci
men is 16.2 mm. in length and 9.5 mm. 
in diameter at the calyx. 

Thick major septa extend to the axis 
where they unite about the cardinal f os
su la, except at the calyx where the septa 
become shortened. The thin cardinal sep
tum reaches the axis in early parts of 
the corallite but is markedly short in 
the breviseptal stage. Other major septa 
bend away from the alar and cardinal 
pseudofossulae and are joined together. 
The septa of the counter quadrants are 
shorter than those of the cardinal. The 
septal arrangement of the type specimen, 
showing the strong counter acceleration, is 
shown by the formula K 7 A 5 C 5 A 6 K. 
Minor septa are lacking. 

Thin regularly spaced tabulae rise 
toward the axis. In transverse section 
they are seen as curved bars between the 
septa. There are no dissepiments. The 
large closed cardinal fossula is divided 
by the long thin cardinal septum, and 
enclosed by a wall formed by the joined 
axial edges of the septa. Alar pseudo£ os
sulae are well developed in the corallites 
below the breviseptal stage. 

Discussion. - Transverse sections of 
Zaphrentoides excentricus strikingly re
semble those of Z. delanoui (Edwards and 
Haime), from the Lower Carboniferous 
rocks of western Europe, but the Texas 
species has more numerous tabulae. Z. 
excentricus is smaller than Barytichisma 
re pletum, has a thinner theca, fewer septa, 
and less dense interior than in that 
species. 

Occurrence.-Smithwick shale, Bendian, 
Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbonif. 
erous); collected by F. B. Plummer, west 
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of big tank in Ellis pasture ( loc. 205-
T-50) and on th~ Leonard ranch ( loc. 
205-T-79), San Saha County, Texas. 

Material studied.-Three well-preserved 
corallites from the former locality and 
one from the latter were available for 
sectioning. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-11365a, from Ellis pasture. 

Genus BARYTICHISMA, n.gen. 

Medium to large solitary corallites of 
cylindrical form, nearly straight in the 
mature region, gently curved and conical 
in the immature region, are assigned to 
this genus. The theca is very thick, and 
this in itself seems to he an important 
distinguishing feature. The exterior of the 
theca hears prominent transverse wrinkles 
and fine growth lines; it is also marked 
by distinct septal grooves and low inter
septal ridges, hut these markings are not 
prominent. The calyx is deep, its broad 
floor being about two-thirds of the diam
eter measurement below the rim. The 
major septa are fairly numerous, long, 
and evenly disposed, but a cardinal fos
sula and alar pseudofossulae are readily 
distinguished in most sections. At various 
levels below the floor of the calyx, the 
major septa, generally excepting the short 
cardinal septum, meet in the axial region 
and they are joined together by deposits 
of stereoplasm. Such junctions are lo
cated on the upper surface of a tabula. 
Longitudinal sections show that the septa 
do not extend far upward in the axial 
region, and transverse sections located 
just below a tabula typically show a 
broad open space in the axial region. 
The cardinal fossula is not located con
stantly with respect to the curvature of 
the corallite. Acceleration of the counter 
quadrants is observed. The tabulae are 
mostly subhorizontal or they sag slightly 
in the axial region, hut peripherally they 
bend rather steeply downward. Dissepi
ments are absent. 

Genoty pe.-Barytichisma crassum, n. 
sp., Marble Falls limestone, Morrowan, 
Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbonif
erous), southwest of San Saba, Texas. 

Discussion.-Absence of an axial col
umn, the attitude of the tabulae, and the 

unusually thick theca serve to distinguish 
Barytichisma from Stereocory pha. From 
Zaphrentoides Stuckenberg (1895, p. 191) 
this new genus is distinguished mainly by 
the excessive thickness of the theca, the 
more marked acceleration of septa of the 
counter quadrants, more numerous tab
ulae, and especially the very different 
appearance of successive transverse sec
tions; the form of the corallite in Bary
tichisma also may be distinguished more 
or less definitely, inasmuch as Zaphren
toUles typically is elongate conical and 
lacks strong transverse wrinkles. Eury
phyllum Hill (1936, p. 50) differs from 
Barytichisma in the thickness of its septa, 
form of the corallite, and other features; 
the thick peripheral stereozone of Eury
phyllum seems to be penetrated by the 
outer parts of the septa, whereas the very 
thick theca of Barytichisma is entirely out
side of the septa. 

Occurrence. - Lower Pennsylvanian 
(Morrowan); Texas and Arkansas. 

BARYTICHISMA CRASSUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 111-113, 123 

Moderately large conical cylindrical 
curved corallites are included in this 
species. The curvature is mainly in the 
alar plane, but the cardinal septum may 
approach the concave side. The relatively 
thick theca is marked by low rounded 
ridges and septa! grooves, which are in
tersected by very fine growth Hnes and 
low but definite wrinkles. The calyx is 
deep and has a broad, nearly flat base. 
The type species is 15.9 mm. in maximum 
diameter at the calyx and 40.3 mm. in 
length. 

The major septa are long and numer
ous in the upper portions, but are not 
joined at the axis. The shortened car
dinal septum lies in a large open fossula. 
The counter septum is elongated. In the 
immature part of the corals the thickened 
septa join at the axis. The cardinal f os
su la is well developed throughout, but 
the alar pseudofossulae are noticeable 
only in youthful periods of growth. The 
septa! arrangement in the lower part of 
the type specimen is as follows: 
K 9 A 5 C 5 A 9 K. 

Complete or only slightly anastomos
ing tahulae rise abruptly from the periph-
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ery and flatten out over the wide cen
tral area. They are closely spaced and 
somewhat thickened in their horizontal 
portions. In transverse section the tab
ulae are seen as a few curved bars be
tween the septa. Dissepiments are lack
ing. The lower portions of these corals 
are thickened by the addition of stereo· 
plasm and thickening of the septa. 

Discussion.-This species, like Baryti
chisma re pletum, n.sp., and B. callosum, 
n.sp., has a thick theca, a much-thickened 
immature portion, and septa reaching 
closer to the axis just above a tabula. 
B. crassum is distinct from B. repletum 
in the lack of the well-developed pseudo
fossulae in the fused axial region of im
mature stages. It differs from B. callosum 
in the smaller size, relatively fewer septa, 
and less crowded nature of the tabulae. 
The apical part of the corallite is less 
solidly filled with stereoplasm also. 
Transverse sections of B. crassum that hap
pen to intersect a thickened junction of 
septa just above a tabula seem almost 
identical to transverse sections of Stereo
cory pha annectans; in both, long septa 
join at the axis. In Barytichisma crassum 
the entire mature part of the corallite, 
however, is characterized by lack of a con
tinuous axial column, so that many 
transverse sections show a large axial open 
space. 

Occurrence.-Low~r Marble Falls lime-
stone, Morrow an, Lower Pennsylvanian 
(Upp er Carboniferous) ; San Saba County, 
Texas; collected by F. B. Plummer and 
R. C. Moore, 10 miles southwest of San 
Saba on the Wallace Creek road (loc. 
205-T-43 or Univ. Kansas loc. 7171), 
and 4 miles south of San Saba along the 
Llano road (loc. 205-T-4 or Univ. Kan
sas loc. 7132). 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. P-
11908b, from 10 miles southwest of San 
Saba, Texas ( loc. 205-T-43) . In addi
tion to the type, two other well-preserved 
specimens belonging to this species were 
sectioned for study. 

BARYTICHISMA REPLETUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 114, 124 

This species is characterized by a mod
erately large conical cylindrical curved 
corallite that has the cardinal septum on 
the convex side. The deep calyx has steep 
sides and a broad nearly flat base. The 
theca is very thick and is marked only by 
low irregular wrinkles. The type speci
men is 19. 7 mm. in diameter at the base 
of the calyx, and 44.1 mm. in length. 

Close to the calyx there are 39 thin 
major septa reaching half the distance 
to the axis. The cardinal septum is short. 
In the immature portions of the corallite 
the major septa are strongly fused at the 
axis. The cardinal septum is slightly 
thinner than other septa, but it reaches 
the center. The weak development of the 
septa that were inserted last and their 
tendency to bend away from the adjacent 
protoseptum produce large closed pseudo
fossulae on both sides of the cardinal sep
tum and on the counter side of the alar 
septa. The septa! arrangement, showing 
the strong counter acceleration, is indi
cated by the formula K 11A5C6A11 K. 
Minor septa are represented only by one 
short septum on each side of the counter 
septum in the section taken at the base 
of the calyx. 

Tabulae are arched and anastomosing 
close to the periphery, but flatten or sag 
slightly as they cross the axial portion 
at regular intervals. Dissepiments are 

Figs. 112-115. Sections of Marble Falls hapsiphyllid carols, x3, belonging to the genus 
Barytichisma, n.gen. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum at bottom; 
protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles to the 
plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of transverse sections shown by small italic 
figures. (112) Barytichisma crassum, n.sp., specimen no. KU7171-2le, from the base of the 
Marble Falls limestone on Wallace Creek, 10 miles southwest of San Saba, Texas (loc. 205-T-43); 
( 113) specimen no. KU7132a, from the Marble Falls limestone on Llano road 3.7 miles south 
of San Saba, Texas. (114) Barytichisma repletum, n.sp., type specimen, no. Pl0126a, from 
the Marble Falls limestone on the Llano road, 5.2 miles south of San Saba, Texas (loc. 205-T-40). 
(115) Barytichisma callosum, n.sp., specimen no. USGS2619a, from the middle Marhle Falls 
limestone on Rough Creek, 8 miles east and 5 miles south of San Saba, Texas. 
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I acking and no true axial column is 
present. 

The lower part of the longitudinal sec
tion (fig. 114d) is somewhat off center 
and shows clearly that the septa are 
longest on the upper surface of the tab
ulae, and gradually shorten upward to 
the next tabula. Septa illustrating this 
feature are found in many of the Rugosa, 
and have been called amplexoid septa by 
Carruthers ( 1910, p. 525). 

Discussion.-The thick theca, well-de
veloped pseudofossulae, and fused axial 
part of the youthful stage serve to char
acterize this species. Barytichisma callo
sum and B. crassum also have a very 
thick theca and numerous septa, but lack 
well-developed pseudofossulae in the im
mature portions. B. repletum approaches 
Stereocorypha spissata, n.sp., in size and 
number of septa, but can be separated 
readily by the distinctive appearance of 
the longitudinal sections. The Lower Car
boniferous coral called Triplo phyllum 
dalii (Edwards and Haime) (?) by Grove 
( 1935. p. 342) resembles this Marble 
Falls coral in immature portions of the 
corallite. The apical part of Barytichisma 
re pletum, however, is more strong I y fused 
in the center and the pseudofossulae are 
more prominent. The septa are shorter in 
the mature parts of the corallite also. 

Occurrenc{!.-Lower Marble Falls lime
stone, Morrowan, Lower Pennyslvanian 
(Upper Carboniferous) ; collected by F. 
B. Plummer along the Llano road, 5.2 
miles south of San Saba courthouse, San 
Saba County, Texas (loc. 205-T-40). 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology~ specimen no. 
P--10126a. This single well-preserved 
corallite was available for study of this 
sp~c1es. 

BARYTICHISMA CALLOSUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 115, 116, 120-122 

Corals included in this species are large 
cvlindrical forms that are curved near 

. 
the apex so that the cardinal septum !s 
on the concave side. The deep calyx is 
bounded by the vertical theca and hori
zontal tabulae of the base. The thick 
theca bears low rounded interseptal ridges 
and narrow septal grooves interse~ted ~y 
transverse wrinkles. The type specimen is 
25.0 mm. in maximum diameter at the 
calyx, and 56.3 mm. in length. 

The major septa are long throughout 
all but the uppermost part of the coral
lite. In some transverse sections, but not 
in others, they reach the axis and are 
solidly joined together by stereoplasm. A 
longitudinal section shows that junctions 
of the septa occur only on the upper 
surf ace of tabulae. For a short distance 
just below a tabula the septa do not 
reach the axis. Thus, transverse sections 
taken just above a tabula show a thick
ened axial portion and long septa. A sec
tion taken just below a tabula shows an 
open axial portion and shortened septa. 
The septa are numerous, closely crowded 
and distinctly separated except at the apex. 
They withdraw entirely from the axis 
near the calyx. The short cardinal sep .. 
tum lies in a large fossula. The septal 
arrangement of the type specimen is 
determined to be K 12 A 7 C 8 A 12 K. 
Minor septa are indicated mere I y by short 
ridges between the major septa in the 
uppermost parts of the coral. 

The slight I y anastomosing tabulae rise 
gen ti y from the periphery and then sag 
slightly in crossing the broad axial area. 
The extended septa and deposits of stere
oplasm on the upper surface of each 
tabula have made the horizontal axial 
third of most of the tabulae very thick. 
Dissepiments are lacking. 

Discussion. - This species resembles 
Barytichisma crassum in the thick theca, 
thick deposit of stereoplasm, and long 
septa. It is a larger f onn that has rela
tively greater number of septa, however, 
and its tabulae are more crowded and 

Fig. 116. Sections of the type specimen of Barytichisma callosum, n.gen., n.sp., x3, specimen 
no. Pll916a. from the base of the 1\farble Falls limestone on Wallace Creek, 10 miles southwest 
of San Saba. Texas <Ioc. 205-T-43). Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum 
at bottom: protosepta indicated by small arrows. The longitudinal section is at right angles to 
the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of the transverse sections shown by small 
italic figures. 
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anastomosing. The septa are more dis
tinctly amplexoid (longer just above a 
tabula), and the tabulae are more strongly 
thickened by stereoplasm. B. callosum 
differs from B. repletum in the lack of 
large well-developed alar pseudofossulae 
and cardinal fossula in the thickened 
lower portions. It may be distinguished 
from Stereocory pha by structure of the 
axial region, its larger size and thick 
theca. 

Occurrence.-Basal Marble Falls lime
stone, Morrowan,. Lower Pennsylvanian 
(Upper Carboniferous) ; collected by F. 
B. Plummer along Wallace Creek road, 
10 miles southwest of San Saba, San Saba 
County, Texas (loc. 205-T-43). One 
specimen is from the middle Marble Falls 
limestone at U. S. Geological Survey lo
cality 2619 (San Saba quadrangle, north 
bank of Rough Creek just east of San 
Saba-Bend road, 8 miles east and 5 miles 
south of San Saba courthouse, loc. 205-T-
16, collected by P. V. Roundy, 1919). A 
single specimen from the Brentwood lime
stone, near Woolsey, Arkansas (Univ. Kan
sas, specimen no. 7206a) is referred to 
this species somewhat questionably; the 
transverse sections of the Brentwood coral 
show about the same number of septa 
and other features as the Texas examples 
of Barytichisma callosum, but the longi
tudinal section has less closely spaced 
tabulae and the structure of the axial 
region seems irregular. 

Typc.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-11916a, from 10 miles southwest of San 
Saba, Texas. 

Genus P ARACANINIA Chi, 1937 

Rugose corals having the general form 
and structural characters of Caninia 
Michelin ( 1840) except for a lack of dis
sepiments have been named Paracaninia 

by Chi ( 1937, p. 93) in a publication 
that we have been unable to consult, in
asmuch as no copies of the paper are 
known to be in libraries of this country. 
The genus is cited by Hill ( 1940, p. 
105) who notes that this coral "from the 
Permian of China closely resembles 
Caninia cornucopiae [genotype of Cani
nia], but never develops dissepiments." 
It is also cataloged by Lang, Smith, and 
Thomas (1940) in their index of Paleo
zoic corals. Huang (1932, pp. 34--39) 
has described and figured three species 
of Permian corals from southern China 
that are referred to Caninia, although with 
hesitation because of their lack of dis
sepiments. These seem to be assignable 
to Paracaninia and their characters are 
regarded by us as congeneric with a new 
species from the Marble Falls limestone 
of Texas, to be described. 

Paracaninia comprises solitary rugose 
corals having a theca that is more or less 
plainly marked by septal grooves and by 
transverse wrinkles and growth lines. The 
immature part of the corallite has long 
major septa that reach to the axial region 
and commonly are joined together for 
some distance during growth upward, at 
least partially. A cardinal fossula is well 
defined and persists into the mature 
region; alar pseudof ossulae are also 
present more or less distinctly. Major 
septa are shortened in the upper part of 
the corallite so that a comparatively broad 
central area is left open except for the 
presence of tabulae. Short minor septa 
may occur in the upper part of the 
corallite. The tabulae are fairly numer
ous, and complete or incomplete; their 
margins bend downward rather steeply 
but the greater part, occupying the cen
tral area of the corallite, is subhorizontal. 
Dissepiments are lacking. 

This diagnosis is based on the state
ments, previously noted, as to the corre-

Figs. 117-129. Sections of Smithwick and Brentwood hapsiphyllid corals, x3. Transverse sec
tions are oriented with the cardinal septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. 
Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; 
positions of the transverse sections shown by small italic figures. ( 117) Paracaninia? sana, n.sp., 
type specimen, no. USGS7015gd, from the top of the Marble Falls limestone near Bend, Texas; 
( 118) specimen no. USGS7015ge, from the same locality as fig. 117; ( 119) specimen no. 
USGS7015ga, from the same locality as fig. 117. (120) Barytichisma callosum?, no. KU7206a, 
n.sp., from the Brentwood limestone, near Woolsey, Arkansas. 
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spondence of Paracaninia to most of the 
characters of Caninia, and it applies to 
structures observed in the Marble Falls 
species that is here designated as Para-

. . ? caninia. sana, n.sp. 
Genotype. - Paracaninia sin ens is Chi, 

from the W umaling sen es, Permian, 
Kiangsi, China. 

Discussion.-The only genera, other 
than Paracaninia, that seem to call for 
consideration in study of these Marble 
Falls specimens are Brady phyllum 
Grabau (1928, p. 35), from Middle Car
boniferous rocks of China, and Baryti
chisma, n.gen. Brady phyllum has most of 
the characters that have been described 
in the diagnosis of Paracaninia, includ
ing especially the long major septa that 
may meet at the center in the immat1:1re 
region of the corallite, shortened ma1or 
septa in the upper part, presence of a 
cardinal fossula, occurrence of tabulae, 
and absence of dissepiments. Brady
phyllum seems to differ chiefly from Para
canina and from our Marble Falls corals 
in the inverted conical attitude of the tab
u l ae, which are much fewer than in our 
specimens, and in the arrangement of the 
septa. Barytichisma is distinguished from 
Paracaninia and the Marble Falls corals 
that are here tentative} y assigned to 
it by the greater thickness of the theca, 
inconspicuousness or absence of septal 
grooves on the exterior of the theca, 
the marked tendency toward elongation of 
the septa just above tabulae, and the some
what greater strength of the cardinal 
fossula. 

Occurrence.-?Lower Pennsylvanian of 
Texas; Permian of China. 

PARACANINIA? SANA, n.sp. 

Text figs. 117-119, 125 

This species comprises m~derately la~ge 
solitary conical to cy lindncal corall~tes 
that have a well-developed theca bearmg 
sharp interseptal ridges and broad 
rounded septal grooves that are crossed 
by growth lines and low wrinkles. The 
nature of the calyx is unknown. The type 
specimen is 21.2 mm. in length and 18.3 
mm. in maximum diameter at the base of 
the calyx, and other specimens reach a 
maximum length of 53.6 mm. and a 
diameter of 21.4 mm. 

Transverse sections of these corals 
made near the apex show numerous long 
major septa that are fused at the axis. 
In successive! y higher sections the thick 
septa shorten until they extend only one
third the distance to the axis. The car
dinal septum is slightly shorter than other 
septa but other protosepta are not dis
tinctive. There is no distinct cardinal 
fossula and alar pseudofossulae are lack
ing. About 32 major septa are counted 
in the mature region, but minor septa are 
absent. The septa! formula is seemingly 
K 8 A 6 C 6 A 8 K. Longitudinal sec
tions show the apical region to be some
what complex, owing to the long septa. 
Higher in the corallites, however, the 
tabulae are closely packed and anasto
mosing. They rise from the theca and 
flatten out or sag slightly in the broad 
open axial area. Tabulae are seen in 
transverse sections as numerous curved 
bars between the septa, especially near 
the periphery. The appearance of the 
tabulae in these sections is much like that 
of dissepiments, but longitudinal sections 
indicate that dissepiments are lacking. 

Figs. 121-128. Exterior views of 1Vlarb1e Falls and Hale hapsiphyllid corals, x2. Positions of 
transverse sections are indicated hy ~mall italic figures. ( 121) Barytichisma callosum, n.gen., 
n.sp., no. USGS2619a, from the l\farble Falls limestone on Rough Creek, 8 miles e:.ist and 5 miles 
south of San Saba. Texas; ( 122) type specimen, no. Pll916a, from the base of the Marble Falls 
limestone on Wallace Creek, IO mile" southwest of San Saba, Texas Ooc. 205-T-43). (123) 
Barytichisma crassum, n.sp., type specimen, no. Pll908b, from the Marble Falls limestone at 
same locality as fig. 122. ( 124) Barytichisma repletum, n.sp., type specimen, no. Pl0126a, from 
the Marble Falls limestone on the Llano road 5.2 miles south of San Saha, Texas Ooc. 205-T-40). 
( 125) Paracaninia? sana, n.sp., specimen no. USGS7015ga, from the top of the Marble Falls 
limestone nea:r: Bend, Texas. ( 126) Amplexocarinia corrugata (Mather), specimen no. KU7096-
22j, from the Hale formation near Hulbert, Oklahoma; 027) specimen no. KU7096-22L, from 
the same locality as fig. 126; (] 28 l specimen no. KU7096-22k, from the same locality as fig. 126. 
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The cardinal fossula is prominent through
out, and alar pseudo£ ossulae are deter
minable in some sections. There is no 
columnar struoture. 

Discussion.-The closely packed am
plexoid tabulae, lack of dissepiments and 
column, and strong septa readily sepa
rate this species from other described 
American Pennsylvanian corals. The lack 
of dissepiments and column distinguish 
Paracaninia? sana from the Lower Penn
sylvanian corals here assigned to Pseudo
zaphrentoUles, Neokoninckophyllum, and 
Lo pho phyllidium. The tabulae of Para
caninia? sana are more closely spaced · 
than in Amplexocarinia corrugata 
(Mather) ; the corallites of Paracaninia? 
sana are much larger and they differ 
greatly from Mather's species in the 
nature of the septa. This species most 
closely resembles Barytichisma crassum, 
n.sp., and B. callosum, n.sp., which, like 
Paracaninia? sana, are corals of the Mar
ble Falls limestone. The specimens de
scribed as P.? sana are all characterized 
by a theca that bears strong I y marked 
septal grooves on the exterior and that 
has only a moderate thickness; whereas 
the species of Barytichisma are nearly 
smooth externally and have a notably 
thickened theca. The number and ar
rangement of the septa in B. crassum are 
nearly the same as in Paracaninia? sana, 
but the tabulae of the former species are 
much more even and widely spaced. B. 
calloswn is less similar to P.? sana, dif · 
f~ring in the number of septa and in its 
size. 

Occurrence.-Top of Marble Falls 
limestone, Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian; 
U. S. Geological Survey locality 7015 
(San Saba quadrangle, about half a mile 
southwest of Bend, Texas, probably from 
base of lower limestone ledge below black 
shale), San Saba County, Texas. 

Type.-V. S. Geological Survey, speci
men no. 7015gd. This specimen and four 
others were sectioned for study. 

Genus AMPLEXOCARINIA Soschkina, 1928 

Subcy lindrical straight or gently curved 
solitary corallites characterized by very 
short septa throughout most of their 
length and the presence of a so-called 
inner wall formed by steeply down-bent 

peripheral parts of the tabulae are 
classed in the genus Amplexocarinia. The 
theca is moderately thin. It bears well
defined septal grooves, and there are 
uneven transverse wrinkles and growth 
lines. Within a few millimeters of the 
apex the septa are relatively long, reach
ing the axis and uniting, but higher in 
the corallite the septa are much short
ened so as to leave a large central space 
that is occupied only by the more or less 
regularly spaced tabulae. The cardinal, 
counter, and alar septa are identifiable 
near the apex, all of them long. There 
are no fossulae. In mature parts of the 
corallite, characterized by the breviseptal 
structure, the counter septum may be 
slightly thicker and longer than other 
septa or it may not be distinguishable. 
The broad central part of each tabula is 
subhorizontal, but the peripheral parts 
bend abruptly and very steeply down
ward, joining the theca or a subj acent 
tabula. This structure of the tabulae gives 
rise to the seeming presence of an inner 
wall, as transverse sections of the coral
lite are examined, but this is not evident 
or it is indicated only intermittently in 
longitu.dinal sections. Dissepiments are 
lacking in this genus. 

Genotype. -Amplexocarinia muralis 
Soschkina (1928, p. 379), Lower Per
mian, northern Ural Mountains, U. S. S. 
R. (by monotypy) . 

Discussion.-This genus most closely 
resemble~ Amplexus Sowerby (1812), de
scribed from Lower Carboniferous rocks 
from Ireland. Many corals from Lower 
and Upper Carboniferous rocks and from 
the Permian in various parts of the world 
have been assigned to Amplexus, most of 
them probably erroneously, inasmuch as 
it has been shown (Weissermel, 1897, p. 
878; Schindewolf, 1940, pp. 401, 403; 
Moore and Jeffords, 1941, p. 90) that 
various unrelated coral stocks develop 
the structural characters of Amplexus as 
an advanced evolutionary trait. One 
must study the structure of the imma
ture region of these corallites in order 
to #learn the nature of ancestral forms 
from which a given "Amplexus" was de
veloped. Such investigations of the geno· 
type of Amplexus, which is A. coralloides 
Sowerby, seems yet to be reported, so that 
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the true nature of this genus is in doubt. 
The mature parts of Amplexus, inter
preted from illustrations of A. coralloides, 
are readily distinguished from those of 
Amplexocarinia, however, by the absence 
of down-bent margins of the tabulae in 
the former. Amplexocarinia is very un
like Lophamplexus in having the imma
ture region restricted to an extremely 
small part of the corallite, in lacking an 
axial column, and in the different arrange
ment of the tabulae. 

~ 

130d ~ 
l30a 

Occurrence.-This genus has been re
ported chiefly from Permian strata in 
various parts of the world. Felser (1937, 
p. 7) has described a species from Upper 
Carboniferous and Permian rocks of the 
Carnie Alps, and Heritsch ( 1939, p. 93) 
records a species from "Late Paleozoic" 
beds of Spitzbergen. The assignment of 
a Morrowan species to this genus seems 
to extend the known range of Amplexo
carmia downward. 

~ 
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Figs. 129-140. Sections of Hale and Marble Falls hapsiphyllid corals, x3, he1onging to the 
genus Anzplexocarinia Soschkina. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum at 
bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sc(·tions are mostly at right anµ:les 
to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa. ( 129) Am plexocarinia corrugata ( l\lather), 
specimen no. KU7096-22m. from the Hale formation near Hulbert, Oklahoma: (130) specimen 
no. KU7079-2la, from the Marble Falls limestone, on the Sloan ranch near King Springs, 12.9 
miles west-southwest of San Saba, Texas: ( 13]) specimen no. KU7385&23k~ from the Hale forma
tion at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma: ( 132) specimen no. KU7096-22i, from 
the same locality as fig. 129; (133) specimen no. KU7096- 22n, from the same locality as fig. 
129: ( 134) specimen no. KU7385-23i, from the same locality ati fig. 131: ( 135) ~pecimen no. 
KU7096-22a, from the same locality as fig. 129: ( 136) specimen no. KU7385-23d, from the 
same locality as fig. 131: ( 137) specimen no. KU7385- 24f. from the 5ame locality as fig. 131: 
( 138) specimen no. KU7096-2lg, from the same locality as fig. 129; ( 139) specimen no. 
KU7385-2lq, from the same locality as fig. 131; ( 140) specimen no. KU7096-22e, from the same 
locality as fig. 129. 
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AMPLEXOCARINIA CORRUGA TA (Mather) 

Text figs. 126-140 

Amplexns co;-rugatus MATHER, 1915, Denison 
Univ. Bull., lour. Sci. Labs., vol. 18, p. 90, 
pl. 1, fig~. 7-10. CRONEIS, 1930, Arkansas 
Geol. Survey, Bull. 3, p. 84, pl. 21, figs. 4, 5. 

Small irregularly curved solitary coral-
1 itcs that are conical clo~e to the apex but 
cylindrical throughout most of the length 
comprise this species. The deep calyx has 
steep sides and a flat base. The corals 
may be of uniform diameter in the mid
dle and upper parts or marked by dis
tinct constrictions due to rejuvenation at 
irregular intervals. Small hollow radicles 
occur near the apex. The septal grooves 
are deep and narrow and the interseptal 
ridges low and broad. The specimens 
range in maximum diameter from 3.4 mm. 
to 7.6 mm., and the average length of ma
ture specimens is about 35 mm. 

The middle and upper parts of the 
corallites of this species have short major 
septa extending about one-fourth the dis
tance to the axis. In the lowermost por
tions of comp'lete specimens, at points of 
rejuvenation, and just above a tabula the 
septa are longer. Minor septa are lack
ing. The tabulae ascend steeply from the 
theca for a distance equal to one-eighth 
the diameter and then abruptly flatten out. 
These tabulae are regularly spaced and 
only rarely joined to one another. Dis
sepiments are lacking. 

Transverse sections close to the apex 
show long septa united at the axis. These 
septa shorten rapidly with growth so that 
this youthful stage in development is con
fined to the lowermost few millimeters. 
In many specimens this portion of the 
corallite is not preserved. 

Study of the pseudofossulae, bilateral 
symmetry, and septal groove pattern per
mits positive determination of the proto
septa in most cases. The counter septum 
is somewhat longer and thicker than other 
septa and may remain slightly longer in 
the typical upper amplexoid portions. 
The cardinal septum is prominent and not 
noticeably shortened. Alar septa extend 
to the axis. The counter quadrants are 
slightly accelerated. True fossulae seem 
lacking and pseudof ossulae are but weakly 
developed. 

Discussion.-These corals are in close 
accord with the original description of 
Amplexus corrugatus. Mather (1915, P· 
90) states that the septa extend slightly 
more than one-half the distance to the 
axis in the mature region, but the sin
gle illustrated transverse section shows 
septa shorter than this. It is the counter 
septum, rather than the cardinal, that . is 
distinguished by its longer length. D1s
sepiments, mentioned as rarely present 
near the periphery, seem to have been 
misidentified tabulae. 

Am plexus zaphrentiformis White ( 1876, 
pp. 88, 107), a "Lower Aubrey" (?Penn
sylvanian) species from Utah, was not 
illustrated nor were internal structures 
described. The Morrow species differs in 
the distinct cylindrical form and smaller 
size of the corallite and in the fewer 
number of septa. Amplexocarinia corru
gata is distinguished from the Burling
ton coral called Amplexus blairi S. A. 
Miller by Keyes 0894, p. 108) in the 
sharp peripheral slope of its tabulae. A. 
brevis and A. rugosus, described by 
Weller (1909, p. 271) from the Fern Glen 
formation, differ in the more conical and 
coarsely wrinkled form of the corallite. 

Am plexocarinia corrugata seems most 
similar to Permian species assigned to 
this genus. The transverse section of the 
Timor coral called A. muralis ir~nae 
Soschkina by Heritsch ( 1937, p. 6) is 
much like those of the Morrow coral. A. 
corrugata, however, seems to have more 
regular and constant tabulae. 

Two well-preserved amplexoid coral
lites from the Marble Falls limestone of 
Texas are tentatively referred to this 
species. The septa are shortened only 
gradually in the youthful stages. The 
mature parts have shortened septa typical 
of "Amplexus." Transverse sections lower 
down show long thin septa that reach 
the axis. The counter and cardinal septa 
are 1 ong, and other major septa are 
approximately equal in length. The sep
ta! arrangement in the immature stage is 
K 5 A 2 C 2 A 5 K. Minor septa are 
lacking. The Texas specimens differ from 
the typical Morrow examples of this 
species in the persistence of the long septa 
in the lower parts of the corallite. In 
average specimens the septa become 
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greatly shortened within a very few milli
meters from the apex. Longitudinal sec
tions of these corals are similar. 

Occurrence.-Haie formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian {Upper Carbon
iferous); collected by R. C. Moore and 
University of Kansas students at Keough 
quarry, 21h miles north of Fort Gibson, 
Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 4520), and 
at east end of the dam, Greenleaf Lake, 
cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 20 E., south
east of Braggs, Oklahoma {Univ. Kansas 
loc. 7385) ; also collected by R. C. Moore 
from Morrowan beds along north line sec. 
22, T. 16 N., R. 20 E., south of Hulbert, 
Oklahoma. Lower Marble Falls limestone, 
Morrowan, Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous); collected by F. B. Plummer and 
R. C. Moore at Sloan ranch, on King 
Creek, 1300 feet southwest of King 
Springs, 0.6 of a mile south of Maxwell 
Crossing on San Saba River and about 
13 miles west-southwest of San Saba, 
Texas (Univ. Kansas loc. 7096); collected 
by F. B. Plummer from road bank 5.2 
miles south of San Saba (loc. 205-T-40). 
Upper Marble Falls from banks of Colo
rado River at Marble Falls (27-T-10). 

M al'erial studied.-Numerous specimens 
of this species from the three Oklahoma 
localities were studied and 25 corallites 
were sectioned. Two sectioned corallites 
from the Marble Falls limestone are as
signed to this species. 

Family ZAPHRENTHIDAE, new name 

Solitary conical to cylindrical coral
lites, straight, curved, or irregularly bent 
longitudinally, are included in this fam
ily. They vary greatly in size, some forms 
attaining a length of 60 cm. The calyx 
is moderately deep and commonly is 
marked by a prominent cardinal fossula; 
alar pseudofossulae may be well devel
oped also. The theca is medium in thick
ness and its outer surf ace in most genera 
bears distinct septa! grooves. Tetrameral 
pattern of the septa is clearly defined 
throughout growth of the corallite or 
obscured in mature stages. Major septa 
may meet axially hut no axial column is 
formed; generally there is a centrally 
located open space that may or may not 
be confluent with the cardinal fossula. 
Tabulae are well developed and com-

monly they are complete. Dissepiments 
occur sparingly to abundantly. Range, 
Devonian to Permian. 

Discussion. - Judgment of paleontol
ogists as to selection of genera that should 
be associated with Zaphrenthis Rafinesque 
and Clifford, the family type, is far from 
uniform. An assemblage named from this 
genus was first pro{>Osed by Edwards and 
Haime (1850), who recognized a sub
family of the Cyathophyllidae which they 
named Zaphrentinae. Later, family rank 
was assigned to the group and under the 
designation Zaphrentidae it has been in
corporated in most published classifica
tions of Paleozoic corals. The family 
name is here emended to Zaphrenthidae, 
inasmuch as the correct spelling of the 
type genus is Zaphrenthis-not Zaphren
tis, as given by Lang, Smith and Thomas 
(1940, p. 141), who call attention to the 
original spelling but, without any basis 
provided by the International Rules, re
ject it. 

Zaphrenthis has a well-defined cardinal 
fossula and, at least in the immature 
part of the corallite, distinct alar pseudo
fossulae; there is no axial column. 
Schindewolf (1938) has shown that this 
genus is distinguished from Zaphrenthis
like genera, such as Zaphrentoiiles Stuck
enherg and Hapsiphyllum Simpson, by the 
toothed, carinate nature of its septa and 
by the presence of dissepiments. Other 
genera that have been assigned family 
association with Zaphrenthis. such as 
Caninia Michelin. Siphonophyllia Scouler, 
and Pseudozaphrentoides Stuckenherg. 
differ from Zaphrenthis in characters of 
the septa but correspond with this genus 
in having dissepiments and in other sig
nificant features. We agree with Grabau 
(192R p. 115) and Schindewolf (1938, 
p. 449) in removing from the Zaphren
thidae genera of zaphrenthid type that 
lack dissepiments and these are here 
dassed under the name Hapsiphyllidae. 
Zaphrenthis-like genera that have dissepi
ments are assigned to the Zaphrenthidae. 

Genus PSEUDOZAPHRENTOIDES Stuckenberg, 
1904 

Corals assigned to this genus are soli
tary individuals having a conical to 
cylindrical form, commonly more or less 
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curved in the apical region. The theca 
is thin and marked externally by growth 
lines and wrinkles, but septal grooves are 
faint or lacking. The major septa are 
long throughout growth but reach the 
axis only in immature stages of the coral
lite. The cardinal septum typically is 
shorter than the other major septa and 
lies in an open fossula that may be 
accentuated by downbending of the tab
ulae; in advanced species the cardinal 
septum and fossula are commonly not 
differentiated clearly. The countel' sep
tum is not distinguished from other 
major septa, which have approximately 
equal length, except that it may be a 
little longer. Alar pseudofossulae are re
ported in the genotype species but they 
are weakly developed; they are not ob
served in species that are here ref erred 
to the genus. Minor septa are of various 
lengths in different species. The acceler
ation of the counter and cardinal quad
rants seems to be about equal. A periph
eral zone of dissepiments is very well 
developed. In th.is zone the septa are 
commonly thin but they are not inter
rupted as in lonsdaleoid dissepimental 
peripheral areas. The tabulae are closely 
spaced and very numerous; they are com
plete or slightly inosculating, the broad 
central region being subhorizontal or 
bowed upward very gently and the mar
gins bent downward. There is no axial 
column. 

Genotype. -Pseudozaphrentoides jero
feewi Stuckenberg, Lower Carboniferous, 
central U.S.S.R. 

Di~cussion.-The generic classification 
of corals having the structural characters 
indicated in the description of Pseudo
zaphrentoides has long been confused 
and uncertain. This is due partly to a 
lack of precision in definition of the 
characters of different genera that have 
been proposed for Devonian, Carbonif
erous, and Permian corals that are char
acterized by absence of a column, short
ening of the septa in the mature region, 
presence of numerous tabulae, and oc
currence of dissepiments. Still more it is 
due to lack of knowledge of the actual 
phylogenetic relations of various inter
grading types of these corals and inabil
ity to set up clearly defined distinctions 

between groups. European workers have 
classified the forms here discussed under 
the generic names Cyathophyllum, Am
plexus, Caninia, Campophyllum, Zaphren
this, Siphono phyllia, Palaeosniilia, ~ya
tho psis, Pseudozaphrentoides, Canino
phyllum, and Peetzia. Some of these 
genera are syno~ymous,. but the _majority 
can be differentiated with sufficient defi
niteness to . be recognized as valid. A 
tendency among modern specialists in 
the study of the late Paleozoic corals is 
to consider Campophyllum, Siphono
phyllia, and Cyathopsis as junior syno
nyms of Caninia, and to treat Cyatho
phyllum, Amplexus, Palaeosmilia, and 
Zaphrenthis as genera having little or no 
close connection with Caninia. Only two 
or three species of corals have yet been 
assigned to Pseudozaphremoides and 
Peetzia and less than a dozen species to 
Canino phyllum. In North America, addi
tional genera that call for consideration 
are Charactophyllum and Barbouria, and 
from the Permian of China a new genus 
called Paracaninia has been described by 
Chi ( 1937, p. 93). Until recently, Ameri
can corals having a well-developed dis
sepimental zone surrounding a tabulate 
area not traversed by septa have com
monly been classed as belonging to Cam
po phyllum. A well-known example is the 
Pennsylvanian coral Campophyllum tor
quium (Owen), which was originally re
ferred to Cyatho phyllum. Most paleon
tologists now accept the very broad defi
nition of Caninia that is advocated by 
European students and designate this 
species as Caninia torquia. Unquestion
ably, the Morro wan corals that are here 
described as species of Pseudozaphren
toides are congeneric with the so-called 
Caninia torquia, as well as with the geno· 
type of Barbouria. Considerations in sup
port of our classification will be pre
sented as concisely as possible.4 

4Easton (Jour. Paleon., vol. 18, pp. 119-132, pl. 22, text 

figs. 1- 4, i944) has reviewed the morphology and generic 

relationships of American corals commonly referred to 

Campophyllum and has given excellent ilhu1trations of the 

internal structures of several species. Easton assigns the 

coral called Campophyllum torquium to Caninia, which he 

interprets very broadly. In our opinion, Caninia should be 

restricted to species having a few dissepiments only, and 

corals having a broad dissepimental zone like Campophyllum 
torquiu.m belong rather to Pseudozaphrentoides. 
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Cyathophyllum Goldfuss, which is re
ported to range from Ordovician to Lower 
Carboniferous strata, is essentially a 
Devonian genus that is characterized by 
long septa reaching from periphery to 
axis throughout the corallite and by a 
well-developed dissepimental zone. The 
septa are evenly disposed and there are 
no distinct fossulae. The greater length 
of the septa throughout the corallite dis
tinguishes Cyathophyllum from Caninia, 
Amplexus, and the corals considered here. 

Amplexus Sowerby (1814, p. 165) re
sembles Caninia, Pseudozaphrentoides, 
and some others of the genera that have 
been mentioned in having prominent 
uparched tabulae and shortened septa, but 
it differs markedly in the entire absence 
of dissepiments, the wide spacing of the 
tabulae, and the very pronounced short
ening of the septa. 

The genus Caninia was introduced by 
Michelin in 1840, a new species called 
C. cornuco piae being designated as the 
genotype. This coral is a moderately 
small form having typically a diameter 
of about 15 mm. and attaining a length 
of 75 mm. or more. It is straight or sub
cylindrical, except for the curved apical 
portion. The immature stages of growth 
are characterized by long septa that meet 
one another or almost join at the center, 
hut this is not true of the cardinal sep
tum, which is short and lies in a con
spicuous fossula; alar pseudofossulae are 
faint or lacking; up-arched tabulae are 
present hut dissepiments are virtually or 
entirely absent. The mature stage is 
marked by shortening of the major septa 
to about one-half of the radius of the 
coral and by the appearance of extremely 
short secondary septa; the cardinal fos
sula persists but is inconspicuous; tab
ulae are numerous and a few dissepi
ments are developed locally in a very 
narrow peripheral zone. The most note
worthy features are the fairly broad cen
tral tabulate area, which lacks any sug
gestion of a column, the regularly dis
posed major septa of intermediate length"' 
and the extremely small development of 
dissepiments (Carruthers, 1908, pl. 6, figs. 
1-4) . It happens that first description 
and illustration of C. cornucopiae was 
delayed until 1847 (Michelin, p. 256, pl. 

59, fig. 5), and meanwhile that Michelin 
( 1843, p. 81, pl. 16, fig. 1) published 
the characters of another coral, naming 
it C. gigantea. This species differs impor
tantly from the genotype of Caninia in 
having very abundant dissepiments that 
form a wider peripheral zone, and ac
cording to observations of later workers, 
outer parts of the septa in the mature 
region may be interrupted by the dis
sepiments, failing to reach the periphery. 
C. gigantea was not only accepted as an 
authentic representative of Caninia but 
until studies by Carruthers ( 1908) was 
misidentified universally as the genotype 
species. If Caninia is defined to embrace 
C. gigantea along with C. cornucopiae, 
both of which occur in Tournaisian rocks 
of Belgium, the genus seemingly must also 
include forms having intermediate char
acters, such as "C." torquia and the Mor
rowan corals to be described. It seems 
very undesirable so to interpret Caninia. 

In 1844 Scouler proposed the genus 
Siphono phyllia, based on S. cylindrica 
Scouler as genotype. Attention was di
rected to the prominence of the dissepi
mental zone and to the nature of the car
dinal f ossula, which is accentuated in 
this species by an abrupt downbending 
of the tabulae to form funnel-like de
pressions in the region of the cardinal 
septum. Edwards and Haime ( 1851, p. 
339) did not recognize either Caninia or 
Siphonophyllia as valid genera, and as
signed both Caryo phyllia gigantea Lesueur 
(1821, p. 296) and Caninia gigantea 
Michelin to Zaphrentis [ Zaphrenthis]. 
They recognized the latter species under 
the designation Z. cylindrica (Scouler), 
inasmuch as Caninia gigantea Michelin 
( 1843) was considered to be a homonym 
of Caryophyllia gigantea Lesueur (1821). 
In this procedure they were followed by 
de Koninck (1872, p. 84). Salee (1910, 
p. 27), in a monographic study of Can
inia, assigned Zaphrenthis cylindrica 
( Scouler) to Caninia, designating the 
species as C. cylindrica (Scouler), rather 
than C. gigantea Michelin. Later Euro
pean writers have somewhat indiscrim
inately used one specific name or the 
other, classifying the species as belong
ing to Caninia. The taxonomic muddle is 
extreme and it is the more unfortunate 
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because little real reason for the conf u
s1on seems to exist. 

The genus Campophyllum was intro
duced in 1850 by Edwards and Haime 
( p. lxviii) to include elongate solitary 
corals having well-developed septa, "tab
ulae very large and smooth towards the 
center," and "interseptal loculi filled with 
small vesiculae." Cyatho phyllum flexuo
sum Goldfuss (1826-1833, p. 57) was 
designated as the genotype. Goldfuss' 
illustrations of this species are insuffi
cient to permit determination of struc
tural characters and the specimen figured 
by Edwards ~d Haime ( 1851, pl. 8, figs. 
4, 4a) has been determined by Frech 
(1885, p. 27) to be different from C. 
flexuosum. Hill (1940, p. 116) has re
viewed the problem of recognizing Cam
pophyllum and concludes that this genus 
is probably synonymous with Palaeosmilia 
Edwards and Haime ( 1848) . On the other 
hand, Schindewolf (reported by Lang, 
Smith, and Thomas, 1940, p. 30) has 
stated that his study of Goldfuss' types 
of Cyaihophyllum flexousum indicates 
identity of this species with representa
tives of Caninia. As matters stand, Cam
po phyllum seems to have no basis for 
recognition. It may be a junior synonym 
of Caninia, although Edwards and Haime's 
statement about the occurrence of dissepi
ments in Campophyllum makes it seem 
unlikely that their genus is closely similar 
to the genotype of Caninia, which is 
almost lacking in dissepiments. As sug
gested by Hill, Campophyllum may also 
be a junior synonym of Palaeosmiiia, or 
adequate illustrations and description of 
Cyatho phyllum fleuxosum (renamed by 
Frech C. acquisgranense because Gold
fuss' name is a homonym) may show that 
Campophyllum has characters essentially 
the same as PseudozaphrentoUles and may 
be accepted as a valid genus in place of 
Stuckenberg's genus. 

Palaeosmilia Edwards and Haime 
(1848, p. 467) differs from Caninia, 
PseudozaphremoUles and Siphono phyliia 
in having long septa that meet in the 
axial region throughout all growth stages. 
There are other distinctions in structure, 
also, which set Pal,aeosmilia clearly apart 
from the corals here considered, and de
tailed notice of the characters of this 

genus is unnecessary. The same may he 
said of Zaphreruhis. 

As judged from Stuckenberg's diagno
sis of Pseudozaphrentoides and the p~b
lished illustrations of the genotype species, 
the essential structural f ea tu res of this 
genus fully agree. with characte.rs ob
served in the specimens here designated 
under this name. The only differences be
tween P. jerofeewi and our corals that 
seem worthy of notice are the more elon
gate, cylindrical form of the American 
species and lack of differentiation of the 
alar septa in the latter. Stuckenberg's 
figures of the genotype, however, do not 
show recognizable alar pseudofossulae; 
both transverse and longitudinal sections 
of P. jerofeewi correspond very closely 
to those of our new species. Interpret
ing Caninia as properly including only 
corals that have structural features like 
those of the genotype, C. cornucopiae, this 
genus may be differentiated from Pseudoza
phrentoides by the very slight develop· 
ment of dissepiments in Caninia and per
haps also by the greater contrast in char
acters of the immature and mature regions 
in Caninia. We interpret Siphonophyllia 
as a valid genus that is differentiated 
from Pseudozaphrentoides and Caninia by 
the prominence of its wide dissepimental 
zone, the weakening of outer parts of the 
septa so that they fail to reach the theca, 
and the presence of a more or less well
developed siphonofossula, formed by 
downbending of the tabulae near the car
dinal septum. Lower Carboniferous 
corals from England that have the same 
structure as our specimens and that we 
would assign to Pseudozaphremoides in
clude forms variously identified as Cya· 
thophyllum (Caninia) giganteum (Thom
son and Nicholson, 187p, p. 69, pl. 6, 
figs. 1, 2), Oampophyllum cylindricum 
(Thomson, 1883, p. 377, pl. 7, fig. 11), 
Campophyllum (Caninia) giganteum 
(Thomson, 1883, p. 378, pl. 7, fig. 4), 
Caninia juddi (Lewis, 1924, p. 391, pis. 
17-19), Caninia benburbensis (Lewis, 
1927, p. 378, pl. 16, figs. 5, 6, pl. 17, 
figs. 1-4) , and many others. 

Barbouria Lang, Smith, and Thomas 
(1940, p. 26), which was proposed as a 

·new name for the homonym Craterophyl
lum Barbour (1911, p. 37), is based on 
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specimens from Pennsylvanian (Virgilian) 
rocks in Nebraska. Sections of to po type 
material, which we have in abundance, pre
pared by the junior author of this paper, 
show that the internal structure of these 
corals is essentially the same as that of the 
forms from Morrowan strata here assigned 
to Pseudozaphrentoides. The structure of 
the tabulae, as represented in Barbour's 
Plate 4, figure 11, which shows sharply 
up-bent outer parts of the tabulae, seem
ingly was entirely misconstrued by Bar
bour; the outer parts of the tabulae slope 
downward. We conclude that Barbouria is 
a junior synonym of Pseudozaphrentoides. 

Caninophyllum Lewis (1929, p. 457) 
differs from Pseudozaphrentoides in the 
greater length of the septa, which meet 
one another or almost meet in the mature 
part of the corallite, as well as in the 
immature region; also, the cardinal fos
sula of Caninophyllum commonly is more 
conspicuous. Characto phyllum Simpson 
(1900, p. 209) is distinguished from the 
genera here discussed by its carinate 
septa. Peetzia Tolmatchoff (1924, p. 309), 
from the Lower Carboniferous of the 
U. S. S. R., is not clearly determinable 
from the description and figures of the 
genotype, P. minor Tolmatchoff, which 
Hill (1940, p. 105) considers to be synony
mous with Caninia cornuco piae vesicu
laris Salee. Seemingly, Peetzia is a junior 
synonym of Caninia. The genus Para
caninia Chi ( 1937), which is mentioned 
by Hill (1940, p. 105), was described in 
a publication that we have been unable 
to find in this country. This coral is re
ported from the Permian of China and 
is said to resemble Caninia cornucopiae 
closely but lacks dissepiments. 

Occurrence. - Lower Carboniferous, 
Europe; Lower Pennsylvanian, North 
America. 

PSEUDOZAPHRENTOIDES LEPIDUS, n.sp. 

Text figs. 141, 142, 152 

Medium-sized solitary corallites having 
a conical to cylindrical shape comprise 
this species. The moderately deep calyx 
has a flat central area, which is sur
rounded by the upward sloping edges of 
the septa and the dissepimental zone. 
Septal grooves are inconspicuous. Trans
verse markings consist of numerous coarse 

growth lines and low wrinkles. A down
arched lateral extension close to the apex 
of the corallite seems to have provided 
a broad base for attachment. The type 
specimen is 42. 7 mm. in length and 16.8 
mm. in diameter at the calyx. 

There are about 40 long major septa 
in the mature corallites. The septa are 
thin and slightly crooked in the dissepi
mental zone but become thick at the 
inner edge of the dissepiments. In young 
forms a few septa extend to the axis. 
In mature individuals the septa reach only 
two-thirds of the distance from the peri
phery to the axis. Protosepta have not 
been distinguished. Minor septa are very 
short or lacking. 

Dissepiments occur in a band that is 
about one-third of the radius in width. 
They are irregular in size and slope 
steeply downward. The thickened axial 
edge of the innermost dissepiments forms 
a distinct inner wall. Longitudinal sec
tions show the axial two-thirds of the 
corallite to contain complete or inosculat
ing thin tabulae. The complete tabulae 
are arched upward somewhat close to the 
inner wall and they are flat or slightly 
sagging in the broad central region. The 
cardinal fossula is not distinct and an 
axial column is lacking. 

Discussion.-This coral resembles P seu
dozaphrentoides jerofeewi and other 
European species that have customarily 
been referred to Caninia. They have long 
septa that join the theca, a relatively 
wide dissepimental zone, and more or 
less complete tabulae. The position of 
the cardinal f ossula is difficult to recog
nize in Pseudozaphrentoides lepidus, as is 
true of some European species. This new 
species can be distinguished from P. 
s patiosus, n.sp., by the lack of a dis
tinct intermediate tabular zone, the more 
anastomosing nature of its tabulae, and 
by its smaller size. P. lepidus resembles 
P. nitellus, n.sp., in size and in the cylin
drical form of the corallite, but it lacks 
the extremely fine dissepiments, short 
septa, and well-defined intermediate tab
ular area that are seen in the latter 
species. This Marble Falls coral is sim
ilar to the form from the Lower Carbon
iferous rocks of Tournai called Caninia 
cylindrica herculina de Koninck (Salee, 
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1910, p. 37) in the coarseness of its dis
sepiments and in the appearance of trans
verse sections of adult portions of the 
corallite. Pseudozaphrentoides Lepidus 
lacks the conspicuous cardinal fossula, 
lonsdaleoid dissepiments near the calyx, 
and more complete tabulae of the Belgian 
coral, however, and is considered to be 
generically different. 

Occurrence.-Marble Falls limestone, 
Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by F. B. Plum
mer, half way up bluff on Big Saline Creek, 
1.8 miles north-northwest of old Pfluger 
ranch house or 3 miles southeast of Lon
don, Kimble County, Texas (loc. 134-
T-6) ; by R. C. Moore, from the type 
locality of the Marble Falls limestone, 
along Colorado River at Marble Falls, 
Texas (Univ. Kansas loc. 8093 or loc. 
27-T-10), the specimens of this coral 
coming from a point on the north side of 
the river just above the steel highway 
bridge. 

·Mate rial studied.-Five specimens in
cluding two sectioned corallites of this 
species from the former locality were 
studied, as well as several sectioned speci
mens from the Colorado River locality. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-8607b, from the locality southeast of 
London, Tex~s. 

PSEUDOZAPHRENTOIDES SP ATIOSUS, n.sp. 

Text figs. 143, 147 

A large strongly curved conical-cylin
drical corallite represents this species. 
The nature of the calyx is not known. 
The thin theca bears fine growth lines 
and prominent wrinkles, but there are no 
longitudinal markings. The type specimen 
is 38 mm. in diameter close to the calyx 

and 117.5 mm. in length, measured along 
the curved corallite. 

The 60 major septa in the mature por
tion of this coral are long and regularly 
spaced. The cardinal septum is shortened 
and lies in a deep fossula. Other major 
septa are of approximately equal length 
and not differentiated from one another. 
The septa are thin in the dissepimental 
zone but thicken abruptly at the inner 
edge of this zone and then become at
tenuate towards the axis. Minor septa are 
very short. The cardinal fossula is con
spicuous in all tranverse sections and is 
marked by an indentation of the inner 
wall that is formed by the thickened 
margin of the dissepimental zone and 
thickening of the septa. The dissepi
ments, which are large and irregular, 
occur in a broad peripheral band. In 
transverse sections they are seen as more 
or less parallel bars between the septa. 
Thin, closely spacP,d, complete or slightly 
anastomosing tabulae rise steeply from 
the edge of the dissepimental zone to the 
inner edges of the septa and then flatten 
out in the axial area. A column is lacking. 

Discussion.-This species is represented 
by the largest corallite in t4e collections 
of Morrowan corals. It is distinguished 
from Pseudozaphrentoides lepidus and P. 
nitellus by its greater size, very large 
uneven dissepiments, wide non-septate 
axial area, and the subparallel appear
ance of the dissepiments as seen in trans
verse sections. P. spatiosus differs from 
P. torquius (Owen), as described by 
Keyes ( 1894, p. 107), in the more irregu
lar nature and steeper slope of the dis
sepiments, and the presence of a thick
ened inner wal I. The closely spaced reg
ular tabulae and broad axial area of P. 
spatiosus resemble those of the Lower 
Carboniferous coral P. juddi (Thomson) 

Figs. 141-144. Sections of Marble Falls and Hale zaphrenthid corals, x3, belonging to the genus 
Pseudozaphrentoides Stuckenberg. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum 
at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles 
to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of the transverse septa shown by small 
italic figures. (141) Pseudozaphrentoides Lepidus, n.sp., the type specimen, no. P8607b, from 
the Marble Falls limestone on the Pfluger ranch, 3.2 miles southeast of London, Kimble County, 
Texas (loc. 134-T-6); (142) specimen no. P8607a, from the same locality as fig. 141. (143) 
P. spatiosus, n.sp., type specimen, no. P6977, from the Marble Falls limestone about 1.7 miles 
south-southeast of San Saba, Texas (loc. 205-T-165). (144) P. nitellus, n.sp., no KU7385-22c, 
from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma. 
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illustrated by Lewis (1924, pl. 17-19) 
and P. kokscluirowi (Stuckenberg), illus
trated by Greek (1936, pl. 1-3). The 
Marble Falls coral, however, can he dif
ferentiated by the parallel appearance of 
the dissepiments in transverse section and 
the lack of a distinct downhending of the 
tabulae about the f ossula. 

Occurrence.-Middle part of the Marble 
Falls limestone, Morrowan, Lower Penn
sylvanian (Upper Carboniferous); col
lected by J. A. Udden, on San Saha-Chap
pel road, I. 7 miles south-southeast of 
courthouse at San Saba, San Saba County, 
Texas (loc. 205-T-165). 

Material studied.-One large corallite 
imbedded in black limestone was sectioned 
for study. Numerous flattened specimens 
of similar size or a little smaller, from the 
Marble Falls limestone at Marble Falls, 
Texas, are in the collection, but the in
ternal structure is too greatly disturbed 
to permit satisfactory determination of 
characters. Some of these corals resemble 
the type of Pseudozaphrentowes spatiosus 
but others are distinguished by much 
closer spacing of the septa along the 
periphery. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 6977. 

PSEUDOZAPHRENTOIDES NITELLUS, n.sp. 

Text figs. 144-146, 153, 154 

Solitary corallites of broadly conical 
form near the base and cylindrical above 
are included in this species. The calyx 
is deep, the walls steeply sloping and the 
base large and flat. Longitudinal grooves 
and ridges are lacking, although they 
seem to be present on weathered speci
mens. Transverse markings consist of 
numerous fine growth lines and irregu
lar 1 y spaced low wrinkles. The bent apex 
and uneven broad radicles indicate firm 

attachment at the base. The type speci
men is 32.2 mm. in length and 13.5 mm. 
in diameter at the calyx. 

The closely spaced major septa, of 
which there are about 30 in mature speci
mens, extend about two-thirds of the dis
tance to the axis. These septa are thin 
and slight! y crooked in the peripheral 
dissepimental zone, hut they thicken 
abruptly at the axial edge of this zone 
and then gradually thin towards the axis. 
The major septa are of equal length, ex
cept one that is slightly shorter than the 
rest, and is believed to be the cardinal 
septum. Minor septa extend to the inner 
edge of the dissepimental zone in mature 
portions of the corallite. 

Three concentric zones are recognizable 
in these corals, and the zones can be dif
ferentiated both in transverse and longi
tudinal sections. The peripheral zone 
consists of a broad hand of dissepiments. 
Individual dissepiments are somewhat ir
regular in size but mostly small, and 
have the convex surface sloping evenly 
downward toward the axis. In transverse 
section they appear as more or less 
parallel concentric bars between the septa, 
but some are very irregular. The inner 
edge of this zone, which is located a lit
tle over one-third of the distance from 
theca to axis, is marked by a distinct 
wall. This so-called inner wall is pro
duced by the deposition of stereoplasm 
and skeletal thickening in the innermost 
dissepiments. Next to the dissepimental 
zone is a narrow intermediate zone, which 
consists of irregular anastomosing tabulae 
sloping gently upward. The axial edge 
of this zone coincides with the inner edge 
of the septa. This part of the corallite 
may be designated as the outer tabulate 
zone. Its width in the species here de
scribed is equal to that of the dissepi
mental zone or less than equal. The third 

Figs. 145-147. Sections of Hale and Marble Falls zaphrenthid corals, x3, belonging to the 
genus Pseudozaphrentoides Stuckenberg. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal 
septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at 
right angles to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of transverse sections shown 
by small italic figures. ( 145) Pseudozaphrentoides nitellus, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU7385-22d, 
from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma; ( 146) specimen 
no. KU7385-2lf, from the same locality as fig. 145. (147) P. spatiosus, n.sp., type specimen, 
no. P6977, from the Marble Falls limestone about 1.7 miles south-southeast of San Saha, Texas 
(loc. 205-T-165). 
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zone, which occupies the axial region of 
the corallite, is characterized by closely 
spaced tabulae and by absence of septa; 
the zone is here called the inner tabulate 
area or the axial region. The tabulae of 
this zone are irregularly anastomosing, 
and they arch upward very slightly. In 
transverse sections (figs. 145b, 146a) they 
appear as concentric rings inside the axial 
edges of the septa or curved bars connect
ing these edges. In longitudinal sections 
(figs. l 45c, l 46b) the edges of the inner 
tabulate area are defined more or less 
well by abrupt deflections of the tabulae. 
There is no axial column. The cardinal 
fossula is only weakly developed. 

Discussion. - This species resembles 
Pseudozaphrentoides verticillatus (Bar
bour), which is the genotype of Barbouria, 
hut may he distinguished by slight differ
ences of the outer tabulate zone, the more 
close]y packed and nearly horizontal at
titude of the tahulae in the broad axial 
zone, the smaller size of the corallite, and 
lack of rings of calicular buds. It differs 
from Pseudozaphrentoides Lepidus in the 
shorter and more even length of the 
septa, long minor septa, smaller dissepi
ments, and presence of distinct outer and 
inner tabulate zones. P. nitellus mainly 
differs from P. spatiosus in its much 
smaller size and in its clearly marked 
three internal zones. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore and 
University of Kansas students below dam, 
Greenleaf Lake, cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 
20 E., southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma 
(Univ. Kansas loc. 7385). 

Material studied.-About 20 well-pre
served specimens were available for study 
and representative material was sectioned. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7385-22d. 

Family CLISIOPHYLLIDAE Thomson and 
Nicholson, 1876 

The Clisiophyllidae comprise solitary 
and compound corallites, the latter loosely 
bundled or crowded closely together, in
dividuals having a cylindrical to pris
matic form. A thirr theca is generally 
present hut may be suppressed in colo
nial growths. The shallow to moderately 

deep calyx is characterized by a central 
elevation or boss that is formed by an 
axial column. Septa are very numerous, 
long, and evenly distributed, so as to 
obscure bilateral symmetry; commonly 
they are dilated just inside the zone of 
dissepiments. A small open cardinal f os
sula, which is distinct in some genera but 
indistinct in others, is defined chiefly by 
an outward extension of tabulae into the 
zone of dissepiments at the position of 
the cardinal septum. Tabulae and dissep
iments are abundant; their arrangement, 
combined with structural peculiarities of 
septa and axial column, produces an inner 
zonation of the corallite that is well 
shown in transverse and longitudinal sec
tions. The axial column consists of vari
ous} y disposed intersecting lamellae and 
is open-textured rather than solid. Range, 
Mississippian to Permian. 

Discussion.-This family is a well
characterized assemblage that is distin
guished from otherwise similar corals of 
the Cyathophyllidae by the presence of 
an axial column and by the nature of the 
cardinal fossula. The clisiophyllids are 
distinguished from families such as the 
Cyathaxonidae, Lophophyllidiidae, and 
Lithostrotionidae by the nature of the 
columnar structure. According to Hill 
(1938, p. 54), the clisiophyllid fossula 
differs sharply from that of caninid 
genera in the outward extension of de
pressed tahulae into the zone of dissepi
ments, inasmuch as Caninia shows no such 
invasion of the dissepimental zone by 
tahulae in the cardinal fossula. 

The Lonsdaleidae (Huang, 1932) are 
similar to the Clisiophyllidae in strati
graphic range and in many structural 
characters. These families differ in that 
among lonsdaleid corals the tabulae are 
suhhorizontal or slope upward toward the 
dissepiments near the junction of these 
two zones, whereas the tabulae of the 
clisiophy llids slope downward from the 
a~ial regio_n so. as to make an acute angle 
with the d1ssep1ments. This angle is right 
or obtuse in the Lonsdaleidae. 

The Clisiophyllidae are abundant in 
some Lower Carboniferous rocks and they 
are represented by many described Per
mian corals; few Upper Carboniferous 
species belonging to the family have yet 
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been made known but this does not mean 
necessarily that clisiophyllids are rare in 
marine rocks of this age. 

Genera assigned to the Clisiophy llidae 
by Hill ( 1938, p. 54; 1939, p. 100) in
clude Clisiophyllum McCoy, Aulophyllum 
Edwards and Haime, Dibunophyllum 
Nicholson and Thomson, Koninckophyl
lum Thomson and Nicholson, Arachnio
phyllwn Smyth, Auloclisia Lewis, Cor
wenia Smith and Ryder, and ?Cyatho
clisia Dingwall-all from Lower Carbon
i£ erous rocks of western Europe. In our 
opinion, Rodo phyllum Thomson and pos
sibly other described European Lower 
Carboniferous forms should be added to 
this list; a new Lower Pennsylvanian 
species from Texas is assigned by us to 
Rodophyllum. Acrophyllum Thomson and 
Nicholson, from the Devonian of North 
America, and numerous additional genera 
reported from Carboniferous and Per
mian rocks of Asia, Australia, and Russia 
are tentatively placed by Hill ( 1938, p. 
55) in this family. We include here 
Fomitchev's genu~ Neokoninckophyllum, 
described from Middle or Upper Carbon
iferous rocks of Russia, and recognize 
three new American species of Pennsyl
vanian age as belonging to it. 

Genus RODOPHYLLUM Thomson, 1874 

The form of the corallites assigned to 
this genus and chief internal structures 
are very much the same as in Pseudo
zaphrentoides and Dibuno phyllum. An 
elongate subcylindrical mature part of the 
coral is built upon the more or less curved 
conical immature part. The theca, which 
is thin, is marked externally by strong 
wrinkles and growth lines; shallow hut 
distinct septa} grooves occur on the theca 
of the Texas species that is here referred 
to Rodophyllum. The major septa are 
long, thin, very numerous, and evenly dis
posed. In the mature region they reach 
inward from the periphery to the edge of 
the axial columnar structure, the diameter 
of which is about one-third that of the 
corallite. A weak cardinal fossula is com
monly discernible, marked by the shorter 
length of the cardinal septum and an in
dentation of the inner margin of the dis
sepimental zone. Minor septa are present. 
Abundant fine dissepiments occur in a 
peripheral band and a deposit of stereo-

plasm at the inner edge of the zone 
forms a more or less prominent wall. The 
tabulate area is crowded with anastomos
ing tabulae that slope gently upward 
toward the column, which is not sharply 
differentiated at its borders. The column 
is formed by irregular upbending of the 
tabulae and discontinuous, uneven I y dis
tributed vertical lamellae, which seem to 
be extensions of tabulae for the most 
part; a poorly developed median lamella 
that is joined to the counter septum may 
be present in the immature region. 

Genotype. -Rodophyllum craigianum 
Thomson, Lower Carboniferous, Scotland. 

Discussion.-Among a half-dozen or 
more genera of solitary corals having 
abundant dissepiments and a nonsolid 
axial column, founded on Lower Carbon
iferous species from western Europe, 
Rodophyllum is the oldest. Included in 
the group just indicated are Ku1natio
phyllum Thomson ( 1875, p. 273), Cen
tre phyllum Thomson ( 1880, p. 227) , 
Albertia Thomson ( 1878, p. 165), and 
Dibunophyllum Thomson and Nicholson 
( 1876, p. 457). Hill ( 1938, p. 65) con
cludes that all these genera are synon
ymous, and, ignoring the Rules, accepts 
Dibuno phyllum as the valid designation 
for species severally assigned to the in
ferred synonyms. If Hill is right in her 
contention that these forms are not sepa
rable, the accepted name for them must 
be Rodo phyllwn, and not Dibuno phyllum, 
unless formal action to abrogate the 
Rules in this case is taken by the Com
mission. The correct spelling of Rodo
phyllum is held to be as first published 
by Thomson, which is not Rhodo phyllum, 
as altered by Thomson and Nicholson 
( 1875, p. 273) and accepted by Hill 
( 1938, p. 66), Lang, Smith, and Thomas 
(1940, p. 114), and others. No evidence 
of an error that is emendable under the 
Rules is found in the original publication 
(Moore, Weller, and Knight, 1942). 

Judged on the basis of genotyp~ species, 
Rodo phyllum seems to be distinguished 
readily from Dibunophyllum, and the dif
ferentiation of these genera is borne out 
by comparison of numerous other species 
that are assigned to one or the other. 
The axial column of Rodophyllwn is 
composed mainly of tabulate elements, 
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which in transverse section show a decid
edly irregular pattern; that of Dibuno
phyllum is formed by a prominent median 
lamella, radially diverging vertical lamel
lae that do not meet at a common point, 
and steeply inclined extensions of tabulae 
(or tabellae), all of these together form
ing a distinct cobweb-like pattern in trans
verse section. N eokonincko phyllum has a 
column that is intermediate between those 
of the genera just compared, but consid
erably less complicated than either. 

Occurrence.-Lower and Upper Car
boniferous. 

RODOPHYLLUM TEXANUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 151, 155 

Large solitary corallites of curved coni
co-cylindrical form comprise this species. 
The deep calyx has steeply sloping walls 
and a horizontal floor, except for the low 
rounded axial column. The thin theca is 
marked by low, wel I-developed septal 
grooves, fine growth lines, and low 
wrinkles. The type specimen is 24 mm. 
in diameter at the calyx and 49.5 mm. 
in height. 

Transverse sections of the immature 
region of this coral show a well-devel
oped median lamella but only poorly 
indicated radial lamellae. A section 13 
mm. below the calyx shows the column 
to consist of steeply arched tabulae and 
inconspicuous lamellae. Long major septa 
become thin in the peripheral dissepi
mental zone, hut are not lonsdaleoid. 
The intersection of the axial ends of the 
septa and the tabulae, as seen in trans
verse section, presents a hif urcating ap
pearance. The 41 major septa of the 
uppermost section have an arrangement 
shown by the formula K 10 A 9 C 8 A 10 K. 
The cardinal septum is slightly shortened, 

but other septa are not distinctive. Minor 
septa are rudimentary. 

The longitudinal section shows the thin 
anastomosing tabulae that rise gent I y 
from the periphery towards the broad 
axial column. This column consists of 
closely packed tabulae (or tahellae) and 
a few irregular lamellae. Dissepiments 
are present in a wide peripheral band; 
in longitudinal section they are seen as 
strongly convex sloping cysts of some
what variable size. The abrupt thicken
ing of the septa and excessive thickening 
of the innermost dissepiments form a 
definite inner wall. 

Discussion.-The nature of the axial 
column, together with the distinct septal 
grooves, separate this species from other 
described Lower Pennsylvanian corals. 
It differs from N eokonincko phyllum arcu
atum, n.sp., and N. simplex, n.sp., in the 
more conical shape of the corallite, the 
weak and irregularly developed lamellae 
of the column, and the close I y crowded 
anastomosing nature of the tabulae. The 
broad dissepimental zone, long septa, and 
shape of Rodo phyllum texanum resem
bles those of species of Pseudozaphren
toides, but the strong axial structure of 
R. texanum permits separation readily. 
The Texas species can he distinguished 
from R. craigfonum Thomson ( 187 4, p. 
557), the genotype, by the smaller num
ber of septa, thickened septa within the 
inner wall, and strong alar pseudo£ os
su1 ae of the mature region. No illustra
tions of the immature regions of the geno
type species seem to have been published. 

Occurrence.-Middle part of the Mar
ble Falls limestone (fusuline-bearing Big 
Saline beds), Bendian, Lower Pennsyl
vanian (Upper Carboniferous); collected 
by F. B. Plummer, at the spillway at 

Figs. 148-151. Sections of Hale and Marble Falls clisiophyllid corals, x3. Transverse sections 
are oriented with the cardinal septum at bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longi
tudinal sections are mostly at right angles to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; posi
tions of transverse sections shown by small italic figures. (148) Dibunophyllum? inauditum, n.sp., 
type specimen, no. KU7744-22b, from the Hale formation at Keough quarry, north of Fort 
Gibson, Oklahoma. (149) Neokoninckophyllum simplex, n.sp., specimen no. KU7130-2lb, from 
the Hale formation south of Keough quarry, north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma; (150) type speci
men, no. KU7130-2la, from the same locality as fig. 149. (151) Rodophyllum texanum, n.sp., 
type specimen, no. P9897, from the Marble Falls limestone at Shropshire Lake, 3.3 miles east· 
southeast of Brady courthouse, Brady, Texas Ooc. 153-T-85). 
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Figs. 152-158. Exterior views of Hale and Marble Falls zaphrenthid and clisiophyllid corals, x2. 
Positions of transverse sections are indicated by small italic figures. ( 162) Pseudozaphrentoides 
Lepidus, n.sp., type specimen, no. P8607b, from the Marble Falls limestone on the Pfluger ranch; 
3.2 miles southeast of London, Kimble County, Texas (loc. 143-T-6). (153) P. nitellus, n.sp., 
specimen no. KU7385-22f, from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, 
Oklahoma; (154) specimen no. KU7385-22e, from the same locality as fig. 153. (155) Rodophyl
lum texanum, n.sp., type specimen, no. P9897, from the Marble Falls limestone at Shropshire 
Lake, 3.3 miles east-southeast of courthouse at Brady, Texas (loc. 153-T-85). (156) Neo
koninckophyllum simplex, n.sp., type specimen, no.KU7130-2la, from the Hale formation south 
of Keough quarry, north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma. (157) N. arcuatum, n.sp., specimen no. 
P7234i, from the Marble Falls limestone near Smith Crossing of Llano River, 4.8 miles S. 45 ° E. 
of London, Kimble County, Texas (loc. 133-T-2).. (158) N. gracile, n.sp., type specimen, no. 
KU7994-2la, from the Marble Falls limestone at Marble Falls, Texas. 
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Shropshire Lake, 3.3 miles S. 62° E. of 
the courthouse at Brady, McCulloch 
County, Texas (loc. 153-T-85). 

Material studied.-One large very well
preserved corallite was available for study 
of the characteristics of this species. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-9897. 

Genus DIBUNOPHYLLUM Thomson and 
Nicholson, 1876 

Solitary corallites having the general 
form and structure of Rodo phyllum are 
included in this genus. Dibuno phyllum is 
distinguished mainly by the nature of the 
axial column, which has a median lamella 
joined to the counter septum, radiating 
vertical lamellae that meet the median 
lamella at different points, and steeply 
inclined portions of the tabulae, or tab
ellae. The cobweb-like appearance of the 
column in transverse sections of the coral
lite is a diagnostic feature. 

Genotype. - Dibunophyllum muirheadi 
Thomson and Nicholson, Lower Carbon
iferous, Scotland. 

Discussion.-A coral that exhibits the 
typical internal structure of Dibuno
phyllum has been described from Penn
sylvanian rocks of North America. It has 
been described as D. valeriae Newell 
(1935, p. 343, pl. 33, figs. 1-3); this 
species occurs in the Stanton limestone, 
Missourian, of southeastern Kansas. Com
parison of Dibuno phyllum with Rodo
phyllum and Pseudozaphrentoides has 
been given in discussion of these genera. 

Occurrence.-Lower Carboniferous to 
? Permian; Europe, Asia, Australia, and 
North America. 

DIBUNOPHYLLUM? INAUDITUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 148a-d 

Solitary broadly conical corallites that 
have a thin theca, fine growth lines, and 
wrinkles comprise this species. The calyx 
is not well preserved, but seemingly the 
sides slope gradually to a horizontal base 
that has a low rounded column at the 
axis. The type specimen is 16 mm. in 
diameter at the calyx and 21.3 mm. in 
height. 

There are 40 long slender major septa 
in the uppermost transverse section of the 

type. The septa are long throughout 
growth, and many are extended to the 
median lamella of the column. They are 
thin and somewhat crooked in the periph
eral dissepimental zone, but are not 
lonsdaleoid. The cardinal septum is short 
and lies in a shallow fossula, the counter 
septum may be long and attached to the 
median lamella, and other major septa 
are mostly of uniform length. Minor 
septa are indicated only by rudimentary 
ridges in the uppermost regions of the 
corallites. 

Closely crowded anastomosing tabulae 
rise gently from the periphery towards 
the axis. A poorly defined outer tabu
late zone, in which the tabulae are nearly 
horizontal, is seen in longitudinal section 
between the axial column and the dis
sepimental zone. Dissepiments occur in 
a broad peripheral band as small steeply 
sloping cysts. In transverse sections they 
are indicated by more or less parallel 
bars between the septa. An inner wall is 
produced by the deposition of stereo
plasm and skeletal thickening of the in
nermost dissepiments, accompanied by an 
abrupt thickening of the septa. The axial 
column has a prominent median lamella 
and a few radiating lamellae that meet it 
at different points. These lamellae seem 
to be extensions of some of the septa. In 
longitudinal sections the column is differ
entiated slightly from the outer tabulate 
zone. It consists of closely packed anas
tomosing tabulae that rise gently to the 
vertical lamellae. Carinae are lacking. 

Discussion.-The corals here question
ably assigned to Dibunophyllum resemble 
typical species of that genus in the well
developed median lamella, radiating la
mellae, and outer and axial tabulate 
regions. They differ in the more crooked 
and thickened radiating lamellae, and 
irregular tabulae, which do not give a 
weblike appearance to the transverse sec
tions of the Morrowan corals. Also, the 
axial column is separated indistinctly 
from the outer tabulate area and not 
strongly set off, as in Dibunophyllum. 

Dibuno phyllum? inauditum resembles 
Neokoninckophyllum simplex, n.sp., in 
the form of the corallite and appearance 
of the septa. The former species may be 
distinguished, however, by the prominent 
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radiati~g lamellae which hif urcate out
ward from the m~dian lamella and join 
the axial edges of the septa. The broad 
axial column, outer tabulate zone and 
conical shape serve to separate this s~ecies 
~ rom f!· arcua_tum, n.sp. Dibuno phyllum? 
inauduum differs from D. valeriae 
Newell ( 1935, p. 343), from the Eudora 
shale of southeastern Kansas, in the lack 
of a distinct weblike appearance of the 
column in transverse section, longer septa 
and more prominent median lamella. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon· 
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore at 
Keough quarry, 2% miles north of Fort 
Gibson, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 
7744). 

Mate rial studied.-Two sectioned coral
lites are assigned to this species. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
No. 7744-22h. 

Genus NEOKONINCKOPHYLLUM 
Fomitchev, 1939 

Solitary corallites of elongate suhcylin
drical form, having a well-developed dis
sepimental zone at the periphery, an inner 
area of up-arched irregular tabulae, an 
indefinite axial column that lacks a dis
tinct weblike appearance in transverse 
section, and numerous subequal long 
major septa may he identified as repre· 
sentatives of N eokonincko phyllum. The 
theca is thin, its exterior bearing trans
verse wrinkles and growth lines hut lack
ing septal grooves. The major septa are 
mostly thin, evenly disposed, and long. 
Some of them, especial I y the counter 
septum, reach to the axis of the corallite, 
but the majority terminate inward just 
short of the rather indefinite axial col
umn. No fossulae are developed. The 
minor septa are short, being confined to 
the dissepimental zone, or they may not 
be present. In some specimens the outer 
parts of the septa tend to weaken, be
coming discontinuous or disappearing. 
The inner parts may be somewhat thick
ened by stereoplasm. The dissepimental 
zone is moderately wide, and the inner 
margin, which is even or uneven, is not 
thickened to form a well-marked wall. 
Individual dissepiments range in size 
from very small to large, their surfaces 

convex toward the interior of the coral 
and sloping steeply downward. In trans· 
verse sections, the dissepiments appear 
very irregular in position, mostly running 
obliquely rather than normal to the 
sep:a. Lonsdaleoid structure is developed 
in the dissepimental zone where the septa 
disappear. The tabulae are very numer
ous, uneven, and anastomosing. They 
slope gently or with moderate steepness 
upward from their outer edges toward the 
axis. An axial column consisting of ir
regular vertical lamellae and upturned 
inner margins of the tabulae is observed, 
but there is no clearly defined median 
lamella or somewhat evenly disposed radi
ating lamellae, as in Dibuno phyllum. 

Genoty pe.-N eokonincko phyllum vesi
culosum Fomitchev, Middle or Upper 
Carboniferous, U. S. S. R. 

Discussion.-A number of genera hav· 
ing characters more or less closely sim· 
ilar to those of N eokonincko phyllum have 
been described. Perhaps most nearly re
lated is Dibuno phyllum Thomson and 
Nicholson ( 1876, p. 457), which occurs 
most commonly in Lower Carboniferous 
strata but is known also from Pennsyl
vanian rocks of North America (Newell, 
1935, p. 343) and has been reported from 
the Permian. Dibunophyllum is distin
guished by the presence of a well-devel
oped column that in transverse section 
exhibits a weblike structure; vertical la· 
mellae diverge radially from points dis
tributed along a median lamella and 
these are intersected by steeply up-arched 
inner parts of the tabulae or similar plat· 
forms called tahellae. The axial column 
of Dibunophyllum may he outlined by a 
fairly distinct wall and is commonly dif
ferentiated clearly both in transverse and 
longitudinal sections. This genus may 
comprise the stock from which Neokoninck· 
o phyllum was derived, but at present the 
phylogenetic relationships of coral genera 
of this type are very doubtful. 

Koninckophyllum Thomson and Nichol
son (1876, p. 2?7) and Lophophyllum 
Edwards and Ha1me ( 1850, p. lxvi) are 
closely related genera described from 
Lower Carboniferous rocks of western 
Europe that bear resemblance to N eoko
nincko phyllum in several features. The 
first two genera mentioned, which may be 
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synonyms, have been discussed by us 
(Moore and Jeffords, 1941, p. 80; Jef
fords, 1942, p. 202) previously. Longi
tudinal sections of corals assigned to any 
of the three genera show no diagnostic fea
tures by which one can be separated from 
the others. Transverse sections, however, 
reveal differences; the column of Lopho
phyllum and Konincko phyllum is rela
tively dense and shows a distinct elon
gation in the plane of the counter and 
cardinal septa, whereas the columnar 
structure of Neokoninckophyllum is open 
and rather indefinite, and if a median 
lamella is distinguishable, it is not 
prominent. 

Yuanophyllum Yu (1931, p. 27), de
scribed from Lower Carboniferous rocks 
of China, has a prominent dissepimental 
zone, up-arched anastomosing tabulae, 
long septa, and a rather indefinite axial 
column, in all of these features being 
much like the corals that here are as
signed to N eokonincko phyllum. Longi
tudinal sections of Yu's genotype and of 
our specimens show no significant distinc
tions. Yuano phyllum differs from N eo
konincko phyllum in having a large car
dinal f ossula and in the twisting of some 
of the long septa in the axial region, m 
the manner of C lisio phyllum. 

Bothro phyllum Trautschold ( 1879, p. 
30) , from Carboniferous rocks of the 
U. S. S. R., generally resembles N eokon
incko phyllum in the form of the large 
corallites, characters of the dissepimental 
and tabulate areas, and the presence of 
numerous long septa. The column of 
Bothro phyllum is a large, irregular struc
ture of dibunophy llid type, differing from 
that of N eokonincko phyllum in the rela
tive prominence of the median and radiat
ing lamellae. Also, the septa of Bothro
phyllum are commonly much thickened. 

There is little need for comparison of 
N eokonincko phyllum with other genera, 
although a number of these have some 
features that correspond to characters of 
Fomitchev's genus. Arachnolasma Grabau 
(1922, p. 59) is probably a junior 
synonym of Dibunophyllum, and differs 
from N eokonincko phyllum as does Dibu
no phyllum. Rodophyllum Thomson 
( 1874, p. 557) has an irregular columnar 
structure that is composed essentially of 

crowded, steeply arched parts of the tabu
lae. Axophyllum Edwards and Haime 
(1850, p. lxxii) is not now precisely de
fined, but seemingly the presence of a dense 
column and well-marked septal grooves on 
the theca differentiate it from N eoko
nincko phyllum. Prominent radial lamellae 
distinguish the column of Carcino phyllum 
Thompson and Nicholson (1876, p. 70). 
P seudozaphrentoides Stuckenberg ( 1904, 
p. 90) and Siphono phyllia Scouler ( 1844, 
p. 187) lack an axial column. 

Occurrence.-Upper Carboniferous; U. 
S. S. R. and North America. 

NEOKONINCKOPHYLLUM SIMPLEX, n.sp. 

Text figs. 149, 150, 156 

Solitary medium-sized cylindrical cor
allites having a broad shallow calyx, 
which is surrounded by the band of dis
sepiments and intruded by the broad 
column, comprise this species. The thin 
theca lacks longitudinal markings but has 
fine transverse growth lines and a few 
minor constrictions. The type specimen is 
28.2 mm. in length and 19.3 mm. in 
maximum diameter at the calyx. 

Long major septa reach from the theca 
nearly to the column. They are thin and 
somewhat crooked in the dissepimental 
zone and thicken perceptibly at the inner 
edge of this zon~. Near the apex many 
of the septa are extended to join the 
column, hut in subsequent growth stages 
they do not attain a length of more than 
about three-fourths the radius of the 
corallite. The counter septum is long 
and not appreciably thickened. The 
cardinal septum reaches the column in 
youth but is relatively shortened dur
ing later growth. The septa! arrange
ment is difficult to interpret owing to 
the poor development of alar pseudo£ os
sulae, but in the mature part of the 
type specimen it seems to be as follows: 
K IO? A 8 C 8 A 11 K. This gives a 
total of 41 major septa, and some ac
celeration of the counter quadrants is 
indicated. Rudimentary minor septa are 
present only near the calyx of mature 
corallites. 

The wide peripheral zone is formed by 
large uneven dissepiments, which slope 
steeply downward. The innermost dis
sepiments are slightly thickened to form 
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a poorly defined inner wal I. Numerous 
thin tabulae rise gently to the axial col
umn. Close to the inner wall there is 
an irregular zone of more or less hori
zontal anastomosing tabulae, which give 
way to more distinct arched tabulae join
ing the thin median lamella of the col
umn. These tabulae are seen in transverse 
sections as curved bars between the septa 
on the axial side of the inner wall. 

In longitudinal section the column is 
indicated by axial junction of the tab
ulae and the vertical trace of the median 
lamella. Cross sections show a distinct 
but very thin median lamella that is 
attached to the counter and cardinal 
septa. A few wavy radiating lamellae 
meet the median lamella at different 
points. Most of the lamellae seem to be 
axial extensions of the septa. In trans
verse section the intersection of tabulae 
with these lamellae produces a very 
uneven cobweb appearance. A shallow 
cardinal fossula is indicated by shorten
ing of the thin cardinal septum and 
poorly developed septa on either side and 
by indentation of the inner wall bound
ing the dissepimental zone. 

Discussion.-This species can be dis
tinguished readily from Neokonincko
phyllum arcuatum, n.sp., by its very large 
unequal dissepiments and poorly devel · 
oped inner wall. In transverse sections 
the dissepiments are more or less parallel 
and not closely packed, and have a her
ringbone pattern, as in N. arcuatum. The 
median lamella is more persistent, but the 
radiating lamellae and tabulae of the 
axial column are less complex. N. gracile, 
n.sp., also has parallel dissepiments, as 
seen in transverse section, and a very 
simple column. N. simplex differs in hav· 
ing a broader and less well-defined dis-

sepimental zone, more highly arched tab
ulae, and more numerous septa. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon· 
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore, one· 
quarter of a mile south of Keough quarry, 
Fort Gibson, Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas 
loc. 7130). 

Material studied.-Two well-preserved 
specimens of this species were sectioned 
for study. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7130-2la. 

NEOKONINCKOPHYLLUM ARCUATUM, n.sp. 

Text figs. 157, 162-164 

The corals placed in this species are 
large cylindrical forms having a thin 
theca and a deep flat-bottomed calyx that 
is surrounded by the broad dissepimental 
zone and intruded by a low sharp axial 
column. The surface of the corallites is 
rough, owing to irregularly spaced ex
pansions and deep transverse depressions. 
Fine growth lines are present but septa! 
markings are not seen on the surf ace of 
the theca. The type specimen is 13.4 mm. 
in diameter at the calyx and 61 mm. in 
length. The largest specimen has a diam
eter of 24 mm. near the calyx; it is a 
fragment of the corallite, its length be
ing 38 mm. 

Long major septa reach nearly to the 
axis. They are thin in the dissepimental 
zone, thicken at the inner edge of this 
zone, and thin out half way through the 
axial tabular zone. The counter septum 
is long and extends to the column in 
young growth stages. The cardinal sep
tum reaches the edge of the co 1 umn in 
lower parts of the corallite but becomes 
relatively shortened during growth. Other 

Figs. 159-164. Sections of Marble Falls clisiophyllid corals, x3, belonging to the genus 
Neokoninckophyllum Fomitchev. Transverse sections are oriented with the cardinal septum at 
bottom; protosepta indicated by small arrows. Longitudinal sections are mostly at right angles 
to the plane of the cardinal and counter septa; positions of transverse sections indicated by 
small italic figures. ( 159) N. gracile, n.sp., the type specimen, no. KU7994-2la, from the Marble 
Falls limestone at Marble Falls, Texas; (160) specimen no. KUi994-2lc, from the same locality 
as fig. 159 (the lower transverse section numbered 160a is an error for 160b) ; (161) specimen 
no. KU7994-2lb, from the same locality as fig. 159. (162) N. arcuatum, n.sp., specimen no. 
P4022, from the Marble Falls limestone near Smith Crossing on Llano River, 4.8 miles south
east of London, Kimble County, Texas; ( 163) specimen no. P7234h, from the same locality as 
fig. 162; ( 164) type specimen, no. P7234b, from the same locality as fig. 162. 
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major septa are approximately equal in 
length. There are 26 major septa in the 
type specimen and larger corals may 
have as many as 30 septa. Minor septa 
are thin and extend two-thirds through 
the dissepimental zone. 

A peripheral zone of very fine dissepi
ments reaches nearly half the distance 
to the axis in adult portions of the 
corallite. Close to the apex, dissepiments 
are confined to a narrow hand. The axial 
edo-e of this zone is thickened to form 

0 • 
an inner wall. Numerous anastomosmg 
tahulae rise gently from the inner wall 
and turn abruptly upward at the colu~. 
In longitudinal sections the column is 
seen to he composed of the thickened 
vertical extensions of the tahulae. Trans
verse sections of the type specimen show 
a long median lamella in the coun~er
cardinal plane and a few short radiat
ing lamellae that meet the median lamella 
at different points. In other specimens a 
median lamella is not differentiated. 
Some of the lamellae seem to he thinned 
extensions of the septa. 

Discussion. - These long cy lindrieal 
corals are distinguished from those called 
Neokoninckophyllum simplex by their 
more complex axial column, small regu
lar dissepiments, and more highly arched 
tabulae. The broad dissepimental zone 
and arched tabulae also serve to separate 
this species from N. gra,cile, n.sp. The 
numerous tabulae, broad dissepimental 
zone, and cylindrical shape of these 
corals are features found also in species of 
PseudozaphrenJ;oides, but the arched tah
ulae and axial column make it possible 
to separate them readily. 

Occurrence.-Middle part of the Mar
ble Falls limestone (Big Saline beds) , 
Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by F. B. Plum
mer on the north side of Llano River 
abo~t 600 feet east of the mouth of Big 
Saline Creek, 4.8 miles S. 45 ° E. of Lon
don, Kimble County, Texas (loc. 134-
T-2). 

Material studied.-Seven well-preserved 
specimens of this species were sectioned 
for study. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-7234b. 

NEOKONINCKOPHYLLUM GRACILE, n.sp. 

Text figs. 158-161 

Solitary cy Jindrical or very slight:y 
tapering corals that have a mo_dera~ a 
deep calyx and thin theca are mclu e 
in this species. The ext~rior is mar~ed by 
fine growth lines and ir;egular wr!nkles. 
Septal grooves are lackmg. Th~ mcom
plete type specimen i~ 19.l ~m. m length 
and 12.3 mm. in maximum dial!lete~. The 
largest corallite is 15.4 mm. m diameter 
at the calyx. 

The long major sept~ ?xtend ne?rly 
to the axis. They are thm m the pen ph
eral dissepimental zone, thicken ab
ruptly at the inner edge of this zone, 
and become attenuated toward the axis. 
The cardinal and counter septa are ex
tended as a median lamella across the axial 
region. A few other septa may he ex
tended to or nearly to this lamella. Minor 
septa remain short. F ossulae a.re n?t rec
ognized. Regularly spaced dissel?ime~ts 
occur in a peripheral band, which m
creases in thickness towards the calyx. 
The innermost dissepiments are thickened 
to form a distinct inner wall. Numerous, 
almost vesicular, anastomosing tahulae 
rise gently toward the axis. In tra1!-sverse 
section they appear as curved bars irreg?· 
lar 1 y intersecting the septa. The t~m 
median lam ell a is joined in the axial 
region by tabulae to form a simple col
umn. In the transverse sections of most 
specimens the column consists of a median 
lamella, irregularly arranged tabulae, and 
the radiating axial portions of a few septa. 

Discussion.-This species is character
ized by its simple column, narrow dissepi
mental zone, and very anastomosing tab
ulae. It may be distinguished from 
N eokonincko phyllum arcuatum, n.sp., by 
its smaller size, simple axial column, and 
the appearance of the <lissepiments in 
transverse section. In sections of N. 
gracile, the dissepiments are mostly par
allel whereas they have a distinctly her
ringbone arrangement in N. arcuatum. 
The relative narrow dissepimental zone, 
prominent median lamella, and strong 
inner wall separate N. gracile from the 
Morrow an coral, N. simplex, n.sp. The 
external markings of the theca and the
dissepimental zone of these corals is sim
ilar to that found in Pseudozaphrentoides 
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Lepidus, n.sp., and other species o~ th~t 
genus. N eokonincko phyllum gracile. 1s 
most easily distinguished by comparison 
of the longitudinal sections. It has a defi
nite axial column whereas species of 
Pseudozaphrentoides have no axial struc
ture. 

Occurrence.-Marbie Falls limestone, 
Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by J. D. Ewers 
from the Marble Falls type section along 
Colorado River below the steel highway 
bridge, Marble Falls, Burnet County, 
Texas (Univ. Kansas loc. 7994). 

Material studied.-Four well-preserved 
corallites and other fragmentary speci
mens were sectioned for study. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7994-2la. 

NEOKONINCKOPHYLLUM sp. A 

Text figs. 165a-d 

The single specimen comprising this 
form is a large corallite that is conical 
in the lower one-third but cylindrical in 
the upper portions. The very thin theca 
bears fine growth lines and sharp 
wrinkles, but septal markings are not 
seen on the unweathered surface. The 
poor 1 y preserved calyx seeming I y is broad 
and flat, except for the low axial boss. 
The coral is 51 mm. in length and 20.6 
mm. in diameter at the calyx. The maxi
mum diameter, 15 mm. below the top of 
the calyx, is 25.1 mm. 

The major septa extend slightly over 
half the distance to the axis and are 
approximately equal in length, except ~or 
the shortened cardinal se:Qtum, which 

Fig 165 Sections of Neokoninckophyllum, sp. A, x2.5. Specimen no. P7234d, fromd the ~ar~~e 
Falls 

0 

lime~tone near Smith Crossing on Llano River, 4.8 miles southeast of Lon on, Im e 
County, Texas (loc. 134-T-2). 
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lies in a weak fossula. Throughout the 
corallite, the septa are thin in the dis
s~pimental zone but thicken abruptly at 
the inner border of that zone. This fea
ture, together with the thickening of the 
innermost dissepiments, forms a distinct 
inner wall. Transverse sections show the 
inner edges of some of the septa to be 
extended as wavy lamellae into the axial 
region. There are 46 long major septa 
and alternating short minor septa that ex
tend only to the first dissepiments. 

The peripheral band consists of rela
tively large unequal dissepiments that are 
developed oblique to the septa. The outer 
tabulate zone contains thin, somewhat 
anastomosing tabulae, which are horizon
tal or rise gently to the broad axial 
region. A broad column is formed by the 
irregularly disposed curved lamellae and 
closely spaced anastomosing tabulae. No 
thickened median lamella is recognized 
nor do lamellae join each other in any 
regular manner. 

Discussion.-This specimen is from the 
same locality as corals called N eokoninck
o phyllum arcuatum, n.sp., and approaches 
that species in the nature of the septa 
and dissepiments. N. sp. A is separated 
from the latter species by its larger size 
and the type of its axial column. This 
broad column consists of many curved 
lamellae and numerous tabulae, but it 
lacks the distinct median lamella and 
simple arched tabulae of N. arcuatum. It 
is possible that this difference in the 
column is due merely to individual varia
ation. N. sp. A differs from N. simplex, 
n.sp., N. gracile, n.sp., and Dibuno
phyllum? inauditum, n.sp., in the greater 
diameter of its column, the poor devel
opment of its median lamella, and its 
larger size. 

Occurrence.-Middle part of the Mar
ble Falls limestone (Big Saline beds), 
Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by F. B. Plum
mer, on the north side of Llano River 
about 600 feet east of the mouth of Big 
Saline Creek, 4.8 miles S. 45 ° E. of 
London, Kimble County, Texas (loc. 
134-T-2). 

Material studied.-One large well-pre
served corallite, which was sectioned, was 
available for study of this form (Univ. 

Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology, 
specimen No. P-7234d). 

Family PORPITIDAE, n.fam. 

Relatively small discoid to low ~onic~l 
solitary corallites are included m this 
family. The calyx is shallowly concave, 
to convex showing edges of the septa 
strongly t'o very weakly define~ or in 
part lacking trace of septa. A ~hm thee~, 
gen er ally wrinkled conc.entncall y, is 
present. Some of the ?IaJor septa may 
meet axially but there is no column. A 
tetrameral pattern of the corallite is com
monly well developed. A cardinal fos
sula is more or less distinct; alar pseudo
fossulae may be present or absent. Tab
ulae and dissepiments are not observed. 
Range, Silurian to Pennsylvanian. 

Discussion .. - This family comprises 
specialized corallites of distinctive form 
that seem to be only rather distantly re
lated to most other Rugosa. The assem
blage has long been designated by the 
family name Palaeocyclidae (Dybowski, 
1873), but this term cannot longer be 
used inasmuch as Palaeocyclus Edwards 
and Haime ( 1849) has been shown by 
Lang, Smith, and Thomas ( 1940, pp. 94, 
104) to be an objective junior synonym 
of Porpites Schlotheim (1820). We pro
pose the name Porpitidae to take the place 
of the invalidated designation Palaeocy
clidae. Seemingly, no other family name, 
based on a genus included in this assem
blage, has been published. 

Genus CUMMINSIA, n.gen. 

The normal form of corallites belong
ing to this new genus is that of a thick 
disc, but very gerontic individuals may 
be taller than wide. The base is nearly 
flat in most individuals; many specimens, 
however, have an irregular convex base 
that may . be low conical or rounded. All 
corallites · are distinguished by strongly 
marked wrinkles of the theca that are 
arranged concentrically around the sub
central small scar of attachment. At the 
periphery of the corallite the theca may 
be built upward more or less vertically, 
but only in rare individuals is the rim 
of the theca as high as the summits of 
the septa; typically the septa rise well 
above the thecate portion of the corallite. 
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The major septa are grouped in well
defined quadrants that are outlined by 
the very deep cardinal fossula, the 
slightly elongate, elevated counter sep
tum, and the two alar pseudof ossulae. 
The boundaries of the quadrants diverge 
from an excentric point located on the 
counter-cardinal line toward the counte1 
side. The cardinal fossula is extraordi
narily conspicuous owing to its steep 
sides and depth, especially in the cen
tral part of the corallite where a space 
near the terminus of the counter septum 
may be accented as an elongate pit. The 
cardinal septum, which is very short, is 
seen at the outer extremity of the car
dinal fossula. The metasepta of the car
dinal quadrants approach the fossula at 
a strong angle. The alar pseudofossulae 
are narrow and not appreciably deep
ened, but they are clear 1 y marked by 
the strong angle between the long alar 
septa and the short septa of the counter 
quadrants. The counter quadrants are 
distinctly hut not strongly accelerated. 
Extremely short minor septa are present 
or absent. Tabulae and dissepiments are 
lacking. Deposition of stereoplasm in 
layer on layer over the calyx produces 
gerontic types of corallites. 

Genotype. - Hadrophyllum aplatum 
Cummins, Smithwick shale, Bend.ian, 
Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbonif
erous); San Saba County, Texas. 

Discussion.-The Smithwick corals that 
are here assigned to the new genus 
Cumminsia, named for the early inves
tigator of Carboniferous and Permian 
rocks in Texas who first described these 
fossils, are not properly classifiable as 
belonging to H adro phyllum Edwards and 
Haime ( 1850, p. lxvii) . The genotype of 
Hadrophyllum, which is H. orbignyi Ed
wards and Haime (Pl. 14, figs. 12a, h), 
from Upper Devonian rocks of Indiana 
and Kentucky, resembles the type of 
Cumminsia only superficially. H adro
phyllum is a thick discoid coral, like 
Cumminsia, but it lacks the prominent, 
concentrically wrinkled theca that termi
nates upward as a sharply marked rim; 
the base of H ooro phyllum orbignyi is 
rather evenly rounded and this is true 
also of the periphery of the corallite, 
which lacks a rim separating theca from 

calyx. The cardinal fossula of H ooro
phyllum is prominent, as in Cumminsia, 
hut it is not deeply excavated and it is 
divided by a long slender cardinal sep
tum. Most significant is the branching 
pattern of septa in each quadrant and 
the junction of the main septa near the 
center of the calyx. Alar pseudofossulae 
are absent in H adro phyllum orbignyi, 
inasmuch as a majority of the septa of 
the counter quadrants are joined to the 
alar septa so as to make a pinnate pat
tern of branching. All these features
not to mention the flatness of the calyx 
of H. orbignyi, formed by low thin septa, 
as contrasted with the stoutly upraised 
septa of Cumminsia aplata--serve to dis
tinguish H adro phyllum from this new 
genus. 

Cumminsia is distinguished from Micro
cyclus Meek and Worthen ( 1868, Pl. 14, 
figs. 14a, h, 15) by numerous characters, 
most important of which are the greater 
thickness of the corallite in Cumminsia, 
pronounced irregularity of the basal 
theca, absence of a broad central area 
lacking in septa, and the presence of a 
deep cardinal fossula. The septa of 
M icrocyclus are much more evenly dis
posed radially than in Cumminsia and 
well-developed minor septa joined to ad
jacent major septa commonly occur. 
Dipterophyllum Roemer (1883), which is 
based on Zaphrentis glans White (Pl. 14, 
figs. 13a, b), from Lower Mississippian 
rocks, as genotype, resembles Cumminsia 
in the prominence of its deep cardinal 
fossula, distinct alar pseudofossulae, 
moderate I y long counter septum, and in 
the bulging elevation of the septa above 
the margin of the theca; it differs from 
the new genus here discussed in the form 
of the corallite, which is distinctly coni
cal, and the apical region coming to a 
sharp point. 

Occurrence. - Mississi pian, Osagian; 
Kentucky; Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian 
(Upper Carboniferous); central Texas. 
The species called H adro phyllum romin
geri Bassler ( 1937, p. 198, pl. 32, figs. 
14--18), from the New Providence shale 
at Button Mold Knob, near Louisville, 
Kentucky, is a typical representative of 
Cumminsia. 
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CUMMINSIA APLATA (Cummins) 

Pl. 14, figs. 16-23 

Hadrophyllum aplatus [sic] CUMMINS, 1891, 
Te~as Geol. Survey, 2nd Ann. Rept., p. 552, 
figs. 60, 61. 

lladrophyllum aplatum Cummins, BASSLER, 1937, 
lour. Paleont., vol. 11, p. 200, pl. 32, figs. 
19, 20. 

This species is represented by discoidal 
to top-shaped corallites which become 
more or less cylindrical in gerontic 
stages. The base of typical specimens is 
nearly flat, but has an elevated point of 
attachment, called a peduncle, on the 
counter side of the center. This base is 
covered by theca bearing numerous con· 
centric lines and ridges parallel to the 
periphery and having the peduncle as 
their center. In the more elongate forms 
the theca of the sides is marked by sharp 
ridges normal to and interrupting the 
poorly developed septal grooves. Weath
ered specimens show the septal grooves 
more distinct! y. The specimens are mostly 
20 to 25 mm. in diameter and 6 to 12 
mm. in thickness. One specimen reaches 
a length of 29 mm. 

The short cardinal septum lies in a 
deep f ossula, which is deepest at .the 
axis in most specimens, and rises 
abruptly against the axial end of the long 
counter septum. The septa are arranged 
in four groups that are separated by the 
two alar pseudo£ ossulae, the cardinal f os
sula, and the strong counter septum. The 
last-formed septa are very short; these 
are located in the cardinal quadrants on 
either side of the cardinal septum and 
in the counter quadrants on the counter 
side of the alar septa. The progressively 
older septa in each quadrant, which are 
those going towards the counter septum 
from the cardinal and alar septa, increase 
in size and length. The counter septum 
and the alar septa are the longest and 
most prominent septa. Individual major 
septa are thin straight plates extending 
from the periphery to the edge of the 
f ossula, where they enter a raised ridge 
of stereo plasm surrounding the f ossula. 
The septal formula of a typical. spec~
men is K 7 A 5 C 5 A 7 K. This md1-
cates distinct acceleration of the counter 
quadrants. The alar pseudofossulae are 
formed on the counter side of the alar 
septa by the shortened immature septa. 

These pseudofossulae bec~me inconspicu
ous in very advanced periods of growth. 

Discussion.-The material available for 
study includes abou~ 25? c~~allites, a?d 
seems to indicate wide md1v1dual vana
tion. Most of the differences, however, 
are due to the gradual change of cha~
acteristics during growth. Many speci
mens agree closely with Cummins' orig
inal description and illustrations; associ
ated with these are forms that grade 
toward the smallest, most immature in
dividuals, on the one hand (Pl. 14, figs. 
16-18), and the large cylindrical gerontic 
specimens, on the other (Pl. 14, fig. 21). 

Cumminsia aplata is most closely re
lated to the coral described as H adro· 
phyllum romingeri Bassler ( 1937, p. 
198), from Lower Mississippian rocks of 
Kentucky. Indeed, this species seems to 
be assignable to Cumminsia without ques
tion. It is distinguished from C. aplata 
by its less sharply elevated peduncle, 
longer cardinal septum, and less well· 
developed counter septum. These two 
species agree in the small number of 
strong straight major septa, very poorly 
developed minor septa, large deep car
dinal f ossula, conspicuous alar pseudo
£ ossulae, and the merging of the septa in 
a stereozone around the fossula. C. aplata 
differs from Microcyclus discus Meek and 
Worthen ( 1868, p. 420) in the longer 
strongly developed major septa, deeply 
incised cardinal fossula, and well-devel
oped alar pseudof ossulae (Pl. 14, figs. 
14a, b, 15). 

Occurrence.-Smithwick shale, Bendian, 
Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carboni£· 
erous) . The specimens were collected by 
F. B. Plummer in San Saba County, Texas, 
at the following localities: just south of 
the road fork, 1.1 miles southwest of . 
Bend; along Colorado River, 1 Y2 miles 
southwest of Bend; on Bend-Chappel 
road; 2 miles southwest of Bend (all de
scriptions apply to loc. 205-T-13); west 
of big tank in the Ellis pasture, 10% 
miles S. 80° W. of San Saba courthouse 
(loc. 205-T-50) ; northwest of new tank 
on south side of escarpment, northwest 
part of Leonard ranch, 4.6 miles S. 33 ° 
E. of Richland Springs (loc. 205-T-79); 
tank east of Jack Wood's house, Gibbons' 
ranch, 7.5 miles S. 25° W. of Richland 
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Springs (loc. 205-T-71). Other speci
mens were collected by R. C. Moore 1 
mile southwest of Bend. 

Mate rial studied.-About 250 specimens 
were available for study. Most of these 
are completely weathered from the con
cealing matrix and nearly all are excel
lently preserved. 

Suborder TABULA TA Edwards and Haime 

This suborder embraces colonial corals 
that form hard parts consisting of loosely 
connected or closely packed tubes. The 
relatively thick walls of the tubes are in
tersected by pores or they are imperf o
rate. Septa are extremely r~duced or 
lacking, but the tubes are mtersected 
commonly by tabulae, which may be ~ery 
numerous. Dissepiments are lackmg. 
Range, Ordovician to Cretaceous. 

Discussion.-The origin and affinities 
of genera classed in the suborder Tabu
lata have long been problematical. Most 
forms included in the group seem to be 
somewhat closely related to the Hexa
coralla which are common in Mesozoic 
and y~unger deposits but not recognized 
in Paleozoic rocks. As a group, the Tab
ulata are differentiated from the Rugosa 
by the weakness or absence of septa, com
mon occurrence of mural pores, average 
small size of the corallites and uniformly 
compound habit of growth. The Tabulata 
are regarded as a subdivision of the order 
Madreporaria. 

Family FA VOSITIDAE Edwards and Haime 

Massive or branching tabulate corals 
comprise this family. The corallites are 
invariably closely packed together and 
according I y the tubes have a polygonal 
cross section. The walls of the tubes are 
perforated by pores. Septa are repre
sented by low ridges or rows of short 
spines, or they are absent. Tabulae are 
commonly very numerous and they are 
regular or very irregular; in some genera 
many of the tahulae may be incomplete. 
Range, Ordovician to Permian. 

Genus MICHELINIA de Koninck, 1842 

Compound tabulate corals having 
highly variable form of the colonies, 

bearing a concentrically wrinkled holo
theca at the base, and composed of close I y 
packed prismatic corallites of moderately 
coarse size, are included in the genus 
M ichelinia. The calices are deep, nearly 
smooth-sided polygonal depressions that 
vary considerably in size, and they are 
separated from one another only by the 
narrow, even crests of the walls that 
divide the corallites. These walls are 
very thin in some species hut they attain 
a thickness of 1 mm. or slight! y more 
in others; the walls are not excessively 
thickened in any specimens belonging to 
the genus, however. Irregularly spaced 
mural pores that commonly are visible 
to the unaided eye intersect the walls, 
both crossing them transverse! y so as to 
form direct connections between adjacent 
corallites and in places running in the 
plane of the walls. The corallite tubes 
contain numerous complete and incom
plete tabulae; these may be so abundant 
and so arranged as to resemble vesicles. 
Very short septal spines or low striate 
longitudinal markings are seen on the 
walls of the corallites, but there are no 
true septa. 

Genotype. - Calamo pora tenuise pta 
Phillips, Lower Carboniferous, England. 

Discussion.-This genus has been re
garded by a few students of the corals 
as a junior synonym of Pleurodictyum 
Goldfuss (1829), which was described 
on the basis of molds of a very thick
walled colonial coral having the general 
aspect of Favosites or Michelinia. The 
genotype of Pleurodictyum, which is P. 
problematicum Goldfuss, has very numer
our large mural pores that extend through 
the thick walls perpendicularly and tab
ulae are not closely spaced. These fea
tures, together with the thickened walls 
and low discoidal form of the corallum, 
seem to differentiate Pleurodictyum from 
Michelinia rather clearly. Michelinia dif
fers from Striato pora in lacking the 
greatly thickened exterior "rind" of the 
corallum that is formed by laminated de
posits of stereoplasm on the walls and 
in the calices of the corallites. 

Occurrence. - Devonian to Permian; 
Europe, Asia, Australia, North America. 
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Fig. 166. Diagram showing form ratios of coralla representing Hale, Brentwood, Wapanucka, 
and Marble Falls species of Michelinia. 

MICHELINIA EXILIMURA Mather 

Michelinia exilimura MATHER, 1915, Denison 
Univ. Bull., Jour. Sci. Labs., vol. 18, p. 96, 
pl. 2, figs. 2, 2a. Morrowan, near Choteau, 
Mayes County, Oklahoma. 

not Michelenia [sic] exilimura Mather MORGAN, 
1924, Oklahoma Bur. Geol., Bull. 2, pl. 35, 
fig. 2. "Upper Caney shale," southern Okla
homa. 

This is a robust species that may 
attain a diameter of 125 mm., according 
to Mather. The type specimen is 70 by 
75 mm. in width and 50 mm. in height. 
The corallites are unusually thin-walled 
and attain a diameter of 6 mm. The 

tubes are crossed by curved tabulae, 5 
to 7 occurring in a space equal to the 
diameter of the corallite. Mural pores are 
small and not abundant. 

Discussion.-We have found no speci
mens in our fairly large collection from 
Oklahoma and Arkansas that seem to be 
assignable to Michelinia exilimura. Judg
ing by Mather's illustrations a.nd de
scription, this species is most like the 
upper Marble Falls and Smithwick speci
mens from Texas that are described here 
as M. referta, n.sp., in which the tabu
lae are much more crowded and the coral-
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lites a little larger in greatest diameter. 
The specimen from Lower Pennsylvanian 
beds called "upper Caney shale" in NE. 
14 sec. 29, T. 3 N., R. 7 E., Oklahoma, 
does not belong to M. exilimura, accord
ing to our view, but is assigned here to 
M. latebrosa, n.sp. 

Occurrence.-The only records yet pub
lished are those of Mather's specimens, 
from two localities in Morrowan beds, 
near Choteau, Oklahoma. 

Ty pe.-University of Chicago, Walker 
Museum. 

MICHELINIA SPISSATA, n.sp. 

Text figs. 170, 180 

The corallum of this species is ovoid in 
shape, wider than high; the type is 70 
mm. in greatest width and 40 mm. high. 
The corallites attain a diameter of 5 mm. 
and their apertures are mostly rounded, 
rather than sharply polygonal, owing to 
thickening of walls at angles of the 
tubes. The walls range in thickness from 
0.45 to 1.3 mm., the average being about 
1 mm. Mural pores, 0.13 to 0.17 mm. in 
diameter, are very numerous, at many 
places being spaced 0.5 mm. apart or 
less. Stout curved tabulae are abundant 
but not extreme I y crowded; most of them 
are incomplete; arched gently upward, 
and joined together so as to form a 
coarse vesiculose structure. 

Discussion.-The chief distinguishing 
features of Michelinia spissata, n.sp., are 
the uniformly thick walls, abundant mural 
pores, and numerous, fairly evenly spaced, 
arching tabulae. This species differs from 
M. ref er ta, n.sp., in the smaller size of 
the coraJlites, thicker walls, much more 
prominent mural pores, and stouter, more 
regular and less crowded tabulae. It is 
distinguished from M. latebrosa, n.sp., 
and M. scopulosa, n.sp., by its larger 
corallites, thicker walls, and more numer
ous mural pores. 

Occurrence. - Brentwood limestone, 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore 
at "Acorn Cul" on railroad, 2 miles 
northwest of Brentwood, Arkansas (sec. 
23, T. 14 N., R. 30 W.). 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 720. 

MICHELINIA SCOPULOSA, n.sp. 

Pl. 14, figs. 10, 11; text figs. 174-178, 183, 184 

Michelinia eugeneae White, MATHER [part], 1915, 
Denison Univ. Bull., lour. Sci. Labs., vol. 
18, p. 96, pl. 1, figs. 17, 17a, pl. 2, fig. l; 
from the Brentwood limestone near Brent
wood and Fayetteville, Arkansas, and Sawney 
Hollow, Oklahoma, and from Kes.gler lime
stone, near Fort Gibson, Choteau, Hulbert, 
and Gore, Oklahoma. MORGAN [part], 1924, 
Oklahoma Bur. Geol., Bull. 2, pl. 35, figs. 
1, la; from the Wapanucka limestone, SE. 
Yi sec. 8, T. 1 N., R. 7 E., Oklahoma. 

Small coralla of extremely variable 
growth form are included in this species. 
Most specimens show the presence of a 
well-developed, strongly wrinkled holo
theca at the base of the colony, and the 
irregular construction of corallites above 
the holotheca produces coralla that 
mostly exceed 15 mm. in height and 
greatest width and that in few specimens 
are more than 30 mm. across in any 
direction. Globose, subconical, cylindri
cal, explanate, and shapes that cannot 
be indicated clearly by a single adjec
tive are almost equally common. The 
corallites are small and comparatively 
thin-walled; their greatest diameter is 
about 3 mm. and although many calices 
attain this size, none exceed it by as 
much as 0.5 mm. The walls are straight 
or gently curved and they may be angu
lated, but they are not minutely flexuous; 
their thickness ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 
mm., the average being less than 0.5 mm. 
The summits of the walls, which form 
the dividing lines between adjoining 
calices, are sharp-crested and slightly den
ticulate in well-preserved specimens. The 
depth of the calices is equal to the 
diameter of the corallites, or somewhat 
less, and the walls may show faint closely 
spaced longitudinal markings and the 
openings of a few mural pores. The pores 
range in diameter from 0.08 to 0.26 
mm.; they are common in the peripheral 
parts of colonies but less so in the axial 
region. Thin tabulae, some of which are 
incomplete and branching from other tab
ulae, are closely spaced in the coral lites, 
10 to 12 commonly occurring in a dis
tance of 5 mm. along the tube. 

An interesting specimen of subhemi
spherical form that is questionably re
ferred to this species (figs. 184 a-d) dif-
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fers from normal examples in having no 
observed tabulae. Accordingly the calices 
have unusual depth (fig. 175) . 

Discussion.-This coral, which is abun
dant in Morrowan beds of northeastern 
Oklahoma and seemingly less common in 
other areas, has been identified as Miche
linia eugeneae White, which was de
scribed from Pennsylvanian rocks of in
determinate horizon or horizons in Indi
ana and Illinois. White (1884, p. 119, 
pl. 23, figs. 14-16) published illustrations 
of the exterior of three specimens, each 
so different from the others as to indicate 
at once either that the species is surpris
ingly variable not only in growth form 
but size of corallites, or that more than 
a single species was represented in the 
specimens studied and figured by White. 
No illustrations of the internal structure 
of M. eugeneae were given by the author. 
During the last half-century, almost any 
Pennsylvanian Michelinia has been as
signed to M. eugeneae, and it has even 
been reported (Yakovlev, 1903, p. 7, pl. 
1, figs. 3, 5) from the Donetz Basin in 
the U.S.S.R., and a variety of the species 
has been described from Mississippian 
rocks. Until critical study is given to type 
material, M. eugeneae is an unrecogmz
able species. 

Michelinia scopulosa most closely re
sembles M. tenuicula, n.sp., which occurs 
in the same rocks and area as the species 
here considered and which is also char
acterized by small coralla of highly vari
able shape. M. scopulosa is most readily 
distinguished from associated specimens 

of M. tenuicula by the larger diameter 
that is attained by many of its corallites. 
The walls surrounding the calices of M. 
tenuicula are somewhat thicker than in 
!VI. scopulosa, their crests blunter, and 
the sides more prominently marked by 
fine spinose ridges. In examination of 
large collections, there are few specimens 
that offer difficulty in seeming to com
bine characters belonging to the two 
forms. Numerous specimens that have 
been sectioned show that the walls of M. 
tenuicula are proportionally a little 
thicker, less regular, and marked by more 
numerous mural pores, and the tabulae 
are generally distinctly more crowded. 

Comparison of the dimensions of 
coralla identified as belonging to this 
species and others from Lower Pennsyl
vanian rocks is shown graphically in fig
ure 166. This indicates that the size of 
colonies assigned to M. scopulosa over· 
laps the range of M. tenuicula, but the 
latter does not attain the dimensions ob
served in many sper.imens of the former. 
The size of coralla is not in itself a 
definitive character ordinarily, but in con
junction with other features it aids in 
identification of a species. 

Occurrence.-Morrowan, Lower Penn
sylvanian (Upper Carboniferous); found 
at several localities in northeastern Okla
homa and northwestern Arkansas. The 
species is especially common in beds 
classed as belonging to the Hale f orma· 
tion, at the spillway below Greenleaf 
reservoir (near cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 
20 E.) , southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma, 

Figs. 167-176. Sections of Hale, Brentwood, Wapanucka, Ottervillt:;, Smithwick, and Marble 
Falls favositid corals, xl.5, all belonging to the genus Michelinia deKoninck. (167) M. tenuiculo., 
n.sp., specimen no. KU7744-2lg, from the Hale formation near Keough quarry, north of Fort 
Gibson, Oklahoma; (168) specimen no. KU77 44-2lh, from the same locality as fig. 167. (169) 
type specimen, no. KU73~5-25k, from the Hale ~ormation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of' Braggl"\, 
Oklahoma. (170) M. spissata, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU720, from the Brentwood limestone 
at Acorn Cut, south of Fayetteville, Arkansas. (171) M. re/erta, n.sp., specimen no. KU7511-23a 
from the (?)Marble Falls limestone on Turkey Roost Creek, 10 miles almost due south of Richland 
Springs, San Saba County, Texas; (172) type specimen, no. P11782, from the Smithwick shale 
near tank east of Jack Wood's house, 7.5 miles south-southwest of Richland Springs, San Saba 
County, Texas (loc. 205-T-71). (173) M. latebrosa, n.sp., specimen no. KU7142-2Ic from the 
Otterville limestone about 5 miles north of Ardmore, Oklahoma. (174) M. scopulosa n.sp. 
specimen no. KU7385--25n, type specimen, from same locality as fig. 169; ( 175) spech~en no: 
KU7385-25L, from the same locality as fig. 169; ( 176) specimen no. KU7385- 2Sm, from the 
same locality as fig. 169. 
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and near Keough quarry (sec. 36, T. 16 
N., R. 19 E.), about 2 miles north of 
Fort Gibson, Oklahoma. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7385-25n, from the Hale formation 
at Greenleaf reservoir; collected by R. C. 
Moore and L. R. Laudon. 

MICHELINIA TENUICULA, n.sp. 

Text figs. 167-169, 181 

Michelinia eugeneae White, MATHER [part], 1915, 
Denison Univ. Bull., J our. Sci.· Labs., vol. 18, 
p. 96; Morrow an beds, northeastern Okla
homa. 

Colonies belonging to this species are 
very irregular in shape and most of them 
are very small, ranging in height or width 
to about 30 mm. as a maximum; most 
specimens have a greatest measurement 
across the corallum of less than 20 mm. 
A strongly wrinkled holotheca covers the 
base and generally it has a roughly cir
cular margin; a common f ea tu re is the 
occurrence of outlying patches or strips 
of epitheca separated from the base by 
the calices of a number of corallites. 
The maximum size attained by the coral
lites is 2 mm. The walls between the 
tubes range in thickness from 0.18 to 0.85 
mm., which is about the same as in 
M ichelinia sco pulosa, n.sp., but the walls 
seem thicker because of their bluntly 
pointed crests between calices and because 
of the small size of the corallites. The 
walls have slight! y uneven edges as seen 
in section. They are perforated by 
numerous mural pores having a diameter 
of 0.12 to 0.15 mm. Thin tabulae, com
plete and incomplete, mostly arched 
gently upward, are numerous, 10 to 14 
occurring in 3 mm. The sides of the 

calices of well-preserved specimens bear 
longitudinal rows of minute spines. 

Discussion.-This species is not likely 
to be confused with any other except 
Michelinia scopulosa, which is associated 
with it and which resembles it in irreg
ularity of form and small size. Distinc
tions between these species have been 
noted under discussion of M. scopulosa. 
It is probable that examples of M. tenui
cula were included by Mather (1915, p. 
96) in M. eugeneae White, although none 
were figured by him; certainly they were 
contained in his collection. It is inter
esting to note that specimens of M. 
tenuicula are greatly outnumbered by col
onies of M. scopulosa in collections from 
the Greenleaf reservoir locality in north
eastern Oklahoma, whereas the reverse is 
true at the Keough quarry locality, which 
is about 15 miles northwest of Greenleaf 
reservou. 

Occur.rence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore, L. 
R. Laud-0n, and University of Kansas 
students at spillway below Greenleaf 
reservoir ( cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 20 
E.) and near Keough quarry (sec. 36, T. 
16 N., R. 19 E.), both in northeastern 
Oklahoma. 

Ty pe.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7385-25k, from Greenleaf reservoir. 

MICHELINIA LATEBROSA, n.sp. 

Text figs. 173, 179 

? !vlichelenia [sic] exilimura Mather, MORGAN, 
1924, Oklahoma Bur. Geol., Bull. 2, pl. 35, 
fig. 2; "Upper Caney shale," NE. 14, sec. 29, 
T. 3 N., R. 7 E., Oklahoma. 

This species is described on the basis 
of about 75 specimens from the Jolliffe 

Figs. 177-182. Exterior views of Hale, Brentwood, Otterville, and Smithwick favositid corals 
belonging to the genus Michelinia deKoninck. (177) M. scopulosa, n.sp., type specimen, no. 
KU7385-25n, from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma; 177a, 
xl; 177b, x2.5; (178) specimen no. KU7744-26a, from the Hale formation at Keough quarry, 
north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma; l 78a, xl; 128b, x2.5. (179) M. latebrosa, n.sp., xl, type 
specimen, no. KU71421, from the Otterville limestone on U.S. highway no. 77 about 5 miles 
north of Ardmore, Oklahoma. (180) M. spissata, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU720, from the 
Brentwood limestone at Acorn Cut, south of Fayetteville, Arkansas; 180a, xl; 180b, x2.5. ( 181) 
M. tenuicula, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU7385-25k, from the same locality as fig. 177; 18la, 
xl; 18lb, x2.5. (182) M. referta, n.sp., type specimen, no. Pll 782, from the Smithwick shale 
on Gibbons' ranch, 7.5 miles south-southwest of Richland Springs, San Saba County, Texas 
(loc. 205-T-71) ; 182a, xl; 182b, x2.5. 
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and Otterville limestones of southern 
Oklahoma, and several additional speci
mens from the Marble Falls limestone 
of Texas and Morrowan strata of north
western Arkansas and northeastern Okla
homa.. The coralla are variable in shape 
and size hut they tend to be subcylindri· 
cal, higher than wide, and they are in
termediate between robust species, such as 
Michelinia re/erta, n.sp., and M. spissala, 
n.sp., and the common diminutive species 
of Morrowan age, M. scopulosa, n.sp., and 
M. tenuicula n.sp. The largest observed 
specimen has a height of 108 mm. and a 
greatest width of 40 mm.; average speci
mens measure about 50 mm. in height 
and 25 to 30 mm. in width. The col
onies generally come to a point at the 
base, but only one or two specimens 
show the presence of small areas covered 
by holotheca; virtually the entire sur· 
face of the corallum is normally occu· 
pied by calices. The corallites are regu
lar, bounded by straight or gently curved 
walls of moderate thickness ( 0.22 to 0.60 
mm., average 0.45 mm.) , and attaining 
a diameter of 4 mm. at full size; numer
ous calices 3.5 to 4 mm. in diameter are 
seen at the surface of specimens belong
ing to this species, and the calices are 
characterized by depth that commonly ex
ceeds the width. Mural pores ranging in 
diameters from 0.09 to 0.25 mm. are 
widely spaced and generally not abundant 
in any part of the coralla as examined 
in sections, but longitudinal rows of 
pores, spaced about 0.4 mm. apart, may 
be seen on the side walls of calices. 
Tabulae are fairly strong~ mostly com
plete, rather evenly spaced, 6 or 7 in 
5 mm. 

Discussion.-This species most closely 
resembles Michelinia scopulosa, which is 
extremely common in Morrowan deposits 
of northeastern Oklahoma. The latter 
species is characterized by distinctly 
smaller coralla {fig. 166) that are highly 
erratic in form and they bear a promi
nent holotheca; the corallites attain a 
greatest diameter of only slightly more 
than 3 mm. and the average size of the 
calices is perceptibly smaller than M. 
latebrosa. The tabulae of M. scopulosa 
generally are more crowded and more 
irregular than in the species here de
scribed. The sections of a Michelinia from 

a sandy limestone classed as belonging 
"C h 1 " in the upper part of the .aney s a e 

north of the Arbuckle Mountams m south
ern Oklahoma, identified by Morgan 
(1924, p. 194) as M. exilimura Mather, 
show characters like those of M. latebrosa 
and may represent this species~ the 
corallites are much smaller than m M · 
exilimura. 

Occurrence.-This species is abundant 
in parts of the Jolliffe and Otterville 
limestones, Morrowan, Lower Pennsyl
vanian (Upper Carboniferous), near Ard
more, Oklahoma. The collections ~tudied 
were obtained chiefly from outcrops along 
U. S. highway No. 77 about 5 and 7 
miles north of Ardmore. Two specimens, 
presumably from middle Marble Falls 
limestone (Bendian) on Honey Creek, . 
about 7 mi.Jes southwest of Mason, Texas 
(loc. 159-T-l) are referred to this 
species. Two specimens from the Brent
wood limestone at outcrops along U. S. 
highway No. 71 near Woolsey, Arkansas, 
correspond to the Jolliffe and Otterville 
specimens except for their slightly thicker 
walls. 

Ty pe·.-U niversity of Kansas, specimen 
no. 71421, from the Otterville limestone, 
5 miles north of Ardmore, Oklahoma. 

MICHELINIA REFERT A, n.sp. 

Text figs. 171, 172, 182 

Large ovoid coralla composed of rela
tively large thin-walled prismatic coral
lites having very abundant flexuous . to 
vesiculose tabulae are included in this 
new species. The height of observed col
onies exceeds the width, but the growth 
form seems to be massive rather than 
ramose. The corallites have an average 
diameter of about 5. 7 mm. but there are 
many tubes measuring up to 7 mm. across. 
The thickness of the walls ranges from 
0.25 to 1 mm., the average being about 
0.4 mm. The thin walls are perforated by 
a few widely spaced small mural pores; 
the outer parts of the coralla, which com· 
monly have slightly thicker walls, possess 
more numerous pores, 0.1 to 0.22 mm. in 
diameter. Tabulae having a thickness of 
0.03 mm. or less are crowded. They are 
irregularly ~u~ved and many incomplete 
tabulae are J omed together so as to make 
a vesicular structure. 
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Discussion.-The size of the coralla, 
large diameter of the corallites, relatively 
thin walls, and numerous fine tabulae be
longing to this species are characters 
common to Michelinia exilimura Mather, 
from Morrowan beds in northeastern 
Oklahoma. M. ref erta has corallites a 
little larger than those of Mather's species 
and tabulae that are much more closely 
crowded and irregularly vesiculose. The 
latter character mainly distinguishes the 
Texas coral. 

Occurrence.-(?) Marble Falls lime
stone, Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian 
(Upper Carboniferous) ; collected by R. 
C. Moore, on Turkey Roost Creek, south
west of San Saba, Texas (loc. 205-T-84 
or Univ. Kansas loc. 7511) ; also col
lected by F. B. Plummer and R. C. Moore 
on King Creek, about 1300 ft. southwest 
of King Springs, Jym Sloan ranch, 12.9 
miles S. 74° W. of courthouse at San 
Saba, Texas (loc. 205-T-65 or Univ. 
Kansas loc. 7079), Smithwick shale, Ben
dian; collected by F. B. Plummer near 
tank east of Jack Wood's house, Gibbons' 
ranch, 7.5 miles S. 25° W. of Richland 
Springs, San Saba County, Texas ( loc. 
205-T-71). 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-11782, from the Smithwick shale (loc. 
205-T-71). 

Genus STRIATOPORA Hall, 1851 

This genus comprises colonial corals 
that build irregular branches of varying 
size, the corallum being divisible into an 
immature axial region characterized by 
relatively thin-walled polygonal tubes and 
a mature peripheral region marked by 
thick deposits of stereoplasm that con
strict and tend to fill the apertures. The 
walls of corallites in the immature region 
are intersected by a few widely spaced 
mural pores that generally are small and 
inconspicuous. In the peripheral region 
the walls are greatly thickened by suc
cessive laminae of calcareous tissue that 
slope downward from the midline of the 
wall toward the open space of the coral
lite tubes, constricting and rounding them 
or filling them. The surface of well-pre
served coralla shows crater-like depres
sions of somewhat even or quite uneven 

size marked longitudinally by grooves 
and ridges. The interspaces between the 
depressions vary in width, and they range 
from rounded to angular in vertical pro
file. Complete or incomplete tabulae are 
numerous both in the immature and 
mature regions. 

Genotype.-Striatopora flexuosa Hall, 
Hamilton, Middle Devonian, New York. 

Discussion.-Corals of this general type 
are a subject of considerable taxonomic 
uncertainty. The structural nature of the 
immature portion of the corallites is 
closely comparable with that of F avosites, 
and some investigators have been inclined 
to doubt the value of thickened walls in 
the peripheral region as generically impor
tant. Most students agree, however, that 
these corals are quite distinct from 
Favosites and Michelinia, which lack pro
nounced thickening of the walls near the 
surface and which commonly have numer
ous large mural pores. The genera 
T hanino pora Steininger ( 1831) , Striato
pora Hall ( 1851), and Pachy pora Lind
strom ( 1873) have been introduced for 
peripherally thick-walled favositid corals, 
and partly because of a lack of satis
factorily definite information on charac
ters of the type species of these genera, 
partly because of doubt as to the classi
ficatory importance of some observed 
characters, and partly because of the 
diversity of fossils seemingly belonging 
in the group, different species have been 
assigned to one genus or another on 
rather insecure grounds. According to 
Hill (1937, p. 56) and Lang, Smith, and 
Thomas ( 1940, p. 92) , studies of the 
genotypes of Thamnopora and Pachypora 
indicate convincingly that the latter is 
a junior synonym of the former. The 
walls of the corallites in Thamno pora are 
thick in the immature region, as well as 
in the still thicker-walled mature region, 
tabulae are rather widely spaced, and 
mural pores are reported to be large. 
The genotype of Thamnopora, which is 
Alveolites cervicornis Blainville, has 
closely spaced diminutive corallites only 
slightly more than 1 mm. in diameter 
and walls of the axial region nearly as 
thick as those near the surface. Illustra
tions of this species bear little resem-
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blance to those of Pennsylvanian corals 
here assigned to Striato pora.;) 

Occurrence.-Species belonging to Stri
ato pora seem to include corals rangmg 
from Silurian to Permian. 

STRIATOPORA OKLAHOMENSIS (Snider) 

Text figs. 188, 189, 195-197 

Pachypora oklahomensis SNIDER, 1915 (July), 
Oklahoma Geol. Survey, Bull. 24, p. 72, pl. 
3, figs. 7, 8. ?Morrowan (reported from the 
"Mayes" formation, northwest of Grove, 
northern Delaware County, Oklahoma). 

Pw:hrpora carbonaria MATHER, 1915 (December), 
Denison Univ. Bull., lour. Sci. Labs., vol. 18, 
p. 94, pl. 1, figs. 15, 16. Brentwood lime
stone, Morrowan, near Brentwood, Arkansas, 

5A paper by John W. Wells (New tabulate corals from 

the Pennsylvanian of Texas: Jour. Paleont., vol. 18, no. 3, 

pp. 259-262, pis. 40, 41, May, 1944) published long after 

the manusr.ript of the present report was submitted for 

printing, contains excellent illustrations of the exterior of 

the genotype of Striatopora but no figures showing internal 

structure. Adequate representation of structural features 

belonging to this · coral (S. fl.exuosa) is much needed. All 

the Pennsylvanian specimens figured by Wells, which he 

classes as representing four species of Striatopora, differ 

markedly from the Lower Pennsylvanian forms here assigned 

to this genus in that walls of corallites in the axial region 

are notably thicker in Wells' specimens, and (except in 

S. moorei) the axial region comprises only a small fraction 

of the branches. Whether the corals described by Wells 

and those here referred to Striatopora are congeneric and 

are properly assigned to Hall's genus based on S. fl.exuosa 

may well be questioned. 

and near Fort Gibson and Choteau, Okla
homa. 

Irregular ramose colonies of tabulate 
corals having a strongly thickened periph
eral region and thin-walled imma
ture region are referred to this species. 
The coralla have an ovoid transverse sec
tion, 15 to 40 mm. in diameter, the aver
age being about 20 mm. The colonies 
branch irregularly at intervals of 50 mm. 
or more. A large incomplete corallum 
(fig. 197), collected near Hulbert, Okla
homa, measures 150 by 300 mm. and con
sists of numerous branches. The surf ace 
is marked by the rounded depressions of 
small calices, which average 2 to 3 mm. 
in width; in well-preserved specimens the 
interspaces between calices are seen to be 
fairly sharp crested but commonly these 
spaces are worn to a rounded form. The 
corallites are closely packed and have a 
polygonal cross section. The walls are 
thin in the immature region but extremely 
thick near the surface of the corallum. 
Mural pores are not common. Complete 
or incomplete tabulae, the latter joined 
to the former, are numerous, both in the 
immature and mature regions; commonly 
there are 3 or 4 tabulae in a space equal 
to the diameter of the corallite. 

Discussion.-Study of the figures and 
descriptions for "Pachy pora" oklahomen-

Figs. 183-193. Exterior views of Hale, Brentwood, and Marble Falls favositid corals. (183) 
Michelinia scopulosa, n.sp., specimen no. KU7744-26b, from the Hale formation at Keough 
quarry, north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma; 183a, top of corallum, xl; 183b, same, x2.5; 183c, 
side view of corallum showing holotheca, xl; 183d, same, x2.5. (184) M. scopulosa?, n.sp., 
spedmen no. KU7385-25L, from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, 
Oklahoma; 184a, side view of corallum, x l; 184h, same, x2.5; 184c, bottom of corallum showing 
holotheca and peduncle, xl; 184d, same. x2.5, the position of the section shown in fig. 175 
being indicated. (185) Striatopora immota, n.sp., part of the surface of type specimen, no. P9364, 
x~, from the Brentwood limestone about 1.5 miles northeast of Fayetteville, Arkansas. (186) 
S. religiosa, n.sp., part of the surface of type specimen, no. Pl220la, showing the narrow crest 
along walls between corallites, x2.5, from the upper Marble Falls limestone, 5 miles south
southwest of Hall, San Saba County, Texas (loc. 205-T-87); (187) specimen no. Pl2196, x2.5, 
showing distinct septal ridges in calices, from the same locality as fig. 186. ( 188) S. oklahomensis 
(Snider), specimen no. P9618, part of the surface, x2.5, showing nature of calices, from the 
Brentwood limestone, near Woolsey, Arkansas; (189) specimen no. Pl2201, x2, from the same 
locality as fig. 188. (190) Acaciapora subcylindrica (Mather), n.gen., specimen no. KU7385-26h, 
from the Hale formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma; 190a, xl; 190b, 
x.2.5; (191) specimen no. KU7385-26b, from the same locality as fig. 190; 19la, xl; 19lb, 2.5; 
(192) specimen no. KU7385-26f, part of surface, xl3.5, showing projecting rims of calices 
and their partially overlapping nature. (193) A. venusta, n.sp., part of type specimen no. 
Pll222, xl3.5, showing the fairly even rims of the calices and broad interspaces, from the 
base of the Marble Falls limestone on Wallace Creek, 10 miles southwest of San Saba, Texas 
( loc. 205-T-43) . 
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sis Snider and "P." carbonaria Mather in
dicates no significant basis for distinction, 
and, accordingly, these species are here 
regarded synonymous. "P." oklahomen
sis was reported to he in the "Mayes" for
mation, of presumed Chesterian age. The 
locality from which the types were col
lected on Grand River in northern Dela
ware County, Oklahoma (SE. 1,4 sec. 10, 
T. 25 N., R. 23 E.) and which is the 
only place where Snider found the fossil, 
is in an area mapped as Chesterian by 
Snider (1915, map facing p. 16) hut cor
rected on the state geological map of 
Oklahoma (Miser, 1926) by classifica
tion as Morrowan. Thus, the true age of 
Striato pora oklahomensis is, with little 
doubt, Pennsylvanian (Morrowan) and 
not Mississippian. No specimens of 
Striato pora are known from recognized 
Chesterian deposits anywhere in this 
region. The date of Snider's paper is a 
few months earlier than that of Mather's 
description of "P." carbonaria, based on 
specimens also obtained from Morrowan 
strata in northeastern Oklahoma and 
northwestern Arkansas. Although no fig
ures of the internal structure of Snider's 
species are given, external characters of 
S. oklahomensis and S. carbonaria seem 
to he the same. The slightly wider spac
ing of tahulae in S. caneyana Morgan, 
from the "upper Caney" (Lower Penn
sylvanian) of southern Oklahoma, may he 
a valid basis for distinction from S. 
oklahomensis, but this is doubtful in view 
of the observation that specimens as
signed to S. oklahomensis have a range 

of variation of the tahulae extending in 
the direction of wide spacing as far as 
the condition in S. caneyana. . 

If "Pachypora" carbonaria Mathe~ Is 
not actually a junior synonym of Stnato
pora oklahomensis (Snider), th~ Brent
wood species can not be n~med Striato pora 
carbonaria because White ( 1865) had 
earlier d:scribed a Burlington (Lower 
Mississippian) c~ral as. Striatopora car
bonaria. Mather s specific name would 
thus become a homonym. The Mississip
pian and Pennsylvanian ~peci~s men
tioned seem to be congenenc with little 
doubt. 

Striato para oklahomensis differs from 
S. religiosa, n.sp., from the Marble ~alls 
limestone, in having smaller coralhtes, 
both average and maximum, more closely 
spaced tahulae, and generally a less 
robust growth of the colonies. The periph
eral zone of most specimens of S. 
oklahomensis is much thickened, whereas 
a majority of the Texas specimens that 
have been observed have a relatively thin 
peripheral thickened zone. This distinc
tion has doubtful significance, however. 

Occurrence . .-This species occurs abun
dantly in the Brentwood limestone, Mor
rowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Car
boniferous) , of northwestern Arkansas 
and less commonly in Morrowan strata of 
northeastern Oklahoma. Specimens from 
these rocks have commonly been identi
fied as Pachypora carbonaria Mather. The 
only specimens of Striato pora oklahomen
sis previously reported are Snider's type 
and associated fossils from the "Mayes" 

Figs. 194-201. Sections of Marble Falls, Smithwick, Brentwood, and Hale favositid corals, 
xl.5 (except fig. 197). (194) Striatopora immota, n.sp., type specimen, no. P9364, from the 
Brentwood limestone, 172 miles northeast of Fayetteville, Arkansas; a longitudinal section 
through the mid-portion of a branch. (195) S. oklahomensis (Snider), no. KU7999-2la, from 
Morrowan beds in Ash Canyon, San Andres Mtns., sec. 28, T. 19 S., R. 4 E., New Mexico; 
(196) specimen no. P9616, from the Brentwood limestone near Woolsey, Arkansas; transverse 
and longitudinal sections showing thick peripheral zone; (197) specimen no. KU7364, from the 
Hale formation, 2 miles southeast of Hulbert, Oklahoma; reduced-scale sketch of a large corallum 
on a slab of limestone;. some of the branches weathered so as to show the thin-walled inner part 
of the corallites. (198) S. religfosa, n.sp., type specimen, no. Pl220la, from the upper Marble 
Falls limestone, 5 miles south-southwest of Hall, San Saba County, Texas (loc. 205-T-87); 
transverse and longitudinal sections showing the large diameter of the corallites and wide 
spacing of the tabulae; (199) specimen no. Pl220lb, from the same locality as fig. 198; (200) 
specimen no. Pl220lc, from the same locality as fig. 198; transverse section of a specimen hav
ing an unusually thick peripheral zone; (201) specimen no. Pl2197a, a large specimen from the 
same locality as fig. 198. 
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fo~m.ati.on,. classed as Chesterian, Upper 
M1ss1ss1pp1an, at a single locality, as 
already mentioned; the age of Snider's 
fossils is thought almost certainly to be 
Morrow an. 

Type .-The type specimens of both 
"Pachypora" oklahomensis and "P." car
bonaria are deposited in Walker Museum, 
University of Chicago. The specimen 
here illustrated was collected by F. B. 
Plummer from the Brentwood limestone 
on U. S. highway No. 71 near Woolsey, 
Arkansas, a few miles south of Fayette
ville (Univ. Texas, Bureau of Economic 
Geology, specimen no. P-9616). 

STRLA TOPORA IMMOT A, n.sp. 

Pl. 14, fig. 5 ; text figs. 185, 194 

Small branching coralla having a rela
tively thick peripheral zone . of dense 
stereoplasm and characterized by diminu
tive corallites that are unconstricted by 
thickened walls near the surface are in· 
cl uded in this new species. The diameter 
of the colonies ranges from about 7 mm. 
at the growing tip of a branch to an 
observed maximum of 20 mm.; the aver
age size is about 13 mm. The two speci
mens now available are a slightly curved 
unbranched fragment 42 mm. in length, 
the type, and a fragment about 50 mm. 
long having parts of three branches. The 
surf ace has a roughly pitted appearance 
owing to the rather closely spaced de
pressions of the corallite apertures and 
the elevated nodose interspaces, which are 
rounded in transverse profile rather than 
sharp-crested. The apertures range in 
diameter from slightly less than 1 mm. 
to 1.6 mm., and the interspaces have 
approximately the same measurements; 
about 5 apertures occur in a space of 10 
mm., measured diagonally in directions 
of closest spacing. 

The axial thin-walled portion of the 
coralla in the examples studied has a 
diameter of only 2 or 3 mm., whereas 
the dense peripheral region has a radial 
thickness of 4 or 5 mm. The corallites 
are po 1 ygonal in cross section in the 
axial region and the walls here are thin, 
0.04 to 0.08 mm. The tubes curve evenly 
outward so as to meet the surface perpen
dicularly, and here the cross section is 
subcircular. Tabulae are closely spaced, 

fairly stout, and they include both com
plete and incomplete platforms, the lat
ter invariably joined to other tabulae. 
Mural pores ranging f ro_m 0.08 ~o 0.25 
mm. are fair 1 y common m the thickened 
zone. 

Discussion.-The size and surf ace char
acters of Striato pora immota readily dis
tinguish it from S. oklahomensis, for the 
latter is a much coarser and more robust 
species. Whether or not the very small 
diameter of the axial zone is a character 
of ~pecific importance is uncertain, but 
other internal features, such as the small 
size of the corallites and their lack of 
constriction in the peripheral zone, serve 
to mark this form. 

Occurrence. - Brentwood limestone, 
Morrowan, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by F. B. Plum
mer from outcrops l lh miles northeast of 
Fayetteville, Arkansas, on State highway 
No. 45, and on U. S. highway No. 71 
about 8 miles north of Woolsey, Arkansas. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-9364, from the locality northeast of 
Fayetteville. 

STRIATOPORA RELIGIOSA, n.sp. 

Text figs. 186, 187, 198-201 

Coralla belonging to this species have 
an irregular cylindrical branching form, 
average diameter of the branches being 
about 25 mm. Some specimens measure 
as much as 40 mm. across the colony in 
parts not affected by widening at bifur
cations, where the greatest diameter may 
exceed 70 mm.; small specimens may 
have a diameter of 20 mm. or slightly 
less. The height of some colonies exceeds 
100 mm. The surf ace is marked by the 
closely appressed calices of the corallites, 
which are polygonal in outline, variable 
in size, moderately deep, and bounded 
by sharp-crested ridges .. A majority of the 
calices have a diameter of 4 mm. or 
slightly more; the largest attain a diam
eter of 8 mm. and calices measuring 6 
mm. across are fairly common. The sides 
of the calices are steep and in the best
preserved parts of the coralla they are 
seen to bear regular longitudinal low 
ridges and intervening grooves that are 
.spaced two in 1 mm. on the average (fig. 
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187). The bottom of some cal ices, espe
cially the larger ones, is flat or gently 
convex, and this part, formed by the top
most tabula of the corallite, meets the 
sides of the c~lyx at a sharp angle. 

The internal structure of colonies, as 
shown by transverse and longitudinal sec
tions, is characterized by the strongly 
marked differentiation of an axial imma
ture zone and a peripheral mature zone. 
The tubes of corallites in the axial region 
are decidedly thin-walled and slightly un
even. They are pierced sporadically by 
moderately large mural pores that inter
sect the walls perpendicularly. New coral
lites are introduced at the angles between 
large tubes. Tabulae are common but !hey 
are widely spaced in the immature reg10n; 
they may be very closely spaced in the 
peripheral region. Most of the tabulae 
are complete, extending across the tubes 
in a direction that is normal or obliquely 
inclined to the walls; some tabulae are 
arched upward or sag downward. Incom
plete tabulae may branch from the com
plete ones. The mature region is charac
terized by a dense deposit of laminated· 
stereoplasm that shows considerable vari
ation in thickness in different coralla. In 
some specimens, like the type, the thick
ness of peripheral dense material is only 
3 or 4 mm. (fig. 198), but it may be 
twice as great (fig. 200). 

Discussion.-This species is more robust 
than Striato pora oklahomensis (Snider) 
and the inferred synonymous species, S. 
carbonaria (Mather). Colonies of S. 
oklahomensis range in diameter from 
about 15 to 25 mm. and the maximum 
width of the corallites is about 4 mm. 
(or rarely 5 mm.), whereas colonies of 
S. religiosa have a diameter of 20 to ~O 
mm. and corallites range to 8 mm. m 
width. Tabulae are much more widely 
spaced in the immature zone of S. religi
osa than in S. oklahomensis. 

Occurrence.-Common m the upper 
Marble Falls limestone, Bendian, Lower 
Pennsylvanian (Upper Carboniferous); 
collected by F. B. Plummer on Gibbons' 
ranch 5 miles south-southwest of Hall, 
San Saba County, Texas (loc. 205-T-87). 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-1220la. 

Genus ACACIAPORA, n.gen. 

Slender branching subcylindrical tabu
late corals are assigned to this new 
genus. The corallites grow upward in the 
axial region, curve gently outward radi
ally in all directions and meet the sur
face obliquely; their transverse outline 
is polygonal in the axial region but it 
changGs to ovoid near the surface, aper
tures being gen~rally elongate in the 
direction of growth. The calices are bor
dered by a rim that is most strongly ele
vated on the lower side, making the 
plane of the rim nearly normal to the 
axis of the corallite. lnterspaces between 
the calices, variable in width, are formed 
by dense stereoplasm. The walls of the 
corallites are stout but not strongly thick
ened, although the filling of interspaces 
in the peripheral region may seem to 
constitute such thickening. The walls are 
perforated by more or less numerous 
mural pores. Shelf-like incomplete tabu
lae having a free edge project into the 
tubes of the corallites (figs. 202, 203) ; 
seemingly complete tabulae shown in lon
gitudinal sections may actually belong to 
incomplete tabulae that are so intersected 
that the free margin is missed. 

Genotype. - Michelinia subcylindrica 
Mather, Hale formation, Morrowan, north
eastern Oklahoma. 

Discussion.-The tabulate corals of the 
general type of this new genus that occur 
in Carboniferous and Permian strata of 
different parts of the world have been 
variously assigned to Favosites Lamarck 
(1816), Thamnopora Steininger (1831), 
Michelinia de Koninck ( 1841), Trachy
pora Edwards and Haime (1851), Striato
pora Hall ( 1851), Clado pora Hall ( 1851). 
Pachy pora Lindstrom ( 1873), and H et
erocoenites Gerth ( 1921). All these 
genera, except Michelinia and Hetero
coenites, are based on Silurian or Devo
nian genotypes, and considerable room 
for question exists as to the validity of 
reported occurrences of a majority of the 
genera named in Upper Carboniferous 
and Permian strata. It is true that struc
tural differences between middle and late 
Paleozoic favositids seem partly quanti
tative rather than qualitative, involving 
such matters as distribution and amount 
of wall thickening, and these are diffi-
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cult to evaluate precisely. Whether or not 
the tabulate corals were far less progres
sive in evolutionary changes than rugose 
corals, the appearance of at least a num· 
her of generically distinguishable groups 
is reasonably expectable in rocks that are 
many millions of years younger than 
Silurian or Devonian. The broadening 
of generic concepts that is necessary in 
order to include some of the Permian tab· 
ulates in a Silurian genus, for example, 
serves little useful purpose, and besides 
tending to make confusion, it is likely to 
obscure significant stratigraphic implica· 
tions of these fossils. 

Favosites, Michelinia, and Pachypora 
are distinguished from other genera men
tioned in the essentially right-angled at· 
titude of the distal part of the corallites 
with respect to the surface of the coral
lum; the polygonal apertures are divided 
by ridges of approximately uniform 
height. These statements apply also to 
the genotypes of T hamno pora and Striato
pora although the corallite tubes may 
not be quite normal to the surf ace. 
Trachypora, Cladopora, and Hetero
coenites are ramose tabulate corals in 
which the corallites reach the surface 
obliquely, and commonly the lower rim 
of the apertures is somewhat extended so 
as to make the plane of the calyx mar
gin nearly normal to the axis of the tube. 6 

The corallites of Clado pora are closely 
spaced at the surface, as well as in the 
axial region, and as a result the aper
tures are semicircular or crescentic in out
line and partly overlap one another in a 
manner suggestive of shingles; the walls 
are not distinctly thickened in the periph
eral region and they are not marked by 
septal ridges. Trachypora is distinguished 
by thick walls of the axial region and 
excessive thickening of the peripheral 
region; the apertures of corallites are 
separated by interspaces, which in the 
genotype species are very broad, and the 
sides of the ovoid calices lack septal 
ridges. .H eterocoenites has considerably 

0The figures of Striatopora flexuosa Hall, genotype of 

Striatopora, in a recent paper by John W. Wells (Jour. 

Paleont., vol. 18, pp. 250-262, pis. 40, 41, 1944) also show 

elevated lower rims of the corallite apertures. A distinctly 

oblique attitude of the distal part of the corallites is 

suggested. 

thickened walls, like Trachypora, but ii 
characterized by strongly defined septa 
ridges on sides of the calices. A ~ew com
plete tabulae occur in the coralhte tubes 
of Cladopora, Trachypora, and Hetero
coenites, and all have well-defined mural 
pores. 

Acaciapora is distinguished from all t~e 
genera mentioned in the nature of its 
tabulae, most of which, if not all, are 
platforms reaching only part way across 
the corallite and having a free edge. The 
appearance of the exterior may resemble 
that of Cladopora or Trachypora, but in
ternal features serve readily to distin
guish Acaciapora from these genera. 

Occurrence.-Morrowan, Pennsylvanian 
(Upper Carboniferous); Oklahoma and 
Texas. 

ACACIAPORA SUBCYLINDRICA (Mather) 

Pl. 14, figs. 7-9; text figs. 190-192, 202 

Michelinia subcylindrica MATHER, 1915, Denison 
Univ. Bull., lour. Sci. Labs., vol. 18, p. 97, 
pl. 1, fig. 18. Morrowan strata, near Fort 
Gibson, Oklahoma. 

This species is represented in our col
lections by more than 200 well-preserved 
specimens, some of which attain a height 
of 30 mm. Most of the colonies are 
slender straight branches about 3 mm. 
in diameter, but some are curved and 
several show bifurcations of the branches. · 
The greatest observed diameter of a 
corallum is 6 mm.; a few fragments hav· 
ing a diameter of only 2 mm. are con· 
tained in the collection. None of our 
specimens show a "base small and coni· 
cal, covered with a wrinkled, concentri· 
cally striated epitheca," as reported by 
Mather (1915, p. 97), but numerous ex· 
amples before us show the attachment of 
cora~la to other fossils. Seemingly, this 
species grew upward or outward from 
almost any foreign object, such as p 

brachiopod, bryozoan, crinoid column or 
blastoid, o~ering a foothold. Possibly 
so~e colome.s wer~ unattached. The ter· 
mmal growmg tips of coloni are 
rounded and here the diameter .es is com· 
monl y about 2 mm. The apert 

h l 1 ures are 
rat er c ose y crowded on mo t · 
mens, each newly added calyx s sp~I· 
slight! y to encroach on neighb seemmg 
below them (fig. 192) but thi· ors next 

' s appear 
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ance is due mainly to elevation of the 
semicircular lower part of the rims of the 
calices. Distinct interspaces occu~ be
tween some of the apertures, and on parts 
of coralla or on a few whole colonies 
the interspaces are evident. The sides of 
very well-preserved calices show faint 
septal grooves and ridges but com
monly these are not seen. The rims are 
more or less distinctly denticulate. The 
depth of calices common! y exceeds the 
diameter of the corallite tubes. The larg
est calices have a diameter of 1.5 mm.; 
they are mostly 1.0 mm. or smaller. 

Transverse sections of a branch show 
that the thickness of walls of the axial 
region is about the same as that of the 
peripheral zone, although interspace areas 
are solid stereoplasm interrupted only by 
mural pores. The tubes of the axial region 
are subpolygonal in section. The tubes 
expand evenly as they grow upward and 
outward, as shown in longitudinal sec
tions. The most striking feature of the 
corallites is the nature of the incomplete 
tabulae, which are attached to one side 
of the tube or another and reach part 
way across. Two to four tabulae in the 
space of 1 mm. may be present in this 
species. Longitudinal sections (fig. 202) 
may show seemingly unattached portions 
of tabulae in the central part of corallite 
tubes; these represent intercepts of tab
ulae that join the walls along a line that 
lies entirely outside t4e plane of the lon
gitudinal section. The occurrence of such 
"floating" segments of tabulae in the sec
tions indicates that the free margin of at 
least some tabulae is convex to the tab
ula, not concave, and the opening be
tween the tabula and adjacent wall is cres
centic. Attention may he called to the 
alternating arrangement of the incomplete 
tabulae attached to opposite walls of some 
corallite tubes (fig. 202). 

Discussion. - This interesting small 
coral is readily distinguished from asso
ciated species of Michelinia, such as M. 
tenuicula, n.sp., and M. scopulosa, n.sp., 
by the slender branching form of the col
onies and the diminutive size of the 
calices. Superficially the apertures of 
Acaciapora subcylindrica resemble the 
openings of the tubes of M ichelinia, but 
they are obliquely disposed and rounded 

in outline, rather than normal to the sur
face and distinctly polygonal in shape. 
This species has about the same growth 
form and size as the Texas species, Acacia
pora venusta, n.sp., but it is differentiated 
by more closely spaced apertures and a 
rougher surface appearance. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; collected by R. C. Moore and 
L. R. Laudon at spillway below Green
leaf reservoir ( cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 
20 E.) , near Braggs, Oklahoma, and near 
Keough quarry (sec. 36, T. 16 N., R. 19 
E.), about 2 miles north of Fort Gibson, 
Oklahoma. 

Type.-University of Chicago, Walker 
Museum. Figured specimens, University 
of Kansas, specimens nos. 7385-26b, 
f, g, h. 

ACACIAPORA VENUST A, n.sp. 

Text figs. 193, 203 

Corals belonging to this species are 
slender branching cylindrical growths 
having an average diameter of about 3.5 
mm. The type specimen consists of two 
branches that join at an angle of about 
90 degrees, the longer branch having a 
length of 37 mm. and a greatest diameter 
of 4 mm. The surface of the corallum 
is characterized by the even I y elliptical 
openings of corallite tubes, which are 
distributed so that relatively broad, very 
distinct interspaces separate them. Each 
aperture is bordered by a rim that is 
more elevated on the lower side of the 
aperture than on the upper, and it has a 
narrow crest that bears more or less 
distinct denticles. The inner walls of the 
calices do not show septal ridges. Inter
spaces are faintly granulose but otherwise 
fairly even and smooth. 

The internal structure of the coral is 
essentially the same as that of the geno
type of Acaciapora. The corallite tubes 
run longitudinally in the axial region 
and curve very gradually outward to the 
surface, intersecting it at a very oblique 
angle. The walls range in thickness from 
0.10 to 0.30 mm. and they are perf o
rated by fairly numerous mural pores, 
0.07 to 0.12 mm. in diameter. The coral
Iites bear more or less numerous incom
plete tabulae that project into the tubes 
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and have a free margin. Many of these 
tabulae diverge from the wall at a rather 
steep angle and in longitudinal section 
resemble thorny spines of the acacia. 

Discussion.-·Distinction of Acaciapora 
venusta from A. subcylindrica is based 
chiefly on surface characters. The aper
tures of the Texas species are more reg-

0 
mm 

ularly elliptical and more widely spaced 
than in the genotype and the surface of 
the corall um as a whole is more even. 
Internally, the corallite tubes of A. venusta 
seem to have a longer immature portion 
para1lel to the axis of the corallum and 
to curve outward slightly more gradu
ally than in A. subcylindrica. 

202b 

Figs. 202-203. Sections of Acaciapora, n.gen., from the Hale and Marble Falls formations, 
x13.5. (202) Acaciapora subcylindrica (Mather), specimen no. KU7385-26g, from the Hale 
formation at Greenleaf Lake, southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma; 202a, longitudinal section showing 
the incomplete tabulae and large mural pores; 202b, transverse section. (203) A. venusta, n.sp., 
type specimen, no. Pl 1222, from the base of the Marble Falls limestone on Wallace Creek 10 
miles southwest of San Saba, Texas Ooc. 205-T-43) ; longitudinal section showing the stro~gly 
oblique attitude of the tubes. 
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Occurrence.-Four well-preserved col
onies are now known from the base of 
the Marble Falls limestone, Morrowan, 
Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbonif
erous) ; collected by F. B. Plummer and 
R. C. Moore in an outcrop west of Wall ace 
Creek road, about 10 miles southwest of 
San Saba, Texas ( loc. 205-T-43) . 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-11222. 

Family AULOPORIDAE Nicholson 

Small tubular corallites of trumpet-like 
or cylindrical form comprise colonies be
longing to this family. The tubes have 
a creeping habit, attached to foreign ob
jects throughout growth, or most of the 
branching tubes may be erect, free struc
tures. Tabulae are common or lacking. 
Range, Ordovician to Permian. 

Genus CLADOCHONUS McCoy, 1847 

Pyrgia EDWARDS AND HAIME, 1851, Arch. Mus. 
Hist. Nat. Paris, vol. 5, pp. 159, 310. 

Monilopora NICHOLSON AND ETHERIDGE, 1879, 
Geol. Mag., n.s., dee. 2, vol. 6, p. 293. 

The corallum characteristic of this 
genus comprises colonies of erect trumpet
shaped corallites that branch in opposite 
directions at short regular distances. The 
theca is marked only by delicate growth 
lines. The base of the colony is formed 
by a ring of corallites that commonly 
encircles a crinoid stem, and branches of 
corallites extend outward from the at
tached ring. Each corallite touches an
other only at the place of branching, 
which is located at the point where the 
parent corallite begins to form its ex
panded calyx. The off shoot corallite first 
builds a slender tube that grows at an 
angle to the axis of its predecessor and 
directed nearly opposite to the calyx open
ing of the latter. The newly formed 
corallite also gives off a branch and de
velops a large oblique calyx. The coral
lum thus consists of many zigzag coral
lites. The walls are very thick and the 
central hollow portion is small. Tabulae 
and septal spines are lacking, but longi
tudinal ridges may appear in the calices. 

Genotype. - Cladochonus tenuicollis 
McCoy (1847, p. 227, Pl. 11, fig. 8), Lower 
Carboniferous, Australia. 

Discussion.-The original description 
of Cladochonus by McCoy in 1847 was 
based on branching corallites belonging 
to parts of a col"ny above its point of 
attachment. Subsequently, when a ring of 
corallites like those of Cladochonus was 
found growing around a crinoid column, 
Nicholson and Btheridg.e (1879) con
cluded that it represented a new genus, 
which they named Monilopora. Hill and 
Smyth ( 1938, p. 127), who have studied 
corals assigned to Cladochonus and Mon
ilopora, including the types of these 
genera, conclude that the zigzag branches 
generally assigned to Cladochonus are the 
distal parts of bases classed as belong
ing to M onilo pora. Therefore, M onilo pora 
is a junior synonym of Cladochonus. 
Girty ( 1925) regarded ] ania crass a Mc
Coy ( 184,4, p. 197) as the genotype of 
Cladochonus, and inasmuch as this species 
is also the genotype of M onilo pora he 
placed M onilopora in synonymy with 
Cladochonus. Girty overlooked the fact 
that Edwards and Haime in 1850 ( p. 
l xxvi) had legally fixed the genotype of 
C ladochonus as C. tenuicolNs McCoy, 
which invalidates his argument on tax
onomy, although conclusions as to the 
synonymy of these genera are the same. 

Pyrgia is regarded by Nicholson ( 1879, 
pp. 19, 219-225) and by Hill and Smyth 
( 1938, p. 126) as a junior synonym of 
Cladochonus, inasmuch as P. michelini 
Edwards and Haime (1851, p. 310), the 
genotype, seems to be based on individual 
corallites broken from a Cladochonus 
colony. 

Cladochonus is very different from all 
other tabulate corals except Aulopora 
Goldfuss ( 1829, p. 82). Aulopora con
sists of a number of prostrate tubes that 
are attached by the entire lower portion 
to a foreign object. The individual tubes 
expand gradually to the calices, nearly 
all of which open in a single direction. 
The definitely zigzag arrangement of the 
branches of Cladochonus distinguish it 
from Aulopora. 

Occurrence.-Middle and Upper Devo
nian of North America and Germany; 
Lower Carboniferous of North America, 
western Europe, U.S.S.R., and eastern 
Australia; Upper Carboniferous of North 
America and U .S.S.R.; and Permian of 
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Figs. 204-207. Springoporid and auloporid corals from the Marble Falls and Smithwick 
formations, and a chaetetid. (204) Multithecopora paucitabulata, n.sp., section of part of type 
specimen, no. KU79999e, from the Marble Falls limestone north of Onion Creek, Fowler ranch, 
about 3 miles southeast of Marble Falls, Burnet County, Texas (loc. 27-T-16); 204a, b, longi
tudinal sections of tubes, partly through the central cavity, showing the very thick-walled 
structure and locally distributed slightly concave tabulae, x2.5; 204c, specimen showing branch
ing of tubes, x0.75; (205) specimen no. KU7753, from the Marble Falls limestone, 5 miles 
southeast of Rochelle, McCulloch County, Texas; transverse sections of tubes. (206) Cladochonus 
texasensis, n.sp., part of type specimen, no. USGS2612-22, from the Smithwick shale about 
1 mile southwest of Bend, Texas; 206a, several corallites showing form and character of 
branching, xl; 206b, a calyx showing faint septal ridges, x3. (207) Chaetetes eximius, n.sp., 
type specimen, no. KU7744-26, from the Hale formation at Keough quarry, north of Fort Gibson, 
Oklahoma; 207 a, transverse section, x2.5; 207b, longitudinal section, x2.5. 

Timor, China, Yugoslavia, and Western 
Australia. 

CLADOCHONUS FRAGILIS Mather 

Pl. 14, figs. 1-3 

Cladochonus fragilis MATHER, 1915, Denison 
Univ. Bull., J our. Sci. Labs., vol. 18, p. 98, 
pl. 1, figs. 3-5. l\foRGAN, 1924, Oklahoma 
Bur. Geol., Bull. 2, p. 190, pl. 31, fig. 3. 

This species consists of funnel-shaped 
corallites developed alternately and di
rected in opposite directions from the 
almost solid connecting tube so as to 
give a zigzag appearance to the branch. 

The theca is thin in the upper part of 
the individual corallites but thickens in 
the lower smaller portions. The outer 
surface of the colony is smooth. None 
of the Oklahoma corallites studied re
veal the nature of the calyx, but speci
mens from Texas show a few well-pre
served calices that bear low but distinct 
septal ridges, spaced 0.15 to 0.12 mm. 
apart. The deep part of the calices is 
laterally constricted so as to form a pit 
about 0.3 mm. in width and 1.3 mm. in 
length; the mid-portions of the long sides 
of this pit bulge inward, constricting the 
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narrow depression. According to obser
vations on specimens from northeastern 
Oklahoma, the corallites expand rapidly 
from a connecting tube 1 mm. in diam· 
eter to 3.0 mm. at the calyx; the length 
of nearly complete corallites ranges from 
6.8 to 8 mm. Corallites from Texas (Pl. 
14, figs. 1-3) have a diameter of 1.5 mm. 
in the young part and they measure 2.3 
to 2.8 mm. at the calyx; one specimen 
(Pl. 14, fig. 2) shows 6 corallites in 26 
mm., and another (Pl. 14, fig. 1) has 
4 corallites in 20 mm., but the length of 
individual corallites is 6 to 8 mm. 

A base of a colony belonging to this 
genus and presumed to be conspecific is 
attached to a crinoid columnal, forming 
a ring around it. From this more or 
less disc-like base broken slubs of the 
zigzag branches extend horizontally in 
all directions. Several of the imperfect 
calices have a diameter of about 3 mm. 

Discussion.-The fragmentary branches 
here reported from Morrowan beds of 
northeastern Oklahoma agree in form and 
diminutive size with those described by 
Mather ( 1915, p. 98) but they are larger 
than his specimens. He records the aver
age length of individual corallites as 3 
mm. and the average diameter of the 
calyx as 1.5 mm. This agrees with the 
illustration of one of the types (Mather, 
1915, pl. 1, fig. 3) but not with those of 
other types (idem, figs. 4, 5) , which are 
indicated to have a length of about 5 mm. 
and a calyx diameter of 2 mm. Mather's 
specimens came from localities 1.5 and 
2 miles, respectively, north of Fort Gib
son, Oklahoma, the latter collecting place 
being Keough quarry where our speci
men of a part of the colony above the 
base was obtained. Despite differences in 
measurements, there is little doubt that 
our specimens belong to Cladochonus 
fragilis. Mather did not find a Clado
chonus basal ring. Our specimen showing 
this part of the colony comes from about 
the same horizon as that of the Keough 
quarry fossils; it was collected a few 
miles southeast of Fort Gibson at the dam 
below the Greenleaf Lake reservoir. 

Cladochonus fragUis resembles C. 
tenuicollis McCoy, the genotype, in the 
general arrangement and shape of the 
corallites along the branch but has a 

much thickened lower portion and shorter 
intervals between buds. The connecting 
tubes of the Morrow species are much 
more delicate and shorter than those of 
C. americanus Weller ( 1909, p. 275) de
scribed from the Fern Glen formation, 
Lower Mississippian, of Missouri. 

Occurrence.-Hale formation, Morrow
an, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Carbon
iferous) ; the free branches were collected 
by R. C. Moore, one-quarter of a mile 
south of Keough quarry, Fort Gibson, 
Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas, specimens nos. 
7130-22 )~ and the attached base was 
found at the east end of the dam, Green
leaf Lake, cen. sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 20 
E., southeast of Braggs, Oklahoma (Univ. 
Kansas, specimen no. 7385-27 a) . Three 
well-preserved fragments of corallites are 
from the basal part of the Marble Falls 
limestone in eastern San Saba County, 
TP.xas; they were collected by R. C. 
Moore on the Chappel-Cherokee road, 
11;2 miles south of Cherokee Crossing 
(loc. 205-T-49 or Univ. Kansas loc. 
7149). Two well-preserved fragments of 
coral la were collected by R. C. Moore from 
the lower Marble Falls limestone at loc. 
KU7171 southwest of San Saba, Texas. 

Material studied.-One base of a Clado
chonus colony attached to a crinoid col
umnal and four free branches were avail
able for study. 

CLADOCHONUS TEXASENSIS, n.sp. 

Pl. 14, fig. 4; text figs. 206a, b 

Description of this species is based on 
a corallum consisting of numerous sub
parallel branches and containing some 
scores of unusually well-preserved coral
lites. The colony is embedded in an 
ellipsoidal concretionary nodule having 
dimensions of about 150 by 100 by 60 
mm.; it is made up of fine silt cemented 
by calcium carbonate. Parts of the nodule 
that are hard and brittle can be broken 
very cleanly from around corallites, but 
preparation of the fossil in this way in
evitably causes breakage of the rims of 
calices and hardly permits obtaining 
parts of the colony sufficiently large for 
satisfactory study. One part of the 
nodule, slightly softer than the rest, was 
selected for preparation by removing the 
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matrix; this work was done under a binoc
ular microscope and it was found possible 
to uncover several branches almost entirely. 
The base of the colony, showing mode of 
attachment, was not discovered, however. 

The corallites of this species are robust 
trumpet-shaped structures having very 
thick walls, such as characterize the genus 
Cladochonus. The immature part of each 
individual i$ subcircular in cross section 
and its diameter is very uniformly 4.0 
to 4.2 mm.; the thickness of the walls in 
this region is about 1.5 mm. and the in
side diameter of the tube 1.0 mm. or 
slightly smaller. The calices are directed 
alternately in opposite directions, their 
near 1 y circular rim 1 ying in a plane that 
is almost parallel to the direction of 
growth of the branch and 3 to 4 mm. dis
tant from the mid-line of the branch. The 
distance between corresponding parts of 
successive calices, such as their centers 
or distal margins, is about 13 mm. The 
budding that gives rise to a new coral
lite is initiated at a point opposite the 
proximal edge of the parent corallite. 
In parts of the colony every second or 
third corallite gives off two new indi
viduals, instead of a single one, and this 
produces a bifurcation of the branch. 
Low but distinct septa! ridges are ob
served in some of the calices, the spaces 
between them ranging from 0.45 to 0.60 
mm. The exterior of the corallites is 
delicately marked by unevenly spaced, 
slightly ftexuous growth lines and small 
transverse corrugations; in the vicinity of 
the points of bifurcation of the coral
lites these growth lines curve upward 
distinctly. Faint longitudinal corruga
tions are observed on many corallites and 
in addition there are very fine longitu
dinal striae; the spacing of the corruga
tions corresponds to that of the septal 
ridges, which is about 0.5 mm. 

Discussion.-This species is much more 
robust than Cladochonus fragilis Mather, 
and the exterior of the corallites differs 
from that of the more delicate form in 
having distinct transverse and longitu
dinal markings. C. texasensis may be 
distinguished from C. bennetti Beede, 
which occurs in higher parts of the 
Pennsylvanian section of the midcontinent 
region, by the dimensions and surface 
markings of the corallites. 

Occurrence.-Upper part of the Mar
ble Falls formation, Bendian, Lower 
Pennsylvanian (Upper Carboniferous); 
collected by P. V. Roundy, U. S. Geologi
cal Survey, on the south bank of Colo· 
rado River, 6 feet above river level, about 
1 mile southwest of Bend, San Saha 
County, Texas (April, 1919). 

Type.-U. S. Geological Survey, speci .. 
men no. 2612-22a. 

Family SYRINGOPORIDAE Edwards and Haime 

Colonies assigned to this family are 
com posed of cylindrical tubes growing 
more or less parallel and joined to one 
another at interv:ils by lateral processes. 
The walls are thick and they bear only 
slight traces of septa or none at all. 
Tabulae, which commonly are funnel
shaped, are numerous to sparse. Range, 
Ordovician to Permian. 

Genus MUL TITHECOPORA Yoh, 1927 

Compound coralla consisting of thick
walled tubular corallites, joined together 
by .only a few connecting processes, are 
designated by this name. The corallites 
grow in a subparallel position and they 
are somewhat variable in distance from 
one another; mostly, the interspaces be
tween corallites are one to three times 
that of the diameter of the corallites. 
The outer surf ace of the tubes is 
wrinkled transversely so as to make a 
rather rough exterior. The walls of the 
tubes are characterized by excessive thick
ness, except in the distal region where 
th~y are one-half or less of the ordinary 
thickness. The diameter of the interior 
of the tubes is normally one-third to 
one-fourth of the outside diameter hut 
the interior of some tubes is only' one
fif th of the outside diameter. The walls 
are concentrically laminated. Septa are 
lacking but the interior of the corallites 
is intersected locally by thin down-curved 
complete tabulae. The corallites repro
duce by lateral budding, the young indi
vidual growing laterally a short distance 
from the parent and then turning abruptly 
upward parallel to it. 

Genotype.-. Multi theco pora penchiensis 
Yoh, Carboniferous of Chihli and Fen t• 

. Ch• g IeD provmces, ma. 
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Discussion.-This genus is distinguished 
from Syringopora Goldfuss by its entire 
lack of traces of septa, by the unusual 
thickness of the corallite walls, and by 
characters of the tabulae. The compara
tively large tubes of Syringopora contain 
numerous tabulae of steep funnel-shaped 
and irregular form, and cross-wise tubes, 
or stolons, connecting the corallites, 
occur at frequent intervals. Kuweichow
pora Chi, a syringoporoid Lower Carbon
iferous coral from China, resembles Mul
titheco pora in having rare connections 
between the corallites and in lacking 
traces of septa; it differs in having 
numerous regularly spaced funnel-shaped 
tabulae that surround an open central 
tube. 

Occurrence.-Carboniferous; China and 
Texas. 

MUL TITHECOPO~A P AU CIT AB ULA T.A, n.sp. 

Text figs. 204, 205 

Colonies belonging to this species con
sist of nearly parallel tubes growing 
subvertically, the interspaces being about 
equal to the diameter of the tubes on 
the average. The type specimen is wider 
than high, measuring more than 200 
mm. transversely and about 50 mm. in 
greatest height; the base of the corallum 
is preserved, showing the recumbent tubes 
and regularly spaced budding of upcurv
ing tubes 'in this region, but the upper 
surf ace is weathered in such manner as 
to indicate that it lies some distance be
low the original top of the corallum. 
The corallites are cylindrical and nearly 
uniform in diameter, ranging from 2 to · 
2.5 mm.; their outer surf ace is marked 
by transverse wrinkles, which are not very 
prominent, but otherwise the tubes are 
smooth and straight. At the base of the 
colony the corallites curve gently from a 
horizontal to a vertical position; branches 
given off higher in the colony grow 
laterally from the parent for a short 
distance and then curve abruptly upward. 
The walls of the tubes are uniformly 
thick except in their distal extremities 
where the outside diameter of the coral
lite remains constant but the inside 
diameter gradually increases until the 
wall is reduced to a feather edge. The 
normal thickness of the walls is about 

0.85 mm. and the inside diameter of the 
tubes is about 0.35 mm. Tabulae are not 
observed except in thin-walled parts of 
corallites near the apertures and in places 
just below the points of budding. Here, 
thin complete tabulae intersect the tubes 
approximately at right angles, the cen
tral part of the tabulae being curved 
evenly downward, however. These tabu
lae, with concave surface upward, are 
closely crowded for a short distance in 
some tubes but only a few rather widely 
spaced ones occur in others. As already 
noted, the long thick-walled parts of tubes 
seem to be devoid of tabulae. 

Discussion.-This coral from the Mar
ble Falls limestone corresponds in all 
observed structural features with the de
scribed and illustrated characters of the 
genotype of Multithecopora, including 
the localized distribution of the down
curved tabulae which leaves "remaining 
parts of the tubes entirely hollow" (Yoh, 
1927, p. 291). The dimensions of ~~1. 
penchiensis and M. paucitabulata are 
almost identical, both as to the thickness 
of walls of the tubes, their outside and 
inside diameters, and average spacing of 
the corallites. The exterior of the Chinese 
corals is more corrugated than that of 
the species here described, but other
wise there seems to be little basis for 
distinction, unless the distal thinning of 
the walls and expansion of the inside 
diameter of the tubes near the a per tu res, 
which is not mentioned by Yoh, may 
serve to differentiate the Texas species. 
M. paucitabulata does not closely resem
ble any described North American 
syringoporoid coral. It differs markedly 
from such a form as Syringo por~ mul
tattenuata McChesney in the structure and 
distribution of the tabulae and the sto
lonal connections between the tubes. 

Occurrence.-Upper part of the Marble 
Falls Jimestone, Bendian, Lower Pennsyl
vanian (Upper Carboniferous) ; collected 
by J. D. Ewers, 4900 feet north of Onion 
Creek, on east side of Fowler ranch, 3.1 
mile S. 45 ° E. of the steel highway bridge 
over Colorado River at Marble Falls, 
Burnet County, Texas (loc. 27-T-16). A 
corallum doubtfully assigned to this 
species was collected by M. H. Wallace, 
of the University of Kansas, from the 
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Marble Falls limestone at a locality about 
5 miles southeast of Rochelle Texas 
(Un~v. Kansas loc. 7752). This ;pecimen 
C~Jmv. Kansas, specimen no. 7753) agrees 
with the type of Multithecopora pauci
tabulata, except that the corallites are 
much less regular in arrangement. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
31649. A small part of the type is retained 
in collections of the University of Kansas 
(specimen no. KU-79999e). 

Family CHAETETIDAE Edwards and Haime 

Very small closely packed parallel 
tubes of prismatic form compose the 
massive colonies belonging to the fam
ily Chaetetidae. The walls are relatively 
thick, imperf orate, and not divided in any 
way along a median plane. Septa are 
lacking but in some tubes lateral pro· 
jections called pseudosepta may occur. 
Tabulae are more or less numerous; they 
include both complete and incomplete 
horizontal platforms. Range, Ordovician 
to Cretaceous. 

Discussion.-The Chaetetidae are a puz
zling group of fossils which have been 
interpreted varyingly as anthozoans, 
alcyonarians, hydrozoans, bryozoans, and 
calcareous algae. Whatever their tax· 
onomic status may be, question is not to 
be raised on the stratigraphic usefulness 
of these fossils or on the interesting 
nature of research as to their paleoeco-
1 ogic significance. Field observations in 
study of Lower Pennsylvanian rocks of 
many areas have emphasized the desir
ability of close attention to the nature 
and sedimentational environment of chae
tetid remains. In this paper the known 
occurrences of Chaetetes in the Marble 
Falls limestone and Smithwick shale of 
Texas are only reported and described 
very in completely. 

The Chaetetidae generally have been 
assigned to the ill-defined tabulate divi
sion of the coelenterates, but a great 
number of species that were assigned to 
Chaetetes in early papers now are placed 
in bryozoan genera. The differences be
tween some tabulate corals and bry
ozoans are not easily established. A study 
by Peterhans (1929) of genera assigned 
to the family Chaetetidae (Chaetetes 

Fischer, Chaetetopsis Neurrrayr, Diplochae
tites Weissermel, Blastochaetetes Diet
rich, Bauneia Peterhans-all but the first 
of post-Paleozoic age) leads him to con· 
elude that the genera of this family show 
closer affinity to trepostome bryozoans 
than to corals. The small size of the 
tubes, lack of symmetry, and variability 
of the microscopic structure in different 
chaetetids separate them from the Alcy
onaria and the Zoantharia. The Chaete
tidae lack mural pores, as do these bry
ozoans, and they have unsymmetrical tubes, 
as in many cyclostome and trepostome 
bryozoans, but the diameter of the tubes is 
much greater than in bryozoans, the 
walls are a little thicker, and pseudo
septa are present. A similar mode of 
reproduction is found in both the bry
ozoans and the Alcyonaria. 

The characters of C haetetes and related 
genera are not sufficiently well under
stood to permit definite classificatory 
placement at this time. The much larger 
size of the corallites of the tabulate 
corals with respect to the bryozoans is a 
criterion that has been widely used to 
separate these groups. Carboniferous 
species of Chaetetes can be separated 
readily from known species of bryozoans 
in this way, and accordingly have been 
placed in the Coelenterata. 

Genus CHAETETES Fischer, 1829 

Massive colonies of small closely 
packed pri~matic tubes comprise this 
genus .. Colonie~ occur as small irregular, 
moundhke or disc-like masses, or as large 
reefs. The polygonal tubes are approxi
mately equal in diameter and have thin 
complete or incomplete tabulae. The 
tabulae of each tube are independent 
and not connected to those of the ad
jacent tubes; they are not necessarily at 
the same level in different tubes. Weath· 
ered specimens may show a concentric 
layering within a colony. An axial col
umn, septa, and mural pores are lacking. 
The amalgamate thecal wall of adjoin· 
i?g tub~s may he incomplete due to par· 
tial fiss10n so as to give the appearance 
of a septum (pseudoseptum). The diam· 
eter of the tubes varies from 0.1 mm. 
to 0.8 mm., and the wall thickness from 
0.04 mm. to 0.10 mm. Reproduction is 
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by division. A holoth~ca is present only 
at the base. 

Genotype. - Chaetetes cylindraceus 
Fischer, Lower Carboniferous, U.S.S.R .. 
C. radians Fischer ( 1830, expl. pl. 36, 
fig. 3) was selected as genotype by 
Edwards and Haime ( 1850, p. lxi), but 
it is not one of the genosyntypes. 

Discussion.-This genus occurs com· 
monly in the Pennsylvanian strata of 
North America as large colonies or wide
spread reefs. Chaetetes differs from 
Tetradium Dana (1848, p. 701) in the 
simple division and lack of an axial 
column and septa. Bauneia Peterhans 
(1927) is similar to Chaetetes in the 
structure of the wall and form of the 
corallites, but is distinguished by repro
duction by both gemmation and division. 
Beaumontia Edwards and Haime ( 1851, 
p. 154) has been put in the same family 
as Chaetetes but differs greatly in the 
larger size and perforate walls. Chaete
tides was proposed by Strand ( 1928, p. 
34) as a new name for Chaetetes Fischer 
(1837, p. 159), if this should be found to 
differ from the ear lier C haetetes Fischer 
von Waldheim (in Eichwald, 1829, p. 
197), but it does not seem to be a useful 
generic name. 

Occurrence.-Carbonif erous and Perr 
mian of Asia, Australia, North America, 
and Europe, and reported from the Meso
zoic of Europe. 

CHAETETES EXIMIUS, n.sp. 

Text figs. 207, 208 

Large massive colonies of fine prismatic 
tubes are included in this species. The 
holotheca is not indicated on any of the 
specimens and all are merely fragments 
of large colonies, so th.at they do not 
show the true shape of the colony. The 
tubes are evenly spaced throughout the 
mass. The largest specimen measures 
about 300 mm. by 110 mm. 

In transverse sections the tubes are seen 
to be 5- or 6-sided polygons approxi
mately equal in size. Pseudosepta, which 
develop where division is incomplete, are 
moderately numerous. The diameters of 
the tubes average about 0.3 mm. The 
walls are mostly 0.07 mm. in thickness. 
Examined in transverse section under 

strong magnification, the walls are seen 
to be swollen slightly so as to have a 
somewhat beaded appearance, about two 
beads occurring on each straight side of 
the tubes. Longitudinal sections show the 
slightly uneven thecal walls and numer
ous extremely fine flat tabulae. These 
tabulae are mostly complete, but some 
project from one or both sides without 
reaching entirely across the tube. Only 
rarely do tabulae join each other. The dis
tribution of the tabulae is not uniform, but 
nearly all tubes have 6 tabulae to each mil
limeter. The thickness of the tabulae is 
very much less than that of the walls, 
measuring 0.008 to 0.01 mm. 

Discussion.-Most American Pennsy 1-
vanian species of Chaetetes have been re
ferred to C. milleporaceus Edwards and 
Haime (1851, p. 272) (incorrectly called 
C. milleporaceous by some authors). This 
species was characterized as a coral form
ing large masses and having strong walls, 
very long capillary-like corallites, and 
unequal polygonal calices about 0.25 mm. 
in diameter. The tabulae were described 
as complete, very closely spaced, 40 in 
a distance of 10 mm., and not correspond
ing in position in adjacent corallites. The 
occurrence was given as Carboniferous of 
Cumberland Mountains, Tennessee, and on 
the Ohio at Newburg, near Evansville, 
Indiana. Further information and illus
trations of the internal structure of au
thentic examples seem to be lacking. 
Fossils from many localities and widely 
scattered stratigraphic units have been as
signed to C. mille poraceus, but it is not 
certain which, if any, are truly conspe
cific. C. milleporaceus is not now recog
nizable. C. eximius seems to differ from 
the original description of C. millepora
ceus in having many incomplete tabulae, 
more closely crowded complete tabulae, 
and slightly larger prismatic tubes. Com
parison of C. eximius with topotype speci
mens of C. schucherti Morgan (1924, p. 
174) from the Homer limestone of Okla
homa shows that the new species here 
described differs in the distinctly closer 
spacing of the tabulae, smaller tubes, and 
lack of the peculiar macula-like arrange
ment of tubes in parts of C. schucherti. C. 
eximius differs from specimens of Chae
tetes from the Fort Scott, Pawnee, and 
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Altamont limestones of southern Kan
sas in its more numerous and finer 
tabulae. 

Occurrence.-The type material is from 
the Hale formation, Morrowan, Lower 
Pennsylvanian (Upper Carboniferous), at 
Keough quarry, 21h miles north of Fort 
Gibson, Oklahoma, collected by R. H. 
King (Univ. Kansas loc. 7744). Other 
specimens were collected by R. C. Moore 
from the Hale limestone, along State high
way No. 51, 3 miles west of Tahlequah, 
Oklahoma (Univ. Kansas loc. 7964), and 
by F. B. Plummer from the upper Mar
ble Falls limestone on Colorado River 
one-fourth mile southwest of Bend, San 
Saba County, Texas (loc. 205-T-l), and 
from Gibbons' ranch, 2.6 miles S. 7° W. 
of Hall, San Saba County, Texas {loc. 
205-T-102). 

Material studied.-Large well-preserved 
specimens were available from each of 
the above localities. Abundant material 
from other formations was compared with 
the Morrowan species. 

Type.-University of Kansas, specimen 
no. 7744--26, from Keough quarry, north 
of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma. 

CHAETETES FA VOS US, n.sp. 

Text figs. 209, 210 

Large colonies of subcy lindrical form 
and evenly rounded at the top charac
terize this species. The fine prismatic 
tubes are very long and nearly straight, 
as examined in a hand specimen, but in 
the whole colony they are seen to curve 
radially so as to intersect the surface 
at right angles. The type specimen has 
a transverse diameter of about 250 mm. 
and originally reached a height of more 

than 800 mm. Whether or not this 
dominance of upward growth, as com
pared to expansion laterally, is important 
in distinguishing colonies belonging to this 
species is not known, but several similar 
growth forms were observed at the place 
near Bend, Texas, where the type was ob
tained. The colonies are separated from 
one another somewhat widely, that is, by 
some tens or scores of feet, and the growth 
form may depend largely on ecologic 
factors. 

Transverse sections of Chaetetes f avosus 
are distinguished by the even outlines 
and comparatively thin walls of the pris
matic tubes; resemblance to an extremely 
fine-textured honeycomb is marked. The 
diameter of the tubes is little greater in 
one direction than another. Pseudosepta 
are rare. The thickness of the walls is 
very uniformly about 0.06 mm. and the 
diameter of the tubes averages 0.3 mm.; 
few tubes have a diameter as small as 
0.25 mm. or, excepting sections of tubes 
just below points of fission, as large as 
0.35 mm. The walls have a faintly 
beaded apparance. Longitudinal sections 
reveal an unusually wide spacing of tab
ulae and small number of these parti
tions. Short projections from the wall, 
representing incomplete tabulae, are much 
more numerous than complete tabulae, 
but in parts of the type specimen both 
types of diaphragms are nearly lacking. 
Many of the intercepts of incomplete 
tabulae are disposed in pairs, occurring 
at the same height and projecting toward 
one another from opposite sides of a 
tube; these tabulae seem to be centrally 
perforated platforms, like diaphragms of 
the trepostomatous bryozoan genus T abu
li pora. Other incomplete tabulae consist 

Figs. 208-211. Sections of Chaetetes from the Hale and Marble Falls formations. (208) 
C. eximius, n.sp., type specimen, no. KU7744-26, from the Hale formation, Keough quarry, 
north of Fort Gibson, Oklahoma; 208a, transverse section, xS; 208b, longitudinal section, xS; 
208c, transverse section, xlS; 208d, longitudinal section, xlS. (209) C. favosus, n.sp., type speci
men, no. KU4809, from the top of the Marble Falls limestone near Bend, Texas; 209a, transverse 
section, xS; 209b, longitudinal section, xS; 209c, transverse section, xl5; 209d, longitudinal 
section, xlS; (210) specimen no. P8622, from the Marble Falls limestone in northeastern Kimble 
County, Texas (loc. 134-T-8) ; 210a, transverse section, xS; 210b, longitudinal section, xS; 
210c, transverse section, xlS; 210d, longitudinal section, xlS. (211) C. subtilis, n.sp., type speci
men, no. P8605, from the Marble Falls limestone, northeastern Kimble County, Texas (loc. 134-
T-8) ; 2lla, transverse section, x5; 2llb, longitudinal section, x5; 2llc, transverse section, xl5; 
2lld, longitudinal section, xlS. 
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of short projections that 4ave only a 
smooth wall opposite to them. A few 
specimens assigned to this species are so 
lacking in tabulae that it is necessary to 
search in order to find a few. It is true 
that tabulae are zonally distributed to 
some extent, being more abundant in all 
tubes at a given level than elsewhere, 
but this observation does not alter the 
described peculiarity of this species. Ex
amination of any part of a colony shows 
a relative paucity of tabulae. 

Discussion.-The distinguishing fea
tures of Chaetetes f avosus, according to 
our study, which has included compar
ison of forms from many Pennsylvanian 
rocks, are the general uniformity in size 
and shape of the tubes, comparative 
thinness of the walls, and wide spacing 
of the tabulae. These characters serve to 
separate this species very readily from 
C. eximius, n.sp., and from most of the 
forms of Chaetetes observed in Des 
Moinesian strata. The Altamont limestone 
of Kansas contains a species that resem
bles C. favosus in having almost no tab
ulae, but the walls of the tubes are 
thicker, and size and shape of the tubes 
are less regular, and the form of the 
colonies seems to differ. 

Occurrence.-Top of the Marble Falls 
limestone, Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian 
(Upper Carboniferous) ; co.Uected by R. 
C. Moore from widely exposed beds 
slightly above water level on the south 
side of Colorado River southwest of 
Bend, San Saba County, Texas (loc. 
205-T-l or Univ. Kansas loc. 4809). 
Several specimens from the middle Marble 
Falls limestone were collected by F. B. 
Plummer from east bank of Llano River, 
1 mile south of Shell pipe line and 4000 
feet east of the abandoned Bierschwale 
ranch headquarters, northeastern Kimble 
County, Texas (loc. 134-T-8) ; others 
were collected by F. B. Plummer from 
the upper Marble Falls along an old 
ranch road 1600 feet northeast of Cress 
Springs, or 11 miles southwest of Mason, 
Mason County, Texas (loc. 159-T-l 7). 
Four fragments referred to this species 
were also collected by N. F. Drake from 
the Marble Falls limestone on the first 
bend of Colorado River north of Nabor's 
Creek, Mills County, Texas. 

Type.-University of Kansas, speci~en 
no. 4809; part of type specimen depos1t~d 
in collections of the Bureau of Economic 
Geology (Univ. Te~as, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, specimen no. 31650, from 
near Bend, Texas. 

CHAETETES SUBTILIS, n.sp. 

Text figs. 211a-d 

Description of this species is based on 
two lots consisting of rather small por
tions of colonies. Accordingly, the shape 
and dimensions of the masses from which 
the fragments were taken are not known 
to us. The largest fragment is about 25 
by 20 mm. The specimens differ so mark
edly from other examples of Chaetetes 
that we venture to describe them as a new 
species. 

The distinctive structural character of 
this species is the unusually small size 
of the tubes. Transverse sections indicate 
an average diameter of the tubes amount
ing to 0.15 mm.; many tubes measure 
only 0.10 mm. from wall to wall and 
some are as little as 0.05 mm. in diam
eter. The shape and size of the tubes are 
more irregular than in most examples of 
Chaetetes, but only a few tubes of very 
uneven cross section have a greatest 
diameter exceeding 0.30 mm. The walls 
are 0.03 to 0.06 mm. in thickness, the 
average being 0.05 mm. Tabulae are 
widely spaced. They seem to be rela
tively more abundant than in C. favosus, 
n.sp., but in some tubes there are no 
complete tabulae in distances of 5 or 6 
mm. The tubes are fairly straight and 
regular in direction of growth. 

Discussion. -This species is distin· 
tinguished from Chaetetes f avosus, n.sp., 
C. eximius, n.sp., and all other forms 
known to us by the small size of the 
tubes. The shape and arrangement of the 
tubes is more irregular than in either of 
the species. just mentioned. 

Occurrence.-Marble Falls limestone, 
Bendian, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper 
Carboniferous) ; collected by F. B. Plum· 
mer from east bank of Llano River, 1 
mile south of Shell pipe line and 4000 
feet east of the old Bierschwale ranch 
headquarters (now Morgan ranch) (loc. 
134-T-8), northeastern Kimble County, 
Texas. 
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Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
8605. 

SUBORDER DOUBTFUL 

Family PALAEACIDAE, n.fam. 

Fossils having the characters of the 
genus Palaeacis Haime are included in this 
family. Range, Mississippian to Permian. 

Discussion.-The great uncertainty in 
classification of Palaeacis in any estab
lished family group, in conjunction with 
the distinctive peculiarities, considerable 
stratigraphic range, and recognition of 
more and more species, makes desirable 
the erection of a separate family. Several 
undescribed Pennsylvanian representa
tives are known, of which two are given in 
this paper. 

Genus P ALAEACIS Haime, 1857 

Sphenopterium MEEK and WoRTHEN, 1860, Acad. 
Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, Proc., p. 447. 

This genus comprises rather small soli
tary or colonial supposed corals that 
are distinguished by lack of distinct 
septa in the round or somewhat polyg
onal calices, the presence of pores in the 
walls and floor of the calices and open
ing on the outer surf ace of the fossil, and 
the spongelike structure of the calcareous 
hard parts generally. The calices are 
shallow or deep, and their interior sur
face is comparatively smooth or very un
even. Some specimens bear distinct fur
rows and low ridges running longitudi
nally from the rim of the calyx toward 
the floor; several pores are located along 
the grooves. Other specimens en ti rely lack 
a suggestion of even rudimentary septa 
and the pores are irregularly disposed. 
lnterspaces between the calices are marked 
by fine anastomosing low ridges and 
granules, and there are small pores at 
intervals in the grooves between the 
ridges. Sections of these fossils show the 
presence of a labyrinthine pattern of fine 
canals that lead to the pore openings on 
the exterior and in the calices; in well
preserved specimens they also show the 
arrangement of diverging bundles of very 
fine calcite fibres or prisms. The lower 
part of the fossil is pointed, rounded or 
expanded and shows commonly a scar of 
attachment. 

Genotype. - Palaeacis cuneif or mis 
Haime, Salem limestone, J\1eramecian, 
Mississippian (Lower Carboniferous) ; 
Spergen Hill, Indiana. 

Discussion.-No other late Paleozoic 
fossils closely resemble Palaeacis. Speci
mens belonging to the genus are strik
ing! y unlike contemporaneous types of 
undoubted corals, and the structure of 
their hard parts suggests that of some 
sponges. The absence of observed spic
ules like those. of sponges and the nature 
of the calices, which have no resemblance 
to the oscula of sponges, suggest that 
Palaeacis does not belong to the Porif
era, although Meek and Worthen ( 1866, 
p. 146) report that A. E. Verrill, a 
specialist on the corals, concluded that 
this genus probably belongs with the 
sponges. Several undoubted corals, such 
as Actinacis Orbigny (Cretaceous, Ter
tiary), He ptastylis Frech (Triassic), and 
Spongiomorpha Frech (Triassic), have a 
spongy intercalicinal structure traversed 
by irregular canals that corresponds to 
to the wall structure of Palaeacis. The 
Archaeocyathidae of very early Paleozoic 
age also have porous septa and theca 
and may be distantly related to Palaeacis. 

Occurrence. - Mississippian (Kinder
hookian) to Permian; North America, 
Europe, Asia, Australia. 

PALAEACIS TEST AT A, n.sp. 

Pl. 14, figs. 6a, b; text figs. 212a-c 

This species is represented by a small 
corallum consisting of five corallites. 
The holotheca is covered on the sides 
and areas between the calices by close
set irregular labyrinthic ridges. These 
may be continuous or broken into gran
ules. The specimen was attached over a 
wide area of the base and it rises higher 
and more steeply on one side than the 
other. Apertures of the calices are cir
cular and raised above the surf ace. The 
interior of the deep calices is marked by 
poorly developed vertical grooves. These 
grooves are not pronounced and their 
number is not determined. Pore openings 
seem confined to these grooves. The large 
individual calices are 4.5 mm. in diameter 
and 3.7 mm. in depth. The entire coral
lum is 8.8 mm. in height and 6.3 mm. 
in maximum diameter. 
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x7.S, :-:howing strongly elevat ed, sharp-pointed granules: 212<", sanw, xl.S. <21.'3) P. 1Culcotti ~ n.sp.: 
2Ba r, top, ~ide, and end views of th e type, no. USCSfr17rn, x:2.7. from Iloncy Cref'k, Llano 
County, showing shape of th e corallum and the shallow ('alices; 21:3d. part of the surface 
of this spc<·imen. x7.S, showing irregular grooves and ridges: 21 :k. sail\('. x 1 S. (:21 I) End view 
of anotl1cr s pc<" i men of P. walcutti, x2. 7, specimen no. USCSfrl 7 n, fro111 ti\(' sa nw lul ·ali t y as 
the type. 
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Discussion.-This species differs from 
most described species of Palaeacis in the 
irregularly formed corallum and large 
area of attachment. The anastomosing 
external ridges mostly are composed of 
elongated granules, rather than elongated 
ridges, as in P. axinoides Smyth ( 1929, 
p. 126) . The Smithwick species also 
lacks the wedgelike shape of the corallum 
and numerous member corallites of P. 
axinoides. P. testata can be distinguished 
from P. depressa (Meek and Worthen, 
1866, p. 146) by the basal area of at
tachment, greater depth of the corallum, 
and irregular shape. 

Occurrence. - Smithwick shale, Ben
dian, Lower Pennsylvanian (Upper Car
boniferous) ; collected by F. B. Plummer, 
3 miles east of Rochelle, McCulloch 
County, Texas (loc. 153-T-6). 

Material studied.-One well-preserved 
complete corallum was available for 
study. 

Type.-The University of Texas, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, specimen no. 
P-7823a. 

P ALAEACIS WALCOTT!, n.sp. 

Text figs. 213, 214 

The coralla belonging to this species 
are unusually large, inasmuch as only 
two or three among all described forms 
belonging to Palaeacis rival it in magni
tude. The colonies are composed typically 
of four corallites disposed around a 
center, the two largest calices being lo
cated commonly on the long axis of the 
corall um and two smaller cal ices being 
placed opposite one another on the short 
transverse axis of the corallum. The di
viding walls between the calices are nar
row and together they form a more or 
less regular cross. The outline of the 
calices is rounded on the outer sides but 
somewhat angulated at the point where 
the depressions come most close I y to
gether; measurements of the diameter of 
the calices are slight! y or very distinct! y 
greater in directions pointing radially 
from the center of the corallum than at 
right angles to these directions. The cups 
are very shallow, the greatest depth 
amounting to only one-third or one-fourth 
of the greatest diameter. The sides are 
marked by irregular sharp ridges and 

furrows running normal to the rim of the 
cal ices and converging toward the center; 
they form a pattern like that of very 
short, evenly disposed septa. The grooves 
between the septa-like ridges contain 
round pits that in many places encroach 
on the ridges and deflect them; the pits 
connect with irregular canals that tra
verse the otherwise dense skeletal mass 
of the coralla. The lower surface of a 
colony has the form of a rather uneven 
four-sided inverted pyramid having 
rounded edges; the dominance of one 
transverse axis of the pyramid over the 
other, and much sharper curvature of the 
surf ace along this dominant axis, are 
modifications that almost obliterate the 
suggestion of inverted pyramid, however. 
Some specimens resemble a very broad
beamed boat. A small scar of attachment 
is observable at the lowermost point of 
of all but one of the specimens. The outer 
surface bears a characteristic pattern of 
very uneven grooves and ridges. 

The type specimen has a height of 12.5 
mm., a greatest length of 30.5 mm. (in
complete), and a transverse measurement 
of 24 mm.; the larger calices of this 
specimen are 15.5 mm. by 12 mm. across 
and 3.5 to 4 mm. in depth. Four other 
specimens in the collection range in height 
from 17.5 to 21.5 mm., in greatest width 
from 20 to 31.5 (all incomplete), and in 
width at right angles to the longer meas
urement from 17 (incomplete) to 25 mm. 

Discussion.-This large species differs 
so strikingly from Palaeacis testata, n.sp., 
in shape, size, surface markings, and char
acters of the calices that detailed com
parison is needless. Drawings of the two 
forms at the same scale (figs. 212-214) 
illustrate their contrasting characters. P. 
walcotti somewhat closely resembles an 
undescribed species from an unrecorded 
horizon in upper Des Moinesian or lower 
Missourian rocks of Palo Pinto County, 
Texas; this new species is represented by 
two excellent! y preserved specimens be-
1 onging to the U. S. National Museum. 
Differences in surface marking, shape of 
the corallum, and characters of the cali-
ces serve readily to separate the Palo 
Pinto County specimens from P. walcotti, 
however. The new species here described 
is approximately matched in size by two 
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Pennsylvanian species from Iowa, called 
P. cymba Seebach and P. umbonata See
bach~ and the first-mentioned form con
sists typically of four corallites arranged 
like tho~e of P. walcotti. The coralla of 
P. cymba is more compressed laterally, 
the calices seemingly deeper and the ex
terior smoother than the Texas species. 
P. tu bi fer Gerth, from Permian rocks of 
Tim or,. is a species that attains length 
and width approximately equal to the 
dimensions of P. walcotti but it differs 
radically in the shape of the corallum 
and other features. 

Occurrence.-The locality records ac
companying the~e fossils ;·ead: "Llano 
quadrangle, Texas-Texas Carboniferous 
(Honey Creek section). C. D. Walcott, 
Oct. 5, 1884." This outcrop lies on 
SlauCThter ranch about 10 miles south-e 
east of LI ano, Llano County, Texas. Be-
cause the specimens are associated with 
verv numerous examples of Cumminsia 
apl~ta. (Cummins), which elsewhere is 
unknown except in the Smithwick shale, 
it seems reasonable to conclude that the 
Honey Creek strata yielding Palaeacis 
zrnlcotti belong to the Smithwick. 

Type.-U. S. Geological Survey, spec
men no. 64 7m. 

REGISTER OF LOCALITIES 

Arkansas 

P-9364. Brentwood. limestone, l 1h miles 
northeast of Fayetteville, on State highway No. 
45, F. B. Plummer, collector. (Lophophyllidium 
cunoideum, n.sp .. Chaetetes eximius, n.sp.) 

P-10500. Brentwood limestone, one-fourth 
mile east of Brentwood. 

KU-720. Brentwood limestone, at Acorn Cut, 
south of Fayetteville; R. C. 1\loore, collector. 
U\fichelinia spissata, n.sp.) 

KU-4625. Brentwood lime~tone, NE. l,~ sec. 
21. T. 1-1 N., R. 30 W. (Winslow quadrangle) ; 
R. C. l\loore, collector. (Lophophyllidinm coap
tum, n.sp.) 

KU-5441. Brentwood limestone .. Hale Moun
tain, 1 mile south of :!\lorrow. R. C. Moore, 
collector. (Lophophyllidium angnstifolium, n.sp.) 

KU-6968. Brentwood limestone, 4 miles 
north of Wimlow. (Strintopora oklahomensis 
(Snider).) 

KU-7206. Brentwood limestone, on U.S. 
highw2Y !\o. 71. near Woolsey: R. C. '\loore and 
F.' B. · Plummer. collector5. (Lophophyllidiu.m 
mctu.m. n.sp .. Michelinia latcbrosa. n.sp .. Lopho
tidiium rescum. n.sp.. ?Bar>·tichisma callosum, 
n.sp .. Striatopora oklahomensis (Snider).) 

New Mexico 

7999. •·Dern" formation, 1\Iorrowan, 6 feet 
abon~ .l\li~sis~ippian. Ash Canyon, between Ash 
Can Spring~ and Jo~c 1\1. Pappa Tank, San 
_.\ndres !\lountains. SW. 1/1 NE. 11~ sec. 28, T. 
l9S. R. -l E.: A. L. Bow~her. collector. (Striato
pom nklahcnncns;s (Snider).) 

Oklahoma 

KU-976. Jolliffe limestone, on U.S. highway 
No. 77. about 7 miles north of Ardmore; R. C. 
~Ioore, collector. c"Uichdinia latcbrosa, n.sp.) 

KU-1221. Wapanucka limestone, just west 
of Clarita; R. C. l\loore, collector. (Lophophyl
lidz'.um minuturn Jeffords.) 

KU-2747. Wapanucka limestone, on Coal 
Creek, in sec. 15, T. 1 N., R. 7 E., about 15 
miles southeast of Ada, Pontotoc County; R. C. 
l\loore, collector. (Stereocorypha annectans, 
n.sp.) 

KU-4520. Hale formation, at Keough quarry, 
about 2% miles north of Fort Gibson; R. C. 
1\Ioore, collector. (Lophophyllidium blandum, 
n.sp., L. metum, n.sp., Lophamplexus captwsus, 
n.sp., L. sp. A, L. sp. B, Michelz'.nia tenuicula, 
n.sp., M. scopulosa, n.sp., Acaciapora subcylin
d rica ( 1\lather), Am plexocarirda corrugata 
( 1\Iather) . ) 

KU-5564. Hale formation. Keough quarry, 
about 21;2 miles north of Fort Gibson (sec. 36, 
T. 16 N., R. 19 E.); R. C. Moore, L. R. Laudon, 
R. H. King, collectors. (Same as KU-4520.) 

KU-7060. Wapanucka limestone, near Lime
stone Gap, sec. 30, T. 2 N., R. 13 E.. Atoka 
County; R. C. Moore, collector. (Stereocorypha 
spissata, n.sp., Lophophyllidium minutum Jef
fords.) 

KU-7096. Hale formation. N. line sec. 22, 
T. 16 N., R. 20 E., south of Hulbert; R. C. 
l\loore, collector. (Amplexocarinia corrugata 
(l\lather), Striatopora oklahomensis (Snider).) 

KU-7130. Hale formation, about one-fourth 
mile south of Keough quarry, north of Fort 
Gibson; R. C. l\foore, collector. (N eokoninck· 
oph_rllum sz'.mplex, n.sp.) 

KU-7134. Wapanucka limestone, 1 mile 
south and 1 mile east of Hartshorne, in stone 
quarry: R. C. Mo-0re, collector. (Lophophyllidium 
ignotnm ~ n.sp., L. sp. A.) 

KU-7142. Otterville limestone. On U.S. 
highway No. 77, 5 miles north of Ardmore; R. 
C. :Moore, collector. ( Michelinia latebrosa, n.sp.) 

KU-7151. Wapanucka limestone, on State 
highway No. 61, 1 mile west of Wapanucka. 
(Lophophyllidiu.m idoniu.m, n.sp.). 

KU-7364. Hale fonnation. 2 miles south
east of Hulbert: R. C. 1\Ioore, collector. (Stn'ato
pora oklahomensis (Snider).) 

KU-7385. Hale formation. At spillway be
low Greenleaf Lake. southeast of Braggs (cen. 
sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 20 E.) : R. C. Moore, L. 
R. Laudon, R. H. ~i~~· A. L. Bowsher, col
lector~. (Lophophylh.dwm an~u.stif olium, n.sp., 
L. e.nl:, !1.sp.. L. mrn utum J rff ords, L. sp. A, 
Lophot1clnum rescum, n.sp .. L. improcerum, L. 
den.sum~ n.sp .. L. sp. A. Lophamplexus captiosus, 
n.sp.~ L. sp. B, Ample.~ocarinia corrugata 
(Mather). Pseudo::.aphrent01des nitellus, n.sp., 
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Michelinia tenuicula, n.sp., M. scopulosa, n.sp., 
Acaciapora subcylindrica (Mather), Cladochonus 
fragilis Mather.) 

KU-77 44. Hale formation. Near Keough 
quarry, 21/2 miles north of Fort Gibson; R. ~· 
Moore and L. R. Landon, collectors. (Lophoti
chium vescum, n.sp., L. amoenum, .n..sp., Di~uno
phyllum? inauditum, n.sp., Michelima tenuu:ul~ 
n.sp., M. scopulosa, n.sp., Haps!p~yllum crassi
septatum n.sp., Amplexocanma corrugata 
(Mather), Pseudozaphrentoides nitellus, n.sp., 
Chaetetes eximius, n.sp.) 

KU-7964. Hale formation, on State highway 
No. 51, 3 miles west of Tahlequah. (Chaetetes 
eximius, n.sp.) 

Texas 

Burnet County 

27-T-1 O. Marble Falls limestone (upper) • 
Outcrop on north bank of Colorado River near 
Millsite Bluff above the bridge, Marble Falls 
(bed 14, of stratigraphic section ;7 F. B .. Pl~m
mer, collector. The same beds 011: opposite side 
of bridge constitute the type locality for N eoko
ninckophyllum gracile, n.sp., and both Amplexo
carinia corrugata (Mather) and PseudozaP_hren
toides lepidus, n.sp., are recorded from this ex
posure. (See map, fig. 1, in preceding paper by 
F. B. Plummer.) 

27-T-16. Marble Falls limestone (upp~r). 
About 4900 feet from Onion Creek on elect~1cal 
transmission line, 3.1 miles S. 45° E. of bndge 
over Colorado River at Marble Falls; F. B. Plu~
mer and J. D. Ewers, collectors. Type locality 
for Multithecopora paucitabulata, n.sp. (See 
map, fig. 1, in preceding paper by F. B. Plum
mer.) 

USGS-2402. Marble Falls limestone (up
per). North bank of Colorado River just h~low 
bridge at Marble Falls. Black muddy lime
stone 75 to 85 feet below top of Carboniferous 
limestone. Lot 38. G. H. Girty, collector, Sept. 
20, 1910. 

USGS-2404. Marble Falls limestone (up
per) South bank of Colorado River opposite 
locality 2402. Near top of Marble Falls lime
~.tone as exposed here. Lot 34. G. H. Girty, 
collector, Sept. 19, 1910. 

USGS-2404a. Marble Falls limestone (up
per) . Same as loc. 2404 but from bed 15 to 20 
feet higher in the section. Lot 35. "Campophyl
lum and Echinocrinus abundant." G. H. Girty, 
""Hector, Sept. 19, 1910. 

KU-7994. Marble Falls limestone (upper). 
Along Colorado River below steel bridge at 
Marblt; Falls (essentially same as 27-T-10); J. 
D. Ewers, collector. Type locality for N eoko
ninckophyllum gracile, n.sp. 

KU-8093. Marble Falls limestone (upper). 
Banks of Colorado River near steel highway 
bridge at Marble Falls (same is 27-T-10) ; R. 
C. Moore and J. D. Ewers, collectors. 

'1Plummer, F. B., The Carboniferous rocks of the Llano 

reeion of central Texas: Univ. Texas Pub. 4329, in pre11. 

Kimble County 

134-T-2. Marble Falls limestone (middle), 
zone of Neospirifer cameratus, Big Saline mem
ber. North side of Llano River at Smith Cros.s
ing }ust east of mouth of Big Saline Creek, 4.8 
miles S. 45 ° E. of London. Type locality for 
Neokoninckophyllum arcuatum, n.sp.; N. sp. A 
is described from this exposure. (See fig. 15 in 
following paper by H. J. Plummer.) 

134-T-6. Marble Falls limestone, upper 
part of Big Saline member. On Big Saline 
Creek, 1.6 miles N. 67° W. of old Pfluger ranch 
house, 3.2 miles S. 37 ° E. of London. Type 
locality for Pseudozaphrentoides Lepidus, n.sp. 
(See fig. 15 in following paper by H. J. Plum
mer.) 

134-T -S. Marble Falls limestone (middle) . 
East bank of Llano River 1 mile south of Shell 
Company pipe line and 4000 feet east of aban
doned Bierschwale ranch headquarters (now 
Morgan ranch); F. B. Plummer, collector. Type 
locality for Chaetetes subtilis, n.sp. Chaetetes 
f avosus, n.sp., is also found in these beds. See fig. 
15 in following paper by H. J. Plummer.) 

Lampasas County 

USGS-2429. Marble Falls limestone (up
per) . "San Saba quadrangle. In creek bottom 
2.5 miles west of Nix on road to Bend. J. A. 
Taff, E. 0. Ulrich, and J. W. Beede,'' collectors. 
(See Pl. 11 in preceding paper by F. B. Plum
mer.) Type locality for Empodesma imulum, 
n.sp. 

Llano County 

USGS-647. Smithwick shale. Honey Creek, 
Llano quadrangle, C. D. Walcott, co1lector, Oct. 
5, 1884. This exposure lies somewhere on the 
Slaughter ranch, about 10 miles southeast of 
Llano. It has yielded about 150 specimens o.f 
Cumminsia aplata (Cummins), which is char
acteristic of the Smithwick. This is the type 
locality for Hapsiphyllum retusum, n.sp., and 
Palaeacis walcotti, asp. 

McCulloch County 

153-T-6. Smithwick shale. About 3 miles 
east of Rochelle, in gully 0.9 of a mile south of 
the San Saba-Brady highway (see PI. 11). Type 
locality for Palaeacis testata, n.sp. Cumminsia 
aplata (Cummins) is very rare in these shales. 

153-T-81. Marble Falls limestone (upper). 
At old road crossing on southwest side of Brady 
Creek, 2 miles southeast of Brady courthouse 
{see Pl. 11) ; F. B. Plummer, collector. Loph
oph.yllidium conoideum, n.sp., is recorded here. 

153-T-85. Marble Falls limestone, Big 
Saline member with fusulines. Spillway at Shrop
shire Lake, 3.3 miles S. 62 ° E. of courthouse at 
Brady (see PI. 11). Type locality for Rodophyl
lum texanum, n.sp. 

KU-77 52. Marble Falls limestone, big Sa
line member; 3.4 miles S. 20° E. of Rochelle 
(also recorded as 5 miles southeast of Rochelle) ; 
Maurice Wallace collector. 
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Mason County 

159-T-1. l\IarLle Falls limestone (middle). 
Bank of Honey Creek aLout a quarter mile up
stream (northwest) from bridge on l\lason
White's Crossing road, 2 miles in direct line 
north-northeast of White's Crossing, or 7 miles 
southwest of l\Iason. Michelinia latebrosa, n.sp., 
is recorded from here. · 

159-T-17. l\Iarble Falls limestone (upper). 
Along ranch road on White ranch, about 1600 
feet northeast of Cress Spring and 11 miles 
southwest of l\Iason, or 2112 miles west-southwest 
of White's Crossing on Llano River. Chaetetes 
faz:osus, n.sp., occurs at this locality. 

KU-7125. l\larble Falls limestone (middle). 
On Honey Cree~ about 7 miles southwest of 
l\Iason (same as 159-T-l); R. C. Moore, col
lector. 

San Saba County 

205-T-1. l\IarLle Falls limestone and shale. 
ExtensiYe high bank of hard limestone ("Nautilus 
limestone"') at the base overlain by more than 
40 feet of black shale lies between the San 
Saba-Bend road and Colorado River from about 
one-half to three-quarters of a mile southwest of 
Bend on the south side of l\IcAnelly's Bend of 
the Colorado (see Pl. 11) . This is the type 
locality for Paracaninia? sana, n.sp., Clado
chonus texasensis, n.sp., and Chaetetes favosus, 
n.sp.; Chaetetes eximiu.s, n.sp., and C. subtilis, 
n.sp., are also recorded from this exposure. 

205-T-4. l\Iarble Falls limestone (lower). 
On San Saba-Llano road 4 miles by road south 
of San Saba (same as KU-6885, KU-7132) 
(see Pl. 11). Type locality for Lophophyllidium 
extumz'.dum, n.sp., accompanied by L. idonium, 
n.sp., and Barytichisma cra.ssum, n.sp. 

205-T-13. Smithwick shale. Steep banks 
along small creek across Bend-Chappel road 
close to its junction with the San Saba-Bend 
road, 1.1 miles southwest of Bend (see Pl. 11). 
Cwnminsia aplata (Cummins) is common in this 
well-known exposure. 

205-T-16. ::\[arLle Falls limestone (middle). 
Bank of Rough Creek just east of San Saba
Bend highway, aLout 5 .miles in direct line north
we~t of Bend (same as USGS-2619) (see Pl. 11). 
Barytichisma calloszun, n.sp., is recorded from 
this outcrop. 

205-T-40. l\larble Falls limestone (lower). 
Prominent exposure of Barnett shale (l\Iississip
pian I oYerlain by l\Iarble Falls limestone on 
east side of San Saba-Llano highway 5.2 miles 
by road south of San Saba courthouse (see Pl. 
11 I. Type locality for Barytichisma repletum, 
n.sp .. accompanied by Amplexocarinia corrugai'a 
(\lather). 

205-T-43. l\larble Falls limestone (lower). 
West of \\r all ace Creek road, 10.2 miles S. 45 ° 
w·. of San Saba courthouse, or 0.8 of a mile 
north of Indian monument (same as KU-7171) ; 
F. B. Plummer, collector (see Pl. 11). Type 
locality for Stereocorypha annectans, n.sp., 
Barytichisma crussum. n.sp .. B. callosum~ n.sp., 
and Acaciapora z·enusta~ n.sp. 

205-T-49. ~Iarble Falls limestone (lower). 
Ba:;;al strata lying on Barnett shale (Mississip-

pian) on Chappel-Cherokee road, in valley of 
I Iolluw Creek. 11:! miles Ly road south of 
Cherokee Creek crossing or 2:;:! miles in direct 
line south-southwest of Chappel (same as KU-
7149 (~cc Pl. 11). Cladochonus fragilis, n.sp., 
OtTur::-; here. 

205-T-50. Smithwick shale. Ellis pasture, 
west of big cattle tank, 2 miles northeast of 
l\laxwell Crossing on San Saba River, one-half 
mile east of Sloan School, or 101h miles S. 80° 
\V. of San Saba courthouse (see Pl. 11) ; F. B. 
Plummer. collector. Type locality for laphrcn
toides e:rcentricus, n.sp., accompanied by Cum
minsia aplata (Cummins). 

205-T-65. Marble Falls limestone (lower). 
Top of hill on road to King Spring, Sloan ranch, 
one-half mile southeast of San Saba river, or 1 
mile southwest of Walnut Springs, south of 
ranch gate (same as KU-7079) (see Pl. 11). 
Michelinia ref erta, n.sp., and Amplexocarinia 
corrugata (Mather) have been found in these 
strata. 

205-T-71. Smithwick shale. Tank on Gib
Lons' ranch east of Jack Wood's house, 1 mile 
due west of Hackberry Mill, or 7.5 miles S. 25° 
W. of Richland Springs (see Pl. 11). Type 
locality for Hapsiphyllum tumidum, n.sp., and 
Michelz'.nia referta, n.sp., accompanied by Cum
minsia aplata (Cummins). 

205-T-79. Smithwick shale. Along gully 
~outh of cattle tank, 1 mile north-northeast of 
Baker Spring and northwest of Baker ranch 
house, or 4.6 miles S. 33° E. of Richland Springs 
(see Pl. 11). Zaphrentoides excentricus, n.sp., 
and Cumminsia aplata (Cummins) are recorded 
frcm these shales. 

205-T-84. Marble Falls limestone (lower). 
Near Turkey Roost Creek, Jym Sloan's ranch, 
one-half mile due east of Heron Bluff, H~ miles 
south-southwest of Walnut Springs, 114 miles 
south of Maxwell Crossing on San Saba River, 
or 10 miles almost due south of Richland Springs 
(same as KU-7511) (see Pl. 11). Stereocoryptia 
annectans, n.sp., and Michelinia referta, n.sp., 
have been found in this outcrop. 

205-T -8 7. Marble Falls limestone (upper) . 
About 5 miles south-southwest of Hall, l 1h miles 
northeast of Treasure Cavern, and I 1h miles 
east of the western boundary of the county (see 
Pl. 11). Type locality for Striatopora religiosa, 
n.sp. 

205-T-92. Marble Falls limestone (lower). 
Excavation for caliche about one-quarter mile 
northea~t of Jack Sloan's rock house and 2.2 
miles northwest of Maxwell Crossing on San 
Saba River; 6.8 miles due south of Richland 
Springs (same as KU-7085) (see Pl. 11). Con
tains abundant crinoid fragments and ramose 
bryozoa. F. B. Plummer and R. C. Moore, col
lectors. Lophophyllidium adapertum, n.sp., is 
very abundant in these shales. 

205-T-102. J\larble Falls limestone (upper). 
On Gibbons' ranch 2.6 miles S. 7° W. of Hall 
(see Pl. 11). . Chaetetes eximius, n.sp., is re
corded from this exposure. 

205-T-165. Marble Falls limestone (mid
dle). On San Saba-Chappel road, 1.7 miles S. 
36° E. of San Saba courthouse (see Pl. 11). 
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J. A. Udden, collector. Type locality for Pseu
dozaphrentoides spatiosus, n.sp., accompanied by 
Lophophyllidium extumidum, n.sp. 

USGS-1767. Smithwick? shale. San Saba? 
Locality unrecorded. Numerous specimens of 
Cumminsia aplata (Cummins) are probably re
liable indicators of Smithwick age of this ex
posure. 

USGS-2415. Marble Falls? limestone. "San 
Saba quadrangle, Lot 49a, same as Lot 49 but 
higher in section. G. H. Girty, collector, Sept. 
30, 1910." Type material for Lophophyllidium 
adapertum, n.sp. 

USGS-2419. Marble Falls limestone. "San 
Saba quadrangle, L'9t 46a, same as Lot 46. 
Nautilus limestone below 46. G. H. Girty, col
lector, Sept. 26, 1910." (Probably same as 205-
T-l.) Empodesma imulum, n.sp., occurs at this 
locality. 

USGS-2606. Marble Falls limestone (up
per). About 21.4 miles south of San Saba un 
road to Llano. Going south after crossing creek, 
road swings right and goes uphill. At the first 
small cut and bottom of larger fill. Lot Ry 43a. 
P. V. Roundy, April, 1919. (This is probably 
the exposures just south of Simpson Creek 
eras.sing.) 

USGS-2612. Marble Falls formation (up
per) . South bank of Colorado River about I 
mile west of Bend, about 6 feet above river. Lot 
Ry 5la. P. V. Roundy, April, 1919. (Same as 
205-T-l.) 

USGS-2619. Marble Falls limestone (mid
dle). North bank of Rough Creek, just east of 
San Saha-Bend road, 8 miles east and 5 miles 
south of San Saba courthouse (same as 205-T -
16). Lot Ry 60. P. V. Roundy, April, 1919. 

USGS-2689. Marble Falls limestone (mid
dle). North side of Simpson Creek about 1.7 
miles south and 0.3 mile east of San Saba court
house (probably same as 205-T-165). Lot 
HD19. Gastropod-bearing shale. K. C. Heald 
and G. F. Gerlz, collectors. 

USGS-7015. Marble Falls limestone (up
per). About one-half mile southwest of Bend 
(same as 205-T-l). 7015g, "Base of lower lime
Etone ledge below black shale-horizon III of 
Ulrich's section." 5017h, "Lower half of horizon 
IV of Ulrich's section." Type locality for 
Paracaninia? sana, n.sp. 

KU-4809. Marble Falls limestone (upper). 
On Colorado River at Bend (same as 205-T-l). 
Type locality for C haetetes f avosus, n.sp. 

KU-6885. Marble Falls limestone (basal). 
Same as 205-T-4. 

KU-7079. Marble Falls limestone Oower). 
Sloan ranch on King Creek, about 1300 feet 
north of King Springs, 12.9 miles S. 74° W. of 
San Saba courthouse, 0.6 of a mile south of 
Maxwell Crossing on road to King Springs 
(same as 205-T-65). 

KU-7085. Marble Falls limestone (lower). 
Sloan ranch one-quarter mile n•rtheast of 1 ack 
Sloan's house, 13 miles S. 74° W. of San Saba 
courthouse (same as 20~T-92); R. C. Moore, 
collector. 

KU-7132. Marble Falls limestone (lower). 
On Llano road, 3.7 miles S. 15° W. of San Saba 
courthouse (same as 205-T-4). 

KU-7149. Marble Falls limestone (lower). 
Chappel-Cherokee road, Ph miles south of Chero
kee Crossing (same as 205-T-49); R. C. Moore, 
collector. 

KU-7171. Marble Falls limestone (lower). 
Same as 205-T-43. 

KU-7511. Marble Falls limestone (lower). 
0~ Turkey Roost Creek, J ym Sloan ranch, 13.6 
m~les S. 72° W. of San Saba courthouse, or l.3 
miles south of Maxwell Crossing (same as 205-
T-84). 
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SMALLER FORAMINIFERA IN THE MARBLE FALLS, SMITHWICK, AND LOWER 

STRAWN STRATA AROUND THE LLANO UPLIFT IN TEXAS 

Helen Jeanne Plummer 

INTRODUCTION 

During the period of detailed mapping 
of the Mississippian and Lower Pennsyl
vanian formations around the Llano up
lift in central Texas by F. B. Plummer 
and assistants for a forthcoming publi
cation (Univ. Texas Pub. 4329, in press) , 
it has been possible to make collections 
of representative material from th~se out
cropping strata for study. of their for~
miniferal faunas (exclusive of fusuh
nids). Some material from the Barnett 
and Chappel formations (Mississippian) 
has been examined, but these strata have 
proved almost devoid of Foraminifer~, 
though they carry some ostracodes, con
odonts and other microscopic marine or
ganis~s. The Marble Falls and S~ith
wick formations (Lower Pennsylvaman) 
were found so consistently fotaminiferal, 
that attention has been focused on this 
sequence. Since the overlying lower 
Strawn beds (lower Middle Pennsyl
vanian) were so easily available and were 
found to be rich in foraminiferal tests, 
many excellent outcrops have been studied 
and included in this report largely to 
off er some clue as to upward ranges of 
the species found in the Lower Pennsyl
vanian formations. 

Without the constant association with 
the areal mapping done by F. B. Plum
mer and without his aid and encourage
ment in procuring an abundance of rep
resentative material, this study could 
hard I y have been undertaken. Dr. E. H. 
Sellards, Director of the Bureau of Ec?
nomic Geology, has aided invaluably m 
making satisfactory arrangements t.o car!y 
on the work and in forwardmg its 
progress. Dr. J. A. Cushman of the 
Cushman Laboratory for F oraminiferal 
Research, Dr. H. N. Coryell of Columbia 
University, and Dr. R. S. Bassler and Mr. 
Lloyd Henbest of the U. S. National 
Museum have cooperated in every way to 
make available for study all type speci
mens of Carboniferous species described 
from outcrops in the Midcontinent states. 

Dr. Carl 0. Dunbar, Director of Pea
body Museum at Yale Universit~ and Mr. 
Erik \Vaering of Shell Product10n Com
pany have rendered aid in identificatio~s 
of fusulinids in some strata to help m 
age determinations and correlation prob
lems. Dr. J. J. Galloway of University 
of Indiana, Dr. A. S. W arthin of Vassar 
College and Mr. R. V. Hollingsworth of 
Shell Petroleum Company have contrib
uted some type material from a f~w 
localities in Oklahoma. Mr. Fredenck 
Chapman and Mr. W. J. Parr of M~l
bourne, Australia, have been helpful m 
supplying some literature and a few sam
ples for comparative studies. Wit~out. the 
generous and numerous contnbut10ns 
from Mr. J. A. W alers from his orig
inal collections of material carrying 
species described by Cushman a~d 
Waters and without his personal help m 
a few' problems con~ernin~ t?eir early 
studies much of the mvestigation would 
have ' progressed less satisfactorily. 
Final I y a small portion of a grant from 
the R~search Fund of the Geological 
Society of America, made available 
through the bequest of R. A. F. P~nrose, 
Jr., was used to collect some of this out
crop material, though most of the g~ant 
was devoted to field work in format10ns 
higher in the geologic section for a forth
coming publication. 

All specimens figured1 in this paper 
have been deposited in the Plummer Col
lection in Austin, and a duplicate set will 
be available at the Bureau of Economic 

lit is unfortunate that authors of paleontologic papers 

generally feel that deposition of their figured or unfig

ured hypo types in reference collections is quite super

fluous. Especially for students of stratigraphic problems 

is it important to study all specimens in a fauna formally 

recorded. As species are studied and described more com
prehensively-taxonomically, geologically, geographicall Y, and 

paleoecologically-such reference 1pecimen1 will become 

more and more essential to the beat interests of stratigraphy. 

Certainly when broad studiea of faunal groups throughout 

a definite succession of formations in a geological province 

is undertaken, availability of representative specimens of 

all species recorded is imperative to aid in problems of 

correlation. 
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Fig. 1. Map of the area around the Llano uplift showing the regional distribution and relation· 
ships of the older Paleozoics, the Lower Pennsylvanian, the Strawn group, Canyon group, and 
Cisco group of the l\Hddle and Upper Pennsylvanian, and the essentially horizontal Lower Cretaceous 
blanket that once covered the entire area but has be.en partially removed by Colorado River and its 
tributaries. (Details of the Lower Pennsylvanian geology by F. B. Plummer; border of Lower 
Cretaceous m Gillespie County by V. E. Barnes; rest of map compiled from several published 
sources.) 

Geology. Sets will be sent to the British 
Museum (Nat. Hist.) and to the U. S. 
National Museum. 

REGIONAL STRATIGRAPHY 

The most complete and continuous out
cropping section of the formations from 
the base of the Mississippian (Lower 
Carboniferous) upward through the Lower 
Pennsylvanian (lower Upper Carbonif
erous) and into the undifferentiated 
Strawn group of the Middle Pennsylva
nian (middle Upper Carboniferous) lies in 
Colorado River valley on the north side 
of the Llano uplift. This area of contin
uous outcrop of the strongly folded and 
faulted Mississippian and Lower Pennsyl
vanian formations extends from western 
Lampasas County westward across San 
Saba County and southern McCulloch 
County (fig. 1; also Pl. 11 in paper by F. 
B. Plummer, this publication). Isolated 
small areas of Carboniferous strata are 
scattered on the west side of the uplift 

southwest of Mason in Mason and Kimble 
counties. On the east side an inlier in the 
Cretaceous area lies southwest of Lampa
sas in Lampasas County; another lies on 
both sides of Colorado River between 
Marble Falls and Spicewood in southern 
Burnet C~unty (fig. 1 in paper by F. B. 
Plummer, this publication) ; and two very 
small outcrops are known in Blanco 
County. Almost on top of the uplift, 
about 10 miles southeast of Llano in 
Llano County, in the general vicinity of 
Slaughter ranch, is a down-faulted block 
of Lower Pennsylvanian formations. 

Areally the Mississippian formations 
(Chappel and Barnett), on so small-scale 
a map as figure 1, would be represented 
by only a line on the south side of the 
area of outcrop of the Lower Pennsylva
~ia~ sediments and consequently are not 
md1cat~d: Be~ause of the paucity of 
Foramm1fera m these two formations, 
~hey ~ave. not been included in the present 
mvest1gat10n. For a brief resume of the 
stratigraphy of the Lower Pennsylvanian 
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formations, Marble Falls and Smithwick 
' and for a bibliography of stratigraphic 

contributions, the reader should refer to 
the paper in this publication by F. B. 
Plummer. 

North of the irregular band of outcrop 
of the Marble Falls and Smithwick for
mations on the north side of the uplift, 
the relatively little disturbed Strawn 
(lower Middle Pennsylvanian) noncal
careous shales, sandy shales, and sand
stones (fig. 1) strike in a general south
west-northeast direction in the immediate 
valley of Colorado River across western 
Lampasas County, southern Mills County, 
and northern San Saba County and they 
dip northwestward at a low an~le, so that 
the upward stratigraphic succession ex
tends from southwestern Lampasas County, 
east of Bend, northwestward up Colorado 
River valley. In eastern McCulloch 
County, the Strawn sequence is termi
nat~d by the Rochelle conglomerate, above 
w.hich and west. of which are successively 
higher and higher Pennsylvanian and 
Permian formations. The lower Strawn 
beds in Colorado River valley have never 
been carefully mapped. In 1883 Drake2 

subdivided this Strawn sequence i~to twen
ty named units, which probably correlate 
broadl~ wiJh the Millsap Lake and Garner 
format10ns of the Brazos River valley sec
tion north of the Cretaceous blanket that 
covers much of the divide between the 
two river systems. The Strawn beds in 
~olorado River valley area are exceed
mgly lean in large fossils, but micro
scopic organisms are abundant in many 
of the sh~les, sparse in the sandy shales, 
and practically absent in the sandstones. 
!h~ sequence of the major stratigraphic 

umts m the Carboniferous section of Colo
rado River valley around the Llano uplift 
is as follows: 

Middle Pennsylvanian series
Strawn group (undifferentiated) 

Lower Pennsylvanian series
Bend group 

Smithwick formation 
Marble Falls formation 

Mississippian series-
Barnett formation 
Chappel formation 

2Drake, N. F ., Report on the Colorado coal field of 

Texas: Texas Gcol. Survey, 4th Ann. Rept., pt. 1, pp. 
371-387' 1893. 

COLLECTION AND PREPARATION 
OF MATERIAL 

For the present study, only unconsoli
dated material tnat could be disintegrated 
and concentrated by the usual washing 
processes has been sampled in the field 
in order to make available isolated speci: 
mens for study. Most Smithwick and 
Strawn strata are soft, and samples of 
these formations used in this report 
should offer a fairly complete record of 
their faunas. Since the Marble Falls 
formation comprises largely hard lime
stone beds, its fauna may not be com
pletely represented in the samples of soft 
layers studied, but the record of species 
found in the unconsolidated calcareous 
shales and chalky limestone. beds should 
constitute a fair basis for further inves
tigation of the fauna present in the hard 
beds. Since many of the shale partings 
sampled were thin, it seems more than 
likely that differences in results reached 
by a more intensive study of all types 
of layers will lie largely in frequency 
records of those Marble Falls species here 
described. For example, a polished sur
f ace of one very hard limestone bed rec
ommended for building stone has re
vealed myriads of tests of Cribrostomum 
marblense, n.sp., which must have thrived 
more abundantly in a highly calcareous 
environment uncontaminated by argilla
ceous matter than in the soft shaly lay
ers sampled, where specimens are gener
ally not nearly so abundant and where 
compressional forces during compaction 
of the shaly sediments have effected 
greater distortion of tests. Intensive work 
on thin sections of the pure limestone 
will certainly contribute to paleoecologic 
problems involving the several species of 
the Marble Falls fauna and may enhance 
the faunal assemblage. 

In collecting material from outcrop
ping soft strata samples have been taken 
at definite positions, each representing 
not more than 5 inches of vertical sec
tion. A composite sample across many 
feet of section is usually not a satisf ac
tory initial approach to its faunal study, 
since possible richly fossiliferous zones 
can be so diluted by considerable less 
fossiliferous material, that concentrates 
do not yield as satisfactory suites of tests 
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in whatever period of time can be allotted 
to this important operation. From an ex
posure of several feet of vertical section, 
generous samples were usually taken at 
several different positions vertically and 
laterally. 

To t~st each sample, approximately a 
cupful of material was washed and 
studied carefully for its microfaunal con
tent. Many samples proved to be barren 
and were discarded. Others were lean, 
and the initial concentrate prepared was 
often sufficient, depending on what it 
yielded of interest. All samples found to 
carry microfossils of unusual worth, 
either in contributing particularly well
preserved specimens or especially fine 
faunal assemblages, were washed in larger 
amounts and examined intensively for 
tests of Foraminifera in all stages of 
development. 

In preparing unconsolidated material 
for study small portions were washed at 
a time, even though a large amount of 
any particular sample was ultimately con
centrated. All attempts to handle bulky 
portions in this process usually result in 
loss of some of the concentrate. The ma
terial was first thoroughly dried in a warm 
oven, an operation that increases its 
porosity and permeability, so that when 
dried material is put asoak, rapid and ' 
complete penetration of the water into 
permeable fragments mechanically disin
grates whatever portion is not actually 
bound by some form of cement, mineral 
or organic. Periods of soaking vary with 
the sample; some shales, like the Strawn, 
form a fine mud quickly; tough fissile 
shales, like some in the Smithwick for
mation, break up slowly into some mud 
and smaller angular fragments. 

About a cupful of dried material is 
pl aced in a deep three-quart pan and well 
covered with water. When maximum dis
integration seems to have been reached 
by soaking, more water is added and the 
thin muddy mixture brought to a vigorous 
boil, when about two tablespoonfuls of 
sodium carbonate ( sal soda, or washing 
soda, found at any grocery) is added. 
Some shales are so colloidal, that in or
der to prevent lumping of the mud at this 
stage the soda must be sprinkled into tne 
rapidly boiling mixture with accompany
ing stirring. Within a few minutes the 

material is broken up about as much as 
it is likely to be at this stage, though 
some tough shales can well be allowed 
to simmer for a longer period. It has 
been found helpful to allow some tough 
material to stand for half a day or longer 
in an especially strong soda solution. 
The pan containing the mud is then filled 
with cold water and allowed to stand 
about half a minute, before the upper 
1 or 2 inches of muddy water are poured 
off. The pan is then filled again, al
lowed to stand a brief period, and 
decanted only a short depth, and this 
process of adding water and decant
ing is continued until the water covering 
the bulk of material in the bottom is 
clear enough to off er some visual control 
of the position of the bottom sediment 
during a closer and very careful decanta
tion. Undertow in the process of decan
tation may carry away some of the heavy 
mud that carries unreleased concentrate, 
unless precautions are taken. After most 
of the muddy water has been carefully 
poured off close to the bottom sediment, 
vigorous whirling of the pan will further 
break up the mixture and release more 
completely the fossils and mineral mat
ter desired in the final concentrate to be 
studied. Continued whirling of the mud 
in the pan after each decantation and 
subsequent washing with water will 
quickly separate all the argillaceous 
particles of many shales without further 
treatment, and the resulting clean concen
trate of mineral grains and fossils can 
be dried and labeled. If the first boil· 
ing and washing process still leaves re
sistant lumps of shale, the sample can 
be dried again at a temperature that does 
not burn the shale. 3 When cold water 
is poured over the rather hot lumps, 
further disintegration takes place and can 
be foil owed by boiling with soda and 
decantation. Some shales, especially the 
carbonaceous Smithwick, must be dried 
and washed several times before a small 

3Standard gas-range burners are much more satisfactory 

for use than is the Bunsen burner. Not only do they bring 

the muddy mixture more quickly to the boiling point, but 

tough samples that need to he dried between periods of 
decantation can he left in the wash pan and set back on 

such a burner turned very low with no danger of burning 
the material. 
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clean concentrate of fossils and mineral 
grains is produced. 

The use of metal screens and a force
ful spray for washing samples is deemed 
unwise for scientific work, for such treat
ment is obvious} y deleterious to the more 
delicate fossils. Fine silk gauze used by 
flour mills can be employed with safety, 
and a square of this material set firmly 
in an embroidery hoop makes an excel
lent washing screen that can be easily 
and quickly cleaned, but this device is 
usually employed in washing Recent 
dredging or Tertiary material, where tests 
are fragile and where many are exceed
ingly minute. The more consolidated 
shales of Carboniferous age require a 
process that includes some gentle abra
sive force, and whirling the mud in the 
wash pan, after each close decantation of 
the muddy water, has proved very eff ec
tive without being too heroic for the best 
condition of the fossils. 

Concentrates to be studied at the micro
scope for microfossils can well be graded 
to facilitate progress. For this purpose, 
a series of cloth screens has been found 
satisfactory, and only material made of 
smooth wiry threads should be selected. 
For the coarser grades, marquisette has 
served well. A coarse imported Swiss 
muslin (not available at present) has been 
found excellent for a medium grade. Two 
different grades of organdie make finer 
screens, and finally a very fine rayon 
sheer has been found helpful in eliminat
ing an abundance of very fine silt from 
some concentrates. 

By grading concentrates into four or 
five portions and then examining these 
portions from the coarsest to the finest, 
each species is first observed in its maxi
mum development, an introduction that 
has advantages in a pp roaching the fauna 
of a new sample. Observing ontogeny 
in reverse places the student in the favor
able position of making ear lier generic 
identifications. Further, in studying the 
concentrate of a restricted grade, every
thing in the field of vision has essenti
ally the same size value, and the eye is 
not distracted from smaller specimens 
by the presence of those of larger size. 
The finished faunal assemblage mounted 
for study and for future reference is more 

likely to be representative of the faunule 
in the sample, and many more specimens 
can be picked out of the material in a 
given period of time. 

On the kind and amount of material 
picked from each concentrat~ and mounted 
on a faunal slide for intensive study 
depend important conclusions, taxonomic, 
geologic, and ecologic. Taxonomy is best 
served by a large number of specimens 
of each species in all stages of growth, 
to reveal morphologic variations due to 
factors in life history, to deformational 
forces in the sedimentary history, or to 
response to changing environmental stim
uli inherent in physical and chemical fac
tors. Even a small sample of outcrop ma
terial probably cuts across enough geo
logic section to repres~nt several seasons 
to several years, or even decades, and the 
more sensitive species are likely to ex
hibit morphologic variation of minor 
characters due to seasonal and annual 
fluctuations in physical conditions of cli
mate and sedimentation. Observing a 
species in large suites of specimens m 
each of many different outcrops leads to 
a more reliable choice of the criteria of 
identity of the species, based on those 
characters found to be consistent and crit
ical. As many as fifty or more hours 
have been devoted to segregating large 
numbers of Foraminifera and other micro
scopic fossils from concentrates of espe
cially fine samples. Those species found 
in abundance in a sample may be repre
sented on the f aunal slide by hundreds 
of specimens in all stages of growth and 
in all forms of distortion. Reliable geo
logic ranges of species must rest on com
plete records of faunules in each of many 
representative outcrops of each formation 
in a continuous sequence of formations. 
Until the present study of shale faunas 
has been greatly extended to include all 
groups of fossils in these same beds and 
in all other f acies of these same f orma
tions, broad interpretations are out of 
place. These records of relationships of 
species to lithology of different types of 
unconsolidated strata may be of some 
service to future developments in the 
paleoecology of the seas during the period 
of time represented by this succession of 
sediments. Penetrating and comprehensive 
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taxonomic work is dependent in no small 
measure on the paleoecologic significance 
of lithologic factors and of faunal assem
blages including fossils other than this 
group here under particular observation. 

FAUNAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The foraminiferal possibilities of the 
noncalcareous Pennsy 1 vanian shales in the 
San Saba area have been indicated by the 
work of J. A. Cushman and J. A. Waters, 
who named six4 species from two expos
ures of Strawn shales and one species 
from an exposure of Smithwick, as 
follows: 

Strawn-
Sta. 205-T-29-

Proteonina cervicifera C. & W. 
Thurammina texana C. & W. 
Hyperamminella protea C. & W. 
Mooreinella biserialis C. & W. 

Sta. 205-T-150--
Hyperamminella minuta C. & W. 
Hyperammina spinescens C. & W. 

Smith wick (Sta. 205-T-127) -
Glomospira umbilicata C. & W. 

This restricted early investigation pointed 
to the interesting comparison of faunas 
in these same shales with the closely as
sociated highly calcareous underlying 
Marble Falls formation in the same area. 

The two distinct! y cliff erent types of 
lithology represented by the geologic 
sequence of formations here treated are 
accompanied by two different types of 
Foraminifera (Table 1). The Marble Falls 
strata, almost without exception, are 
highly calcareous and yield fibrous and 
granular calcareous tests probably se
creted entirely by the protoplasm, as no 
inclusions of foreign material in them 
have been detected. In a few places the 
calcareous tests carry extraneous particles 
on their surf aces, but since in the same 
material ostracodes and other fossils are 
similarly coated, these particles, spines, 
and other fragments are regarded as 
secondarily acquired. The noncalcareous 
and more or less silty to sandy Smithwick 
and Strawn shales yield almost consist
ently only insoluble agglutinate tests, 

4A seventh species, Hemigordius calcareus Cushman and 
Waters, was recorded from Sta. 205-T-150, but in a large 

amount of material collected from this type locality and 
in the immediate vicinity no trace of such a test has been 
found. Mr. Waters, in a personal interview, has expressed 
the opinion that this record must be erroneous. 

most of which are composed wholly of 
mineral grains. 

The calcareous Marble Falls faunal 
assemblage is accompanied by one diag
nostic agglutinate species, Reo phax ben
densis, n.sp., which is very frequent in a 
few outcrops; the long-ranging Hyperam
mina bulbosa Cushman and Waters and 
Reo phax emaciatus, n.sp., have each been 
found to occur rarely in two different 
outcrops. Such exceptions to the charac
teristic fauna of calcareous species appear 
to be restricted almost wholly to the un
usually shaly facies of this formational 
sequence, although an Ammodiscus occurs 
in a white chalky parting in the lime
stone at Sta. 205-T-62. One very unusual, 
sandy, glauconitic, noncalcareous (except 
for reworked rounded limestone gran
ules from the underlying limestones) 
layer at the base of the Lemons Bluff 
member of the Marble Falls just above 
the disconformity at Sta. 134--T-27 (Pl. 
12, first columnar section, in paper by 
F. B. Plummer, this publication) yields 
only the agglutinate tests of Ammodiscus 
semiconstrictus Waters and Glomospirella 
umbilicata (Cushman and Waters) , both 
high I y characteristic of this general type 
of lithology in the Smithwick and Strawn 
strata of this area. It is therefore inter
esting to observe that, in this thick and 
almost consistently calcareous Marble 
Falls formation, a thin incidental non
calcareous and sandy layer is character
ized wholly by the same forms that are 
so highly characteristic of superj acent 
noncalcareous and silty to sandy forma
tions, and it emphasizes forcibly the need 
to study f aunal groups in close associa
tion with obvious field relationships and 
with the lithology of the enclosing strata, 
in order not to be misled by species. 

It is interesting to observe that the cal
careous species Earlandia minuta (Cush
man and Waters) has been found in the 
vicinity of the Llano uplift only in the 
noncalcareous strata of the Strawn suc
cession, where it is rare. The occur
rence of a single large test of Endothyra 
whitesidei Galloway and Ryniker in the 
glauconitic, dark, noncalcareous basal 
layers of the Smithwick formation at 
Sta. 205-T-79B is remarkable in a 
faunule that is otherwise typical for such 
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lithology, and it is believed that this cal
careous test may have been reworked from 
the immediately underlying Marble Falls 
strata. The record of calcareous species 
in the "Smithwick" at Sta. 134-T-5 is ex
plained by the footnote below the distri
bution chart, Table 1. 

The only unequivocally diagnostic spe
cies in the Marble Falls formation is Reo
phax bendensis, n.sp., which can be con
fused with no other congener in the 
Texas geologic section, but unfortunately 
it is not widespread, and it appears to 
be confined to the more shaly layers. The 
endothyroid species, Endothyra distensa, 
n.sp., and Endothyranella armstrongi 
subsp. sobrina, n.subsp., should be good 
markers where tests are sufficiently abun
dant to permit correct identification, but 
unusual variants, where too few tests are 
available, can easily introduce confusion. 
Bradyina sp. is very different from any 
other congener in the Texas section, and 
if it were more frequent in the forma
tion, it might be a very useful age de
terminant. Cribrostomum marblense, 
n.sp., is · not sufficiently different from a 
form in the Adams Branch limestone 
(Canyon group) in McCulloch County to 
grant it index status at present, as further 
collections and study may finally estab
lish identity. 

All the arenaceous species found in the 
Smithwick range upward into the Strawn 
in the vicinity of the uplift, and some 
range even higher in the Pennsylvanian 
section farther west and north. Conse
quently no forminiferal species can be 
designated as a marker for the formation. 
The following species have been found m 
the Smithwick shales: 

Prvteonina cervicifera Cushman and Waters 
Thurammina texana Cushman and Waters 
Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis, n.sp. 
Hyperammina bulbosa Cushman and Waters 
Hyperammina clavacoidea, n.sp. 
Hyperammina spinescens Cushman and Waters 
Hyperamminoides expansus, n.sp. 
Reophax fittsi (Warthin) 
Reophax glennensis ( Harlton) 
Reophax minutissimus, n.sp. 
Ammodiscus semiconstrictus Waters 
G lomospira compressa Waters 
Glomospfra articulosa, n.sp. 
Glomospirella umbilicata (Cushman and Waters) 
Haplophragmoides confragosus, n.sp. 
Ammobaculites minutus Waters 

Endothyra whitesidei Galloway and 
Ryniker (reworked?) 

1\looreinella biserialis Cushman and Waters 

The Strawn shales, which are lithologi
call y so similar to those of the Smith
wick formation that field distinction is in 
many places difficult, carry all the Smith
wick foraminferal species and several 
more not found in older strata. Conse
quently in the area adjacent to the uplift 
these several species serve as markers 
to distinguish the Strawn, though in 
counties farther west and north some of 
these markers useful around the uplift 
are found to extend upward into the 
Canyon and Cisco groups of formations. 
The following species have been found 
in Strawn strata around the uplift, and 
those useful around this structural prov
ince to mark the Strawn from the Smith
wick are indicated by an asterisk. It must 
be kept in mind, however, that these so
called "markers" are likely to be of local 
significance only. 

Proteonina cervicifera Cushman and Waters 
Thurammina texana Cushman and Waters 
Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis, n.sp. 
Hyperammina bulbosa Cushman and Waters 
Hyperammina clavacoidea, n.sp. 

*Hyperammina elegantissima, n.sp. 
Hyperammina spinescens Cushman and Waters 
Hypcramminoides expansus, n.sp. 

*Earlandia minuta (Cushman and Waters) 
'*Rcophax arenatus (Cushman and Waters) 
* Reophax asper Cushman and Waters 
* Reophax emaciatus, n.sp. (questionably in the 

Marble Falls) 
*Reophax expatiatus, n.sp. 
Reophax fittsi (Warthin) 
Reophax glennensis (Harlton) 
Reophax minitissimus, n.sp. 

*Rcophax tumidulus, n.sp. 
Ammodiscus semiconstrictus Waters 
Glomospira articulosa, n.sp. 
Glomospirella umbilicata (Cushman and Waters) 
Haplophragmoides confragosus, n.sp. 
Ammobaculites minutus Waters 

*A mmobaculites stenomecus Cushman and Waters 
Mooreinella biserialis Cushman and Waters 

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 

For comprehensive descriptions of 
Pennsylvanian species as they exist in 
the strata, the usual clipped and brief 
presentation of specific characters has 
been found entirely too inflexible. Tests 
are highly variable in their appearance .. 
due in large measure to differences in the 
state of preservation and in the degree 
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of deformations of tests at different lo
calities and even in the same sample. 
Also fundamental and original morpho
logic variations are numerous, and an 
adequate description must take into ac
count such differences that are obvious 
in large suites of specimens of any 
species. In strata where a species is rare, 
the very few specimens can then be more 
accurately identified. 

Type localities for the new species 
offered have been restricted to as few out
crops as has been found feasible. Thus 
future collectors will be able to procure 
type material with the minimum of mile
age, and most of these localities can be 
readily reached. 

Though most original types of de
scribed Texas and Oklahoma species of 
F oraminif era have been examined, it has 
not always been possible to judge broadly 
the character of the species represented 
from the one or two selected tests of each. 
Almost every Texas type locality has been 
visited, and the study of many topotypes 
from material collected by the present 
author and from generous portions of 
Mr. Waters' original material has fur
nished ample opportunity to know most 
of the species at their source; and Mr. 
Waters has personally assisted in answer
ing several puzzling questions that have 
arisen regarding the early records. At
tempts to obtain, by exchange, material 
from most of the Oklahoma type locali
ties have been fruitless. Material from 
the Atoka outcrop near Red Oak from 
Dr. J. J. Galloway, some from the Dor
nick Hills formation from Mr. J. A. 
Waters, and a few small samples from 
Dr. W. S. Warthin from the Wetumka, 
Holdenville, and Wewoka formations have 
been of considerable aid, though most of 
these same localities will need to be 
further investigated when larger amounts 
of material from these same outcrops can 
be made available. After many other 
Oklahoma type localities have been 
studied more intensively and large suites 
of topotype specimens have been ex
amined, it is quite possible that some of 
the new specific designations here intro
duced may have to be discarded into 
synonymies. An intensive modern study 

of species at the British type localities 
will also introduce nomenclatural changes 
that cannot be safely made from the ex
isting descriptions and illustrations alone. 

Family SACCAMMINIDAE 

Genus PROTEONINA Williamson, 1858 

PROTEONINA CERVICIFERA Cushman and 
Waters 

PI. 15, fig. 1 

Proteonina cervicif era CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1928, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., 
vol. 4, p. 33, pl. 4, fig. 11. (Strawn group, 
San Saba County, Texas.) 

This stout, flask-shaped, roughly text
ured, unilocular test composed of coarse 
quartz grains bound by a subordinate 
amount of insoluble cement is generally 
collapsed in its fossil state, but rare 
specimens indicate that originally the 
main body of the test was essentially 
globular. The very well developed speci
mens found at the type locality carry the 
strongly protruding cylindrical apertural 
neck, that becomes slightly constricted 
around a small terminal opening. Smaller 
specimens carry the characteristic neck, 
but it is likely to be less sharply defined 
than on the larger tests. 

The maximum development of this 
species has been found in Strawn strata 
in the area north and east of San Saba, 
and the type locality is especially rich 
in tests in all its ontogentic stages up to 
the maximum size of 1.1 mm. long and 
0. 75 mm. broad. In Strawn shales where 
the species is rare, the average size is 
likely not to exceed 0.6 or 0. 7 mm. in 
length. The form is rare in Smithwick 
shales, where its length is rarely more 
than about 0.5 mm. 

Proteonina cervicif era has been found 
only in noncalcareous shales, which are 
so characteristic of the Smithwick forma
tion and of the lower Strawn sequence in 
northern San Saba County. Its type lo
cality (Sta. 205-T-29) lies in eastern 
San Saba County about 7.5 miles east of 
San Saba and south of the new San Saba
Lampasas highway (fig. 16), where it is 
asscociated with many other arenaceous 
species. 
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Genus THURAMMINA H. B. Brady, 1879 

THURAMMINA TEXANA Cushman and Waters 

Pl. 15, figs. 2, 3 

Thurammina texana CvsH:MAN and WATERS, 1928, 
Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., \'Ol. 4, 
p. 33, pl. 4-, fig. 2. (Lower Strawn group, 
~an Saba County, Texas.) 

The laterally compressed, circular to 
irregularly circular, unilocular, white 
to pale-gray~ rather large tests of this 
species were originally subspheroidal, 
but as fossil specimens they generally 
occur partially or wholly compressed. 
The arenaceous texture comprises rather 
small and poorly sorted quartz grains 
well imbedded in an insoluble cement, so 
that the external surface is rather evenly 
granular and ranges from slightly rough 
to distinctly rough. On the inner wall the 
sand grains lie in sharper relief, and the 
inner surf ac~ is rougher than the outer 
surface. Apertural protuberances, which 
vary from low rounded elevations to 
abrupt extensions, number from none at 
all to five or six distributed irregularly 
over the test. The normal circular orifice 
at the end of the protuberances has gen
erally been obliterated by processes of 
fossilization and they must-have been very 
small. 

The maximum diameter of the test at 
the type locality where the species is 
exceptionally well developed, is 1.6 mm., 
and the common size of mature tests is 
about 1 mm. The diameter of the aper
tural protuberances averages about 0.1 
mm., and the length ranges from a very 
low mound to a short thick tube as long 
as 0.15 mm. 

The pale-gray surface of this test is 
characteristically finely mottled by small 
darker spots due to absorption of light 
by the larger quartz grains in the com
pact masonry of different-sized small 
grains. Such. an appearance is naturally 
a function of the preservation and can not 
be stressed as necessarily a constant char
acter of the species everywhere. At the 
type locality the surface is rather smooth, 
hut in some outcrops in the general area 
"-here it occurs the tests are rougher. 

Thurammina texana Cushman and 
W" ate rs is superficially verv similar to 
Thuramminoides spl~aeroidalis, n.sp., 
with which it commonly occurs. The test 

of Thurammina texana is composed of 
less well sorted and slightly larger 
quartz grains and is usually distinctly 
rougher. The outstanding difference lies 
in the internal ~tructure, that of T. texana 
being a simple chamber, whereas that of 
Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis is laby
rinthic. Identification of many of the 
tests of these two species must often de
p~nd on the texture of the external wall 
since geologic processes have in som~ 
places destroyed the significant features 
that indicate the original labyrinthic struc
ture of T. sphaeroidalis. 

Thurammina texana is especially char
acteristic of the noncalcareous Strawn 
~ha.les in northern San Saba County, and 
1_t is \ve II developed at its type locality 
(Sta. 205-T-29) about 7.5 miles east of 
San Saba south of the new highway (fig. 
16), as well as in other exposures in the 
immediate vicinity. It is recorded as rare 
in one outcrop northwest of San Saba 
(Sta. 205-T~l20), which has been mapped 
by field parties as Smithwick, but this age 
is doubtful, and the present author be
lieves that the species belongs only to 
strata younger than Smithwick. 

Genus _THURAMMINOIDES, n.gen. 

!he external characters of this globose, 
umlocuhir test are like those of Thuram
m ina, but internal~y i~ is labyrinthic. Only 
the genotype species is known. 

~enotype, T huramminoides s phaeroi
d ahs, n.sp.; lower Strawn shale, east of 
San Saba, San Saba County, Texas (Sta. 
205-T-148,fig. 16). 

THURAMMINOIDES SPHAEROIDALIS, n.sp. 

Pl. 15, figs. 4-10 

The finely arenaceous, white or very 
pal~-~ray.' srhero~d?I test of this species 
exh1b1ts m its ongmal rotundity a mod-
e1:a~e. later~l compression. Specimens ex
h1bitm9 this. shape are very rare in the 
strata m which the species has been ob
served; by far the large majority of the 
tests are wholly or partially compressed. 
The shell wall, composed of uniformly 
~rery fine quartz grains, is bound by an 
~nsoluble cement, and, where the species 
is common and well developed, it is 
heavy and tough, but the test is likely to 
be small and more fragile where it is 
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rare. The inside wall of many broken 
specimens displays a reticulate pattern, 
which is the last vestige of the labyrinthic 
interior structure that originally filled the 
tests. Specimens carrying this spongy 
interior filling are very rare, since its 
original fragility has contributed to its 
subsequent disintegration. The presence 
of apertural protuberances is exceedingly 
variable; many tests are devoid of this 
feature, whereas others bear from one to 
many, and especially well-preserved pro
tuberances show the round terminal 
orifice. 

The maximum diameter observed is 1.6 
mm. A common diameter of fully devel
oped tests where the species is frequent 
is about 0.7 mm. The rare tests exhibit
ing their original full-bodied form show 
a lateral compression of about 0. 7 their 
greatest diameter. Size is a variable fea
ture, and in some strata it averages much 
smaller than at its type locality and in 
other outcrops where it is common. 

The only similar species in the Penn
sylvanian strata in Texas is Thurammina 
texana Cushman and Waters, which is 
frequent and well developed in several of 
the same concentrates that have yielded 
T huramminoides s phaeroidalis, n.sp. This 
new form is differentiated by its more 
uniformly very fine-grained outer shell wall 
and by the reticulate pattern on the inner 
wall of tests that are not too worn or 
leached. The internal wall of Thuram
mina texana is distinctly rougher than its 
external wall, and the individual sand 
grains in the masonry stand out in bold 
relief. Many unbroken and flattened speci
mens of the two species must be distin
guished by the differences in the texture 
of the external wall, but breaking open 
a few tests will usually reveal the criti
cal internal evidence. In some deposits 
the pockets of the reticulation of the 
inner wall of specimens of Thuramin
minoides s phaeroidalis are stained inter
nally by a thin black mineral coating, and 
wetting such unbroken tests commonly 
creates a temporary translucency that 
reveals the presence of the characteristic 
regular internal reticulation, which is the 
clue to its original labyrinthic interior. 

The type locality (Sta. 205-T-148) for 
the species is an exposure of lower 
Strawn shale on the old highway about 

8 miles east of San Saba, San Saba 
County (fig. 16) . The species has been 
found to be widely distributed in the 
noncalcareous Smithwick and lower 
Strawn shales around the Llano uplift. 

Family HYPERAMMINIDAE 

Genus HYPERAMMINA H. B. Brady, 1878 

Hyperammina H. B. BRADY, 1878, Ann. Mag. Nat. 
Hist., ser. 5, vol. 1, p. 433. 

Hyperammina, CusHMAN and WATERS, 1930, 
Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 33. 

Hyperammina, GALLOWAY, 1933, A Manual of 
F oraminifera, p. 7 4. 

Hyperammina, CUSHMAN, 1940, Foraminifera, 
Their Classification and Economic Use, ed. 
3, p. 83. 

The free, very elongate, arenaceous 
tests of Hyperammina comprise a prolocu
lum5 followed by a long, undivided, sub
cylindrical second chamber that terminates 
in a faint constriction and a circular 
aperture. The shell wall of the Texas 
Pennsylvanian species in this generic 
group consists of siliceous grains bound 
by an insoluble siliceous cement, which 
is generally subordinate enough to leave 
the surface distinctly dull and rough but 
common I y of fine texture, and the cement 
base of the original wall was so elastic 
that most tests have been unable to with
stand the compressional forces in the 
sediments and are flattened. Transverse 
growth constrictions, where present, are 
generally broad and very shallow. The 
oral extremity of the tubular chamber 

5The original form "proloculum," not "proloculus" (H. 

G. Schenck, Jour. Paleont., vol. 18, pp. 275-282, 1944), is 

here accepted as established in our scientific terminology. 

Century Dictionary, revised and enlarged, 1914, lists "pro

loculum, n. (pl. prolocula) ," with derivation "pro, be

fore, for, +Zoculum for loculus" and cites J. A. Cush

man's article in Nature, Sept. 21, p. 516, 1905, as the 

place of introduction of the new word to designate the 

initial chamber of a foraminifer. If the editors of such a 

dictionary, though cognizant of the etymological barbar

ism, have found it desirable to perpetuate the original 

form of the word, it seems inadvisable at this late date 

to change a form that has been employed so extensively 

in many languages. A crusade to correct the many errors 

in forms of words of supposedly classical origin would 

necessitate stratographic for stratigraphic, megalodyne for 

megadyne, etc. To he sure, the original "megasphere" of 

Munier-Chalmas and Schlumberger (1885) has given way to 

"megalosphere," a correction introduced by J. J. Lister 

(1895), for sound etymological reasons, hut at this time 

the original form had not been employed in the literature, 

and Lister's correction was accepted generally and has been 

used by most authors ever since, so that this is the form 

found in Century Dictionary. Unnecessary confusion can be 

averted by a pragmatic attitude toward terminology. 
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is slightly constricted around the aperture. 
Genotype, Hyperammina elongata H. 

B. Brady; Recent, Arctic Sea. 
The fundamental difference between 

Hyperammina and Hyperamminoides lies 
in the form of the second chamber. In 
Hyperammina it increases in diameter 
very slowly or almost imperceptibly, and 
Pennsylvanian species in the Texas strata 
must have attained considerable length, 
but the fragility of such long and slender 
tubes has contributed to its fragmentary 
state in washed material. In Hy peram
minoUles the diameter of the second 
chamber, especially during its earliest 
stage, increases rapidly, tests are gener
ally proportionately shorter and stouter 
than those of Hyperammina, and com
plete matui-e specimens are abundant. 
Another common difference between tests 
of these two genera lies in the outer text
ure of the wall, though this difference is 
not consistent enough to constitute a 
reliable diagnostic feature. In most Penn
sylvanian species of Hyperammina the 
siliceous cement is not so abundant as to 
obliterate the individual grains of the 
masonry; consequent! y the surf ace is 
somewhat rough, though of fine texture. 
Weakly developed tests of H. elegantis
sima, n.sp., and frequent normal tests of 
H. clavacoidea, n.sp., are smooth and 
glistening, a superficial character that 
may in part be due to mineralization, 
since they vary from place to place. In 
most forms of Hy peramminoides the shell 
surf ace is very smooth and glossy, since 
the proportion of siliceous cement is 
higher and envelops the uniformly very 
siliceous particles in the wall masonry. 
Though transverse growth lines alone can 
not be regarded as generically signifi
cant, those of Hyperammina are much 
more likely to be less distinct than the 
sharp and well-defined ones in Hyperam
minoides. 

Since the tests in Hyperammina are 
characteristically much more slender and 
less flaring than those in Hy perammin
oides, the constriction of the oral extrem
ity around the apertural opening is nat
urally less obvious, but it is character
istic of all Pennsylvanian species of this 
genus in Texas. Tests of species of 
Hy peranunina in these strata attained con
siderable length but are found in the 

washed material mainly as short frag· 
ments, very few of which carry the true 
apertural extremity. Generic descriptions 
that state the opening to be formed by 
the unconstricted open end of the tube 
have undoubtedly been based on frag
ments of the tubular chamber below the 
aperture, since large suites of fragments 
studied in the present investigation demon
strate the true apertural extremity of 
these tests to be consistently constricted. 
Brady's figures of recent forms of Hyper
ammina (H. friabilis, Challenger, pl. 23, 
fig. 3, and H. subnodosa, pl. 23, figs. 11, 
12) show clear I y this constriction around 
the aperture. He described the aperture 
as "but little, if at all, constricted," and 
perhaps those forms figured as uncon
stricted represented broken tubes and not 
true apertural extremiti~s. 

Since in Carboniferous species of 
Hyperammina the form of the prolocu-
1 um is one of the most critical of the 
specific characters, the numerous broken 
tubes in some concentrates are difficult 
or impossible to identify, until enough 
specimens of associated prolocula have 
been found,. of ten a tedious search. The 
identification of several species of Hyper
ammina in many individual samples has 
meant long periods of search in concen
trates and has illustrated how worthless 
are the fragments of the tubes in them
selves alone. 

HYPERAMMINA BULBOSA Cushman and 
Waters 

Pl. 15, fig. 36 

Hyperammina bulbosa CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1927, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrih., 
vol. 3, p. 109, pl. 22, fig. 7. (Lingulina bed, 
near Grand Ledge, Ointon County, Michi
gan.) 

Hyperammina gracilis WATERS, 1927, Jour. 
Paleont., vol. 1, p. 130, pl. 22, figs. 4, 5. 
(Dornick Hills formation, Oklahoma.) 

Hyperammina gracilis var. rugosa WATERS, 1927, 
lour. Paleont., vol. 1, p. 130, pl. 22, fig. 6. 
(Dornick Hills formation, Oklahoma.) 

Hyperammina bulbosa, CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1930, Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 34, pl. 2, figs. 
4, 5. (Graham formation, north Texas.) 

This very elongate, subcyclindrical, 
agglutinate test carries a characteristic 
prominent globular proloculum separated 
from the very slowly expanding tubular 
second chamber by a shallow to fairly 
prominent constriction, which on many 
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tests is somewhat emphasized by compres· 
sional forces that have acted against the 
lower end of the proloculum, thus ex
aggerating the breadth of this initial 
chamber. The tubular chamber normally 
increases slowly in diameter, though 
many fragments show that a fairly con· 
slant diameter may be maintained after it 
has reached maturity. Occasional broad 
and shallow transverse constrictions mark 
the tube of some tests, but they are not 
common. In some places compressional 
forces acting in the direction of the axis 
or at a slight angle to the axis have 
created transverse folds in the originally 
somewhat elastic test, but these are clearly 
secondary. The shell wall is composed 
generally of uniformly fine quartz grains 
and particles in a siliceous cement, which 
does not wholly envelop the grains, yet 
most tests in the Lower Pennsylvanian 
are not highly rugose. Some variation 
in rugosity of the surface has been ob
served. Where the species is well devel
oped, the shell is generally thick and the 
original full-bodied form of the test may 
have been fairly well maintained during 
the period of fossilization. In most places, 
however, the shell wall has not been 
sufficiently stout to resist the stresses and 
strains of compaction of the enclosing 
sediments, and tests are nearly every
where completely flattened or otherwise 
deformed. Fragments bearing the true 
apertural extremity exhibit a gentle con
striction of the tube around the terminal 
opening, which on rare uncollapsed speci
mens is round. 

The average size of Hyperammina bul
bosa varies so greatly with the locality, 
and even in the same sample, that size 
must not be disregarded as a specific 
character. In some samples, tests are 
fairly uniform in size of proloculum and 
tube, being either small or very large. 
The clue to the worthlessness of size as 
a character is found in any material 
that yields tests of a wide assortment of 
sizes, which, in a sample cutting very few 
inches of vertical section, must consti
tute a response in development to fluctu
ations in minor seasonal or annual 
changes in environmental conditions. In 
such a sample the diameter of the pro
loculum may vary from 0.18 mm. to 0.43 
mm. with tubes of corresponding diam-

eter at the initial extremity, about 0.1 
mm. to 0.3 mm. The largest proloculum 
measured is 0.6 mm., and the diameter of 
the tubular chamber at its initial end is 
0.38 mm. 

The distinguishing feature of H. bul
bosa is its globular proloculum, which 
is generally separated from the second 
chamber by a definite constriction 
amounting generally to an average of 
three-quarters the diameter of the pro
locul um, hut which may he much weaker or 
somewhat stronger. Deformation of the 
proloculum frequently produces forms 
designated as H. gracilis var. rugosa 
Waters and otherwise twisted or folded 
tests. H. clav·acoidea, n.sp., bears a more 
elongate rotund proloculum separated 
from the second chamber by a less abrupt 
constriction, and its wall is generally 
smoother. 

H. bulbosa was named from an out
crop in Michigan. Type Oklahoma mate
rial for H. gracilis Waters from the Dor
nick Hills formation has been made avail
able by Mr. Waters, and the species has 
b~en found identical with H. bulbosa, for 
the excess of cement in its wall masonry 
is here regarded as specifically insignifi
cant, considering the range of variation 
in this feature. In Texas, the species 
ranges vertically from the Marble Falls 
formation, where it is rare, upward into 
the upper Cisco strata. Its best develop
ment is in noncalcareous strata, but it 
has been found also in somewhat cal
careous shales. 

HYPEltAMMINA CLAVACOIDEA, n.sp. 

Pl. 15, figs. 11-14 

The large, elongate, gently bulbous 
initial extremity of this elongate species, 
which is invariably completely compressed 
in the Texas Pennslyvanian section, char
acteristically merges very gradually into 
the somewhat narrower tubular second 
chamber, which enlarges almost imper
ceptibly. The thin shell wall is very 
finely rugose with considerable cement, 
but in some places is almost smooth. Only 
a single oral extremity is known, and this 
is somewhat constricted and bluntly at
tenuate toward the terminal aperture, 
which was originally round but in the 
flattened fossil tests is an elongate slit. 
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Length of holotype (short fragment of 
an initial extremity), 1.0 mm.; breadth 
of proloculum, 0.23 mm.; breadth of 
tubular chamber at end of fragments, 
0.15 mm. The paratypes figured show a 
much larger size of test. Fragments of 
this rather rare species are so small, that 
it is impossible to estimate the possible 
length attained, hut it was probably con
siderable. 

Like all H yperamminas. wide variation 
in size and proportions of the test can be 
observed even in single samples. 

H. clavacoidea, n.sp., differs from H. 
bulbosa Cushman and Waters mainly in 
the more elongate proloculum, which 
merges gently into the narrower tubular 
chamber with less abrupt constriction. 
This early deYelopment has allowed the 
uniform compression of the entire test, 
whereas the more glohose form of the 
proloculum of H. bulbosa and the sharper 
constnct10n at its i unction with the 
tubular chamber lends rigidity at this 
point that commonly prevents the com
plete flattening of the initial chamber. 
H. clavacoidea is somewhat thinner 
walled and is slightly less rough than 
H. bulbosa. The smoothness of the Smith
wick test mav be the result of some min
eralization. Future study of the English 
Carboni£ erous faunas may prove the iden
tity of this species with H. elongata var. 
clavatula Howchin. 

H. clavacoidea has been found in only 
a few outcrops of noncalcareous shales 
in the Smithwick and lower Strawn units 
m northern San Saba County. Elsewhere 
m the Pennsylvanian geologic section it 
is very rare. Its type locality (Sta. 
205-T-l 28) is the base of the prominent 
slooe of Strawn shales and sands about 
half a mile northeast of Algerita (fig. 16) . 

HYPER.AMMINA ELEGANTISSIMA, n.sp. 

Pl. 15, figs. 17-25 

This slender, usually rather glossy, 
smooth test has a very narrowly rounded 
initial extremity and a straight to arcuate, 
gradually expanding tubular chamber, 
which is only rarely separated from the 
small megalosphere by a faint constric
tion. The microspheric form is finely 
tapering. The shell wall, composed of 

minute siliceous granules, is thin, so that 
most tests are strongly compressed or 
othenvise deformed, but the considerable 
proportion of siliceous cement makes 
them unusually rigid for their size. The 
oral extremity is somewhat consfricted 
around a circ.ular terminal aperture. 

Length of holotype, 1.6 mm.; greatest 
breadth, 0.17 mm.; diameter of megalo
sphere, 0.05 mm. , which is average. The 
diameter of the tubular chambers expands 
from the proloculum to a breadth of 
about 0.2 mm. or less at a length of 
about 0.6 mm., from which point expan
sion is generally almost negligible. Fre
quent tests in large suites of specimens 
are much more slender and may not ex
ceed diameters much more than 0.1 mm. 
at mature lengths. Tests probably range 
up to a maximum of about 2 mm. in 
length. 

The unusually glossy surface of many 
tests of Hyperanunina elegantissima, 
n.sp., simulates that of species of Hyper
amniinoides and may he the result of 
mineralization which has rendered tests 
translucent. The more characteristic frosty 
surface of Hyperammina in Pennsyl
vanian strata is frequent on the more 
strongly developed specimens. Transverse 
constrictions are not normal hut have 
been produced secondarily by compres
sional forces that have acted more or less 
axially. Whether the curvature of some 
tests is original or is due largely to 
deformation is uncertain. The moderate 
length and comparative rigidity of the 
tests make it possible to observe many 
almost complete tests. 

Compared with other slender species of 
Hyperammina in the Texas Pennsylvanian 
section, this form is more delicate, car
ries more cement in its shell wall, and 
is characteristically very narrowly rounded 
at its initial extremity and most com
monly without a constriction between the 
proloculum and the tubular chamber. 

H. elegantissima, n.sp., has been found 
in only a few outcrops of noncalcareous 
Strawn shales in the area under consid
eration. Its type locality (Sta. 205-T-
150) is a roadside slope southeast of 
Neal, northern San Saba County (fig. 
16). In the Brazos River valley this 
species has been found as a rare member 
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of the Mineral Wells fauna, upper Strawn 
group. 

HYPERAMMINA SPINESCENS Cushman and 
Waters 

PI. 15, figs. 26-30 

Hyperammina spinescens CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1928, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., 
vol. 4, p. 35, pl. 4, fig. 1. (Lower Strawn 
group, San Saba County, Texas.) 

The outstanding and distinctive feature 
of the test of this species is the stout, 
short arenaceous spine at the base of the 
prominent, globular proloculum; other
wise it is very similar in shell texture 
and in proportions to large tests of 
Hyperammina bulbosa Cushman and 
Waters, with which it occurs in the area 
around San Saba, Texas. 

The average diameter of the prolocu
lum is about 0.35 mm., though it ranges 
from 0.25 to 0.45 mm. Fragments of the 
second chamber range in breadth up to 
0.6 mm., and total lengths of mature tests 
must have been several millimeters. 

The type locality (Sta. 205-T-150) of 
this species is the roadside exposure of 
gray shale and interbedded thin sand
stones about I lh miles by road southeast 
of Neal in San Saba County (fig. 16). 
It has been observed commonly in out
crops of noncalcareous Smithwick and 
lower Strawn shales around the Llano 
uplift, to which area it is apparently 
restricted. 

Genus HYPERAMMINOIDES Cushman and 
Waters, 1928 

Hyperamminella, CUSHMAN and WATERS, 1928 
(not DeFolin, 1881), Cushman Lab. Foram. 
Res., Contrib., vol. 4, p. 36. 

Hyperamminoides CUSHMAN and WATERS, 1928, 
Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 4, 
p. 112. 

Hyperamminoides, CUSHMAN and w ATERS 1930 
Univ. · Texas Bull. 3019, p. 35. ' ' 

Hyperamminoides, GALLOWAY, 1933, A Manuel 
of Foraminifera, p. 75. 

Hyperamminoides, CUSHMAN, 1940, Foraminifera 
Their Classification and Economic Use, ed: 
3, p. 84. 

. !he free, generally elongate, flaring, 
s1hceous! ~nely arenaceous tests of Hy
peramminoides comprise a globular to 
ellipsoid proloculum followed by a rap
idly expanding tubular second chamber 
which is generally marked by sharp trans~ 
verse constrictions and is strongly con-

stricted around the terminal aperture. The 
strong shell wall is composed of fine, 
siliceous grains bound by considerable 
siliceous cement, so that the surface is 
commonly smooth and glossy. 

Genotype, Hy peramminella elegans 
Cushman and Waters, Graham formation, 
Stephens County, Texas. 

The conical or flaring second chamber 
and the resultant proportionally less 
elongate test are the fundamental char
acters of species of this genus as distin
guished from the subcylindrical and the 
much more slender tests of Hy peram1nina. 
These more robust proportions make it 
possible to find large numbers of com
plete tests in washed material. Most of 
the species exhibit such an abundance 
of siliceous cement in the shell wall, 
that the surf ace is very smooth and even 
glossy, but sufficient variation exists in 
both genera to render this feature too 
unstable to serve as a generic character. 
Sharp, transverse growth constrictions 
are common, though on some species they 
are rare, and they vary widely in abun
dance on tests of any single species at 
any given locality. Both Hyperammin
oides and Hy perammina in Carboniferous 
strata differ essentially from Earlandia in 
the siliceous and agglutin·ate constitution 
of the shell wall. 

HYPERAMMINOIDES EXP AN SUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 16, figs. 1-6 

In this species the diagnostic feature 
of the genus is expressed to an exagger
ated degree in the short and very widely 
expanding second chamber, which is 
transversely marked by sharp growth con
strictions. T.he proloculum is generally 
not distinct! y set off by any constriction 
but, rather, forms the broadly rounded 
initial extremity of the megalospheric 
test and the more sharply pointed ex
tremity of the microspheric test. The very 
finely arenaceous shell wall, composed of 
minute siliceous granules, carries an 
abundance of siliceous cement and ex
ternally is smoothly finished but internally 
is rough and even irregularly pustulate. 
The character of the oral extremity as it 
originally existed is still questionable, 
since an exhaustive search has failed to 
produce any specimen other than those 
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wide open at the end, and such a condi
tion is unacceptable as representing the 
true aperture. It seems reasonable to be
] ieve that the aperture was a small round 
opening in the constricted end of the 
second chamber, which in this species was 
too thin and fragile for preservation. 

Length of the holotype, 0.64 mm.; 
breadth, 0.4 7 mm.; general angle of ex
pansion, 50 degrees. Lengths up to 1.1 
mm. have been observed in tests that 
expand gradually at angles varying from 
about 30 to 40 degrees, and these are 
tentatively regarded as microspheric forms 
from which the convincing earliest por
t ion is missing. The broader and shorter 
tests as a rule are complete with their 
broadly rounded initial ends, and these 
flare at angles varying from 45 to 75 
degrees with a common angle of about 
50 degrees. 

Most specimens of Hyperamminoides 
expansus, n.sp., are somewhat compressed 
and deformed. Rare tests exhibit cross 
sections so nearly circular that it is con
cluded that they were all characteristi
cally conical. The thin outer edge of the 
broad opening of many tests points 
strongly to a very thin-shelled apertural 
extremity, which has disintegrated dur· 
ing fossilization and perhaps in the wash
mg process. 

The species has been found in one ex
posure of Smithwick (Sta. 205-T-127) 
and in a few outcrops of lower Strawn 
noncalcareous strata in northern San 
Saba County. Its type locality (Sta. 
205-T-128) is a succession of thick 
Strawn shales and thin sandstones at the 
base of a prominent slope about half a 
mile northeast of Algerita (fig. 16). The 
abundance of material collected from the 
extensive geologic section in Brazos River 
valley has yielded no trace of this species, 
which is believed to be restricted to the 
lower Strawn in the immediate vicinity of 
the Llano uplift. 

HYPERAMMINOIDES PROTEUS (Cushman 
and Waters) 

Hyperamndnella protea CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1928, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., 
vol. 4-. p. 36, pl. 4, figs. 5, 6. (Strawn strata 
east of San Saba, San Saba County, Texas.) 

l/yperamminoides protea, CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1928, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., 

vol. 'i, p. 112. (New generic name substi
tuted.) 

In all the many samples collected from 
Strawn outcrops east of San Saba, no 
trace of anythinrr like the tests originally 
fiaured and. nam~d have been found. The 

I'.:' 

holotype suggests a rather unusual form 
of the species H. elegans (Cushman and 
Waters) . This specimen in itself does not 
conform very well to the definition of 
lJ y peramminoides, but until supporting 
topotypes can be found and studied, the 
established record is tentatively accepted. 

Genus EARLANDIA Plummer, 1930 

EARLANDIA MINUTA (Cushman and Waters) 

Pl. 15, figs. 37, 38 

llyperamminclla minuta Cl.ISHMAN and WATERS, 
1928, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., 
vol. 4, p. 37, pl. 4, figs. 8, 9. (Lower Strawn 
group, northern San Saba County, Texas.) 

l/yperamminoides minuta (Cushman and 
Waters), CUSHMAN and WATERS, 1928, Cush
man Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 4, p. 112. 
(Correction of generic designation.) 

The small, slender, tapering test of 
this species consists of a small spherical 
proloculum followed by a long, usually 
straight or rarely very faintly arcuate, 
steadily enlarging, tubular second cham
ber without transverse constrictions or 
marked so fa inti y by very few that they 
are hardly distinguishable. The dull, 
opaque, calcareous shell wall appears to 
be composed of minute calcareous gran
ules probably secreted by the protoplasm, 
since. no extraneous material has ever 
been found incorporated in the wall. The 
glassy proloculum is constricted where it 
joins the tubular chamber. The round 
apertural opening lies at the slightly con
stricted end of the tubular chamber. 

At the type locality the tubular cham
ber increases in diameter from about 0.03 
mm. at its junction with the proloculum 
to about 0.12 mm. at a length of about 
0.6 mm. Tests as long as 0.8 mm. are 
rare. The diameter of the proloculum is 
usually about 0.04 mm. 

The similar species, Earlandia perparva 
Plummer, which occurs commonly in 
higher Pennsylvanian strata farther north 
in Texas, is much more elongate and more 
slender, is conspicuously and almost con· 
sistently arcuate, bears numerous trans-
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verse constrictions, and carries a some
what smaller proloculum. 

In the area here under consideration, 
this species is rare, even at its type lo
cality (Sta. 205-T-150) in Strawn shales 
about 12 miles north-northwest of San 
Saba (fig. 16) and in one other near-by 
exposure of the same age. It has been 
found rare in one shale outcrop (Sta. 
134-T-33) on the Pfluger ranch in Kim
ble County, where the strata above the 
Marble Falls limestone have been mapped 
by field geologists as Smithwick (fig. 15), 
but recent careful study of the larger fos
sils in these layers indicates that they 
should probably be regarded as Strawn. 
The species has been found to be rare in 
Strawn strata in the Brazos River valley 
farther north in the state. It is curious 
that it has been observed only in noncal
careous shales, since calcareous tests in 
the Pennsylvanian section are more com
monly associated with calcareous strata. 
Biologically this rare and rather robust 
form may be the response to its noncal
careous environment and the much more 
elongate E. perparva may be the form of 
the same species in a calcareous environ
ment. 

Family REOPHACIDAE 

Genus REOPHAX Montfort, 1808 

REOPHAX ARENATUS (Cushman and Waters) 

Pl. 17, figs. 1-3 

Nodosinella arenata CUSHMAN and WATERS, 1927, 
Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 3, 
p. 147, pl. 26, figs. 2, 3. (Upper Strawn 
group, Mineral Wells formation, Palo Pinto· 
County, Texas.) 

Nodosinella? arenata, WARTHIN, 1930, Oklahoma 
Gcol. Survey, Bull. 53, p. 28, pl. 2, fig. 8. 
(Holdenville formation, Oklahoma.) 

This usually straight, short, stout, very 
roughly arenaceous test is composed 
usually of not more than three, rare I y 
four, rather rapidly enlarging inflated 
chambers, generally separated by sharply 
indented sutures, which may be obscured 
by compression, and terminating in a pro
truding oral extremity. The proloculum 
is globular and often prominent. The 
lateral outline of many of the mature 
chambers is roughly subpyriform, though 
shape is highly variable. The heavy shell 
wall is composed of angular quartz 

grains of varying sizf"s bound by an in
soluble cement that does not envelop the 
grains, so that they stand out in bold 
relief. The aperture is a simple opening 
at the end of the final chamber and is 
situated most commonly in a protuber
ance forming a short, usually narrow, 
tubular neck. 

The average length of well-developed 
tests is about 0.8 mm. with a breadth of 
the final chamber of about 0.35 mm. 
Sizes and proportions are highly variable. 
One Strawn test from northern San Saba 
County is 1.4 nun. long and 0.5 mm. 
across the final chamber, but this is rare. 
The breadth of the initial chamber 
ranges from 0.15 to 0.3 mm., and some 
weakly developed tests are finely taper
ing. The rate of increase in breadth of 
the chambers varies so greatly that de
tailed measurements have little meaning. 

Numerous samples of Minerai Wells 
shale from the extensive outcrop at the 
type locality for this species 4 miles 
west of Mineral Wells, Palo Pinto 
County, have yielded no trace of its tests, 
nor has the sample contributed by Mr. 
Waters from his original collection. The 
type specimens are typical of the species 
as it occurs in the same zone on the 
west slope of East Mountain in the town 
of Mineral Wells, and a study of the 
species has been based on this material. 
In Strawn shales in northern San Saba 
County, the tests are somewhat thinner 
shelled, but the fundamental features of 
the test and the range of variability are 
like those of tests in the type area. The 
size of test, depth of sutural constric
tions, diameter of proloculum, and shape 
of chambers are all variable, but amongst 
the few-chambered species of this generic 
group R. arenatus is especially charac
terized by the coarseness and irregularity 
of the surface texture, the inflation of its 
chambers, and the elongation of the final 
chamber into a protruding neck. The 
subpyriform outline of the final cham
ber is likely to be a prominent feature 
in suites of specimens, but this character 
is not consistent, and where the species 
is weakly developed it may not be ex
pressed. R. expatiatus, n.sp., which is 
also coarse, has very obscure sutures, and 
the outline of the short test is more or less 
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evenly flaring without any oral protru
sion. R. as per Cushman and Waters ex
hibits no sutural constrictions and essen
tially no enlargement of chambers with 
growth. 

R. arenatus around the Llano uplift has 
been found only in lower Strawn strata 
in northern San Saba County. It is fre
quent in higher Strawn formations in the 
Brazos River valley section. 

REOPHAX ASPER Cushman and Waters 

Pl. 17, fig. 23 

Reophax asperus CcsHMAN and WATERS, 1928, 
Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 4, 
p. 37, pl. 4, fig. 7. (Cisco group, Graham 
formation, Young County, Texas.) 

Reophax asper, CusHMAN and WATERS, 1930, 
Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 37, pl. 2, fig. 10. 
(Cisco group, Graham formation, Young and 
Stephens counties, Texas.) 

This neat, compact succession of six or 
seven, roughly arenaceous chambers along 
a straight to faintly curved axis broadens 
slightly from a rather small proloculum 
to about the third chamber, and from 
this point it maintains an almost constant 
breadth, terminating in a gently rounded 
oral extremity. The heavy shell wall is 
composed of very coarse and angular 
quartz grains of varying sizes, and the 
insoluble cement is so inconspicuous, 
that the larger grains stand out in bold 
relief at different heights, so that the 
outline of the test is very irregularly 
rough. Sutural constrictions are indis
tinct to faintly expressed but never sharp. 
The aperture is a small and simple open
ing at the constricted end of the rounded 
final chamber. 

The test in the area here considered 
rarely attains more than 0.6 mm. length 
and a breadth of about 0.18 mm. 

R. expatiatus, n.sp., which is about the 
same size and texture, broadens rapidly 
with gro-wth, thus producing an outline 
that differentiates the test from that of 
R. asper, with which it occurs in noncal
carous Strawn shales in the San Saba 
area, and in one shale outcrop (Sta. 
134-T-31) of probably Strawn age in 
Kimble County. 

At present this species in the San Saba 
area has been found only in Strawn 
shales, but in north Texas it is found 
also in the Graham formation, strati-

graphically several hundred feet h.igh~r, 
and it will most likely be found m m
tervening strata. 

REOPHAX BENDENSIS, n.sp. 

Pl. 17, figs. 7-9 

This very long, slender, very moder
ately rough, siliceous test consists of a 
linear series of many slowly enlarging 
ellipsoidal to slightly pyriform chambers 
separated by strong shallow f-'Utural con
strictions. The chambers average in width 
from one-half to two-thirds their height 
and are joined end to end by partial 
overlapping of the posterior extremity of 
each chamber over the protruding aper
tural extremity of the previous chamber, 
so that the sutural constrictions are ex
tended and necklike. The shell wall com
prises small to moderate-sized rounded 
siliceous granules, and in places other 
extraneous material, bound by consider
able insoluble cement, that envelops the 
smaller particles but leaves some in par
tial relief, so that the surface is only 
moderately and bluntly irregular. The 
aperture is a simple round opening at 
the end of the bluntly tapering to pro
truding final chamber. 

The length of a fully developed test 
must reach several millimeters, but deep 
sutural constrictions contribute to the 
fragmentary condition of specimens, and 
rarely can more than four or five cham
bers be found in a single fragment. The 
observed maximum length of a final 
chamber is 0.8 mm., and its breadth is 
0.35 mm. No specimen bearing a proloc
ul um has been found, but the youngest 
set of chambers (Pl. 17, fig. 8) shows 
the smallest chamber to be 0.085 mm. in 
diameter, and this must have been very 
close to the proloculum, if not the next 
following. 

Most specimens of Reo phax bendensis, 
n.sp., are strongly compressed, and youth
ful chambers are completely flattened. In 
the few outcrops where this form has 
been observed, some tests carry scattered 
mineral particles and chonetid spines in 
high relief on some parts of the tests. 
Some of these obvious! y do not belong 
inherent! y to the sh el I masonry, but are 
extraneous fragments and grains that have 
been added by cementation processes in 
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the sediments, since ostracodes and other 
shells in the same material are similarly 
characterized. Some very youthful cham
bers are composed so largely of cement, 
that they are translucent and smooth. 

No other members of this genus in the 
Lower Pennsylvanian strata can be con
fused with this sequence of loosely con
nected elongate chambers. It has been 
found only in the Marble Falls forma· 
tion in the San Saba area and is un
doubted! y a marker of this formation. 

The type locality for R. bendensis, 
n.sp., is the calcareous shale exposure 
2. 7 miles south of San Saba (Sta. 
205-T-2), San Saba County, Texas, and 
it has been found in three other calcar
eous shale beds in this county. This is 
the only agglutinate species restricted to 
the Marble Falls formation. 

REOPHAX EMACIATUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 17, figs. 18-22 

The flattened spatulate test of this 
straight series of chambers is bluntly 
pointed at the initial extremity and trun
cate at the constricted oral extremity. 
The separate elongate chambers that over
lap by about one-half are very obscure, 
if visible at alt for only rarely are 
5utures faintly constricted, though an oc
casional test exhibits the succession. 
The first two or three chambers broaden 
rapidly, but from this stage forward lat
eral increase is slower, but generally per
sistent, throughout growth. The shell wall 
is rather thin and all specimens have been 
completely flattened by sedimentary com
paction, so that the combination of clear 
quartz grains in clear siliceous cement 
makes many of the tests semi-translucent. 
The poorly sorted angular mineral grains 
of the shell wall are well imbedded in 
the cement but are not wholly enveloped, 
so that the surface is moderately rough 
and in some strata very rough. In a few 
places dark siliceous mineral grains are 
included in the masonry. The anterior 
half of the final chamber is constricted 
gradually to the very slightly produced 
broad terminus marked by a large open
ing, which on these flattened tests is gen
erally a narrow slit. 

The length of the holotype is 1.33 
mm., its greatest breadth is 0.46 mm., a 

typical form and average size. The size 
of some fragmentary specimens that in
clude the final chamber indicates that the 
species must have attained lengths of al
most 2 mm., but specimens anywhere near 
complete are generally about one milli
meter or less. 

The species is most commonly represent
ed in Texas strata by fragments composed 
of the last one or two chambers. The 
wall is thin for the size of the test, 
though the coarseness of its texture in 
some strata creates the illusion of 
strength. Only rarely can specimens bear
ing the proloculum be found. 

This species of Reo phax is unusually 
stable in form, and only rarely is the 
mineral grain composition broken by the 
inclusion of scattered minute shell frag
ments. Steady increase in breadth of 
chambers throughout growth is the rule, 
but a few tests exhibit a constant breadth 
beyond the first few chambers. 

From R. fittsi ( W arthin) this species is 
differentiated by its much more elongate 
and less tapering test, by its cons tan ti y 
straight axis of growth, by its el Ii ptic31 
chambers, and by its broader and less 
protruding apertural extremity. It is 
sharply distinguished from R. glennensis 
(Harlton) by its more bluntly tapering 
initial extremity, its greater uniformity 
in shell masonry, its thinner shell, its 
almost total lack of sutural constrictions, 
and its more broadly truncate apertural 
extremity. 

The type locality for R. emaciatus, 
n.sp., is a roadside exposure (Sta. 205-
T-164) of noncalcareous Strawn shale 
west of the San Saba-Regency highway 
south of Neal (fig. 16), San Saba County. 
It is rather frequent in Strawn strata. A 
small suite of fragmentary and under
developed tests in a roadside bank of 
Marble Falls marl 2.6 miles south of San 
Saba (Sta. 205-T-57) may belong to 
this species. It has been found in the 
Brazos River geologic section in the 
Garner, Millsap Lake, Mineral Wells, 
Graford, Graham, and Pueblo formations, 
but is not common above strata of the 
Strawn group. The distribution chart, 
Table l, records several Smithwick oc
currences, which are now in question, 
since the shale outcrop of Kimble County 
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has recently been reported as Strawn, on 
the basis of the coral Striato pora moorei 
Wells and others fossils. 

REOPHAX EXP ATIATUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 17, figs. 4-6 

This small, compact, flaring, coarsely 
arenaceous linear succession of short 
originally uncompressed chambers, lying 
along a straight to curved axis and sep
arated by very indistinct sutures, is espe
cially characterized by its few chambers 
that increase rapidly in breadth from a 
finely tapering initial extremity to a broad 
final chamber and a truncate septal face. 
The shell wall is composed of angular 
quartz grains varying in size up to rela
tively large grains for the size of the 
test, and the insoluble cement is suffi
cient only to hold them firmly without 
enveloping the coarse grains, so that the 
surface is irregularly rough. The pro
locul um is very small and is seldom well 
defined, and its external outline is gen
erally irregular because of the coarseness 
of the shell masonry. The aperture is a 
simple small opening in the septal face 
at the terminus of the constricted and 
truncate final chamber. 

Length of the holotype is 0.58 mm.; its 
greatest breadth (about fifth chamber) is 
0.3 mm., which is average for the fully 
developed form of the species. It has 
been observed as long as 0. 75 mm., with 
a width of 0.34. mm., where the species 
is exceptionally well developed, but for 
seemingly the same number of chambers 
the size varies wide] y. 

The original roughly circular outline 
of the cross sections of the chambers has 
been somewhat altered by deformational 
forces, but the rigidity of the wall and 
coarseness of its component grains have 
contributed to less deformation than is 
characteristic of some of its congeners 
in the Pennsylvanian geologic section. 

From other coarsely arenaceous and 
few-chambered species of this genus in 
the Texas Pennsylvanian beds, Reophax 
expatiatus, n.sp., is defined by the very 
rapid increase in breadth of its succes
sive chambers, by its truncate septal face, 
and by its ill-defined sutures. R. arenatus 
(Cushman and Waters) has well-defined 
sutural depressions and a produced sep-

tal face. R. as per Cushman and Waters 
exhibits essentially no lateral expans10n 
with growth. 

The type locality for this species is 
the roadside exposure of Strawn s4ales 
and sandstones about 11/2 miles by road 
southeast of Neal, San Saba County (Sta. 
205-T-150, fig. 16). It has been found 
only in Strawn shales in northern San 
Saba County. 

REOPHAX FITTSI (W~rthin) 

Pl. 17, figs. lG-17 

Nodosinella? fittsi WARTHIN, 1930, Oklahoma 
Geol. Survey, Bull. 53, p. 27, pl. 2, fig. 7. 
(Wetumka, Wewoka, and Holdenville forma
tions, Oklahoma.) 

This elongate-ovate, short test tapering 
at both ends consists of a few rather 
rapidly broadening, strongly embracing, 
and roughly pyriform chambers separated 
by sutural constrictions that are very ob
scure, if they are visible at all. The 
chambers are broadest posteriorly and 
are overlapped by about one-half. The 
axis of growth is typically gently curved, 
especially at its initial extremity, but 
straight tests are frequent. The usually 
heavy shell wall is generally irregularly 
rough, in places very coarse, composed 
of quartz grains set in sufficient silice
ous cement to produce a strong test but 
not to envelop the grains, which stand 
out in relief. Almost all specimens have 
been considerably or completely flattened 
by forces of compaction in the sediments, 
but originally they were probably uncom· 
pressed. The apertural extremity is con· 
stricted and produced into a very short 
neck toward the round terminal opening. 

The length of tests of this species in 
the Texas section ranges up to almost a 
millimeter with a breadth of somewhat 
less than half the length. 

The only other species with which R. 
fittsi can be confused, and with which 
it frequently occurs, is R. emaciatus, 
n.sp., which is a thinner shell wall and 
is consequently always flattened to wafer 
thinness, is always straight, is generally 
more finely tapering toward its initial 
end, attains greater length, has a blunter 
more broadly truncate oral extremity, and 
is ] ikel y to be fragmentary in most ma
terial. R. glennensis (Har lton) gen er ally 
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has so thick a wall that it is commonly 
not greatly flattened, or where it does 
show considerable lateral compression the 
axis is straight, and the whole test is more 
elongate and tapering with sutures well 
defined. 

N oncalcareous Strawn shales commonly 
carry R. fittsi, and it is found in forma
tions of the Canyon and Cisco groups 
higher in the Brazos River valley sec
tion. The highest record is Pueblo shale 
(Permian), which carries it very rarely. 
Two exposures of Smithwick shale have 
yielded rare specimens of R. fittsi; one 
of these (Sta. 205-T-146) northwest of 
San Saha may eventually be found to be
long to the Strawn sequence, but the 
other (Sta. 149-T-7) in the small down
faulted block of Pennsylvanian formations 
10 miles southeast of Llano is without 
doubt true Smithwick, since the coral 
Cumminsia aplata (Cummins) has been 
recorded from shales in this vicinity. 

REOPHAX GLENNENSIS (Harlton) 

Pl. 17, fig. 24 

Nodosinella glennensis HARLTON, 1927, Jour. 
Paleont., vol. 1, p. 17, pl. 1, fig. 4. (Upper 
Glenn formation, Oklahoma.) 

Nodosinella ardmorensis HARLTON, 1927, lour. 
Paleont., vol. 1, p. 18, pl. 1, fig. 5. (Upper 
Glenn formation, Oklahoma.) 

Nodosinella laheei WATERS, 1927, Jour. Paleont., 
vol. 1, p. 131, pl. 22, fig. 8. (Domick Hills 
formation, Oklahoma.) 

Nodosinella brevis WATERS, 1927, Jour. Paleont., 
vol. 1, p. 131, pl. 22, fig. 9. (Dornick Hills 
formation, Oklahoma.) 

Nodosinella crassa WATERS, 1927, Jour. Paleont., 
vol. 1, p. 131, pl. 22, fig. 10. (Dornick Hills 
formation, Oklahoma.) 

N odosinella? ardmorensis, W ARTHIN, 1930, Okla
homa Geol. Survey, Bull. 53, p. 27, pl. 2, 
fig. 5. (Wewoka and Wetumka formations, 
Oklahoma.) 

Nodosinella glennensis, CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1930, Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 38, pl. 2, 
figs. 11, 12; pl. 12, fig. 4. (Cisco group, 
Graham formation, Young County, Texas.) 

Nodosinella glennensis, HARLTON, 1933, Jour. 
Paleont., vol. 7, p. 11, pl. 2, fig. 1. (Johns 
Valley shale, Oklahoma.) 

The sides of these usually straight tests 
converge aborally at an average angle 
of about 25 degrees from the broadest 
diameter through the posterior portion of 
the final chamber, and the lateral slopes 
of the oral extremity converge at an 
angle of about 40 degrees toward the 

apertural opening. The several gently in
flated, regularly enlarging, embracing, 
elongate chambers are separated by sharp, 
but not deeply incised, sutures, which 
may be obscured by compression or de
formation of the shell walls. The shell 
wall is characteristically composed of 
many kinds of adventitious material in
cluding fine to large mineral grains, shell 
fragments, conodonts, acicular particles, 
holothurian plates, and minute foraminif
eral tests, but in some places the masonry 
comprises almost wholly mineral grains 
and may be of fine and uniform texture. 
Only rarely do the components of the 
wall project obtrusively, since the in
cluded fiat shell fragments are so placed 
that their broad surf aces blend well into 
the external contours of the chambers, 
and all adventitious matter is well bound 
into a stout wall masonry by consider
able cement, which commonly is rich in 
in reddish ferruginous matter. The an
terior two-thirds of the final chamber is 
regularly constricted and produced toward 
the rather small rounded aperture at the 
terminus, which may be slightly extended 
into a short tube. 

The size attained by Reo phax glennen· 
sis (Harlton) varies widely. A length 
somewhat under a millimeter may be re
garded as average in the Texas strata, 
but at a few localities tests of two or 
three millimeters are frequent and resem
ble in this respect more nearly the Okla
homa types and also identical forms from 
the Dornick Hills formation designated 
as N odosinella laheei Waters, N. brevis 
Waters, and N. crassa Waters. In one 
outcrop in the lowest part of the Smith
wick formation (Sta. 205-T-79B) , very 
large fragmentary specimens indicate that 
the species must have attained lengths of 
several millimeters, for one series of three 
chambers is 2.8 mm. long, and the breadth 
of the final chamber is 1.6 mm. 

The wide geographic and stratigraphic 
range of R. glennensis offers excellent 
opportunity to follow its variations and 
to determine its consistent and funda
mental specific characters. Disregarding 
the confusing e:ff ects of deformation in 
identifying some tests, the regular en
largement of successive chambers through
out growth, thus producing evenly taper-
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ing forms, the distinct sutures, the elon
gate chambers, and the somewhat pro
duced septal face comprise a reliable 
ensemble of characters that mark this 
species. 

The precise composition of the shell 
wall is superficially exceedingly variable, 
hut a common character is a heteroge
neity of material, and in a few places 
the wide variety of its components is re
markable; on the other hand, the surf ace 
may be uniform. One characteristic fea
ture of the masonry where the test is well 
developed is the persistence of minute 
acicular particles, and in some strata 
tests seem to be composed almost wholly 
of such material. In other places com
minuted shell material is dominant in 
the composition of the wall with per
haps .an occasional conodont, small ostra
code, holothurian, or mineral grains for 
variety. In a few strata .the wall is com
posed almost entirely of quartz grains, 
but in a suite of such specimens the 
specific tendency to build the test of 
different kinds of material is likely to 
exhibit itself in the inclusion of a few 
scattered hits of material other than 
sand. That this shell compos1t10n is 
truly a variable character of the species 
becomes evident in a suite of tests from 
an outcrop at the base of the Smithwick 
formation (Sta. 205-T-79B), where some 
tests are composed wholly of acicular 
particles or largely of such particles 
with a few scattered glauconite grains; 
others in the same sample carry an as
sortment of glauconite, quartz grains, 
acicular particles, conodonts, and shell 
fragments all carelessly arranged and in 
somewhat greater relief than is typical; 
still others are composed almost wholly 
of different kinds of coarse mineral 
grains with some scattered acicular par
ticles. In general, however, the character 
of the shell wall is fairly constant in 
each stratum where the species occurs. 

Most of the tests of R. glennensis in 
the Texas strata are straight, hut faintly 
arcuate large forms are frequent at a few 
localities, and in this respect they are 
more like the specimen recorded from the 
Glenn and Dornick Hills formations in 
Oklahoma where deformational forces 
haYe been more intense. In some places 
the test never attained even the average 

size for the species and is com posed of 
only about four small chambers. More 
favorable environment in other places 

Produced lar(Ye lon(Y tests of seven or 0 0 

eirrht lar(Yer chambers. The thickness and 
ri~idity ~f the wall is reflected in the 

0 • 

ability of the different tests to resist com-
pressional and deformational forc~s, which 
have flattened the weaker ones, whereas 
the more common, large and strong tests 
have attained their original rotundity. 
Sutural constrictions in this species are so 
sharp, that even the extreme degree of 
collapse rarely obliterates the distinctive 
character. 

R. glennensis differs from R. fittsi 
( W arthin) in its more elongate and gen
erally straighter form, in its more dis
tinct sutures, and commonly in the hetero
geneity of material in its shell wall. In 
R. eniaciatus, n.sp., sutures are very ob
scure if they are visible at all, its aper
tural extremity is broader and more trun
cate, and its shell wall is regularly com
posed of siliceous grains in so fragile a 
wall, that all tests are compktely com
pressed to wafer thinness. 

Reo phax glennensis has been found to 
be common or frequent in two exposures 
(Sta. 153-T-6 and Sta. 205-T-79B) of 
undoubted Smithwick shale, where Cum-
1ninsia aplata (Cummins) dates the for
mation. The fossiliferous shale in Kimble 
County (Sta. 134---T-5), originally mapped 
as Smithwick (fig. 15) , has very recently 
been designated as more probably Strawn, 
where the species is very ran~. Higher in 
the Strawn succession, in the Millsap 
Lake, Garner, and Mineral Wells forma
tions in Brazos River valley it occurs with 
some frequency and has been seen as high 
as the Graham formation, Cisco group. 

REOPHAX MINUTISSIMUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 17, figs. 25-30 

The small and only moderately rough, 
slender test, which in its fossil state is 
almost consistently wholly compressed, 
comprises a straight succession of 6 to 
8 gradually enlarging, short, inflated, 
and moderately embracing chambers sep
arated by sharply incised transverse 
sutures. In general the chambers meas
ure m length about two-thirds their 
breadth, though somewhat more elongate 
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chambers are frequent. Considerable sili
ceous cement lends a gloss to the wall 
but does not envelop all the larger grains 
in the wall composition. The aperture of 
the collapsed tests is an elongate open
ing at the end of the constricted septal 
face of the final chamber, but in its orig
inal form it was undoubtedly round in a 
circular septal face. 

Length of holotype, 0.46 mm.; breadth 
of proloculum, 0.065 mm.; breadth of 
final (fifth) chamber, 0.20 mm. The 
holotype is smaller than average size but 
has been chosen because it is one of the 
very rare tests to bear the proloculum, 
which is so thin-shelled and delicate, that 
the most careful preparation of the raw 
sample fails to preserve many of the 
earliest chambers of these tests. Mega
lospheric tests of an average of five ~r 
six chambers measure about 0. 7 mm. m 
length from an average proloculum of 
about 0.06 mm. or less to the final cham
ber about 0.2 mm. in breadth. The only 
microspheric test found (Pl. 17, fig. 2~) 
bears an initial chamber 0.045 mm. m 
diameter and is followed by seven stead
ily enlarging chambers comprising a total 
length of 0.64 mm., and the final cham
ber is 0.17 mm. in breadth. 

The only other species comprising a 
succession of globose chambers is Reo
phax tumidulus, n.sp., which is a much 
larger and thicker walled test of coarser 
texture and is composed of very few 
chambers that maintain almost a constant 
size throughout growth. 

The type locality for R. minutissimus, 
n.sp., is the basal 15 feet of the steep 
and prominent sandstone-capped eleva
tion about half a mile northeast of 
Algerita (Sta. 205-T-128; fig. 16), San 
Saba County. It is nowhere abund~nt ~ut 
is frequent in noncalcareous Smithwick 
and Strawn shales in San Saba County. 
It has not been found in Pennsylvanian 
strata elsewhere. 

REOPHAX TUMIDULUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 17, fig. 31 

This linear series of a maximum of 
four, roughly arenaceous, globose, and 
only slightly embracing chambers, sepa
rated by sharp sutural constrictions, ex
hibits only very slight increase in its 

breadth from the large globular proloc
ulum to its final chamber, which is 
broadly rounded distally. The shell wall 
is composed of moderate-sized, angular 
quartz grains bound by an insoluble 
cement that does not envelop the grains, 
which therefore stand in relief and at 
differing heights to produce an irregu
larly rough surface. The aperture is a 
simple small opening in the broadly 
rounded septa! face of the final chamber. 

Length of holotype, 1.05 mm.; breadth 
of globular proloculum, 0.3 mm.; breadth 
of final (fourth) chamber, 0.4 mm. 

Moderate collapse of the tests of Reo
phax tumidulus, n.sp., tends to accen
tuate the irregular surf ace texture, which, 
however, was originally very rough. The 
species is distinctive amongst its con
geners in the Texas Pennsylvanian fauna 
in its few globose chambers of almost 
uniform size. R. minutissimus, n.sp., is 
a much smaller form, with a more deli
cate shell wall, has on the average more 
chambers in the mature test, and shows 
a steady increase in breadth of its suc
cessive chambers. 

This rare species has been found in 
only two samples of Strawn shales in 
northern San Saba County, and its type 
locality is the base of the prominent 
escarpment about half a mile northeast 
of Algerita (Sta. 205-T-128; fig. 16). It 
has not been observed in any Carbonif
erous strata elsewhere in north-central 
Texas. 

Family AMMODISCIDAE 

Genus AMMQDISCUS Reuss, 1861 

AMMODISCUS SEMICONSTRICTUS Waters 

PI. 16, figs. 7, 8 

Ammodiscus semiconstrictus WATERS, 1927, lour. 
Paleont., vol. 1, p. 132, pl. 22, fig. 1. (Lower 
Pennsylvanian, Dornick Hills formation, 
Carter County, Oklahoma.) 

Ammodiscus semiconstrictus var. regularis 
WATERS, 1927, Jour. Paleont., vol. 1, p. 132, 
pl. 22, fig. 2. (Lower Pennsylvanian, Dor
nick Hills formation, Carter County, Okla
homa.) 

Cornuspira semiconstrictus, HARLTON, 1933, Jour. 
Paleont., vol. 7, p. 9, pl. 2, fig. 2. (Johns 
Valley shale, Pushmataha County, Okla
homa.) 

The circular to 
broad I y biconcave, 

elliptical, discoid, 
finely arenaceous, 
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rugulose test comprises a minute globu
lar to ovoid proloculum surrounded by 
as many as twelve planispiral convolu
tions of the very slowly enlarging, in
flated tubular .chamber, which is faintly 
to strongly marked by irregularly distrib
uted transverse constrictions. The deli
cate fine structure of the central area can 
best be observed in limonite-filled tests 
viev,red in transmitted light, though com
monly the depressed whorl suture almost 
throughout the disc is sharply discerni
ble. The whorl suture between the last 
several coils is very conspicuous. The 
peripheral area of uncompressed tests is 
broadly rounded. The shell wall is com
posed of fine and uniform quartz grains 
bound by considerable enveloping insolu
ble cement, so that the tests in some 
strata glisten; therefore the test owes its 
rugosity largely to the characteristic un
dulating surface of the tube. The aper
ture is the open end of the tube. 

A common diameter of the test is about 
0.8 mm. where it is moderately well de
veloped and common, though an average 
of only 0.6 mm. characterizes tests in 
some strata. In many beds of Smithwick 
and lower Strawn age, numerous tests of 
a millimeter or more in diameter are 
abundant. The largest test measured is 
1.45 mm. The last convolution of an 
undistorted test about 0.8 mm. in diam
eter and composed of 9 or 10 convolu
tions is about 0.1 mm. thick. The pro
loculum, as seen in transmitted light in 
many limonite-filled tests, measures from 
0.03. to 0.05 mm. 

The tests of A. semiconstrictus in type 
material furnished by Mr. Waters are 
large and very well preserved with al
most no deformation or compression, and 
its characteristics are strikingly exhibited. 
A suite of topotypes in all stages of 
zrowth shows the same gradual increase 
in stren oth of the transverse constric-o 
tions from youth to maturity as do the 
Texas tests~ and consequently the holo
type of A. semiconstrictus var. regularis 
Waters. which is about one-seventh the 
diamet~r of the holotype of the species, 
is regarded as a youthful test. In some 
strata the irregularity in the diameter of 
the tube is not so marked as in other 
strata. especially where the test is un-

usually thin-shelled and has been exceed
iiwly compressed by forces of compac
ti~1 in the sediments, but this apparent 
difference may be due to the obscuring 
effects of the deformations. 

In the Pennsylvanian section in Texas, 
A. semiconstrictus is especially di:fferenti
aterl by the irregularity in the diameter 
of the tube and by the large number of 
convolutions of the tubular chamber that 
increases very slow 1 y in size from a 
minute proloculum. Similar forms of 
Ammodiscus have been recorded in the 
present oceans, but until broad compar
ative studies can be made of all the 
species of this genus the name given by 
·waters to a Lower Pennsylvanian form 
should serve as a distinctive designation 
for the fossil. 

This species is the commonest forami
nif era l species in the Smithwick and lower 
Strawn noncalcareous shales around the 
Llano uplift. A somewhat glauconitic, 
conglomeratic, and noncalcareous layer 
near the top of the Marble Falls (Sta. 
134-T-26 and -27) has also yielded 
frequent moderately well-developed tests. 
The form described6 as A. semiconstrictus 
var. regularis from the Graham forma
tion is probably not identical with the 
Dornick Hills species, as it has been 
drawn, for it possesses a large proloc
ul um, and the tube from its initial ex
tremity is large. A difference in gener
ation cannot be sought as the basis for 
the difference, for the thousands of tests 
of A. semiconstrictus taken from the 
Smithwick and Strawn samples show a 
consistently minute proloculum followed 
immediately by an extremely fine and 
delicate tube through several convolu
tions before it attains an appreciable 
diameter. The species ranges upward into 
recognized Millsap Lake strata and per
haps higher, but it is probably restricted 
to the lower part of the Pennsylvanian 
succession of strata. 

Genus GLOMOSPIRA Rzehak, 1888 

GLOMOSPIRA COMPRESSA Waters 

Glomospira compressa WATERS, 1928, Jour. 
Paleont., vol. 1, p. 273, pl. 42, fig. 5. (Canyon 

GCushman. J. A., and Waters, J. A., Furaminifera of 

the Ci,-co group of Texa!!: Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 40, 
pl. 2, figs. 13-15, 1930. 
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group, Brad formation, Brown County, 
Texas.) 

The test of this finely arenaceous 
species consists of a globular proloculum 
followed by a tubular second chamber of 
considerable length and of almost con
stant diameter, which winds very loosely 
back and forth around about upon itself 
without any apparent sense of direction. 
The aperture is the open end of the tube. 

The diameter of the tube at the only 
locality where this species has been ob
served in the Lower Pennsylvanian for
mations is about 0.09 mm., which is con
siderably less than that of topotypes in 
a shale outcrop about 35 feet above the 
Adams Branch limestone, Graford for
mation (redefined) .7 The whole tangle 
made by the tube in the Smithwick also 
averages considerably smaller. 

The species is fairly common in the 
very black, laminated Smithwick shales 
at Sta. 205-T-127, and the character, or 
lack of character, of the test is the same 
as it is in the larger form at the type 
locality, 5 miles southwest of Brown
wood, Brown County. There seems to be 
no reason for making any specific differ
entiation on the basis of size alone, since 
size has been found commonly to be, to 
a considerable degree, a result of en
vironment, which governs development. 

GLOMOSPIRA ARTICULOSA, n.sp. 

Pl. 16, figs. 21-25 

This tight tangle of disorderly convo
lutions of a very slowly enlarging tubu
lar chamber is the Gordian Knot of the 
foraminiferal structures in Pennsylvanian 
faunas in this area. It apparently fol
lows no formal plan of coiling, but twists 
~nd .turns about itself haphazardly, wind-
1~g itself into a compact body of no defi
mte shape. The shell wall is composed 
of very minute quartz particles bound by 
considerable clear and insoluble cement. 
Transverse constrictions are frequent but 
not consistently present. The whorl suture 
is sharply depressed. The aperture is the 
open end of the tube but can rarely be 
found. 

7Nickell, C. 0., Stratigraphy of the Canyon and Cisco 
groups on Colorado River in Brown and Coleman counties, 
Texas: Univ. Texas Bull. 3801, pp. 96-107, 1938. 

The diameter of the holotype, which 
happens to be one of the more nearly 
globular tests, is about 0.5 mm. Trans
verse measurements of these irregular 
tests can reach 0. 7 mm., and they aver
age about 0.6 mm. The diameter of the 
mature tube averages about 0.1 mm. 

For variability, the illustrations speak 
for .themselves. It is unlikely that this 
~pec1es can he c~nf used with any other 
m the Pennsylvaman strata in Texas and 
differs from G. compressa Waters in be
ing a compact tangle. It has so far been 
?bserved only in the vicinity of San Saba, 
m one outcrop of Smithwick (Sta. 205-
T-127; fig. 16) and one outcrop of 
Strawn (Sta. 205-T-128; fig. 16), which 
is the type locality. 

Genus GLOMOSPIRELLA, n.gen. 

The earliest part of the undivided, 
finely arenaceous tube in this structure 
winds compactly in different directions 
like a ball of twine, as in Glomos pira, 
beyond which it becomes more and more 
nearly planispiral, until in maturity it is 
perfectly planispiral. The aperture is the 
open end of the tube. 

Genotype, Glomospira umbilicata Cush
man and Waters; Smithwick shale on 
highway 1.5 miles east of Algerita, San 
Saba County Texas (Sta. 205-T-127, 
fig. 16). 

The structure of Trochamminoides Cush
man is somewhat similar to that of 
Glomos pirella, but its planispiral coils 
are regularly constricted into definite 
chambers. 

GLOMOSPIRELLA UMBILICATA (Cushman 
and Waters) 

Pl. 16, figs. 26-31 

Glomospira umbilicata CUSHMAN and WATERS 
1927, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib.: 
vol. 3, p. 148, pl. 26, figs. 7, 8. (Smithwick 
formation, San Saba County, Texas, errone~ 
ously recorded as Southwick shale.) 

This large, discoidal, finely arenaceous, 
and generally very broadly umbilicate 
test with considerable insoluble cement 
and of uniform texture comprises a pro
loculum foil owed by a gradually enlarg
ing, distinctly and irregularly constricted, 
tubular second chamber. In its small 
initial stage, the tube winds compactly 
in widely different directions upon itself 
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throughout two to five convolutions; then 
throughout several convolutions it winds 
in different planes that lie at low angles 
to the general plane of the growing dis
coid test by lapping over the peripheral 
area on one lateral face and then on the 
other as it becomes more and more nearly 
planispiral; finally in fullest maturity thP. 
tube describes from one to three plani
spiral coils. Th~ whorl suture is dis
tinctly, and often deeply, depressed. The 
aperture is the open end of the tube. 

The diameter of this flat thin test 
reaches 1.1 mm.; the width of the final 
planispiral whorl, which is usually flat
tened, is 0.15 mm. measured on the lat
eral face; the thickness of mature whorls 
is about 0.1 mm., which because of the 
compression of the fossil tests is some
what less than the original thickness. 

The three so-called "stages" of coiling 
comprise in reality a gradual progres
sive advance toward the final planispiral 
disposition of the convolutions of the tube 
in full maturity from an initial stage 
composed of coils tl]at twist about the 
proloculum in planes lying at widely 
divergent angles suggestive of a ball of 

. E h f h h " " . twme. ac o t e t ree stages vanes 
considerably in the number of coils in
volved, and consequently the fully devel
oped discoid test presents wide variation 
in general lateral appearance. A test in 
which the earliest stage comprises a 
tangle of several coils with one or two 
lying almost at right angles to the dis
coidal plane and across the central area, 
is not umbilicate (Pl. 16, fig. 28). The 
first stage in many tests is less well 
developed by being composed of so few 
convolutions, that the tube has not reached 
such a diameter as to form a bulky cen
tral area before the second stage, which 
defines the general plane of the disc, is 
entered, and such tests are broadly um
bilicate (Pl. 16, figs. 26, 30, 31). The 
second series of convolutions, which com
prise the greater portion of the test, also 
presents some variation in manner of 
coiling that gives rise to tests differing 
considerably in lateral pattern. Each 
convolution very commonly overlaps the 
peripheral area of the growing discoid 
test by about one-third the perimeter 
on one side and then on the other, 

through many complete turns of the en
larging tubular chamber. Each con
volution, therefore, makes one lap on 
one side of the disc and two on the 
other, and on one lateral face a succes
sion of three laps defining 360° repre
sents two convolutions of the tube. A 
fairly regular succession of many such 
convolutions. may contribute to a subtri
angular outline of the test during this 
state of development, if the overlaps 
change sharply from one side of the test 
to the other. Tests on which these 
changes take place in broader curves 
maintain fairly circular outlines, though 
the triangular pattern of the whorl suture 
on each face may be distinct. Many other 
tests, however, have been developed by 
second -stage coils that have shifted so 
irregularly around the central area, that 
the whorl suture of the test makes no 
particular pattern on the lateral face of 
the disc. The third stage of true plani
spiral coils is commonly not strongly 
developed, but in a large suite of speci
mens, many are mature enough to ex
hibit from one to three convolutions. 

At the type locality of Glomospirella 
umbilicata, in the upper Smithwick 
shales, the species is very common to 
abundant, and a suite of several hundred 
tests shows the wide variations in the 
development of each of the three stages 
of coiling, as described above. The holo
type and paratype figured by the authors 
of the species illustrate both the broadly 
umbilicate test with a weakly developed 
early stage and one showing a more 
strongly developed and a more bulky 
early stage of several coils, two of which 
lie in planes almost at right angles to 
the discoidal plane of the mature test, 
which therefore is not distinctly umbili
cate. The disposition of the successive 
planes of coiling is erratic enough in the 
species at its type locality to give rise 
to many different patterns on the fat
eral faces of the tests, but f undamen
tall y the structure of this species is con· 
stant. Umbilicate tests characterized by 
a subtriangular outline throughout die 
second stage of coiling, well illustrated 
by the holotype, are much less frequent 
at the type locality than are the non
umbilicate tests with well-developed 
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early stages followed by low-angle coils 
shifting irregularly about the periphery 
and having subelliptical and subcircular 
outlines. 

This same species in somewhat larger 
size is common in shales in the base of 
the over 1 ying Strawn strata not far from 
the type locality for the species in the 
Smithwick, and here a similar range of 
variation in general pattern of the lat
eral faces has been observed. The typi
cal umhilicate test with its small initial 
stage followed by a subtriangular second 
stage is the dominant form in these strata. 
The Strawn tests are likely to exhibit a 
larger number of planispiral coils than 
do those in the underlying Smithwick 
strata, and the ontogeny presents some 
evolutionary advancement. Since each 
formation carries tests showing the same 
wide variations in the positions of the 
convolutions in this species, it has proved 
impracticable to separate the Smithwick 
and Strawn forms on the basis of dom
inance of any particular type. 

The only roadside outcrop of Smith
wick shale (not Southwick shale, as re
corded by Cushman and Waters) east of 
Algerita, San Saba County, lies 1.5 miles by 
road from the cross-roads in the north edge 
of the town (Sta. 205-T-127; fig. 16) 
instead of 3 miles, as originally recorded. 
l\1aterial from several different places in 
the outcrop has yielded concentrates pre
cisely like that which Mr. Waters has sup
plied from his collection, and therefore 
this conspicuous roadside ditch is re
garded as the type locality for Glomo
spirella umbilicata (Cushman and 
Waters). 

The species is frequent in the noncal
careous Smithwick and Strawn shales 
around the Llano uplift and has been 
observed in a very unusual noncalcareous 
facies of the Marble Falls formation (Sta. 
134-T-27; fig. 15). 

Family LITUOLIDAE 

Genus HAPLOPHRAGMOIDES Cushman, 1910 

HAPLOPHRAGMOIDES CONFRAGOSUS, n.sp. 

Pl. 15, figs. 39-41 

The only planispiral and involute, 
agglutinate, chambered coil in the Texas 
Carboniferous strata is H aplo phragmoides 

conj ragosus, n.sp., in the area under con
sideration. It is consistently so com
pletely compressed and otherwise de
formed, as to render its fundamental and 
original structure at least very obscure 
and generally impossible to identify ge
nerically. Had the test been compactly 
built, deformational stresses would not 
have been so obliterating, but chambers 
were as globose as those of Globigerina 
aequilatera.lis H. B. Brady. External 
forces acting in different directions upon 
such a test, built probably on a chitinoid 
base, have pushed the chambers in di
verse directions out of their original 
positions, and the resultant fossil gen
erally appears formless. It is significant, 
however, that no test of the many hun
dreds studied has shown any evidence of 
a spire that would indicate the trochi
form test of a Trochammina. Several tests, 
on the contrary, have produced evidence 
that the coil was originally involute and 
planispiral. 

The medium large, coarse} y arenaceous, 
rough test of this species shows five or 
six enlarging chambers in its final con
volution in fullest maturity. Where the 
species is not well developed, only four 
may be visible. Sutures are very deeply 
incised between what were originally 
highly globose chambers, so that the 
periphery was very broadly rounded. The 
shell wall is composed of quartz grains 
of diverse sizes set in an insoluble 
cement, and the surface is irregularly 
rough. Since no aperture is clearly dis
cernible on any of the many specimens, 
it must be assumed that it was a low arch 
at the base of the septa! face, a type that 
would be quickly obliterated by defor
mation. 

Diameters of the deformed tests reach 
1 mm. Any estimate of the original 
thickness of the test is a mere guess, but 
it is likely that thickness was approxi
mately half the diameter. In some shales 
the tests are undeveloped and average 
only about 0.6 mm. in diameter, and at 
such places the species is likely to be 
rare. 

H. confragosus has been found only in 
the noncalcareous Smithwick and Strawn 
shales around the Llano uplift. It is much 
more common in the Strawn, and its type 
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locality (Sta. 205-T-128; fig. 16) is the 
base of a conspicuous sandstone-capped 
slope about half a mile northeast of 
A1gerita, San Saba County. 

Genus AMMOBACULITES Cushman, 1910 

AMMOBACULITES MINUTUS Waters 

Pl. 15, figs. 15, 16 

Am mobaculites min uta \\' .ATERS, 1927, J our. 
Paleont., vol. 1, p. 133, pl. 22, fig. 3. (Dor
nick Hills formation, Carter County, Okla
homa.) 

The small, slender, moderately rough 
test of this species is of a rather ~ne_ 
texture and is com posed of quartz grams 
of Yery uniform size. The early some
what evolute coil of about two convolu
tions exhibits from eight to nine inflated 
chambers in the final convolution, and 
these are followed by several short, 
somewhat inflated rectilinear chambers of 
constant breadth along a normally 
straight axis. Sutures throughout the test 
are distinct, though not deep. The aper
ture is terminal on the somewhat con
stricted septal face of the final rectilin
ear chamber and was undoubted! y 
originally round, but all specimens are 
found compressed, and the orifice is a 
very obscure elongate slit. 

The average length of a test bearing 
six rectilinear chambers is 0.55 mm.; the 
average diameter of the early coil is 0.2 
mm.; the average breadth of the rectilin
ear chambers is 0.13 mm. 

The critical characters of Ammobacu-
1 ites minutus Waters are the partially 
f~\'olute convolutions in its initial coil 
and especially the many chambers in the 
final convolution of the coil. Many tests 
are too deformed to show clearly the 
earliest convolution, but generally the 
numerous small chambers in the final 
convolution are obvious and separate this 
form sharply from all the other small 
species of Ammobaculites in the Texas 
Pennsdvanian section. Its rectilinear 
chambers average somewhat shorter than 
thos8 of the other associated small 
species, but deformation of most speci
mens of all these species makes the slight 
difference in this proportion rather unre-
1iab le in itself alone as a basis for iden
tification. 

Partly because of the misleading ill~s
tration of the holotype from the Dormck 
Hills formation in Oklahoma, Galloway 
and Ryniker8 have identified a calcareo~s 
test of similar proportions and structure 
as Endothyranella minuta (Waters). 
Topotypes from the original sample col
lected by Mr. Waters have been studied, 
and insoluble tests are found to be truly 
agglutinate and composed of quartz 
grains. It cannot be further argued that 
these tests have been silicified and recrys
tallized, since they are accompanied by 
an abundance of soluble calcareous tests 
of other speceis. 

A. minutus has been found rarely in 
the Smithwick and lower Strawn noncal
careous shales in the area here under 
observation. In the Brazos River valley 
area, it has been found in the Graford 
formation and may be recorded elsewhere 
in the Pennsylvanian section when com
pilations have been completed. 

AMMOBACULITES STENOMECUS Cushman 
and Waters 

Pl. 15, figs. 31-35 

Ammobaculites stenomeca CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1928, Cushman Lab. F oram. Res., Contrib., 
vol. 4, p. 39, pl. 5, fig. 1. (Graham formation 
on Salt Creek, Young County, Texas.) 

Ammobaculites stenomeca, CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1930, Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 48, pl. 3, 
fig. 15. (Graham formation, Salt Creek, 
Young County, Texas.) 

Ammobaculites stenomeca, W ARTHIN, 1930, 
Oklahoma Geol. Survey, Bull. 53, p. 30, pl. 
2, fig. 9. (Holdenville formation, Oklahoma.) 

This small test is very coarsely arena
ceous and is composed of an assortment 
of angular quartz grains of widely vary
ing sizes set in a subordinate amount of 
insoluble cement, so that the grains stand 
out in high relief. The initial coil, which 
is prominent on some tests and insignifi
cant on others, comprises probably little 
more than a single convolution of about 
five gradually enlarging chambers and is 
followed by several short rectilinear 
chambers, which enlarge little, if at all. 
Throughout development sutures are gen
erally indistinct or even indistinguishable 
on. some tests, though tests of unusually 
umform surface texture may exhibit the 

SGalloway, J. J., and Ryniker, C., Foraminifera from 
the Atoka formation of Oklahoma: Oklahoma Geol. Sur· 
vey, Circ. 21, p. 14, pl. 2, figs. 5, 6, 1930. 
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sutures clearly. The oral extremity is 
somewhat constricted around a small ob
scure opening. 

Size varies widely in different samples. 
Commonly, in the area under consider
ation, tests are weakly developed and 
range to only about 0.35 mm. in length 
with an initial coil approximately 0.12 mm. 
in diameter or less. Where the test is 
stronger and larger, lengths as great as 
0.6 mm. may he attained with initial coils 
varying from an almost indistinguishable 
feature up to diameter of 0.18 mm. 

Examination of the holotype and suites 
of topotype specimens indicates that the 
angular peripheral outline of the early 
coil of the holotype is by no means a 
specific character. This peculiar shape 
is due to the inclusion in the coil of some 
angular quartz grains so set in the 
peripheral area as to lend angularity to 
the outline. The lack of uniformity of 
grains in the masonry produces coils of 
highly irregular and diverse outlines. 

Ammobaculites stenomecus is more 
coarsely arenaceous than the uniformly 
fine-textured A. nitidus Waters, the cham
bers are less distinct, and the test is much 
more likely to he compressed, especially 
where tests are small and weakly devel
oped. From the more coarse I y arenaceous 
A. spirans Cushman and Waters, it is dis
tinguished largely by its more obscure 
sutural constrictions and by its straighter 
rectilinear succession of chambers. A. 
mirmtus Waters has a more uniform sur
face texture, a larger number of cham
bers in the initial coil, and sharper de
lineation of chambers and sutures. 

The type locality for A. stenomecus is 
in north-central Texas, the dark shale in 
the upper part of the Graham formation 
(Cisco group), a mile west of Graham, 
on Salt Creek, Young County, where it 
attains a moderate development. Around 
the Llano uplift it is frequent in the non
calcareous Strawn shales. 

Genus ENDOTHYRA Phillips, 1846 

Endothyra PHILLIPS, 1846, Geol. Polytech. Soc. 
West Riding, Yorkshire, Rpt. Proc. (1844-
45), vol. 2, p. 277. 

Endothyra, BRADY, 1876, Palaeontogr. Soc., vol. 
30, p. 90. 

Endothyra, MoLLER, 1878, Acad. Imp. Sci. St. 
Petersbourg, Mem., ser. 7, vol. 25, no. 9, 
p. 89. 

Endothyra, GALLOWAY and HARLTON, 1928, Jour. 
Paleont., vol. 2, p. 34 7. 

Endothyra, WARTHIN, 1930, Oklahoma Geol. Sur· 
vey, Bull. 53, p. 18. 

Endothyra, CusHMAN and WATERS, 1930, Univ. 
Texas Bull. 3019, p. 46. 

Endothyra. GALLOWAY, 1933, A Manual of Fora
minifera, p. 157, pl. 14, figs. 9, 10. 

Endothyra, CusHMAN, 1940, Foraminifera, Their 
Classification and Economic Use, ed. 3, p. 
102, pl. 10, fig. 17; key, pl. 5, figs. 1, 2. 

This free and tightly coiled, laterally 
compressed test with rounded periphery 
varies in bilateral symmetry from per
fectly planispiral and symmetrical through 
all degrees of asymmetry to strongly 
rotaliform. The coil may be wholly in
volute throughout growth, or it may be
come gradually more and more evolute 
in its advancing ontogenetic develop
ment, depending on the species. The 
characteristically smooth surface of the 
test in some species exhibits regularly 
distributed minute, shallow pits, or sur
ficial punctations, which can be seen 
only in carefully adjusted light. The 
wholly calcareous shell wall has been 
found to be both fibrous or granular or 
both. Finely granular calcareous matter 
commonly thickens the sutures and the 
inner extremities of the chamber walls 
around the umbilical areas on tests of 
some species; other species arc totally 
devoid of limbations. The aperture 
throughout growth remains at the base 
of the septal face, but it varies in shape 
from a broad crescentic arch extending 
well over the peripheral area to a narrow 
high arch in the septal face on the 
periphery. 

Genotype, Endothyra bowmani Phillips; 
Carboniferous strata in Yorkshire, Eng· 
land. 

The character of the shell wall of 
Endothyra has been the subject of con
siderable controversy. Only a broad study 
of the shell walls of numerous species 
in different areas, in many successive 
stratigraphic positions, and in different 
lithologic environments is likely to har
monize the many seemingly conflicting 
observations into a satisfactory interpre
tation. Brady (1876, p. 90) described the 
test as subarenaceous, that is, "built up 
of minute particles of sand (necessarily 
in these limestone seas, of calcareous 
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sand) embedded in calcareous cement," 
and he commented that the shell "is never 
conspicuously sandy" (p. 14) in surficial 
texture. Moller (1878, p. 90 et seq.) 
described the shell as hyaline-like and 
contended that any apparent granulation 
must be the result of recrystallization of 
the originally fibrous calcareous wall. 
Brady's concept of the agglutinate char
acter of the calcareous wal 1 has been 
endorsed by Cushman, who in several 
publications has recorded the shell as 
arenaceous usually with a large amount 
of calcareous cement. Henbest's study9 

of thin sections o.f Endothyra baileyi 
(Hall) in the Spergen limestone (Missis
sippian) led to the same conclusion, with 
the disarming comment that the unin
durated character of the rock "shows 
unusually small evidence of secondary 
mineralization and change of composi
tion." Warthin, who found crystallized 
walls in most thin sections of specimens 
from Wetumka, Wewoka, and Holdenville 
formations (Pennsylvanian) in Oklahoma 
concluded from a study of his "best sec
tions" that most of the thin calcareous 
endothyrine wall was secreted but car
ried ''a small proportion of included 
round grains of non-secreted matter." 
Galloway (and collaborators), on the 
other hand, follows Moller and has de
scribed the wholly calcareous shell 
masonry as transversely fibrous in its 
original state, or granular only through 
agencies of fossilization and conse
quently deceptively arenaceous. The wall 
is therefore regarded by this school of 
though as a product of secretion without 
included grains. It is certain, from ine 
present observations of endothyrine tests 
throughout a thick section of Texas Car
boniferous sediments, that any surficial 
rugosity due to unimbedded grains is a 
resu It of cementation of foreign matter 
in the matrix by secondary processes, 
since accompanyirig ostracodes and other 
fossil fragments are similarly character
ized, and in some strata rugosity may 
result from secondary deposition of crys
talline calcium carbonate on the orig
inally smooth shell surfaces. It is very 

9Hcnhcst, Lloyd, The species Endothyra baileyi (Hall): 

Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 7, pp. 90-93, 

pl. 12, 1931. 

important that the internal character of 
the wal 1 of Endothyra, and those _of other 
Carboniferous genera charactenzed by 
calcareous walls, be car~fully and com
prehensively studied throughout _th~ geo
loO'ic ranO'es of these forms, for it is pos-

b b • . • 
sib le that such an mvestigat10n may re-
veal some regular and progressive fea
tures of evolution in wall structure that 
may prove useful as age determinants, 
much as f usulinids now serve the stratig
rapher. 

The question of porosity of the shell 
wal I of Endothyra needs thoughtful in
vestigation. Brady believed it to be im
perf orate, yet he ~xpressed himself 
guarded I y, since the condition of his 
specimens prohibited dogmatic statement. 
He recognized a "dotted appearance" of 
the surface but concluded this to be the 
result of the granular condition of the 
wall, an opinion confirmed by Henbest 
in his study of E. baileyi. Moller's pene
trating study dempnstrated a definite 
porosity with capillary pores regularly 
distributed, as shown by many fine illus
trations. Galloway (and collaborators) 
has recorded definite surficial punctation 
in some species but consistently reports 
the walls as imperf orate. Warthin sug
gested that certain lines in his thin sec
tions perpendicular to the surface may 
represent original perforations. 

The smooth I y finished surface of many 
well-preserved endothyrine tests in the 
Texas geologic section carries regularly 
and rather widely distributed, minute, 
shall ow pits, which must be seen in care
fully adjusted light. The character of 
these can not be related to the crystal
line structure of the wall, which gives 
the more crowded "dotted appearance" 
noted by Brady and commonly observed 
in the material here treated. These shal
low depressions are probably the same 
as the punctuations found and illustrated 
by Galloway in Oklahoma material, hut 
whether they have always been a surfi
cial feature or whether they penetrated 
the shell wall as tubular perforations 
remains problematical. They certainly 
are not of the character of surface orna· 
mentation and probably served a physio· 
logical purpose. An open void in a thin 
section is relatively easy to recognize, hut 
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an exceedingly delicate tubular opening 
now filled with secondary calcite in a 
fibrous or mineralized calcareous wall 
may challenge the technique of the most 
refined technician. Only painstaking work 
with adequate equipment on large num
bers of unusually thin sections, by appli
cation of stains, and by mineralogic in
vestigations can reveal the true signifi
cance of the several characters of the 
present shell wall of species of Endo
thyra and Endothyranella, and it seems 
more than likely that, as in the fusulinids, 
porosity will eventually be conclusively 
demonstrated. 

After Phillips published the horizontal 
section of a coiled foraminifer, Endo
thyra bowmanni (corrected by Brady to 
bowmani) from a lower Carboniferous 
(Mississippian) limestone in Yorkshire, 
nothing further was done on this old 
microfauna until about 30 years later, 
when Brady undertook his study of an 
immense amount of Carboniferous mate
rial, including samples from Yorkshire. 
A mere thin section in itself is of little 
value unless it can be compared with as
sociated free specimens, and Brady's 
careful study of the free forms present 
in the softer or weathered layers of the 
same geologic section demonstrated that 
no type of coiled form in his fauna, other 
than those he called Endothyra, could 
produce Phillips' section. Even though 
the common species designated and fully 
described by him as Endothyra bowmani 
is seemingly the logical choice as a coun
terpart for the thin section recorded by 
Phillips, some doubt as to the absolute 
specific identity may always remain to 
cast its shadow of invalidity upon the 
genotype. Rather than permit legal tech
nicalities to become active toward elim
inating a well-understood name used con
sistently for over 60 years, validity of 
the genotype as interpreted by Brady in 
1876 should be established by the Inter
national Commission on Zoological No
menclature. 

ENDOTHYRA DISTENSA, n.sp. 

Pl. 16, figs. 9-11 

This small to moderate, strongly com
pressed, calcareous test comprises an 
almost symmetrical umbilicate coil of 

two or three convolutions, of which the 
first one and one-half to two are essen
tially involute followed by a succession 
of chambers that are somewhat less em
bracing. The strongly inflated and grad
ually enlarging chambers that average 
eight in the mature whorl and may num
ber as many as nine are almost as broad 
as high and produce a lobate and an 
almost circuJar general peripheral outline 
and a broadly rounded peripheral area. 
Most of the surf ace of the chambers is 
rather finely and evenly granular, hut 
the inner extremities of the chambers 
hounding the whorl suture are thickened 
by a more coarse! y granular limbation 
that extends along the posterior margin 
of each chamber and partially fills the 
sutural depressions. The sutures are 
radiate throughout most of the ontogeny 
of the coil but tend to become somewhat 
oblique toward the final chamber. They 
are distinctly depressed, especially over 
the peripheral area and are generally 
marked by granular calcareous shell mat
ter. Throughout its entire ontogeny, the 
aperture is a high arch rising from the 
base of the septa I face. 

The two diameters of the holotype are 
0.46 mm. and 0.52 mm.; its thickness is 
0.25 mm. For the Marble Falls forma
tion as a whole this is an average size, 
hut at some localities the species aver
ages somewhat smaller and at other 
localities a slightly larger size is com
mon. The diameters of the full-bodied 
paratype here figured are 0.56 mm. and 
0.6 mm., a rather unusual size. 

Since Endothyra distensa, n.sp., has 
been found only in the calcareous and 
highly compact strata of the Marble Falls 
formation, all the tests are crystallized 
to translucent calcite, which absorbs 
much of the light and fails to throw into 
sharp relief the limbation that would be 
more conspicuous if the tests were 
opaque. However, careful observation 
shows its presence, and the collapse of 
the chambers of some tests common I y 
throws these thicker areas into promi
nent relief, or on some tests absorption 
of the light by the limbation is so much 
greater that this feature appears some
what darker even without the ferrugi
nous stain that accentuates limhatipn on 
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?ther ~pecies that occur in strata carry
ing this element. Conditions of preser
vation also tend to obscure the evolute 
character of the later whorls, but in any 
suite of numerous specimens, this rela
tionship of whorls is evident in some of 
the specimens, and curiously compression 
of the chambers is likely to emphasize 
this feature of the structure. 

In its morphologic characters, E. dis
tensa is a counterpart of Endothyranella 
armstrongi Plummer in its coiled stage, 
except that the aperture remains consist
ently at the base of the septal face 
throughout its ontogeny even to the final 
chamber of the largest tests so far found. 
Its coil averages somewhat laqrer and the 
evolute relation of its lateral whorl is 
generally less evident, but considering 
variation in both species, the final dis
tinguishing feature is the position of the 
aperture. Endothyra whitesidei Galloway 
and Ryniker is distinctive in having no 
limbation and fewer chambers. 

The type locality is a soft layer in the 
extensive exposure of Marble Falls lime
stone (near base of Big Saline member) 
on the left bank of Colorado River near 
Marble Falls, Burnet County, Texas (Sta. 
27-T-5B). It has been found well dis
tributed in the highly calcareous Marble 
Falls shales and shaly limestones, though 
it is nowhere abundant. Possibly its 
optimum environment was in the pure 
limestones of this formation, which as 
yet have not been studied. 

ENDOTHYRA ROTALIFORMIS Warthin 

Pl. 16, fig. 18 

Endothyra rotaliformis W ARTHIN, 1930. Okla
homa Geol. Survey, Bull. 53, p. 20, pl. 1, fig. 
11. (Wetumka formation, Oklahoma.) 

In the Lower Pennsylvanian section in 
Texas, Endothyra rotalif or mis Warth in 
has been found at only two localities (Sta. 
134--T-6 rmd Sta. 153-T-136) where very 
highly mineralized specimens show clearly 
the critical features of this most di~tinc
tive endothyroid form in the Carbonif
erous fauna of the state. Formations 
higher in the geologic section have yielded 
larger suites of tests, which illustrate bet
ter the range of possible variations m 
minor details within specific limits. 

The smooth, thick, calcareous test is 
especially characterized by its strongly 
unsymmetrical plan of coiling shown in 
any peripheral view, by its elliptical 
peripheral outline, and by its very 
broadly rounded peripheral area. Tfie 
dorsal face of the Marble Falls tests is 
completely involute, but in higher for
mations, where the species in some places 
is better developed, some tests may ex
hibit one or two partially evolute cham
bers. The radiate sutures are nonlimbate 
and somewhat depressed on most tests 
between the six or seven enlarging and 
inflated chambers of the final convolu-

. tion of Marble Falls tests and between 
as many as eight or nine chambers on 
larger tests found in a few outcrops 
higher in the geologic section. The um
bilical depression on the ventral face is 
small and shallow, and on occasional tests 
in the Marble Falls, as well as in higher 
formations, the ventral face of the final 
chamber carries an umbilical lobe that 
quite covers the central depression. The 
low, crescentic aperture at the base of 
the septa I face extends from the dorsal 
side of the peripheral area well over 
onto the ventral side, and on some tests 
it almost reaches the umbilicus. In fact, 
it is likely that the aperture regularly 
reaches this maximum span, but the actual 
aperture of most specimens is so obscured 
by secondary calcareous deposit, that 
precise observations are impossible. 

The figured specimen, a representative 
Marble Falls test, is 0.57 mm. in longest 
diameter, 0.45 mm. in its shortest diam
eter, and 0.31 mm. through the final 
chamber. This size and proportion are 
average for the species wherever it has 
been found in Texas Carboniferous and 
Permian strata. 

Endothyra rotalif or mis was named from 
an outcrop of Wetumka shale in Okla
homa, a stratigraphic posi-tion younger 
than Marble Falls. Everywhere the 
species occurs in at least somewhat cal
careous strata, and the two Marble Falls 
beds that have produced this oldest record 
are very highly calcareous shales. Farther 
northwest in the Colorado River valley 
and .north in the Brazos River valley the 
species has been found from the Millsap 
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Lake formation upward as high as the 
Pueblo formation (Permian) . 

ENDOTHYRA WHITESIDEI Galloway and 
Ryniker 

Text fig. 2 

Endothyra whitesidei GALLOWAY and RYNIKER, 
1930 (Jan.) , Oklahoma Geol. Survey, Ci re. 
21, p. 12, pl. 2, fig. 4. (Atoka formation, 
Latimer County, Oklahoma.) 

This closely coiled, umbili~ate, very 
smooth, calcareous test is almo~t circu
lar in its lobate perii: '1eral outline, is 
perfectly planispiral, and bilaterally is 
perfectly symmetrical. It changes from 
completely involute in youth and earliest 
maturity to somewhat evolute in full ma
turity and very old tests may be strongly 
evolute. Its distinct, large, tumid cham
bers increase gradually in size, have a 
broadly rounded peripheral area, num
ber six or seven in fully mature whorls 
and as many as eight in the final ·whorl 
of large tests, and tests of exceptional 
size carry as many as nine. The sharply 
incised sutures show no trace of thicken
ing, and they change from essentially 
radial in extreme youth to strongly 
oblique in fullest maturity. The aperture 
is a rather high and narrow arch at the 

observable, depending largely on the state 
of preservation of the tests. E. distensa, 
n.sp., which is much more common in 
Marble Falls strata and accompanies E. 
whitesidei at the only locality where the 
latter has been observed in this forma
tion, displays a larger number of smaller 
chambers that increase more slowly in 
size, are separated by more nearly radi
ate sutures, and bear considerable thick
ening of the shell wall around the um
bilicus and along the sutures, so that the 
slightly evolute character of the fully 
mature test is generally very obscure. 
E. pauciloculata Cushman and Waters, so 
common and widely distributed in forma-

base of the septal face. L-----~-------------
The figured test is 0.58 mm. along a Fig. 2. Endothyra whitesidei Galloway and 

Ryniker, Strawn shale (Sta. 134-T-5), x80. 
diameter across the final chamber, and a, Peripheral view; b, lateral view. 
the thickness of the final chamber is 0.25 
mm. This is the only perfect specimen 
showing clearly all the fundamental 
specific features. Another undeformed 
specimen, from which the final chamber 
is missing, is 0.65 mm. in diameter and 
has eight chambers in the final convolu
tion. Other tests in the formation under 
consideration are either more or less co 1-
lapsed, broken, or immature, but indica
tions are that a size of 0.8 mm. diameter 
was a rare maximum. 

E. whitesidei is especially character
ized by its perfect nautiloid plan of coil
ing, by its comparatively few chambers 
at any given diameter, by its clean sharp 
umbilicus in its youthful stages, and by a 
continued lack of any extraneous shell 
deposit as sutural limbations or thicken-
ing of the chambers around the umbili
cal area with advanced growth, so that 
the chambers of the earlier whorls in the 
partially evolute late stage are usually 

tions of the Canyon and Cisco groups in 
Texas, is distinguished solely by the shape 
of its aperture, which is typically a broad 
arch extending well over the peripheral 
area, as shown on the holotype (youthful 
test) and the more mature test designated 
as "E. whitesidei" by Plummer.10 

The species was named from an out
crop of calcareous Atoka shale in Okla
homa, a formation probably equivalent to 
at least a portion of the Texas Lower Pcnn
sy lvanian sequence. In the formations here 
under consideration around the L1ano up
lift, E. whitesidei has been found in the 
Marble Falls only in the lowest chalky 
bed at Sta. 205-T-2, where it is rather 
frequent, and rarely in the Chonetes 

lOBoth specimens figured in Univ, Texas Bull. 3019, Pl. 
1, figs. 7, 8, are hypotypos (not "holo~ypc" and "para

type," designations originally assigned to a new spec iciJ 

that was invalidated by the public<Jtion of £. t1Jhitcsi<l-!i, 
without proper correction of type designations by Plummer). 
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shale somewhat higher in the same ex
posure. An outcrop (Sta. 205-T-79B) of 
basal Smithwick dark shales lying on typi
cal Marble Falls limestone and a few feet 
below the Cumminsia aplata (Cummins) 
zone near by (Sta. 205-T-79A) along the 
same creek has yielded a broken large 
test, which may be reworked from Mar
ble Falls strata, as the noncalcareous 
character of the shales does not favor 
such a form and as no other calcareous 
test is present. The unusual calcareous 
Strawn strata in Kimble County (Sta. 
134-T-5; fig. 15) have provided several 
typical specimens, most of which are par
tially or completely compressed. 

Genus ENDOTHYRANELLA Galloway and Harlton, 
1930 

Endothyranella GALLOWAY and HARLTON 1930, 
in Galloway and Ryniker, Oklahom~ Geol. 
Survey, Circ. 21, p. 13. 

Endothyranella, GALLOWAY and HARLTON 1930, 
J our. Paleont., vol. 4, p. 24. ' 

Endothyranella, PLUMMER, 1930, Univ. Texas 
Bull. 3019, p. 17. 

Endothyranella, GALLOWAY, 1933, A Manual of 
Foraminifera, p. 158, pl. 14, fig. 11. 

Endothyranella, CUSHMAN, 1940, Foraminifera 
Their Classification and Economic Use, ed: 
3, p. 104, pl. 10, fig. 21; key, pl. 5, fig. 15. 

This dimorphic test, comprising an 
endothyrine coil followed by uncom
pressed rectilinear chambers, shows a dis
tinctive gradual change in position of the 
aperture throughout the coiled stage. The 
arched opening at the base of the septal 
faces of the earlier chambers gradually 
rises in successively later chambers to a 
higher and higher position within the 
septal face, until the coil is complete and 
the nearly circular opening is almost 
terminal on the last chamber. On the 
succeeding rectilinear chambers the aper
ture is round and terminal. This onto
genetic featur~ in the coil becomes a val
uable aid in making generic identifica
tion of specimens in the coiled stage, 
where the endothyranellid species present 
is not sufficiently abundant to yield fully 
mature tests, except by long search in 
considerable material. The symmetry, or 
asymmetry, of the coiled stage in this 
genus is almost as varied as in Endothyr(l, 
depending on the species, though no 
early coil has been found nearly so con
spicuously rotaliform as is the test of E. 

rota.liformis Warthin. The wall is like 
that ~f Endothyra, and the problems con· 
cerning its original character are the same 
for both genera. 

Genotype, Ammobaculites powersi Harl
ton; Glenn formation, Lower Pennsyl
vanian, Oklahoma. 

ENDOTHYRANELLA ARMSTRONG! Plummer 
subsp. SOBRINA, n.subsp. 

Pl. 16, figs. 12-17 

This subspeci~s is distinguished from 
the typical species fundamentally by its 
proportionately longer rectilinear stage of 
several chambers, which follow a coil 
that averages fewer convolutions than are 
generally found in the typical species. 
The better developed coils in any suite 
of tests are partially evolute just prior to 
the final stage, and limbation is similar 
to that of E. armstrongi, but the cham· 
bers in the final whorl of the average 
coil are slightly larger than in the typi· 
cal species. The range in proportions of 
the two stages of the structure is from 
a very small coil of little more than a 
single convolution and as many as seven 
or eight rectilinear chambers to a coil of 
about two convolutions and somewhat 
fewer rectilinear chambers. 

The average diameter of the somewhat 
deformed and collapsed coil of the holo
type is about 0.35 mm., and the length 
of the test is 0.87 mm. The average 
diameter of the very small coil of the 
paratype (Pl. 16, fig. 13) is about 0.15 
mm., and the length of the test is 0.85 mm. 

In the Marble Falls strata, to which 
this subspecies is restricted, most of the 
specimens of this form are totally or par
tially compressed and deformed, second
ary calcite partially fills some of the 
umbilici, and the shell matter is almost 
everywhere altered to clear gray calcite, 
the translucency of which obscures some 
surf ace details. Rare tests are full bodied 
and illustrate the partially evolute char
acter of the coil and the strong inflation 
of the chambers. Only a few somewhat 
opaque tests reflect some of the light so 
as to reveal faintly the limbation char· 
acteristic of the species, but in some out· 
cro~s limba~ion is accentuated by a fer· 
rugmous stam. 
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Those specimens comprising a coil of 
minimum size and a long rectilinear 
stage are similar to E. stormi (Cushman 
and Waters) , and some isolated tests 
might introduce some confusion in iden
tification. However, this new subspecies, 
even in this extreme proportion, generally 
carries one more chamber in the coil, and 
the umbilicus is broader. Limbation also 
serves as a diagnostic feature, which in 
the highly mineralized tests can be 
obscure. 

The type locality is a roadside bank 
of calcareous Marble Falls shale and 
limestone on the old Brady highway just 
west of the city of San Saba, San Saba 
County, Texas (Sta. 205-T-25; fig. 16), 
and it has been found at several other 
exposures of the same formation. 

Genus BRADYINA Moller, 1878 

BRADYINA HOLDENVILLENSIS Harlton 

Bradyina holdenvillensis HARLTON, 1927, Jour. 
Paleont., vol. 1, p. 18, pl. 2, fig. 1. (Upper 
Glenn formation, Carter County, Oklahoma.) 

Very few typical tests in a highly min
eralized condition have been found in 
the very calcareous shale bed between 
Marble Falls limestone beds on Big 
Saline Creek in Kimble County (Sta. 
205-T-6; fig. 15) . The largest test is I 
mm. long and 0.72 mm. wide and shows 
three and one-half chambers in the final 
convolution with prominent vertical slits 
along the sutures as well as irregular 
openings on the central portion of the 
septal face. 

The species is much better represented 
higher in the section and will be discussed 
and illustrated amply in a forthcoming 
paper. 

BRADYINA ap. 

In the very calcareous layers of the 
Marble Falls formation a very large 
species of Bradyina has been found, but 
specimens in all stages are completely 
compressed and distorted, and details 
are further obscured by mineralization 
to gray calcite. The indications are that 
in its original form the test was very 
broadly rounded with practically no 
sutural depressions. The zones of short, 
straight, closely spaced slits along the 
suture lines between from five to sev-en 

gradually enlarging chambers are exceed
ingly obscure and not visible at all on 
most tests, since secondary calcite has 
been deposited in most of them. Distri
bution of apertural openings in the sep
tal face above the zone of slits can not 
be discerned. 

The longest diameter of the largest test 
is nearly 2.5 mm., but allowing for an 
increase in this measurement through col
lapse, the original rotund test was per
haps approximately 2 mm. 

The size suggests a possible identity 
with Bradyina magna Roth and Skinner, 
but too little is known about the Marble 
Falls form to allow comparisons of de
tails in the morphology of the two forms. 

This species of Bradyina has been 
found in some frequency in material from 
one calcareous shale bed just west of San 
Saba (Sta. 205-T-25; fig. 16); but its 
distribution in the bed is spotty, and many 
samples must be examined in order to 
find material for study. It is very rare 
in an unconsolidated bed below the 
Chonetes shale south of San Saba (Sta. 
205-T-2) . Further collecting may pro
vide specimens in fit condition for satis
factory analysis. 

Family TEXTULARIIDAE 

Genus BIGENERINA d'Orbigny, 1826 

BIGENERINA PEREXIGUA, n.sp. 

Pl. 16, figs. 19, 20 

This very minute, slender test is rather 
coarse considering its size. The globular 
prolocu lum is followed by eight to ten 
gradually enlarging biserial chambers. 
On some tests two succeeding chambers 
are loosely biserial before the regular 
sequence of as many as seven uniform 
uniserial chambers is added. Sutures are 
sharply, but not deeply, incised. The shell 
wall is thin and insoluble in acid and is 
composed of quartz grains so neatly 
fitted, that the surface is not sharply 
rugose, though granules are rather large 
for the delicate build of the test. The 
aperture is a terminal round opening on 
the somewhat constricted final chamber. 

A common length of test bearing five 
uniserial chambers is about 0.4 mm., and 
the breadth of the uniserial portion is 
almost uniformly 0.09 mm. The length 
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of the biserial stage averages about O. lS 
mm. 

Tests of this species are consistently 
flattened. Rarely chambers are filled with 
limonite, like the holotype, and this min
eral sharpens the shape and relationship 
of the chambers. In spite of the trans
lucency of most of these minute tests, the 
structure is remarkably clear. 

Bigenerina perexigua, n.sp.. is abun
dant at the type locality (Sta. 13+--T-33; 
fig. 15) in noncalcareous~ buff shales, 
probably of Strawn age on the Pfluger 
ranch, Kimble County. This exposure is 
in the lower part of the same 30 to 40-
foot shale bed that outcrops at Sta. 
134--T-5 (fig. 15), where the lower lay
ers of shale tend to be more calcareous. 
The only other place of occurrence of this 
form is in the noncalcareous East Moun
tain shale~ Mineral Wells formation, in 
the east edge of Mineral Wells, Palo Pinto 
County. 

Genus CRIBROSTOMUM Moller, 1879 

Cribrostomum l\foLLER, 1879, Acad. Imp. Sci. St. 
Petersbourg, Mem., ser. 7, vol. 27, no. 5, 
p. 39. 

The stout elongate test comprises an 
initial biserial stage of many enlarging 
chambers followed by uncompressed, 
short, uniserial chambers. The calcare
ous shell wall is almost wholly fibrous 
with an external coating of irregular 
calcareous particles or granules~ so that 
the surf ace is pebbled, though composed 
of no adventitious matter. The aperture 
of the earliest biserial chambers is a low 
slit at the base of the septal face; on a 
few succeeding chambers the low slit is 
supplemented by one or more irrecru larly 

t:' . 

shaped openings in the septal face above 
the basal slit; with advancing biserial 
development the multiple openings in the 
septal face increa~e in number and rHC 

srattf're<l "'~ithout :rny particular arran-ze
ment oYer an area that becomes more and 
more nearly terminal. The terminal face 
of each uniserial chamber is occupied by 
nvmerous openinf?:s of irref!"ular outline~ 
size. and distribution. and with each ad
ditional chamber in the series, the open
ings become graduallv more numerous. 
Tl~e crib rate s'urf ace ~f chambers in the 
late biserial stage and throughout the 
uniserial stage is supported and strength-

ened by irregularly developed walls and 
pillars that tie the terminal wall to the 
last septum, thus making the chamber 
labyrinthic. \Vhether such internal struc
tures are permanent or are resorbed as 
new chambers are added can not be 
demonstrated with certainty by the mate
rial in hand. 

Genotype, Cribrostomum textularif orme 
l\loller, from Lower Carboniferous lime
stone at Tschernyschino, Dugno, and Slo
boda, Russia. The illustrations are of 
specimens from Dugno, which should be 
accepted as the type locality. 

The designated genotype is without 
doubt the immature form of one of the 
five bif ormed species in the group of 
eight "species" recorded in the same 
paper with the description of Cribrosto· 
1num. C. conunune Moller is recorded 
from the same localities as C. textulari
f onne and can well be the mature form 
~f the species. The ontogeny illustrated 
by the development of the multiple small 
apertures on the septal face of the last 
seven chambers of the biserial stage 
(Moller's pl. 3, figs. 5a-c, the biserial 
stage in three periods of development) 
of C. textularif onne followed by further 
development in size and number of the 
apertures throughout the chambers of the 
uniserial stage in C. commune corre
sponds perfectly to the ontogeny of spe
cies found in the Texas geologic sec
tion and most abundant! y represented by 
suites of specimens in highly calcareous 
shales or marls of the Marble Falls lime
stone formation. 

The absence of critical apertural char
acters in the biserial stage of T extularia 
antiqua H. B. Brady, the genotype of 
C limacammina, as originally described 
and figured, 11 is a serious handicap in 

llBrady. H. B .. On SrJcrammin11 cartcri, a nrw foramini· 

fer from the Carboniferous limf'stone of '.\nrthumberland: 

Ann. Mag. :\at. Hist., ser. 4. ml. 7. p. 181: Nat. Hist. 

Tram. :'\orthumberland and Durham. vol. 1, pt. 1, p. 277. 

1871. In this short paper Textularia antiqua is mentioned 

and informally described: "The Textularia alluded to is a 

stout arenaceous rnriety, frequently Bigenerine in its mode 

of growth, and with an anomalous aperture, sometimes 

labyrinthic, but more frequently consisting of two or three 

distinct circular pores. . . • I find, in my notes •.• 

tl1at I have the manuscript name Textularia antiqua ap· 

pended to it." The more ample and formal description 

in 1878 {Palaeont. Soc. Mon., p. 68) introduces more de· 

tails and variatiuns, due largely to poor preservation of 

!csts. and stivcr .. <l ii lustrationa appear for the first time. 
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any endeavor to employ this name with 
absolute assurance. Therefore deductions 
for the present must rest on experience 
with abundant local material in relation
ship to Brady's records. His specimens 
of C. antiqzta were highly mineralized, 
deformed, or crushed; consequently, some 
details in the morphology of the test 
were rendered obscure, and many f ea
mres mentioned are merely individual as 
a result of processes of fossilization. The 
significant feature in the illustrations is 
the rather symmetrical arrangement of 
four large openings on the third uniserial 
chamber of the test in figure 4 (Pl. 2, 
Paleontograph\cal Soc. Mon., 1876). In 
Oklahoma, Colorado, and Texas, forms 
displaying such a pattern of apertures 
on the third uniserial chamber belong 
to a more slender test with an ontogeny 
that involves a biserial stage character
ized by a single terminal opening on sev
eral late biserial chambers, or at most 
only two, or rarely three, symmetrically 
arranged, the number varying within 
specific limits. Beyond the biserial cham
bers in this ontogeny the first uniserial 
chamber commonly carries only two elon
gate openings of essentially equal size 
and symmetrically placed on the terminal 
wall; as the number of relatively large 
openings slowly increases with the addi
tion of uniserial chambers, a symmetri
cal pattern is maintained. In an abun
dance of well-preserved tests of species 
ref erred to Deckerella in some of the 
Texas literature, the third uniserial cham
ber may show as many as four symmetri
cally arranged large openings. Accelera
tion may be so retarded that only two 
terminal openings persist throughout sev
eral uniserial chambers, or it may be 
more rapid to produce more than two on 
very early uniserial chambers. The rate 
of increase in the number of openings 
varies greatly, but symmetry in arrange
ment and in shape of the large and com
paratively few openings throughout the 
uniserial stage is a consistent feature that 
distinguishes the group represented by 
Brady's genotype of C limacammina from 
Moller's genotype of Cribrostomum. 

In strata where a species of Cribrosto
mum or Climacammina occurs rarely, the 
few specimens found in the amount of 

material usually examined and for the 
time allotted this phase of the work may 
be only in the biserial stage. Where 
preservation of the biserial tests is good, 
the character of the openings on these 
chambers may reveal the generic position 
of the species represented. In such an 
outcrop, it has been found advisable to 
select a large number of samples from 
different positions, for commonly one or 
more of these will catch a level where 
tests are abundant enough to produce the 
critical evidence in mature tests. 

In Texas, forms of Cribrostomum have 
been found rather widely spread in Mar
ble Falls strata, locally in calcareous 
strata in the Millsap Lake and Graford 
formations. 

CRIBROSTOMUM MARBLENSE, n.sp. 

Text figs. 3-11 

The early biserial stage of this large 
and stout species comprises a globular 
proloculum followed by 14 to 20 cham
bers that generally increase rather slowly 
through several pairs beyond the pro
locu l um and then enlarge rapidly and 
become highly inflated, producing a very 
broadly rounded peripheral area. Fre
quent tests exhibit a biserial succession 
of chambers that increase at a uniform 
rate throughout this stage and the unusu
ally large number of chambers in such 
a test suggests that it is the micro
spheric form. The uncompressed uniserial 
sequence of usually up to a maximum 
of four, rarely as many as six, very 
short, broad, short and somewhat inflated 
c?amb~rs shows no appreciable change in 
s~ze with growth. Sutures are sharply in
cised, except between the earliest biserial 
chambers. The aperture on the earliest 
biserial chambers is a slit at the base 
of the septal face; succeeding biserial 
chambers carry a gradually increasing 
number of ~cattered, small, irregularly 
shaped openmgs over the area of their 
septal faces, until the final chamber in 
this series shows numerous openings that 
occupy an area almost terminal. This 
cribrate pattern develops further on the 
rectilinear chambers, the openings becom
ing gradually more numerous and some
what larger, but no pattern of arrange
ment can be discerned. The final cribrate 
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Figs. 3-11. Cribrostomum marblense, n.sp., x20, Marble Falls formation (Sta. 134-T-6). 3, Very 
youthful test showing proloculum and slowly enlarging early chambers followed by a sudden rapid 
increase in size of last pair, from which point the successive biserial chambers grow rapidly larger 
and are ventricose. 4, Terminal view of a test approaching the end of its biserial stage with prob
ably two or three more pairs to be added; three small irregular openings lie in the septal face 
above the slit at the base of the face. 5, Average well-developed test in the biserial stage showing 
common proportions and cribrate septal faces; a, lateral view; b, terminal view. 6, Fully developed 
biserial test showing very well developed cribrate septal face with its many irregularly shaped and 
spaced openings. 7, Evenly tapering biserial test composed of chambers that increase in size more 
uniformly than is common; the larger number of chambers and size of test suggest the micro
spheric generation. 8, Mature test of typical proportions with one uniserial chamber; a, lateral 
view; b, terminal view. 9, Holotype; fully mature test with three rectilinear chambers; a, lateral 
view; b, terminal view. 10, Septum between two rectilinear chambers showing relative wall thickness. 
11, Terminal area of a third rectilinear chamber. 

surface of the test is strengthened by 
vertical interior walls and columns that 
tie the terminal area to the last septum, 
thus creating a labyrinthic chamber. 

The biserial stage averages about 1.3 
mm. long and about 1.1 mm. across the 
final pair of chambers; a few biserial tests 
are as large as 1.6 mm. long and 1.4 mm. 
broad. The more slender proportions are 
represented by a biserial test that is 1. 7 
mm. long and 1.1 mm. broad. Uniserial 
chambers measure between the sutures 
about 0.35 mm. in height and are about 
1 mm. or slightly more in breadth or 
diameter. One test bearing six uniserial 
chambers is 3.8 mm. long, but a length 
of about 3 mm. is fairly frequent in 
strata that carry the species in moderate 
numbers. 

Initial extremities are so delicate, that 
they are commonly broken off, so that it 
is difficult to relate the evenly tapering 
biserial tests to dimorphism. Mineraliza
tion also conceals features such as pro· 
loculum and succeeding small chambers 
to make such a problem more equivocal. 

In the outcropping geologic section 
under consideration, C. marblense, n.sp., 
is restricted to the Marble Falls forma· 
tion, perhaps largely because only the 
Marble Falls seas offered a sufficiently 
calcareous environment. What appears to 
be the same species has been found in 
generous numbers in calcareous strata not 
far above the Adams Branch limestone 
(Canyon group) southwest of Mercury in 
McCulloch County. After the Oklahoma 
forms of Cribrostomum have been more 
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completely studied and described, it is 
possible that this new specific designa
tion will be abandoned in favor of one 
of the species already named. The de
posited "holotype" of C. lucilleae Harlton 
from the Glenn formation can not be any 
of the tests figured in 1927 (Jour. 
Paleont., vol. 1, p. 22, pl. 4, fig. 2), and 
since the museum specimen exhibits four 
rather prominent symmetrically arranged 
openings on its single uniserial chamber, 
it is probably a Climacammina belonging 
to the species designated as C. antiqua 
H. B. Brady in the same paper. 

The type locality for this species is a 
fossiliferous shale bed on Big Saline Creek 
in Kimble County (Sta. 134-T-6). 

Family OPHTHALMIDIIDAE 

Genus CORNUSPIRA Schultze, 1854 

CORNUSPIRA sp. 

In the somewhat calcareous and fossil· 
if erous shale of probable Strawn age at 
the base of the slope on Morgan ranch 
along Llano River (Sta. 134-T-5) are 
rare specimens of a very small, neat 
Cornuspira, which is more abundantly 
represented higher in the Pennsylvanian 
geologic section in counties farther 
north. The form will be treated more 
completely in a forthcoming paper. 

Genus CALCITORNELLA Cushman and Waters, 
1928 

CALCITORNELLA sp. 

Small specimens of a weakly developed 
Calcitornella have been observed in the 
slightly calcareous, probably Strawn 
shales at Sta. 134-T-5 in Kimble County, 
but material on hand is insufficient to per
mit adequate description and identifi
cation. 

Genus TREPEILOPSIS Cushman and Waters, 
1928 

TREPEILOPSIS sp. 

The somewhat calcareous, probably 
Strawn shale at the base of slope at Sta. 
134-T-5, Kimble County, has yielded 
several specimens of a small Trepeilopsis, 
represented largely by calcite casts. Since 
the genotype, T. grandis Cushman and 
Waters, has been found to be porcella
neous and h~ghly ornamented at its type 
locality in the Mineral Wells formation, 

Palo Pinto County, Texas, with a Calci
tornella initial stage, this unnamed form 
is included in the family Ophthalmidiidae. 
A future paper will treat this problem 
more extensively with many illustrations. 

Family TROCHAMMINIDAE 

Genus MOOREINELLA Cushman and Waters, 
1928 

MOOREINELLA BISERIALIS Cushman and 
Water• 

Pl. 17, figs. 32-36 

M ooreinella biserialis CUSHMAN and WATERS, 
1928, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., 
vol. 4, p. 50, pl. 6, figs. 9, 10. (Strawn group, 
east of San Saba, San Saba County, Texas.) 

This elongate, moderate! y rough, are
naceous, and usually tapermg test starts 
with a small coil, which rare specimens 
show to be trochiform, hut the collapsed 
condition of most specimens combined 
with the relatively coarse texture for a 
series of such small chambers makes 
analysis of their relationship difficult. 
The few tests that show individual cham
bers in the coil point to about five in 
the final whorl, and the number in the 
apical portion of the spire has not been 
determined. The second stage, which com
prises most of the test, is a sharply de
fined series of closely interlocking, grad
ually enlarging, tumid biserial chambers, 
which on the average mature test num
ber about 9 or 10, but as many as 15 
have been counted where the species 
is unusually well developed. On some 
tests increase in breadth is fairly rapid 
immediately following the coil through 
about three pairs of biserial chambers, 
and from this point enlargement may be 
less rapid. Other tests exhibit a very 
gradual and steady increase throughout 
growth. Still others are very slender and 
show almost no increase in breadth, but 
this proportion is rather rare. The axis 
of biseriality may be straight, but it is 
more commonly slightly to markedly 
arcuate, a character due in part, no 
doubt, to the effect of compressional 
forces in the colloidal shales. The 
peripheral area was originally very 
broadly rounded, and rare tests can be 
found in their true rotundity, but lat
eral compressions in almost any direc
tion relative to the plane of biseriality 
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is the rule. In some strata the texture is 
fairly uniform, and the surface exhibits 
rather fine quartz grains in relief. In 
uther places, sizes of quartz grains vary 
widely~ and flakes of mica and granules 
of dark siliceous minerals may be in
rnrporated. The sutures between the bi
serial chambers are sharply, but not 
deep I y, incised. It seems likely that orig
inally the su lures in the early coi 1 were 
also · somewhat incised~ since rare tests 
reYeal traces of such a condition~ espe
cially where the shell surface is not ex
cept{onall y coarse, but compressional 
f orcP3 ha Ye obliterated structural details 
of most coils. The aperture is a high arch 
at the base of the septal face throughout 
growth. 

Size is so variable~ that it can not be 
regarded as a character of the species. 
At the type locality an average specimen 
is about 0.8 mm. long and about 0.5 mm. 
broad across the fifth pair of biserial 
chambers~ and the diameter of the initial 
coil ranges from 0.15 to 0.3 mm. In the 
same material other tests of practically 
the same number of chambers are only 
about 0.--15 mm. long and about 0.25 mm. 
bro.::id~ and all sizes between this small 
test and those of average size can be 
found in abundance. At a few other lo
calities considerable size is attained~ and 
tests a millimeter in length may be com
mon. The maximum length measured is 
1.6 mm. with a breadth of 0.9 mm. 
\\

7hereYer the species is abundant, wide 
range in size for any given number of 
chambers is conspicuous. and leads to the 
conclusion that _lf ooreinella biserialis was 
probably sensitive to changes in environ
mental conditions. Any sizeable sample 
must necessarily be cut across at 
lPast three or fo~r inches of vertical sec
tion. which represents from several years 
to perhaps several decades of time, dur
ing which period seasonal and annual 
fluctuations in minor factors were reflected 
in the development of the tests of this 
~pecies. In any material where the species 
is abundant the initial coil ranges widely 
in diameter. 0.12 mm. to 0.3 mm .. but is 
~eneralh· small compared with the size 
~1f the i;rnture test. At one locality. how
t=>Yer. the coil averages unusually large, 
0.2;) mm. to 0.32 mm., and the proportions 

of the mature tests are somewhat stouter 
than is usual. 

The choice of the holotype from Strawn 
shales along the abandoned San Saba
Lampasas highway (Sta. 205-T-29; fig. 
16) is rather unfortunate, as it is badly 
deformed, is not so well developed, and 
does not display clearly the morphology 
of the test of this species. It is, however, 
typical of the condition of many of the 
tests in these shales, where deformational 
forces have twisted the plane of biseriality 
as well as its axis. Consequent 1 y in order 
to follow the succession of interlocking 
chambers through the second stage it is 
necessary to turn such tests around 
through about 90 degrees or more. 
Forces acting almost axially upon the 
apertural extremity of the holotype have 
practically ironed out the final suture, 
and merged the last two chambers, so 
that the aperture that really lies at the 
base of the septal face appears to be sub
terminal in relation to the penultimate 
suture, like many topotypes found in 
material from the type locality, as well 
as at other places. Usually adjustment 
of the direction of the light in examin
ing such tests will reveal the critical final 
suture, or side views often show the 
biserial relations of the last two cham
bers. Critical features are especially diffi
cult to observe accurately at the type 
locality, because the arenaceous texture is 
coarse and uneven. 

M ooreinella biserialis is comi.10n in the 
noncalcareous shales of the lower Strawn 
sequence in northern San Saba County. 
Some Smithwick shales carry the species 
in some frequency and in the usual wide 
range of sizes up to a maximum of 1.5 mm. 
in length. No trace of any species of 
M ooreinella has been found in the Texas 
section above the Strawn around the 
Llano uplift or in any part of the Car· 
bonif erous section exposed in the Brazos 
River valley. 

Genus GLOBIVALVULINA Schubert, 1920 

GLOBIVALVULINA BISERIALIS Cushman and 
Waters 

(;fohirnlrniina &iserialis, CUSHMAN and WATERS, 

1928. Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib.~ 
ml. 4. p. 64, pl. 8, fig. 7. (Graham forma· 
ti.on , Bunger limestone, near South Bend, 
't oung County, Texas.) 
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Globivalvulina biserialis, CusHMAN and WATERS, 
1930, Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 70, pl. 8, 
figs. 1-5. (Graham formation, Young County, 
Texas.) 

While this paper was in proof, mate
rial from a newly discovered exposure of 
Marble Falls shale in McCulloch County 
(Sta. 153-T-136) has yielded excellently 
preserved and well-developed tests typical 
of Globivalvulina biserialis Cushman and 
Waters. The two very small and highly 
mineralized tests found in shales on Big 
Saline Creek, Kimble County (Sta. 134-
T-6), have been recorded in Table 1. 
without specific identification, but it is 
now likely that they represent G. biseriaUs. 
It is unfortunate that the fauna of the 
McCulloch County shales has not been 
included in the table, but the species of 
the fauna can be found in the description 
of the locality, Sta. 153-T-136. The 
numerous specimens in this fossiliferous 
calcareous shale bed range up to average 
size, diameter about 0.5 mm., and show 
the typical interlocking narrow chambers 
on the highly convex dorsal side. 

The type locality for G. biserialis is in 
the Graham formation, near South Bend, 
Young County, Texas. The Marble Falls 
record is now its earliest occurrence in 
this state, and it has been found in many 
formations upward in the Texas geologic 
section into the Pueblo formation (Per
mian). 

Genus POLYTAXIS Cushman and Waters, 1928 

Polytaxis CusHMAN and WATERS, 1928, Cushman 
Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 4, p. 51. 

Polytaxis, CusHMAN and WATERS, 1930, Univ. 
Texas Bull. 3019, p. 76. 

This conical to almost fiat calcareous 
test is in its early stage a Tetrataxis, 
with all its narrow, overlapping, and 
spirally arranged (either dextral or sinis
tral) chambers around a globular pro
loculum visible on the convex dorsal face, 
and only the few chambers of the final 
whorl visible on the fiat or concave ven
tral face, where the inner lobate projec
tion of each chamber extends almost to 
the center of the umbilical area. This 
early stage may be small, as in Polytaxis 
laheei Cushman and Waters, or compara
tively large, as in P. scutella (Cushman 
and Waters) . Beyond the T etrataxis stage, 
successive chambers do not follow the 

regular spiral plan, but are added irreg
ularly around the peripheral margin of 
the test or in opposite pairs, and the 
direction in which chambers are added 
may be the reverse of that of the initial 
spiral. On some tests, such as large speci
mens of P. laheei, very late peripheral 
chambers may subtend from 100 to as 
many as 150 degrees of the periphery, 
and a single chamber of this size may 
carry as many as three apertural lobes. 
The ventral aspect is especially distinctive 
in the larger species, in that the tumid, 
lobate, and linguiform projections over
lying the apertural openings do not ex
tend far enough inward to cover those of 
previous convolutions, and consequently 
the broad inner area of the ventral face 
of fully mature tests and of very ad
vanced tests exhibits many overlapping 
swollen lobes. Smaller species do not ex
hibit so conspicuously these ventral fea
tures and relationships as do the larger 
forms, except in very advanced develop
ment. The aperture of each chamber is 
normally at the inner edge of the some
what swollen umbilical extremity of its 
ventral face, but exceptionally large 
chambers may carry more than a single 
aperture. 

Genotype, Polytaxis laheei Cushman 
and Waters, Kickapoo Falls limestone, 
lower part of Millsap Lake formation, 
Strawn group, Middle Pennsylvanian, 
Hood County (not Parker County, as 
recorded), Texas. 

Commonly species of this genus are 
outspread or almost fiat in the Polytaxis 
stage, but this is not an essential char
acteristic, for P. maxima (Schell wien) , so 
well figured originally, is conical through
out, yet exhibits the swollen linguiform 
apertural lobes of chambers in several 
convolutions on the concave ventral face. 
Though its chambers are shown as loose I y 
overlapping throughout development, later 
ones probably do not follow one another 
in regular spiral sequence. Most species 
of Polytaxis in the Texas Pennsylvanian 
section tend to be outspreading in their 
full development, though wide variation 
in dorsal contour exists within specific 
limits. 

Possibly some of the forms described 
as Tetrataxis from strata in the Midcon-
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tent area will be found to belong to 
Polytaxis wh~n sufficient material from 
the many localities recorded can be 
studied to reveal fully mature tests in 
sufficiently good condition to permit 
analysis of salient characters. That local 
conditions of deposition contributed to 
retarded development of the majority of 
tests in some strata has been evidenced 
especially in the study of P. scutella 
(Cushman and Waters) . Polytaxis, like 
its relative Tetrataxis, is apparently best 
developed in the more calcareous strata, 
such as fossiliferous marls and limestones. 

POLYTAXIS SCUTELLA (Cushman and Waters) 

Text figs. 12-14 

Tetrataxis scutella CusHMAN and WATERS, 1928, 
Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 4, 
P• 65, pl. 8, fig. 9. (Graham formation, just 
below Gunsight limestone, Salt Creek, Young 
Ccunty, Texas.) 

Tetrataxis corona CusHMAN and WATERS, 1928, 
Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 4, 
p. 65, pl. 8, fig. 10. (Graham formation, 5 
feet above Gunsight limestone, Salt Creek, 
Young County, Texas; also Pueblo forma
tion, Coleman County, Texas.) 

T etrataxis corona, CUSHMAN and WATERS, 1930, 
Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 75, pl. 7, figs. 
3, 8, 9. (Graham and Pueblo formations, 
Young and Coleman counties, Texas.) 

Tetrataxis scutella, CusHMAN and WATERS, 1930, 
Univ. Texas Bull. 3019, p. 76, pl. 7, figs. 6, 
7 (not fig. 9, which is the refigured holotype 
of T. corona). (Graham formation, Salt 
Creek, Young County, Texas.) 

The calcareous shale at the type local
ity has provided a large number of topo· 
type specimens of this species in all 
stages of development and has offered 
excellent opportunity to observe the wide 
diversity in its dorsal contour and the 
considerable variation in size of each of 
its two stages. All attempts to divide 
the group of tests from its type locality 
into two or more species, or at any other 
locality where the form is common, have 
proved futile. In a forthcoming paper on 
Middle and Upper Pennsylvanian faunas 
many illustrations of topotypes will 
present the wide variation possible within 
specific limits. 

The dorsal contour of the mature test 
in IVIarble Falls strata, as at the type 
locality for the species, is typically coni
cal in its earliest development and be
comes more and more outspreading with 

growth. The average test shows about 
three convolutions in the steeply conical 
initial portion, but frequent specimens 
show only two, and still others as many 
as four. Thus the mature test varies from 
a fairly flat form to one that is domi
nant! y conical. The ventral face is flat 
to gently concave, and the central um
bilical area is small and shallow. The 
peripheral margin is narrowly rounded 
and essentially round in outline. The 
T etrataxis stage is commonly composed 
of about five convolutions of regularly 
spiral, overlapping, crescentiform cham
bers around a globular proloculum at the 
apex of the cone, and the direction of the 
spiral may be either dextral or sinistral. 
The earliest chambers of Marble Falls 
specimens are generally difficult to clif
f erentiate, hut rare tests show the pro
loculum surrounded by four chambers in 
the first convolution. At the type locality 
for the species the preservation of tests 
allows precise observation of the earliest 
chambers, and the number has been found 
to vary from four to five, and very rare 
tests, which may he microspheric show 
six. Everywhere the number of ch~mbers 
in successive convolutions slowly decreases 
to about three in the final convolution of 
the T etrataxis stage, beyond which the 
chambers lie around the periphery with 
no definite geometric plan, and succes
sive chambers overlap slightly or not at 
all. Commonly the earliest set of 
~eripheral chambers comprises two oppo
site chambers, and the succeeding pair 
lies along an axis normal to the first pair. 
Present collections of Marble Falls strata 
show that more than four chambers in the 
P olytaxis stage is rare, a maximum de
velopment common also to many outcrops 
of geologically later strata in the Texas 
Pennsylvanian section. The broadly curv· 
ing dorsal sutures in the early part of 
the test are flush, but become slightly 
depressed between late chambers. Ven· 
trally a few visible chambers overlap with 
very little break in the smooth and gently 
concave face; their inner extremities 
around the central umbilical depression 
are faintly swollen and arch over aper· 
tures that open into the umbilicus, though 
some of these delicate features are diffi· 
cult to see on most mineralized Marble 
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Falls tests. Ventrally the few late cham
bers comprising the second stage project 
somewhat less deeply into the umbilical 
area and bear narrow, linguiform, swollen 
inner extremities. The shell wall of this 
species is smooth and devoid of inclu
sions of extraneous material. 

The average diameter of a fully mature 
Marble Falls test is about 0.65 mm., but 
one as large as 1.1 mm. in diameter has 
been found. A height about one-quarter 
to one-third the diameter is average, but 
rare tests can be nearly half as high as 
wide. 

Local conditions of deposition must 
have had a bearing on the development 
of tests of P olytaxis scutella, for in some 
material very frequent tests in the Tetra
taxis stage can be found accompanied by 
very rare fully mature tests. At other 
places tests in all stages are frequent. It 
is likely that some records of T etrataxis 
in the Carboniferous strata in the Mid
continent will be changed to Polytaxis 
when further search can be made in type 
material. 

P. scutella is restricted to calcareous 
strata, and consequently in the section 
here under consideration only the Marble 
Falls formation has yielded specimens, 
and it is apparently rather rare in the 
calcareous shales of the formation. In the 
lowest bed sampled at Sta. 205-T-2, level 
A (see description of locality), below 
the Chonetes shale it has been found the 
least mineralized and is fairly frequent, 
and farther down this same slope at Sta. 
205-T-57, the test is unusually well de
veloped. At Sta. 134-T-6, the species on 
the average is more conical, but it fits 
into the range of variations observed at 
the type locality, Salt Creek, Young 
County, in the upper part of the Graham 
formation. It has been observed in many 
calcareous beds in north-central Texas 
from the Mineral Wells formation upward 
into the Pueblo formation of Permian 
age. 

The Atoka fauna in Oklahoma, de
scribed by Galloway and Ryniker, prob
ably represents the period of deposition, 
when possibly a portion of the upper 
Marble Falls and Smithwick formations 
were laid down. Their Tetrataxis corona 
Cushman and Waters may be the same 
as the species here treated as Polytaxis 

scutella, which includes P. corona as a 
synonym. The final pair of opposite 
chambers shown in the figures of the 
Atoka form suggests the beginning of the 
Polytaxis stage, and the Atoka species, 
Tetrataxis concava Galloway and Ryniker, 
is obviously a Polytaxis and may be the 
fully mature test of the species labeled 
"T etrataxis corona" in the same fauna. The 
samples generously submitted by Dr. Gal
loway have as yet not yielded sufficient 
specimens to lead to a definite conclusion. 
Their figures of T. concava do prove, how
ever, that in the Lower Pennsylvanian 
strata Polytaxis was rather well devel
oped, somewhat better developed than the 
present few Texas specimens indicate. 
More intensive search in Texas Lower 
Pennsylvanian strata will probably be 
rewarded. 

13 

Figs. 12-14. Polytaxis scutella (Cushman and 
Waters). 12, Holotype from Graham formation; 
reproduction of original figure in which some 
errors in re·cording overlap of the earlier cham
bers have resulted from obscurity of the sutures 
in the test. The last 12 chambers are clearly 
defined, and 11 of these follow the plan of the 
right-hand spiral. Chamber 12 occupies a posi
tion that reverses the direction of the spiral se~ 
quence and is the first chamber in the second 
stage, and it would undoubtedly have been fol
lowed by chamber 13 in a position on the 
opposite side of the test, had growth continued. 13, 
Peripheral view of a typical outspreading test in 
the Marble Falls formation (Sta. 205-T-2A), 
x40; sutures are not sharply enough defined to 
show, except in a generalized way. 14, Fully 
developed test in the Polytaxis stage; Marble 
Falls formation (Sta. 205-T-2A), x40. a, Dorsal 
view in which the earliest sutures are more or 
less obscure, but the succession of the last nine 
chambers is clear. Chambers 1 to 6 follow the 
plan of a left-handed spiral in the Tetrataxis 
stage; the pair 7 and 7' constitute the rommon 
position of the first two chambers in the Polytaxis 
stage; chamber 8 has been added in such a posi
tion as to reverse the spiral direction, which is 
charactr;ristic of tests in the genus Polytaxis. 
b, Peripheral view. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF LOCALITIES 

l\lost of the following outcrops of Mar
ble Falls, Smithwick, and lower Strawn 
were visited and sampled by the author 
or und~r her supervision. Several have 
been brougb.t to the laboratory by F. ~· 
Plummer, who carefully spotted 01.1. his 
field sheets precise geographic pos1t10ns 
in mapped outcrops durin~ l_iis. pe.riod of 
detailed mapping of the M1ss1ss1ppian and 
Pennsylvanian formations around the 
Llano ~1plift. 1 ~ More localities ~han are 
here recorded have been studied, but 
some have been discarded because of 
somewhat indefinite map locations or be
cause t4ey add nothing to the record. The 
followinrr exposures described are repre-

o d . 
sentative of the formations un er scrutmy 
for their foraminif er al content. Outcrops 
that are both rich and very lean in Fora
minif era have been included to illustrate 
how variable the strata are in this respect. 
The chart l Table 1) includes enough lo
calities to present a fair picture of fre
quencies of species and to in.elude all t.he 
species found in each format1~n. D:scnp
tions of those outcrops not listed m the 
chart carry lists of species found and the 
frequency 13 of each. Since. no two sam
ples in any outcrop are likely to carry 
the characteristic species in the same pro
portions, other collectors of material from 
these same outcrops can not expect to 
duplicate all the frequencies as here 
given. For brevity~ many of the records 
in the chart represent average frequ~n
cies, where the set of samples earned 
approximately the same species .and. where 
obviouslv onlv a single formation is rep-
resented." . 

Burnet County 

27-T-5. ~larble Falls. Steep bank on north 
side of Colorado River, between old Alexander 

12In the near future a report on the stratigraphy, paleon

tology. and economic resources of this area will be pub

lished bv the Bureau of Ecoriomic Geology (Univ. Texas 

Pub. ~329). and the accompanying map will contribute 

considerably to a better understanding of geologic rela

tionships of the outcrops used here than is possible in 

this paper. In addition, county maps covering this same 

area are being prepared for later distribution. and thest' 

maps will show precisely all fossil localities used in this 

paper a!i well as other fossil localities represented by fossils 

in the Bureau collections. 
l.3\"_.\, very abundant; :\, abundant; YC. very common; 

C, common; \"F. ,·cry frt"qucnt; F, frt>quent; .R. rare; VR, 

verj rare. 

dam and bridge at Marble Falls (see fig. I in 
paper by F. B. Plummer, this publication, for 
general geologic and geographic relations; also 
fourth columnar section on Pl. 12 for the suc
<'ession of strata in this exposure). Sample A 
was taken from a soft parting almost at the top 
of the sequence designated as Sloan member by 
F. B. Plummer; sample B from a soft granular 
layer about 15 feet above the base of the Big 
Sa_lin~ member. Both concentrates carry many 
cnno1d fragments, many bryozoa, rare ostracodes, 
few holothurians, and many tests of the smaller 
F oraminifera listed in Table 1, as well as 
Millerella marblensis Thompson. Since both 
I ,eds carry the same species, differing only in 
frequency of two of the species, the records have 
I >cen combined in the chart of occurrences. The 
granular stratum in the Big Saline member is 
the type locality for Endothyra distensa, n.sp. 

Kimble County 

Unfortunately a change has been made in the 
identification of the shale formation in the area 
north of Llano River and southeast of London 
at too late a date to permit correction of the 
distribution chart, Table 1, and of the map, fig. 
15. The 30- to 40-foot shale above the Marble 
F~lls limestone was originally mapped as Smith
wick. but . a careful study of the gastropods and 
other fossils recently by J. Brookes Knight and 
F. B. Plummer indicates that it should probably 
be :egarded as Strawn. The change affects 
Stat10ns 134-T-5. -31. -32, and -33 in the chart 
and accompanying map. 

134-T -5. Strawn. Conspicuous, southwest
facing, 30-foot slope of brownish-gray to gray, 
laminated and nodular shale just north of the 
concrete foundations of old silos and of the 
al~andoned irrigation project on the Morgan (old 
B1erschwale) ranch, on west side of bend of 
Llano River, 41h miles southeast of London (fig. 
15; also first columnar section on Pl. 13 in paper 
hy F. B. Plummer, this publication). The compact 
shale is fairly uniform above the massive lime
stone (Marble Falls) that lies below the level of 
the road and along the river banks. The lower few 
feet of the shale slope are rich in the coral re
cently named Striatopora moorei Wells (]our. 
Paleont., vol. 18, p. 260, pl. 40, figs. 3-10, 1944) 
from this exposure. Small ammonites and other 
large fossils ai e common in this same bed which 
is somewhat more thinly laminated and m~re cal
careous than that of the higher levels in the slope. 
Several samples were taken at different strat
igra ph~c. positions, and the species of smaller 
F oramimfera have been assembled in a com· 
pos.ite list in Table 1 with average abundance 
re:ords f~r each species. As explained above, 
tlus locality was placed on the chart in the 
group of Smithwick outcrops, according to the 
original mapping. Each sample washed to a 
moderate or_ sm~ll. concentrate of some quartz 
sand, some hmomt1c matter, considerable calcite, 
frequent ostracodes, rare holothurian fragments, 
frequent conodonts, and many foraminiferal tests 
of very few species and rare tests of several 
species. 
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134-T-6. Marble Falls. Steep exposure of 
limestone strata in west hank of Big Saline 
Creek, on Morgan (old Bierschwale) ranch, 
about 3500 feet north-northwest of goat shed, 
about 1 %, miles in direct line northwest of the 
old Pfluger ranch house (fig. 15) and 3 miles 
southeast of London. Some of the beds are 
fossiliferous, and Chaetetes is prominent at one 
level. Near the base of the slope is a I-foot bed 
of gray, highly calcareous, laminated, and 
fossiliferous shale, which washed to a rather 
large concentrate rich in minute and largely in
determinate fossil fragments, broken bryozoa, rare 
ammonite protoconchs, frequent ostracodes and 
conodonts, many fusulinids, and numerous tests 
of smaller Foraminifera (Table 1) typical of 
calcareous deposits of this age. This is the type 

0 

locality for Cribrostomum marblense, n.sp., which 
is common here and well preserved. 

134-T-26. Marble Falls. Left bank of Big 
Saline Creek about 300 feet southeast of the 
stream crossing at old Pfluger ranch house (fig. 
15), about 4%, miles southeast of London. Black, 
cherty limestone at the water's edge is overlain 
by about 5 feet of thin-bedded flaggy and glau
conitic limestone, on top of which is a 6-inch 
layer of loosely consolidated, greenish-gray, 
laminated sandy clay, which weathers back 
deeply beneath massive beds of conglomeratic 
limestone carrying Chaetetes and crinoids. The 
6-inch layer was sampled and washed readily to 
a large concentrate composed of sand grains, 
glauconite, light-colored fragments of sandstone 
made up of glauconite, quartz, and fossil frag-
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Fig. 15. Sketch map of the area along Llano River in eastern Kimble County showing locations of 
samples collected for the study of smaller Foraminifera, as well as some other fossiliferous local
ities. (The shale formation indicated as Smithwick on original fie)d sheets, from which this map 
was taken, has recently been chan~ed to Strawn and affects Stations 5, 31, 32, and 33.) 
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ments, carbonized plant remains showing cell 
structure, spines and crinoid fragments some of 
which are replaced by black quartz, abundance 
and variety of conodonts, and a few tests of an 
Arnmodiscus, probably A. semiconstrictus Waters. 
One conspicuous feature of the concentrate is 
the abundance of minute, black geodes so com
pletely filled with gray to deep black quartz 
crystals, that few are characterized by cavities 
These strata exposed near the Pfluger ranch 
house lie just below the 30 to 40 feet of overlying 
Strawn shale. 

1.34-T-27. Marble Falls. At mouth of Big 
Salme Creek on north bank of Llano River near . ' wire gate on road between the Pfluger Lodge and 
the old ranch house on Big Saline Creek, 5 miles 
southeast of London. In this exposure (fig. 15; 
see also first columnar section on Pl. 12 in paper 
by F. B. Plummer, this publication) typical 
massive ·beds of limestone, Big Saline member, 
rise from Llano River to the level of the ranch 
road, and the uppermost strata carry fusulinids 
and black chert. From the road level a slope of 
flaggy limestone and loosely consolidated glau
conitic shaly sand (base of Lemons Bluff member) 
carrying comminuted fossils, few fusulinids, and 
seemingly reworked rounded fragments of lime
stone rises rather rapidly through about 6 feet to a 
capping of hard, sandy, conglomeratic calcareous 
sand with fusulinids and other fossil fragments. 
A sample was taken from the 6-foot zone of 
loosely consolidated material and washed to a 
large concentrate composed of a little quartz 
in rounded grains, little dark-green glauconite. 
much calcareous material in irre!mlarly shaped 
fragments (as if reworked), and considerable 
tough, noncalcareous shale fragments that could 
not be further disintegrated. The fossil content 
consists of rare ostraco<les, few spines and other 
echinoid fragments, very few conodonts, and 
ve.ry rare specimens of Ammodiscus semicon
strictus Waters and Glomospirella umbilicata 
(Cushman and Waters). 

134-T-31. Strawn. High bank on west side 
of Rocky Creek and about one-quarter mile 
south of its junction with Llano River, at the 
southern extremity of the big bend of Llano 
River, 6 miles southeast of London (fig. 15). 
Two samples taken in this buff-gray, nodular, 
noncakareous shalt (one about 25 feet above 
the creek; another about 60 feet) have yielded 
ci lmost identical concentrates of fine silt with few 
flakes of biotite. few fragments of carbonized 
plant remains still showing cellular structure, and 
a scattering of foraminiferal tests of several 
speries (Table 1, in the group of Smithwick 
localities. as originally mapped). 

134-T-32. Strawn. Shale slope at head of 
small hrFnch about three-quarters of a mile north
east of the abandoned irrigation project on Llano 
River, 1\Iorgan ranch and r lose to the Shell 
Company pipe line. ahont 4% miles sonthP~st of 
Lon den (fig. 15). This compact, gray, laminated 
shale washes to a small concentrate of some 
quartz sand, and abundance of secondary calcite 
in thin plates and small nodules, few poor shell 
fragments., rare holothurian remains, verv rare 
ronodonts, frequent ostracodes of few s.necies., 
and a generous scattering of foraminiferal tests 

of five species (Table 1, in group of Smithwick 
localities, as originally mapped). 

134-T-33. Strawn. Gully on north side of 
Pfluger ranch road that leads northeastward from 
the ranch house on Big Saline Creek, at a point 
about half a mile northeast of the cattle pens, 4% 
miles southeast of London (fig. 15). In this 
neighborhood the Strawn shale forms a long 
sweeping slope upward through 40 to 50 feet to 
the Cretaceous capping, and laterally it extends 
from the cattle pens northeastward for about 2 
miles. The road lies about on the stratigraphic 
level above the fossiliferous zone exposed at Sta. 
134-T-5. The gray, compact, unctuous non
calcareous shale washes to a very small con
centrate of some limonitic flakes, few tough shale 
fragments, frequent ostracodes, and numerous 
foraminiferal tests representing several species 
(Table 1, in group of Smithwick localities, as 
originally mapped). This is the type locality for 
Bigenerina perexigua, n.sp. 

Lampasas County 

141-T-14. Strawn. Donalson Creek, one
half mile downstream from the iron bridge on 
Espeyville road, 4 miles west and 1 mile south 
of Lampasas. The red, nodular clay is rich in 
tripoli. Material washes to a large concentrate 
of silt, secondary calcite, and numerous thin 
partings of hard red shale. Specimens of Am
modiscus semiconstrictus Waters occur with some 
frequency as the only trace of organic life 
(Table 1). 

141-T-15. Marble Falls. Small, north-
flowing branch of Sulphur Branch, near old 
railroad right-of-way, 214 miles south-southwest 
of the courthouse in Lampasas. The mottled 
white and buff, loose, soft clay washes to a large 
concentrate of rounded and etched sand grains 
and an abundance of secondary calcite. Os
tracodes are rare, and the only foraminif er is 
Tetrataxis? (VR). 

Llano County 

149-T-6. Smithwick. Bluff on east side of 
South Fork of Honey Creek about 0.1 mi1e 
northwest of Slaughter ranch house and 0.4 
mile west of cemetery, about 10 miles southeast 
of Llano in the isolated outlier of Marble Falls 
and Smithwick surrounded by Ellenburger lime
stone. This very compact, hard, dark-gray, some
what fissile to nodular shale washes to a very small 
concentrate composed of a few thin platy partings 
of consolidated silt and minute aggregations of 
fine silt cemented by ferruginous matter, numer
ous black flakes, few rounded grains of quartz, 
frequent hard clay nodules or microscopic con
eretions, and a scattering of foraminiforal tests 
of four species: Ammodiscus semiconstrictus 
Waters (F), Hyperammina spinescens Cushman 
and Waters (F), Haplophragmoides confragosus, 
n.sp. (F), and Thuramminoides sphaeroidaUs, 
n.sp. (VF). 

149-T-7.. Smithwick. On Slaughter ranch 
about 11 miles southeast of Llano, in a shale 
bank near north end of Boulder Ridge along a 
small hranch of South Fork of Hon~y Creek 
0.8 mile south-southwest of the ranch house: 
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This nodular, medium-gray, rather hard clay, 
which is darker in the center of nodules, washes 
readily to a very small concentrate composed 
of considerable resistant argillaceous matter, very 
few rounded quartz grains, some forruginous stain 
and cement, many conodonts, and numerous 
foraminiferal tests of six species (Table 1). 

McCulloch County 

153-T-6. Smithwick. Small gully about 31h 
miles due east of Rochelle and 0.9 mile south 
of the Rochelle-San Saba highway at a point 2.8 
miles by road east of the comer north of Rochelle 
where the highway turns east. This is the well
known exposure of black, fossiliferous Smithwick 
shales from which five species of ammonites have 
been recorded.14 Overlying the steeply dipping 
black shales are pink, almost horizontal shales 
probably of late Strawn age. Samples of the 
dark Smithwick shale wash to small concentrates 
that carry frequent protoconchs of ammonites, 
numerous conodonts, casts of pefocypods and 
gastropods, very rare specimens of Cumminsia 
aplata (Cummins), spines, frequent ostracodes, 
and many foraminiferal tests (Table 1). 

153-T-81. Marble Falls. Exposure of shales 
in bank of Brady Creek at Pioneer Crossing, 2.3 
miles in direct line southeast of the courthouse 
in Brady. The compact, dark gray, laminated 
shale washed readily to a rather large concen
trate composed of silt, rare shell fragments, very 
rare bryozoa, numerous ostracodes, many fish 
scales (representing probably the order Acan
thodii, according to Prof. A. S. Romer), few con
odonts, and very rare tests of Ammodiscus semi
constrictus Waters. 

153-T-136. Marble Falls. Right bank of 
Onion Creek, about 300 feet south of Richards 
Crossing, 61h miles east and 2% miles north of 
the courthouse in Brady. This interesting ex
posure, found by F. B. Plummer after this paper 
had gone to press, will be found on the geologic 
map of the Brady area in a forthcoming publica
tion by F. B. Plummer. The highly calcareous 
and fossiliferous shale characterized in the out
crop by hard calcareous nodules lies about 15 
feet above the Barnett formation. The material 
washed to a moderate concentrate composed 
largely of minute selenite particles, considerable 
calcareous matter in rounded grains, much frag
mentary fossil material, many spines and plates 
of Archeocidaris, some productid spines and 
shells, few bryozoa, few conodonts, abundance of 
ostracodes, and a generous scattering of a few 
calcareous foraminiferal species: Fusulina sp. 
(VR), Staffella? sp. (VR), Millerella sp. ( C, 
up to 0. 75 mm. diameter), Endothyra rotali
f ormis Warthin (F), Globivalvulina biserialis 
Cushman and Waters (VF), Cribrostomum 
marolense, n.sp. (R). It is unfortunate that this 
exposure cannot be included in Table 1, where 
specific identification of the Globivalvulina in 
the Marble Falls fauna has not been recorded 
but it is likely that the very small tests at Sta: 

14Plummer, F. B., and Scott, Gayle, Upper Paleozoic 
ammonites in Texas: Univ. Texas Bull. 3701, pp. 1-518, 
pla. 1-41, fig1. 1-88, 1937. 

134-T-6 are young forms of G. biserialis, which 
is typical in this exposure on Onion Creek. 

San Saba County 

205-T-1. Smithwick. Extensive shale slopes 
on right bank of Colorado River from one-half 
to three-quarters of a mile southwest of Bend 
between the highway and the river (Pl. 11, in 
paper by F. B. Plummer, this publication). This 
black fissile shale slope has been the collecting 
ground for many geologists throughout several 
decades, for several species of large fossils 
weather out onto the surf ace rapidly and are 
commonly well preserved. Many samples in dif
ferent parts of the exposure have been washed, 
but so far no foraminiferal tests have been found, 
but the locality is included in this list largely 
because it is so well known and some positive 
record of foraminif eral content should be made. 
One sample from here has been reduced to a 
small concentrate rich in delicate, glassy sponge 
spicules of several types; conodonts are rare and 
small. 

205-T-2. Marble Falls. About 35 feet of 
dark, calcareous shales and few limestone layers 
in high bank on east side of San Saba-Llano 
highway, near top of slope south of first Simpson 
Creek crossing, 2.7 miles by road south of trafJ?.c 
light on the main street in San Saba (Pl. 11, m 
paper by F. B. Plummer, this publication). This 
argillaceous zone comprises the lower part of the 
upper half of the Marble Falls formation, which 
measures about 150 feet thick from the contact 
with the Barnett at the second Simpson Creek 
crossing 1.3 miles south of this exposure north
ward into the city of San Saba. The outcrop 
is faunally conspicuous because chonetid valves 
abound in the 10-foot shale in the upper half of 
this shaly exposure, and this is the. typ;

5 
locality 

for Chonetes dominus R. ~· Kmg. Fm.~r 
samples were taken from this upward str.at1-
graphic sequence: A, a very calcareous shale Jll!~t 
below the lowermost limestone layer; B, about 
the middle of the alternating dark shales and 
thin limestones about 5 feet below the yellow 
band in the nverlying Chonetes shal~; C, about 1 
foot above the 12-inch yellow band rn the base of 
the Chonetes shale; and D, about 3 feet above 
the yellow band and about central i_n the C_honetes 
shale. Sample C is the rich~t rn species and 
carries all the species present m the other sam
ples, except Polytaxis sp., which was found 
frequent in samples A and B. Table 1 presents 
a composite of the four samples. ~n the con
centrates other fossil remains compnse a small 
trilobite fragment, chonetids, many hryozoa, 
echinoid parts, few gastropods and pelecypods, 
rare conodonts, and numerous ostracodes. 

205-T-3. Marble Falls. Steep bank on both 
sides of the San Saba-Llano highway, just north 
of Simpson Creek crossing, 2.25 mi~es by ro~d 
south of the traffic light on the mam street rn 
San Saba. A sample of soft marl ~as taken 
from the base of the west bank. This washed 

~ng, Ralph H., New Chonetidae and Productidae from 

Pennsylvanian and Permian strata of north-central Texas· 

Jour. Paleont., vol. 12, p. 259, pl. 36, figs. 1-7, 1938. 
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with little reduction to a concentrate of fine hard 
fragments and particles of white limestone with 
no loose fossils. Many chips revealed the pres
ence of an endothyroid test. This barren condi
tion is typical of the white soft marls in the 
Marble Falls formation, whereas the calcareous 
shales yield better foraminiferal faunas. 

205-T-5. Marble Falls. Roadside slopes in 
east edge of Richland Springs across from Locker 
Service Station and in the slope leading up from 
the creek crossing east of the main part of the 
hnsiness district (Pl. 11, in paper by F. B. 
Plummer, this publication). Brown and thinly 
laminated shales alternate with hard ledges of 
pale buff limestone in the Marginifera roemeri 
zone. A composite sample was taken from the 
4- to 6-inch soft layers, and this material washed 
to a rather small concentrate composed of con
siderable calcareous matter, numerous spines and 
shell fragments, frequent bryo'lOa, rare cono
donts, rare crinoid fragments. abundance of 
ostracodes, and rare foraminiferal tests of few 
species: Endothyra distensa, n.sp. (VR), 
Polytaxis? sp. (VR), Hyperammina sp. (R). 

205-T-25. Marble Falls. Steep IS-foot hank 
1.3 miles by the old San Saba-Rochelle highway 
west of Hotel San Saha in San Saha. This well
known and conspicuous road cut at the top of a 
hill now lies about 0.1 of a mile north of the new 
highway (fig. 16). At the base of the section 
exposed is a bed of grav-white calcareous "'hall' 
carrying a few shells of Chonetes dominus R. H. 
King. Some samples from this shale are almost 
barren; others are fairly rich in forms that consist 
of frequent o~traf'OdeQ few bryozoa, and numerous 
foraminiferal tests of several species (Table 1). 
This is the type locality for Endothyranella 
arm.strongi sobrina, n.subsp. 

205-T-29. Strawn. Steep bank on north 
side of old San Saba-Lampasas highway at top 
of hill, 7 .5 miles by old road east of the court
house in San Saha. T1is exposure now lies about 
0.3 of a mile south o me new highway (fig. 16). 
Gray, unctuous clays with sand streaks and two 
crnspicuous sandston layers comprise about 15 
feet of vertical sectii- :t. along the road, and this 
is probably the typ locality for M ooreinella 
biserialis, Proteontna cervicifera, Thurammina 
texana, and Hyperamminella protea named by 
Cushman and Waters. Three of these spe·cies are 
more numerous and hl-tter developed in this out
crop than in near-by outcrops of similar age. 
Samples were taken from several positions and 
~. ll washed readily to rather small concentrates 
of very fine sand and silt. Conodonts are rare; 
f oraminiferal tests are abundant and varied 
(Table I). This outcrop falls in Bed No. 8 of 
Drake's section. 

205-T-43. Marble Falls (base). Steep creek 
hank west of the Wallace Creek road at point 
about 12 miles by road southwest of San Saba 
(Pl. 11, in paper by F. B. Plummer, this publica
tion) . This steep bank of rather soft, heavy
h~dded, huff limestone lies 15 feet above the top 
of the Chappel formation (Mississippian). From 
the softer layers good specimens of crinoids have 
weathered out, and this is type locality for Cib
olocrinus punctatus Moore and Plummer and 

Ethelocrinus texasensis Moore and Plummer.16 
In a paper by J\foore and Jeffords in this pub
lication four coral species are recorded from these 
beds. Two samples of the softest marl washed 
to bulky concentrates of much calcareous matter, 
some glauconite, numerous fossil fragments, fre
quent ostracodes, and a few foraminiferal tests 
of four species: Endothyra distensa, n.sp., 
Endothrranella armstrongi sobrina, n.subsp., 
Poly taxis? sp., and N ummulostegina sp. 

205-T-57. Marble Falls. Banks on both 
sides of the San Saba-Llano highway, 2.6 miles 
by road south of the traffic light on the main 
street in San Saba, or 0.2 mile south of the first 
Simpson Creek crossing. These beds of lime
stone and shale lie about 30 feet below the 
Chonetes zone that outcrops 0.1 of a mile farther 
~<1uth (Sta. 205-T-2), and they represent a 
~hallow-water bed in which most of the fossil 
material is badly broken, so that few shells are 
recognizable. Several samples have been col
lected, and their concentrates consist of com
minuted shell matter, spines, broken ostracodes. 
frw hryozoa, frequent crinoid fragments, rare 
whole valves of brachiopods, rare ~astropods, and 
frequent conodonts. Glanconite is common in 
the usual granular form and as casts of small 
v,astropods. calcareous Foraminifera, and ostra
<'odes. All the foraminiferal tests are strongly 
colfo.psed and otherwise deformed and consist 
of the species listed in Table 1. 

205-T-59. Marble Falls. Quarry in south
ea~t corner of the city of San Saha just east of 
the road to Chappel. Heavy-bedded limestone 
outcrops in this excavation with a few marly 
nartine:s that carry no Foraminifera. On the 
floor of the quarrv are several sphaeroidal masses 
of black. thinly ·laminated. calcareous. fossilif
erous shale from a few feet to several feet in 
diameter. Over and around these masses the 
limestone layers dip away in all directions in min
iature dome stmr.tnre. Samples of the dark 
shale washed readily to rather large concentrates 
rich in badly preserved and broken fossils, 
crinoid remains, bryozoa, brachiopod shells, rare 
<'Onodonts, few ostrarodes. and a trace of Fora· 
mininifera in Polytaris? sp. (VR), Cribrostomum 
hwrhlense, n.sp., (VR). 

205-T-62. Marble Falls. Low bank on 
east side of San Saba-Llano highway, 3.3 miles 
hv road south of the traffic light on the main 
!"t,reet in San Saba, and 1 mile south of the first 
Simpson Creek crossing. From the 5-foot sec
tion of thin limestones and interbedded marls 
two samples were taken. These washed to mod
ernte concentrates of calcareous fragments. some 
£:and and silt, some dark-green glauconite in 
small grains, few shell fragments, one specimen 
of Chanetes, spines, frequent conodonts, broken 
ostracodes with few good carapaces, trace of 
Ammodiscus semiconstrictus Waters. 

205-T-76. Smithwick. Deep gully parallel 
to the north-south road past Sloan school and 

lGMoore, R. C., and Plummer, F. B .. Crinoids from the 

Upper Carboniferous and Permian strata in Texas: Univ. 

Texas Bull. 3945, pp. 86, 379, pl. 1, figs. 2-4, pl. 20. 

fig. 6, 1940. 
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church and about 250 feet west of road, ahout 
4% miles in direct line southwest of Algerita. 
Black laminated and nodular shale with an 
abundance of yellow sulphur parting~ outcrop on 
both sides of this gully. One good ~pecimen of 
an ammonite has been found in these s.lopes. 
Several samples from this exposure washed with 
some difficulty to small concentrates of some 
tough argillaceous matter, hard flakes of limonite 
and black material, and a scattering of foraminif
eral tests of four species (Table 1). 

205-T-79A. Smithwick. Large gullies on 
Leonard ranch just south of new cattle tank. 3 
miles in direct line due west of the rrossroads in 
Algerita (Pl. 11, in paper by F. B. Plummer, this 
publication). The pinkish-buff, laminnted and 
very fossiliferous shales are especially rich in 
Cumminsia aplata (Cummins), which is excep
tionally well developed and excellently preserved 
(Pl. 14, in paper by Moore and Jeffords. this 
publication). Other fossils present are Amhoc
oelia, ammonites, and few gastropods. The three 
samples taken in different parts of the outcrop 
washed to moderate concentrates rich in fossil 
fra~ments, such as spines, brachiopod shells, rare 
ammonites, rare orthocerids, frequent gastropods. 
frequent conodonts, rare bryozoa, and scattered 
foraminiferal tests of few speciP.s (Table 1) in
cluding: a few tests of a large Nummulostegina? 

205-T-798. Smithwirk. Creek hank ahout 
0.1 mile south of Sta. 205-T-79A. Here a dark 
shale section lies on black Marble Falls limestone 
in the creek bed. Sample A was taken 2 feet 
above the formational contact in black fissile shale 
that washed to a small roncentrate composed of 
tough shale fragments, few crinoid remains, few 
ronodonts. few fish scales, spines. and teeth, 
mnny ostracodes. and a scattering: of forami
niferal tests that consist largelv of Ammodis
cus semiconstrir:tus Waters and Hvpprammina 
spinescens Cnshman an<l Waters. - Endothwa 
whitesidei . GalJoway and Ryniker is very rare, 
~ut the smgle test found is unusually large; 
It may be reworked from the Marhle Falls strata. 
Sample B taken 6 feet above the contact in 
nodul.ar dark shale washed to a small concentrate 
carrymg some glauconite, numerous cor-1vfonts, 
fish scales. spines, and teeth, and a genero··s scat
tering of two foraminiferal species: Ammodiscus 
semiconstrirtus Waters and Reophax !!h>nn('nsis 
(Waters), which in this bed is unurnallv coarse 
~nd 1.arge with an abundance of glauconite built 
~nto Its masonrv. In Table I, the species found 
m the two levels in this exposure are combined. 

205-T-92. Marble Falls. Extensive expo
sun:>s around a broad excavation for road ma
t~rial nhout 0.4 mile in direct line northeast of 
.Tack Sloan's new rock house, 614 miles south
west of Alf[erita (Pl. II, in paper hv F. B. Plum
mer, this publication). These lrnf( shales and a 
few thin limestones comprise ahout 15 feet 
of vertiral section about 20 feet above the top 
of the Barnett shale which lies farther down the 
v:.lle): slope. The surf ace of the shale slope is 
nch rn bryozoa~ many crinoid stems, few gastro
pods, few pelecypods, some brachiopods, and 
numerous specimens of Stereocorvpha annectans 
I\foore and Jeffords (see paper by l\foore and 

.Jeffords, this bulletin). Seven samples were 
taken from the succession of beds and each 
washed readily to small or medium concentrates 
rich in shell fragments and other forms seen 
over the slopes. Ostracodes are frequent in 
some zones. Foraminifera are rare and com
prise only endothyroid forms (Table l). 

205-T-112. Smithwick. North of Pool 
Branch near its junction with Rough Creek about 
one-quarter mile west of Rough Creek crossing 
on San Saba-Bend highway, about 5 miles north
west of Bend. The soft, dull-gray shale washed 
readilv to a small concentrate carrying consid
erable. gypsum, concretionary pellets, some frag
ments of resistant shale, rare ostracodes, and a 
e-enerous scattering of foraminiferal tests: 
Thuramminoides sphaeroiddis, n.sp. (F), Hyper
ammina spin.escens Cushman and Waters ( C), 
Ammodiscus semiconstrictus Waters (C), Hap
lophragmoides confragosus, n.sp. (F), and 
AmmobacuUtes minutus Waters (F). 

205-T-113. Marble Falls. Steep 8-foot 
hank along picturesque winding road leading 
from Leonard ranch house to Berry Springs at 
point 0.85 mile by road south of the ranch 
house, 4% miles southwest of Algerita. This 
very compact, nodular, calcareous gray shale with 
th1n lavers of hard limestone lies below the 
middle· ·massive beds of the formation in the 
lower part of the Marble Falls sequence. Sam
ples of the shale washed to small concentrates 
rich in fragments of larger fossils ( Chonetes 
frequent), numerous spines, rare bryozoa, one 
fragment of ammonite, numerous ostracodes and 
frequent tests of Enrlothyranella arm.strongi 
sohrina, n.subsp. 

205-T-120. Smithwick. Creek bank just 
west of the San Saha-China Creek road, 1.8 
miles bv road southeast of the small community 
of Chi~a Creek, 4 miles in direct line north
west of the courthouse in San Saba, and 2 miles 
in -direct line northeast of Harkeyville (fig. 16). 
This tough, blark. laminated shale, weathering 
grav. washes to a rather large concentrate com
po~~d of small to ] :=trge loosely cemented aggrega
tions of silt and fine sand. Conodonts are rare, 
and foraminiferal tests are sparsely scattered 
throue:h the mineral matter, hnt persistence in 
examination of concentrates will yield eight 
~necies <Table 1). Though field work hRs des
irmated this exposure as Smithwick, it is pos
sible that it should be· included in the Strawn 
sequence. 

205-T-126. Marble Falls. Steep bank of 
large creek 2112 miles west by north of Rich
land Springs and about 0.15 mile north of San 
Saha-Rochelle highway. In this bank on the 
snuth side of the rreek yellow clay lies above 
the tvnical white Marble Fa1ls limestone. Sam
ples ~f the clay washed to large concentrates of 
e,~uthv flakeg, few quartz grains, c.rinoid frag
ments, frequent ostracodes, rare holothurians, 
and very few foraminiforal tests: Reoph.ax 
hendensis, n.sp. (R), Endothym disten.sa, n.sp. 
(R), En.dothyranella armstrongi sobrina, n.suhsp. 
(VR), Cribrostomum marblense?, n.sp. (VR, 
only 2 specimens in biserial stage), and Num
mulostegfoa sp. (VF) . 
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205-T-127. Smithwick. Deep roadside 
ditch on south side of San Saba-Rochelle high
way, 1.55 miles by road east of the crossroads 
in the- north edge of Algerita, and 7 .4 miles by 
road west of Hotel San Saba in San Saba (fig. 
16). This exposure originally was erroneously 
recorded as "3 miles east of Algerita" in stating 
the type locality for Glomospira umbilicata 
Cushman and Waters. This ditch is rapidly 
being filled by blocks of Marble Falls limestone 
which are being hauled in from a near-by ex
posure, and the shale exposure may not be avail
able to collectors in the near future. From 8 
to IO feet of typical black fissile shales are capped 
by a very hard, dark, petroliferous limestone. 
Numerous samples from different parts of the 
outcrop have yielded the same results. The shale 
washes rather readily to a moderate concentrate 
of some resistant shale particles, an abundance 
of flaky, black carbonaceous matter, numerous 
well-rounded and etched large quartz grains 
grading down into small and more angular 
grains. The only fossils comprise rare conodonts 
and abundant foraminiferal tests of 9 species 
(Table 1). This is the type locality for Glomo
spirella umbilicata (Cushman and Waters). 

205-T-128. Strawn. Steep bank of shale 
and thin layers and partings of fine sandstone 
in southeastward-facing slope about three
quarters of a mile in direct line from cross
roads in north edge of Algerita (fig. 16). To 
reach this slope, follow a poor trail for 0.3 of a 
mile northward from the highway at a farm 
house that lies 0.6 of a mile east of the Algerita 
crossroads; the best material for study is to he 
found in the lower 15 feet of the slope. All 
samples of compact gray shale from this zone 
washed to small concentrates of some fine sand 
and silt, considerable resistant shale parti
cles, and an abundance of foraminiferal tests of 
many species (Table 1). This is type locality 
for Hyperammina clavacoidea, n.sp., Hyperam
minoides expansus, n.sp., Reophax minutissimus, 
n.sp., R. tumidulus, n.sp., Glomospira articulosa, 
n.sp., and Haplophragmoides confragosus, n.sp. 
This outcrop probably lies near the top of Drake's 
Big Valley bed. 

205-T-129. Marble Falls. Steep bank on 
south side of Richland Creek in northeast corner 
of the town of Richland Springs. At the base 
of a 75-foot exposure consisting almost wholly 
of massive limestone strata is a 5-foot bed of 
black, tough shale overlying dense black lime
stone at the water's edge. This shale washes 
with considerable difficulty to a small concentrate 
rich in ostracodes accompanied by frequent tests 
of Endothyranella armstrongi sobrina, n.subsp. 

205-T-130. Marble Falls. Shallow, 3-foot 
hole in pasture near gate about 0.1 mile south of 
Richland Creek in northeast corner of Richland 
Springs. This hole penetrated some fossiliferous, 
soft, buff marl carrying crinoids. The marl 
washes to a moderate concentrate rich in small 
fossil fragments, much secondary calcitic matter, 
some sand, lumps of limestone, spines, bryozoa, 
few crinoid stems, abundance of ostracodes, and a 
trace of foraminiferal tests (Table 1) includ
ing rare tests of Nummulostegina. 

205-T-131. Marble Falls. Excavation in 
limestone slope on east side of small branch in 
east edge of Richland Springs and about 250 
feet north of highway. This very shallow ex
cavation exposes typical hard strata of Marble 
Falls limestone with few interbedded layers of 
compact yellow shale, from which a sample was 
taken. This shale is tough and washes with 
some difficulty to a rather small concentrate 
rich in numerous species of ostracodes but no 
foraminiferal tests. Perhaps a larger suite of 
samples of this shale would have yielded some 
trace of Foraminifera, for the yellow shale at 
Sta. 205-T-126 carries rare tests. 

205-T-132. Marble Falls. Branch of Dry 
Creek on King ranch south of Richland Springs. 
This soft, calcareous shale washes readily to a 
smull concentrate rich in fine shell fragments 
and several larger fragments of productids and a 
chonetid, rare bryozoa, abundant ostracodes, and 
numerous casts and tests of Endothyranella 
a.rmstrongi sobrina, n.subsp. 

205-T -134. Smithwick. Steep bank along 
creek, about 100 yards north of Harmony School 
road at point 3 miles in direct line northeast of 
San Saba courthouse (fig. 16). This 8-foot ex
posure of hlack, fissile shale carries frequent 
reddish-purple concretions that shatter readily to 
angular fragments. The shale weathers gray, 
and some of the layers are nodular. The ma
terial washes to a very small concentrate o.f 
small, resistant shale particles carrying flakes 
of carbonaceous matter, frequent conodonts, and 
a scattering of a few species of Foraminifera: 
Hvperammina sp. (VR), Ammodiscus semicon
st~ictu.s Waters ( C), Proteonina cervicifera Cush
man and Waters (R), and Thuramminoides 
sphaeroidalis, n.sp. ( C). 

205-T-135. Smithwick. Creek bank near road 
down-creek from Sta. 205-T-134 (fig. 16). The 
black fissile to nodular shale weathers greenish-' . gray, and reddish-purple ironstone ?oncret1?n!-:l 
are· common and shatter with the slwhtest 1m
pact. The shale washes to a very small con
centrate of some resistant argillaceous matter, 
carbonaceous particles, few quartz grains, fre~ 
quent conodonts, and numerous foraminiferal 
tests (Table 1). 

205-T-136. Smithwick. Creek hank about 
600 feet south of a small bridge, 3 miles in 
direct line north-northeast of San Saba court
house and about a mile northwest of Sta. 
205-T-134 (fig. 16). This C'Omnact, nodular 
hlack shale weathers buff-gray and washes to a 
verv small concentrate of small arr:illaceous and 
<'arl}Onaceous particles, few <'onodonts, and a 
generous scattering of several speries of Fora
minifera (Table 1). 

205-T-137. Smithwick. Steep gullies at end 
of road leading past Harmony School, about half 
a mile east of the ~.chool, about quarter of a 
mile west of Colorado River1 and 7 miles in 
direct line east-northea'.-'t of San Saba (fig. 16). 
The sample taken came from a deep narrow gully 
about 0.15 of a mile north of the road in the 
field. It washed to a moderate concentrate of 
silt, some resistant shale matter, and a metallic 
black mineral. The only fossil is Glomospirella 
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umbi!icata tCushman and Waters) which shows 
a rather weak deYelopment of the early irre~u
larly rniled sta~e but an 1musually large number 
of rlanispiral roils. 

_ 205-T-l 38. Smithwick. Steep gully about 
:200 feet north of the road iust south of Sta. ~05-
T-137 t fig. 16'. This shale ,-ields a creater 
abundance of foraminiferal tests but onk two 
species are repre~ented: G!omospire!!a z;mbi!i
cata (Cushman and \\ate rs) (YA. '1. H1·peram
mina spinescens Cushman and \\"aten:. IF l. 

205-T-l 39. Strawn. Greenish-£'.TaY shale 
in road dit1'h. 0.15 mile northeast of 'a ~rnieterv 
and -P~ miles in direct line northeast of Sa~ 
Saha { fif!. 16,. This poor exposure yields rather 
loosely ron~olidated clav. which washes to a small 
conrentrate of poorly ;orted sand. abundance of 
secondary calcite. conodonts. and frequent fora
mi nif eral tests (Table 1). 

205-T-l 40. Strawn. Roadside bank _inst 
~outh of railroad tracks on a ranch road lead
ing southward to t ht:> San Saba highway and 6 
miles ea~t-northt:>ast of the rourth'Ouse ·in San 
Saba ( fif,!'. 16). In this low bank of craY lami
nated shales are partings of hard calcar~o1{s s.and· 
stone showing tracb and traih. and in the 
immediate vicinity are the typical heav\· heds of 
hard sandstone. Sample of shale wash~d readih
to modt:>rate rnncentrates of fine sand and silt. ~ 
black mineral with a metallic sheen. thin frag. 
ments of sandstone partings. frequent ronodonts. 
and frequent foraminiferal t~ts of few species 
<Table 1). This exposure is about in Drake~, 
Bed \'o. 8. ~ 

The m~p. fig. 16. made by F. B. Plummer. 
plares this exrn~ure in the area nf the Smith
~,·irk formation. but the present author disagrees 
m thi.::. fnrmational identification. ' 

205-T-141. Strawn. Ro:ldside h.:rnk on 
Ha.rmo2;_'~ Sc ?ool . roa~ across from !!ravel pit at 
~nmt ' ~ miles in direct line no rt he a st of San 
._ aha <fie-. 16). From this expo$ure cf siltY. 
lan"'inated. g-ray shale~ and sandstones. the sample 
of shale washed to a moderate ronrentrate of 
some resistant aq:illareoug matter. some fine 
loose sand. 1itt~e. secondary calcite. and frequent 
te~~s of Foram1mfera of few species <Tahle 1). 
1:h1s exposure lies in the area of Drake's Bed 
~o. 8. 

205-T -142. Strawn. Excellent exposures of 
h~a,·y sandstone bed8- on right bank of Colorad 0 
RP.-~r l~ miles in direct line north-northeast 
of ... an ._ aba <fig. 16 1. A. country road leadinf! 
past Flat R(){'k S.rhool passes this conspicuou~ 
exrosurf'. A. parting- of greenish-~ay shale be
tween twn hea,·y beds of reddish sandstone was 
~r-mnlrd and washed to a moderate concentrate 
r.f fine 'and. silt. and lumps and particles of fine 
~ancht.o~t. a little secondary rakite and a few 
foram~niferal tfst;;: of Ammodiscus semiconstn'c
fl~s. \\ aters 2nd rare tests of Ghimospirel!a um
hzl1r.ata 'Cushman and "'aters). This shale 
r.:Utlll'.:! ht>lOn£':~ to Drake's Fox Ford sandstone. 
205-T-14~. ~trawn. \'ew roadside expo-

su.res ,on the ~an ~aha-Goldthwaite high·way. 0.7 
rrn lc ny rnad ~nut h of Colorado Rin:'r. 1 mile 
~1orth cf a ~mall lake. and ahont 1 Jl.~ miles 
In dire<"t line north-northeast of San Saba (fig. 
16 1 • This silty. laminated gray day washes to a 

modt:>rate concentrate of fine sand and silt and 
lump:' of hard fine-grained sandstone and thin 
:'2nd:'t one parti Hf!s. Conodonts are rare: fora
minif era l te't5 common and representing several 
5pecies l Table 11. This outcrop belongs to the 
Bif!: \"alley beds of Drake. 

205-T-144. Strawn. Rather poor roadside 
exposure of day as:::.ociated with typical Strawn 
5andstones both abow and below. west side of 
~an :3aba-Goldt hwaite highway. 9.-15 miles by 
road north-northea~t of the bridge over San Saba 
RiYer in north edge of the city of San Saba, and 
orh'-t hi rd mile north of a lake (fig. 16). The 
claY wa5hes to a moderate concentrate of buff 
silt. ;:ir~d fine 5and. of which the lar~er grains are 
suhangular to rounded and etched. Conooonts 
2n' ra,re. and rather weakly developed foraminif
eral te5ts of very few species are sparsely scat· 
tered through the mineral matter: Ammodiscus 
;;onic1Jnstric~tus \\-aters IC l. Haplophragmoides 
conf ragosus n.sp. (YR l. Mooreinella biserialis 
Cushman and Waters (YR). This lies within the 
hand of outcrop of the Big Yalley beds as mapped 
by Drake. 

205-T-145. Strawn. Steep roadside bank 
:2.2 miles ln- road north of the San Saba-Rochelle 
highway at· a point 1.75 miles by highway east 
0f the rros5roads in the north edge of the town 
of A.lgerita (fig. 16 1. _-\bout 12 feet of compact 
nodular gray shales broken by thin. flaggy~ hard 
5and5tones typical of the lower Strawn are ex
posed conspicuously on the west side of the road 
about 0.1 of a mile south of a bridge over Rich
land Creek. The shale ·washes readilv to rather 
small concentrates of many thin plat~: fragments 
of cemented silt. loose sand and silt, and the 
u~ual small aggregations of silt lightly bound 
by cement. Ostracodes are scarce: foraminiferal 
tE sts wry common and representing many species 
<Table 1). This exposure seems to lie in the 
top of the unit called Big Valley beds by Drake . 

205-T-146. Smithwick. Steep creek bank 
on west side of small branch of Richland Creek, 
which parallels a north-south road that turns 
north from the San Saba-Rochelle highway at a 
point 3.2 miles by highway east of the crossroads 
in the north edge of the town of .Algerita and 
0.9 of a mile north of the highway (fig. 16). 
This 20-foot bank consists of tough. nodular black 
~hale that weathers to a buff-gray in the upper 
part where leaching: has affected the strata for 
the longest period. These shales are rather 
typical of the upper portion of the Smithwick 
formation where the fissile character has given 
waY to a more nodular stmcture. Several samples 
fr0"n1 thi8 outcrop of uniform beds washed readily 
to rather small concentrates of fine gray silt and 
few rounded quartz grains. Conodonts are very 
r2re. and ahundant foraminiferal tests represent 
several species <Table 1). 

205-T-147. Smithwick. On east-west sec· 
ondan- ranch road leading east from the San Saba
\\-alla~~e Creek road at a point 6.-1 miles b,· road 
~outhwe~t of the junction of the "rallace ·Creek 
road and the San Saba-Roche11e hicrhwav (meas
urt:'nH'·nt made along old road which '""has ~ow been 
~lightly straightened). This is the ranch road 
ihat lead& to Ernest Conner's place. The high 
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bank of black fissile shale and some nodular 
shale is uniform, and three samples taken yielded 
about the same results. The tough material 
washed with difficulty to small concentrates com
posed of some resistant argillaceous matter, trace 
of silt, rare conodonts, and a generous scattering 
of foraminiferal tests of few species (Table 1). 

205-T-148. Strawn. Bank on northwest side 
of old San Saba-Lampasas highway, 8.3 miles 
by road east of the courthouse in San Saba. 
This is about l % miles by the new highway 
west of the Colorado River bridge and just south 
of the new highway west of a valley that cuts 
across the highway (fig. 16). Many samples 
have been taken from this gray, slightly silty, 
unctuous clay carrying a few thin laminae of 
loosely cemented fine gray sand. All washed 
readily to moderate concentrates of very fine 
sand and silt and frequent to abundant foraminif
eral tests. Table 1 presents the average fre
quency for each species. This is the type local
ity for T huramminoides sphaeroidalis, n.sp. This 
outcrop lies in Bed No. 8 of Drake's section. 

205-T-149. Strawn. Roadside bank at sharp 
tum in old San Saba-Lampasas highway 0.25 
mile east of Sta. 205-T-148 and 8.5 miles by 
old road east of the courthouse in San Saba. 
The new highway passes south of this exposure 
about l % miles by new road west of the new 
Colorado River bridge (fig. 16). Along this 
road curve are 10 to 15 feet of alternating fine
grained sandstones and gray unctuous clay. 
Several samples of the clay taken in different 
parts of the exposure yielded concentrates of 
fine sand and silt with frequent foraminiferal 
tests, and Table 1 presents the average frequency 
for each species. This exposure lies in Bed No. 
8 of Drake's section. 

205-T-150. Strawn. Excellent exposures of 
gray shale and interbedded reddish calcareous 
sandstone ledges on the east side of the San 
Saba-Regency highway, 11.05 miles by road 
northwest of the bridge over San Saba River 
in the north edge of the city of San Saba, and 
1.4 miles by road southeast of the small com
munity of Neal (fig. 16). East of the fence 
a good section is exposed in a gentle slope to a 
point about 0.2 of a mile east of the road, and 
to the west low banks of similar strata lie near a 
cattle tank (Sta. 205-T-160). This roadside 
bank must be the type locality for two Cushman 
and Waters species, Hyperammina spinescens 
and Hyperamminella (now Earlandia) minuta. 
These same authors recorded this as the type 
locality for H emigordius calcareus, but Mr. 
Waters now states (verbal communication) that 
this is an error and that the holotype must have 
been taken from geologically later material col
lected farther north. Numerous samples from 
this exposure have been washed, and they all 
reduce to rather small concentrates composed 
largely of limonitic flakes and particles, some 
sand, rare conodonts, rare ostracodes, and many 
foraminiferal tests of many species (Table 1). 
This is now made the type locality for Hyper
ammina elegantissima, n.sp., and Reophax ex
patiatus, n.sp. These extensive exposures lie near 
the top of the unit named the Spring Creek beds 
by Drake. 

205-T-151. Strawn. Sandy clays under 
bridge along Richland Creek just northwest o.f 
the town of Richland Springs. These typical 
sandy strata carry some layers with compara
tively little sand, and these were sampled for 
study. The material washes to a rather large 
concentrate of buff-gray sand and silt some 
limonitic matter, very rare conodonts, a~d fre
quent foraminiferal tests of several species 
(Table 1). 

205-T-l 52. Strawn. Steep roadside bank 
on northwest side of old San Saba-Lampasas 
highway, 8.2 miles by road east of the courthouse 
in San Saba. Now the new highway passes north 
of this exposure, which can be easily reached, 
however (fig. 16) . Here the Strawn strata are 
faulted down against the Marble Falls limestone 
which comprises most of the topographic featur~ 
in this vicinity. The Strawn clay along this 
slope carries very few foraminiferal tests and 
only two species are represented, Ammodiscus 
semfronstrictus Waters (VF) and Thurammin
oides sphaeroidalis, n.sp. (F). This outcrop is 
a part of Bed No. 8 of Drake's Strawn section. 

205-T-153. Strawn. Exposure of clays and 
sandstones just west of the new bridge over 
Colorado River on the San Saba-Lampasas high
way (fig. 16). The exact site of the exposure 
originally sampled lies under the new highway 
but the same material can be found in the im
mediate vicinity. Two samples of gray unctuous 
clay about 20 feet apart stratigraphically were 
studied and found rather lean in foraminiferal 
tests of four species: Am modiscus sem iconstrictus 
Waters (F), Hyperammina bulbosa Cushman 
and Waters (F), Proteonina cervicifera Cush
man and Waters (F), and Thurammina texana 
Cushman and Waters (F). This thin shale lies 
in the upper part of the Shadrick Mill sandstone 
of Drake's section. 

205-T-154. Strawn. Highway bank north
west of Richland Springs, 0.1 mile southeast 
of the railroad station. This low bank near a 
road corner exposes about 4 feet of laminated 
greenish-gray to buff-gray shale with hard sand
stone partings. A sample of the shale washed 
to a rather large concentrate of fine sand and 
silt with considerable secondary calcite in 
rounded and irregular lumps. Foraminiferal 
tests are frequent and represent several species 
(Table 1). 

205-T-155. Strawn. About 850 feet north 
of the San Saba-Rochelle highway and 3000 
feet . west of stone house and 2000 feet south 
of the railroad, 4% miles west of Richland 
Springs. Buff-gray, laminated, nodular, silty 
clay washes to a moderate concentrate of fine 
sand, silt, and lumps of loosely cemented silt. 
Foraminiferal tests are not abundant but repre
~ent several species: Hyperammina spinescens 
Cushman and Waters (F), Glomospirella um
bilicata (Cushman and Waters) (VF), Reophax 
expatiatus, n.sp. ( C) , R. arenatus Cushman and 
Waters (F), R. asper Cushman and Waters 
(VF), and Ammobaculites stenomecus Cushman 
and Waters (R). 

205-T-156. Strawn. Bed of Richland Creek, 
one-half mile north of Richland Springs and 
about 0.1 mile west of the bridge. This gray, 
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well-laminated shale with buff streaks washes to a 
rather large concentrate of fine sand and silt 
and hard thin part in gs of cemented silt. Fora
miniferal tests are frequent and represent several 
species: Hyperammina spin.escens Cushman .and 
\Vaters (f). Glomospirella umbilicata (\'Ft. 
Reophax expatiatu.s, n.sp. (Cl, R. arenatus Cush
mEn q,nd Waters (R), Ammobaczdites steTiomecus 
Cushman and Waters (F), and Mooreinella 
l>l'.serialis Cushman and Waters (F). This seems 
to he a part of the Hanna Valley bed of Drake's 
~ection. 

205-T-157. Strawn. Low bank at broad turn 
in road on south side of San Saba-Rochelle high
way. 1.7 miles by road west of the railroad cross
ing in the west edge of Richland Springs. This 
hank exposes about 5 ftet of gray laminated shale 
and hard sandstone layers. A sample of shale 
washed to a rather large concentrate of ferru
ginou~. silty and arg:illaceous flakes, loose fine 
~and and silt. secondarv calcite, and a trace of 
foraminiferal .tests ( Tal;le 1). 

205-T-158. Strawn. Deep roadside ditch 
on west sidP of north-south road 3 miles in 
<lir~ct line north-northeast of Hall. This tough, 
nodular to laminated, somewhat silty, gray shale 
washed to a moderate concentrate of fine sand, 
so typical of Strawn concentrates. Foraminif eral 
tests are sparsely scattered through each of the 
two samples taken. and all are poorly developed 
(Table 1). This is the highest Strawn sample 
('Ollected in northern San Saha County for this 
study. 

205-T-159. Strawn. Low exposure along 
<'dge of cattle t~nk just south of house on a 
1101 th-south road at a point 4112 miles in direct 
line ea:'t-northeast of Hall. Typical Strawn 
~' :•ndstones in thin layers are exposed at the 
edge of this excavation, and a thin clay bed in 
the section furnished a sample, which washed 
to a concentrate of fine sand and silt and lumps 
of fine-grained sandstone with a sparse scatter
ing of foraminiferal tests and rare conodonts 
(Table U. 

205-T-160. Strawn. Small exposure in ditch 
on east side of San Saba-Regency highway, 9.05 
miles by road north-n011hwest of the San Saba 
RiYer hrid~e in the north edge of San Saba 
(fig. 16). Thi5- dense. unctuous, gray clay with 
minute siltstone partings comprise a small ex
posure from whirh the clay was chosen for ex
an1 irn·,tion. The material washed readily to a 
'-'mall rnncentrate of angular quartz grains, few 
fragments of well-cemented sandstone, and a 
f.enerous scattering of foraminiferal tests of 
~enTal species: Proteonina cerzfrifera Cushman 
and \\ 1 aters <VR), Glomospirella nmbilicata 
(Cushman and \Vaters) (F). Thuramminoides 
sphaC'roidalis. n.sp. (\TF), Hyperammina bulbosa 
Cushman and Waters (C). H. spinescens Cush
man and Waters ( (). Reophax emariatus n.sp. 
<F 1. R. minutissimus. n.sp. ((). R. arenatus 
Cushman and ·waters ( R). and M ooreinella 
hiserialis Cushman and Waters ( f). 

205-T-164. Strawn. Exposures of shales 
and ~and:'tonps ill~t past of a <'attle tank that 
lies about 0.1 ~ile west of the San Saba-Neal 
hi~hway and of the exposures at Sta. 205-T-150, 
l '..?. i' m ilt>s hy road north-northwest of the main 

~treet in San Saba (fig. 16). It is possible that 
t hi~; is the true type locality for the Cushman 
an<l \V aters species mentioned in the description 
of .Sta. 205-T-150, for the road passed close to 
the ~ite of the cattle tank many years ago, 
possibly at the time that Mr. Waters made his 
<'ollections. It makes little difference about the 
preci~e Lank of shale, however, as the· same shale 
beds are exposed continuously for a considerable 
distnnce, and all yield approximately the same 
assemblage of foraminiferal species. Table 1 
presents the faunule found in the shales near the 
tank at this locality, which is the type locality 
for Reophax emaciatus, n.sp. The extensive ex
po$ures of alternating shales and sandstones in 
this vicinity lie near the top of the Spring Creek 
hed of Drake. 
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l\:ohlenkalb: Acad. imp. Sci. St. Peters
hnurg. \lem .. s.er. 7, vol. 27, no. 5, pp. 1-
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number of outcrop~ of Carboniferous strata 
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1-21. pl. 1. 1930 (Ort.). From fossiliferous 
::hale in a clay pit just north of the city. 
eight species are described and fi~ured. and 
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regional mapping in Palo Pinto and Wise 
rounties has ~hown that this rlav bed be
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posures of the \-kCoy formation in its type 
area. and in a chart present the names of the 
fo~sils ranging from Protozoa to Crustacea. 
Of the 19 foraminiferal species and sub
species charted. 11 new species are formally 
described and figured. as well as three new 
~pecies and subspecies of Fusulina not in the 
('hart. A detailed columnar secticn of the 
fornrntion shows the stratigraphic position of 
each fossiliferous outcrop. 

SPA .'.'DEL. E.. Die Foraminiferen des Permo
Carhon rnn Hooser. Kansas. Nord Amerika: 
Festschr. :\"at. Gesell. Nurnberg. pp. 175-194. 
text figs. 1-10. ·1901. From thin sections of 
chertY limestone 12 foraminiferal forn1s are 
name.cl and illustrated by simple line draw
in~~. SeYen of the species are new. and a 
new ~enns. Monogenerina. is described. 
Gcinit::.ina is offered as a new name for 
Geinit::.ella. published in 1898 but found to 
be preoccupied. 

\\-..\RTHI:". :\.. S.. "\firropaleontolo!rY of the 
\\"t>tumka. \\"ewoka. and Holden;·ille forma
ti0m: Oklah~ma Geol. Survey. Bull. 53, pp. 
1-9-t. pls. 1- .. 1930 <Oct.). From 23 out
nops a fauna _of Foraminif era, Ostracoda, 
Bryo~oa. Brac!11opoda. and Gastropoda is 
~1c.:-cnhed and illustrated. Of the 35 Foram
mif era. s:Y:n are new. and four of the species 
are fusulm1ds. 

\\ . ..\HRS. -!- :\ .. -~ group of Foraminifera from the 
Dormrk Hills fonnation of the Ardmore 
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Basin (Oklahoma): Jour. Paleont., vol. 1, 
pp. 129-133, pl. 22, 1927. The pure shales 
lying between the Jolliff and Ottervill€ lime
stones in Carter County carry ten species and 
subspecies, all new. 

___ ____. A group of Foraminifera from the 
Canyon division of the Pennsylvanian forma
tions in Texas: Jour. Paleont., vol. 1, pp. 271-
275, pl. 42, 1928 (Jan.). The faunule of a 
somewhat fossiliferous gray clay about 25 

feet above the Adams Branch limestone (not 
35 feet below the Ranger limestone) is de
scribed and figured. Of the 11 species 
formally recorded, nine are regarded as new. 
In the introductory text three other species 
are mentioned as being present. From this 
same outcrop Cushman and Waters formerly 
described Trochammina arenosa (Cushman 
Lab. Foram. Res., Contrib., vol. 3, p. 152, 
1927). 
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PLATE 15 

PACE 

FIGUR~-

1. Proteonina cervicifera Cushman and Waters, topotype, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 
205-T-29. Typical well-developed test___ _________________________________________________ __ _ -------------------- 217 

2, 3. Thurammina texana Cushman and Waters, topotypes, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 
205-T -29 ------ -- ------ -------------- --- ----------------- ------------ ----..-------------------------------------------------------------- 218 

2. Well-developed test showing several apertural protuberances. 
3. Test showing only two protuberances, which is average. 

4. Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis, n.sp., holotype, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-148. 
Well-developed test, moderately compressed by forces of compaction and bear-
ing no protuberances, the most common external character___________________ ____________________ 218 

5, 6. Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis, n.sp., x40. Smithwick formation, Sta. 205-T-127--- 218 
5. Strongly deformed test showing several apertural protuberances. 
6. Common smooth test showing moderate secondary compression. 

7-9. Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis, n.sp., x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-128--------------- 218 
7. Broken, compressed test showing irregularly reticulate pattern on 

interior wall. 
8. Strongly compressed test bearing an unusual number of protuberances. 
9. Labyrinthic interior of a specimen devoid of its test. 

10. Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis, n.sp., x40. Smithwick formation, Sta. 153-T-6. 
Rare test showing probably no secondary compression, so that this is regarded 
as the original rotundity of the test. a, Lateral view. b, Peripheral view___ __________ 218 

11. Hyperammina clavacoidea, n.sp., holotype, x30. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-128. 
Lateral view of the initial extremity showing typical club-shaped outline and 
finely rugose texture _________ ------------------------------------------ _____ -------------------------------·-- ______ ----------- 221 

12-14. Hyperammina clavacoidea, n.sp., x30. Smithwick formation, Sta. 205-T-127----------- 221 
12. Fragment of apertural extremity. 
13. Lateral view of a typical initial extremity. 
14. Lateral view of an initial extremity separated from its tubular second 

chamber by somewhat more marked cQnstriction than in average test. 

15, 16. Ammobaculites minutus Waters, x40. Smithwick formation, Sta. 153-T-6_____________ 236 
15. Fully mature test showing a somewhat deformed coil in which only 

chambers of the final whorl are visible. 
16. Somewhat less mature test with a large early coil so well preserved 

that a few chambers of the penultimate whorl are visible. 

17-25. Hyperammina elegantissima, n.sp., x30. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-150_____________________ 222 
17. Holotype. Test of average size and proportions where species is com-

mon and well developed; aperture deformed. 
18. Apertural extremity showing normal constriction of tube around the 

orifice. 
19. Youthful test in which deformational forces acting almost axially have 

produced transverse corrugations. 
20. Test with faint transverse constrictions. 

21-25. Very slender tests that are common in large suites of specimens, but 
all gradations from the normal (figs. 17-20) make distinctions im
possible. 
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26-30. Hyperammina spinescens Cushman and Waters, topotypes, xl5. Strawn group, 
Sta. 205-1,-150 ________ ---------------------------------- __________________ ------------------------------------- ------··------------- 223 

26. Early portion of test deformed by forces directed almost axially. 
27. Early portion of a test showing unusually slight constrictions between 

proloculum and second chamber. 
28. Fragment of second chamber showing some irregular transverse growth 

constrictions and the normal diametric expansion. 
29. Early portion of a test showing characteristic spine on bulbous pro

loculum. 
30. Microspheric? test. 

31, 32. Ammobaculites sten01necus Cushman and Waters, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 
205-T -128 ____ ______ ______ ____ ________ ____ __ __ _________ _______ _____ ___ ____ __________________ __ ________ _____ __________ ______________ ______ 236 

31. Test showing almost no sutural constrictions. 
32. Test showing traces of sutures. 

33, 34. Ammobaculites stenomecus Cushman and Waters, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 
205-T -150 -----------------------------------------------------------·--------- -------------------------------------· ______ ________ ____ __ 236 

33. Test of rather unusual devel~pment ~bowing well-developed chambers 
in coil and faint sutures between rectilinear chambers. 

34·. Small test showing unusually large coil and only traces of sutures. 

35. Ammobaculites stenomecus Cushman and Waters, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-
T-148. Well-developed test with unusually small coil ------·--------------- ________________________ 236 

36. Hyperammina bulbosa Cushman and Waters, xl5. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-128. 
Initial extremity of a test showing typical bulbous proloculum ------·-- -------· _________ ______ 220 

37, 38. Earlandia minuta (Cushman and Waters), x50. Metatypes from Waters' original 
collection. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-150 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 224 

37. Slightly arcuate test. 
38. Normal straight test of average size and proportions. 

39-41. Haplophragmoides confragosus, n.sp., x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-128_______________ 235 
39. Holotype. This test is the closest to its original state of any found. 

Secondary compression has acted rather uniformly against the lateral 
faces at an angle to the plane of coiling. 

40. Test twisted so completely out of its original plan of arrangement, 
that analysis of chamber relationships is impossible. Such a condition 
is most common. 

41. Badly deformed test. 
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fIGURES-

1-5. H yperamminoides expansus, n.sp., x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-128 _ ------------------- 223 
l. Holotype; lateral view showing typically bluntly rounded aboral ex

tremity of megalospheric test. 

2. Lateral view of a young microspheric test showing slender early stage. 
3. Very broadly flaring test. a, Lateral view; b, view of oral extremity 

showing irregularly pustulate inner wall. 
4. Test bearing strong transverse folds, due probably m part to defor

mational forces. 
5. Unusually large test. 

6. Hyperamminoides expansus, n.sp., x40. Smithwick formation, Sta. 205-T-127. Typi-
cal test from which aboral extremity is missing ___ ___ __ ____ ___ __ ____ ___ __ _______ __ __ __ ______ _______________ 223 

7. Ammodiscus semiconstrictus Waters, x40. Smithwick formation, Sta. 153-T-6. 
Small weakly developed test common in some strata. Transverse corrugations 
are faint on the badly deformed and compressed final convolution ___ _ ,_ _________________ 231 

8. Ammodiscus semiconstrictus Waters, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-128. Large 
typical test showing well-developed characteristic transvere constrictions. Such 
forms common in both Smithwick and Strawn strata _________ __ ________ __ ______ _ ,_________________ 231 

9. Endothyra distensa, n.sp., x40. l\farble Falls formation, Sta. 134-T-6. Lateral 
view of an unusually well-developed test showing characteristic evolute rela-
tionship of later whorls ____ ____ ---- ----- ------- --------------__ __ ---------------------------------------- --- --------------------- 239 

10. Endothyra distensa, n.sp., x40. Marble Falls formation, Sta. 205-T-25. Lateral 
view of a collapsed and deformed test, which is the usual condition of tests 
of this species in this formation________________ __ ____ ______ __ __________________________________ __ __________________ 239 

11. Endothyra distensa, n.sp. , holotype, x40. Marble Falls formation, Sta. 27-T-5. 
Specimen showing typical number of chambers and size of test. a, Lateral 
view showing an umbilical area coated by a thin deposit of calcareous matter 
that obscures the partially evolute relationship of later whorls; b, peripheral 
view _______ _____ ___ _______ ________ ______ _ --· __________ ----------- ·---------------- ----------------------------------------·------------------- 239 

12-15. Endothyranella armstrongi subsp. sobr)na, n.subsp., x40. Marble Falls forma-
tion, St a. 205--T -25 ____ -- --------------- ---___ __ ___ -- ------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 242 

12. Holotype; lateral view of a partly collapsed and deformed test of 
average proportions and development, showing the somewhat evolute 
coiling and broad ~hallow umbilicus. 

13. Lateral view of a partially collapsed test showing a coil of minimum 
size followed by the unusually long succession of rectilinear cham
bers that generally accompanies the very small coil. 

14. Lateral view of an almost full-bodied test with a coil of average size. 
Limbation of the inner extremities of the chambers can be faintly 
detected, even though the test is completely crystallized and there
fore absorbs the light too evenly to give relief. 

15. Lateral view of an almost full-bodied test of proportions and size fre
quent in this formation. Limbation is obscured by translucency of 
crystallized shell. 

16. Endothyranella armstrongi subsp. sobrina, n.subsp. x4-0. Marble Falls formation, 
Sta. 205-T-113. The common collapsed and otherwise deformed test found in 
this formation. Mineralization of the shell wall and absorption of ferruginous 
matter by the more porous parts have rendered the shell thickening dark. The 
slight deposit of secondary calcareous matter in the umbilicus obscures the par
tially evolute coil but wetting of the test reveals true relationships ____ _____ __ _______ __ ___ 242 
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17. Endothyranella armstrongi subsp. sobrina, n.subsp., x4D. Marble Falls formation, 
Sta. 205-T-129. An unusually well-preserved test for this formation. Crystal
lization of the shell matter is only partial, and consequently reflection of 
light reveals sharply the characteristic shell thickening along sutures and inner 
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ex trem i ti es of chambers_________________ ____ _______ __ ________________________________ __ ________________________________________ 242 

18. Endothyra rotali/ormis Warthin, x40. Marble Falls formation, Sta. 134-T-6. Un
collapsed test showing only slight deformation of the final chamber. a, Dorsal 
view; b, peripheral view showing characteristic asymmetry in mode of coiling. 
The aperture is filled with secondary calcareous matter ________________________________ ------------ 240 

19, 20. Bigenerina perexigua, n.sp., holotype, x4.0. Strawn group, Sta. 134-T-33----------------- 243 
19. Line drawing showing sharply all individual chambers as seen when 

test is dam pen ed. 

20. Same test as seen in relief. 

21, 22. Glomospira articulosa, n.sp., x40. Smithwick formation, Sta. 205-T-127. Two of 
the many different forms assumed by this tangle of whorls __ ____________________________________ 233 

23-25. Glomospira articulosa, n.sp., x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-128. Tests showing 
by their differences in general form that no definite plan of coiling is fol-
lowed. 23, Holotype. 24, 25, Form variants __________ ------------------------------____________________ 233 

26-28. Glomospirella umbilicata (Cushman and Waters), topotypes, x40. Smithwick 
formation, Sta. 205-T-127 ____ ______ _______________________________________________ ____ ____________________ _________________ 233 

26. Mature test showing regular overlapping of coils in second stage, which 
~ive rise to a subtriangular outline and regular pattern on lateral 
faces, a structure common in the species but rather uncommon in 
this exposure (type locality). Final whorl planispiral. 

27. Mature test in which earliest stage is weakly developed and there
fore occupies a depressed area in the center of the lateral faces 
and contributes to the umbilicate test. Coils in the second stage 
overlap irregularly and give rise to no geometrical pattern. 

28. Mature test showing one of the very early whorls lying almost at right 
angles to the general plane of the discoid test, a character common 
in this exposure. Such tests are not umbilicate. Coils in the second 
stage have shifted too irregularly to produce any pattern on the 
lateral faces, a character of most tests in this outcrop. 

29-31. Glomospirella umbilicata (Cushman and Waters), x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-
T-128 ______________________ --------------------------------------- ______ ___ __________________ _____________ ______________ ____________________ 233 

29. Youthful test in its second stage of development. a, Lateral view 
showing the subtriangular outline and crushed apertural extremity 
near top of figure. b, Peripheral view showing interlocking convo
lutions. The numbered arrows follow the tube backward from the 
aperture as far as it is in view. 

30. Mature subtriangular test. 
31. Mature umbilicate test showing the overlapping convolutions m the 

second stage followed by one planispiral convolution. 
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FIGURES-

1-3. Reophax arenatus (Cushman and Waters), x40. Strawn group. Sta. 205-T-150 ___ _____ 225 

1. Two-chambered test of unusually fine and uniform texture and with 
an unusually large proloculum. 

2. Coarse-grained test of average size with only the third chamber de
fined by a strong sutural depression. 

3. Small test showing small proloculum, a weakly developed second cham
ber, and a subpyriform third chamber. 

4-6. Reophax expatiatus, n.sp., xW. Strawn group, Sta. 20~T-150 __________ ___ __ ------------------ 228 
4. Holotype showing typical flaring test and very obscure sutures. 
5. Somewhat irregularly developed and moderately flaring test with almost 

no trace of sutures. 
6. Small test of typical texture. 

7-9. Reophax bendensis, n.sp., x40. Marble Falls formation. Sta. 205-T-2 __ ----------------- 226 
7. Very large final chamber, 0.75 mm. in length, showing terminal round 

aperture. 
8. Series of youthful chambers wholly collapsed. Earliest chamber is 

probably the first beyond the missing proloculum. 
9. Holotype. Three-chambered fragment of a test showing characteristic 

texture of mature chambers, characteristic form with greatest breadth 
posterior to the center, and broad shallow sutural depression. 

10, 11. Reophax fittsi (Warthin), x40. Strawn group, Sta. 134-T-3L________________________________________ 228 

10. Coarse test showing characteristic curvature of early end of axis. a, 
Lateral view; b, apertural view showing totally compressed test due 
to compaction of sedimentary forces. 

11. Unusually coarse test for species. The straight axis is frequent but 
not typical. 

12-15. Reophax fittsi (Warthin), x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-150 __________________ _________ ------- 228 

12. Young test showing arcuate axis. 
13. Young test of perhaps three chambers, the maximum development 

reached in some strata. 
14. Faintly arcuate test in early maturity, showing rather indistinct sutures 

and characteristic protruding apertural extremity. 
15. Mature test of four (perhaps five) chambers along rather unusually 

straight axis. 

16, 17. Reopha.x fittsi <Warthin), x40. Strawn group, Sta. 134-T-5 __ ____ ____ _________ :------------------ 228 
16. Test of a\·erage size showing distinct curvature of early extremity of 

axis. 
17. Test showing unusually strong curvature of eady end of axis and ex

ceptionally well-developed sutural constrictions. This may be a micro
spheric test. 

18. Rcophax emaciatus, n.sp .. holotype. x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-164. Typical 
test of average size showing gradual enlargement of successive chambers, and the 
usual complete collapse of walls to fragile, thin fossil specimens. Dampening 
the test shO'ws faintly "ix <possibly seven) chambers. Specimens so complete 
are rare. a, Lateral view; b~ apertural view, showing flattened condition of 
fossil specimens ____ __ __ _ ____ ____ ----- -- --- -- ----- ----- -- ------ ----- -- ------------------------------------ -----___________________ 227 

19-22. Reophax emaciatus, n.sp., x4D. Strawn group. Sta. 205- T-150 ______ ____ ___ _ ______________ __ ____ 227 
19. Unusually large and perfect specimen, typically devoid of sutural con

strictions but comprising about six chambers as revealed by dampen-
ing test. 
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20. Final chamber of a large test, which is the most common state of this 
fragile species in washed material. a, Lateral view; b, apertural 
view showing typical flattening of fossil tests. 

21. Average full-sized test showing final sutures. The succession shows 
each chamber embracing its preceding one by about one-half. 

22. Young test of three chambers. 
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23. Reophax asper Cushman and Waters, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-150. Typi-
cal small, coarsely arenaceous test showing almost no expansion ----------------------------- 226 

24. Reo phax glennensis ( Harlton), x40. Smithwick formation, Sta. 153-T-6. Typical 
test showing shell wall composed of small quartz grains, shell fragments, and 
acicular particles. Dark areas represent reddish-brown limonite --------- -------------------- 229 

25. Reophax minutissimus, n.sp., holotype, x40. Strawn group~ Sta. 205-T-128. A 
test bearing the proloculum, which is missing from most specimens, due to 
extreme fragility of the strongly collapsed thin tests ------------------------------------------------ -- 230 

26-29. Reo phax minutissimus, n.sp., x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-29 _____ -------------------------- 230 
26. Youthful test showing effect of oblique compression of the test result-

ing in deformation of sutural depressions downward. 
27. Unusually stout megalospheric test showing somewhat less collapse than 

is common in the fossil state of this species. a, Lateral view; b, 
apertural view showing flattened specimen. 

28. Youthful megalospheric test with rather unusually elongate chambers. 
29. Microspheric test. 

30. Reophax minutissimus, n.sp., x40. Smithwick formation, Sta. 205-T-127. Very 
well-developed test lacking earliest one or two chambers. Direction of com
pressional forces has been somewhat oblique to the axis, and sutural depres-
sions have been bent upward on the side figured __________ ____ _________ _______________ ____________ ______ __ 230 

31. Reophax tumidulus, n.sp., holotype, x40. Strawn.group, Sta. 205-T-128. Test some
what compressed and otherwise deformed, showing typical moderately coarse 
surface texture and the tumid short chambers that increase very little with 
growth of test _______________________________ _________________ __ ___ . ____________ __ -- -------------- ------------------------------- --------- 231 

32-34. M ooreinella biseriaUs Cushman and Waters, to po types, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 
205-T --.29 ____ ---------------------------------------------______________________________ -----------------------· ______ ---------- ---------- 24 7 

32. Test showing twisting of plane of biseriality by deformational forces be
yond the early trochoid coil. About 8 biserial chambers can be 
counted by turning the specimen. 

33. Strongly twisted test; earliest biserial chambers are seen in peripheral 
view. 

34. Test slightly compressed parallel to plane of biseriality, thus showing 
the normal sequence of biserial chambers in lateral view along the 
axis. 

35, 36. Mooreinella biserialis Cushman and Waters, x40. Strawn group, Sta. 205-T-128.--- 247 
35. Test practically in its original form compresssed only slightly parallel 

to the plane of biseriality. 
36. Very well-developed specimen, length l.2 mm., of 15 biserial chambers. 

Compression has flattened the test perpendicular to the plane of bi
seriality. 



OSTEOLOGY AND RELATIONSHIPS OF TRILOPHOSAURUS 

Joseph T. Gregory 

INTRODUCTION 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case is a 
medium-sized reptile from the Triassic of 
western Texas, whose most striking char
acters are an edentulous beak and trans
versely broadened, sharp-edged cheek 
teeth. This peculiar reptile was named 
by Case in 1928 from a fragment of a 
dentary. At that time, and in a subse
quent detailed study of. t.he de?tition, C~se 
suggested that its affimties m1gh.t be w1.th 
the Cotylosauria, some of which (Dia
dectes, Procolo phon} it resembles in tooth 
implantation and transversely broadened 
teeth. Recently The University of Texas 
has obtained a large collection of Trias
sic vertebrate fossils which includes many 
specimens of Trilo phosaurus, among them 
an articulated skeleton. It is now pos
sible to give a fairly complete account 
of the osteology of Trilo phosaurus, and 
from this more surely to determine its 
affinities. This new material reveals that 
Trilo phosaurus does not belong to the 
solid-skulled Cotylosauria, but is more 
properly referred to the Protorosauria, 
an order of primitive reptiles whose 
skulls possess a single pair of fenestrae 
situated high on the top of the temporal 
region. 

Early in January, 1940, Mr. Grayson 
Meade, who had been in charge of a 
W.P.A. project prospecting for and col
lecting fossils in Howard County since 
the previous September, reported cau
tious! y that he thought he had found a 
quarry in the Triassic beds southeast of 
Big Spring. A few days later he sent to 
the laboratory some jaw fragments with 
transverse I y widened, sharp-edged teeth. 
By the time that this specimen had been 
identified as Trilophosaurus, Meade had 
opened a large quarry which contained 
numerous remains of this reptile. This 
site, known as Quarry I, was excavated 
for six months, and at intervals thereafter 
until March, 1941. One nearly complete 
articulated skeleton, lacking only the pre
orbital portion of the skull and right 
manus, was collected early in 1940. For-

tunately a second skull, lacking the basi
cranium, but with the edentulous beak 
well preserved, was discovered later. Be
sides these specimens a large number of 
vertebrae, girdle elements and limb bones, 
and several jaws and maxillaries were 
collected. A near-by quarry also con
tained mostly Trilo phosaurus material, 
but all specimens from this site, known 
as Quarry 2, are much smaller than those 
of Quarry 1 and presumably are i~ma
ture individuals. A few small specimens 
were found in Quarry I. The matrix of 
the two quarries differed slightly, that 
of Quarry 1 being a fat clay, that of 
Quarry 2 a micaceous sandy shale. . Th.e 
meaning of this distribution of th~ md1-
vidua ls is not known. The location of 
the~e quarries is shown in fig11 re 1. 

GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE 

The Trilo phosaurzts specimens described 
in this paper were obtained fro~ two 
quarries about 100 yards anart, . m the 
Upper Triassic Dockum formation of 
southwestern Howard County, Texas. Quar
ry 1 is situated 800 feet south and 1100 feet 
west of the northeast corner of a 4-sec
tion tract belonging to Mrs. Sarah Min.a 
Hyman, Mrs. Otis Chalk, and Mrs. Dons 
Roberts. It lies in the extreme southeast 
corner of sec. 58, blk. 29, Waco and 
Northwestern Railroad Company Survey, 
about 3 miles north of Otis Chalk, Texas. 
The locality is reached from Big Spring 
by following the highway toward San 
Angelo southeast to the Howard:Glassc.ock 
oil field, about 14 miles from Big Sprmg. 
A quarter of a mile beyond the Howard
Glasscock County line a road turns left 
through the oil field and runs northeast 
and then east to the town of Otis Chalk 
(1 mile east of Ross City on 1936 County 
highway map), a distance of 9 miles from 
the highway. Here take the left for~ of 
the road which leads north and contmue 
1.4 miles to near the top of the first ~ill. 
A road branches to the left, leads m a 
short distance through the cattle guard 
into the Hyman heirs tract, roughly fol
lows the fence northward for about 2 
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Fig. 1. :\lap of Howard County, Texas, showing location of Triassic fossil quarries. 

miles~ and then leaves the field by a gate. 
Take the first left fork of the road be
yond this gate and follow it for one
fourth of mile to a point overlooking the 
badland area to the west. The quarries 
are on the first low hill between this 
point and Signal Peak, a prominent land
mark with the shape of a truncated cone. 

Quarry 1 is on the south side of this 
hill (see Pl. 18) and extends along it for 
150 feet. The matrix is a massive varie
gated red, green, purple, and yellowish 
shale with waxy luster and smooth, greasy 
feeling to the hand. The hones com
monly are covered with a thin hard con
cretion of calcite and hematite. Some-

times this is readily flaked from the sur
face of the hone, hut on other specimens 
it is extremely difficult to remove. The 
hones are fairly well preserved, although 
cut by many joints. Their color varies 
from light brick-red and reddish brown 
to white and bluish white. Some of the 
larger pieces have been crushed and dis
torted, hut ·the direction and amount of 
this are usually readily determinable. 
The bones occur mainly in one layer 
about a foot thick, 6 inches above a re
sistant calcareous bed. They are thickly 
distributed throughout this layer. Iso-
lated elements were most commonly en
countered, hut one complete skeleton and 
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parts of several others were found in 
articulation. 

A number of faults of small displace
ment cut the deposit; the most promi
nent of these terminates the worked por
tion of the quarry on the west. I ts west
ern side is downthrown 2 feet. 

Quarry 2 is about 100 yards east of 
Quarry 1 at the base of the eastern end 
of the hill where a much smaller area 
was worked. The matrix here is a bright 
brick-red, slightly sandy, micaceous shale. 
The hones are of smaller individuals 
than the average of those found in Quarry 
1. A heavy concretion incrusts these 
hones as it does the others. The white 
hone is exceedingly soft, brittle, and sur
rounds a hard core from which it readily 
breaks. Hence preparation is difficult. 

Quarry 2 lies 20 feet lower than Quarry 
1. The faulting which is known to occur 
throughout this area makes accurate de
termination of the relationships of the 
two beds impossible; it is reasonable to 
assume that they are near the same strati
graphic level. The present difference in 
elevation is probably not significant. 
Even if a greater actual stratigraphic 
separation than the possible 20 feet were 
demonstrable, both would be close in age 
according to standards applicable to the 
Dockum formation. In the absence of any 
evidence to the contrary, the specimens 
from Quarry 2 are provisionally regarded 
as immature specimens of the same species 
which occurs in Quarry 1. 

No positive correlation has been estab
lished between the fossil quarries of 
Howard County and the locality in Dick
ens County from which Case obtained the 
type specimen of Trilo plwsaurus. Both 
localities are within the Dockum forma
tion, which is a well-defined and continu
ous unit. But the stratigraphic relations 
within the Dockum and relative positions 
of the various localities remain to he de
termined. Near-by localities in Howard 
County have yielded a fauna of phyto
saurs and amphibians similar to the 
Cedar Mountain area in Crosby County. 
The following forms have been identified 
to date: 

Buettneria sp. 
Angistorhinus sp. 
Promystriosuchus sp. 

Desmatosuchus sp. 
Coelophysis sp. 

No attempt has been made to deter
mine the species of the reptiles. The 
f aunae on the whole are very similar, 
and careful comparisons of material from 
both localities will have to be made be
fore any decision can he reached as to 
the exact relationships. Accordingly the 
Trilophosaurus material from Howard 
County is provisionally referred to the 
type species, T. buettneri, from which it 
differs in no important manner. The chief 
aim of this pa per is to discuss the genus 
and its relationships rather than to estab
lish species, upon undemonstrable and 
hypothetical distinctions in age and dis· 
tribution. 

The present paper is not an exhaustive 
study of the abundant Trilo phosaurus 
material at The University of Texas; it 
is limited mainly to a description of the 
skeleton and discussion of ordinal rela
tionships. The descriptions are based 
largely upon a single articulated speci
men, No. 31025-140, supplemented by 
data from a second skull, No. 31025-143, 
a braincase, No. 31025-142, a complete 
lower jaw, No. 31025-5, and occasional 
isolated bones which are better preserved 
than those of the articulated skeleton. 
Abundant material is at hand for further 
studies of skeletal variation, growth rates, 
special anatomical features, and other 
biological problems. It is to be hoped 
that the yet unprepared material contains 
specimens which will throw more light 
on the structure of the braincase. Final 
determination of the palatal structure 
waits upon the discovery of uncrushed 
skulls. Better material is needed to de
termine the sutures delimiting many of 
the skull roofing bones. 
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SKULL 

Text figs. 2, 3 

The skull of Trilo phosaurus is short 
and deep, moderately wide in the orbital 
region, narrowing slightly posteriorly and 
tapering in front to a rounded, edentu
lous beak. A short sagittal crest rises 
from the posterior part of the parietals. 
In front of this the dorsal surface of the 
skull is straight to a point in front of the 

Fig. 2. Trilophosaurus buettneri Case, xl; restoration of skull, dorsal view. 
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orbits, where it begins to curve downward 
to the beak. In the center of the skull lie 
the large, elongate orbits facing outward 
and forward. The narrowest interorbital 
point is near the middle, behind which 
the superior border, formed by the fron
tal, turns strongly outward. The prefron
tals swell outward above the anterior 
portion. Above the beak, close to the 
front of the skull, are large, oval, later
ally opening, external nares. A well-de
veloped septomaxillary lies within them. 
Its poor preservation makes observation 
of a septomaxillary for amen impossible. 
A pair of large superior temporal fenes
trae lie on the upper surface of the skull 
behind the orbits, separated from each 
other posteriorly only by the thin sagittal 
crest. The posterior border of the tem
poral region bows out behind these open
ings to increase the area of muscle attach
ment. Lateral to the fenestrae the side of 
the skull drops vertically to its lower 
margin. The lateral temporal region is 
deep and solidly covered by a thin sheet of 
bone. Neither lateral temporal fenestra 
nor antorbital vacuity are present. The 
ventral margin of the skull is straight from 
the tip of the beak to the rear of the tooth 
row. Thence it descends gradually pos
teriorly to the downward projecting 

quadrate condyles, at the rear margin of 
the skull. 

The top and sides of the skull are 
essentially flat surfaces meeting at a pro
nounced angle. In the preorbital region 
the upper surface becomes rounded. The 
superior temporal fenestrae have destroyed 
the primitive "table" in the postorbital 
region, which is narrowed to a parietal 
crest. 

The temporal opening is bounded above 
by parietals, behind and somewhat to the 
side by the squamosal, and in front by 
postfrontal. Unfortunate! y the preserva
tion of the material does not permit trac
ing sutures between the various bones at 
the side of the temporal region. Whether 
the postorbital entered the boundary of 
the temporal fenestra can not be deter
mined at present. It seems reasonable, 
however, to interpret the opening as a 
superior fenestra homologous with that in 
the sauropterygians and protorosaurs, and 
perhaps the upper opening of. the diap
sids, and not as an expanded lateral open
ing such as occurs in the therapsids. 

Behind the temporal fenestrae the 
parietals swing downward and outward 
from the sagittal crest and are overlapped 
anteriorly by the squamosals which con
tinue the arch outward to the heads of 

Fig. 3. Trilophosauru.s buettneri Case, xl; restoration of skull, palatal view. 
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the quadrates. Large posttemporal fenes
trae separate the posterior temporal 
arches from the paroccipitals. The lat
eral surf aces of the skull are bounded 
posteriori y by the tall quadrates which 
descend far below the level of the occip
ital condyle. The tubera project down
ward strongly on either side of the mid
line. A large occipital plate rises nearly 
vertically above the foramen magnum; its 
upper edge is strongly overhung by the 
posttemporal arch. The condyle is single, 
convex, and ventrally directed. 

DERMAL BoNES or THE SKULL RooF 

Pis. 19, 20 

The skull of Trilo phosaurus has ad
vanced over the primitive tetrapod pat
tern by fenestration of the temporal 
region and attendant loss of several prim
itive elements. No trace can be found of 
intertemporal, supratemporal, or tabular 
bones. The interparietals likewise are no 
longer distinct elements in the adult, 
although they may be incorporated in 
the supraoccipital plat~, as in some mam
mals. No sutures can be detected sepa
rating the lacrimal and jugal from the 
maxillary, or the postorhital, jugal, 
quadratojugal, and squamosal from one 
another. The boundary between prefron
tals and nasals is also obscure, and no 
sutures save the median sagittal are at 
all distinct. In the description that fol
lows, therefore, regions will sometimes be 
dealt with instead of separate bones. 

Premaxillaries.-At the front of the 
skull is a large rounded beak formed by 
the premaxillaries. These bones meet in 
a median suture which remains open in 
the adult skull on which they are pre
served. The lower margin forms a sharp
edged edentulous beak, which continues the 
line of the alveolar margin of the max
illary forward to the tip of the skull. The 
inner or palatal surfaces slope upward 
from the edge. Due to crushing, the 
palatal extent and relations are unc.er
tain, but it is likely that the anterior 
lateral boundary of the internal nares was 
formed by the premaxillaries. Tall 
ascending processes form the convex front 
end of the snout and taper gradually to 
a point above the center of the external 
nares. This point is embraced by the 

nasals. The anterior and lower margins of 
the oval nares are formed by the pre
maxillary. 

Septomaxillary.-The badly crushed 
remains of this bone lie within the lower 
and posterior half of the external naris. 
The hone was apparently well developed 
as in many other reptiles. If a septomax
illary foramen was present, it has been 
obliterated by crushing. 

N asals.-The region between nares and 
orbit is both crushed and lacking in 
sutures. It would seem that the nasals 
were fairly extensive, extending from a 
transverse suture with the frontals just 
anterior to the orbit, to the top of the 
narial opening, at the sides of the pre
maxillaries. A slender lateral process 
I ying inside the premaxillaries forms the 
upper half of the anterior edge of the 
external naris. Anterior to the prefrontals 
they may have widened and extended 
down onto the side of the skull. 

Pref.rontals.-These thin bones form a 
a conspicuous swelling over the anterior 
corner of the orbit. They extend inward 
and downward, forming the smooth an
terodorsal surface of the orbit above the 
lacrimal. The boundary with nasal and 
maxillary is obscure. The interior of the 
hone is hollow, perhaps containing a 
pneumatic sinus. 

Frontals.-The broad flat interorhital 
region is formed by the frontals {Pl. 22). 
Together, these make an equilateral tri
angle with a nearly straight posterior 
base and slightly concave lateral sides. 
A transverse suture separates them from 
the parietals, another from the nasals. 
The postfrontals attach to the postero
lateral corners. The frontals form the 
posterodorsal borders of the orbit. Here 
they have a thin, wedge-shaped edge 
which is slightly rugose. Anterior to the 
middle of the bone the prefrontals fit 
against its sides and swell outward over 
the remainder of the orbit. The sides of 
the frontals continue to converge an
teriorly. The dorsal surface is flat, in 
some specimens hearing a slight trans
verse depression on either side at the 
posterior end, just in front of the tem
poral ridges. 

The lower surface of the frontals pre
sents a broad longitudinal median con-
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cavity above the braincase, which is sep· 
arated from the upward sloping roof of 
the orbits by an evenly rounded ridge 
which terminates at the rear end of the 
prefrontal suture. Anterior to this a 
pair of grooves diverge slightly as they 
pass anteriorly, leading into the pre
frontal sinus. There are no ridges or 
other indications of contact with the 
chondrocranium. 

Parietals.-The parietals are as broad 
as the frontals at the postorbital proc
esses but rapidly contract to a thin sagittal 
crest in their posterior half. The crest is 
continued forward by prominent ridges at 
the rear corners of the postorbital proc
esses. In front of these ridges the parie
tals extend to a transverse frontoparietal 
suture and participate laterally in the 

depressions already mentioned which lie 
in front of the temporal ridges. Below 
the anterior portion of the sagittal crest 
the parietals bulge outward to roof the 
brain cavity. The lateral margin in this 
region is directed downward and is con
cave. A small groove traverses the 
margin, which may indicate the epiptery
goid articulation. 

Posteriorly the parietals diverge and 
form the median portion of the post
temporal arch. They are over lapped an
teriorly by the squamosal and end about 
one-third the length of the arch from its 
beginning. Strong ventral processes ex
tend downward from the middle of the 
constricted region. These rest upon the 
supraoccipital plate and also extend for
ward somewhat protecting the sides of 

Fig. 4. Trilophosaurus buettneri Case, xl; restoration of $ku11 and jaw, side view. 
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the braincase. The lower surf ace, anterior 
to the supraoccipital suture, slopes up
ward steep I y to about the level of the 
postorbital bar and then flattens to meet 
the frontal. It is broadly concave in 
transverse section. This portion roofs the 
midbrain. There is no trace of a pineal 
foramen. 

Lacrimal.-X o sutures delimiting this 
bone have been found. A single large 
lacrimal foramen lies at the lower an
terior point of the orbit, just w·ithin its 
mar gm. 

Teniporal region.-The side of the skull 
below the orbit and temporal f enestra, 
and anterior to the quadrate, is covered 
by a large thin plate of bone in which 
no sutures can be distinguished. Around 
the orbital margin of skull No. 31025-
1-13, however, the ends of sutures between 
postf rontal, postorbital, and j ugal may be 
observed. The jugal extends posteriorly 
from an undetermined contact with the 
maxillary, forming the lower border of 
the orbit and part of the lower margin 
of the skull. It rises some on the side of 
the cheek. Suborbital expansions are 
wholly lacking. The postorbital forms 
the posterior border of the orbit. It also 
extends downward inside the jugal for 
some distance along the lower edge of 
the orbit. The postfrontal extends from 
the lateral tip of the frontal and pari
etals downward, to the postorbital, form
ing a small part of the orbital border at 
its upper posterior corner. It also extends 
backward in front of the temporal 
f enestra~ forming the vertical portion of 
the thick postorbital bar. 

The posterior boundaries of these bones 
against the squamosal are not determin
able. Likewise the presence and extent of 
the quadrato j ugal can not be ascertained. 
The deep cheek plate is firmly attached 
to the anterior edge of the quadrate by 
a long curved suture readily visible on 
all specimens. 

DERMAL BOXES OF THE PALATE 

Pl. 19, fig. 2 

Maxillaries.-The maxillaries not only 
bear the teeth but also extend up on the 
side of the snout for some distance. Be
low the front of the orbit an overhang-

ing ridge arises outside the alveolar por
tion and gradually widens posteriorly to 
a point beneath the middle of the orbit 
where it separates from the alveolar 
ramus as a distinct process articulating 
with the j ugal. 

The alveolar ramus is heavy, deep, and 
straight, running parallel to that of the 
opposite side. }t bears 12 to 15 trans
verse! r broadened, sharp-edged, three
cusped teeth. The tooth implantation, as 
will be demonstrated in a subsequent sec
tion, is thecodont. 

The lingual wall of the maxillary rises 
vertically for some distance and is then 
overlapped by the palatine. Anteriorly it 
participates in the border of the internal 
nares. No horizontal palatine flanges or 
secondary palate occur. 

Behind the teeth the posterior end of 
the maxillary is rounded and turns ven
trally, overlapping the base of the lateral 
pterygoid flanges. 

Prevomers.-A bar in the midline of 
the anterior part of the palate is prob
ably formed by the prevomers; it is not 
possible to determine their extent or lim
its. As the palatine!' in No. 31025-140 
appear to form the posterior border of 
the nares, and no trace of the prevomers 
dividing them is present on that speci
men, it is probable that the latter were 
small. 

Palatines.-The palatines are broad, 
horizontal plates extending from the in
ner border of the maxillary nearly to the 
midline and from the posterior border 
of the internal nares to a point opposite 
the posterior end of the maxillaries, be
low the basipterygoid processes. The pala
tal surfaces are slightly concave trans
versely. At the anterior end they curve 
upward to form the border of the nares. 
A small suborbital fenestra separates the 
posterior end of the palatines and max
illary. Behind this the relationships are 
confused, and no sutures can be found 
separating palatine and pterygoid. 

A low rounded ridge arises about 7 
mm. in front of the suborbital fenestra 
and runs posterior I y, passing medial to 
that opening. Medial to this is a deeper 
longitudinal groove 'vhich is bound~d 
medially by a rather sharp high ridge. 
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Anterior! y, this ridge extends nearly to 
the level of the internal nares. It is 
strongest near its middle. The ridge 
terminates abruptly posteriorly in a 
rounded surface a little behind the back 
of the suborbital fenestra. A vertical 
flange arises from the internal ridge and 
forms the side of a deep longitudinal 
median groove between the palatines. The 
flanges rise posterior 1 y to the level of the 
basipterygoid processes. Their dorsal 
borders run forward, curving upward to 
opposite the middle of the orbit. In the 
specimen they converge and join near 
this point, but this may be the result of 
crushing. The median groove of the 
palate is open above posteriorly. Slightly 
behind the high point on the bounding 
ridges, me:ptioned above, it is roofed over 
by plates which can not be separated 
from the palatines. The depth of the 
groove decreases anteriorly. A third pair 
of ridges is present at the anterior end 
of the palatine, their posterior ends 
merging with the horizontal plate be
tween the anterior ends of the median 
ridges and the depression leading to the 
nares. These run forward, becoming sharp 
edged, and separate the medial palatal 
groove from the narial opening. 

It can not be definitely determined 
whether the median groove of the palate 
is roofed by an extension of the pala
tines or by prevomers, because the bone 
surf ace is poorly preserved in this por
tion and no sutures are apparent. The 
palate is badly displaced, especially on 
the left side, so it is possible that the 
groove was not completely roofed in life. 
It is clear that the palatines were largely 
separate in life and that no tendency 
toward development of a secondary palate 
was present. 

The posterior end of the palatine is a 
nearly vertical plate, apparently in exten
sive contact with the pterygoid along the 
medial side of the latter's palatal flanges. 

The dorsal surf ace of the palatine 
forms the extensive bony floor of the 
orbit, curving inward and upward from 
the orbital rim to its summit opposite the 
middle of the orbits. 

Ptery goid.-The pterygoid consists of 
a deep vertical quadrate ramus and a 

moderate-sized palatal flange. The latter 
portion slopes steeply outward and down
ward from the basipterygoid articulation 
to a point below and behind the end of 
the alveolar ramus of the maxillary. Its 
palatal surface faces forward and some
what inward. A strong rounded process 
extends outward into the temporal fossa 
at the level of the maxillary border. 
Ventrally the surface of the pterygoid 
tapers smoothly from this boss to the tip 
of the flange; dorsally it turns inward 
slightly and then extends upward to the 
basipterygoid articulation. 

The ·upper sid~ of the palatal flange 
faces posteriorly. It passes inward from 
the rounded boss, becomes slightly con
cave behind the tip of the process, and 
curves around sharply to the outer side 
of the quadrate ramus, forming a deep 
pocket directed downward and backward 
between the two. 

The anterior extent of the pterygoids 
can not be determined in the material at 
hand-no suture with the palatine can be 
detected on the vertical plate which runs 
forward from the basipterygoid processes 
and is continuous below with the pala
tines. If ectopterygoids are present they 
are small and confined to the palatal 
flanges, on which no definite sutures can 
he detected. 

The quadrate ramus is high and thin 
anteriorly, nsmg above the palatine 
flange near I y to the level of the temporal 
fenestra. Its upper border is concave and 
connects the base of the basipterygoid 
process with the inner edge of the head 
of the quadrate. The ventral border com
mences about 1 cm. above the inner end 
of the palatal flange and passes down
ward and backward along the medial side 
of the quadrate. The posterior border 
drops abruptly from the top to below the 
middle of the quadrate and then curves 
back. The process ends in a stout rod 
appressed to the inner side of the quad
rate, directed downward and backward 
toward the condyle. It is displaced in the 
specimen and probably rested along the 
lower edge of the quadrate originally. The 
flange is thin, vertical, extending outward 
and backward from the palate. 
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OSSIFICATIONS OF THE PALATOQUADRATE ARCH 

Text fig. 5; Pl. 22, fig. 2 

Epipterygoid.-The epipterygoids are 
misplaced badly; the left is best pre
served. It appears to have a flat base 
which rests on the outer side of the 
pterygoid just lateral to the basiptery
goid articulation and extends backward 
for some distance. The anterior edge is 
rounded, the outer surface slightly con
cave. The anterior and posterior borders 
converge upward to a waist above the 
center of the pillar. Above this the top 
widens again to a flange, the upper edge 
of which curves outward. Due to dis- · 
placement, its articulations can not he 
determined. It is suggestive, however, 
that a narrow groove is found in the 
under side of the parietal where that bone 
turns outward toward the postorbital 
process, at the position in which the top 
of the epipterygoid would lie if it had the 
same articulations as occur in Sphenodon 
and the Lacertilia. Possibly this groove 
received the head of the epipterygoid. I 

am indebted to Mr. Wall ace for this 
observation. 

Quadrate.--The large tall quadrate of 
Trilophosaurus is as distinctive as the 
transversely broadened teeth. It is ex
posed at the side of the skull along the 
entire posterior margin of the deep cheek 
region and extends well below the level 
of the teeth. The condyle is transverse, 
about 1 cm. wide, slightly concave near 
the center, and short and convex antero
posterior 1 y. Behind it the posterior bor
der extends upward for 1 to 2 cm., 
bounded by abruptly rounded edges which 
converge slightly above. At the level of 
the tooth row the inner ridge turns out
ward and joins the lateral one which con
tinues up to the top of the bone. Above 
this point the posterior edge is directed 
slightly inward. In the middle region a 
second ridge develops, roughly above the 
lower portion of the inner ridge at the 
base. Near the top, the back of the 
quadrate curves backward sharply and 
forms an overhanging suprastapedial 

~-------~~~~~~---~---~~~ process. The vertical ptery-

Fig. 5. Trilophosaurus buettneri Case, xl; 
restoration of occiput. 

goid flange extends forward, 
passing lateral to the ptery
goid and reaching nearly to 
the palatal flanges of the lat
ter along the ventral border. 
Dorsally its anterior exten
sion is more restricted, being 
less than that of the facial 
portion. The lateral face of 

· the quadrate is flat, vertical. 
From the condyle it passes 
upward and slightly forward 
for a short distance without 
appreciably widening. The 
anterior edge then curves 
forward and sweeps upward 
in a broadly convex spiral 
over the top of the bone to 
the overhanging suprastape· 
dial process. The posterior 
border rises nearly vertically 
from the condy le, then turns 
forward at the junction of 
the two ridges bounding the 
posterior face and curves up
ward and backward to the 
top, where it curves back
ward strongly to the tip. The 
entire anterior edge above 
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the condylar stem is suturally joined to 
the cheek plate ( squamosal et al.) which 
has been described in detail above. 

A facet for the paroccipital is found 
near the top of the medial surface of the 
pterygoid ramus of the quadrate, just in
ternal to the backward hook of the head 
and below the squamosal suture. 

The anterior aspect of the quadrate 
presents a deep, vertical, V-shaped groove 
between the pterygoid and facial rami. 
This surface bounds the temporal fossa 
posteriorly. There is no quadrate fora
men. The quadratojugal, if present, is 
reduced to a portion of the cheek plate. 

BRAIN CASE 

The lateral wall of the braincase has 
been exposed on the left side of the 
skull belonging to the articulated skele
ton. Part of the braincase of a 
smaller individual, No. 31025-142, has 
been prepared both inside and out. The 
latter specimen is broken off in front of 
the otic capsules, behind the dorsum 
sellae, and also lacks the ends of most 
of the processes, and has the right par
occi pital slightly displaced. From these 
specimens it has been possible to recon
struct the braincase with but little con
jecture. The hones of the hraincase are 
indistinguishably fused in the larger 
specimen, but in the smaller the basi
occipital-basisphenoid suture is distinct, 
and there are suggestions of sutures be
tween supraoccipital, prootic, and par
occipital. All specimens indicate that the 
suture between the occipital plate and 
parietals remained open until at least late 
in life; in the best skull this suture has 
been badly displaced, and other specimens 
show characteristic rough surf aces of the 
bones at this point. 

The braincase combines lacertilian and 
archosaurian features in its general form. 
The large periotic ossifications lie high on 
the sides of the skull and constrict the 
cranial cavity between them. A typical 
sauropsidan flexure of the brain is indi
cated by the high dorsum sellae. The 
stapes is slender and f enestra ovalis 
small. Well-developed tuhera, strong, 
downwardly directed basipterygoid proc
esses, and particularly the deep pit which 
lies anterior to the tubera strongly re
semble the archosaurian braincase. In 

contrast to the archosaur skull, there are 
no ossified laterosphenoids in the an
terior wall of the braincase, and the in
ternal carotid foramina are situated at 
the base of the basipterygoid processes, as 
in primitive reptiles. 

The laterally open sella turcica and the 
open notch for the 5th nerve are primi
tive features found in the {;:otylosauria 
( Captorhinomorpha, Price, 1935) and 
Pelycosauria (Romer, 1940), which are 
retained by the Rhynchocephalia and 
Lacertilia among modern reptiles. 

The foramen magnum is diamond
shaped, wider than high. It slightly ex
ceeds the condyle in size. The occipital 
plate, formed largely of supraoccipital, 
rises above it to the overhanging parie
tals. From the sides of the plate the 
strong paroccipital processes extend out
ward, curving backward. 

Basioccipital.-The single condyle is 
convex with little or no trace of a noto
chordal pit. Its upper surface is flat or 
slightly concave. Below, it is strongly 
downturned and overhanging, indicating 
that the skull could be strongly flexed 
upon the neck. The upper surface of the 
bone bears a shallow longitudinal groove. 
Sutures with the exoccipitals can not be 
determined on the available material. The 
ventral surf ace of the bone turns down
ward almost vertically in front of the 
condylar neck. Two deep wings extend 
forward and outward to the tubera, where 
they unite with posteriorly directed proc
esses of the basisphenoid to enclose a deep 
ventrally directed pit. The basioccipital
basisphenoid suture runs transversely 
through the tubera and through the bot
tom of this pit. The posterior surf ace of 
the ventrally directed plate of the hasi
occipital bears a sharp median ridge. The 
plate and tubera furnished insertions for 
powerful rectus capitus muscles. The ends 
of the tubera are rugose to strongly 
pitted. 

Exoccipitals and paroccipitals.-These 
elements are indistinguishably fused; 
moreover the suture separating exoccipital 
and basioccipital can not be made out. 
Hence the extent to which the exoccipitals 
participated in the condyle can not be 
determined at present. A single moder
ately large hypoglossal foramen opens 
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just inside the fora.men magnum on either 
side near the lateral ~dge of the floor of 
the braincase. 

Inside the lateral angle of the foramen 
magnum~ lateral to the hypoglossal fora
men, is a small recess in the exoccipital. 
This lies in line with the elongate jugu
lar foramen and is separated from it by 
a low ridge. The external opening qf the 
h) poglossal foramen is laterally directed, 
at the leYel of the top of the condyle, 
and just beneath a ridge extending from 
the side of the condyle to the posterior 
edge of the paroccipital. A ridge runs 
from the base of the tubera to the lower 
keel of the paroccipital process. Between 
these ridges is a deep recess which is 
diYided by a longitudinal ridge into a 
lateral deep portion and a medial shal
low portion. The hypoglossal foramen 
opens into the posterior edge of the 
shallow part of the pit; the large jugular 
foramen opens laterally into the bottom 
of the. recess, where it is concealed from 
external Yiew by the ridge. The jugular 
f oramen opens into the braincase between 
the otic capsule and basioccipital, in front 
of and lateral to the hypoglossal foramen. 

Long paroccipital processes extend out
ward and backward from the sides of the 
occipital plate. A sharp ridge runs from 
the center of the upper edge near the base 
along the upper anterior margin to the 
tip of the process. A much weaker ridge 
arises near the lateral angle of the fora
men magnwn and runs upward to the 
outer end. Between tbese angles is a sur
f ace which is broad~ cone a Ye, and pos
teriorly directed at the base, but which 
turns upward and becomes flat and nar
row distally. A third sharp angle is 
present along the lower edge of the 
process, rising at the side of the tubera, 
and a fourth, on its anterior surface, 
begins above the f enestra ovalis and 
joins the ventral angle before reaching 
the tip of the process. Proximally the 
lower surfaces are concaYe, forming 
grooves aboYe the jugular foramen pos
teriorly and stapes anteriorly. A short 
ridge runs outward from the upper edge 
of the condyle and joins the lower ridge 
of the paroccipital process just lateral to 
the pit into which the jugular and hypo
glossal foramina open. The distal ends of 

the processes curve downward. Their an
terior faces, laterally directed at the tips, 
fit into facets at the inside of the head 
of the quadrates, and also articulate with 
the squamosal. The posterior border of 
the small fenestra ovalis is formed by 
the parocci pital. There is a suggestion 
on the small cranium that the paroccip
ital-prootic suture runs nearly vertically 
upward from the center of the fenestra 
ovalis to the supraoccipital. A straight 
suture separates the paroccipital and ex
occipital from the supraoccipital. 

Supraoccipital.-Above the foramen 
magnum is a flat plate of bone which 
slopes forward over the posterior part of 
the braincase. Its upper portion rises 
more nearly vertically. At the summit of 
the plate is a median U-shaped notch, 
from w hic}J. a shallow groove descends 
on the outside to the base of the vertical 
portion. On either side of this depres
sion ar~ low, rounded ridges which con
tinue upward to the inner edge of the 
pillars which support the parietals. These 
dorsal processes of the supraoccipital are 
wide and curve gently forward. Above 
the base of th~ paroccipital processes 
they abruptly turn forward to meet the 
prootics at the side of the braincase. 

The supraoccipital is thickened on 
either side above the jugular foramen and 
anterior to it, so that the cranial cavity 
is narrow dorsally in the otic region. In 
front of the otic capsule the brain cavity 
sudden! y widens, a small fossa being 
present on either side, lying in the prootic 
and in front of the supraoccipital. A 
narrow groove connects this fossa with 
the canal for the facial nerve. 

Prootic.-This bone forms the anterior 
border of the fenestra ovalis and con
tains the anterior portion of the laby
rinth. It does not extend onto the floor 
of the braincase in the preserved portion 
of the smaller cranium, and in the larger 
specimen its relationships to the dorsum 
sellae are not determinable due to the 
absence of sutures. It is in contact with 
basisphenoid along a line separating the 
bottom and side of the cranial cavity. 
Above the capsular portion the cranial 
cavity expands over it into a well-defined 
fossa. The prootic forms a wall for this 
region to its free anterior edge. A groove 
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runs forward along the lower edge of the 
wall of the brain cavity, lateral to the 
floor of the braincase, from a point just 
in front of the jugular foramen to above 
the basipterygoid processes, where it turns 
downward abruptly and passes out through 
a ventrally directed foramen. This must 
indicate the course of the facial nerve. 

The fenestra ovalis lies just anterior to 
the base of the paroccipital process. It is 
small and directed downward. The head 
of the slender stapes is inserted in it and 
fills the opening with possible exception 
of the posterior end. The prootic projects 
laterally beyond the basisphenoid and 
forms a strong overhanging ridge along 
the side of the brain case which runs for
ward above the fenestra ovalis from the 
anterior ridge of the paroccipital process 
to the stella turcica. Below the ridge, in 
front of the fenestra ovalis, is a low swell
ing on the surf ace of the basisphenoid, 
which disappears quickly toward the 
tubera. Anterior to the raised area is a 
depression in the basisphenoid. The fora
men for the facial (VII) nerve opens 
into this cavity from beneath the over
hanging ridge of the prootic, entirely con
cealed in lateral view. 

The upper margin of the braincase 
descends steeply in front of the pillars 
which support the parietals. A notch of 
moderate size indents the border directly 
above the facial for amen. Below and 
behind this notch and connecting with it 
is a moderately deep, round pit in the 
side of the prootic. It extends to just 
above the ridge which overhangs the 
facial foramen. Presumably the notch is 
the exit of the trigeminal nerve and the 
pit lodged its Gasserian ganglion. 

In front of the trigeminal notch the 
upper margin rises sharply at the sides 
of the dorsum sellae. 

The inner ear, like that of lizards, 
crocodilians, phytosaurs, and dinosaurs, 
lies at the side of the braincase, well 
above the level of the base of the brain. 
The labyrinth is separated from the brain 
cavity by bone. 

On one side of specimen No. 31025-
14·2 a hole perforates the side of the 
prootic from the angle of the canal for 
the facial nerve and opens backward into 
a rounded pit at the level of the fenestra 

ovalis. This pit appears to be a natural 
smooth bone surf ace. However, no cor
responding structure may be found on the 
opposite side of the specimen, and there 
is no pit with these relations on the 
larger skull. It is more probably a re
sult of injury during preparation rather 
than a separate opening for the hyoman
dibular branch of the VII nerve. 

Basis phenoid.-The floor of the brain
case anterior to the basioccipital is 
formed by the thick basisphenoid bone. 
It bears a low, rounded, median ridge and 
shallow longitudinal grooves on either 
side. At the sides it curves upward to 
meet the prootics at the sides of the 
braincase. Its ventral or palatal surface 
descends steeply from the basioccipital 
suture in the base of the deep pit be
tween the tubera, forward to below the 
sella turcica. Here strong rounded proc
essses diverge laterally and posteriorly 
at about 90 degrees with one another, 
to join the tuber a basisphenoidales and 
form the sides of the pit. These buttresses 
firmly unite the descending flange of the 
basioccipital and its tubera to the basi
cranial axis. The rectus capitis muscles 
presumably inserted on the posterior 
surface of the basioccipital and especially 
at the tubera. The buttress provides a 
means for transmitting their force to the 
rest of the skull. This suggests that they 
had a strong action. The function of the 
deep pit in front of the basioccipital 
flange is problematical. It seems unlikely 
that the rectus muscles inserted in it, not 
onlv because their normal insertion in 
reptiles is on the tubera, but also because 
the deep plate behind the pit would force 
them to take a circuitous course unless 
the head were constantly flexed upon the 
neck to an extreme degree. More prob
ably the pit represents space where bone 
formation would be structurally insignifi
cant and productive only of excess weight. 
It mav have been occupied by a connec
tive tissue mass or more likely by a 
pneumatic sinus. It is in the position of 
the median diverticulum of the eustachian 
tubes in crocodilians. 

Just anterior to these processes, at the 
front of the pit, on the flat ventral sur
f ace of the basisphenoid, are the paired 
f oramina for the internal carotid arteries. 
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They pass upward through the bone in 
normal fashion, and emerge through a 
common opening in the base of the sella 
turcica. The basi pterygoid processes arise 
just anterior to the carotid foramina, 
diverge slightly, and continue downward 
in the same plane as the base of the 
basisphenoid proper to their articulations. 

In front of the basi pterygoid processes 
the sphenoid bone contracts abruptly to 
a narrow~ high, vertical plate. Its ven
tral edge is sharp, and rises rapidly to 
above the level of the sella. Thence the 
bone continues forward as an attenuate 
rostrum, sharply keeled below, its sides 
diverging nearly at right angles, and 
shallow 1 y grooved above. It is not higher 
than broad. Anteriorly it lay on or 
slightly above the top of the ascending 
processes of the palatines. It extended 
as far as the specimen is preserved. The 
rostrum is fused to the basisphenoid, as 
is that of lizards, so that no distinction 
between basisphenoid, presphenoid, or 
parasphenoid is possible. 

The outer surf ace of the basisphenoid 
is plain, sloping downward and outward 
from the region of the fenestra ovalis and 
facial foramen. Above the basipterygoid 
processes the basisphenoid contracts 
strongly, and then slowly widens upward 
to the sella turcica. The dorsum sellae is 
high, keeled in front. Unfortunately this 
structure was largelv destroyed in prepa
ration. It is clear that its posterior edge, 
which formed the floor of the midbrain, 
was a rounded trough rising sharply from 
the relatively horizontal posterior floor 
of the braincase. No sutures are discern
ible here~ so one cannot determine whether 
it is formed bY basisphenoid or prootic. 
The sella is widely open laterally. 

As noted previously there are no ossi
fications pre~erYed in the laterosphenoid 
or ethmoid regions; evidently the brain
case was membranous in this. region. 

Stapes.-The pre~erved portion of the 
~tapes consists of a rod 7 mm. long ex
tending downwrrr<l from the fenestra 
ovalis. Presumably the stapes extended 
downward and somewhat b:ickward~ pass
ing beneath the paroccipital process and 
connecting with a tympanic membrane 
situated in the typical lacertilian posi
tion behind the quadrate. The preserved 

section of the shaft is round, 1.5 mm. in 
diameter. It appears to widen slightly 
toward the foot, which need not be large 
to fill the small fenestra ovalis. It is 
imperf orate. 

HYOIO 

A pau of moderately stout, straight, 
oval rods of bone were found in 
place between the skull and lower jaw. 
They were partly held between the teeth, 
so that it was necessary to break part of 
them to clean the skull. The anterior ends 
of the bones are broken away; the pre
served por.tions are about 4 cm. long and 
5 mm: in diameter. The proximal ends 
are slightly enlarged and rounded. They 
lie below the posterior part of the palate. 
These bones are very probably .a portion 
of the hyoid apparatus. No cervical ribs 
a µpear to be displaced so they are not 
likely to be portions of these. 

The presence of these large hyoid ele
ments suggests that Trilo phosaurus had a 
well-developed tongue which may have 
served to push its food into proper position 
for mastication. 

GENERAL COMPARISONS 

It should be evident from the forego
ing description that Trilophosaurus pos
sessed an essentially reptilian and, in the 
main, primitive type of skull. Its chief 
modifications from the primitive type are 
related to its peculiar dentition and as
sociated habits which in all probability 
included chewing its food. These modifi
cations, in brief, consist of shortening of 
the skull, lowering of the point of jaw 
articulation, increasing the length of the 
adductor mandibulae muscle, and strength
ening of the palate. 

The mesocranial region is much short
ened, the basipterygoid articulation lying 
in the line of the rear part of the max
il 1 ary teeth, actually in front of the ptery
goid flanges. The beak rounds off closely 
in front of the anterior cheek teeth. The 
temporal region has deepened greatly, re
sulting in both lowering of the jaw 
articulation below the tooth line and also 
increasing the area for the adductor man
dibuli muscle. The development of a tem
poral fenestra provides further room for 
that muscle's expansion. The quadrate 
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remains solidly attached to the eheek 
bones, which support it strongly. 

The structure of the palate is such that 
it supports the maxillaries. There is an 
extensive palatine-maxillary contact, and 
the former bone is in turn strongly sup
ported by the pterygoids and basiptery
goid processes. The pterygoid flanges are 
so constructed that they directly trans
mit pressure from the maxillaries to the 
basicranium. In other respects the palatal 
structure, in so far as has been ascer
tained, is of the primitive reptilian pat
tern, with anterior nares, divided pala
tines and pterygoids, an anterior basip
terygoid articulation, and deep quadrate 
rami of the pterygoids. The parasphenoid 
is well developed, more lacertilian than 
primitive. 

Kinetism.-The only suture in the pos
terior part of the skull on which dis
placement occurred was that between the 
supraoccipitals and parietals. The parocci
pital processes extend out at right angles 
to the axis of the skull and articulate 
with the quadrates nearly on a line 
through the occipital condyle. The 
quadrato-paroccipital articulation does not 
appear to have been firm (the skull was 
separated here in preparation and no 
rugosities were found) . If then, the basip
terygoid articulation was movable, the 
braincase could move slightly upon the 
roof and palate of the skull (meta
kinetic) . The absence of the braincase 
from specimen No. 31025-143 suggests 
that it was somewhat loosely connected. 

Relationships.-The braincase presents a 
mixture of primitive and archosaurian 
characters. The open upper border of the 
prootic, with open trigeminal notch and 
laterally open sella turcica are primitive 
reptilian features. So also is the position 
of the internal carotid foramina. The en
closed, dorsally placed inner ear and small 
fenestra ovalis and rod-like stapes are ad
vanced features characteristic of the 
Sauropsida generally (in contrast to the 
Therapsida). Special resemblance to the 
archosaurs, and in particular to the Therop
oda, is to be found in the exceptionally 
strong tubera basisphenoidales, large pit 
for the rectus capitis, and long diverging 
hasipterygoid processes. However, the 

absence of a lateral wall to the braincase 
anterior to the inf undibulum is in strong 
contrast to the archosaur condition. The 
development of the epipterygoid is ad
vanced in the general direction shown by 
both therapsids and sauropsids. Lack of 
details prevents clear interpretation of this 
element. 

The braincase is more elongate pos
teriorly than that of the pelycosaurs, the 
distance between the trigeminal notch and 
pituitary fossa being far greater. There is 
no external venous notch posterior to the 
trigeminal opening, and the border in this 
region rises smooth! y to the supraoccipital. 

MANDIBLE 

Text fig. 6; Pl. 21 

The lower jaws exceed the skull in 
length. They are deep and thick an
teriorly, nearly straight in ventral profile 
beneath the tooth row, behind which the 
lower border slopes upward a little to the 
angular process. In lateral view the sym
physeal region appears steep yet smoothly 
rounded into the ventral border. The 
dorsal outline of the edentulous beak is 
slightly concave above and rises gradually 
to the first tooth. The alveolar border is 
straight and parallel to the lower margin 
of the jaw. A low hut well-defined, round
topped coronoid process rises lateral to the 
last four teeth. Behind this the superior 
border continues at a higher level to the 
articular region where it drops abruptly 
into the cotylus. The retroarticular proc
ess tapers posteriorly both above and below 
to its bluntly rounded termination. The 
angular region, and especially the retro
articular process, is twisted outward ven• 
trally and inward dorsally. 

The dentaries and splenials meet in a 
r,oarsely interdigitating symphyseal suture. 
The massive symphvsis is spoon-shaped in 
superior aspect and bounded laterally by a 
sharp-edged rim. It is similar to the beak 
of a turtle and probably was covered by a 
horny sheath in life, although the bone 
lacks the rough pitted surface such as 
occurs beneath the beaks of turtles. 

The lower jaw is of the complex rep
tilian type, with a large wide Meckelian 
fossa between the coronoid process and 
articula::. region, a small inframeckelian 
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Fig. 6. Trilophosaurus buettneri Case, xl; restoration of mandible. Dorsal and mesial views. 

fossa on the internal side beneath the mid
dle of this region, but no external or 
mandibular foramen. It has been diffi
cult to distinguish sutures, and some un
certainty exists concerning the boundaries 
and even the presence of certain elements. 
In particular, I have found it difficult to 
determine whether a coronoid is present 
or if the coronoid process is formed wholly 
by the dentary. The dentary, splenial, 
surangular, angular, and articular are 
sure I y present, and a prearticular and 
single coronoid seem to be indicated. 

Dentary.-Most of the deep symphysis is 
formed by the dentary, the splenials meet
ing only at the postero-ventral end. The 
sharp outer edge, concave inner surface, 
and rounded anterior outline of the beak 
have already been mentioned. The den
taries form the entire lateral wall of the 

anterior half of the jaw. Internally it is 
concealed behind the symphyseal region 
by the splenial, except for a thin strip 
at the alveolar border. Opposite the 11th 
tooth (in adult specimens) the lateral bor
der begins to rise above the alveolar level 
to form the outer surface of the coronoid 
process. Thence it extends backward about 
1 cm., overlapping the surangular in a 
squamous suture. Its posterior edge drops 
irregularly to the middle of the jaw and 
then slopes forward to the ventral border 
of the jaw beneath the posterior teeth. 

Its alveolar border is straight, widening 
posteriorly to the base of the ascending 
process, and then narrowing as it passes 
internal to that process, rising slightly at 
the end. In it are moderately deep, 
strongly transverse alveoli separated by 
extremely thin lamellae. The depth of the 
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thick alveolar portion of the dentary is 
about four times the height of the exposed 
crowns of the teeth, increasing slightly 
toward the front. Below the alveoli the 
dentary recedes from the splenial. Its 
medial edge extends below the roof of the 
Meckelian or primordial canal, which 
forms a rounded groove on the lower side 
of the bone, and decreases in height toward 
the front of the jaw. 

A series of small nutrient foramina 
open on the outer side of the dentary. The 
most anterior of these is near the upper 
edge of the front of the beak, and is con
tinued by a groove which runs forward and 
upward toward the upper point of the 
symphysis. It is shown best by No. 31025-
125. Behind this the foramina extend to 
about the middle of the dental series, 
descending from near the upper edge of 
the bone to slightly above its center, but 
in no regular fashion. The number and 
spacing of the foramina is variable. On 
No. 31025-125, a small specimen, there 
are 10 foramina on one side and 11 on the 
other; No. 31025-5, which is larger, has 
10 or 11 on the left side but only 6 
visible on the right. The foramina at the 
posterior end of the series are larger and 
more widely spaced than the remainder. 

These foramina presumably provided 
exits for branches of the mandibular nerve 
and artery from the primordial (Mecke
lian) canal of the jaw, and are homologous 
to the mental foramina of mammals. 
Unlike the foramina of ceratopsian jaws, 
they bear no relation to the teeth. 

Splenial.-The splenial is a thin bone 
covering the entire inner surface of the jaw 
beneath the teeth, extending forward to 
meet that of ihe opposite side at the pos
terior end of the symphysis, and overlap
ping the medial side of the angular to 
some extent in the posterior part of the 
jaw. It curves outward beneath the 
Meckelian canal and forms the lower bor
der of the jaw between the symphysis and 
angular. Its suture with the dentary may 
be seen along the ventrolateral border; 
frequently there is some displacement 
along it. A small exposure of the splenial 
on the lateral surf ace of the jaw beneath 
the surangular is found behind the dentary. 
On the medial surf ace of the jaw the 
splenial slopes downward behind the pos-

terior tooth to the inframeckelian fora
men, whose lower border it forms. Pos
teriorly it is not distinguishable, but prob
ably soon vanished in squamous suture 
with the angular. 

Coronoid.-Three specimens show what 
appears to be a suture between the outer 
lamina of the dentary and the main 
rounded portion of the coronoid process. 
On two of these are some traces of a 
splenio-coronoid suture. In other jaws 
the coronoid process arises without a break 
from the posterior end of the alveolar 
border and appears to be formed entirely 
by the dentary. Inasmuch as a coronoid 
bone is to be expected in an otherwise 
primitive jaw, it is here described from 
those specimens which appear to show it; 
but the sutures described may be cracks. 

The coronoid (if it be a distinct ele
ment) forms a small, thick, rounded proc
ess immediately behind and somewhat lat
eral to the most posterior tooth of the jaw. 
A longitudinal suture separates it from 
the ascending process of the dentary on the 
outside. Posteriorly it forms the anterior 
end of the Meckelian fossa. The sur· 
angular meets it lateral to this, the pre
articular (?) medial to it. A short, thin, 
pointed process extends forward and down
ward on the medial side of the jaw, behind 
the alveolar . ramus of the dentary and 
overlapping the splenial. 

Angular region.-No suture has been 
observed between the surangular and an
gular. The vent~al border of th': jaw is 
constricted behmd the splemal, so 
that it is thin and outwardly directed in 
the angular region. It slopes upw~rd t.o 
the retroarticular process, of which it 
forms the lateral border. The internal 
surface is concave and directed more ven
trally than medially below the articular. 
The external surface is likewise concave 
and directed upward, a broad groove pass
ing obliquely forward and downward be
tween the retroarticular process and artic
ular bone. The posterior end of the jaw 
is thickened and rounded; it presents an 
unfinished rough surface for ligamentous 
attachments. 

On the medial surf ace of the jaw the 
angular extends forward beneath the 
splenial for an undetermined distance. It 
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apparently forms the posterior border of 
the inframeckelian f ossa and is exposed 
shortly posterior to this on the inner sur
face of the jaw behind the splenial. No 
suture separating it from the prearticular 
has been observed, so it is possible that 
it includes the region referred to that 
element. 

? Prearticu1ar.-The medial border of 
the l\fockelian fossa lies considerably he:
low the external margin. It is hounded 
by a thin bone ~ suturally separated from 
the splenial and (?) coronoid, which 
hounds the inframeckelian fossa dorsally 
and appears to continue hack be.neath the 
articular to the lower surf ace of the retro
articular process. No certain suture with 
the angular can he seen; if the heavy crack 
on No. 31025-5 is a suture, the angular 
is a greatly reduced element and the pre
articular unusually large. It seems likely 
that the anterior portion of this bone, at 
least, is a separate prearticular. 

Articular.-The cotylus is a horizontal 
transverse! y widened concave facet di
rected strictly upward. Its lateral portion 
is larger than the medial projection, which 
is confined to the posterior half. The 
cylindrical surfaces have a transverse axis 
and must have limited the jaw to orthal 
and slight transverse movement. 

The cotylus is hounded posteriorly by 
a I ow transverse ridge. Behind this ridge 
the articular expands strongly inward and 
downward, its upper surf ace concave. The 
medial border turns inward around this 
expansion and then slightly outward to 
join the inner edge of the retroarticular 
process. A short process of the articular 
extends forward and downward from the 
anterior edge of the cotylus, forms the 
postero-internal edge of the Meckelian 
fossa~ and ends along the median wall of 
the same, covered by the prearticular. 

Comparisons.-The deep, massive tooth
hearing portion of the jaw and large Meck
elian fossa of Tri lo phosaurus are similar 
to the Coty losauria, and especially the 
diadectomorphs, with which Trilo phosau
rus also agrees in having transversely 
broadened teeth. The characters are not 
necessarily primitive, however, for they 
are functionallv associated with a massive 
dentition and inay have been secondarily 
acquired. 

The transverse, cylindrical, articular 
cotylus differs strikingly from that of 
Diadectes, which bears a median longi
tudinal ridge and permits extensive antero
posterior movement. The large splenials 
meeting in symphysis are found in primi
tive reptiles hut not, according to Romer, 
in the Pel ycosauria. They occur in 
Therapsida, Rhynchocephalia, and some 
other orders. The absence of an external 
foramen distinguishes the jaw from that 
of the Archosauria and is again a primi
tive feature. It is seldom found in pely
cosaurs, never in Rhynchocephalia. The 
inframeckelian fossa is of wide distribu
tion among primitive reptiles. There is 
no angular hook such as characterizes the 
therapsids and some of the pelycosaurs. 
Except for the thecodont teeth, the jaw is 
not unlike that of rhynchosaurs and other 
rhynchocephalians. The moderate coro· 
noid process is found in these, !ind in 
sauropterygians, ornithischians, and other 
durophagous forms. It is of different form 
from that of the therapsids. The unre
duced elements of the angular and artic
ular region and the lack of a strong coro
n oid process of the dentary separate the 
jaw from the therapsid type. 

DENTITION 

Pls. 20, 21 

Dental f ormula.-As noted elsewhere, 
the premaxillaries and symphyseal re
gion of the lower jaw are edentulous, 
bearing sharply ridged occlusal borders 
which probably were covered in life with 
a beak-like horny sheath. The maxillaries 
and dentaries bear long series of trans
versely widened teeth which are so sim
ilar in upper and lower jaws that a 
single description will suffice for both. 
The maxillary teeth are set almost at right 
angles to the elongation of the alveolar 
border; in the dentaries, however, numer
ous specimens show an oblique position 
of the teeth, the internal end lying well 
anterior to the posterior. The angle 
varies considerably, and frequently is 
more oblique in the anterior portion of the 
jaw than the posterior. The difference 
may well he due to the angle between the 
rami of the jaw, the teeth being set normal 
to the median longitudinal axis in every 
case, so that they occlude between those of 
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the maxillaries. This oblique position may 
be due in part to effects of decomposition 
or preservation, for in those jaws in which 
the teeth are most oblique they are most 
widely and irregularly spaced. Case 
( 1928, p. 2) describes the teeth of the type 
as having the cutting edge sloping inward 
and downward and the outer cusp higher 
than the others. Most of the material ex
amined for this present paper fails to 
show such a slope, and some jaws, in
deed, have the inner edge higher. 

The skull associated with the skeleton 
has 13 teeth preserved in the right maxil
lary. The most anterior of these is def
initely 3 lobed and was certainly preceded 
by one and very possibly 2 more anterior 
teeth. The second skull has the anterior 
portion preserved, but the posterior ends 
of the maxillaries are broken. Thirteen 
teeth are indicated on each side, but it is 
possible that a minute 14th tooth, like 
that at the posterior end of the row on the 
first skull, may have been present. Two 
other moderately complete maxillaries in 
the collection each have 12 teeth, one with 
strong indications of additional teeth, the 
other suggesting that the series is com
plete although the anterior and posterior 
small teeth are missing. From this it may 
be concluded that the adult maxillaries of 
Trilophosaurus bore from 12 to 14 or pos
sibly more teeth, with 13 or 14 probably 
the normal number. More evidence is 
present concerning the lower dentition. Of 
15 jaws, 2 have 12 teeth, 7 have 13, 5 
have 14, and one has 15 teeth. It is 
probable that some of the specimens in 
which 13 teeth were counted have lost 
traces of the anterior small tooth, so the 
mode may properly belong at 14. Thus 
it seems likely that the upper and lower 
jaws of an individual had nearly or exactly 
the same number of teeth. 

Immature specimens have as many teeth 
as adults. 

The mean length of the maxillary tooth
row in 4 specimens is 48 mm. The tooth
rows in 13 lower jaws have a mean length 
of 45. 7 mm., the extreme being 24.6 mm. 
and 53.2 mm. Two presumably immature 
specimens, one from Quarry 1 and one 
from Quarry 2, with lengths 37 mm. and 
24.6 mm. respectively are included. Omit
ting these, the mean length of the lower 

tooth-row in 11 adult specimens from 
Quarry 1 is 48.4 mm., close to the mean 
of the upper tooth-row length. The stand
ard deviation of this series is 3.56 mm. 
and its coefficient of variability is V :=7.4. 

Case (1928B, p. 2) has concisely de
scribed the form of the individual teeth. 
The first tooth in both upper and lower 
jaws is small, round, and conical. The 
following teeth are all short and greatly 
widened transverse to the jaw. Their width 
slowly increases posteriorly from the 2nd 
to the 8th to 10th tooth of the maxillary 
and to the 10th or 11th tooth of the den
tary, beyond which it decreases slightly to 
the penultimate. The last tooth is again 
minute and may be either slightly widened 
transversely or nearly round; in all speci
mens in which its crown is preserved one 
may detect three cusps. The round teeth 
found in some specimens have the central 
cusp distinctly larger and hi~her than the 
minute lateral cuspules. In the skull there 
are two small teeth at the posterior end 
of the maxillary series, the last being 
round, the next to the last still transverse. 
The associated jaws, however, have only a 
single small posterior tooth; this ap-pears 
to be the general condition in the lower 
jaws, in none of which were two small 
posterior teeth observed. There is not 
sufficient material available to be certain 
concerning the maxillary. 

The remaining teeth have sharp-edged 
transversely set crowns which swell at the 
center and ends to form minute conical 
cusps connected by a slightly concave 
blade. The anterior and posterior faces 
are shallowly concave on either side of 
the central cusp as far down as the cin~ula. 
These run from inside to outside just above 
the basal swelling, rising slightly toward 
either end where they disappear into the 
smooth ends of the teeth. At the base 
of the enamel the crown suddenly con
stricts and then drops straight to the alveo
lar border. At either end the crown is 
rounded, conical, appearing slightly swol
len above the basal constriction. The 
teeth are symmetrical to both longitudinal 
and transverse planes. 

The mean length of the widest tooth in 
10 lower jaws from Quarry 1 is 10.5 
mm. This value excludes two immature 
specimens, one of which, from Quarry 2, 
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has a maximum tooth width of only 5. 7 
mm. The standard deviation of the series 
from Quarry 1 is 0.73 mm., and its co
efficient of variability is 7.3. 

In 8 maxillaries the mean width of the 
widest tooth is 11.5 mm., with a stand
ard deviation of 0.93 mm. and coefficient 
variability of 8.1. 

The implantation is thecodont, with 
widely open roots. The septa between the 
alveoli are thin. Case regarded the func
tional teeth as solidly grown to the bor
ders of the alveoli in a pseudo-acrodont 
fashion. A longitudinal section of a max
illary shows deep, open roots of the teeth 
set in alveoli separated by thin laminae 
of bone. It is, however, difficult to de
cide the exact limits of the jaw and tooth 
near the alveolar rim. 

A series of fine vertical striations in 
the bone at the edges of the alveoli may 
be observed in some specimens. On the 
sides of corroded jaws these lines radiate 
outward from the ends of each tooth. The 
contact of tooth with bone merges in this 
striated zone like the infolded bases of 
labyrinthodont or acrodont teeth. The 
implantation thus appears as a combina
tion of thecodont and acrodont types. 
The thecodont condition is, in Trilopho
saurus, undoubtedly more primitive and 
of real systematic significance. The firm 
intergrowth of tooth roots and jaws may 
be a secondary adaptive development re
lated to the specialized, chewing function 
of the teeth. It is not clear what role 
this condition played in the periodic shed
ding and replacement of the teeth. 

Succession of teeth. - Almost every 
specimen shows a gap at some pomt m 
the dental series where a tooth is miss
ing. In a few specimens two teeth are 
missing, one near the front and one far 
back. One jaw has two adjacent empty 
alveoli on one side but only one oppo
site. This is probably abnormal. On the 
eroded sides of many of the jaws (both 
upper and lower) can be seen the crowns 
of successional teeth lying in the pulp 
cavities of their functional predecessors. 
The succession was vertical; as each tooth 
became worn or injured it dropped out 
and was rapidly replaced from below by 
the already formed replacement tooth. 
The gaps are interpreted as indicating the 

position of a tooth shed just pnor to 
the death of the animal. The replacing 
tooth, not yet firmly attached to the hone, 
fell out, leaving a gap in the dental series. 
In all cases the alevolus thus left extends 
deeply into the jaw. 

In some weathered specimens the re· 
placing teeth may be seen directly he· 
low the functional teeth, their points ex· 
tending up into the pulp cavities of the 
latter. In longitudinal section of the max
illary the developing crowns can he seen 
within the pulp cavity-a well-developed 
tooth beneath a tooth about to be replaced 
and rudiments of a second below that; 
beneath each of the other teeth is a sin
gle replacing tooth. 

In a weathered lower jaw (No. 31025-
108), in the pair of jaws numbered 
31025-5, in the longitudinal section of a 
maxillary (No. 31025-105) (Pl. 20), 
and to a slight extent in some other 
specimens, one may observe evidence of 
a regular order of tooth replacement. 
Beginning at the anterior end of the 
series the teeth were replaced one at a 
time, in regular sequence posteriorly. 
The next renewal of the front teeth com
menced about the time the last of the 
cheek teeth had been replaced. When the 
waves of replacement became crowded, 
perhaps due to accidental injury of some 
tooth, two gaps might occur. 

The evidence for this hypothesis of or
derly succession is found in the position 
of the crowns of the successional teeth 
beneath their functional predecessors. 
Beneath that tooth lying just behind the 
vacant alveolus, regardless of its place in 
the entire series, the successional tooth 
has grown well up into the pulp cavity 
and almost appears to have been push
ing the functional tooth out. Each more 
posterior tooth has its successor less ad
vanced and lower beneath its crown, so far 
as they are at all visible. Anterior to the 
gap, however, where the teeth had recently 
been replaced, the permanent teeth are 
firm I y rooted with no trace of the suc
cessiona I tooth visible from the exterior. 

The pair of jaws No. 31025-5 has the 
vacant alveolus near the back of the 
series. Behind it one can see the well
developed successional teeth pushing up
ward below the crowns of their prede· 
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cessors. At the anterior end of the series, 
too, the successional teeth also are fully 
developed and high in the sockets, ready 
for the next wave of replacement. 

In every specimen in which both rami 
of the jaws are preserved the vacant 
alveoli of each side are exactly opposite, 
or in rare cases one tooth apart. In the 
associated skull and jaws the maxillaries 
have opposite alveoli vacant, and these 
are directly above the empty alveolus in 
the lower jaw. Thus it appears that the 
succession was not only regular from 
front to hack in the jaws, hut also ordi
narily progressed simultaneous! y and at 
the same rate in both upper and lower 
jaws, and on both sides of the mouth. 

I have carefully scrutinized the speci
mens for evid~nce of worn crowns on the 
teeth about to he replaced hut failed to 
find any noticeable differences between 
these and the unworn teeth just preced
ing the diastemata. 

Occlusion.-The teeth apparently in
termeshed with those of the opposite jaw, 
the wedge-shaped transverse crowns of 
the upper cheek teeth fitting into the 
V-shaped valleys between the lower teeth, 
and vice-versa. The lower jaw was re
stricted to orthal and perhaps some 
strictly transverse motion, so the teeth 
occluded more or less perfectly, the points 
of the crowns never opposing one an
other. In the skull and jaws belonging 
to the complete skeleton, the teeth were 
found with the crowns intermeshed in this 
fashion (although somewhat displaced 
laterally.) The most posterior maxillary 
tooth occluded behind the last tooth of 
the lower jaw. 

This interlocking of the teeth may ac
count for the sharp crowns always ob
served on unbroken specimens; any wear 
between teeth of upper and lower jaws 
would be on the sloping front and back 
sides of the crowns and tend to sharpen 
the edge. The occlusion of Trilopho
saurus thus contrasts strongly with that 
of Diadectes, in which the crowns of the 
teeth opposed each other and were worn 
down by grinding or crushing action. 

VERTEBRAE 

Pl. 32 

Trilophosaurus has 24 presacral verte
brae, excluding the proatlas. The seven 
anterior vertebrae are cervicals and 
differ from the dorsals in their procoe
lous centra, hyposphenes, and slender 
longitudinally directed ribs. The eighth 
vertebra is transitional from the cervical 
to dorsal type and might be regarded 
as. a member of either series. It agrees 
with the cervicals in being procoelous. 
The neural spine is short, anteroposteri
orly, like those of the anterior dorsal 
vertebrae. The diapophysis is directed 
downward as in the cervical vertebrae but 
is shorter and higher, approaching the 
position typical of the dorsal series. In 
the articulated skeleton it lay in front of 
the scapular blade. 

Including the eighth vertebra, there are 
1 7 in the dorsal series. The last three 
of these have short ribs coossified with 
the transverse processes and may be re
garded as constituting a lumbar region. 
There are two well-developed sacrals. The 
27th to 34th vertebrae are preserved at 
the base of the tail. Two other sections 
of caudal vertebrae were preserved. One 
of 11 articulated vertebrae in line behind 
the skeleton surely belongs with it, and a 
near-by loop of 11 more may also. A 
long tail, of 40 or more vertebrae is 
indicated. ' 

The vertebrae are characterized by 
round or compressed centra with ex
panded articular ends which are procoe
lous in the cervical and caudal regions 
and platycoelous throughout the trunk. 
The thin neural spines are uniform! y low 
and flat truncate and, except for the an
terior thoracic vertebrae, nearly as long 
anteroposteriorly as their centra. The 
spines become longer than high in the 
anterior caudals and are reduced to a 
fa int ridge at the top of the neural arch 
from the middle of the tail backwards. 
A primitive feature for the vertebral col
umn of a Triassic reptile is the presence 
of ossified crescentric intercentra through
out the dorsal region. 

Proatlas.-Two thin triangular disks 
are attached to the occipital region of 
the skull, somewhat displaced from their 
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natural pos1t10ns above the upper edges 
of the foramen magnum, projecting back
ward toward the atlas. The dorsolateral 
surface of these ossicles is slightly con
vex transversely. The outer angle is some
what obtuse, the long median edge slightly 
concave. There is no trace of a facet for 
articulation with neural arch of atlas, as 
occurs in pelycosaurs. The length of the 
proatlas is 12 mm. 

Atlas.-A pair of well-develop~d neural 
arches bearing long, needle-like ribs, and 
provided with strong, posterior 1 y directed 
transverse processes lie on each side of 
the front of the axis. These arches are 
provided with articular facets for the 
side of the occipital condyle. The rib 
tubercle is confluent with these. Behind 
this rounded anterior portion the bone 
rises gradually into the transverse process. 
This is elevated and thin and curves in
ward toward the spine of the axis at its 
tip. Above the body of the arches are 
broad dorsal processes which probably 
met along the midline to form a com
plete shield above the spinal cord. Pos
terior to this shield a facet is developed 
on the inner side to articulate with the 
rounded anterior zygapophysis of the 
axis. 

A splint-like rib extends back more 
than 4,7 mm., to the center of the axis.-

1 ntercentrum of atlas.-On the left side, 
below the head of the atlantal arch, lying 
below the condy le and between it and the 
axial intercentrum is a thin, transverse, 
vertical plate of bone. It is enlarged by 
a rounded anterior projection on the left 
side; its right end is concealed. It is 
probably the intercentrum of the atlas, 
much reduced over the pelycosaur type. 

I ntercentrurn of axis and odontoid 
( pleurocentrum of atlas) .-In ventral view 
the axial interccntrum is broad and flat. 
Above, its posterior edge slopes forward 
rapidly, so that it is wedge-shaped later
ally. Its ventral midline is 8 mm. long, 
its diameter 15 mm. The atlantal centrum 
or odontoid lies dorsal to it; it is concealed 
except from above by the atlas arches. 

Triloplzosaurus is advanced over prim
itive reptiles in that the odontoid is re
duced and does not reach the ventral 
surface. 

Axis.-The axis and all succeeding ver
tebrae have the arches and centra fused. 
The centrum of the axis is moderately 
elongate (25 mm.), round, its sides slightly 
concave, and bears a sharp ventral keel. 
The neural arch is massive; its anterior 
end bears extensive lateral facets upon 
which the atlantal arches rest. The neural 
spine is low in front and projects hut 
slightly over the atlas, whose transverse 
processes flank it on either side. Pos
teriorly the spine rises in a smoothly con
vex curve. I ts dorsal border thins from 
the anterior end to above the center of the 
vertebra and then rapidly widens to a 
broad, overhanging posterior end. From 
the caudal end of the spine lateral flanges 
spread outward, descending to well-devel
oped processes which extend backward 
above the postzygapophyses. The latter 
are directed downward and slightly back
ward. Between them, just above the 
neural canal, is a pair of broad flat proc
esses which extend posteriorly, embracing 
the base of the neural spine of the third 
vertebra, which lies in the narrow slit 
between them. These processes, which 
are characteristic also of the other cervical 
vertebrae, form a protruding shelf be
tween the postzygapophyses which over
laps the succeeding vertebra and com
pletely covers the neural cord. 

A pair of slender splint-like ribs articu
late with the anterior end of the centrum, 
near the middle, and extend back nearly 
to the end of the following vertebra, a 
distance of 55 mm. The head of the rib 
is rounded and bears a minute dorsal 
tubercle. 

Posterior cervicals (Pl. 23).-No ossi
fied intercentra could be found in the 
remaining cervical region, and facets for 
them appear just posterior to the sixth 
vertebra. However, a small splint of hone 
between the second and third vertebrae 
may be an intercentrum. 

The third, fourth, and fifth cervical ver
tebrae are similar in structure and differ 
among themselves only in the gradually 
increasing length and height of the neural 
spines and in the increasing length of the 
transverse processes of the more posterior 
vertebrae. The centra are elongate ( 32 
mm.), gradually increasing in diameter 
with weakly procoelous articular face~ 
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strongly inclined downward in front and 
upward behind. The ventral ends of the 
articular facets recede slightly. The cen
tra are higher than wide posterior I y but 
widen greatly in front where the transverse 
processes arise. A weak median keel arises 
about two-thirds of the way back on the 
third vertebra, fading out again completely 
before reaching the posterior end of the 
centrum. A still weaker keel is present 
on the fourth; behind that, none. 

The neural arches are moderate! y heavy, 
arise without a break from the sides of the 
centra, and enclose a small circular neural 
canal. They are not swollen like those 
of cotylosaurs but more nearly resemble 
the arches of pelycosaurs or phytosaurs. 
At the level of the zygapophyses they curve 
inward rapidly to the base of the thin 
neural spine. The zygapophyses also are 
strong and diverge sharply from the arch, 
so that they give the vertebra an X-shaped 
appearance from above. The widely sep
arated articular facets are flat transversely 
and nearly horizontal, with slight down
ward slope forward. Internal to the prezy
gapophyses, on the upper sides of their 
peduncles, are facets for the posterior proc
esses of the next anterior vertebra. No 
shelf is developed between the prezyga
poph yses, however, and a minute pit lies 
at the front of the neural spine. There is 
no hypantrum. 

Strong ridges run from the posterior end 
of the neural spine to the processes which 
extend backward above the postzyga
pophyses. The posterior sides of these 
ridges drop vertically to the surface of the 
interzygapophyseal plates, which are sim
ilar to those described on the axis. 

These paired plates are unlike the 
median hyposphenes of cotylosaurs and 
certain dinosaurs. They form a protective 
roof above the spinal cord in the inter
vertebral space. They arise from the inner 
side of the postzygapophyses and extend to 
the midline. A thin median groove sepa
rates them. Their distal ends articulate 
with the top of the neural arch of the suc
ceeding vertebra but do not fit into a recess 
or hypantrum. The base of the neural 
spine recedes to accommodate them. These 
long projections covering the neural canals 
of the vertebrae must have greatly re
stricted the dorsal bending of the neck. 

The flat zygapophyseal articulation and 
flat articulation of the paired posterior 
processes with the neural arches permitted 
a fair amount of lateral motion. The 
notch at the base of the anterior border 
of the neural spine permitted the ends of 
the posterior processes of the preceding 
vertebra to pass the midline as the neck 
was bent from side to side. The neck 
could only be elevated as a whole from 
the flexible articulation at its base. 

The cervical vertebrae described by 
Case (1922, pp. 80-81, fig. 31; 1927, p. 
211) as Coelophysis a:ff. longicollis Cope 
have similar paired processes from the 
postzygapophyses. These vertebrae are 
slightly larger than the largest Trilopho
saurus vertebrae in The University of Texas 
collections. The cervical vertebrae differ 
from those of Trilo phosaurus in being 
amphicoelous and in having taller neural 
spines. The remainder of the Coelophysis 
vertebral column differs in many respects 
from that of Trilo phosaurus. It is re
markable that such an unusual structure 
of the cervical vertebrae has developed so 
similar! y in two reptiles as distant! y re
lated as Trilo phosaurus and a small dino
saur. Perusal of the available literature 
has revealed no other reptile with such an 
interzygopophyseal shelf. The cervical 
vertebrae of Trilo phosaurus differ from 
the type of Ceolo physis longicollis Cope 
as redescribed by Huene (1906, p. 118; 
1915, pp. 500-502) in having a strong, 
median, ventral ridge on the centrum of the 
atlas and following vertebrae instead of 
the anterior, paired, ventral ridges which 
occur on the atlas and other cervical verte
brae of Coelophysis. 

The neural spines arise over the center 
of the vertebrae; they are low, thin, long, 
and truncate at the apex. That of the third 
vertebra is considerably shorter than the 
centrum. Those of the fourth and fifth 
expand anteroposteriorly just above the 
level of the zygapophyses. They are about 
three-fourths the length of the centra. 
The spine of the sixth vertebra. is again 
shorter and expands only anteriorly. 

Cervical ribs appear to be fused to the 
transverse processes. Only a single proc
ess can be distinguished on the third ver
tebra. It is situated about midway up the 
side of the centrum. 
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The preserved portion of the third cer
vical rib is the length of the centrum but 
presumably was originally longer. 

The parapophyses of the third vertebra 
are small round projections from the lower 
outer edge of the anterior end of the cen
trum. The diapophyses are a short dis
tance above them at the side of the centrum 
near the base of the neural arch. They 
are thin dorsoventrall y and extend back 
about 1 cm. along the side of the centrum. 
The tip of each is in contact with the 
rib throughout its length and apparently 
fused to it. The parapophyses become 
successively lower on the posterior cer
vicals, so that the lower anterior edge of 
the centrum of these vertebrae is nearly 
straight and wider than the height of the 
centra. The diapophyses are clearly 
downgrowths of the neural arches and in
crease in length to the seventh vertebra. 
The lower end reaches the level of the 
bottom of the centrum. They likewise in
crease in size posteriorly from the third 
to the sixth vertebrae. That of the seventh, 
however, is distinctly more slender than 
the preceding, although longer. The verte
brarterial canal increases in size rapidly 
posteriorly, as both the transverse proc
esses and heads of the ribs elongate. 

The longitudinally placed splint-like 
cervical ribs appear to be fused to the 
transverse processes. Beginning with the 
fourth vertebra, the ribs project slightly 
anterior to their articulations at the front 
of the centra and thus overlap the pre
ceding vertebrae. The anterior projec
tions increase in length to the seventh 
vertebra and then rapidly are reduced to 
small crests on the anterior edges of the 
ribs at their angulation. 

The neural canal increases in size pos
teriorly. 

The zygapophyses gradually become in
clined inward on the posterior cervicals. 
They remain flat and stout. Strong but
tresses above the postzygapophyses end in 
slight processes which diminish in size to 
the eighth vertebra, behind which they 
rnni~h. The paired processes between the 
postzygapophyses are similar throughout 
the cervical series but are absent at the 
rear of the last cervical. 

The last cervical vertebra (7th of series) 
merits special description as it is transi-

tional to the dorsal type. Besides the ab
sence of interzygapophysial processes, it 
differs from the preceding cervicals in hav
ing a markedly shorter ( anteroposterior) 
neural spine which does not increase in 
length above the base, in its considerably 
shorter centrum (24 mm.), and in the pro
nounced ball-like posterior articulation of 
the centrum which recedes greatly ven
trally to admit the intercentrum of the first 
thoracic. The lower outline of the round 
centrum is strongly concave, its posterior 
end much lower than the anterior. As has 
already been mentioned, the diapophysis, 
although still directed downward and 
reaching the level of the base of the cen
trum, is more slender than that of preced
ing vertebrae. Most of these features are 
further developed in succeeding anterior 
dorsals. 

Dorsal vertebrae (Pl. 25).-The 8th ver
tebra is regarded as the first dorsal, al
though it shares some characters of the 
cervical series not found more posteriorly. 
Its centrum is short (23 mm.), procoelous, 
and widened anteriorly as in the cervicals, 
with parapophyses arising at the lower 
corners of its anterior face. It is strongly 
concave in ventral profile. 

The neural arch is correspondingly 
shortened and is less massive than in the 
cervicals. The neural canal is wider than 
high. Zygapophyses are large and slope 
inward at about a 30° angle. The post
zygapophyses are buttressed dorsally by 
strong ridges from the base of the neural 
spine. The diapophysis of the 8th verte
bra arises from the front half of the neural 
arch opposite the middle of the neural 
canal and extends forward and laterally, 
being only slightly depressed. It is hori
zontal and flat in cross section. 

Neural spines of the anterior thoracic 
vertebrae are moderately tall but short 
anteroposteriorly, amounting to only one
third the length of the centrum. They are 
slightly ridged before and behind, thicker 
than those of other vertebrae, but truncate 
and unswollen at the top. The spine of 
the 9th vertebra is most slender, and 
beginning with the 11th the spines again 
become elongate and flat topped. 

The ninth vertebra is undoubtedly a 
thoracic dorsal; it has the platycoelous 
centrum and heavy transversely directed 
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diapophyses typical of the thoracic region. 
Its zygapophyses are smaller and less 
widely separated than those of the cervical 
vertebrae and lack the projecting proc
esses above the posterior pair. The cen
trum is the shortest in the entire column 
(22 mm.) with round articular ends, 
strongly concave at the sides, slightly 
keeled below. Parapophyses form strong 
swellings slightly below the middle of the 
expanded anterior end. The ventral bor
der of the posterior surf ace is inclined 
forward to accommodate the succeeding 
intercentrum. The neural arch is slightly 
wider than the constricted centrum. An
teriorly it gives off the massive diapoph
ysis, which extends the full height of the 
neural arch. This process is triangular in 
section, with its upper side horizontal, 
the anterior face sloping backward and 
downward to the ventral angle, and the 
posterior face slightly convex and nearly 
vertical. The upper surface of the dia
pophysis curves downward slightly dis
tally; the process expands to its truncate 
end which faces outward and downward. 

Above the neural canal the arch turns 
medially abruptly forming a horizontal 
shelf at the level of the zygapophyses and 
top of the diapophyses. Small ridges run 
backward from the prezygapophyses to 
beyond the middle of the vertebra. From 
the center of the arch the slender, pos
teriorly sloping neural spine rises. Ridges 
run from it to the postzygapophyses, but 
as these are adjacent to the spine the 
buttresses are not conspicuous. 

The 10th vertebra is similar to the 9th 
but longer and with a larger spine and 
more closely placed zygapophyses. 

The 11th vertebra differs from the most 
anterior thoracics in having a slightly 
broader spine anteroposteriorly and in the 
form of the transverse processes. The 
diapophyses are situated just in front of 
the middle of the vertebra and extend out 
horizontally from the level of the top 
of the neural canal. The section is tri
angular, with the anteroventral face slop
ing backward. Near the junction of the 
ventral angle of the diapophysis with the 
centrum a ridge extends forward and down
ward to the anterior end of the centrum, 
swelling to form the parapophysis near its 
lower end. A small recess lies between 

this ridge, the buttress of the anterior 
zygapophysis, and the diapophysis, and a 
depression of slightly larger size occurs 
just behind the diapophysis, below the 
shelf-like top of the neural arch. 

The 12th to 21st vertebrae inclusive may 
be termed the posterior thoracics; they lie 
behind the pectoral girdle and are so sim
ilar in size and form, except for the last 
two, that they would be difficult to clif
f erentiate in a disarticulated specimen. 
All are characterized by moderate I y long 
and slender centra, slightly and symmet
rically concave below, the middle of the 
centra laterally compressed and angulate 
at the base, though scarcely keeled. The 
neural arches are not greatly different from 
those of the preceding vertebrae except 
that they are longer and narrower. The 
zygapophyses are close to the midline and 
have strongly curved facets placed at about 
a 45 ° angle to the sagittal plane. Their 

... width decreases to the 19th vertebra and 
then increases again as they become less 
curved and more nearly horizontal toward 
the lumbar region. 

The capitula of the ribs no longer artic
ulate with parapophyses arising from the 
centra but from facets at the end of the 
lower edges of the diapophyses. Begin
ning with the 12th vertebra these proc
esses become concave posterior 1 y. The 
flat upper surface extends farther poste
riorly and withdraws from the anterior 
zygapophysis until the base of the process 
is triangular, with its slightly concave 
anterior surface nearly vertical and its 
posterior surface sloping sharply forward 
and downward. The proceises extend 
horizontally from the level of the top of the 
neural arch and curve back somewhat at 
their upper ends which thus lie behind 
the narrow lower end, which is slightly 
below the level of the base of the process 
and directly lateral to the middle of the 
centrum. °The change in form thus is 
brought about by a pro~ressive posterior 
migration of the upper side of the diapoph
ysis together with development of con
cave instead of plane anterior and poste
rior faces and attenuation of the lower 
edge. Distinct recesses in the neural 
arches lie in front of and behind the bases 
of each process. With the 18th vertebra 
the processes begin to thicken distally, the 
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ventral portion becomes less pronounced, 
and the sides lose their concavity so the 
process bicomes suboval, with the long 
axis inclined slightly downward anteriorly, 
and in the 21st vertebra, rounded triangu
lar with the long side above and obtuse 
angle below. This condition is obviously 
transitional to the lumbar region, in which 
the ribs are fused to similar processes. 
Throughout the posterior thoracic region 
the neural spines are of uniform height, 
flatly truncate dorsally, thin, and nearly as 
long as the centra. 

Lumbar vertebrae.-The last three pre
sacral vertebrae ( 22-24) are distinguished 
by the presence of fused ribs. These are 
single headed and attach to the ends of 
massive triangular diapophyses. The cen
tra in the lumbar region shorten consid
erably from the mid-dorsal length and are 
no longer compressed but round in cross 
section. The zygapophyses are more mas
sive, with flat or nearly flat facets set at a 
low angle above horizontal. The spines 
shorten anteroposteriorly commensurate 
with the shortening of the centra. 

Sacral vertebrae (Pl. 25, fig. 2).-Two 
well-developed sacral vertebrae are pres
ent. No coossification of the sacral verte
brae occurred, and their zygapophyses, 
platycoelous centra, and crescentic inter
cen.tra are all typically developed. The 
firm attachment to the ilia would have 
prevented intervertebral movements, how
ever. The neural spines are not different 
from the adjacent regions. 

The transverse process of the first sacral 
(25th vertebra) arises at the level of. the 
neural canal throughout the entire length 
of the arch and is strongly buttressed 
below by a salient toward the anterior end 
of the centrum. Distally the process 
curves downward slightly, thickens ven
trally in the posterior part, and extends 
forward and slightly backward so that the 
distal end is twice as long as the base. 
The facets for the ilium are vertical and 
converge posteriorly. 

The second sacral vertebra has a more 
robust centrum, from the sides of which 
arise the transverse processes. These are 
deeper dorsoventrally than those of the 
first sacral but not nearly so long antero
posteriorly, nor do they extend so far from 
the centrum. · 

Caudal vertebrae (Pl. 24).-ln the 
caudal region the centra are procoelous, 
except rare distal caudals which are shal
lowly amphicoelous. The first 3 caudal 
vertebrae have short, stout centra, wider 
than high, sharply concave in ventral pro
file. The zygapophyses are rather widely 
separated (comparable to the cervical 
region), large, and sloping inward at 
about 45 °. The neural spines are some
what shorter than the centra, as high as 
those of the dorsal region, and like them 
truncate above. From the middle of the 
neural arch at the level of the top of 
the centrum arise stout horizontally elon
gate diapophyses which are flat, slightly 
down-curved, and curved slightly poste
riorly at the tips. Crescentic intercentra 
precede the first two caudals; an elongate 
Y-shaped haemal arch follows, between the 
second and third caudal vertebrae. 

The fourth caudal (30th of whole 
series) has a longer and more slender 
centrum and a somewhat lower neural 
arch which is correspondingly elongated 
anteroposteriorly. Thus is initiated a 
trend which is rapidly carried on by the 
succeeding vertebrae. The centra become 
absolutely longer up to a point and then 
very gradually decline in length, whereas 
the diameter falls off rapidly at first and 
then slowly. The neural spines become 
as I ong as the centra and steadily de
crease in height. Beginning with the 8th 
caudal the upper end of the spine becomes 
shallowly emarginate. The spines de
~rease in height until only a slight keel 
is present on the top of the neural arch. 
This structure remains about as wide as 
the body of the centrum and is flat sided 
and flat topped, with a distinct lateral 
angle. It becomes saddle-shaped, high in 
front and behind, reflecting the tendency 
seen in the concave topped neural spines. 

The zygapophyses decrease in size at 
first but remain well developed through
out the caudal series, their plane facets 
inclining inward at a 45 ° angle. The 
transverse processes rapidly dwindle to 
short anteroposteriorly elongated nubbins 
near the middle of the vertebra at the 
poin~ of union of centrum and arch. They 
persist about as far as the neural spines. 

Beyond the 8th caudal is a gap in this 
specimen, so the characters of the transi-
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tional vertebrae have been taken from 
numerous isolated specimens. 

The chevron bones rapidly decrease in 
length and then become elongate antero
posteriorl y, extending keel-like beneath 
the junction of the elongate centra, always 
overlapping the posterior vertebra more 
than the anterior. The keel is thin and 
deep, rounded at the ends, and supported 
by two short limbs anterior to its mid:poi~t 
which form the arms of the Y which is 
fused to the thin crescent that articulates 
with the vertebrae. 

There are no complete specimens of the 
tail, and the break in the articulated skele
ton behind the 8th caudal prevents accu
rate estimation of the amount of ta per. 
A section of 11 vertebrae was found in 
line with the skeleton and a short distance 
behind it. These probably belong to the 
same individual and may have been 
nearly in place. A third string of 11 
caudal vertebrae, smaller than the second 
section, was found in a loop near the 
front of the animal. This may not be
long to the same individual but might 
well, from its size. It shows marked de
crease in diameter of the centra and some
what shorter vertebrae. The end of the 
tail is not present, however. The extreme 
elongation of the caudal vertebrae sug
gests that the animal possessed an un
usually long tail-very probably 40 or 
more vertebrae were present. 

Vertebrae of Trilophosaurus are sim
ilar in size and general appearance to 
those of a small dinosaur, Coelophysis 
Cope, which occurs in the same deposits 
(Huene, 1906, p. 118; 1915, pp. 500-
507; Spinosuchus caseanus, 1932, pp. 37-
42; Case, 1922, p. 80; 1927) from which 
they may be distinguished by the presence 
of procoelus centra in cervical and caudal 
regions and spaces for intercentra between 
the ventral rims of the ends of the centra. 

RIBS 

Pl. 25, figs. 4-8 

The cervical ribs have been described 
in connection with the vertebrae. They 
are elongate, straight, slender bones run
ning parallel to the sides of the centra. 
Those of the atlas and axis are single 
headed (or practically so); more pos
teriorly there are double articulations, 

which remain close together, however. 
It is uncertain whether the ribs are fused 
in this region. A slight tendency for the 
shaft to grow anterior to the capitulum 
may be noticed in the posterior part of 
this series. 

The seventh, or last cervical, rib has a 
large capitulum turned inward at a high 
angle from the shaft, which is directed 
backward and downward. Its articular 
facet is oval and slightly concave. The 
tuberculum is a longer, more slender, 
laterally compressed process which turns 
inward from the shaft of the ribs sim
ilarly to the head but is directed more 
dorsally so that there is an open angle 
between them. A similar but more ex
aggerated development of these processes 
is seen on the 8th, or first dorsal, rib. A 
stout elongate process extends outward 
from the anterior edge of the shaft of 
the 8th rib at its point of flexure. The 
9th rib has a stout, well-developed shaft 
which extends downward, curving back
ward very slightly from the head. The 
capitulum is in line with the medial edge 
of the shaft. A moderate notch separates 
it from the tuberculum, which diverges 
upward, is somewhat shorter, and has 
considerably the larger facet. About 1 
cm. below the union of the processes a 
sharp keel arises on the anterior edge 
of the rib and continues, diminishing 
gradually, distally. The posterior surface 
is flat, smoothly rounding into the edges. 

The 10th and 11th ribs are similar, with 
less strongly developed anterior ridges 
and with a smaller notch between the 
heads. Beginning with the 12th rib the 
heads are confluent, forming a short, deep, 
oval articular surface moderately con
stricted medially. The slender, round 
shafts bear slight anterior grooves. The 
size of the head decreases abruptly behind 
the 12th rib and then declines very slowly 
posterior 1 y. In the posterior dorsal region 
the rib heads gradually become nearly 
oval, changing in about the same man
ner as the facets on the transverse proc
esses of the vertebrae. The ribs also 
gradually shorten, become straighter, and 
more laterally directed. As has been 
noted, the 3 lumbar vertebrae have ribs 
fused to the transverse processes. 
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A hd. om in al ribs.-The trunk region of 
the articulated :3pecirnen wa~ thickly 
3trewn with a rna3~ of thin. slender bones. 
which had been so disarranged that 
neither their number nor arran£ement 
could be ob3erYed. Such abdomin;l ribs 
un'ur in many reptiles. commonly with a 
\-shaped arrangement. and frequently 
~t't!:mented. ); o trace of se£mentation was 
l1bsen·ed. perhaps due to ~xce~siYe trans
Yerse cracks in the bones. The abdominal 
ribs are thinner than the costal ribs. 
flattened oval in cross section. 

PECTOR_\L GIRDLE 

Text fig. : : Pl. :26 

The scapulocoracoid is primitive and 
sumewhat pelycosaur-like in the antero
Yentral expansion of the scapula and large 
coracoid plate. It is distinctly advanced 
oYer the primitive condition in the loss 
of the metacoracoid and strong pos
terior development of the procoracoid. 
The glenoid. too. has shortened consid
erably and lost the primitiYe screw shape. 
It is a lar£e. outwardh- directed notch 
with strong d~rsal t _ scap{ilar 1 and ventral 
1 coracoid 1 rims and a saddle-shaped 
articular surface which is concaye dorso
Yentrally and conYex anteroposteriorly. 
with a posteroYentral extension which 
may haYe limited motion in this direc
tion. The anterior ed£e turns far inward 
and the girdle recedeLs in this direction~ 
indicating that the humerus could be ex
tended anterior h-. Clavicles and inter
c·laYicle are norn.rnll y developed. 

~capula.-The scapula is tall. its upper 
end blade-like and expanded. higher at 
the posterior angle. its slightly uneven 
termination rn££estin£ continuation bv a 
cartilaginous s~prasc;pula. The poste~ior 
border is nearly straight to a point just 
abn\·e the £ lenoid fossa where it turns 
abruptl~- ba~brnrd to the suture with the 
curacoid. In the £lenoid re£ion the bone 
thi ckens to such a~n extent that the suture 
area immediateh- medial to the £lenoid 
f ossa exceeds tl;at surf ace in siz;. The 
well-dewloped supraglenoid process al
ready has been mentioned. _.\ short dis
tance abo\-e and in front of the £lenoid. 
l'n the line of sharp curvature ;eparat
ing the lateral and \·entral aspects of the 

scapula. is a stout tubercle which prob
abh- indicates the tendinous origin of the 
lat~ral head of the triceps. 

Fig. -. Triloplwsaurus buettneri Case 72; 
re ~toration of pectoral girdle, side \iew. 

The supraglenoid buttress is reduced to 
a smal 1 equilateral triangular area between 
the dorsal extremity of the glenoid fossa 
and th~ rounded ridge above the scapulo
coraco1d suture. It vanishes almost at 
once dorsally into the rounded posterior 
edge of the scapular blade. There is no 
su praglenoid foramen. The anterior 
bord.er of the scapula is straight above, 
sloprng downward and backward to the 
acromion region ·where the blade is re
duced to a narrow stem. Here the border 
is concave. Yentrallv the blade swells 
~nteriorl ~- again and turns rather sharply 
~nward (although the extreme angulation 
m the preserved specimen undoubtedlv is 
large 1 y due to crushing) to form an· ex
tensive ventral plate. The anterior border 
in this region is unfinished. su cmestin"' .

1 
. · ee o 

cart1 agmous extension. 
:\ear the narrowest point of the scapular 

blade a small ridge arises on the lateral 
surf ace close to the anterior border and 
runs u p·ward, soon becoming confluent 
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with that border. Below this ridge the 
border thins, and its sharpest curvature 
passes from the outer to the inner side. 
Most probably the point represents the 
upper end of clavicular articulation. If 
this be so, the clavicle was of moderate 
length and overlapped the lower fourth of 
the vertical portion of the scapular border, 
becoming free from it and passing anterior 
to the procoracoid cartilage. 

The homology of the ventral portion of 
the "scapula" is dubious. It lies anterior 
to and below the glenoid fossa, in the 
position of the anterior coracoid of primi
tive reptiles. No sign of a suture or sur
face irregularity between this region and 
the scapular blade can be detected. How
ever, the scapula and anterior coracoid of 
pelycosaurs frequently fuse without trace 
of the suture, as noted by Romer ( 1940, 
p. 119). There is reason, however, to 
believe that this bone is actually a part 
of the scapula; for the coracoid is pierced 
by the supracoracoid foramen like the 
procoracoid of primitive reptiles, which is 
homologous with the archosaur and 
rhynchocephalian coracoids rather than 
with the posterior or true coracoid of 
therapsids and mammals. 

Coracoid.-The coracoids are broad, 
posteriorly elongate, plate-like elements, 
slightly concave dorsally, and strongly de
veloped in the glenoid region. They fail 
to reach to anterior edge of the girdle, 
the anteroventral plate of the scapula sep
arating them from the clavicles. A heavy 
rounded buttress lies internal to the glenoid 
socket and articulates with the correspond
ingly enlarged base of the scapula. The 
lower lip of the glenoid is thick and over
hanging. A coracoid foramen is present 
close in front of the lower edge of the 
glenoid rim and shows that the element is 
homologous with the coracoid of diapsids 
and anterior coracoid or procoracoid of 
primitive and mammal-like reptiles. 

In front of the glenoid the anterior edge 
of the coracoid is thin. It runs forward 
and medially to a rounded point near the 
midline. It is not clear whether the 
scapula and coracoid were suturally united 
along this line, or separated by a narrow 
notch such as is present in lizards. The 
medial border of the coracoids is straight 
and thin. The bone surf ace is unfinished, 

suggesting cartilaginous extension or artic
ulation with the stem of the interclavicle. 
The relationships to the interclavicle are 
uncertain; in the articulated skeleton the 
coracoids have been displaced and overlap 
considerably, entirely ventral to the inter
clavicle. 

Posteriorly the coracoids are well de
veloped. The length of the bone is more 
than twice its width. Heavy lateral edges 
extend back from below the glenoid, and 
turn outward distally to rounded terminal 
processes. The lateral border is flat and 
broad and separated from the dorsal sur
face by a sharp angle which is produced 
into a slight ridge near the posterior end. 
The posterior border is somewhat thick
ened. Although evenly rounded it lacks 
periosteal lamellae and may have articu
lated with a cartilaginous sternum. 

Clavicles.-The dermal girdle is repre
sented by small clavicles and a slender 
interclavicle of peculiar construction. 
Only a portion of the right clavicle is 
preserved, and its mode of articulation with 
the scapula is uncertain, although it 
probably embraced the acromion region 
in the manner suggested above. The pre
served portion is convex anteriorly and 
deeply grooved posteriorly, especially 
near the center. Medially the upper ridge 
drops to the level of the upper surface 
of the bone over the articulation with the 
interclavicle; laterally the bone becomes 
hi~her and loses the thick lower edge. On 
the ventral surface at the medial end is 
an abrupt offset and tapered facet for 
articulation with the interclavicle. 

lnterclavicle (Pl. 26, figs. 1, 2; text fig. 
8) .-As preserved, this element is dorsal 
to the horizontal plates of the coracoid 
and scapula and displaced to one side so 
that it is partially distorted. The anterior 
end is broad and divided by two rather 
deep notches into three processes, of which 
the median is both widest and longest. 
Behind the notches are shallow depressions 
on the dorsal surf ace of the bone in which 
the medial ends of the clavicles were 
lodged. The lateral processes diverge 
strongly and are in reality merely con
tinuations of the lateral borders of the 
anterior triangular plate of the bone, which 
thus resembles an arrow-point. The sides 
converge posteriorly and merge with a 
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~hort narrow stem which is faintly grooved 
dorsally. From this stem, slightly an
terior to the glenoids, suddenly emerge 
a pair of flanges which triple its width. 
The remainder of the bone is a thin plate, 
slightly concave dorsally as preserved, 
which gradually narrows posteriorly to a 
point well in front of the posterior ends 
of the rnracoids. The anterior portion of 
the bone is convex dorsally anteroposte
riorly, but one can not be sure that the 
present curvature is not entirely the result 
of crushing. The total length is 107 mm. 

The peculiar form of this element, and 
the absence of other similar bones from 
the extensive collection from Quarry 1, 

A 

leads me to suspect that it may be dam
aged. A fairly well-preserved interclavicle 
(No. :~1025--144) found in the quarry may 
possibly belong to Trilophosaurus. It 
resembles the spoon-shaped interclavicle 
of the pelycosaurs rather closely in its 
pm portions and general form but lacks the 
cross ridge on the ventral surface of the 
bowl, which is characteristic of that order. 
The expanded anterior end of the bone 
curves upward strongly both in front and 
at the sides. It is wider than long. The 
anteroposterior stem forms a median ridge 
on the lower surface of the bowl. The 
dorsal surface is produced over the center 
of the anterior end in a spout-like lip. On 

B 

\1 

\ 

l 
11 

; I 

Fig. 8. Trilophosaurus buettneri Case, xl; interclavicle of specimen No. 31025-140. A, As pre
served, dorsal view. B, Restored. 
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each side of this are deep grooves for the 
clavicles, directed forward and downward. 
The blade of the interclavicle did not ex
tend forward above the clavicles to any 
extent. The posterior edge of the expanded 
portion is thin and concave, merging with 
the sides of the stem. The stem is rela
tively more stout than of pelycosaur inter
clavicles, rather thick proximally, and 
thinning posteriorly. It widens slightly at 
the center and then tapers toward the end. 

This interclavicle is so different from 
that found with the articulated Trilo pho
saurus skeleton that it is difficult to believe 
that it belongs to the same animal. But 
as has been mentioned before, the inter
clavicle with the complete specimen ap
pears to be imperfect. No other reptile 
whi~h might have had an interclavicle 
like that just described has been recog
nized in Quarry I. Phytosaurs have a 
flatter, broader stemmed interclavicle with 
less expanded anterior end and deeper 
notches for the clavicles at the front of 
the ventral surface. 

Comparisons.-The pectoral girdle of 
Trilo phosaurus has advanced over the 
primitive reptilian condition found in 
cotylosaurs and pelycosaurs in the sim
plification of the glenoid cavity, loss of the 
metacoracoid, loss of the glenoid and 
supraglenoid foramina, loss of the cleithra, 
and increase in size of the procoracoid. 
Its development has followed a different 
line from the Therapsida, for there has 
been no development of an acromion, the 
metacoracoid is lost, and a small supra
glenoid buttress is retained. 

The closest resemblances to Trilo ph
osaurus are found among the Lepido
sauria, that is, the Rhynchocephalia, 
Squamata, and Eosuchia. The form of 
the interclavicle, however, is divergent 
from the T-shape characteristic of these. 
If specimen No. 144 belongs to Triloph
osaurus, it is of the primitive reptilian 
pattern. The girdle is not far removed 
from the common type which gave rise 
to both the lepidosaurian and archosaurian 
girdles. It is specialized chiefly in the 
strong posterior extension of the coracoid 
plate~. This featur~ suggests the Saurop
teryg1a, most particularly some plesio
saurs. The resemblance is merely indica
tive of strong subcoracoid musculature and 

can not have much phylogenetic signifi
cance. The nothosaurs, which are far less 
specialized sauropterygians, have a strik
ingly different girdle, with extensive 
emargination of the medial coracoid 
border. The high scapula, indicative of 
terrestrial habits, strongly contrasts with 
that of the sauropterygians. 

The small supraglenoid buttress, no 
longer sharply separated from the outer 
surface of the scapular blade, and the an
terior tubercle for the triceps, show an 
intermediate condition between the primi
tive reptilian type and that found in lizards. 

Most archosaurs are advanced over 
Trilophosaurus in the reduction of the 
clavicula.r girdle. They differ further in 
generally having relatively small cora
coids which do not extend posteriorly to 
the glenoid. In the Crocodilia the cora
coids are lar~e but differ in position and 
shape, and the clavicles are· completely 
lost. Phytosaurs retain the clavicles and 
interclavicle, but have a reduced coracoid. 

Altogether, the pectoral ~irdle of Tri
lo phosaurus shows no special affinity to any 
other group and supports the view that it 
is an isolated offshoot of a primitive non .. 
thera psid stock. 

PELVIC GIRDLE 

Text fig. 9; Pl. 28 

Although the pelvis of the articulated 
specimen is badly crushed, broken, and 
inseparable in part from the sacral verte
brae, numerous isolated elements and 
several nearly complete pelves are fortu
nately available for study. The general 
form is rather primitive and plate-like, 
narrow and deeply V-shaped in cross sec
tion, with the acetabulum high up, close 
to the ilio-sacral articulation. It thus does 
not differ greatly from the pelves of pely
cosaurs, phytosaurs, rhynchosaurs, and 
other groups of primitive reptiles. 

/lium.-The ilia have low, thin spines, 
which project far posteriorly to a point, 
but have no preacetabular processes. The 
upper edge is even and flat from the end 
of the spine to slightly forward of the 
center of the acetabulum, where it curves 
downward sharply and joins the anterior 
edge of the bone. A strong tubercle for 
the iliofemoralis is developed at the cen
ter of the upper edge of the imperf orate 
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affinity, but the accompanying forward 
growth of the spine is not yet present. 

Pubis (Pl. 29, figs. 1, 2) .-The pubis 
is large and plate-like, meeting the 
ischium in an extensive transverse suture. 
The plate is concave externally and faces 
as much backward as outward and only 
slightly dowm·rnrd. The anterior margin 
curves outward sharply and is concave to 
just above its outer end, which rounds 
rapidly to the lower surface. A moder
ate-size ov"l pubic foramen lies near 
the posterior border slightly below the 
rim of the acetabulum. Medially the 
pubis presents two surfaces: a smaller, 

F 
more posterior, concave area equal in 

ig. 9. Trilophosaurus buettneri Case, x0.5; 
lateral view of pelvis. width to the length of the ilio-pubic 

~~~~~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~ suture, extending downward and inward 

acetabuium. Behind this is an open notch 
bounded posteriorly by the thick posterior 
peduncle. The pubic peduncle is a strong 
rounded ridge which arises at the ilio
f emoralis origin and forms a rounded 
ridge overhanging the anterior edge of 
the acetabulum. The medial surface of 
the spine is slightly concave above the 
rov ghened area for sacral attachment. 
The anterior sacral rib is attached to a 
strong facet just above the superacetab
u l ar constriction, but the second left lit
tle impression on any specimen. 

The articular surfaces for pubis and 
jschium are flat and rough and meet at 
a some\\-hat variable angle anterior to the 
center of the acetabul um, so that the 
ilio-pubic suture is always the shorter. 
The sutural surfaces widen away from this 
point. which is very thin in some speci
mens~ to strong areas at the anterior and 
posterior ends. 

The ilium differs from that of rhyncho
saurs and archosaurs in the absence. of an 
anterior crest. Among pel ycosaurs the 
closest resemblances are found in primi
ti,-e forms such as 0 phiacodon and Vara
nops. which differ from Trilophosaurus 
in the more inclined upper border of the 
ilium. lesser development of the supra
acetabular crest, and presence of an m
wardly directed articular process medial 
to the spine. 

The heavy anterodorsal ridge on the 
aretabulum, which may mean an upright 
pose of the rear limbs, and the high po-
5ition of the acetabulum suggest archosaur 

from the acetabulum to the symphysis, 
and a large plane area facing forward 
and inward, with free lower margin. The 
pubic f oramen pierces the more posterior 
surface in its upper vertical portion. The 
symphysis is short and deep, especially 
anteriorly where it ends abruptly in a 
Yertical line at the junction of the an
terior and medial surfaces of the bone. 

lschium (Pl. 28, _fi,gs. 3, 4).-The ischia 
are plate-like, slightly larger than the 
corresponding pubes, and, unlike the lat
ter, essentially plane. The anterior mar
gin drops straight from the acetabulum 
to the median symphysis and shows 
plainly that there was sutural contact with 
the pubis except for a small median fora
men where the corners of all four ele
ments are rounded off. The posterior 
border is thick and drops somewhat over 
a third of the height of the plate before 
curving backward sharply to form a pos
terior wing. Thence the border runs 
nearly parallel to the symphysis to the 
rear of the bone which is rounded
truncate. The thickened buttress from the 
posterior end of the acetabulum continues 
as a ridge on the inside of the plate in 
a straight line sloping posteriorly to the 
median symphysis, where it meets the cor
responding ridge of the opposite ischium 
in a firm union. The ridge divides the 
inner surf ace into two areas, the larger 
anterior. The outer surface is plane be
low the slightly outturned lower edge of 
the acetabulum. 
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The outwardly directed anterior end of 
the pubis suggests the trend toward up
right position of the rear legs shown m 
early thecodonts such as Aetosaurus, al
though less developed. The ischium is not 
more produced posteriorly than in the 
pel ycosaurs, however, and there is no 
tendency toward forward migration of the 
iliac spine. The heavy anterodorsal but
tress of the acetabulum also suggests up
right pose of the limbs, and as will be 
seen the form of the femur in part sub
stantiates this. However, there has been 
no emargination of the ventral border 
of the pelvis, and it is unlikely that Tri
lo phosaurus brought its legs into a verti
cal plane below the body except perhaps 
when running rapidly. 

The pelvis throws little light on the 
affinities of T.rilo phosaurus. Aside from 
the obviously primitive features it shows 
no special resemblances to any of the 
svnapsids and definitely has nothing to 
do with the more advanced therapsids 
which have an elongate and forwardly 
directed iliac spine and large obturator 
foramen. It bears more resemblance to 
the Archosauria but is little developed in 
that direction. Relationships to the Lepi
dosauria are obscured by the size differ
ence between Trilophosaurus and most of 
the known primitive members of that 
group. The rhynchosaurs have a similar 
ischium, but their pubis is specialized by 
thP- development of a lateral spine. The 
difference between the ilia has been noted 
above. The pelvis suggests an early stage 
of the pro-diapsidan stock, separate from 
other known groups and slightly more 
primitive than other Triassic types. 

LIMB BONES 

Humerus (Pl. 27, figs. J-3).-Besides 
the humeri associated with the articulated 
Trilo phosaurus skeleton over 40 isolated 
specimens have been recovered, which give 
a good picture of ~he form and variation 
of every part of this bone. The humerus 
is moderately long, with a slender shaft 
and widely expanded ends. The distal sur
face is twisted backward through an angle 
of about 35 degrees from the proximal, a 
considerable reduction from the primitive 
condition, comparable to that in modern
ized reptiles. It is not necessarily indica-

tive of a posterior shifting of the distal end 
of the humerus correlated with upright 
pose, for lizards, crocodilians, and other 
reptiles with sprawling gait have a similar 
angle. The large development of the cora
coids as well as the construction of the 
glenoid suggest that the humerus was 
normally held nearly at right angles to the 
body in walking. A well-developed groove 
replaces the ectepicondy lar foramen, and 
the entepicondylar foramen is absent. 

The head consists of a posterior con
vex articular surface which continues 
forward into a narrow concave region 
and terminates anteriorly in a lesser ex
pansion. This structure conforms closely 
to the saddle-shaped glenoid with its pos
terior concave extension. 

The proximal border curves downward 
and away from the head anteriorly to the 
swollen deltopectoral crest. The posterior 
part of that border likewise drops away 
from the head to an equally prominent 
process for the subcoraco-scapularis. This 
lies onlv slightly below the plane of the 
head, which in some specimens continues 
posteriorly along the sloping border to the 
base of the rugose muscular insertion. 
(See No. 31025-66-1.) Distal to these 
processes, the anterior and posterior bor
ders converge rapidly to the straight shaft. 
The proximal dorsal area is rather evenly 
convex with a slightly flattened area ad
i a cent to the concave portion of the head 
in those specimens showing the least dis
tortion. A distinct low ridge i ust above 
the rounded anterior ed!!e of the bone runs 
posteriorly from the .deltopectoral crest 
nearly to the strai~ht portion of the shaft; 
this probably indicates the p.osition of the 
tendinous insertion of the deltoid. Ven
trally the expanded proximal end of the 
bone is concave, the anterior border turn
ing downward more abruptly than the 
posterior. The shaft is moderately stout 
for the length of the bone, of which it 
forms the middle third. Its anterior face 
is flattened and confluent with the ventral 
surface of the distal end; elsewhere the 
shaft is round and without noticeable 
ridges. 

The distal end is expanded about as 
much as the proximal. In some speci
mens one end is wider and in others the 
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opposite end is. This variation may be in 
part the result of differential crushing. 
The distal expansion is in a single plane 
which is tilted posteriorly (considering the 
upper surface) from the plane of the head 
at an angle of 25 to 45 degrees in speci
mens of moderate distortion, the mode, and 
also mean, of 13 specimens being close to 
35°. Its dorsal surface is nearlv flat, with 
a short rounded median ridge leading up 
to the enlarged portion of the ulnar con
dyle and separating a groove back of the 
trochlea from the remainder of the sur
face. The anterior or external edge is also 
somewhat swollen above the radial condyle. 
The ectepicondylar groove is strong and 
extends back along the anterior edge of 
the bone to near the junction of the shaft 
a;nd enlarged distal end. It is open 
dorsally and laterally except near its distal 
end where a slender process curves upward 
outside it from below. There is no supina
tor crest. The inner epicondyle is well 
developed but lacks a foramen. Its pos
terior edge turns sharply proximally from 
the ulnar condyle, which may partially 
extend bevond onto the backwardlv di
rected surface. Its proximal end is r~gose 
indicating tendinous origin of strong 
flex ors of the forearm and man us. 

The distal ventral surface is sli~htly con
vex and extends evenly from the entepi
condyle to the rim below the ectepicondy
Jar groove. The two subequal condyles 
face mainly downward, are separated by a 
narrow trochlea ventrally, and lie close 
to the anterior or external side of the bone. 
Behind them extends the large inner epi
condyle. Reference has already been made 
to the extension of the distal ventral sur
f ace along the anterior face of the shaft 
nearlv to the pectoral process. From this 
it is inferred that the brachialis was well 
developed in the primitive position, with 
no tendency to arise from the dorsal side 
of the humerus proximally. 

Among other reptiles the humerus com
oares well with those of some lizards, and 
hetter with ] arger rhvnchor·ephalians. such 
as Champsosaurus, from which it differs 
in the slightly lower angle between the 
ends, the longer shaft, and incomplete 
ectepicondylar foramen. The rhynchosaur 
Stenaulorhynchus has a similar humerus 
with an incomplete estepicondylar fora-

men. The ends of the bone are more ex
panded than in primitive saurischi~ns, or 
in phytosaurs; the general proport10ns of 
the bone approach the latter group. From 
therapsids the humerus differs importantly 
in the presence of an ectepicondylar 
<rroove and even more so in the absence of 
~he entepicondy lar for amen. The details 
of the humerus suggest that Trilo phosaurus 
is more closely related to the Lepidosauria 
than to other groups. 

Radius (Pl. 27, figs. 4-6).-The radii 
are shorter than the ulnae, have more 
slender and, distally, less compressed 
shafts. The head is prolonged backwards 
to a point, which is somewhat higher than 
the anterior edge of the humeral facet, and 
fits against the outer edge of the head of 
the ulna. Proximally the shaft is strongly 
compressed, flat laterally and rounded 
medially, opposite to the form of the ulna .. 
Its medial surface is smoothly convex. 
Somewhat below the middle the shaft 
thickens and becomes equidimensional, 
somewhat flattened on the sides, and 
rounded on the anterior and posterior 
edO'es. Thence to the distal end it in
cr~ases slowly in diameter, becomes wider 
than thick ~nteroposteriorly and convex 
behind, flat in front. Most specimens show 
siO'moid curvature of the shaft~ which is 
c~~cave anteriorly near head and then con· 
vex anteriorly to distal end. A small facet 
is present on the medial side of the pos
terior point of the head~ which fits against 
the outer side of the ulna just below the 
facet for the humerus. The distal end has 
a rounded trian~ular facet which is slightly 
concave on the -lateral and convex on the 
medial portion. 

Ulna (Pl. 27, _fi,gs. 7-9 }.-Radius and 
u 1na are considerably shorter than the 
humerus, and of the two the ulna is the 
longer and stouter. Its shaft is strongly· 
compressed laterally, the medial side flat, 
the lateral gen ti y convex, with sharp an
terior and posterior ridges separating the 
two. The posterior border is prolonged 
behind the concave facet for the humerus 
to about the same extent as in the pely· 
cosaurs. A low ridge extends down the 
outer surface from near the center of the 
head for about 2 centimeters and merges 
into the smooth surface of the bone. In 
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front of this ridge, on the Ii p of the sig
moid notch, is a smal I concave facet into 
which the head of the radius fits. At the 
posterolateral corner of the head a second 
weaker ridge arises and passes near 1 y to 
the middle of the shaft, forming a slight 
angle between the lateral and posterior 
surfaces. The distal end is elongated an
teroposteriorly and compressed; it bears a 
convex articular facet along its entire end. 
The shaft was somewhat concave ante
riorly, but the preservation does not per
mit determining other flexures or torsions. 
Radius and ulna were evidently separate 
distally. 

Femur (Pl. 29, figs. 3-6).-Trilopho
saurus femora are elongate yet stout, one
fourth longer than the humeri, and have a 
slight sigmoid flexure. The average length 
of 38 specimens is 206 mm. Proximally, 
the end of the shaft is turned forward 
slightly and bears an elongate ellipsoidal 
head, which is wider in front than behind, 
and inclined a little to the long axis of the 
shaft so that the femur would be directed 
forward and outward from the acetabulum 
in normal position. On the ventral side 
near the middle of the head the strong 
inner trochanter (Romer, 1922, p. 582) 
arises abruptly slightly distal to the end 
of the bone. From it a thick ridge of 
gradually decreasing height extends dis
tally along the ventral side of the shaft 
for about one-third its length. Near the 
distal end of this ridge a slight roughening 
may be observed on some specimens, 
which may indicate the insertion of the 
caudifemoralis tendon. An indistinct ad
ductor ridge passes distally from this point 
and gradually crosses to the posterior side 
of the femur where it ends near the ex
ternal condyle. In some specimens this 
ridge continues along the middle of the 
ventral surf ace to a point near the base 
of the distal expansion and then disap
pears. At the proximal end, on either 
side of the trochanteric ridge, the bone is 
smoothly concave, the greater depression 
lving on the posterior side. The ridge, 
derived from the anterior of the two pres
ent in primitive tetrapods, appears dis
placed posteriorly largely because of the 
forward growth of the head of the femur. 
No landmarks are distinguishable on the 
dorsal surf ace of the bone. 

The posterior portion of the proximal 
end of the bone may be regarded as a 
greater trochanter. No constriction sep
arates it from the head, however, and the 
"unfinished" surf ace of the bone covers 
both, and also extends downward onto the 
inner trocha.nter. 

The distal end is twisted posteriorly on 
the shaft similarly to the femora of phyto
saurs and crocodilians. The condyles are 
directed posteroventrally to such an extent 
that they are scarcely to be seen from the 
dorsal surface. The external condyle is 
larger than the internal. The intercon
dylar groove or trochlea extends upwards 
over the distal end of the bone to the level 
of the dorsal surface. The entire distal 
end is bent downward slightly on the shaft. 
A deep pit is present at the ventral side 
of the external condyle, above which the 
rounded epicondyle is strongly developed. 
A strong groove for the head of the fibula 
leads from this pit around the epicondyle 
to the distal end of the bone. 

In the collection is a short stout femur 
differing considerably from those of Tri
lo phosaurus in proportions but closely re
sembling them in form. It may be some
what shortened by crushing; if it is Tri
lophosaurus it is by far the largest indi
vidual represented. 

The midventral position of the internal 
trochanter beneath the head of the femur 
is similar to that of the advanced therap
sids like Cynognathus, to Champsosaurus, 
to the lizards, and to Araeoscelis. Tri
lo phosaurus differs from the thera psids in 
the less inwardly directed head of the 
femur, in its poorly developed greater 
trochanter, and in its somewhat more 
prominent internal trochanter. From 
Champsosaurus it differs in having a more 
slender and curved shaft. Close similari
ties are found among some of the lizards. 
The femur of Trilo phosaurus is strikingly 
similar to that of A raeoscelis figured by 
Williston (1914, p. 131, fig. 5), differing 
only in size. 

Femora of phytosaurs and crocodilians 
display a greater sigmoid curvature of the 
shaft, which also is generally stouter, lack 
the inner trochanter, and have a prom
inently developed, rugose, fourth tro
chanter. The rhynchosaurs have a dis
tinctly more primitive, pelycosaur-like 
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femur. Protorosaurus femora figured by 
:\-le~· er 11856, pls. 1. 4, 8. 9) have the head 
in line with the shaft, which is straighter 
and stouter than that of Tri lo phosaurus, 
and have a more primitiYe trochanteric 
system. The Tri! o phosaurus femur shows 
marked adYancement m·er those of the 
pelycosaurs in its elongation, loss of the 
po~terior branch of the adductor ridge, 
and slight anterior ftexion of the head. 

Tibia (Pl. 30, figs. 1, 2).-About 20 
fairly good tibiae are present. All are con
siderably shorter than the femora, the ratio 
of the aYerage length of the tibiae to that 
of the femora being 0.82. The shaft is 
e 1 ongated vet stout for the size of the 
animal: it ·lacks the massive build of the 
more primitive forms. and its distal end is 
but little expanded. Although all speci
mens are crushed and distorted, they show 
a com·ex anterior border almost without 
exception, so it is probable that the bone 
was somewhat curved in life. The least 
distorted shafts are rounded-trianO'ular in . 0 . e 
cross sect10n. n the head are two slightly 
concave articular facets, the preaxial ( i~
ternal) more eloncrate and runninO' e r. 
obliqueh from the anterointernal 
(medial) corner of the head to the tip of 
the poorly developed cnemial crest: the 
postaxial surface for the external co~dyle 
is shorter \and narrower. On the vent~al 
(posterior) side of the head is a slight 
notch between the two projecting fac~ts. 
The lateral and dorsal or anterior sides 
of the head are flat and turn smoothly 
around the low and short rnemial crest. 
At the distal end is a concave facet for the 
tibiale which faces somewhat outward as 
"-ell as dowm~rnrd and is bounded on the 
preaxia l side by a strong rounded internal 
malleolus. 

Compared with pelycosaurian tibiae, 
th.at of Trilophosaurus is chararterizecl by 
sh.z-hth· greater elongation of the shaft~ 
reduction in the diameter of the head. and 
especiall~' decrease in the size of the distal 
end of the shaft. The shape of the head 
remains much the same~ but the facets are 
reduced in size and protrude less from the 
bone. From dinosaurs it differs in re
taining the primitiYe joint between tibia 
and a:3tragalus and also in the proportions 
of tibia to femur. 

The tibia is similar in form to that of 
phytosaurs~ champsosaurs, Croco?ilia, and 
other reptiles which hold the hmbs out
ward at the side of the body. It affords 
little clue to the relationships of the 
animal. 

Fibula (Pl. 30, figs. 3, 4) .-The fibulae 
are elongated slender, laterally compressed 
bones with slight sigmoid flexure. They 
slightly exceed the tibiae in length. The 
head is flattened, narrow, anteroposteriorly 
elongate with a conYex articular surface 
for the lateral condyle of the femur. The 
shaft becomes more nearly equidimen
sional below the upper fourth, and below 
the center it is compressed triangular with 
a keeled posterior edge. The distal end 
turns backward abruptly and ends in an 
o'cal posterodistally facing convex facet. 

The posterior ridge forks slight I y below 
the middle of the shaft and continues up
''rnrd as two branches at the inner and 
outer posterior angles to the base of the 
expanded head where they merge into the 
rounded posterior border. 

l\IANUS 

Text fig. 10; Pl. 31, fig. 2 

The left manus is preserved with the 
bones little moved from their natural po
s1t10ns. The first digit lay in matrix 
at right angles to the remaining toes, 
strongly suggesting that it was divergent 
in life. The remaining toes were found 
close together and probably did not 
diverge greatly. All the digits are well 
developed and bear large claws. Phalan
geal formula 2-3-4-5-3. The fourth toe 
is longest, the fifth shorter than the sec
ond. The haud is large; its length ex
ceeds that of the forearm. Probably it 
was generally used for locomotion. 
I Every part of the limb and girdle skele
ton suggests that Trilo phosaurus was 
quadrupedal.) 

Eight carpals are preserved; these are 
identified as radiale (?) , intermedium (?), 
ulnare. centrale. 1st. 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
distal carpals. It seems evident that a 
fifth distal carpal was originally present 
and either had been lost from the skele
ton prior to fossilization or else was car
tilaginous. A well-developed facet for it 
Js present on the fifth metacarpal and 
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also on the fourth distal carpal. The 
form and articulations of the latter make 
it impossible for it to have supported the 
last metacarpal, so it does not represent 
fused carpalia. 

Carpus.-The carpal bones were some
what displaced, but it has been possible, 
because of the relatively closely fitting 

articular surfaces, to restore most of 
them to nearly their original positions. 
The distal carpal~ especially are well 
formed and conform closely to the contour 
of the proximal facets of the metacarpals. 
The fourth distal was moved slightly 
palmar to its metacarpal, the second dis
tal had moved proximally and laterally 

Fig. 10. Tr£lophosaurus buettneri Case, x0.8; dor:-:al view of manu:-', carpus restored. 
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somewhat. The first distal and its meta
carpal were displaced to between the 
heads of the second and third metacar
pals. The centrale was below the proxi
mal end of the radiale. The intermedium 
lay beneath the rest of the proximal car
pals, and the ulnare separated the others 
from the distal row. The fifth metacarpal 
was most displaced, lying below the first 
metacarpal in the space between the s~c
ond and third. The most doubtful pomt 
is the position and relationships of the 
lateral centrale, which, although possess
ino- definite articular faces, does not cor
re~pond to any of the possible surround-
ing bones. 

Radiale (?).-The radiale is the larg
est carpal. In the specimen it lay on the 
anterior side of the carpus, probably 
close to its proper position. Viewed from 
the dorsal surface it is rectangular, wider 
than long, with a deep concavity on the 
inner (posterior) side which formed part 
of the so-called perforating foramen. The 
dorsal face is shallowly concave. In cross 
section the bone is wedge-shaped, with the 
point toward the anterior side of the 
hand, the thick edge adjacent to the cen
trale. The radial facet seems large for 
that element, covering the entire proxi
mal end of the bone; it is fiat except 
for a slight dorsoventral concavity ne~r 
the internal edge of the bone. The dis
tal facet is similar in size and shape but 
bears a more pronounced concavity w-hich 
conforms closely to the proximal surface 
of the first distal carpal. There can be 
l~ule doubt that this element is correctly 
placed, because of its articulations. It lies 
so far distal to the remainder of the 
proximal row that one might well argue 
that it is a median centrale instead of a 
radiale. In Prolorosaurus a medial cen
trale is present, and the radiale is fre
quently unossified. Against the hypothesjs 
that the bone here described is a cen
trale is the presence of a wel I-developed 
groove for perforating artery on its lat
eral margin. 

lntennedinm (?).-A thin, flat, elon
crated bone, widest at the proximal end 
~nd tapering strongly distally, was found 
beneath the rest of the carpus. Near the 
distal end, on the dorsal and anterior 
sides, are smooth bony excrescences 

which may be ossified tendon attach
ments. The posterior side bears a slight 
facet for the ulnare. The rounded proxi
mal end is concave ventrally and forms 
a portion of the ulnar facet. This bone 
is either the intermedium or pisiform. It 
is remarkably thin for an intermedium 
and lacks a distal facet. Its shape is 
slightly suggestive of a pel ycosaur inter
meclium. It could not have articulated 
with the radiale (?) in any reasonable 
reconstruction of the carpus. Its distal 
end may have been supported by the 
centrale. 

The rounded distal end of the bone, the 
ossified tendons attached to its border, 
and its thinness suggest that it may have 
been a pisiform. In the drawing it has 
been placed in the position of the in
termedi um. 

U lnare.-The ulnare is longer and 
thicker than the intermedium, its dorsal 
surf ace flat except for an overhanging 
proximal facet. The posterior margin is 
thin. A large facet for the intermedium 
occupies the proximal half of the anterior 
surf ace; distal to this the anterior edge 
is thin. A strong ridge runs down the 
center of the palmar surf ace. The ulnar 
facet is convex, wide near the intermedium 
and thinning posteriorly. At the distal 
end a convex facet for the fourth distal 
carpal runs from the anterior point up
ward and backward. 

Centrale.-As mentioned above, the 
position and articulations of this bone 
could not be determined satisfactorily. 
One surface is deeply concave with 
strongly ridged borders, similar to the 
dorsal surf ace of the radiale, and dis
tal carpals. It may be assumed that this 
is the dorsal surface. The palmar sur
face is also concave. In cross section the 
bone is triangular, with a short flat side 
and two convex surf aces. 

None of the distal carpals will fit 
closely with this element. In the recon
struction it has been placed between the 
radiale and fourth distal carpal, rest
ing on the third and fourth distals, and 
supporting the intermedium. The radiale 
and first distal carpal articulate so closely 
that it is unlikely that it separated them. 

Distal carpals.-The first distal carpal 
is a broad, short element with convex 
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proximal and distal surfaces which meet 
at the anterior edge but are separated by 
a short, straight inner facet. These sur
faces closely fit the radiale and first 
metacarpal. The inner facet articulates 
with a broad facet at the head of the 
second metacarpal and probably to a 
slight extent with the second distal car
pal. The dorsal surface is flat with 
slight! y raised borders. The articular 
faces merge into the bluntly rounded 
palmar surf ace. 

The second and third distal carpals are 
small, deep, short, and irregularly 
shaped; the third exceeds the second in 
size. The dorsal exposure of each is a 
small concave polygonal area with raised 
borders. The distal facets are curved in 
a complex a~ymmetric saddle shape which 
fits the head of the metacarpal; they are 
wide posteriorly. Two other flat or slightly 
convex facets are present on each. 

The last preserved carpal is the fourth; 
it great! y exceeds the others in size. 
Dorsally it presents a deeply concave 
face of trapezoidal outline, the broader 
base directed proximally. There is a large 
convex proximal surface for the ulnare. 
Distally there are facets for the third 
carpal, the third metacarpal, the fourth 
metacarpal, and fifth carpal. When the 
foot is articulated in the manner indi
cated by the facets, the fourth carpal 
overlies the third and fourth digits. The 
facet for the fifth carpal is concave and 
directed laterally. The fifth metacarpal 
has a concave proximal facet, and one 
must postulate a separate carpal element, 
whether cartilaginous or osseus, to make 
the connection. 

Metacarpals.-MetacarpaI I is short, 
broad, and flat. Its proximal end bears 
a slightly concave transversely elongated 
facet which extends onto a lateral pro
jection. The shaft is almost as broad as 
long and widens distally into the epicon
dyles. The strong lateral process at the 
head of the first metacarpal prevents its 
being aligned paral 1 el to the remaining 
metacarpals. Accordingly the first digit 
must have been permanently divergent. 

The second metacarpal is half again as 
long as the first. Its head is as deep as 
wide and bears a strong posterior pro
jection of the dorsal surface which ex-

tends proximally and evidently made con
tact with the third distal carpal. A curved 
articular facet for the second carpal 
covers the proximal end and anterior side 
of this process. The anterior margin of 
the proximal end bears a strong facet for 
the first carpal. The shaft is more slender 
than that of the first metacarpal, longi
tudinally concave above, convex below, 
flattening and widening distally. The 
epicondyles are deeply excavated laterally. 

The third and fourth metacarpals are 
similar to the second, each slightly sur
passing the more anterior in length, and 
developing stronger ventral and proximo
lateral processes. Intermetacarpal articu
lar facets are well developed at the proxi
mal ends of these. 

The fifth metacarpal is short, only a 
trifle longer than the first. It is broad and 
thin, strongly concave on the anterior side 
(toward the inside of the hand) , and is 
slightly hook-shaped, that is, with its shaft 
set out from a line through the center of 
its proximal articular facet. A strong facet 
on the anterior side is for the fourth 
metacarpal, and a transversely concave 
facet is for the fifth distal carpal. Its 
distal end is unsymmetrical, appearing to 
be cut off obliquely on the outer side. 

Phalanges.-Proximal and medial phal
anges are all similar in form, although 
differing considerably in lengths and pro
portions in the various digits. The sub
terminal phalanx of each digit is the 
longest. The remaining phalanges decrease 
regularly in length from the proximal 
phalanx distally. Consequently there is 
marked contrast between the subterminal 
phalanx and that preceding it in the longer 
toes. 

The proximal ends of the phalanges are 
oval, concave facets, somewhat flattened 
dorsally. From them the sides converge 
inward sharply to the shaft. The phal
anges are oval in cross section with a 
flattened or even shallowly grooved palmar 
surface. The subterminal phalanges are 
more nearly round. All are strongly con
cave longitudinally, especially at the sides. 
At the distal end is an expansion similar 
to that on the metacarpals. The epi
con<lyles bear distinct pits facing outward 
and slightly upward. The distal articular 
surface. faces nearly straight out, is con-
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caw· below and in the central portion, con
,-ex from top to bottom. The subtermina l 
phalanges haYe narrow distal condyles, 
corresponding to the narrow facets on the 
claws. 

The distal phalanges are all large, 
~lrongly compressed laterally, long, re
curYed. sharp-pointed claws, of subequal 
size. The proximal articular facets are 
dorsoYentrally concave, narrow, and sit
uated in the upper half of the base of the 
claw. Below them lies a strong tubercle 
for the flexor tendons, separated from the 
articular region by a shallow longitudinal 
groO\-e. Its lower surface is continuous 
with the concave ventral edge of the claw. 

PES 

Text fig. 11: Pl. 31, fig. I 

The hind foot of Trilophosaurus ex
ceeds the front foot in size. It is longer · 
than the tibia. The five well-developed 
toes are provided with large compressed 
claws like those of the forefoot. The 
fourth toe is longest; the fifth is divergent 
from the others and (including the meta
tarsals) shorter than the second. The fifth 
metatarsal is "'hooked.'' In the tarsus are 
~eYen well-formed ossifications which ap
pear to have articulated closely with one 
another and 'rith the metatarsals. There 
is but a sin!!le centrale. the lateral one of 
the primiti~·e pair, h~mologous to the 
mammalian na,·icular. The astragalus 
1 intermedium I and calcaneus ( fibulare) 
an=- primitive in form. The fourth distal 
tar~al is enlarged to support the fifth as 
well as fourth metatarsals. and the fifth 
tar~ale is absent. A typically sauropsidan 
intratarsal joint was present. 

In the following description the terms 
asl ragalus. calcaneus, and naYicular are 
used in preference to intermedium. filrn-
1 are. and rentrale respectively. 

Asfraf.!.:alus.-The astraS?:alus retains the 
rather p~·imitive L-shape f~und in the pely
<·osaur~. lt~ dnr~al. 111· dor~nlateral. ..;;ur
face is concan_•. a shallow longitudinal 
!:!TOOYe extending along it from the fibular 
facet to the dist a 1 end. A large, flaL 
quadrate. articular ~u rface for the tibia 
occupies the medial surface of the bodY 
of the bone. Distalh· this surface is cut 
off hY the navicular f~cet. which intersects 

it approximately at right angles. This 
facet is about twice as deep as wide, shal
low h- cone an=-. with a straight dorsolateral 
margin at its intersection with the tibial 
facet and rounded medial and ventral 
edges. The posterior or proximal process 
nearly equals the remainder of the bone in 
length and is directed slightly outward and 
downward. Its truncated end forms a 
subquadrate, posteriorly directed, shal
lowlv concave articulation for the fibula. 
On its lateral surface is a longitudinal 
groove which rests on the inner edge of the 
calcaneus. The lateral border is inter
rupted opposite the posterior edge of the 
body of the astragalus by a notch which 
forms the inner side of the perforating 
foramen. Distal to this notch a convex 
facet for the distal end of the calcaneus 
is developed. A convex surf ace connects 
this face to the lateral edge of the navicu
lar facet. It is adjacent to the fourth 
tarsal. but shows no distinct facet for that 
hone. The ventral surf ace is convex. 
~1 oping upward, outward~ and backward 
from the thick distal and lateral portions 
to the thin medial and posterior margins 
of the tibial articulation, and continuing 
around the medial surface of the fibular 
process. No head is developed in contrast 
to the astragali of advanced therapsids. 

Calcaneus.-Like the astragalus this 
hone is but little modified fron; the pely
rosaurian type. It is a thin blade with a 
thickened distal foot. which hears two 
facets. The larger of these articulates 
with the fourth tarsale: the small medial 
facet. which meets the lateral at an obtuse 
an:zle~ is for the distal end of the astraga
lus. The superior surface of the blade is 
~lightly concave, the lower surface con
,· ex. The lateral border curves evenly 
from the end of the distal facet to the 
posterior end. Two thickenings are pres
ent. at the posterior point of the bone and 
near the middle of the lateral border. 
Articulation with the astragalus is limited 
to the lower half of the medial edge, which 
bear~ a broad. longitudina llv cvlindrical 
facE't for the posterior process. of that bone. 
Contact with the fibula was very slight, if 
anv. and no distinct facet for that bone is 
di~cernible. Near the distal end, just 
above the astragalar facet of the expanded 
"foot," is a partially closed groove which 
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Fig. 11. Trilophosaurus l>Uettnerz'. Case, x0.8 ,· dcr~al view f o pes. 
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bounded the foramen for the perforating 
artery laterally. 

Navicular.-A large hemispherical na
vicular with a slightly concave dorsal and 
a wide, flat proximal surface covers the 
distal end of the astragalus. The distal, 
ventral, medial, and lateral aspects of the 
bone are smoothly rounded, except for a 
deep pit in the middle of the ventral sur
f ace near its proximal edge. Distally the 
navicular must have articulated with the 
first, second, and fourth tarsals but was 
separated by the last from the third tarsal. 

Trilophosaurus differs from most Lepi
dosauria and Archosauria in possessing a 
well-developed navicular or centrale. This 
is a primitive element, retained by the 
Therapsida and Mammalia, which is found 
only among the more primitive saurop
sidan orders. The pes of Protorosaurus 
is shown by Meyer's figures (pis. 8, 9) to 
have a navicular similar to that of Tri
lo phosaurus. A navicular occurs in the 
foot of Diadectes but is absent from Pro
co!o phon. It is retained by the Eosuchia 
and some primitive archosaurs (Chasma
tosaurus). 

Distal tarsals.-The first distal tarsal is 
tabular. A flat surface for the navicular 
occupies most of its proximal surface. The 
dorsal surface is convex medially and con
cave laterally. Its distal outline presents 
a broad V-like point below the junction of 
these surfaces. This V is carried across 
the distal surface which consists of two 
facets, a larger, lateral one parallel to the 
proximal plane, and a short medial surface 
which slopes upward to the wedge-shaped 
medial edge of the bone. Both articulated 
with the first metatarsal, which has a broad 
V-shaped curved proximal surface. 

The second and third tarsals are small, 
short, deep bones, with small dorsal ex
posure. The proximal ends are nearly 
straight from top to bottom and slightly 
com'ex from si<le to side. Distally the 
bones are strongly convex dorsoventrally 
and slightlv so transversely. The third is 
twice the size of the seco:n"d. 

The enlarged fourth distal tarsal has a 
somewhat convex. trianrrular proximal 
surface on which the calcaneus rests. Its 
acute apex is at the dorsolateral corner 
of the bone. Distally the lateral portion 

expands ventrallv, so the lower surface is 
roughly quadrat~. A broad convex facet 
1rn the lat era 1 side of the bone for the fifth 
metatarsal curves distally and forms a 
~wollen articulation with the fourth meta
tarsal. :Medial to this facet the distal 
surface is deep I y concave and extends 
above the third distal tarsal. Its dorsal 
surface is rough with a pit-like central 
depression. The ventral surface is convex 
and continuous with the lateral portion of 
the proximal face, behind the calcanear 
facet. 

M etatarsals.-The first metatarsal is 
much the shortest, being about half the 
length of the second. The second, third, 
and fourth increase progressively in 
length. The fifth is again short, although 
::_;omewhat longer than the first, and is 
~trongly angulated like that of the Rhyn
chocephalia. 

Unlike the remaining metatarsals, the 
first is broad and shallow, and has a wide, 
shallow proximal articulation. The proxi
mal facet is convex dorsoventrally and 
s?mewhat concave from side to side, espe
cially near the medial side. It thus cor
responds to the double facet on the first 
tarsal. Distally, the shaft narrows some
"· hat, and becomes thin, wide, and flat 
aLove. At its distal end it expands to the 
?istally and ventrally directed condyles. 
fhese are separated ventrally by a wide 
groove. Deep pits directed upward and 
outward are present on the epicondyles 
o.f i:1etatarsals and phalanges of the pes, 
5umlar to those of the manus. 

The second to fourth metatarsals are 
similar. At the proximal end they are 
de~p and narrow; the dorsal edge of the 
articular surf ace is wider than the long 
ventral portion and is raised somewhat 
above it. Insofar as may be determined, 
the facets are slightly convex from side to 
side. There is none of the pronounced 
asymmetry of the metacarpal heads. In
termetatarsal facets are present. The 
dorsal surfaces of the shafts are flat meet 
the sid~s at rounded ~ngles in the ~roxi
mal th~rd, and pass mto a gentle curve 
1nore distally as the shaft thins. In dorsal 
a;;.;pect the shafts widen from a constric
tion below the head toward the distal end. 
The terminal articulation is similar to that 
of the first metatarsal. The fourth meta-
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tarsal differs from the others in the ab
sence of a lateral facet for metatarsal V; 
its head is triangular with a long straight 
lateral surface. The hook-shaped fifth 
metatarsal has a large media II y directed 
head with a deep facet which is narrow 
and concave above, wider and convex be
low. A distinct neck sets the head off 
from the thin wide shaft at a right angle. 
The shaft is convex above, concave below, 
and slightly curved, convex laterally. At 
its distal end it is bnt little thickened and 
forms a condyle directed entirely distally. 
There are no epicondyles or pits. 

Phalanges.-The phalanges are so sim
ilar to those of the manus that separate 
description is needless. As in the hand, 
the phalanges decrease in length distally 
to the penultimate, which is longer and 
more slender than the others. The proxi
mal phalanges of the second to fourth 
digits increase regularly in size. The 
proximal phalanx of the fifth digit has 
a more nearly circular proximal articu
lar facet than the others~ its shaft curves 
outward to increase the divergence of this 
toe from the others. The claws are like 
those of the manus and not larger in pro
portion to the size of the feet. 

Comparisons.-The pes of Trilopho
saurus retains many primitive features, 
such as ossification of most of the tarsals, 
primitive shape of the astragalus and 
calcaneus, non-reduction of digits or 
phalanges. It is advanced in the special
ization of the fifth metatarsal, loss of 
the medial centrale and fifth distal tar
sal, and in the strong, compressed claws. 
The detailed shape of astragalus, cal
caneus, and navicular may be re~arded as 
characteristic specializations. So is the 
peculiar development of the fourth tars.q_} 
which separates the third from the 
navicular. 

Evidence as to the position of the tar
sal joint is inconclusive but suggestive of 
a developing intratarsal joint. Consider
able motion, particularly rotation, was 
nossible between tibia and astragalus. 
This surface, however, is flat. The rounded 
distal end of the navicular and ball-like 
proximal articulation of the fourth tarsal 
with the calcaneus indicate that consid
erable movement, especially dorsoven
trally, could occur here. The displace-

ment of the tarsus along this joint in the 
articulated specimen also suggests an intra
tarsal articulation. 

The foot shows none of the character
istic developments of the therapsid line. 
There is ~o head on the astragalus, no 
t~b~r cal_c1s. The fifth metatarsal is spe
cialized In a characteritic fashion which 
is not found in any therapsid. 

All archosaurs possess more specialized 
feet than Trilophosaurus, with the fifth 
digit vestigial and the number of ossified 
t~rsals redu~ed. More generalized diap
s1ds, the Lep1dosauria, have a similar foot 
with a ~ooked fifth metatarsal, enlarged 
fo;_irth distal tarsal, and generally ossifie·d 
tarsal elements. The form of astragalus 
and calcaneus is somewhat more primitive 
than in these forms. 

Other primitive reptiles possess similar 
feet. Protorosaurus has a similar well
ossified tarsus in which a fifth distal tar
sal is lacking, the astragalus is remotely 
L-shaped, the navicular hemispherical. It 
too has the hooked fifth metatarsal. Mac
rocnenws and T anystro phaeus, which 
appear to be specialized off shoots of the 
Protorosauria, likewise have hooked fifth 
metatarsals. The Sauropterygia, however, 
have feet too much modified for aquatic 
I ife to show these characters. M esosaurus 
has an L-shaped astragalus and hook
shaped fifth metatarsal but lacks the 
navicular. Its feet are enlarged and ap-
parently not very similar to Trilopho-
saurus. 

In summary, the hind foot of Trilo
phosaurus shows relationship to the Pro
torosauria and Lepidosauria and is thus 
i!1 accord with the evidence of the re
mainder of the skeleton. 

Posture of the f oot.-The toes of Tri
lo phosaurus increase in length from the 
first to the fourth. The fifth is short and 
divergent. It is not, however, vestigial but 
well developed. The foot is in general 
1izard-1 ike. Romer and Byrne have shown 
that this type of foot is characteristic of 
tetrapods which carry the proximal limb 
segments out horizontally from the side 
of the body. The foot is twisted forward 
on the 1 imb, and the more lateral toes 
mPst be longer to bear their share of 
weight. The fifth toe, which receives lit
tle stress, is not so elongated and be-
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comes modified or reduced. The foot is 
probably plantigrade. for the skeleton 
shows none of the specializations charac
teristic of dig:i tigrade animals (such as 
anticlinal vertebrae. strong tuber calcis). 
The analogy with lizards must be very 
close. 

HELATIONSHIPS OF TRILOPHOSAURUS 

Case ( 1928-A l referred Trilo phosaurus 
to the Procolophonidae, a family of dia
dectomorph Cotylosauria, \vhich it resem
bles in its transversely widened, obscurely 
tricusped cheek teeth-the only portion 
available to him. Discoven of the fenes
trated sku II an<l advanced skeleton of this 
animal shows that it can not be included 
in the Cotylosauria, if the concept of that 
order as a primitive group of reptiles with 
solid! y roofed skulls is retained. I ts 
proper classification depends on whether 
it is directly derived from the diadecto
morph cotylosaurs and has independently 
developed a fenestrated temporal region, 
which 'vould necessitate the erection of a 
new order for it, or whether it belongs to 
some alreadv known order with adva~ced 
skull struct~re but has teeth which are 
convergent in form with those of the dia
dectids and procolophonids. 

Comparisons U'ith Cotylosauria.-AI
though Trilophosaurus is excluded from 
the Cotdosauria bv its f enestrated skull, 
its rese~nblances t~ various members of 
that order should not be passed over in 
considering its affinities. Cotdosaurs mav 
convenient!~- be divided into 3 groups ( a"'s 
suggested by \\.'atson. 1917. p. 171 I. Of 
these the Seymouriamorpha are extremely 
primitive and show no special resemblance 
to any later Reptilia. The Captorhino
morpha most close!~· resemble the hypo
thetical ancestors of the synapsid and diap
sid reptiles. although their dentition is 
aberrant. The braincase of Trilopho
saurus resembles that of Captorhinus 
(Price, 1935) in its high dorsum sellae, 
lizard-like sella turcica, position of the 
internal carotid foramina, non-ossification 
of the sphenethmoid region and well
developed parasphenoid rostrum. Cap
torhinus differs from Tri lo phosa.urus in 
its small basipterygoid processes which 
are directed forward and lateralh·. small 
tubera~ large sta pes. in the ] ow -position 

of the inner ear at the side of the brain
case, and in the absence of a bony parti
tion between Yestibule and brain cavity. 
These are all primitive features. The 
quadrate of both animals is tall and fixed 
at the back of the skull, but in Captorhinus 
it is completely covered at the sides by 
~quamosal and quadratojugal, whereas in 
Trilophosaurus it is exposed. The cap
torhinids lack the distinctive backward 
curve of the upper end of the quadrate. 
The postcranial skeleton of Trilo phosaurus 
differs in many respects from that of 
Ca ptorlzinus, but these differences are all 
progressive characters of the Triassic 
animal which haYe no bearing on relation
ships. Tri lo phosaurus resembles Capto
rhinus more closely than other cotylosaurs 
in the structure of its braincase. No 
reason is apparent why it might not bear 
the same relationships to the ca ptorhinids 
as dia psid and synapsid reptiles do. 

The Diadectomorpha includes reptiles 
with a peculiarly enlarged otic notch and 
deep quadrate. Diadectes and the pareia
saurs were large, the procolophonids 
small. All had specialized dentition. The 
pareiasaurs may be eliminated at once from 
serious consideration by a number of 
characters which are totally unlike Tri
! o phosauru s. The brain cavity is elongate 
and straight, without the high dorsum 
sellae of Trilo phosaurus. A sphenethmoid 
ossification surrounding the anterior part 
of the brain cavity has been described by 
Boonstra ( 1939) . The f enestra ovalis is 
laqre~ and situated low on the side of the 
braincase. The dentition is specialized 
by development of numerous cuspules at 
the edge of the tooth-crowns. The skele
ton is excessively massive. 

The diadectids show resemblance to 
Tri lo plzosaurus in their transversely 
broadened, three-cusped teeth and in the 
general form of the back of the skull. 
The braincase is not satisfactorily known 
in Diadectes. but there appear to be im
portant differences from Triloplwsaurus. 
The tubera and basipterygoid processes 
do not project so far ventrally, and the 
hrainc~se appears in available figures 
(Case, 1910, fibrr. 4.) to be low and straiaht 

b ' and ossified anterior to the fenestra 
prootica. There is no cultiform process 
of the parasphenoid. 
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The quadrate of diadectids is covered 
on the lateral surface of the skull by the 
squamosal and quadratojugal. It is parti
ally separated from the latter by a quad
rate foramen. The upper end of the quad
rate does not curve backward as in Tri
lo phosaurus, but is straight to its rounded 
end.1 The backward projection above the 
enlarged otic notch is formed by squamosal 
and tabular. Hence the striking superficial 
resemblance to Trilophosaurus in this re
gion is not due to homologous structures 
and can not be regarded as evidence of 
affinity. 

In Diadectes the posttemporal fenestrae 
are closed by contact of the squamosals 
and tabulars with the supraoccipital. If 
Trilo phosaurus is derived from a diadecto
morph it must be from a more primitive 
member of the group in which these fenes
trae remained open. The presence of well
developed posttemporal fenestrae in 
Procolo phon shows that such forms ex
isted. 

The transverse elongation of the teeth 
is indeed a strong resemblance. It is an 
adaptive character, however, such as might 
readily have arisen repeatedly under ap
propriate stimulus to evolution. Such 
teeth are also known in the Cretaceous 
lizard Polyglyphanodon sternbergi Gil· 
more (1940), in which they have un· 
doubtedly evolved independently as they 
also have in the Triassic diadectomorph 
Proco lo phon (vi de infra.). Moreover 
there appears to be an important func
tional difference between the dentition of 
Diadectes and Trilophosaurus.. In the 
former the crowns of the teeth are flattened 
and served a crushing function; most speci
mens show them with worn surfaces. The 
teeth of Trilo phosaurus always inter
meshed with cutting or shearing action; 
their crowns are not found blunted by 
wear but are invariably sharp. The jaw 
articulations of these reptiles differ cor
respondingly. Trilophosaurus has a trans
verse q11adrate condyle which permits only 
orthal motion, whereas Diadectes has a 
longitudinal groove in the quadrate and a 
ridge on the articular which facilitate 
propalinal motion. In Trilo phosaurus the 

1Prof. A. S. Romer kindly showed me a specimen of 

Diadectt~s in which the quadrate is clearly visible and which 
confirms this interpretation. 

teeth were frequent I y replaced, whereas in 
Diadectes there is no evidence of succes· 
SIOn. 

The feet of Diadectes are modified for 
support of the heavy body of that animal. 
The phalanges are short and wide. Term
inal claws are present~ but these are wide 
in contrast to those of Trilo phosaurus. 
The tarsus is also broadened so that the 
astragalus is wide and flat. A navicular 
is present (Romer and Byrne, 1931). The 
fifth metatarsal is not hook-shaped. 

Diadectes is so specialized that it seems 
improbable that it could have given rise 
to Trilo phosaurus. The resemblances be
tween them seem more like adaptive con
vergence than indications of genetic af · 
finity. 

Proco lo ph on and its allies from the 
Triassic of Europe and Africa are small 
reptiles much advanced over other coty
losaurs. Like the diadectids and Trilo ph
osaurus the teeth are transversely wid
ened. According to Seeley ( 1905) they 
bear slight cusps at the ends of a sharp, 
transverse blade. The Upper Permian 
Nyctiphruretus and Nycteroleter have 
conical teeth. Efremov ( 1940, p. 455) 
has shown that they connect the Procolo
phonidae with the Pareiasauridae. The 
procolophonids, therefore, acquired trans
verse teeth independently of the diadectids. 
The back of the skull is deep and concave, 
somewhat resembling that of Diadectcs. 
A quadrate foramen is present, as in the 
diadectids. Watson (1914B, p. 738) says 
that the quadrate is small and covered 
laterally by quadratojugal and squamosal. 
The latter also covers the posterior surface 
of upper portion of the quadrate. A large 
tabular is present. Unlike the diadectids, 
there are large posttemporal fenestrae. 

The braincase differs from that of Tri
lo phosaurus in several respects. Accord
in 2: to Watson ( l 914B) the inner ear is 
widely open into the brain cavity and oc
cupies the entire side wall of the brain
case, like that of a turtle. The stapes is 
fairly stout~ and the fenestra ovalis large. 
The tubera are only moderately developed, 
and the basipterygoid processes do not 
proiect downward. All these are essen
tially primitive characters. In the post
cranial skeleton Procolo phon retains many 
features lost by Trilo phosaurus, such as 
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heavy neural arches which obscure the 
spinous processes, flat zygapophyseal 
articulations throughout the vertebral col
umn, notochordal centra, well-developed 
metacoracoid, and large clavicles. The 
pelvis is peculiarly developed with a tall 
ilium rising above the acetabulum but no 
posterior spine. The femur is primitive, 
with a deep intertrochanteric fossa. 
Among the most important differences 
from Trilo phosaurus are the absence of a 
centrale from the tarsus and straight fifth 
metatarsal. (Seeley, 1905, p. 228, fig. 37; 
Watson, 1914B, p. 745: Efremov, 1940, p. 
439). 

The chief resemblances of Proco lo phon 
to Trilo phosaurus are its transversely 
widened teeth and primitive jaw with in
frameckelian but no external mandibular 
fenestrae. The quadrate region does not 
have much real similarity, in spite of 
superficial external resemblance. 

To derive Trilophosaurus from a prim
itive procolophonid would require the same 
changes which are necessarv to derive it 
from a captorhinid,- namely: (1) reduc
tion of the roofing bones of the cheek to 
obliterate the quadrate foramen and expose 
the quadrate at the side of the skull; (2) 
formation of a superior temporal fenestra; 
( 3) downward growth of the tuber a and 
basipterygoid processes; ( 4) loss of 
palatal teeth; ( 5) development of trans
verse crowns on cheek teeth and edentu
lous beak; ( 6) loss of sculpture on skull 
bones; and (7) modernization of post
cranial skeleton. The only trend in this 
direction shown by the Triassic proco
lophonids is the wideni11g of the cheek 
teeth. All procolophonids are specialized 
in a different direction from Trilo pho
saurus in the enlargement of the orbit, part 
of which may have served as a temporal 
f enestra. Although the tooth-crowns and 
mode of implanta-tion of the teeth of Tri
lopl10sau rus and Procolo phon are remark
ably ~imilar. tlw remainder of their skel
etons give l 1tt!e indication of relationship. 

Comparisons 10,:th Chelonfo. - The 
fJH~l onia possess skulls of diver~e form, 
some with the temporal region closed, 
others with emarf!ination from the pos
terior border~ or below, or both. Their 
jaws are edentulous (except in Trias
sochelys) and provided with a horny beak. 

The di~tinctive character of the order is the 
de\ dopment of the bony carapace and its 
intimate relationships with the ribs. 
Tri lo phosauru s resembles chelonians in 
the edentulous beak and deep curved 
quadrate, firmly attached to the cheek 
bones, hut differs in almost every other 
part of the skeleton. The skull fenestra 
is unlike that of any chelonian; the basi
cranial region is buHt upon a different 
plan; the palate retains its interpterygoid 
vacuity; the inner ear is separated from 
the brain cavil y and above the floor of the 
brain case; the number of presacral verte
brae exceeds 18, which is constantly found 
in the chelonia; and there is no trace of 
dermal armor. 

Comparison with synapsids.-The tem· 
poral opening of Trilo phosaurus is some
what like that of the advanced therapsids, 
bounded above by the parietals, behind 
by the squamosal, and below and in front 
by the bones of the cheek region which 
presumably include postorbital and pos
sibly jugal. The resemblance ceases here, 
however, for the therapsid temporal 
fenestra remains widely open at the side 
as well as above, whereas in Trilopho· 
saurus the lower cheek region is deep and 
solidly enclosed by bone. A number of 
fundamental differences in the .structure 
of skull and skeleton exclude the possi
bility of relationship between Trilo pho· 
saurus and the therapsids (Watson, 
1921). 

1. In Trilophosaurus the quadrate is 
large and forms the posterior lateral 
border . of the temporal region of the 
skull. The therapsid quadrate is always 
small, fitting into a groove in the lower 
surface of the deep squamosal. 

2. In advanced therapsids there is a 
secondary palate or at least the internal 
nares are large and posteriorly placed. 
In Trilophosaurus the internal nares are 
relative! y small and at the extreme front 
of the pa late. There is no trace of a sec· 
ondary palate. 

3. The ear region of therapsids is sit· 
uate<l low on the side of the braincase 
and commonly extends below the bottom 
?f the brain cavity. In Trilophosaurus, as 
m most non-therapsid reptiles, the inner 
ear is situated high on the side of the brain~ 
case, above the level of its floor. 
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4. The tubera basisphenoidales project 
far beneath the level of the basicranial 
axis. Flanges extend me di ally from them, 
closing off a deep basicranial fossa similar 
to that found in Saurischian dinosaurs but 
not in therapsids. 

5. The basipterygoid processes of Tri
lo phosaurus extend far below the basi
cranial axis; in therapsids they are short 
and laterally directed. 

6. There is a single occipital condyle 
which appears to be formed entirely by 
basioccipital. In advanced therapsids the 
condyles are tripartite or double. 

7. The pytergoids do not unite to form 
a median bar between basicranium and 
palate but retain the primitive separated 
vertical position found in pelycosaurs. 
Their palatal flanges are not far forward 
of the basicranial articµlation. 

8. The dentaries, although forming a 
small coronoid process behind the cheek 
teeth, show no tendency toward expansion 
al the expense of the posterior elements 
of the lower jaw. 

9. There is no pineal foramen. 
10. The scapula has no outwardly di

rected spine or acromion process. 
11. The pectoral girdle has the pro

coracoid greatly developed posteriorly as 
in non-synapsid reptiles and lacks the 
metacoracoid. 

12. The humerus lacks an entepicon
dylar foramen. 

13. There is no reduction of the num
ber or length of the phalanges from the 
primitive reptilian formula of 2-3-4-5-3, 
with the fourth toe longest. 

14. There is no anterior spine of the 
ilium. 

15. There is no obturator foramen. 
16. The inner trochanter of the femur 

is more strongly developed than in therap
sids, and there is less tendency to form 
an anterior "head" and no trace of an 
incipient greater trochanter. 

In short, Trilophosaurus shows scarcely 
any of the evolutionary trends which 
characterize the therapsid reptiles and cul
minated in the Mammalia. In nearly every 
character cited it is closer to the saurop
sidian type of structure. Moreover, the 
therapsids were mainly carnivorous forms, 
whereas Trilo phosa:urus was herbivorous. 

Of the herbivorous therapsids, the tapino
cephalid dinocephalians, besides show
ing numerous therapsid characters which 
Trilophosaurus lacks, were so different in 
form and so much more massive that de
tailed comparison would be pointless. 
Their teeth were round, not transverse I y 
widened. The only resemblance is in the 
relatively high position of the temporal 
opening and moderately deep cheek 
region. This is no doubt related to some
what similar habits of mastication. The 
Dicynodontia have edentulous beaks like 
Trilophosaurus and commonly lack cheek 
teeth as well, save for the canine. The 
differences in dentition between the two 
groups would be of minor importance, 
but in other features the skulls are very 
different. In particular, the dicynodonts 
have small quadrates at the lower end of 
a T-sha ped squamosal which carries them 
well forward of the occipital region. And 
the numerous non-therapsid characters of 
Trilophosaurus again bar it from even 
general relationship to the group. 

The relationship of Trilophosaurus to 
the Pelycosauria remains to be consid
ered. In some features of skull structure 
(notably the form and relationships of the 
pterygoids) and in the primitive structure 
of the pelvis, there is considerable resem
blance. But these features are merely 
primitive reptilian characters displayed by 
the Pelycosauria which Trilophosaurus re
tains. There is a notable difference in the 
temporal region and skull table. In pely
cosaurs the skull roof is flat and a sma11 
fenestra occurs low on the side of the 
temporal region, whereas in Trilopho
saurus there is parietal crest, upwardly 
opening temporal fenestra, and closed 
J ower cheek region. 

The internal ear of Trilophosaurus lies 
in the side of the braincase above the 
level of its floor and is shut off from 
the cranial cavity by bone. The stapes 
is slender and imperforate in contrast to 
the heavy pelycosaur stapes. There is no 
venous notch in the upper wall of the 
braincase behind the trigeminal foramen. 
In many parts of the postcranial skeleton 
Trilo phosaurus is advanced over the Pely
cosauna, as one would expect a Triassic 
r :~!Hile to be. 
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The differences in temporal structure 
and position of the ear suggest that Tri
lo phosau rus arose from the coty losaurian 
stock independently of the Pelycosauria~ 
and that it is closer to the sauropsid than 
to the synapsid reptiles. 

Comparison with !If esosaurus. - The 
skull structure of this form is still not 
satisfactorily known. Its elongated jaws 
and needle-like teeth~ and the pachyostosis 
of the skeleton, seem to remove it far 
enough from Trilo phosaurus to make more 
detailed comparison unnecessary. The evo
lutionary tendencies shown by the two 
forms seem entirely divergent, and there 
are no characters suggesting relationship. 
It has generally been thought to have a 
superior temporal fenestra~ but Huene 
( 1940, p. 287) suggests that it is a synap
sid with a low temporal opening. 

Comparison. with I chthyosauria.-The 
peculiar construction of the superior tem
poral f enestra of the ichthyosaurs, which 
is bordered laterally by postfrontal and 
tabular, and their highly developed 
aquatic adaptations, separate them from 
near relationship with other reptiles, in
cluding Trilophosaurus. 

Comparisons with the Sauropterygia.
In these aquatic reptiles the skull has a 
superior fenestra, bounded laterally by 
squamosal and postorbital, quite as in 
Tri lo phosaurus. The quadrate is tall and 
backwardly directed, supported at the side 
hy the squamosal. The Jower end of the 
quadrate, in plesiosaurs, extends well be
low and behind the level of the palate 
and basicranium. Trilophosaurus shows 
this to a slight degree. Placodonts have 
skulls which resemble Trilophosaurus in 
many details: in the structure of cheek 
and temporal region, in the deep tubera 
basisphenoidales. and in coronoid process 
of the lower jaw. The anterior d~ntition 
is sometimes reduced (Placochelys). 

Structural differences between the Sau
ropterygia and Tri! o phosanrus are rather 
numerou~. They are largely related to the 
aquatic adaptations of the latter. Impor
tant among these are: 

I. Elongation of vertebral column. 

2. Articulation of ribs with centrum 
only. 

3. Limb girdles highly specialized, 
scapula with low blade and large pre
coracoid plate, large coracoids. 

4. Paddle-I ike modification of limbs. 
5. External nares relatively far back 

from end of snout. 
6. Palate with vacuities closed or 

nearly so. 
7. Braincase elongate, with spheneth

moid ossification. 
8. Retention of pineal foramen. 
It is significant that the placodonts, 

which have a crushing dentition, show a 
greater resemblance to Tribo phosaurus 
than the more primitive Nothosauria, 
which retain normal foot structure. This 
points to the convergent development of 
coronoid process, deep skull, and other 
features associated with masticating food. 

The di:ff erences between the Saurop
tcrygia and Trilo phosaurus are profound 
and indicate a remote ancestry at the best. 
It is possible that both are specialized 
offshoots of a primitive stock which 
possessed a superior temporal fenestra, but 
this is by no means certain, for the tem
poral region may have evolved indepen
dently. On the other hand, the aquatic 
characters of the Sauropterygia make them 
appear more isolated than is actually the 
case, and may tend to obscure their rela
tionships. 

Comparisons with the Diapsida.-Tri
lo plwsaurus shows resemblance to certain 
diapsid reptiles. Its braincase closely 
resembles those of S phenodon and the liz
ards in the high position of the inner ear 
and its separation from the brain cavity, 
in the absence of ossification anterior to 
the trigeminal notch, and in the primitive 
position of the carotid foramina. The 
epipterygoids and palate have similar re
lations. The pectoral and pelvic girdles 
of the recent types are advanced in being 
f enestrated but have the same general 
pattern. Resemblances of the humerus 
and femur with lizards have been pointed 
out in detail. The tarsus of Trilopho
sau rus is primitive in retaining a navicular, 
hut the feet are otherwise similar, with 
the same phalangeal formula and hooked 
fifth metatarsal. 

The Eosuchia, most primitive diapsid 
reptiles, are very lizard-like in palate and, 
so far as is known, braincase. They ap-
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proach Trilophosaurus more closely than 
lizards in their two-arched skull, dorsal 
intercentra, and in retaining a navicular 
in the tarsus. Y oungina has a straight 
fifth metatarsal, which is more primitive 
than the hooked type of other diapsids and 
Trilophosaurus. Possibly this structure 
has developed independently in the Pro
torosauria and Eosuchia. 

Trilo phosaurus is in about the same 
evolutionary stage as the Triassic rhyn
chosaurs (Huene, 1938). Both have lost 
the parietal foramen, acquired a highly 
specialized although different type of 
dentition, have similarly situated carotid 
and facial foramina, retain interptery~oid 
vacuities, have reduced suborbital fenes
trae, have massive lower jaws with large 
primordial canals, no external man·dibular 
fenestrae, splenials meeting in symphysis, 
and low coronoid processes. The divided 
atlas, proatlas, dorsal intercentra, form of 
zygapophyses, rib articulations, and long, 
low neural spines are common to both. 
The vertebral formula is nearly the same: 
Stenaulorhynchus has 25 presacral verte
brae, Trilo phosaurus has 24; both have 7 
cervicals and a gradual transition from 
cervical to dorsal -· regions. The limb and 
foot structure is rather similar; both have 
a navicular and hook-shaped fifth meta
tarsal. 

Rhynchosaurs are less advanced than 
Trilophosaurus in the development of the 
tuber a and basi pterygoid processes, in 
retaining a quadrate for amen, a somewhat 
screw-shaped glenoid fossa, an entepicon
dylar foramen in the humerus, and a prim
itive femur. They are more advanced or 
specialized in the exclusion of the frontal 
from the orbital rim, ossification of the 
sidewalls of the braincase anterior to the 
trigeminal foramen~ acromion process on 
the scapula, anterior spine of the ilium~ 
and anterior process of the pubis. There 
are, of course, many differences of detail. 
The modifications for feeding are different, 
the jaw of Trilophosaurus being limited to 
strictly orthal movement, whereas the dom
inant motion in rhynchosaurs was propa
linal. The skull proportions are widely 
different, doubtless largely to accommo
date muscles suited to the peculiar jaw 
mechanisms, that of Trilo phosaurus being 
narrow and deep, the rhynchosaurs low 

and broad. The beak of Trilo phosaurus 
is not enamel-covered or overhanging but 
is more turtle-like and probably was horn
covered. The absence of a lower temporal 
fenestra removes Trilo phosaurus far from 
the rhynchosaurs, which are typically 
diapsid. 

The saurischian-like basicranium of 
Trilo phosaurus is its only archosaurian 
character. It is far more primitive than 
any archosaur in the skull roof, unossified 
sphenethmoid region, absence of a mandib
ular foramen, presence of dorsal inter
centra, expanded ventral plates of the 
girdles, and unreduced fifth digits. It re
tains a centrale in the tarsus, in contrast 
to all archosaurs but Chasmatosaurus 
(Broom, 1932, pl. 2). Unlike the primi-
tive archosaurs, Trilo phosaurus has no 
dermal armor. 

The large array of resemblances be
tween Trilo phosaurus and the primitive 
diapsids indicates more than a similar 
grade of evolution. They are far more 
numerous and deep-seated than its re
semblances to the therapsids or cotylosaurs 
and strongly indicate that Trilophosaurus 
is an offshoot of the stock which gave rise 
to the rhynchosaurs, squamata (Broom. 
1925), and archosaurs. The retention of a 
single temporal fenestra indicates that its 
separation from the pre-diapsid stock oc
curred in Middle Permian time, or ear lier. 
for primitive diapsids (Eosuchia) are al
ready present in the Upper Permian. 

The similarities in limb and girdle 
structure have developed independently 
but in parallel fashion from a common 
ancestor in which these trends already 
were genetically established. The dorsally 
placed ear chamber, slender stapes,2 deep 
basisphenoid with strong tubera and basip
terygoid processes are common heritage of 
the two groups. 

On the whole Trilo phosaurus shows 
more in common with the primitive diap
sids than with the sauropterygians. This 
is due partly to the aquatic adaptations of 
the latter, which have modified the skeleton 
in a different direction from that in which 
these evolutionary trends are measured. 

Comparisons with the Protorosauria.
Although this order may not be homo· 

2Present in Y oungina (Olson, 19%, p. 529). 
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geneous (see, for example, Watson, 1917), 
and though the skull structure of Protoro
saurus itself is not satisfactorily known, 
there are a number of Permian and 
Triassic terrestrial reptiles which can not 
be properly referred to either the Diapsida 
or Synapsida and for lack of better evi
dence concerning their structure and af
finities are grouped together in classifica
tions. They seem to have possessed only 
a single fenestra on the upper portion of 
the temporal region, elongate cervical 
vertebrae, rather long limbs, and primitive 
girdles. 

Protorosaurus (Mayer, 1856; Seeley, 
1887) from the Upper Permian of Ger
many resembles Trilo phosaurus in: 

I. Parietals narrowing posteriorly to a 
sagittal crest. 

2. Superior temporal opening. 
3. Seven cervical vertebrae but 16 in

stead of 17 dorsal vertebrae. 
4. Form of vertebral centra, intercentra, 

and neural spines. 
5. Forking of neural spines of caudal 

vertebrae. 
6. Slender cervical ribs. 
7. Holocephalous posterior dorsal ribs. 
8. Plate-like pelvis. 
9. Similar limbs and feet; elongate 

compressed claws. 
10. No entepicondylar foramen in 

humerus. 
11. Centrale present in tarsus. 

It differs from Trilophosaurus in the shape 
of its femur and in its pointed conical teeth. 
It is perhaps worthy of note that Weigelt 
( 1930) has found seeds within skeletons 
of Protorosaurus and suggests that it may 
have been herbivorous. Although more 
detailed information about the skull of 
Protorosaurus is needed for proof of rela
tionship, the resemblances between Tri
lo phosaurus and this reptile are greater 
than with any other. If Protorosaurus 
was an herbivere, it is not impossible that 
its Triassic descendants might have ac
quired chopping teeth. 

Araeoscelis, from the Lower Permian of 
North America, is likewise insufficiently 
known. The existence of a single upper 
temporal fenestra in its skull is fairly well 
established (Williston, 1914; Broom, 
1931). The cheek region is deep like that 

of Trilo phosaurus. The dentition is theco
dont. Bolosaurus, which Broom (1913) 
suggested might be related to Araeoscelis, 
has teeth with slight I y widened, cuspate 
crowns. It may, however, be more closely 
related to the diadectids (Case, 1911, p. 
28) . The vertebrae of A raeoscelis have 
heavy, primitive neural arches. Ossified 
intercentra are present. The rib articula
tion is similar to Trilo phosaurus. The 
elongate limbs are similar., and the detailed 
agreement of the femora has already been 
commented upon. 

Pleurosaurus, from the Upper Jurassic, 
has been shown by Watson (1914-A) to 
have a definite superior temporal fenestra 
and fixed quadrate. Its cheek region is not 
unlike Trilo phosaurus, but the elongate 
body, aquatic modifications of the skull, 
and short vertebrae of different form do not 
suggest relationship. It has at times been 
referred to the Protorosauria, but Watson 
(1914-A) has shown that it is more prob
ably closer to the Squamata. 

Tanystrophaeus and Macrocnemus from 
the Al pine Middle Triassic are aberrantly 
specialized reptiles which have a single 
upper temporal fenestra, elongate cervical 
vertebrae, and lizard-like limbs in common 
with other Protorosauria. The feet of 
Macrocnemus strongly resemble those of 
Protorosaurus and Trilo phosaurus, and 
many other similarities may be found be
tween them. 

Trilo phosaurus differs from the animals 
previously grouped as Protorosauria in its 
transversely widened teeth and edentulous 
beak. These adaptive characters are no 
bar to relationship. Although the evi
dences for relationship are rather slender. 
due largely to imperfect knowled~e of 
other forms, it is significant that Trilo pho
saurus agrees with . Protorosau,rus in thos~ 
determinable characters in which it differs 
most importantly from other orders of 
reptiles. 

It seems probable, as Broom (1931) has 
suggested, that the diapsid reptiles are 
descended from an AraeosceNs-like an· 
cestor with a superior temporal fenestra. 
The Protorosauria show the beginnings of 
many evolutionary trends carried on by 
various diapsid orders. The parallelism 
between Trilo phosaurus and the diapsids 
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may be due to developmental tendencies 
inherited from common ancestors among 
the earlier Protorosauria. The Saurop
terygia may be aquatic descendants of the 
same stock. Peyer (1939) has pointed out 
their similarities. Trilo phosaurus can 
have no closer relationship with the 
Sauropterygia than through an early pro
torosaurian ancestor, because of the 
adaptive divergence between them. It is, 
like Tanystrophaeus, a specialized sur
vivor of the Permian stock which gave rise 
to the Sauropterygia, Lepidosauria, and 
probably the Archosauria. 

SYNOPTIC CLASSIFICATION 

Order PROTOROSAURIJ\ , Scelcya 

Permian and Triassic Reptilia having 
skulls with a single superior temporal 
fenestra, and primitive palate with interp
terygoid vacuities. Inner ear situated 
above base of braincase, stapes slender. 
Basicranium deep with stronµ; tubera in 
known forms. Postcranial skeleton primi
tive but with tendency toward elongate 
neck, slender cervical ribs, and moderately 
long, terrestrial limbs. Centrale retained 
in tarsus. 

Families: 
Araeoscelidae 
Protorosauridae 
Tanystropheidae 
Trilophosauridae 

? Pleurosauridae 

Lower Permian 
Middle-Upper Permian 
Middle Triassic 
Upper Triassic 
Upper Jurassic 

Family TRILOPHOSAURIDAE nov. 

Reptiles with single pair superior tem
poral fenestrae in skull, high fixed quad
rates exposed on side of skull, deep tubera 
and basipterygoid processes. Premaxil
laries and front of dentaries edentulous, 
forming sharp beak, possibly covered with 
horn. Maxillaries and dentaries bearing a 
series of transverse} y broadened teeth 
which are replaced vertically. Palate with 
small suborbital and large interpterygoid 
vacuities. Vertebrae procoelous and 

3Professor C. L. Camp (Prolacerta and the protorosaurian 

reptiles: Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. 243, pp. 17- 32, 1945) has 

suggested that Protorosaurus is a diapsid reptile belonging 

to the group hitherto called Eosuch ·a. If this proves correct, 

the name Araeoscelidia (Zittel, K . A. von, Textbook of 

Paleontology, 2nd English ed., vol. 2, 1932) may be pref

erable for the or<ler unde r discussion. This paper by Camp 

appeared after the present manuscript had been set in type. 

platycoelous. Wedge-shaped intercentra 
throughout presacral vertebrae. Neural 
spines low and long. Cervical vertebrae 
with paired processes between postzygapo
ph yses, covering neural canal. Elongated 
splint-like cervical ribs. Dorsal rihs two
headed anteriorly, holocephalous poste
riorly, articulating with long transverse 
process of neural arch. Caudal vertebrae 
elongate, with chevrons. Scapula without 
acrom10n. Large coracoid with coracoid 
foramen. Humerus with ectepicondylar 
groove; no entepicondylar foramen. 
Manus pentadactyl, unreduced, with com
pressed claws. Phalangeal formula 2-3-
4-5--3. Pelvis with posterior iliac spine, 
imperforate acetabulum, plate-like pubis 
and ischium. Femur elongate, with strong 
inner trochanter. Tarsus with navicular. 
Fifth metatarsal hook-shaped. Rear foot 
with claws similar to front foot, penta
dacty], formula 2-3-4-5-4. 

Genus TRILOPHOSAURUS Case 

With characters of the family. Trilopho
sau.ru.s buettncri Case, Upper Triassic, 
Nort~1 America. 

APPEARANCE AND HABITS 

Pl. 33 

The skull of Trilophosaurus is 134 mm. 
long, the pre-caudal vertebral series 729 
mm., p 1 us the thicknesses of the inter
vertebral cartilages. The length of head 
and body, then, was somewhat over 863 
mm., probably over 900 mm. (allowing 
only 1 mm. thickness for intervertebral 
cartilages it would be 890 mm.). In the 
two sections of the tail which are pre
served the lengths of the centra total 826 
mm. Several (perhaps 5) vertebrae near 
the base have been lost, and the centra 
at the end of the preserved portion show 
that the tail continued far beyond them. 
The tail may have been twice the length of 
the preserved portion, or about 1.6 meters. 
The lizard-like proportions of the body 
suggest a lonp; tail. The total length, then, 
was about 21/2 meters. 

The slender, rather short, curved ribs, 
and the widths of the girdles indicate 
that the body was slender and lizard-like 
in proportions. The low neural spines 
and chevrons of the distal caudal verte-
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brae suggest a round tail. The limbs were 
slf'nder and 1 izard-like. 

The strong development of the Yentral 
plates of both pectoral and peh-ic ~irdles 
indicate that the limbs were held out from 
the sides of the bodv with the proximal 
segments nearly or q~1ite horizontal. This 
position is also necessary to permit thf' 
joints to fit properly. The humerus is 
"twisted" and had expandf'd ends like a 
primitiYe reptile. It is mo~t like that of 
I izards. a1nong modern types~ and these 
hold the upper arm horizontal. The femur 
is more advanced and very pro bah ly could 
he hrought at least partly into a vertical 
fore-and-aft plane below the hody when 
the animal was running rapidly. The 
head of the femur is slightly turned 
toward the anterior border. to about the 
same degree as that of phytosaurs. and 
the median region of the puboischiadir 
plate recedes beneath the acetabulum. 
The anterior border of the pubis is turned 
outward. All these f eattUf'S indicatP 
adaptation to elevation of the bodv ahovP 
the rear legs when running. but it is not 
possible to' place the femt~r in a vertical 
plane without remoYing its head from 
the acetabu lum. These adaptations are 
less advanced than the corresponding 
structures in the Crocodilia. however. so 
it is reasonable to assume that. like the 
crocodiles~ Trilophosaurus habitnally held 
its bodv close to thP ground hut could 
raise it. and run with ~onsiderable speed 
when necessarv. 

The rear leQ"s are slight1v larger than 
the forelegs. The difference is not sufficient 
to postulate bipedalism (which would 
5carcelv be nossihle unless the rP:ir legs 
hahitualh· rema;nt>rl in a ,.f'rtiral nlane). 
The ratio of thP lem!:th of the hurnerns to 
length of femnr is 0.82. closf' to the ratio 
in primitive rentiles. such as the pelv
rosaurns rn.8?-0. 90 m 0 nhiacorl on. 
0.82-0. 97 in nim 1>frorl on) and much 
greater than in nrimitive bioeda 1 tht>ro
pods such as Sa!tonus <0.6S). nrnfrho
T Pstes ro. 60) . or Procom DSOf!n at lws 
rn.381. rnnta frnlll Rnrner. 19--W. an<l 
Cnmn. 193().) Tb" tih111 is nn lv 1 /5 the 
length of the femur. ahwt tlw nropor
tion foun<l in Onn'tho!estes rn.771 and 
Therodontosaurus. "\fost of the primitive 
hipeds havf' tihiac ,rhic·h ('Xceed the 

femora in length. Other indications. of 
quadrupe<lali~m are the low neural spmes 
of the dorsal vertebrae, ,d1ich suggest 
that the bark was kept nearly straight 
an<l that the animal did not raise up on 
on its rear legs~ an<l the large front feet. 

It is possible tlnt Tri lo plzosaurus could 
raise its bodv and forelegs from the 
ground and u~~ its long tail for balancing 
when runni~1g rapidly just as some lizards 
are known to do. But its more usual pose 
must have been lizard-like V{ith the body 
clo~e to [m<l parallel to the ground and 
it~ limb~ extending out at the sides. 

Assuming the humerus and femur to be 
held entirelv horizontal, the height at the 
-.;hnuldf'r " -·culd he ~()() mm. or about 
l fooL the ht>ight at the pelvis 250 mm. 
or l 0 inches. The articulations of the cer
Yical yertf>lHac "·ou ld prevent much bend
ing in the vertira l plane~ although per
mitting lateral motion. The short pos
terior' cervica ls and anterior dorsals, with 
c>xtremelv well-developed ball and socket 
art icu lat~ons and short ( anteroposteriorly) 
neural spines~ would allow the neck as a 
"·hole to be raised to an angle with the 
back. This ma v ha Ye been a common pos
ture. The articular surface of the occip
ital condde is continued far ventrally, 
permitting the head to be strongly flexed 
on the neck. The deep tubera are like 
those of bipedal dinosaurs which held the 
head flexed on the neck in normal pose. 
The posterior slope of the ends of the 
centra of the cervical vertebrae would 
strengthen the neck if it were held slop
ing ~pward. A 11 this points to a posture 
wfrh the head held elevated. 

The well-developed claws on both feet, 
and the slender toes. suggest considerable 
ability to go up rough surfaces. The com
pressed claws are unlike those of fos
sorial animals and are not adapted to 
digging. They would serve well for tear
ing rotten wond apart or for stripping 
bark from plants. Also they would have 
considerable value as offensive weapons. 
It seems most probable that they served 
principally to secure the animal's feet in 
locomotion. The ftexor muscles of the arm 
had strong origins on the humerus. The 
toes could haYe grasped branches or held 
to rou~h surface:.: :n cl imhing. Although 

~ ' ~ 

adult Tri lo ph osaurus specimens seem 
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large for arboreal animals, it is not im
possible that they were such. Large species 
of Iguana are arboreal in habit. It seems 
plausible that Trilo phosaurus may have 
climbed the cycads and conifers of the 
Triassic forest to obtain food. 

Trilophosaurus lacks the sharp-pointed 
teeth of carnivorous animals and has a 
~pecialized chopping cheek dentition in 
combination with an edentulous, presum
ably horny beak. The jaw musculature 
was well developed and arranged to pull 
the jaws straight together. The transverse 
condyles permitted no grinding motion~ 
and the unworn crowns of the teeth sup
port the view that jaw motion was en
tirely orthal. The intermeshing chisel
like blades of the upper and lower teeth 
could cut up leaves or other soft matter 
very well. The food must have consisted 
entirely of matter which could be masti
cated readily, such as thick leaves, soft 
stems, soft fruits, or insects, for there is 
no grinding apparatus to crush harder 
structures. According! y a molluscivorous 
habit may be excluded. Nor was the diet 
nuts or other hard plant structure such 
as are used by rodents and, supposedly, 
by multituberculates. 

The flora of the Chinle formation of 
Arizona has been described by Daugherty 
( 1941). It contains ferns, lycopods, 
horsetails, cordaitaleans, cycads, ginkgos, 
and conifers, especially araucarias. As 
the vertebrae fauna associated with this 
flora is similar to that of the Dockum 
formation, it is likely that the flora was 
similar in the region inhabited by Trilo
phosaurus. Possibly it fed on the foliage 
of some of the ferns, cordaites, or cycads. 

Trilophosaurus, then, was a moderately 
long, slender bodied, lizard-like reptile. 
At the front of its short head was a tur
tle-like beak. Its skin presumably was 
covered with scales but lacked heavy 
plates or spines of any sort. It was herb
ivorous and very possibly partly arboreal. 
Its only offensive weapons were sharp 
claws and possibly its long tail. It was 
probably an inhabitant of the drier por
tions of the Triassic flood plains, avoid
ing the swamps and streams in which the 
predatory phytosaurs lived. If it was 
arboreal, it may have found protection 
from terrestrial carnivores by climbing. 

Its rarity as the fossil in the Triassic 
deposits of the southwestern United States 
bespeaks a different habitat from the 
phytosaurs and amphibians as does also 
the structure of its body, which is better 
adapted to terrestrial life. 

SUMMARY 

A nearly complete articulated skeleton 
and supplementary skull material of Tri
lo phosaurus buettneri Case is described 
from the Upper Triassic Dockum forma
tion of southeastern Howard County, 
Texas. The more important osteological 
characters of this reptile are: 

1. Premaxillaries and symphysis of 
lower jaw edentulous and beak-like. 

2. Maxillaries and dentaries bearing a 
series of 12 to 15 transversely broadened, 
blade-like teeth with 3 obscure cusps. 

3. Teeth thecodont, replaced vertically, 
in regular sequence from front of jaw 
toward back. 

4. Palate with interpterygoid vacuities, 
small suborbital fenestrae, deep quadrate 
rami of pterygoids; no palatal teeth; no 
secondary palate. 

5. Skull roof with large superior tem
poral fenestrae, but no lateral or antorbital 
fenestrae; temporal region solidly covered 
laterally. No pineal foramen. 

6. Quadrates tall, exposed on side and 
back of skull, curved backward at top, 
with transverse condyle well below line of 
teeth. 

7. Inner ear located high on side of 
braincase, separated from brain cavity by 
bone, and constricting the cranial cavity, 
much as in lizards. 

8. Braincase with high dorsum sellae, 
deep sella turcica, lateral walls unossified 
anterior to trigeminal notch. 

9. Internal carotids pierce basisphenoid 
from below at base of basi pterygoid proc
esses. 

10. Deep tubera basisphenoidales and 
downward-projecting basipterygoid proc
esses with deep pit between them similar 
to theropods. 

11. Fenestra ovalis small; stapes slen
der and rod-like. 

12. Cervical vertebrae procoelous, with 
paired processes internal to postzygapo
physes, and bearing splint-like ribs. 
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1.1. Dorsal \'f'rtebrac plat ycoelou~. with 
lo\v elongate neural spine~, and crescentic 
intercentra. 

14. Caudal \"ertebrac procoelous, elon
gate. 

15. Ribs two-hPaded anteriorly, holo-
cephalrn ~ posteriorly. Belly ril>s well 
de\'elo ped. 

1 G. Sea pula tall, without acromion; 
large plate-like procoracoid, no metacora
coid. 

l 7. Pch-is wid1 plate-like pubis ~rnd 
i5cliium. the ani_eriot· hurder of the pubis 
turned <_Hll\.vard. 

18. Limb bones elongate and lizard-
like. Humerus without entepicondylar 
foramen. 

19. Feet large, pcntadactyl, with fourth 
toe longest large compressed claws. 

20. Tarsus \v-ith navicular; 5th meta
tarsal hook-shaped. 

None of the skeletal characters of Tri
lo plwsaurus bar it from descent from a 
primitive diadectomorph cotylosaur, inso
far as present inadequate knowledge of that 
group indicates. But the only positive 
characters supporting this relationship are 
the transverse! v wide cheek teeth and their 
firm, thecodo~t implantation. As trans
verse teeth have ari~wn independently at 
least twice within the cotylosaurs, and also 
i n the lizard~. , this a <lap ti v e ch a ra ct er c m1-
n o t he rel iPd upon too heavih- as an 
indication of relationship. The rescm
blam·(~ of the posterior part of the skull 
to th~ dia<lecti<ls an<l procolophonids is 
illusory as thC' overhanging portion in 
Triloplzosaurus is formed hy the quadrate 
instea<l of hy squamosal and tabular. The 
temporal region of the skull and post
cranial skt>leton art' widdv different from 
the µrocolophonids and . indicate diver
gence from that slof'k at !Past bv early 
Permian time. · · 

The similarity of the otic region and 
otlwr parts of thP brain case to Sphenodon 
and the lizards suggPst relationship to the 
diapsid reptiles. 

Triloplzosaurus resemhks the Protoro
sauria in: i l \ skull with superior temporal 
frnf'stra. ( 2'1 form of vertebrae and rih 
articulations. (:)) dorsal intercentra. ( 4) 
primitin~ '..!· irc11f'~. (.S) form an<l pro
portion~ of limh hones. (()) tarsus with 
navirnlar. unossified fifth distal carpal 

1.rnd ta r~al. hooked fifth metatarsal, and 
(7) well-developed, lizard-like toes with 
('()lllprcs~ed ('laws. The resemblances 
whil·h it sho\\·s to the primitive diapsids 
and to the sauroptcrygians, all of which 
rnc.1 ~- have been derived from protoro
sa u ri 1u ancC'stors, suggest both common 
lteri!n~~e and parallelism in development 
and strengthen the hypothesis that it is an 
off shoot of the Protorosauria. 

The transverse 1 y widened cheek teeth 
and edentulous beak of Trilo phosaurus 
are adaptive structures which are not 
known in other members of the Protoro
sauria but are no bar to its relationship to 
that order. As a majority of its characters 
indicate affinity with the Protorosauria, it 
is ten tat i vel v ref erred to that order as the 
only member of a new family, Trilopho
sauridae. 

J\1EASUREMENTS 

The tables which follow contain the chief 
measurements of the articulated skeleton 
of Triloplzosaurns, No. 31025-140. Meas
urements have been made of the available 
limb bones to determine the mean size and 
extent of variation among them; these re
sults are presented in summary and com
pared with those of the articulated speci
men. It appears that the skeleton is 
slightl~r smaller than the mean size of the 
Tri! o plz osau ru s specimens from this 
rruarry. Some very small bones, obviously 
tho7-f' of ynun~ animals, have been ex
du <led from the samples so that they 
reprf'sen L on 1 y the normal adult popu 1 a
t ion. 

Many of the hones are distorted so that 
the measurements are not accurate. Only 
~pecimens which retained nearly norm~l 
~:hape \rere measured, but many of these 
were cracked or bent so that the values may 
differ by several millimeters from the 
oriQ:inal .len~th of the bone. Some of the 

( l 

measurements may be biased by consistent 
distortion~ for example, lengths of humeri 
:rnd frmora are probably more frequently 
i 1 wreas~<l than decreased by crackinrr and 

. h 

~ -: ·_i hsefluen t filling of the cracks, whereas 
r:1di i an<l fibulae. whi ch are slender ele-
11wnts. are commonly shortened by bend
i n~-. No attern pt was made to allow for 
!' · i~: di~tortion; any hone which was too 
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poorly preserved for reasonably accurate 
measurement was rejected. 

All measurements are in millimeters. 

MEASUREMENTS OF SKULL 

Skull measurements are taken from a 
model based on the incomplete skull be
longing to the articulated skeleton No. 
31025-140 and second incomplete skull 
No. 31025-143. Corrections have been 
made for slight size differences between 
these specimens, the model being the size 
of the skull with the articulated skeleton. 
The effects of distortion have been elim
inated as far as possible. Measurements 
of the lower jaw are taken from No. 
31025-5, the most complete spceimen in 
the collection, which is very nearly the 

Length Diameter 
Vertebra centrum centrum 

2 Axis 24.8 9.5 
3 (Cervical III) 33.0 10.5 
4 (Cervical IV) 31.9 
5 (Cervical V) 32.0 
6 (Cervical VI) 27.8 16.0 
7 (Cervical VII) 24.4 17 -f-

8 (Thoracic I) 22.3 16.8 
9 (Thoracic II) 21.5 15.4 

10 (Thoracic Ill) 27.0 15.5 
11 (Thoracic IV) 28.l 15.2 
12 (Thoracic V) 27.3 15.5 
13 (Thoracic VI) 28.6 16.5 
14 (Thoracic VII) 30.6 15.3 
15 (Thoracic VIII l 31.3 16.4 
16 (Thoracic IX) 33.5 15.9 
17 (Thoracic X) 34.2 
18 (Thoracic XI) 31.9 16.5 
19 (Thoracic XII l 32.0 17.8 
20 (Thoracic XIII) 31..5 18.2 
21 (Thoracic XIV l 29.4 19.0 
22 (Thoracic XV) 29 .. '3 20.3 
23 (Thoracic XVT) 25.7 22.7 
24 (Thoracic XVJT) 25.6 21.6 

same size as the jaw fragments associated 
with the skeleton. 

Length skull, tip premaxillary to occipital 
cond y le ---------------------------------------- ________ ____ ____ 134 

Length skull, tip premaxillary to line be-
hind quadrate condyles ____ ___________ __ ________ __ 120 

Width skull across top quadrates ________________ 69 
Width skull across quadrate condyles __ ____ ____ 78 
Length lower jaw, line from tip symphysis 

to angle -------------- ------------------- ------------------- ---- 134 

MEASUREMENTS OF VERTEBRAE 

Length of centrum is maximum in mid
l jne of ventral side, including ball or 
rounded surfaces when present. Diameter 
is measured transversely across posterior 
end of centrum. Height of neural spine 
is from base of centrum; length of neural 
spine is measured near top. 

Height Length Width post-
spine spine zygapophyses 

34.1 20.2 28.2 
32.6 20.7 32.5 
39.7 25.6 27.6 
43.0 26.2 
49.4 24.6 25.8 
55.1 19.4 25.6 
57 + 10.5 33.2 
71 ( ? ) 15.3 21.5 
59.4+ 10.6 
63.3 ap. 19A l :; r; .+ 
67 + 26.9 15.6 
62.8+ 26.4 13.9 
68.0 30.3 11.6 
70.7 3.2.8 
77 -1- 10.8 
64 + 29 
66.2+ .'32.3 
76 33.3 
66 + 30.3 18.7 
62.0+ 28.4 
70.5 ap. 29.4 2S.l 
73 -1- 21.4 22 -1-

70.5 ap. 23.4 24.4 

SAr.RAL VEHTEBRAF: 

Length Diameter 1-foight Length Width post· Width trans-
Vertebra centrum C<'ntrurn spine spine zygapophys1·s Vf'rsc procf'SS('!'l 

25 (Sacral I) .13.7 ?17.6 86 
26 (Sacral II) 31.5 24.7 62.5 24.7 22.5 62.0 

CAUDAL VERTEnRAE 

Length Diameter H eight Length Width post-
Vertebra ccntrnm f'.cntrum spine spine zyg-a pop hyscs 

27 (Caudal I) 30.4 24.6 64.4 29.5 27.1 
28 (Caudal II) 32.2 23.4 68-73 ap. 27.8 25.0 
29 (Caudal III) 34.9+ 21.1 63 -t- :~S.9 29 -
30 (Caudal IV) 44 ap. 18.3 31.7 20.8 
31 (Caudal V) 39.8 18.0 
32 (Caudal VI) 44.4+ 18.0 
33 (Caudal VII) 44.3 17.9 57.6+ 37 + 
34 (Caudal VIII) 48.6 17.4 42.3 40.7 

ap. == approximate. 
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~ECOND TAIL SECTION 

Height Length 

Length Diameter posterior n e ural Width pO!!t· 

Number cent rum centrum end spine spine zygnpophyses 

u 53.8 16.7 32.9 53.5 

10 51.2 17.1 30.9 52.2 

9 49.5 16.8 30.4 53.0 18.1 

8 52.3(?) 16.9 29.9 51.5-+- 16.0 

7 50.0 15.7 28.2 52.1 15.4 

6 48.9 15 -+- 25.7+ 50.0 

5 49.0 13.8 25.2 50.8 12.8 

4 49.0 13.5 2:2.8 48.4 12.7 

3 47.9 13.3 2:2.0 48.2 11.4 
•) 47.4 12.8 

1 47.8 13.4 17.4 46.5 

.\ l t:ASUREMENTS OF APPENDICULAR SKELETON 

l lcight scapula, front glenoid to top blade 
UGrsa l process of glenoiJ to front scapu-

lar blade __ _ . -- -- -- -------- -- --- -- -- -
Posterior lip glenoid to posterior lateral 

process of coracoid ___ _ --- ---- -- -· ___ ____ _ _ 
_·\nteroposterior length of coracoid ___ ___ ____ _ 
Lower lip glenoid to medial margin cora-

coid -- --- -- --- -·--
lnterclavicle, length _ _ _ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ _ 
lntcrclaviclc, width head _ .. __ ______ ·-----
1 ntercla vicle, width stem --- ---- ----------
lnt ncla vicl e, width broadest part stem ___ _ 
Length spine ilium ___ ·- ___ __ -------------------------
_·\ n te roposterior length base ilium _____ __ ____ _ 
P11l1i~~ kngth antalJulum to median edge 

along buttress ________ ___ _ _ 

147 

56 

54 
130 

66 
106 
24.0 

5.2 
21 
87 
67 

62 

~l · '.\l\T ARY OF '\{EASUlE'.\lE:\TS 

l\umber of 
Bone specimens Range Mean 

Humerus, length -· -·- -- ----- _ ---· _. -·- __ _ 
Hadius, length ___ --· --- ---------------- -·--- -- __ __ _ 
Ulna, length _____ ___ ------------ ----· ____ _________ _ 
Length manus including carpus, to end 

4th toe _ ___ _ _ --------· -·· _. 
Length third digit, including metacarpal____ 
Length 4th digit, including metacarpal 

l two phalanges from another speci-
men) __ _ ____ ___ ___ ___ __ __ ___ _ 

I .ength femur _____ __ ____ __ __ ______________________________ _ 

Length tibia ---- ------- ------------- -- . __ ___ _____ ·----------
Length fibula __ _______ __ _ -- -- ---- -· ·- __ -.. ____ ______ __ _ 
Length pes, from fibular facet astragalus _ 
Length 4th digit pes, including metacar-

pal ----- - --- - -- - ----- - --------------~---- __ _____ ~- · · - -- ·· ----- - -

OF LENGTH OF Lnrn Bo~Es 

172 
123+ 
140 

195 
144 

175 
209 
165 
160+ 
222 

193 

Standard Coefficient Skeleton 
deviation of variation No. 140 

l T unwru~ •)-

- ' 149-200 17 4.48+ :2.55 13.26+ l.80 7.55+ 1.03 172 
Radin~ 1:2 106-139 125.83+ 2.99 10.31 +2.ll 8.23+ l.68 122 
Ulna H 123-158 144.50+ 2.90 10.87 + 2.05 7.53+ 1.42 140 
Femur 38 172-:234 205.50+ ~.8.1 17.42+2.00 8.50+0.98 209 
Tibia 21 149-190 169.60+2.65 12.16+ l.88 7.18+ 1.11 165 
Fi hula -i 160-18-t 171.5 

Direct comparisons of linear measure
ments of skeletal elements between dif
ferent animals are frequently unsatisfac
tory because of differences in total size of 
the animal~. For valid comparisons of rela
tive lengths it is necessary to reduce these 
to term~ of a common unit which i~ ad
justed to the bulk of each animal which is 
being studied. Homer I 1940, p. 8) has sug
gested that \radius of dorsal vertebra) ~ :; 

is such a unit and has applied it ex
tensively in his studies of the Pelycosauria. 

160+ 

T'his unit has been calculated for the artic
ulated skeleton of Trilo phosaurus, using 
the mean of the diameters of the 11th to 
20th vertebrae as a base. The value is 4.05 
or approximately 4.1 mm. for this speci
men. In the following table some of the 
~keletal measurements are reduced to this 
unit and compared with similar measure
ments of certain pelycosaurs (data from 
Romer, 1940, Tables 5, 6, 8.). At present 
data are lacking for comparisons with 
reptiles that are more closely related to 
Trilophosaurus. 
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Trilophosaurru Ophiacodon S phenacodon Edaphosauru$ Casea 
bueuneri retroverSU$ ferox boanerges broilii 

Unit value ---·-------------------·---- 4.1 5.94 
Length skull to quadrate ---- 29 79.3 
Width skull at quadrates ____ 19 25.9 
Height scapula ---------------------- 36 29.1 
Length humerus ------------------ 42 23.0 
Length radius ---- ------------------ 30 17.7 
Length femur -------- --- ------- ------ 51 23.2 

Two rather obvious comparisons are 
supported by these figures. The relative 
size and proportions of the skull are most 
similar to Edaphosaurus and Casea, rep
tiles with durophagous dentition, and 
much smaller than the skulls of the car
nivorous pelycosaurs. Secondly, Trilopho
saurus has much longer limb bones than 
any pelycosaur, which is indicative of 
greater speed and agility. 
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PLATE 18 

FIGURES-

1. Quarry 1, Howard County. Texas, from the liill to south. shortly after beginning 
of excarntion. January. 194D. 

2. Looking west along Quarry 1 in August. 19-1-0. The cleared shelf 2 feet above 
the quarry floor lies just aboYe the fossiliferous layer. 
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PLATE 19 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case, xl. Skull and three proximal cervical vertebrate of skeleton 
No. 31025-140. 

1. Lateral view, right side. 

2. Palatal view. 
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PLATE 20 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. 

1-3. Longitudinal 5ections of maxillary showing tooth implantation and replacement, 
xl. No. 31025-143. l~ Left side. 2~ Palate. 3, Right side. 

4. No. 31025-127, xl.5. Anterior end toward bottom of plate. Note replacing tooth 
in pulp caYity of tooth to right of empty alveolus. 

Z>. No. 31025-105, xl.5. Alveolar waIIs are in close contact with roots of teeth but 
distinct from them. Two replacing teeth show. Anterior end toward bottom 
of plate. 
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PLATE 21 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. Lower jaws. 

I. Internal view, right mandible, No. 31025-140. 

2. Occlusal view, No. 31025-5. 

3. Lateral view, left side, No. 31025-5. 

All figures natural size. 
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PLATE 22 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. 

1. Frontals and parietals, dorsal view, No. 31025-4. 

2. Inter.nal view of right side of skull No. 31025-140. MX, maxillary; PT, ptery
go1d; Q, quadrate; E, epi pterygoid; B, basi pterygoid process; SQ, squamosal; 
PA, parietal; FR, frontal; CR, cervical rib. The epipterygoid is displaced for
ward slightly from its proper articulation with the parietal. 

3. Left lower jaw of No. 31025-140, internal view. T'he lower end of the quadrate 
has not been separated from the jaw;- it is slightly forward of the articular 
cotylus. The posterior end of the pterygoid is seen applied to the lower end 
of the quadrate. 

4. Lateral view of lower jaw of No. 31025-108. Replacing teeth are visible below the 
three teeth following the gap in the series. 

All figures natural size. 
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PLATE 23 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. Cervical vertebrae. 

:\Iiddle rervical vertebra, No. 31025-46. 

1. Left side. 

2. Dorsal view: showing internal shelf from posterior zygapophytes. 

:3. Posteroventral view, showing zygopophysial surfaces. Seventh cervical vertebra, 
No. 21025-140. 

4. Right side. 

5. Posterior end. 

Fourth, fifth, and sixth cervical vertebra, ~o. 31025-140. 

6. Left side view. 

All figures natural size. 
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PLATE 24 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. Caudal vertebrae and chevron bones. 

1. Eighth caudal vertebra, No. 31025- 140. Left side. 

2. Third and fourth caudal vertebrae from detached section found directly behind 
skeleton. Dorsal view . 

. 3. Most pruximal vertebrae of detached section of tail, viewed from left. These 
vertebrae articulate in front of the two shown in dorsal view. Shows form of 
distal cheuons. 

+-7. Proximal caudal chevrons, aJl isolated specimens, No. 31025-90. 4, Left side. 
5, Anterior view. 6, Posterior view. 7, Left side, chevron somewhat anterior 
to No. 4. 

All figures natural size. 
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PLATE 25 

Trilosphosaurus buettneri Case. Skeleton No. 31025--14{). 

1. Seventh and eighth dorsal vertebrae, left side. Note intercentrum. 

2. Sacral and first caudal vertebrae, ventral view. A portion of the left ilium is 
attached, not in proper position. 

3. Anterior view of rib attached to second thoracic vertebrae. 

4, o. Posterior dorsal ribs. 

6. Lumbar rib. 

All figures natural size. 
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PLATE 26 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. Pectoral girdle. 

Interclavicle, No. 31025-144. Possibly that of Trilophosaurus. 

1. Lateral view. 

2. Dorsal view. 

Right scapula, No. 31025-68R. 

3. Anterior view. 

4. Lateral view. 

Right coracoid, No. 31025-69H. 

5. Lateral view. 

6. Medial view. 

Pectoral girdle and anterior thoracic vertebrae of skeleton No. 31025-140. Some of the 
Yertebrae have been inextricably crushed into the bones of the girdle. 

7. Right side. 

8. Dorsal view. Note shape of anterior end of interclavicle, which lies just above 
the lower front edge of the left scapula. The dorsal portions of the scapular 
blades were removed for this photograph. 

All figures one-half natural size. 
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PLATE 27 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. Bones of forelimb. 

1. Anterior view of right humerus~ No. 31025-661. 

2. Posteroventral view of left humerus of skeleton No. 31025-140. 

3. Anterodorsal view of left humerus of skeleton No. 31025-140. 

4. External side of left radius, No. 31025-82P. 

5. Medial side of left radius, No. 31025-82M. 

6. External side of right radius, No. 31025-82. 

7. External side of right ulna, skeleton No. 31025-140. 

8. Medial side of left ulna, ~ame skeleton. 

9. External side of right ulna, No. 31025-SlH. 

10. Medial side of same specimen as figure 9. 

All figures one-half natural size. 
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PLATE 28 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. Pelvic girdle. 

1. External side of right ilium, No. 31025-77. 

2. External side of left ilium, No. 31025-77D. 

3. Internal side of left ischium, No. 31025-78. 

4. External side of left ischium, No. 31025-781. 

All figures natural size. 
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PLATE 29 

Tri lo phosaurus buettneri Case. 

1. External VIew of pubis, No. 31025--798, xl. 

2. Anterior view of same bone. xl. 

3. Left femur, lower side, ~keleton ~o. 31025- 1-JO. x%. 

4. Dorsal side of same bone, x%. 

5. Ventral aspect of femur, No. 31025-67TT, x1h. 

6. Dorsal side of same, x1h. 
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PLATE 30 

Tri!o11l10saurus bucttneri Case. 

1. Left tibia. anterior Yiew. No. 310:2.S- 80P, x%. 

2. Tibia, po:3terior view, No. 31025-SOF, xlh. 

3. Fibula. ex tern al view, No. 3102.5-83A ; x1/{?. 

-L Fibula. medial view, No. 31025-83C, x 1h. 

o. Dorsal 5ide of right astraga1u5, No. 31025-140, xl. 

6. Plantar ::;ide of left a~tragalu.;;~ :'.\o. 31025-140, xl. 

i. D1)r:-:al ~ide of right calcaneu.;.;.~ No. 31025-140, xl. 

8. ::\Iedial :-:ide of right nav-icular~ No. 31025-140, xl. 

9. PJaniar ~idc of left navicular, :'.\'o. 31025- 140, xl. 

10. Lateral 'iev.- of ungual and suhterminal phalanges of fourth toe, right pes, No. 
31025-Lm xl. 

11. Lateral 'ie'r of ungual and ~uhterminal phalanges of fifth toe, right pes, No. 
3102;)- 140, xl. 
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PLATE 31 

Trilophosaurus buettneri Case. 

1. Right pes~ dur6:.il side, the toes straightened but otherwise as found articulated, 
No. 31025-140, x0.54. 

2. Left manu~, dorsal side, x0.54. The carpus bones articulated by their shape; 
not in position found. No. 31025-140. 
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Trilophosaurus buettneri Case, x0.35; restoration of the vertebral column of specimen No. 31025-140. 
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AMPHIBIANS FROM THE DOCKUM TRIASSIC OF HOW ARD COUNTY, 

TEXAS 

H. J. Sawin 

In the past three years (1939-1942), 
we.i.l-directed efforts on the part of govern
mental project workers have provided a 
wealth of fossil materials from a number 
of localities in the State of Texas. In 
connection with this work one of the most 
complete collections was assembled by a 
unit organized to collect vertebrate fossils 
from the Triassic beds of southwestern 
Howard County. Most of the sites are 
located on the estate of Mrs. Sarah Mina 
Hyman and daughters, Mrs. Otis Chalk 
and Mrs. Dora Roberts, 3 miles north of 
Otis Chalk, Texas,1 where several hundred 
acres of eroded land provide a rich source 
for a vertebrate fauna characteristic of 
the Dockum formation. The many cour
tesies extended to the investigators by the 
owners of the property and their repre
sentatives are gratefully acknowledged. 

Extensive quarrying operations resulted 
in the removal of large blocks of related 
skeletal elements which were for the most 
part prepared by project workers in a 
well-equipped laboratory associated with 
the Bureau of Economic Geology of The 
University of Texas. This collection in .. 
eludes more than a dozen skulls and much 
of the remainder of the skeleton of a new 
species of amphibian. A detailed study 
of this material is here reported in view of 
supplementing the available information 
on the morphology of this highly special
ized group of animals. 

Typical adult Dockum specimens have a 
body length of 6 to 7 feet and a bulk 
possibly 8 to 10 times that of the largest 
known living amphibians. 

Thin sections of the teeth (fig. 1) show a 
complexly infolded enamel pattern which 
identifies these animals as members of the 
order Labyrinthodontia. The disk-shaped 

Acknowledgment of aid in the preparation of this 
manuscript is made to the Research Institute of The Uni· 
versity of Texas. 

1For a more complete description of the fossil locali· 
ties, the reader is referred to figure 1 in the preceding 
pa per by J. T. Gregory and his geological account of the 
Otis Chalk locality (pp. 271-273). 

body of the vertebrae, notched above for a 
persisting soft structure of the embryonic 
skeletal system, the notochord, indicates 
the group Stereospondyli. The position 
of the eyes, somewhat forward of the cen
ter, and the low, flat skull with the charac
teristic pattern of canals on the upper 
surfaces restrict these amphibians to the 
family Metoposauridae. Five American 
genera are described for the western 
United States in the revision by Branson 
and Mehl (1929). Three of these genera, 
Anaschisma, Branson ( 1905), Koskinodon, 
Branson and Mehl ( 1929) , and Borboro
phagus, Branson and Mehl ( 1929), are 
from the Popo Agie beds of the Chugwater 
Triassic of Wyoming. Kalamoiketor, 
Branson and Mehl (1929), is from the 
Chinle of Arizona, and Buettneria, Case 
(1922), is from the Dockum of Texas. 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic cross section o·f two 
mandibular teeth of Buettneria howarderisis, n.sp., 
x6. 

Under this system of classification the 
larger Dockum animals described in this 
study most closely approach characters 
known for the genus Buettneria. They 
differ from species of that genus and from 
other American genera in the pattern of 
the sensory canals and in minor variations 
in the form of certain regions of the skull 
as noted in the following descriptions. 
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Measurements and ratios are listed in 
Tables I-III for separate elements and the 
skulls, those of the latter being restricted to 
the least distorted and most complete in
dividuals representative of the group as to 
size range. In proportional studies the 
length of the skull roof was used as a stand
ard of comparison with dimensions which 
in part refer to regions of differential 
growth. The results are compared with 
adaptations of similar data known for re
lated forms. In addition one skull and 
interclavicle collected at the head of 
Holmes Creek in Crosby County, Texas, 
were included for the purpose of compari
son. Field data are included with the 
tables. 

The abundance of material justified a 
restoration of the skeleton as indicated in 
figure 2. The assembled skeleton shown in 
this figure is based on a skull, clavicles, 
and interclaYicle together \\-ith other skele
tal parts from the sa~ne deposits and mostly 
from the same pit. 

The position of the skull relative to the 
pectoral girdle and the vertebral count 
were taken from data supp lied by Case 
(1932) and Fraas (1913). Since very 
few undistorted ribs were available, a 
generalized interpretation of the thoracic 
region was necessary. The similarity of 
the pelvic bones of Buettneria to those of 
the recent urodele Necturus permitted the 
reconstruction of a large pubic cartilage 
which was adapted to the ossified ischiadic 
plates and the ilia. No reliable data ex
isted for the length or form of the tail or 
the feet, the latter being restored in their 
entirety. Such a restoration must be re
garded as provisional~ and the mounted 
specimen is constructed in a manner 
allowing modifications to be made as the 
knowledge of the appendages and other 
missina elements becomes supplemented by 
the dis~overy of more complete specimens. 

An historical survey shows that the first 
element described from the western Tri
assic deposits was an interclavicle 
designated as M eto posaurus f raasi by 
Lucas ( 1904) . This was followed by 
Branson's description of the genus 
Anaschisma based on a skull. Case (1920, 
1922) described a shoulder girdle ( M eto
posaurus jonesi) and a complete skull aI?d 
interclavicles of a new genus, Buettneria. 

In 1927 Branson and Mehl analysed the 
auditory region of an undescribed form. 
Later ( 1929) these authors proposed the 
genera Koskinodon, Borboro phagus, and 
Kalamoiketor; the first mentioned is identi
fied as the form studied in the previous 
work. Other American genera were re
viewed, and the classification now com
monly accepted was proposed. Case 
(1931) described a small species, Buett-
neria bakeri, and later ( 1932) a series of 
this species which were compared with the 
genotype, B. perfecta. Wilson (1941) com
pleted a precise study on the skull of the 
latter species. 

The writer is indebted to Dr. E. H. 
Sellards, Director of the Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology of The University of Texas, 
for the use of several drawings and for 
many stimulating suggestions. Mr. Glen 
L. Evans, Mr. Grayson Meade, Dr. J. T. 
Gregory~ and Mr. "William N. McAnulty 
are thanked for their 'cooperation in the 
field and laboratory, and the assistance 
given by the many government project 
workers who conscientiously prepared the 
bulk of the material under the supervision 
of Mr. Thomas White is acknowledged. 
Mr. Chester Wa11ace ably prepared the 
illustrations. and Mr. Powell Goodwin 
assi~ted in the restoration of the mounted 
~pec1men. 

OSTEOLOGY OF BUETTNERT A 
HOW ARDENSIS 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE SKELETON 

Skull 

The skull of Buettneria howardensis is 
longer than broad (Table I), the length
width ratio varying from 1 :0.89 to 1 :0.95. 
Specimen No. 31100-30, on which most 
of the description is based, has a ratio 
of 1 :0.92 which approaches the mean for 
the skulls selected for the dimensional 
data. Width-height ratios are 1 :0.25+, 
an expected proportion for flat-skulled 
stereospondyls. 

A dorsal view (fig. 3) shows the form 
of the margin which extends out and 
back from the blunt muzzle to expand to 
the greatest width at the anterior third 
of the border of the quadratoj ugal. The 
posterior portion of this bone curves up
ward forming with the squamosal that 
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Fig. 2. Restoration of skeleton of Buettneria howardensis, xl/10. Feet, tail, and majority of 
ribs unknown. 



Fig. 3. Dorsal and palatal views of the skull of Buettneria howardensis based on specimens No. 
31100-122 and 31220-1. x*. 
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part of the posterior margin of the skull 
lateral to the otic notch. The squamosal 
is sharply indented to form the anterior 
and lateral rim of the notch, the tabular 
curving slightly outward to border the 
notch medially. Posteriorly the back rim 
of the table is very nearly transverse 
with a gentle inward curvature from the 
tips of the tabulars. 

Surfaces of the skull roof curve grad
ually toward the margin with an upward 
slope from front to back and a pro
nounced slope to the lateral borders from 
the central and posterior portions of the 
table. The central region is very nearly 
flat between lines extending from the 
anterior rims of the otic notches to the 
lateral rims of the orbits, this horizontal 
surface extending anteriorly to the 
abruptly downcurving marginal elements. 
Lateral to the above designated lines the 
roof slopes gently down to an abruptly 
down curving margin along the maxillary. 
Behind the latter bone the roof curves 
evenly to the margins of the jugal and 
quadratoj ugal. 

Dorsal apertures include the orbits, 
nares, and the median parietal foramen. 
There is no small median opening be
tween the nares as described for Buettneria 
perfecta by Wilson (1941). The parietal 
foramen is circular in shape with a di
ameter of 1.3 cm. Irregularly shaped 
orbital openings face upward from their 
position on the front half of the deck 
near the margins, their borders making 
little or no interruption on the contour 
of the roof. The narial rims are elevated 
medially and posteriorly but are low an
teriorly forming a transverse floor ros
trally; the premaxillary, which forms a 
portion of the narial floor, slopes abruptly 
down to the margin. In most specimens 
the medial narial rims curve at slight! y 
more than a right angle from the pos
terior rim. 

Ornamentation consists of polygonal, 
usually hexagonal, pits, the borders of 
which are elongated into ridges in the 
regions of the skull subject to the most 
intensive growth. These pits are rarely 
more than 3 mm. deep and in areas of 
uniform pitting average about 5 mm. in 
diameter. The elongated pits are situated 
centrally in an irregularly crescentic area 

of intensive growth behind the orbits and 
in front of the parietal foramen, the 
horns of the crescent extending postero
laterally over the jugal and squamosal. 
Anteriorly a few pits are longitudinally 
distorted in the region of the transverse 
naso-frontal suture to indicate a rostral 
growth zone. The two regions of inten
sive growth are equal in length in the 
I argest specimens. 

Slime canals varying in width from 7 
to 13 mm. and in depth from 3 to 5 mm. 
form a bilateral system on the roof. The 
borders of these canals vary in outline 
with the margins of the adjacent pits; the 
sculpture is weakly carried into the de
pressed surfaces and the pits within the 
canals are structurally related to those 
on the surf ace of the deck. The pattern 
of this system is similar to that described 
for Anaschisma by Branson and Mehl and 
consequently differs with that described 
for Buettneria perfecta by Case in the 
absence of a connection between the supra
orbital and temporal canals. Other de
partures from the systems as described 
for Buettneria perfecta and Anaschisma 
include separate channels for the supra
orbital and infraorbital canals in the pre
orbital region and a lack of a connection 
between the iugal and temporal canals in 
the mid-jugal region, the jugal canal here 
curving down to the margin and closely 
approaching the upcurvmg temporal 
canal. 

Posterior 

An occipital view (fig. 4) shows the 
general skull shape, the relations of the 
foramen magnum with its associated 
structures and the position of the para
quadrate and posttemporal f enestrae. The 
sta pes is figured on the left side, the 
data for its relation with the rest of the 
skull having been obtained from speci
men No. 31100-430 where it was found 
in position. Several specimens were used 
in an attempt to present an accurate 
posterior view of an undistorted brain
case, since in most cases dorsoventral 
crushing obscured important details of the 
central region. 

The portion of the foramen magnm~1 
occupied by the nerve cord and associ
ated structures is triangular in shape and 
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Fig. 4. Occipital view of the skull of Buettneria howardensis based on specimens No. 31100-
122 and 31100-47. x*. 

del inea:ted by the exoccipitals. These 
bones form an incomplete arch which i~ 
open above to a transversely oval space 
presumably occupied by cartilage of the 
supraoccipital element. The base uf ll1e 
triangular opening was probably floored 
by the cartilaginous basiocci pita l. Thi~ 
group of confluent openings is keyhole
shaped, and in most specimens the mesi
alJy extending portions of thf' exoccipitals 
were considerably distorted. 

Posttemporal fenestrae, oval in oud i rw 
with a length of about l cm.~ open in
ternally to a "supraotic fossa. " 2 Thesf-' 
openings extend to the inside of the skull 
in A naschisnw and Koskinod on Branson 
and Mehl (1929) but were descrihed as 
closed in Buettneria per/ ecta hv Case 
(1922). Wilson (1941), howev.er, de
scribes this fen es tr a as being . . . "open 
dorsally to the opisthotic." 

The large elongately oval paraquadrate 
f enestra are bounded dorso- and ventro
mesially by the squamosal; the lower rim 
is also limited by the dorsal portion of 
the quadrate ramus of the pteryf!oid. The 
latter elements vary considcrah l ~ r in thP 
different specinwns as to m Pr lap an<l an' 

shown in their most constant relntion on 
the left sirle of figurt> -1. The fJUCldrato

jugal forms the ventrolateral border of 
the fenestra with its lower process ex
tending up over the quadrate to meet the 

:!Thi~ term is proposed instca<l of f os srz hridgeii which 

<tppli<'S to a similar but probably 111•n·l10m111ogous structure 

in fishes. 

pterygoid, or pterygoid-squa.mosal com
plex. These fenestrae average 6 cm. in 
length, 1.5 cm. in width above the ventral 
rims, and are considerably larger and of 
<liff erent proportions than the opening 
fif!:ured by Case for Buettneria perfecta. 

Other noteworthy features seen in this 
view include the depressions for muscu
lar attachments on the occiput, the upward 
~lope of the back rims of the articular 
surf ace~ of the quadrates, and the position 
of th<~ occipital condyles. The latter are 
convex, face downward and inward, and 
extend well back of the dorsal border of 
the skull, the pillars of the exoccipitals 
sloping upward to the skull roof. 

Palate 

Ventral surface.-Modifications of the 
contours of the palatal elements in rela
tion to the interpterygoid vacuities and 
other openings are evident as shown in 
figure 3. The horizontal plane of the 
palate is modified by a slight ventral con
vexity of the broad central portion of the 
parasphenoid underlying the braincase 
and also by the curvature of the quadratP
rami of the pterygoid and the descending 
processes of the palatal rami. 

A groove may be traced over the surface 
of the pterygoid from an origin poste
riorly at the angle hetween the body of 
the bone with the quadrate ramus. There 
it leads anteriorly and a little mesially 
to bifurcate into a mesial branch leading 
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to the posterior margin of the interptery
goid vacuity and a lateral branch which 
courses on the under surface of the inner 
third of the palatal ramus. The mesial 
groove was possibly related to the sub
orbital artery which branched from a 
maxillary artery occupying the lateral 
groove. A slight depression in the lateral 
limiting ridge which borders the lateral 
groove is present in specimen No. 31100-
122. This may mark the point of depar
ture of the mandibular artery from the 
maxillary. 

An unbroken marginal row of teeth and 
an irregular submarginal series occupy 
the peripheral portions of the palate in 
front of a line across the anterior borders 
of the adductor fenestrae. The marginal 
row consists of over 100 teeth borne on the 
premaxillary and maxillary, these dimin
ishing regularly in size posteriorly. In
ternal to, and roughly parallel to, this 
series is a submarginal line which is 
broken anteriorly but is continuous behind 
a point lateral to the internal narial open
ingl-'. The unbroken line begins anteriorly 
with a large tooth and pit emplacement 
followed by smaller teeth which diminish 
in size posterior! v. Anteromesial to this 
line four groups of teeth complete the 
anterior portion of the ~ubmarginal series. 
Four to six small teeth form an irregular 
group behin <l the internal naris. Twenty
one or more verv small teeth form a row 
qJong the mesial border of the naris ex
te.nff 1ng anteriorly and curving inward 
he'11n<l tlH~ third group which consists of a 
tooth and pit combination, the largest 
teetli of the skull. A row of 11 or 12 
medium-sized teeth curves gently anteriorly 
from a noint posteromesial t~ the latte.r 
to ioin the correspondin~ row of the other 
side. 

Paired openings of the palate include the 
prenarial apertures. interpterygoid vacui
ties. and adductor fenestrae. A single 
median opening for the intermaxillary 
gland (cf. Wilson~ 1941) is present at the 
tip of the parasphenoid. 

The rims of the prenarial apertures are 
bordered by the premaxiilae anteriorly and 
~he vomers posteriorly; these oval ~pen
mgs measure 1.5 cm. anteroposteriorly 
and 2.3 cm. transversely and are placed 

2.2 cm. apart. They are situated between 
the marginal and submarginal tooth rows. 

Large interpterygoid vacuities shaped 
like flat footprints in outline are separated 
by the cultriform process of the parasphe
noid which forms their mesial borders. 
Each is limited by the vomer anterome
sially, the palatine and transpalatine 
anterolaterally, and the palatine ramus of 
the petrygoid posterolaterally. 

Each adductor fenestra is bordered 
laterally by the jugal and quadratojugal, 
posteriorly by a process of the latter and 
the quadrate, mesially by the deeply in
curved pterygoid. Anteromesially the 
narrow portion of the fenestra is limited 
by the heavy downturned descending proc
ess of the pterygoid with the anteriormost 
curvature formed by the posterior end of 
the transpalatine. 

The general pattern and proportions of 
the mandibles do not vary significantly 
from that shown from the other species. 
Seven symphysial teeth are present on 
either side as in Buettneria bakeri. 

PosTCRANIAL SKELETON 

Additional information regarding the 
appendages and descriptions of the 
ischium~ cleithrum. and scapulo-coracoid 
is added to the data concerned with the 
principal appendicn lar elements given by 
Case ( 1932) for Buettneria bakeri. No 
bones were found which could be definitely 
associated with the manus or pes. It is 
probable that the carp11s and tarsus were 
formed of cartilage. Onlv two or three 
terminallv uno~sified metapodial or pha
langeal elements were found which could 
not be definitely identified. 

SEPARATE SKULL ELEMENTS 

Skull Roof 

Premaxilla.-This bone forms the an
terior rim of the external naris dorsally 
and aII but the posterior third of the 
border of the prenarial aperture at its 
palatal exposure. A short portion of the 
slime canal system occupies the surf ace 
that curves upward to meet the nasal close 
to the narial rim. Anteriorly this rim is 
horizontal above the tooth ~ow where it 
grades into the thin floor of the naris. The 
downcurving margin of the skull in this 
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region is free of pits back to a point a 
little posterior to the suture with the 
maxilla. Thirteen or fourteen teeth arc 
borne on the ventral margin which is de
pressed ventrally at the midline. A 
sharply incised groove occurs near the 
margin on the ventral surface of that part 
of the premaxilla which forms the mesial 
rim of the external naris and probably 
ex.is ts as an abutment for an exceeding I y 
thm septomaxilla. The latter is not pres
ent in any of the specimens examined and 
may haYe become chondrified as in recent 
amphibians. 

Maxilla.-Dorsa11Y the maxilla borders 
the posterolateral p~rtion of the naris and 
extends back to the prefrontal and lacrimal 
for a distance approximately equal to the 
length of the naris. It meets the nasal 
mesiallv and extends beneath the tip of the 
1 acrim~l to underlie the jugal. There it 
forms the maq:dn of the skull to a point 
about 1 cm. in front of the expanded 
downcun-ing posterolateral border. 

Two slime canals are closely parallel 
on the dorsally exposed area, one passing 
in from the margin of the skull lateral 
to the posterior rim of the naris, and the 
other curving posteriorlv from the nasal 
at the middle of the maxi1Iary-nasal suture. 
l\'ledium-sized irregular pits occupv this 
dorsal surf ace around the slime canals and 
~mall pits and ridges are placed irregu
larly on the marn:inal surface. 

-On its palat~I exposure the maxilla 
limits the internal naris anterolaterallv 
and joins the premaxilla at a short sutur~l 
interval in front of a stout union with the 
vomer lateral to the large paired tooth 
battery of that bone. Its junction ante
riorlv. -with the palatine about I cm. in 
front of the suhmar::dnal tooth row is 
equally strong. The mesial border of. the 
maxilla extends back between the margmal 
and submarQ"inal tooth rows of the palatine 
and transpalatine to taper to a point under 
the 1 u2"al 1 cm. in front of the jugal
quadratoi ugal svture. Each i:iaxill~ ~e~rs 
alveoli for 90-95 teeth wlnch d1mm1sh 
regularly in size posteriorly. 

]ugal.-The jugal forms the anterior 
portion of the lower rim of th~ orbit a.n
terior 1 y and joins the postorb1tal on its 
rnesiai" boundary for over three-fourths of 
the length of that bone. Posteromesially 

c 

it meets the squamosal and po3·eriorly the 
quadratojugal, the suture with the latter 
reaching the skull margin just behind and 
a little above the tooth row of the maxilla. 
Most of the narrower posterior portion of 
the maxilla is overlain by the jugal which 
anteriorly tapers between the lacrimal and 
maxilla, there extending a short distance 
anterior to the front rim of the orbit. 

This bone curves from the horizontal 
plane of the skull deck to the margin over 
the anterior two-thirds of its length, this 
curvature becoming more gradual poste
rior! y where it conforms to the slope of 
the squamosal. Small pits and heavy 
ridges are present on the marginal surface 
beneath the longitudinally directed slime 
canals; the pitting in front of the trans
versely placed section of the temporal 
canal is small and regular while the sculp
ture behind this canal is larger and longi
tudinally elongate. The suborbital canal 
slopes gently down to reach the margin at 
about the mid-length of the bone, in most 
cases merging to a greater or lesser degree 
with the temporal and jugal canals at 
their point of junction. Pitting extensively 
inYades the temporal section of the canal 
from the point where it crosses the central 
portion of the postorbital to its point of 
junction with the jugal canal. 

Quadratojugal.-As seen in dorsal view, 
this bone curves down marginally to form 
the posterolateral border of the skull, ex
tending slightly laterally and ventrally 
from a line projected back from the margin 
along the maxillary. It joins the jugal 
antNiorly with an irregular suture and is 
oYcrlapp~<l slightly above bv the squa
mosal~ the suture coursing along a wide 
~igmoi<l curvature of the slime canal and 
terminating posteriody at a slight indenta
tion in the posterior mar~in. Large pits 
occupv the posterodorsal surface, these 
hecoming elongate anteriorly and poste
riorly. 

At. the posterior margin of the skull the 
quadratojugal is exposed to show in part 
its complex relations with the quadrate and 
ptervgoid (fig. 3). It forms th e lower haH 
of the dorsolateral and more than half of 
the Yentral borders of the paraquadrate 
foramen. That portion of the bone which 
is produced to embrace the quadrate turns 
sharply mesially and sheaths the lateral 
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region of tmat bone. It extends above the 
central portion to meet the quadrate ramus 
of the pterygoid below the paraquadrate 
foramen as well as sending sharply-ending 
processes in front and back of the articular 
surface of the quadrate. 

Ventrally the quadratojugal has a con
siderable exposure, forming a curved, 
pillar-like lateral limiting surface to the 
articular area of the quadrate and very 
nearly or completely excompassing the 
ventral margin of this bone to its junction 
with the pterygoid. There is a deep funnel
shaped pit between the quadrate and quad
ratojugal at the articular surface probably 
occupied in life by cartilage. 

Squamosal.-Structural relations of this 
element as a buttress for the palate are 
complex and the bone is heavier than the 
others of the lateral marginal series, its 
considerable thickness being evident in 
posterior view. The upper surface slopes 
gently from back to front and curves ab
ruptlv down toward the lateral margin. 
Evenly spaced pits extend about 4 cm. 
around the rim of the otic notch, the orna
mentation becoming more elongate ante
riorly and laterally. A crook-shaped sec
tion of the slime canal follows the course 
of the suture with the quadratojugal. Pos
teromesiall y the margin is incurved to 
form the anterior border of the otic notch 
where the bone is 1.8 cm. thick at its junc
tion with the tabular. Lateral to this re
gion the outer portion of the notch is com
pleted with a thinner semicircular border 
extending back from the thick part of the 
bone to become prominent at a point on a 
line projected anteriorly from the tip of 
the tabular. Here it curves down laterally 
to a level with the uppermost rim of the 
paraqua<lrate foramen. The total thick
ness of the bone is 2.5 cm. in this region 
which is produced anteroventrally and 
downward to form a buttress for the rising 
processes of the quadrate ramus of the 
pterygoid. Laterally the bone overhangs 
the paraquadrate foramen with the pos
terior margin about 2 cm. posterior to the 
border of the foramen. The mar~in is 
modified by a small notch which marks the 
suture with the quadratojugal. 

A descending process extends under the 
posteromesial half of the bone as a vertical 
plate. This extends transversely and diag-

onall y from its mesial limits at a point 
beneath and slightly in front of the inner
most part of the otic notch to its lateral 
limits at the inner border of the para
quadrate foramen. This process overlaps 
the anterior rising process with a strong, 
finely interdigitating suture as seen in an 
anterior view. The lateral portion is 
stoutly joined to the upper part of the 
quadrate ramus of the pterygoid at the 
point of junction of the anterior and pos
terior rising processes close to the upper
most curvature of the paraquadrate fora
men. In well-preserved specimens a thin 
spur of bone from this process extends to 
the quadrate over the anterodorsal surface 
of the quadrate ramus of the pterygoid. 
This region is confusing in poorly pre
served specimens due to incomplete ossi
fication in the quadrate region and the 
broken laminae of the bone of the above 
described process. 

On the under surf ace of the squamosal 
the more horizontal area in front of the 
descending process is marked by a con
cave rugosity which is most prominent at 
the proximal end of the process. This 
narrow rugose area is directed antero
mesiall y to extend for a short distance 
on to the supratemporal and a ridge 
passes downward from this rugosity on 
the descending process toward the quad
rate. These structures probably in part 
mark the upper boundary of a thin ex
tension of the anterior rising process of 
the pterygoid noted by Case (1921), and 
it is also possible that they show the 
upper extent of a portion of the otic 
process of the palatoquadrate cartilage. 

Circumorbital Series 

Lacrimal.-The lacrimal is the smallest 
dermal bone of the skull. It forms the 
anterolateral rim of the orbit occupying 
about one-sixth of the perimeter. Ante
riorly it extends over the dorsally ex
posed portion of the maxillary, reaching 
approximate} y half of the distance be
tween the orbital and narial rims. Mesi
ally it joins the prefrontal and postero
laterally the anteriormost tip of the jugal. 
The narrow ( 0.8 cm.) infraorbital slime 
canal occupies the anterior portion of the 
bone with the upper section of its sig
moid curve. That section of the bone 
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bordering the orbit forms a nearly verti
cal rim lvhich is 1.5 cm. thick, sloping 
anteroventrally toward the prefr0,ntal. 
The ventral surf ace over lies the palatine 
with an irregular space of several milli
meters separating these bones. Several 
small foramina occupy the under surface 
in front of the orbital rim near the j unc
tion with the maxillary and palatine. 

Pref rontal.-The posterolateral section 
of the prefrontal forms the front and 
inner rim of the orbit. It extends as an 
overlapping wedge between the maxillary 
and nasal anteriorly. Posterolaterally it 
joins the frontal and posteriorly the post
frontal with an irregular diagonal suture 
between the latter two bones. The supra
orbital slime canal curves mesially across 
the central surface and recurves poste
riorly at about half the length of the 
suture with the frontal. There the mesial 
border of the canal closely approaches 
or follows the sutural line. Posteriorly 
this canal is 1.5 cm. in breadth and 3-4 
mm. deep. Anteriorly, on or near the 
suture with the lacrimal a small ridge is 
present which incompletely separates this 
canal from the infraorbital canal. Uni
formly shaped pits occupy the areas of 
the bone on either side of the canal, 
those of the anterior section being notice
ably larger than the pits around the 
orbital rim. The rim slopes inward and 
curves regularly on to the under surface 
of the bone. several nutrient fo:·amina 
being present on this surf ace near the 
ventral orbital border. Thickness of this 
hone varies from 1.5 cm. at the orbital 
rjm to 1.3 cm. anteriorly. 

Post frontal. - Anteriorly this element 
meets .the prefrontal and forms the pos
teromesial rim of the orbit. Posteriorly 
it extends between the postorbital and 
frontal to taper between the parietal and 
supraternporal, the overlapping sutural 
junction with the former being twice the 
·Jeno-th of that with the latter as seen 
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dorsally. Pitting is uniform over the 
anterior two-thirds of the surface but 
becomes elongate posteriorly. The supra
orbital slime canal crosses the junction 
of sutures between the three frontal ele
ments and terminates at a point close to 
the center of ossification of this bone. 
Contours of the under surface show a 

slight upward concavity and the entire 
bone has a very slight upward tilt lat
erally. The curvature is regular up to 
the rim of the orbit. 

Post orbz'.tal.-This is a long bone sorn> 
what wider than the postfrontal. It ex
tends from the posterior rim of the orbit 
between the postfrontal and j ugal and 
tapers between the squamosal and supra
temporal. More than the posterior third 
is sculptured with elongate pjts, those an
teriorly being medium sized and regularly 
disposed. A section of the temporal canal 
curves from its outwardly diagonal course 
at the middle of the posteromesial 
suture wjth the supratemporal down to the 
j uga 1, reaching the latter at the middle 
of the postorbital-j ugal suture. The ven
tral surface is smooth with a slightly 
concave region latero-centrally. Curva
ture of the rim of the orbit to the ven
tral surface is more gradual than in the 
other bones of this series, the rim being 
about 1 cm. thick; at the center of ossi
ficatio1L about a third of the length of 
the bone in back of the orbiL the great
est thickness is 1.3 cm. 

Bones of the Central Region 

/Vasal.-The nasal m~ets its fell ow oyer 
its greatest length at the midline and ex
tends back from the premaxi lla to a 
nearly transverse suture with the frontal 
about 2 cm. in front of a line across the 
anterior rims of the orbits. It meets the 
prefrontal posterolaterally and the max
i 11 a anterolaterally. A section of the pre
orbital slime canal follows the curvature of 
the bone close to the thin ( 3-5 mm.) pos
teromesial rim of the naris. Two-thirds 
of the surf ace is covered by small to 
medium-sized pits, those posteriorly show
in<Y some elongation. On the under sur
f a~e of the narial rim and extending for
·ward on to the premaxilla a ledge is in
set about 2 mm., possibly serving as an 
abutment for a cartilaginous septomax
illary. Posteriorly the ventral surface is 
neariy plane grading anteriorly into a 
gentle concavity at the approach to the 
~entral rim of the naris. There are no 
distinctive structures present to conform 
to the shape of a cartilage nasal capsule 
as is the case in Eryops. 
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Frontal.-The frontals are of a uni
form width from their anterior borders 
with the nasals to a line across the pos
terior rims of the orbits, this roughly 
coinciding with the junction of the pre
frontal-postfrontal sutures at the anterior 
third of their lateral borders. Posteriorly 
the lateral suture extends diagonally in
ward along the postfrontal to taper ir
regularly to a point at an overlap over 
the parietal. Sculpture consists of small 
to medium-sized pits radiating from the 
central area with elongated borders ap
pearing anteriorly in front of a line 
across the middle of the orbits and pos
teriorly on the tapered portion of the 
bones. The mesialmost curvature of the 
supraorbital canal reaches the lateral bor
der of the bone a little ahead of the in
tersection of the sutures of the frontal 
elements and curves on to the surf ace of 
the postfrontal just behind this inter
section. 

On the ventral surface the apposed 
frontals produce a median ridge which is 
continuous structurally with the parietals. 
This ridge slopes toward the general 
plane of the roof anteriorly and bifur
cates at a point a little in front of a 
line across the posterior rims of the or
bits, the two low subordinate ridges ex
tending outward at an angle of 22° to 
merge with the general level of the ven
tral surface of the frontal 3-4 cm. from 
their point of separation. 

Parictal.-The length of this bone is 
~.5 times the width and the region of 
intensive growth anteriorly is especially 
prominent. There is an extensive overlap 
of the postfrontal and frontal anteriorly 
and a less marked extension of the 
parietal over the postparietal posteriorly. 
Each element meets its fellow at the 
midline for three-quarters of its length; 
the parietal foramen is 1.3 cm. in diam
eter and interrupts this line about a third 
of its length from the postparietal suture. 
Anteriorly the greater part of the elon
gated portion of the bone extends irreg
ularly to a point between the frontal and 
postfrontal, the sutural junction with the 
la Her being twice the length of that with 
the former. Posterolaterally the parietals 
meet the supratemporals at a suture 
which extends slightly diagonally out-

wards, and posteriorly they join the post
parietals at an irregular, nearly trans· 
versely-placed border. Small pits, becom
ing medium-sized peripherally, surround 
the parietal foramen over the posterior 
half of the surface; anteriorly these be
come progressively more elongate to the 
ends of the bones. 

Ventrally almost the entire surface con
sis~s of finished bone. A ridge about 2.5 
cm. in width and 1 cm. high is formed 
along the midline, this becoming lower 
posteriorly to conform to the curvature 
up to the anterior region of the parietal 
for amen. Here this structure bifurcates, 
each member becoming narrower and ex
tended downward to form a descending 
process about 1.5 cm. below the level of 
the bone on either side of the posterior 
portion of the foramen. These processes 
are about 1. cm. from the outer rim of the 
opening and placed about 3 cm. apart. 
The posterior portion of the surf ace of 
the parietals is on a level with that por
tion of the ridge anterior to the fora
men, the lateral extremes of this thicker 
region of the bone being limited on either 
side along a line between the descending 
process and the mesial rim of the post· 
temporal fenestra. These lateral borders 
are inconspicuously marked by a slight 
elevation extending back from the base 
of the process toward the thick postero
ventrally extending portions of the post
parietals. 

The inner opening of the parietal fora
men is pear-shaped in outline, the great
est width at the posterior being 1.6 cm. 
and the length 2.3 cm. Anteriorly the 
bone is only slightly depressed for a dis
tance equal to the diameter of the dorsal 
opening of the foramen but posteriorly and 
laterally the slope upwards and inwards 
is abrupt. There is no depression poste
riorly for a parapineal organ as noted 
for Buettneria perfecta by Wilson ( 1941). 

Postparietal.-As seen dorsally this ele
ment has but slightly more area than the 
tabular. It meets its fellow on the mid
line at its greatest length and is over
lapped in front hv the parietal at an 
irregular transversely placed suture. An
terolaterally the suture with the supra
temporal extends diagonally inward, and 
posterolaterally a longitudinally directed 
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border marks the union with the tabular. 
The surf ace of the bone slopes downward 
tovrnrd the parietal from the occipital 
margin~ and regularly spaced small pits 
form the sculpture. 

In occipital vie·w (fig. 4) the postparie
tals are seen to border the space above 
the foramen magnum presumably occu
pied by the supraoccipital and to pro
duce pillars which join the exoccipitals 
beneath the mesial border of the post
temporal f enestrae. These bones have ex
cavated unfinished surf aces above the 
foramen magnum lvhich were doubtless 
completed in cartilage of the supraoccip
ital. Above the posttemporal fen es tr a 
there is a rugosity extending on to the 
tabular which is probablv a part of the 
surface of insertion of the spinalis and 
rectus capitus posterior muscles. This en
tire face formed from these elements is 
directed sharply downward and a little 
posterior from the plane of the deck. 

On the ventral surface the conioined 
postparietals form a thick arch abo~e the 
foramen magnum and are produced pos
teroventrally as pillars to join the ex
occipitals. Anteriorlv the central reo-ion 
is depressed dorsally. the upward cu~va
ture of the pillars and the 11pwar<l slope 
from the thick posterior border above the 
foramen magnum delineatin~ the depres
sion. Laterally the snrfacf's of the pillar 
slope upwards to the sunraotic fossa 
which is depressed dor~allv ahove the 
posttemporal fenestra. Se~reral irregu
larly placed nutrient foramina arP to be 
found on the gently sloping surface at 
the base of the pillars. 

It is possible that the depre~sed area 
was in part occupied by the suuraoccip
ital cartilage which conforme<l to the 
contours of the cerebellar region of the 
brain. The nutrient foramina mav have 
existed in relation to the underlviiia- otic 
cartilage. . L' 

Supratemporal. -The supratemnoral 
forms the principal lateral portion of the 
skull table with a length equal to the 
narietal and a somewhat greater width 
than that bone. Anteriorlv it taoers be
tween the nostfrontal and postorhital. the 
suture with the former heing twice the 
length of that with the latter. In hack of 
this- taper the width is uniform between 

the parietal and squamosal, the borders 
with these bones being almost equal in 
length. Posteromesially the short suture 
with the postparietal extends diacronally 
inward and the union with the 7abular 
posterior 1 y is nearly transverse. The 
supratemporal laterally overlaps the 
squamosal and is overlapped anteriorly 
to a small extent by the postorbital and 
postfrontal. Small pitting is confined to 
less than the posterior half of its area, 
elongate sculpture extending anteriorly 
from a horizontal line across the back 
rim of the parietal f oramen to the end 
of the bone. The supratemporal slime 
canal passes on to this element from the 
central portion of the postorbital. It ex
tends back and slightly inward to end 
nea: the center of ossification slightly 
behmd a horizontal line across the parie
tal f oramen, the canal becoming narrower 
and more extensively invaded by the 
sulpture posteriorly. 

Ventrally the surface is nearly plane 
with a slight slope downward toward the 
lateral margin. On the posterior surface 
elevated rugosities occur presumably in 
relation to the cartilaginous continuation 
of the otic. A small anteromesially di
rected depression interrupts this ~oug;h 
surf ace on a line between the tip of the 
tabular and the anterior border of the 
parietal foramen probab 1 y showing the 
presence of a venous channel similar to 
that described for Ervo ps (Sawin. l 94L 
Plate 9A "V"). The presence of a large 
nutrient foramen on the anterolateral 
margin of this depression strengthens this 
interpretation of its function, and 
the position directly in front of the 
supraotic chamber a~d a little lateral to 
the posttemporal fenestra is dirf'ctlv com
parable to the position of the opening of 
the ossified otic in Ervo ps. In that form 
the venus foramen is placed more ven
trallv ~ and a deficiency . in ossification of 
the otic above this ope~ing is in the posi
tion of the rugosities in BuettnPr;a. 

Tabular.-Dorsallv this bone has the 
form of an irregular penta~on, the free 
sli?:htly downcurving "horn" extendin~ 
posteriorly and a little laterally. The 
lateral border of the horn is unsculp
tured, the sharp ventral border forming 
the mesial rim of the otic notch back to 
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within 1 cm. of the end. Anterolaterally 
there is a stout union (2 cm. thick) with 
the squamosal; anteriorly the supratem
poral is joined and overlapped ~long an 
irregular transverse suture. Mesially t~e 
tabular meets the postparietal. At this 
junction the greatest thickness of the 
dermal elements of the roof is to ?e 
found. Small pits are irregularly dis
persed on the anterior and centr~l sur
face, becoming deeper and more irregu
lar toward the tip of the horn. 

The exposure of the tabular on the 
occiput is about equal in area to the dor
sal surface. The union with the lateral 
pillar of the exoc?ipita~ ~s marked by an 
irregular finely mterd1g1tate suture ex
tending ventrolaterally from the postem
poral fenestra. A rugose concavi~y on the 
lateral margin beneath the horn is a con
tinuation of the surface for the muscular 
attachments noted above for the post
parietal. This rugosity is above th~ post
temporal fenestra and overhangs its lat
eral border. There is a pronounced cur
vature of the bone to the border of the 
posttemporal fenestra. . 

The under surface of the tabular is ex
tensively modified in relation .to the un
derlying structures of the bramcase and 
the otic notch. Centrally a sharply de
lineated unfinished surf ace is elevated from 
the level of the posttemporal and squa
mosal and slopes downward posteriorly 
to merge with that part of the tabular 
lateral to the mid-diameter of the post
temporal fenestra. The mesial border of 
this structure is curved toward the horn 
with a downward regular curvature of fin
ished bone from the most dorsal portion of 
the su praotic fossa. Four or five foramina 
occupy this curved surface. Laterally the 
border is nearly at right angles to the 
projecting horn, this elevated border and 
the posterolateral edge of the bone bracing 
the relatively thin lateral and distal portion 
of the horn. There is but little doubt that 
the centrally elevated unfinished region is 
the surface of an abutment for the pos
terodorsal portion of the otic since its 
position lateral to the supraotic fossa is 
comparable to that region in better ossified 
rhachitomous forms. 

Palatal Elements 

V omer.-This bone joins the palatine 
posterolaterally at a diagonal suture which 
extends inwards from behind the tooth 
row of the mesial rim of the internal naris 
to the anterior rim of the interpterygoid 
vacuity. Most of the mesial and half of 
the anterior rim of the internal naris are 
formed by this element. Anteriorly it 
meets the maxilla and premaxilla at stout 
junctions between the two large tusks and 
the marginal tooth row, the suture with the 
former extending anteriorly from the an
terior rim of the naris to the marginal 
junction of the maxilla-premaxilla sutures. 
Here the suture with the premaxilla turns 
abruptly mesially, coursing between the 
vomerine tusks and the marginal teeth to 
the lateral border of the prenarial aper
ture. On the mesial border of this opening 
the suture continues posteromesially to the 
midline. The vomers meet at the midline 
anteriorly along a quarter of their length, 
a large nutrient foramen marking the 
intersection anteriorly with the pre
maxillae and an unossified interval at the 
tip of the parasphenoidal rostrum formin .q; 
the posterior limit. There a duct leads 
forward and over the ends of the prevomers 
to the interior. Sutures with the para
sphenoid extend to the anteromesial border 
of the interpterygoid vacuities; the an
terior half of the sutural length is pos
teriorly directed and the posterior half 
coarsely and irregularly interdigitate to 
its limits at the vacuity. PosterolateraUy 
the vomers form the anteromesial curva
ture of the interpterygoid vacuities. 

Paired phthanar tusks 1 to 1.2 cm. in 
diameter, the largest teeth of the skull, are 
situated posterolateral to the prenarial 
apertures. A row of 18 to 22 small ( 1 
to 2 mm.) teeth follow the line of the 
mesial rim of the naris curving mesially 
to a ridge which extends from the forward 
member of this row toward a transverse 
row of larger teeth (3 mm.). The latter, 
composed of 11-12 teeth on either side, 
reaches nearly to the midline behind the 
intersection of sutures. Other features 
of the almost horizontal ventral surface of 
these bones include several nutrient 
foramina in front of the above described 
transverse row of teeth. The largest of 
these is on the midline at the intersection 
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of sutures with the premaxilla, extends 
into the bone, but fails to perforate it. In 
Buettneria perfecta (Wilson, 1941) it pen
etrates the bone as the anteroventral fora
men for the intermaxillary gland. 

On the dorsal surface each bone gently 
slopes centrally to form a shallow basin 
centered a little posterior to the tip of the 
parasphenoid. In front of the tip a groove 
extends to the opening of the foramen 
described by Wilson as the posterior fora
men for the intermaxillary gland. There 
are no foramina in this region dispersed 
in the abundance described for Buettneria 
perfecta. 

Palatine.-Anteriorly this bone forms 
more than the rear half of the internal 
narial rim and posterolaterally the free 
margin curves outward as the border of 
the interpten·goid vacuity. The irregular 
suture with the vomer extends diagonally 
jnward from the posterior third of the 
inner narial rim. A junction with the 
maxilla at the anterolateral border of the 
naris extends back between the marginal 
and submarginal tooth rows. Posteriorly 
the palatjne-transpalatine suture runs pos
terornesiall y to the rim of the palatal 
vacuity on a line across the midorbital 
region. The surface slopes ventromesially 
and laterally bears 13 or 14. teeth con
stituting the. anterior members of the sub
margin~l row. The two anterior teeth are 
large (1 to ] .:1 cm. in diameter at the 
bas'-e), the remainder averaging half that 
size. In addition. 6 to 8 very small teeth 
are irregularly grouped behind the narial 
nm. 

Dorsally the surface slopes down from 
the thick region ( 1.5 cm.) at the junction 
with the vomer to the thin lateral margin. 
A small groove in back of the narial rim 
may be related to surfaces of origin for 
the oblique eye muscles. 

Transpalatine.-This element has a 
curved surface which slopes gently to the 
marp:inal area and descends poste~·o
mesially toward the palatine ramus of the 
pterygoid. Anteromesiall y it forms the 
lateralmost curvature of the interpterygoid 
vacuity and posteriorly the bone is incised 
as the thick anterior border of the ad
ductor f encstra. The posterior section of 
the subnrnrginal tooth row of about 30 
sma 11 teeth extends over most the length 

of the lateral surface just mesial to the 
suture with the maxilla. 

The bone is the thickness of the palatine 
for half the length of its margin along the 
palatal vacuity. There it becomes in
creasingly stouter (2.2 cm.) toward its 
overlapping junction with the palatine 
ramus of the pterygoid. The dorsal sur
face slopes up to the marginal junction 
with the maxilla. A shallow central con
cavity is in continuity with a depression 
of the dorsal surf ace of the pterygoid and 
probably marks the distal limits of the 
cartilage palatal process. 

Paras phenoid.-As the longest skull ele
ment, the parasphenoid extends from a 
point between the occipital condy les to 
taper rostrally between the vomers an
terior to a line across the front rims of the 
internal nares. This well-ossified me<lian 
hone underlies the major portion of the 
braincase as the central stem of the skull. 
A rigid basipterygoid union of the broad 
massive posterior region of the bone with 
the pterygoid is formed with irregular 
finely interdigitate sutures on lines pro
jected anteriorly from the lateral borders 
of the condy les to the inner margins of the 
interpterygoid vacuities. Posteriorly the 
parasphenoid joins the exoccipitals with 
sutures similar in form to those with the 
pterygoid. These are directed postero
mesiall v on either side back to the blunt 
end of' the bone which separates the 
exoccipitals ventrally and forms thf' Dn
terior border of an intercondylar noteh. 
Anterior to the broad region th~ cultriform 
process extends forward, its slight! y in
bowed lateral margins forming the mesial 
borders of the interpterygoid vacn ities. 
The rostral end overlaps the vomers 
strongly. Irregular and coarsely inter
digjtate sutures extend anteromesially 
from a point even with a line ncro~~~ · l1" 
mid-orbital region to become altered to 
parallel, anteriorly directed sutu .. e~ on a 
line across the front rims of the interptery
goid vacuities. These border a narrow 
( 1.5 cm.) rostral tip which ends at the 
duct for the intermaxillary gland. 

In typical specimens the palatal surface 
of this bone is horizontal with th is plane 
modified anteriorly by a slight upward 
curvature of the rostrum. Posteriori y a 
chevron-shaped region of the bone ex-
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tends ventral to the surf aces of the ex
occi pitals. The surface is rugose and on 
either side indented on a line with the 
junction of sutures with the pterygoid and 
basiocci pital; these probably were the re
gions of attachment of the rectus capitus 
muscles. Shallow irregular sculpture oc
cupies the broad central portion, fading 
out anteriorly. 

Dorsally the parasphenoid bears several 
structural features related to the overly
ing regions of the braincase. On the cul
triform process two prominent ridges ex
tend dorsomesiall y from the margin to 
enclose a central shallow LI-shaped trough. 
This tapers proximally, the limiting 
ridges becoming indistinct where they 
slightly diverge again in front of the 
cranial openings for the internal carotid 
artery. This trough is narrowest ( 1.2 cm.) 
on a line 2 cm. in front of the posterior 
rims of the interpterygoid vacuities and 
is four times that width where the ridges 
become indistinct anterior 1 y on a line 
across the front margins of the vacuities. 
The height of the ridges is greatest (1.1 
cm.) at the mid-length of the process; 
the slope toward the margin anteriorly is 
somewhat more gentle than that poste
riorly. 

The central broader portion of the 
cranial surface is modified by semicylin
drical prominences which extend inward 
from the widest part of the bone. These 
enclose channels 5 mm. in diameter which 
presumably were occupied by the inter
nal carotid arteries. The anterior open
ings are 2 cm. apart immediately in back 
of the ridges of the cultriform process; 
a very shallow depression between and in 
front of these probably reflects the pres
ence of an overlying sella turcica which 
may have been formed by a thin cartilage 
basisphenoid. The upper posterior fora
mina open dorsolaterall y above the der
mal basipterygoid processes, the suture on 
either side with the pterygoid passing 
over the distal end of the openings. The 
parasphenoid here has its greatest thick
ness of 2.8 cm., the bone curving down 
to the floor of the braincase and the suture 
with the pterygoid passing diagonally an
teromesially from the distal internal caro
tid opening to the inner posterior margin 
of the interpterygoid vacuity. Posteriorly 

the finely interdigitate suture extends 
slightly outwards on the floor of the 
b:aincase about 1 cm. internal to the high 
nm formed by the pterygoid to reach 
the exoccipital 3 cm. in back of the outer 
carotid for amen. The widely interdigitate 
suture with the exoccipital extends mesi
all y to the posterior limit of the bone. 
The posterior end forms the ventral 
border of the space below the for amen 
magnum and in some cases is covered 
with poorly ossified bone which may be 
the remnants of a basioccipital. Thick
ness of the bone along the border with the 
pterygoid is 7 nun. in front of the lateral 
carotid for amen, nearly 3 cm. at the dor
sal border of this opening, and varying 
from 1.5 cm. immediately behind the semi
cylindrical prominence containing the 
artery to 5 mm. at the posterior end. The 
latter represents the thickness along the 
median line up to the area between the 
mesial internal carotid openings where the 
bone is slight! y thinner ( 3 to 4 mm.) in 
the region below the assumed position 
of the pituitary gland. Both pterygoids 
and exoccipitals overlap the bone on 
either side. 

Four cartilage bone elements over lie 
the upper surface of the parasphenoid. 
Anteriorly the mesial side of the trian
gular base of the epipterygoid extends on 
to the region between the carotid promi
nence and the inner border of the pos
terior margin of the palatal vacuity, the 
space between the bases of the epiptery
goids possibly being occupied by a thin 
basisphenoid cartilage. The anteroventral 
process of the stapes rests against the 
otic above the rim of the outer carotid 
opening, the base of the ossified part of 
the otic extending inward over two-thirds 
of the length of the semicylindrical prom
inence. Posteriorly, as noted above, rem
nants of the basioccipital occupy the cen
tral posterior region. 

Pterygoid.-For convenience of descrip
tion this complex hone is divided into 
three regions: These include first the 
proximal portion, or base, which forms 
the basi pterygoid connection with the 
parasphenoid and presumably a cartilage 
basisphenoid and underlies the epiptery
goid and the anterior portion of the 
braincase; second, the palatine ram us 
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which JOlils the base with the margin of 
the palate; and third, the quad rate ranius 
extending laterally from the base to the 
quadrah~ and quadratoj ugal. The latter 
produces an anterior rising process \vhich 
joins the squamosal and skull roof, and 
a free posterior rising process. 

Base.-The sutures of the proximal 
region have been described above with the 
parasphenoid and are represented in fig
ure 3. Posteriorly the pterygoid meets 
the exoccipital. On the outer surface of 
the bone the suture passes posterolater
all y from the widest part of the para
sphenoid around the lateral border to 
extend upward and inward to the rim of 
the braincase. The palatal surf ace of the 
base is convex from front to back and 
slopes dorsally toward the palatal and 
quadrate rami. A groove extends ante
riorly on each side from the indentation 
between the base and the quadrate ramus 
to bifurcate on the central surface, one 
member passing anteromesiall y to the pos
terior margin of the palatal vacuity and 
the other coursing anterolaterall y be
tween well-defined ridges on the palatal 
ram us. 

The bone is thin in front of a line 
paralleling the carotid prominences and 
slopes down to a sharp edge at the mar
gin of the palatal vacuity. Most of this 
area is covered by the base of the epip
terygoid and, in life, with its attendant 
cartilages. Anterolateral to the distal 
carotid opening and continuous with its 
lower border a spur of bone from the base 
of the anterior rising process extends 
anteromesially to support the base of the 
epi pterygoid. This spur contains a large 
nutrient foramen 4 mm. in diameter which 
probably conducted blood vessels related 
to the cartilage palatoquadrate and the 
basi pterygoid process. This foramen 
opens ventrally into a cavity which is a 
point of junction for other foramina in 
the quadrate and palatal rami. This space 
is formed beneath the overhanging spur 
and the lateral continuation of the caro
tid prominence. It is enclosed anteriorly 
and dorsall v bv the base of the epip-
terygoid. . . 

Posterior to the region associated with 
the epipterygoid the dorsal surface of the 
base is at a level with the lower rim of 
the latera 1 internal carotid open mg. A 

sharp rim of hone with a broken surface 
extends back from the lateral border of 
the opening to the exoccipital as the lat
eral margin of that part of the hraincase 
underlying the otic region. Cranially this 
rim slightly overhangs the Hoor of the 
otic region of the braincase forming a 
slight concavity laterally as it slopes to 
the floor to meet the parasphenoid. Dor
sally at the suture with the exoccipital 
this rim is a little above the level of the 
upper border of the lateral carotid open
ing at its highest point 1.6 cm. above the 
floor of the braincase. Laterally the bone 
slopes down from the rim to the curving 
margin at a 45 ° angle in the region pos
terior to the carotid foramen; 1.5 cm. 
lateral to the mouth of this opening the 
surface curves down to a depression be
tween the anterior and posterior rising 
processes. 

Thickness of the base of the pte~ygoid 
varies from 7 mm. at the anterior por
tion underlying the epipterygoid to a 
maximum of 3.3 cm. at the suture with 
the exoccipital. The bone is 1.5 cm. thick 
in the depression between the rising 
processes, which is the average for a sec
tion through the base of the quadrate and 
palatal rami at their junction with the 
base. 

Palatine ramus.-As seen ventrally this 
palatine ramus extends from the base an
terolaterally to the transpalatine to over
lap that bone at an irregular suture. The 
surface slopes dorsomesially from its 
border at the adductor f enestra to the 
margin along the palatal vacuity and ex
pands anterolaterally where a stout down
curving descending process forms the 
region of attachment for adductor mus
cles of the jaw. The ventralrnost tip of 
this process marks the posterior of the 
constricted region of the adductor fenes
tra. Low parallel ridges extend longitu
dinally over the surface of the bone; 
those on the descending process are irreg
ular muse le scars but the two mesialmost 
extend on to the base with a groove be
tween them which was probably occupied 
by a blood vessel. 

In cross sectional view the dorsal sur
face of this ramus is curved upward with 
a depression mesially which marks the 
course of a longitudinal furrow. This 
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structure has a well-defined lateral border 
for a distance of 2-3 cm. from the lat
er al third of the base of the epi ptery · 
go id but more distally the margins be
come indistinct and the furrow exists as 
a depression which continues on to the 
surf ace of the transpalatine. The furrow 
and the depression probably formed the 
base for a cartilage palatal process of the 
primary palatoquadrate complex. 

Quadrate ramus.-As seen ventrally the 
ramus extends outward and backward 
from the base to abut against the ven
tromesial surf ace of the quadrate. The 
surface slopes upward from the plane of 
the base of the pterygoid then curves 
downward to the quadrate. There is also 
a gentle upward slope from front to back. 
The distal and ventralmost portion is 1.5 
cm. beneath the level of the proximal 
region. Anteriorly the acute angle with 
the anterior rising process produces a 
sharp margin bordering the posteromesial 
limit of the adductor fenestra. Posteriorly 
the margin is curved and a portion of the 
posterior rising process is in view below 
the otic notch. 

In anterior view the anterior nsmg 
process of the quadrate ramus appears 
as a transversely placed vertical plate 
joined and overlapped on all but the inner 
portion of the dorsal third of its area by 
the descending process of the squamosal. 
The mesial edge of the bone extends on 
a line from the buttress at the middle 
of the base of the epipterygoid dorso-pos
tero-mesially to approach or meet the ven
tral surface of the posterolateral portion 
of the supratemporal. Dorsomesially it 
forms a knob which fits into the cupped 
surface of the prootic ossification. The 
quadrate overlaps the anterolateral sur
face with a region of unfinished bone 
extending dorsomesiall y. This portion of 
the quadrate was evidently completed in 
cartilage over the face of the pterygoid 
to join cartilage otic and palatal proc
esses from the base of the epipterygoid. 
Ventrolaterally the quadrate ramus over
lies the spongy surface of the quadrate 
and meets the anterior process of the 
quadratojugal. The mesialmost section of 
the anterior rising process is very thin 
and usually unpreserved, but in some 
specimens it is evident that it extended 

mesial to the descending process of the 
squamosal up to the supratemporal. The 
width of the rugosities on the ventral sur
face of the latter element is sufficient to 
accommodate both this portion of the 
pterygoid and an anterior facing of the 
palatoquadrate cartilage. 

Most of the specimens are cracked along 
the squamosal pterygoid suture, thereby 
showing in section the relative position 
of the associated elements. Structurally 
most of the support for the deck in this 
region was centered on the squamosal
pterygoid union at the lateral portion of 
the anterior rising process. As seen in 
dorsal view the quadrate ramus extends 
ventrolaterall y from the anterior rising 
process to form the dorsal and posterior 
abutment for the quadrate and to meet 
a dorsal process of the quadratojugal 
laterally at the paraquadrate for amen. 
A curvature of the lateralmost rim of the 
anterior rising process turns posterolat
erall y to merge with th~ lateral free rim 
of the posterior rising process. The lat
ter curves laterodorsall y on a line pro
duced diagonally upward and outward 
from the base of the postero-proximal 
region of the ramus. 

The dorsal sharp border of the pos
terior rising process curves (figs. 3, 4) 
posteroventral to the otic notch, there 
continuing ventrally along the curvature 
of the lower border of the notch very 
nearly to complete a circular rim at 
the inner lower margin. Here at this de
ficiency in the rim the mesial portion of 
the process descends abruptly to the body 
of the quadrate ramus. The stapes ex
tends over the gap in the more complete 
specimens to rest on the mesialmost por
tion of the dorsal margin. The interval 
between the anterior and posterior rising 
processes appears as a LI-shaped "trough" 
in section. This structure leads forward 
and downward at a 45 ° angle to the de
pression in the base of the pterygoid, 1.5 
cm. lateral to the outer opening for the 
internal carotid artery. The posterior sur
fac~ of the posterior rising process is con
cave centrally and curves abruptly to the 
concavity lateral to the junction of the 
base of the process with the quadrate 
ramus. A large nutrient foramen leads 
into the bone at this point. 
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CARTILAGE BONES AND CARTILAGES OF THE 

BRAIN CASE 

Occipital Series 

Supraoccipital.-No ossified supraoccip
ital is present. A space dorsal to t.he 
mesiall y directed processes of the exocc1 p
i tal above the foramen magnum (fig. 4) 
was probably occupied by cartilage whi.ch 
extended anteriorly as a roof to the bram
case and joined the cartilage prootic 
reaion posterolaterally. Since the ventral 
su~face of the overlying postparietal shows 
contours adapted to the cerebellar region 
and also grooves possibly associated with 
the cranial endolymphatic system, the 
cartila()'e roof was probably quite thin and 
the ar;atest thickness of this element was 

b 
in the posterior region above the foramen 
magnum. 

Exoccipital.-As seen posteriorly (fig. 
4) the nearly hemispherically convex 
condyles face inward and slightly down
ward. Below and centrally the exoccip
itals are separated by an interval of 8 
mm. by the posterior end of the para
sphenoid and in some specimens by spongy 
bone which probably represents an ossi
fied portion of the basiocci pital. Ea.ch 
bone underlies a small part of the bram
case ventrolaterall y and produces a 
dorsally expanded pillar which rises from 
the region 5 mm. in front of the upper 
condvlar rim and slopes anteriorly tovrnrd 
the deck to form the lower rim of the 
posttemporal fenestra. Mesial to the 
f enestra it joins the ventral process of the 
postparietal and laterally the tabular. 
Each pillar sends a stout flange P?stero
mesiall y which together form an mcom
plete arch above the foramen. magnum. 
The posterior surface of the pillar faces 
slightly inward and is depressed centrally 
beneath the rim of the posttemporal 
f enestra with one or two nutrient foramina 
on the depressed surface. A foramen pos
sibly for one of the branches of the hypo
O'lossal nerve is situated posterolaterally 
~t the iunction of the pillar with the body 
of the ·bone. Two cm. below and slightly 
in front of this opening is another fora
men presumably for the same nerve .. _The 
outlines of the bases of the exocc1pitals 
are indented with the constricted regions 
on a line connecting the last mentioned 

foramina, this marking the anterior limits 
of the condylar region. Anteriorly these 
hones expand to their lateralmost point at 
the pterygoid suture. 

The dorsal surf ace in front of the base 
of the pillar forms a low ledge with a 
poorly finished surface. It is continued 
centrally as a region of unfinished bone 
with the mesial margin elevated 1 cm. 
above the floor of the braincase. This 
margin curves posteriorly to the lower 
rim of the foramen magnum 1.5 cm. 
mesial to the inner base of the pillar. In 
front the border curves laterally, then 
anteriorly, with a sharp rim ascending to 
the level of that sharp border of the 
pterygoid which delineates the cranial 
cavity. The exoccipitals are but slightly 
exposed on the unfinished central part of 
the floor of the braincase due to the overlap 
by the parasphenoid, the greatest area of 
about 2 sq. cm. underlying each side of 
the posterior part of the otic region. 
Posterolaterally that part of the floor of 
the braincase presumably occupied by the 
medulla is formed by the above described 
ledge anterior and mesial to the pillar. 
The two "hypoglossal" foramina open 
craniall y at the inner base of the pillar 
and in addition a small foramen i.s present 
posterior to these in most specimens. It 
is assumed that the vagal group of nerves 
left the braincase in front of the pillar 
and the best-preserved specimen shows 
grooves which are probably remnants of 
the vagal foramen, most of which may 
have been enclosed in the cartilage of the 
opisthotic region. A nutrient foramen also 
perforates the pillar anteroposteriorly at 
the ?ase of the expanded region in some 
specimens. 

Basioccipital.-Fragments of spongy 
bone between the exoccipitals were re
moved in the course of preparation in 
several of the larger specimens. These 
formed an incomplete floor with an un
finished surface for a distance of about 2 
cm. from the posterior rim of the foramen 
magnum. It is suspected that most of the 
basioccipital existed as a cartilage floor 
to the braincase extending from the level 
of the ventral rim of the foramen magnum 
anteriorly to join cartilage of the basi
sphenoid 3 to 4 mm. above the level of the 
cranial openings of the internal carotid 
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arteries and somewhat posterior to them. 
Posterolaterally the cartilage was probably 
situated slightly below the level of the 
inner openings of the hypoglossal fora
mina to complete the floor in the region 
of the medulla. Anterolaterally the 
basioccipital probably met cartilages of the 
otic region. 

Basis phenoid.-In the course of prep
aration of skull No. 31100-30 a small 
irregular piece of cancellous bone was 
found I oose in the matrix mesial to the 
base of the epi pterygoid and this is doubt
fully referred to this element. Otherwise 
chondrification was complete, the basi
sphenoid region extending from a line 
across the mid-basal portion of the epip
terygoids back to the cartilage basioccipital 
and over 1 ying the carotid eminences. 
Laterally it probably joined the ventral 
cartilaginous part of the prootic region 
and anteriorly formed a shallow sella 
turcica in front of a line across the cranial 
openings of the internal carotid arteries 
and directly above a depression in the 
parasphenoid in this region. Anterior to 
this it was possibly continuous with car
tilage of the sphenethmoid. 

Otic.-Preserved portions of this bone 
include an irregular mass about 5 cu. cm. 
in size occupying the dorsal prootic region, 
and a button-shaped fragment found be
tween the heads of the under surfaces of 
both stapes. The former has finished sur
faces dorsally and anteriorly but the ven
tral, mesial, and posterior faces are spongy 
and irregular and were doubtless finished 
in cartilage. Laterally a cup-like excava
tion was closely apposed to a protuberance 
on the dorsomesial face of the anterior 
rising process of the quadrate ramus of 
the pterygoid. The dorsal surf ace forms 
the floor of the anterior portion of the 
supraotic fossa with a concave antero
posterior depression modified centrally by 
a transverse elevation. There is no groove 
present at the junction of this ossification 
and the rising process as described for 
Buettneria per/ ecta. Ventrally two con
cavities are present; the anteriormost is 
shallow and opens anteriorly to a notch 
apparently in part occupied by the prootic 
process of the stapes. Posteriorly there 
is a deeper excavation which may be 

related to the dorsalmost portion of the 
vestibular region of the inner ear. 

The above described mass overlies the 
double head of the stapes and a small 
button-like fragment between the heads 
of that bone may be a remnant of the 
ossification between chambers of the vesti
bule. Otherwise the remainder of the otic 
was composed of cartilage with the excep
tion of ver~ small fragments of spongy 
bone adhermg to the rugosity on the 
ventral surface of the tabular. Nothing 
was found in any of the specimens in the 
position of the opisthotic remnant de
scribed by Wilson for Buettneria perfecta. 
The notch in the dermal skull roof below 
the anterior opening of the supraotic fossa 
is directly above the prootic and it seems 
more likely that it is related to a vascular 
channel than to the endolymphatic system 
since the latter is usually confined to the 
cranial cavity or bone intimately related 
to it. (Cf. Wilson, 1941.) 

SPHENETHMOID AND LATEROSPHENOID 

REGIONS 

This complex was probably almost en
tire! y chondrified and extended from the 
otics and basisphenoid anteriorly to the 
nasal capsule, and from the rugosities and 
ridges of the ventral dermal roofing ele
ments to the margins of the trough of 
the parasphenoid. An arbitrary boundary 
between the laterosphenoid and the sphe
nethmoid may be marked by the descend
ing processes of the parietal postero
lateral to the pineal foramen. The lateral 
ridges leading posteriorly to the otic 
rugosities show the position of the dorsal 
attachment of this cartilage, and the diverg
ing postero-lateral borders of the trough 
of the parasphenoid form the ventral 
limits. The sphenethmoid was probably 
continuous ventrally with the latter carti
lage but the finished surface of the anterior 
and posterior borders of the descending 
processes of the parietals indicates that the 
dorsal region was possibly in part mem
branous. The longitudinal median ridge 
formed by the parietals and frontals ha" 
a ventrally unfinished surface with frag
ments of spongy bone present in some 
specimens which may be remnants of the 
dorsal portion of the sphenethmoid. This 
region has been restored by Wilson 
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( 1941) , and the reader is referred to his 
figures which accurately show the rela
tion_s. of these cartilages and the probable 
pos1t10ns of the cranial foramina. 

0:-.sIFICATIO.'.\S OF THE PRDL\RY P . .\LATOQL\DRATE 

A.'.\D H YOID ARCHES 

Epipterygoid 

The distorted three-sided pyramidal base 
of this element rests behind the posterior 
rim of the interpterygoid vacuity on the 
surface of the pterygoid at the junction of 
the palatal ramus with the body of the 
bone. A club-shaped rod is produced from 
the base to extend antero-dorso-mesially 
toward the laterosphenoid region. The 
free end of the rod has an unfinished 
surface ·which was probably continued 
dorsally as cartilage to reach the descend
ing process of the parietal. Dorsopos
terior l y the rod merges with the base at a 
vertically placed upcurving flange with a 
poorly finished proximal surface; the lat
ter was probably continuous dorsally with 
the otic as a prootic process. In specimen 
No. 31100-47 this proximal portion is 
closely applied to the lateral surface of 
the anteriorly directed portion of the an
terior rising process~ the latter also sup
porting the base of the epi pterygoid by 
interlocking with the posterior face of the 
pyramid near its lateral border. The out
wardly directed face of the base slopes 
downward with an unfinished surface con
forming to the channel of the palatal 
ramus described above in relation to the 
cartilage palatal process. It is probable 
that the base was continuous with the latter 
and also that a cartilage connection be
tween the quadrate and the posteromesial 
face was present in the complete skull. 
The anteromesial face has an irregular, 
poorly ossified surface and~ as noted above. 
was probably extended mesially by car
tilage of the basisphenoid. A spongy tex
tured surface underlies a shallow cavitv 
beneath the base of the epipterygoid and 
is continuous with a more expanded cavity 
·which underlies the anteriorh· directed 
portion of the anterior rising process. 
This cavity is limited posteriorly by the 
carotid eminence. Since this region was 
probably occupied by the distal portion of 
the primary basipterygoid process, it is 
apparent that the path of the carotid artery 

as interpreted by Watson ( 1920) and Wil
son ( 1941) is in the proper morphological 
position. 

The exposed surface of the dorsomesial 
face of the epi pterygoid curves abruptly 
upward from a ledge above the excavated 
portion to the posterior flange at the back 
corner of the pyramid. This ledO'e is a 
little below the level of the distal ipenincr 
of the internal carotid arterv and its sur~ 
face is _modified by an angular depression 
where 1t meets the anterior risina process 
of the pterygoid. b 

Quadrate 

This bone is embraced mesiall y and 
dorsally by the quadrate ram us of the 
ptery~oid; laterally, posterolaterally, and 
ant.enorly by the quadratojugal. The 
art1cul~r surface is concave transversely 
an~ slightly convex anteroposteriorly, the 
entire surface sloping down and forward 
~ rom the mesial border. A deep ( 8 mm.) 
irregularly conical pit is shared between 
the lateralmost portion of the quadrate 
and the quadratojugal on the outer sur
face of the articular area. The latter 
element curves down as a flange-like rim 
anterolaterally and forms a veneer-like 
surface over the lower part of the anterior 
face. 

Posteriorly the quadrate is exposed as a 
triangular area modified by a prominent 
irregular convexity protruding above the 
mesial half of the rim of the articular 
surface. The quadrate ramus of the ptery
goid limits the mesial side and the quadra
toj ugal the lateral portion. The latter 
also is produced as a thin spur around the 
posterior margin of the articular surface 
to approach or meet the quadrate ramus 
mesially. 

Anteriorly only a small irregular sec
tion of cancellous bone is preserved in 
most specimens, this projecting 1.5 to 2 
cm. above the lower process of the quadra
tojugal. There is no doubt that an ossified 
porti?n was continued nearly across the 
anterior face of the anterior rising process 
and the lower surface of this face of the 
descending process of the squamosal. 
Here the quadrate probably was extended 
as cartilage which joined the otic process 
and the cartilage at the posterolateral edge 
of the base of the epi pterygoid, thereby 
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being continuous with the remainder of the 
primary palatoquadrate. 

Stapes 

The following description is based on 
four stapes (fig. 5) which were found in 
position in skulls of Buettneria howard
ensis. The hone has a double proximal 
head which is horizontally oriented be
neath the ossified portion of the prootic 
region. A small prootic spur extends 
dorsomesially from the front and proxi
mal portion of the anterior head to overlie 
a groove on the anterolateral surf ace of 
the otic. This structure was badly dis
torted in the specimens but probably had 
the relations to the head as shown by 
Wilson (1941). 

The ventral proximal surface of the an
terior head occupies a position slightly 
above the outer opening of the internal 
carotid artery, the prootic spur pointing 
anteromesiall y on a line with the parietal 
opening. The proximal ventral surface is 
of unfinished bone, and in specimen No. 
31100-431 there is an uncertain indication 
that this region was structurally related 
to the parasphenoid, a condition known 
for the head of this element in Eryops. 
This ventral surface is almost horizontal 
hut dorsally the head is convex as seen in 
section, and fractured thin edges of the 
hone show that it was more extensive than 
represented in the figures. 

G 

D 
Fig. 5. Left stapes of Buettneria howardensis 

f~om specimen No. 31100-431, x1h. Top, Dorsal 
view. Bottom, Ventral view. 

The posterior head is much stouter and 
terminates squarely with a constricted oval 
end which was apposed to the region of the 
fen es tr a ovalis; the latter opening, if pres
ent, was ~ormed in ~ cartilaginous portion 
of the otic. A section through this head 

has an oval outline, regular dorsally hut 
depressed anteroventrally. A small hutton
shaped fragment noted in the description 
of the otic was found between the two 
heads on both sides of specimen No. 
31100-431. 

Dorsally a pronounced semicircular de
pression modifies the surface of the region 
between the heads, the anterior quadrant 
of the semicircle extending on to the an
terior head. Distal to this, the neck 
between the rod and heads is horizontal 
with a slight curvature to the margins. The 
rod is produced dorsoposteriorly at 120° 
angle to the head, the distal end terminat
ing in a cupped surface which was evi
dently completed in cartilage to the tym
panic structure. The anteroventral por
tion of the rod probably rested on the 
mesial border of the posterior rising proc
ess. The shaft is compressed dorsoven
trally for two-thirds of its length, but the 
distal end is oval in section in contrast 
to the spatulate shape described for Buett
neria perfecta by Wilson (1941). The an
terior edge of the rod is thin proximallv. 
This thin border is mo<lified distally into -a 
very small thin ridge which extends. toward 
the dorsal surf ace. The posterior edge is 
rounded proximallv to become very ·-thin 
at the distal thir<l of the length and angu
larly rounded distally. A groove on the 
ventral surf ace extends longitudinally from 
the thin edge at the distal third of the 
length to the neck. The dorsal surface is 
generally conv~x as seen in section, the 
more elevated region extending from the 
anterior border of the distal end toward 
the posterior border proximally where it 
fa des out at the neck. 

The stapes described for BuPttneria per
fecta has a thin spatulate structure with a 
blade-like end to the rod and a rather 
definite spine on the dorsal surface, but 
otherwise the general shape is similar to 
the element described above. 

MANDIBLES 

The jaws are thick and high in the artic
ular and coronoid regions and diminish 
regularly in size anteriorly. A well
developed retroarticular process is present 
with most of its lateral surf ace devoid of 
sculpture. Coarse and irregular pitting 
radiates from centers on the lower surfaces 
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on the dentary, splenial, postsplenial, and 
angular, and very coarse pits occupy the 
postero-dorso-lateral surface of the suran
gular behind the slime canal. The borders 
of the pits extend peripherally into ridges 
which are especially prominent over the 
anterior half of the angular; this region 
of intensive growth is to be correlated with 
that between the pineal and orbits on the 
over I ying region of the skull roof. 

Sixty or more conical teeth with oval 
bases are borne on the upper margin of the 
dentary and 7 small teeth are directed 
posteriorly from a ridge near the sym
physis in back of the regular row. The 
first three teeth of the regular series are 
small and are followed by the two largest 
of the jaw. There is a regular increase 
in size from the small teeth behind these 
to a maximum at Nos. 24 and 25; pos
~eri?rly the remainder diminish regularly 
m size. 

The following foramina are present on 
all well-preserved specimens: (1) a mental 
foramen at the junction of the procoronoid
splenial sutures; (2) the mandibular fora
men on the lower central surface of the 
postsplenial; (3) the inframeckelian be
neath the prearticular and coronoid and 
above the angular and postsplenial; ( 4) 
the dental foramen posteriorly on the pre
articular; and ( 5) two openings on the 
dorsal surface of the surangular postero
lateral to the meckelian fossa. 

Comparative measurement~ are given in 
Table 1-C. The specimens here examined 
do not differ in any important detail from 
those described for Buettneria perfecta or 
Anaschisma except for the symphysial row 
of teeth. 

PosTCRA NIAL SKELETON 

Vertebrae 

Over a hundred vertebrae were asso
ciated with the specimens (fig. 6, 7). The 
at] as and axis were found together in two 
cases and several "strings" of from 2 to 9 

dorsal and caudal vertebrae are present in 
the collection, but no complete column has 
been found in the materials thus far pre
pared. In most cases the neural arch is 
absent except in the atlas where it is fused 
to the intercentrum. Several complete ribs 
permit but little more than a conjectural 
interpretation of the thoracic basket, the 
specimens showing little if any variation 
from those described by Fraas for M etu
posaurus. 

No data exist for the number of pre
sacral vertebrae; a fairly complete but 
dissociated column is known for Buettneria 
bakeri which probably has 18 in this series 
and it is assumed that Buettneria howard
ensis had the same number. Several speci
mens (fig. 7g, h) which have stoutly 
developed rib facets are suspected of being 
sacral vertebrae or to have been situated 
in the sacral region. Two stout short ribs 
are known which may be from the sacral 
region, but there are no associated speci
mens. 

Regional differentiation is marked by 
changes in shape and form of the inter
centrum and in variation in the position of 
the rib articular surf aces. In the anterior 
cervical region the atlas is transversely 
oval in outline with a fused neural arch, 
and the shape of the axis is conformable 
to this but modified by a pair of articular 
surfaces for a two-headed rib, the diapoph
ysis formed by the neural arch and the 
parapophysis being placed directly below 
on the ventrolateral surface of the inter
centrum. It is probable that the succeed
ing proximal cervical vertebrae have the 
same general shape with modifications in 
the placement of the rib processes. In 
general the diapophysis remains related 
to the neural arch and therefore keeps a 
constant position, but the parapophysis 
becomes more posteriorly placed over the 
thoracic series, the head of the rib in the 
posterior thoracic region possibly articu
lating to a slight extent with the inter
vertebral cartilage. The thoracic vertehrae 

Fig. 6. Vertebrae of Buettneria howardensis and Buettneria sp., x1h. a, Atlas, anterior and posterior 
views, Buettneria sp. No. 31185-25. b, Atlas and axis, lateral and ventral views. c, Axis, anterior and 
posterior views, No. 31185-25. d, Anterior thorar-ic? of B. howardensis, No. 31100-305, e, Posterior 
thoracic?, No. 31100-305. f, Anterfo.r, posterior, and lateral views of neural arch of B. howardensis, 
No. 31100-237. 
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Fig. 7. Vertebrae and ribs of Buettneria howardensis, x1h. g, Sacral?, anterior and lateral 

views, No. 31100-305. h, Proximal caudal, anterior and lateral views, No. 31100-305. i, Caudal, 
anterior and lateral views, No. 31100-305. j, Thoracic rib, lateral and mesial views, No. 31100-
237. k, Posterior thoracic rib, lateral and mesial views, No. 31100-237. 
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are rarely preserved with the neural arch 
in association and are to be recognized 
mainly by the slightly compressed circular 
outline of the intercentrum and nutrient 
foramina which are anterodorsal to the 
parapophysis. Anteriorly the intercentra 
are definitely opisthocoelous but in verte
brae interpreted as posterior thoracic the 
ends of the intercentra are nearly flat or 
slightly amphicoelous. No sacral vertebra 
is known but various centra in association 
with ilia are opisthocoelous and have well
developed lower rib articulations. The 
specimens supposed to be proximal caudals 
are opisthocoelous with the outline of the 
intercentrum changing from a bilaterally 
compressed circle to a roughly rectangular 
form as seen in outline. 

Several of the isolated neural arches 
show the position of the zygapophyses 
(fig. 6f) which closely approach the mid
line, the median edges of the anterior 
articular facets overlying the neural canal. 
The postzygapophyses are higher and 
only slightly wider than the neural spine. 
The neural canal was probably enclosed 
completely in life by the arch, a thin 
cartilage or connective tissue layer sepa
rating the nerve cord from the underly
ing notochord. The latter was apparently 
persistent in the average-sized specimens, 
the corresponding notches on some of the 
intercentra showing its largest diameter 
to be about 1 cm. 

Ribs 

Only a few ribs (fig. 7j, k) were pre
served, and the information regarding 
their form and position is scanty. Sev
eral from the thoracic region have in
complete double heads which were prob
ably completed in cartilage. A con
stricted portion of the bone is character
istic of the proximal quarter of the 
length and distally the rib is expanded 
with a small uncinate process on the pos
terior border more than half the length 
of the bone from the head. The anterior 
border is sharp proximally but becomes 
rounded from the neck to the distal end. 
Here this rounded portion terminates in 
a cupped surface which probably was 
connected to a cartilage sternum. The 
posterior edge is rounded for the proxi
mal third of the length to become pro-

duced to a thin edge at the uncinate 
process, this edge having but slightly 
more thickness at the distal end. Laterally 
there is a concavity between the heads; 
the remainder of the surface is convex 
with a slight concavity modifying the con
tour at the uncinate process and the sur
face between the front and back borders 
of the expanded portion. 

Ribs possibly from the posterior tho
racic region vary from 14 to s4 the length 
of the averaged-sized thoracic, have a 
more robust head (fig. 7), and lack the 
expanded region. The distal end is 
cupped for attachment to the cartilage of 
the sternum, both the anterior and pos
terior portions are rounded, and concave 
surfaces are present above and below be
tween the heads. 

PECTORAL GIRDLE AND APPENDAGE 

Scapulocoracoid 

Two well-preserved elements serve as 
the basis for the description. An attempt 
to determine the position of this element 
relative to the dermal components is 
shown in figure 8, the surface for articu
lation of the cleithrum, the curvature of 
the coracoid region, and the position of 
the glenoid surface being used for pur
poses of orientation. 

The scapular region (fig. 8a) as seen 
in lateral view bears a concave surface 
for articulation with the cleithrum ante
rior! y and has a finished posterior bor
der which curves back and outward to 
the posterior rim of the glenoid. A large 
supraglenoid foramen ( 1.1 cm. in diam
eter) in in front of the supraglenoid 
buttress, the latter curving upward from 
the posterior two-thirds of the upper rim 
of the glenoid and facing posterolater
all y. Dorsally the scapular border was 
evidently surmounted by an extensive 
suprascapular cartilage. Numerous dorso
ventrally elongate pits modify the dor
solateral surface. 

No suture is visible between the scap
ula and coracoid regions. The screw
shaped glenoid surface is typically am
phibian, faces postero-ventro-laterall y 
and is 21;2 times as long as its central 
width. Two small foramina below this 
surface lead to openings on the mesial 
side. The anterior is in the position of 
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the coracoid foramen and the posterior 
may be a nutrient opening. 

The entire lower margin of the scapulo· 
coracoid from the ventral border of the 
cleithral articular surface to the posterior 
border of the glenoid bears an unfin
ished surface which was probably ex
tended in cartilage. From this margin 
the surface slopes centrally to the pro
truding anterior and ventral borders of 
the glenoid. The posteriormost region is 
almost vertically placed, curving outward 
so that the surface is lateral to the pos
terior border of the glenoid. 

A mesial view ( fip:. 8b) shows the ex
tent of the subscapular fossa. This con
cavity is limited posteriorly by a promi
nent ridge of bone which is interpreted 
as the mesocoracoid arch. Internal open
ings for the supraglenoid and infracora
coid foramina are within the central area 
of the fossa and noticeably modify the con
tours of the bone. The nutrient foramen 
opens above a poorly ossified region ven
tral and posterior to the arch. Above the 
foramen the bone is finished with a 
slightly concave surface which faces pos
teromesially and is limited anteriorly by 
a sharp ridge of the posterior border of 
the mesocoracoid arch. 

Cleithrum 

Several cleithra were found in associ
ation with the dermal shoulder girdle but 
never in articulation. The characteristic 
form of the element~ however, leaves but 
littJe doubt as to its position relative to 
the cleithral process of the clavicle. 

In lateral view ( fi~. Be) a prominent 
spine is seen to extend centrally and lon
gitudinally over the upper haJf of the 
element. Anterior to the spine the bone 
curves inward and forward with a con
cave surface conforming to the corre
sponding contours of the mesial surface 
of the cleithral process of the clavicle; 
that portion of the cleithrum beneath the 
spine forms the major surface for this 
articulation. The posterolateral surf ace 
behind the spine has a gently recurving 

outline, the dorsal tip bending anterior! y 
and the tapering proximal end sloping 
posteriorly. A nutrient foramen opens 
near the posterior border of the upper 
third of this face. 

Beneath the spine the cleithrum is tri
angular as seen in section, the anterior 
apex forming the front border of the 
articular surface. Distally this anterior 
edge is distinctly produced as a short 
flange. The free distal end is rugose and 
concave on its posteromesial face (fig. 
8d) where it may have been attached 
to the suprascapular cartilage. This area 
grades into a convex surface over the 
remainder of this face of the bone. Longi
tudinal ridges on the proximal third may 
have been surf aces of attachment for liga
ments attaching this bone to corresponding 
ridges on the posteromesial surface of the 
base of the cleithral process of the clavicle. 

Clavicle 

As seen ventrally (fig. 9h) the clavicle 
is triangular with the length twice the 
width and the surface modified by sculp
ture radiating from the thick posterolateral 
portion of the bone. Here larf!:e to 
medium-sized hexa~onal pits occupv an 
area which extends dorsally over the curva
ture of the hone to the elevated lateral 
margin. Mesially and anteriorlv the 
borders of these pits are extended into 
ridges which radiate peripherally. the best
preserved specimens showinp: a continuous 
shallow pitting between the ridges to the 
margins of the bone. A line on the great
est length of the clavicle divides the perim
eter so that the mesial portion of the horn~ 
has the irregular outline whi~h coincides 
with the margin of the interclavicle. The 
border lateral to the line bears a finished 
surface with very small nutrient foramina 
on the rim~ these probably occurrin~ in 
relation to thick connective tissue at the 
_junction of the bone with the skin of th~ 
body. 

As seen laterally (fig. 8e) the anterior 
margin is but slightJy elevated above the 

Fig. 8. Scapulocoracoid, cleithrum, and diagram of shoulder girdle of Buettneria howardensis, 
x ~!..?. a. Scapulocoracoid, lateral view, No. 31100-47. b, Scapnlocoracoid, mesial view. c, 
Cleithrum, lateral view, No. 31100-430. d, Oeithrum, mesial view, 
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thickness of the bone. The height in
creases gradually over the anterior third 
above the pitted area. 

The thickness of the cleithral process 
and blade are apparent in a dorsal view 
(fig. 9a), as is also a considerable de
pression between the outer base of the 
latter and the sculptured rim. The me
sial portion of the blade overhangs the 
base. In the best-preserved specimens 
( 31100-37) the dorsal edge is thin and 
sharp with an undulating outline and 
fluted vertical ridges which radiate ante
riorly and posteriorly from the central 
portion of the base. Continuous with the 
base of the blade, the cleithral process 
extends postero-dorso-laterally above the 
thickest portion of the bone to terminate 
in an anteroposteriorly flattened point. 
The lateral surf ace of this process extends 
over the border and has a small spine 
anteroventrally with fine parallel ridges 
continuous with the somewhat coarser 
ridges of the blade. The central region 
of the mesial surface is also produced 
into a spine for the distal quarter of its 
height, this merging into a general con
Yexity proximally. Posteromesially the 
surface is screw-shaped, with a gentle 
concavity on the distal third of the spine 
facing posteriorly and slightly laterally. 
Below this, another concavity on the mid
dle third of this surface faces postero
mesiall y. Both of these concavities and 
the interval between are marked by ridges. 
This screw-shaped arch is the portion of 
the cleithral process which probably 
forms the articular surface for the clei
thrum. The lower third of the base of 
the spine slopes Yentrolaterallv to over
hang the basal curvature of the antero
Iateral portion of the clavicle. 

The dorsal surf ace of the base mesial 
to the clPithral process and blade is con
cave and horizontal with a broad ele
Yated surface extending mesially and a 
little posteriorly from the base of the 
spine to the border. The lateralmost ex
tent of the overlapping interclavicle ex
f('nds laterallv to the reg10n shown by the 

dotted line in figure 9a. The broad ele
vated surface corresponding to the surface 
of the interclavicle in front of the widest 
portion of that bone extends laterally to 
separate the undercut region at the base 
of the spine from an anterior concavity 
beneath the base of the blade. Antero-
1 ateral to the base of the blade the sur
f ace curves upward to the elevated mar
gin, this upward curvature persisting 
near 1 y to the anterior end of the bone. 

Considerable variation in the form of 
the lateral margin was found in one 
specimen ( 31100-37), a hump-like eleva
tion occurring opposite the middle of the 
blade. Only three specimens were com
plet~ and these showed a considerable 
variation in the angle and elevation of 
the blade. 

Interclavicle 

The dorsal surf ace of this massive bone 
(fig. 9a) is in general smooth I y finished 
and modified by a centrally situated boss. 
This structure is at the intersection of 
elevations extending anterolaterally to the 
greatest width of the bone and postero-
1 aterally to emarginations on either side 
of the apex of t4e posterior border. The 
contours of this region are shown in 
sagittal section (fig. l lb, c.) The cur
vature at the border is abrupt along the 
posterolateral faces and the surface is 
marked by irregularities at the emar
ginate regions. The margins above the 
articular surfaces are irregular in out· 
line and are incomplete in all of the 
~pecimens; a dotted line in figure 9a 
shows the probable extent of this thin
cd~ed border. Anterocentrally the cur
vature of the surface toward the boss 
and its attendant elevated regions pro
duce a concavity which is accentuated by 
a slight upward curvature of the anterior 
"tongue" of the bone. When placed in 
position this basin of the interclavicle 
appears to underlie the cardiac region 
and in conj unction with the clavicles 
furnishes a stout shield for anterior 
thoracic organs. 

Fi~. 9. Cla\·irle and interrlavirle of Buettneria howardensis. Specimens No. 31100--37 and 
31100-21. a. Dorsal view. The ro~ition of the claYicular blade has been corrected. Dotted 
line ~how~ probable extent of overlap of interdavi<"lf', b, Ventral view. 
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Ventral! y (fig. 9b) Lhe pattern of the 
sculpture and the degree of overlap with 
the clavicles is apparent. Coarse pitting 
radiates irregularly from the center of 
ossification underlying the boss, the bor
ders of ·the pits extending peripherally 
into ridges. These bifurcate with occa
sional cross connections and terminate at 
the elevated marginal interdigitations of 
the articular surface. The latter descends 
abruptly from the level of sculptured 
surface to form an upward sloping shelf 
\vhich overlies the corresponding surface 
of the clavicles. The sculptured surface 
is undercut at the strongly indented 
region of the posterior part of the artic
ular area with numerous irregularly 
curved grooves and ridges extending in· 
ward. The mesialmost point of the in
dentation and that region immediate I y 
posterior to it form the stout abutment 
l'or the thickest portion of the articular 
~u rf ace of the clavicle. Certain of the 
rugosities anterior to the indented region 
resemble surfaces for attachment of liga
ments and the possibility exists of a 
slight hinge-like motion of the clavicle. 

Humerus 

The ossified portion of the humerus is 
a short hone with the axis of the head 
at a 45 ° angle to that of the distal end and 
l he shaft modified into the tetrahedral 
form common to the labyrinthodonts. 
Most of the articular surfaces were evi
dently formed of cartilage but the out
lines of the ends of the bone are con
stant from specimen to specimen. The 
anterodorsal face (fig. lOa) is broad 
proximally with an elevated rugosity on 
the lower border continuous with the 
pectoral tuberosity of the anteroventral 
face. Distally the anterodorsal face tapers 
Lo a notch between the supinator process 
and the ectepicondyle. Posteroproximally 
Lhe hone is marked by a rugose spur 
possihl y for the insertion of the latissimus 
dorsi muscle. This spur slightly over
hangs a trough-like longitudinal depres
sion of the narrow proximal portion of 
the posterodorsal face. This face becomes 
expanded at the centrally depressed epi
('()ndylar surfaces distally. Neither ent
nor edcpicondylar foramina are present. 

Posteroventrally (fig. lOb) the proxi
mal region tapers from the breadth of 
the head to the narrow posteriorly curved 
entepicondylar border. The broad proxi
mal portion is concave and bears a tuber
osity possibly related to the coracoideus 
muscle. This tuberosity extends upward 
and slightly outward from the ventral 
border. The distal third of the narrow 
entepicondylar border has scars which 
may be a portion of the area of inser
tion of fiexor muscles. The anterove11-
tral surf ace is the breadth of the ter
minal end of the bone distally. A small 
unfinished semicircular elevated rugosity 
at the anteriormost region is probably a 
portion of the articular surface for the 
radius. The prominent supinator process 
extends 1.5 cm. anteromesially from the 
distal third of the length of this face, 
its dorsoventrally compressed end taper
ing bluntly. Ventromesial to this a very 
stout rugose pectoral tuberosity is pro
duced from the central portion of the 
hone, the anteroventral face narrowing 
proximal to this with a rounded surf ace 
which is modified terminally in relation 
to the coracoideus tuberosity of the 
adj a cent face. 

Radius 

The radius (fig. lOc, d) is columnar 
with proximal and distal ends expanded, 
the gently incurved dorsal surface 
rounded, and the ventral surface flat
tened with a pronounced curvature from 
the expanded ends to the central por
tion of the shaft. The proximal end is 
angularly cylindrical m outline and 

Explanation of Figure l 0, illus! ration on op
posite page.-Limb bones and pelvic girdle, right 
side, x1;2. a, b, Humerus in dorsal and ventral 
views, Buettneria howardensis, No. 31100-304. 
c, d, Radius in dorsal and ventral views, B. 
howardensis, No. 31100-338. e, f, Ulna in an
terior and posterior views, B. howardensis, No. 
.)1100-338. g, h, Femur in dorsal and ventral 
views, B. h01vardensis, No. 31100-28. i, j, Tibja in 
lateral and mesial views, B. howardensis, No. 
:n 100-429. k, I, Fibula in lateral and mesial 
views, B. howardensis, No. 31100.-338. m, n, 
Ilium in lateral and mesial views, Buettneria sp. 
No. 3118~6. o, p, Ilium from above and below, 
B. sp., No. 31185-46. q, r, lschium from above 
and below, B. sp., No. 31100- 428. 
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squarely cut; distally the end is lens
shaped and convex, both of the terminal 
surf aces being very sha 11 owly cupped for 
the rather extensive carti I ages of the aitic
ular surfaces. A longitudinally extended 
tuberosity modifies the surface of the 
anteroventral portion of the bone just 
beneath the head and in the larger speci
mens is continued as a ridge to the dis
tal quarter of the length of the bone. 
Anteriorly along the distal two-thirds of 
the length the preaxial border is rela
tivel y sharp edged; the posterior border 
is more rounded with a flattened surface 
proximally. 

Ulna 

The shaft of the ulna (fig. lOe, f) is 
ovate in section and compressed dorso
\ entrally. Anteriorly the edge is angular 
with a strong curvature from the ex
panded ends to the central portion of 
the bone. The posterior border is almost 
straight and slightly outbowed proxi
mally. Ventrally the surface is flattened 
over most of the length of the bone with 
a depression at the anterior proximal 
third of the olecranon region. This con
forms to the shape of the proximal por
t ion of the shaft of the radius. Dorsally 
l he surface is rounded and posterodor
~all y the proximal half of the surface is 
flat, becoming rounded distally. The ole
eranon was evidently completed in car
tilage. 

Pnvir: Gmm.E AND APPENDAGE 

Ilium 

The ilium (fig. 10111-p) has a heavily 
expanded distal end with a semihrnatt' 
concavity on its lateroventral surf ace 
forming the ossified dorsal portion of tlw 
acetabu l ar facet. The bone extends 
ahruptly forward and outward in front 
of the facet to the lateral border of the 
hroad slirrhtlv concave anterior surface of r . 

the cl istal end. Posterior to the facet the 
border is produced backward and slightly 
inward to form the portion of the base 
which is directed toward the ischiaclic 
rr~ion. Fi ,~ure l Op shows the n'gions men
tion rd ahove as they appear in a view of 
the hase of the bone. 

Dorsally the lateromesiall y compressed 
shaf~ has the diameter of a stout rib for 

over half the proximal length and extends 
Lackward and outward from the base. 
The lateral surface of the shaft is flat
tened; the posterior surface is narrowly 
rounded, the proximal fourth of the length 
curving al most vertically upward. An 
upward curvature, strongly indented as 
seen in outline, is present on the anterior 
surface, and irregular longitudinal rugos
ities occupy the proximal half of the 
border. These rugosities are more pro
nounced on the proximal half of the 
mesial face of the shaft where they greatly 
modify the otherwise rounded surface and 
mark the major surface of attachment for 
cartilage of the epiphyseal sacroiliac con
nection. This cartilage evidently extended 
from the terminal end of the sacral rib 
to join the oval cupped proximal end 
of the ilium and overlapped the anterior 
and mesial rugose surfaces of this bone 
as in recent urodeles. 

Likewise the expanded distal end prob
ably joined a cartilage puboischiadic plate 
with the lower two-thirds of the acetabular 
facet formed of cartilage which extended 
back to the small ossified ischium. 

Ischium 

This small crescentic bone (fig. lOq, r) 
was probably oriented with its thicker an
terior incurved unfinished border fairly 
close to the ischiadic protuberance of the 
i Ii um. Laterally the bone has a finished 
indented rounded border. Dorsally the 
almost horizontal centrally depressed sur
face slopes upward anterolaterally to con
form to the slope of the base of the ilium. 
Ventrally the slope toward the ilium is less 
pronounced and the central area is concave 
with several small nutrient foramina in 
the anterocentral portion. 

Femur 

The femur (fig. lOg, h) has a cylindrical 
~haft expanded dorsoventrally at the proxi
mal end and laterally at the distal end. 
The terminal surfaces were completed in 
ca rti 1 age; the proximal end is convex and 
la('ks the head while the distal end is 
without the articular surfaces for the tibia 
and fibula, these evidently having been 
f ')rmed of cartilag;e. Dorsally (fig. lOg) 
the upper posterior portion of the proxi
mal end is rounded and slightly larger 
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than the central region of the shaft. Rugos
ities on the posterior surface probably 
exist in relation to a part of the area of 
insertion of the pubo-ischio-femoralis
internus muscle mass. The intertrochan
teric fossa forms a shallow depression 
anteroproximally. Dorsolaterally the in
tercondy lar fossa is distinguishable for 
the distal third of the length of the bone. 

Ventrally the large trochanter for the 
insertion of the caudifemoralis muscle is 
prominent as a rugose surface on the an
teroproximal quarter of the length. The 
proximal portion of this rugosity is slightly 
concave with a fairly well finished surface. 
It is possible that an internal trochanter 
was present more proximally on the ter
minal cartilage. An adductor ridge extends 
to the distal quarter of the length from 
the apex of the rugosity and fad es out 
in the gently concave popliteal area which 
modifies the downcurved expanded distal 
third of the end of the bone. 

Tibia 

The tibia (fig. lOi, j) is narrow waisted 
with an oval shaft and flattened ends, the 
proximal expansion being greater than the 
distal. The outer surface is convex and 
very slightly inbowed. The preaxial 
curvature of the bone is moderate and the 
anterior face is rounded on the distal half 
of the length and flattened proximally. 
Posteriori y the curvature is pronounced 
and the bone is rounded. 

The inner surf ace is flattened and in
bowed with a slight concavity extending 
longitudinally. The posteroproximal third 
of the expanded head curves inward, the 
inner portion of the curved surface modi
fied by several nutrient foramina. 

Fibula 

The fibula (fig. lOk, l) is expanded to a 
greater degree distally than proximally 
and the curvature is more pronounced 
anteriorly than posteriorly. The head is 
robust and roughly triangular in outline, 
the slightly outward tapering apex modi
fied by scars which persist along the proxi
mal third of the narrowly rounded pos
terior border. Laterally the flattened 
surface of the bone has a shallowly con
cave area above the expanded distal end. 
Anteriorly the surface is fully rounded 

from the head to the central portion of the 
shaft; distally the bone is narrow at the 
compressed terminal region hut has a more 
rounded curvature at the incurved antero
distal end. 

The inner face is rounded over the 
proximal half of the length of hone. A 
low ridge on the central third of the 
proximal length becomes more prominent 
distally where it divides the concave sur
face of the distal end as it extends to the 
border about a third of the width of the 
head. of the bone from the posterior 
mar gm. 

The terminal ends were evidently com
pleted in cartilage and show few details. 
Distally the end is bluntly wedge-shaped 
as seen in lateral view with anterior and 
posteroventral faces oriented in a manner 
which suggests that articular faces were 
present for an intermedium and fibulare. 

NOTES ON SMALL SPECIMENS OF 
BUETTNERIA BAKERI? 

One block received from a quarry sit
uated at a lower level about a mile north
northeast of the principal sites of excava
tion in the Otis Chalk, Texas, region con
tained incomplete skeletons of two very 
small individuals which in all recognizable 
features compare closely with the descrip
tions of Case (1932) for Buettneria bakeri. 
The smallest skull is complete and meas
ures 15.3 cm. in deck length. It is the 
smallest skull known from the Dockum. 
Certain proportional differences (Table 
I-A) existing between this specimen and 
Case's series (1932) are assumed to be due 
to growth factors. Other remains include 
poorly ossified vertebrae, limb bones, and 
dermal elements of the shoulder girdle. 
An outline and sectional view of the inter
clavicle (fig. 12) are comparable with 
other specimens in the size range of adults 
of Buettneria howardensis. 

TABLES OF DIMENSIONS 

The following three tables are designed 
to present numerical values as a supple
ment to the descriptions. 

Numbers of the series 31100 refer to 
specimens from the major quarry (Quarry 
3) situated in the northwest corner of 
section 87, block 29, near Magnolia No. 
1 well, R. Scott lease, near Otis Chalk, 
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Howard County, Texas. Numbers of the 
series 31025 refer to specimens from 
Quarry 1, about 1 mile north-northeast of 
Quarry 3 and at a lower level; series 31099 
refers to specimens from Quarry 2, 100 
yards east-northeast of Quarry 1; series 
31220 refers to specimens from Quarry 4, 
1 mile southwest of Quarry 3; series 31172 
refers to specimens from the head of 
Holmes Creek on the A. J. Swenson ranch, 
Crosby County, Texas; and series 31173 
refers to specimens from near Cedar Moun
tain, 6 miles southeast of Crosbyton, 
Crosby County, Texas. 

In the tables an asterisk ( *') indicates 
that the specimens were used in making 
the restoration of the skeleton. All meas
urements are in centimeters. 

DISCUSSION 

SKULL RooF 

In spite of the many dissimilar mor
phological features, the skulls of the 
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Fig. 11. Regional growth zones m skulls of 
American metoposaurid . 

Total length of bars equal skull lengths of 
specimens. The upper segment represents the 
antorbital length, the second, the orbital length. 
The third segment represents the postorbital
pineal length and the fourth the distance from 
the front rim of the pineal to the posterior end 

several American genera of the family 
Metoposauridae have much in common, 
particularly in the growth patterns of the 
skull roof. Every adequately figured 
dorsal view shows extensions of the sculp
ture in the antorbital and the postorbital
pineal regions. These two regions, by 
intensive growth (cf. Bystrow, 1935), affect 
proportions of the skull in various ways. 
Figure 11 is designed to show graphically 
these two principal variables for the better 
known genera, measurements being 
adapted from dimensional data of Branson 
(1905), Branson and Mehl (1929), and 
Case (1932) . 

The most obvious deviations are notice
able between the Wyoming Chugwater 
genera and the Dockum forms. The 

of the skull. Method of measure indicated in 
Table I. 

Solid lines are used to distinguish the Dockum 
forms and broken lines the Chugwater forms. 

Length 
--rncm. 
Width 

(1) Buettneria bakeri, U. T. a 15.3 
No. 31099-12 ___ ___ __ ___ _________ __ - ==I :0.78 

11.8 

27.95 
(2) B. bakeri, M. C. Z.b No. 1054 - = 1 :0.74 

21.8 

30.55 
(3) B. bakeri, U. M.c No. 13820 __ - = 1 :0.78 

23.8 

( 4) R. howardensis, U. T. No. 35.3 
31100-124 --- ------- ---- - ·-- --- -- -- - = 1:0.91 

32.1 

( 5) Borborophagus wyomingen- 38.0 
sis, U. Mo.d No. 517 __________ -- = 1 :0.80 

30.5 

( 6) Buettneria howardensis, U. T. 40.9 
No. 31100-42 ____ __ _ ____ - = 1 :0.97 

39.8 

( 7) Anaschisma browni, U. Chi- 44.5 
cago No. 447 ___ ___ ___ ____ ______ ___ ____ = 1 :0.91 

40.5 

<8) Buettneria howardensis, U. T. 50.4 
No. 31098-17 __ ___ __ __ _____ _____ _ 

( 9) Koskinodon princeps, U. Mo. 54.0 
No. 537 ___ __ __ ____ ____ ____ __ __ ____ __ - =I :0.81 

44.0 
llThe University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

hMuseum of Comparative Zoology , Harvard University, 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

•' University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

•1University of Miesouri, Columbia, Missouri. 



TABLE 1-A COMPARATIVE MEASUREMENTS AND RATIOS OF THE SKULL. 

- I b c d B. how1rd1a1la ll. howarden1l1 B. howardcn1i1 0 f B. howarden1i1 B. how1rden1i1 I h I 31100-124 31220-l 31100-42 31100-30 31100-161* 
ll. howarden1i1 B. howarden1l1? B. bakeri? B~ perfecta ( Cro1by 31100-122 31098-17 -- Length of skull roof 35.3 cm. 38.4 cm. 40.9 cm. 

31099-12 b. (County) 31172-11 
1. 42.7 cm. 43.1 cm. 43.2 cm. 50.4 cm. est. 15.3 cm. 41.0 cm. -2. (1) 

35.3 - 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.1 43.2 50.4 Antorbital lengt~ Oine . 15.3 -=1:0.34 -=1:0.31 -=1:0.33 -=1:0.33 -=1:0.33 -=1:0.31 -=1:0.35 41.0 
across anterior nms of orbits 12.0 12.0 13.6 14.0 14.3 13.4 17.6 (est.) 

-=1:0.33 -=1:0.32 
to anterior) 5.1 13.3 

- (1) 35.3 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.1 43.2 50.4 15.3 -=1:0.11 -=1:0.14 -=1:0.13 -=1:0.U --=1:0.125 -=1:0.13 -=1:0.11 --=1:0.14 
41.0 

3. Average length of orbits 3.75 5.25 5.27 4.78 5.4 5.6 5.6 2.2 
-=1:0.11 
4.68 

4. (1) 

Length postorhital from 35.3 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.l 43.2 50.4 15.3 41.0 line adross back rims of - - =1:0.36 -=1:0.33 ~=1:0.33 -=1:0.38 -=1:0.35 -=1:0.34 -=1:0.35 --=1:0.31 -=1:0.37 
"rbits to line across front 12.8 12.6 13.55 16.15 15.1 14.7 17.6 4.83 15.1 
rim of pineal 

-

5. Length of pineal foramen 1.1 1.7? 1.6 1.3 1.25 1.4 1.6 0.46 1.6 

6. (1) 
35.3 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.l 43.2 50.4 15.3 41.0 

Postpineal length (pos- --=l:0.16 -=l:0.185 -=1:0.17 -=l:0.16 -=1:0.165 -=1:0.19 -=1:0.16 -=1:0.18- -=1:0.15 
terior rim of pineal to 5.8 7.1 6.95 6.75 7.6 8.13 8.0 2.73 6.3 
posterior) 

Length 

Width 

(1) 35.3 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.1 43.2 15.3 41.0 
-=1:0.91 -=1:0.89 -=1:0.97 -=1:0.92 -=1:0.95 -=1:0.93 -=1:0.78 - 1:0.83 

Greatest width 32.1 34.1 39.8 39.1 41.l 40.2 11.9 34.0 ----
(1) 

35.3 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.1 43.2 15.3 41.0 
Width at anterior edge of ____.. = 1 :0.56 -=1:0.55 -=1:0.56 ~=1:0.57 -=1:0.55 -=1:0.58 -=1:0.53 -=1:0.51 
orbits 20.0 21.l 23.1 24.5 23.5 24.9 a.12 20.8 

Width 

Height 
-

Width 
39.1 41.1 40.2 

Height from base -=1:0.27 -=1:0.24 -=1:0.25 
of condyles 10.4 9.9 10.1 

.,. -

PALATAL RATIOS 

Length 
35.3 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.1 43.2 15.3 41.0 

Average length -=1:0.52 -=1:0.51 -=l:0.51 --=1:0.52 -=1:0.50 -=1:0.52 -=1:0.50 -=l:0.47 
palatal vacuities 18.3 19.5 21.0 22.4 21.7 22.5 7.69 19.5 

Length 
35.3 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.1 43.2 15.3 41.0 

Length posterior to -=1:0.28 -=1:0.31 -=1:0.31 -=1:0.31 -=1:0.30 -=1:0.31 -=1:0.30 -=1:0.31 
palatal vacuities 9.8 12.0 12.5 13.3 12.9 13.3 4.65 12.6 

-
Length 

43.2 15.3 41.0 35.3 38.4 40.9 42.7 43.1 
Length anterior to -=1:0.32 -=1:0.30 -=1:0.31 -=1:0.28 -=1:0.31 -=1:0.28 -=1:0.29 -=1:0.31 
palatal vacuities 11.3 11.6 12.6 11.9 13.2 12.2 4.39 12.6 

TABLE I-B-MEASUREMENTS OF VERTEBRAE 

* 31099-12 ab 3100-237 c 

ATLAS: 8.9 
Height 'Vith spine 

Width 8.5 (posterior) 2.40 (posterior) 

Thickness (ventral) 4.2 1.03 

AVERAGE MEASUREMENT 
OF 8 DORSAL VERTEBRAE: 

Height of "centrum" 
7.15 2.00 

Width (ventral) 8.07 2.25 

-

Thickness (ventral) 3.16 1.22 



INTERCLA VICLES 3ll00-124 31100 21 

( l) Greatest length 34.7 39.5 

31100-34 

44.3 

B. howardensis 

48.6 

* 31100-161 

TABLE II. INTERCLA VICLES AND CLAVICLES. All measurements in centimeters. 

B.1p. B. perfecta? B. sp. B. sp. B. bakeri 

31100-237-b 31100-13 31100-40 31100-92 31100-297 31173'-23 31098--6 31025--6 31099-12-a 31099-12-b 

42.7+ 46.9 44. + 43.3 46.2 
~~~~~~~~-;-~~~~~~-~~~~~-1-~~~~~-l-~~--~~-1~---~~~~1-~~~~~-1~~~~~1-~~~~---t~~~~~~t-~~~~~-~~~~~~-+~~~~~~~~~~~~-L--~~~~~ (2) Length posterior to 

line across margins of 9.50 
clavicular articulations 

(3) Greatest width 24.7 

(4) Width across pos-
terior margin of 22.2 
clavicular articulations 

( 5) Thickness at dorsal 
boss 2.10 

( 6) Median thicknes.s 
distance (2) anteriad 
of boss 

(4) 
Ratio 

(2) 

0.67 

22.2 

9.5 
1 :0.43 

(4) 22.2 
Ratio --- -

(5) 2.10 
l :0.095 

CLAVICLES 

10.9 

30.0 

28.1 

3.50 

1.10 

28.1 

10.9 
1:0.39 

28.1 

3.50 
l:0.12+ 

13.l 

33.3 

31.6 

3.32 

1.18 

31.6 

13.1 
1 :0.41 

31.6 

3.32 
1:0.11 

13.7 

33.5 

3.32 

1.05 

33.5 

13.7 
1:0.41 

33.5 
--= 
3.32 

1:0.10 

13.0 

34.6 

3.20 
est. 

34.6 

-- --
3.20 

1:0.09 

13.6 

37.1 

34.8 

3.05 

1.30 

34.8 
-- --
13.6 

1:0.40 

34.8 

3.05 
1:0.88 

14.5 

36.2 

35.1 

3.85 

2.79 

35.1 

14.5 
1:0.41+ 

35.1 
--- -

3.85 
1:0.11 

14.6 

32.7 

31.08 

2.54 

1.31 

31.08 

14.6 
1:0.47 

31.08 
--= 

2.54 
1 :0.082 

14.35 

32.9 

3.45 

32.9 
-- --
14.35 

1:0.43 

32.9 

3.45 
1:0.10 

14.2 

33.0 

2,33 

1.05 

33.0 
--= 
14.2 

1:0.43 

33.0 

2.33 
1:0.07 

12.8 

30.9 

29.55 

2.45 

0.85 

29.55 

12.8 
1:0.43 

29.55 

2.45 
1:0.083 

4.19 

8.77 

0.62 

0.21 

8.77 

4.19 
1:0.48 

8.77 
-- --
0.62 

1:0.071 

4.15 

9.6 (est.) 

8.9 

0.59 

8.9 

4.15 
1:0.47-

8.9 

0.59 
l;0.066 

-------~------------i-----------i----------i----*----i------~r------~--------t-------i--------i-------~--------+--------1-------.I---- --
( 1) Greatest length 

R.&L. av. 
28.25 34.25 

L. 
34.0 

R. R.&L. av. 
37.61 

est. 

R.&L. av. 
34.9 38.0 

est. 

L R.&L.av. 
37.97 

R. 
34.7 R.&L. av. 

10.82 

-----------+----------i-~----------1---------r--~--~--r---~---r--------1-------r--------i--------i--------t-------r-------l--------I-------

(2) Greatest width 14.1 

(3) Height of spine 

16.50 

12.0 
est. 

18.45 19.00 18.95 20.2 20.33 

14.5 

14.2 L. 
4.87 

3.4 
est. 

--:-;;--~-~-:--~--t~~~--i-~~~~1-~~~---i-~~~~~~~~~i--~~~-1~~~---J~~-::--~t-~~~~-r-~~~--+~~~~+-~~~--+~~~~-I-~~~-
( 4) Height of lateral R R 

sculptured border 4..4 7.0 7.50 6.28 7.7 6.5 

(5) Greatest thickness 

(1) 
Ratio 

(2) 

Articular surfaces 
(clavicle and inter
clavicle) 

Sculpture 

Posterior border of 
interclavicle 

1.60 

28.25 
--- -

14.l 
1:0.49 

Deep, 
coarsely 
interdig
itate 

Deep 

Intermediate 
centrally; 
thick lat
erally 

est. 

3.40 

34.25 

16.50 
1:0.48 

Deep, 
coarsely 
interdig
itate 

Deep 

Thick 
centrally 
and lat
erally 

2.55 

34.0 
--- -

18.45 
1:0.54 

Deep 
coarsely 
interdig
itate 

Deep 

Interme
diate 
centrally; 
thick 
laterally 

2.69 

37.61 
--= 
19.00 

1:0.51 

Deep, 
coarsely 
interdig
itate 

Deep 

Thick cen
trally and 
laterally 

2.11 

34.9 
--- -

18.95 
1:0.54 

Deep, 
coarsely, 
interdig
itate 

Deep 

Thick central
ly and lat
erally 

2.55 

38.0 

20.2 
1:0.53 

Deep 
coarsely 
interdig
itate 

Deep 

Intermediate 
centrally 
and lat
erally 

Deep 
coarsely 
interdig
itate 

Deep 

Thick 
centrally 
and 
laterally 

8.1 

L 
3.62 

37.97 
--= 
20.33 

1:0.54 

Deep, 
coarsely 
interdig
itate 

Deep 

Thick centrally 
and laterally 

7.6 

2.60 

34.7 

14.2 
1:0.41 

Intermediate 

Intermediate 

Intermediate 
centrally 
and laterally 

Intermediate 

Intermediate 

Intermediate 
centrally; 
thick lat
erally 

Shallow 

Shallow 

Thin centrally 
and laterally 

Shallow 

Shallow 

Thin centrally 
and laterally 

Thin centrally 
and laterally 

1.10 

0.48 

10.82 

4.87 
1:0.45 

Shallow 

Shallow 

Thin centrally 
and laterally 



TABLE III. GIRDLES AND LIMB BONES. All measurements in centimeters. 

Scapula coracoids Humeri 

* * * 31100-17 31100-330 31185-04 31100-430 31185-26 31185-13 31100-237 31100-243 31100-142 31100-304 31100-330 

Top of anterior end of 8.4 Length 9.52 10.53 10.90 11.1 11.17 11.85 12.48 

glenoid to top of scapula 7.32 8.05 Est. 8.84 Proximal width 3.86 4.5 5.12 4.74 4. 98 5.22 

Distal width 5.73 6.67 7.25 7.18 6.97 7.43 6.9 

Back edge of glenoid to 
anterior border of 8.52 10.08 
scapula 

Length of glenoid 4.70 5.3 5.48 
Est. 

Cleithra Radii Ulnae 

* * 31100-430 31100-237 31100-358 31100-215 31100-302 :11100-208 31185-46 31100-338 31100-61 31100-360 31100-214 

Length 12.49 12.61 Length 5.63 6.17 7.35 7.37 6.15 6.30 7.58 7.90 8.22 

Length of spine 6.7 7.-Est. Proximal width 1.85 2.32 2.50 Est. 2.58 2.% 2.96 3.46 3.91 4.49 

Thickness centrally 2.47 2.53 Distal width 2.05 2.23 2.70 2.5 1.83 1.80 2.33 2.53 3.08 

Ilia 
Femora 

* * * 31185-46 :lll w; 22 3118'>-n 31100-301 31 lOCHlO 31100-341 31098-32 31100-117 31100-143 ~1100-1 ;7 31100-29 31100-28 

Length 7.81 8.26 9.37 9.41 11.36 12.8 13.54 13.59 13.75 13.9 Est. 14.1 Est. 15.02 

Proximal width 2.6.'3 2.12 2.:rn 2.1 4.43 i.SO 4.70 4.94 5.46 5.01 

(rnt!-'hcd) est. 

Distal width 4.20 4.51 4.49 5.26 4.46 5.0 4.98 4.86 5.1 4.5 Est. 5.54 
est. 

Tibiae Fibulae 
Ischia * * * 31100-208 311()()-429 3ll00-34 31100-338 31100-338 

31100--t28 31lfl:J 2:n 

Length of lateral finished 
L R 

border 4.12 .S.76 Length 6..38 7.3 7.65 5.30 5.80 

Proximal width 3.5.'3 3.97 3.55 2.45 2.21 

Greatest width Distal width 2.87 3.05 3.13 2.60 2.67 
3.48 453 



TABLE I-C. MANDIBLES 

I B. howardensis B. sp. B. bakeri? . 
* * 31100-124 31100-91 31100-35 31100- 90 31100-268 31100-44 31100-161 31025-11 31099-12b 

·-
(I) L R L L R R L R L 

Length as articulated 3.62 39.7 41.5 45.3 46.5 47.12 47.17 48.7 49-- Est. 15.83 
to skull 

(2) 
Distance from posterior 15.6 15.8 18.98 17.14 19.7 19.34 21.25 19.88 7.5 Est. 

to back of tooth row Est. Est. 

(3) 
Height at coronoid 6.05 5.67 8.7 9.08 9.15 10.52 9.4 9.17 9.31 2.12 

(4) 
Greatest thickness at 5.5 5.55 5.5 . 6.52 5.80 5.3 1.31 

prearticu lar Est. Est. Est. Est. Est. 

(5) 
Tooth count dorsal " 60+2 64+2 59+2 60 64+2 62- 60 
Symphysial Est. Est. Est. Est. 

7 6-7 7 7 Est. 

(6) 
Length of tooth row 27.3 30- 30.1 31.0 32.1 32.28 31.98 

r 

11.21 
Est. Est. Est. 

(1) R. 39.7:15.6 41.5:15.8 45.3:18.98 46.5:17.14 47.12:19.7 47.17: 19.34 48.7 :21.25 49.0:19.88 15.83:7.5 
--
(2) 1:0.39 1:0.38 1:0.42 1 :0.37 1 :0.41 1:0.41 1 :0.44 1:0.41 1 :0.47 
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former have shorter postorbital-pineal 
regions and are more elongate rostrally 
than Dockum specimens of comparable 
size. In Koskinodon princeps, the ex
treme example, the considerable rostral 
elongation results in proportions which 
place the orbits in nearly a central posi
tion, but this tendency may be noted in 
the other smaller Chugwater genera which 
are longer in this region than Dockum 
forms of similar size. The Wyoming 
group does not seem to contain animals 
differing from each other in fundamental 
morphological characters other than pro
portions or structures which might easily 
be influenced by growth; e.g., Borboro
phagus, the smallest genus, differs princi
pally from the larger individuals in thick
ness of the skull and in the number of 
sculpture depressions on dermal elements. 
Koskinodon apparently differs from Ana
schisma and Borboro phagus in minor de
tails except for the considerably elongated 
rostral region. The latter may readily be 
explained as a senescent growth character 
predictable from the proportions known 
for the smaller Wyoming forms. 

As noted, the Wyoming group is dis
tinct from the Dockum in having more 
centrally placed orbits. It is possible that 
this difference could be interpreted as a 
more primitive condition. This may in
dictate the derivation of the Chugwater 
metoposaurids from an ancestral form 
with a more symmetrical skull, and the 
more specialized Dockum forms, with more 
anteriorly placed orbits, represent the 
change in proportions oc.curring between 
Chugwater and Dockum time. 

The difference in proportions in the 
Dockum species of the genus Buettneria 
is but slight. B. per/ ecta has a narrower 
skull than B. howardensis and differs 
slightly in other ratios (Table I-A). B. 
bakeri. which may at present be repre
sented by immature forms, differs from 
other species in morphological characters 
and proportions, but this animal could 
chanae with increase in size to resemble 

b 

closely the proportions of larger forms. 
Case ( 1932) noted a "progressive length
ening of the middle portion" in a series 
of five indiYiduals. If continued, such 
arowth would result in a wider skull; the 
~ostorbital-pineal zone of intensive growth 

is crescentic in shape and could alter the 
skull width as well as the length. 

An inspection of the differing propor
tions of the antorbital and postorbital
pineal zones of growth of the Dockum 
species encourages speculation on the 
changes in form of the skull in individuals 
with increase in size. The smallest skull 
has approximately equal zones, and in the 
interval between skull lengths of 15 cm. 
and 27 cm. there was probably a period 
of disproportionate rostral growth. This 
was evidently succeeded by a period of 
differential elongation in the postorbital
pineal region noticeable in individuals up 
to the adult size range of 35-50 cm. In 
the largest adult the two zones again 
become equal in length, indicating the 
possibility that senescent individuals be
come more elongate rostrally. 

BRAINCASE AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURES 

Wilson's (1941) analysis of the brain
case has been confirmed in all of the more 
important features, and only minor clif
f erences in structure are listed in the 
descriptive sections of this paper. He has 
noted several conditions of the skull which 
exclude the Paleozoic form Trimerorhachis 
from ancestry of the Buettneriinae. These 
are largely based on the presence of better 
ossified elements of the braincase of Buett
neria, including the prootic, epipterygoid, 
and basisphenoid, which are absent or 
chondrified in Trimerorhachis. Although 
there are many difficulties to overcome in 
other morphological characters, it may be 
suggested that if the latter be regarded as a 
neotenous form, the attendant lack of 
cranial ossifications could be attributed to 
incomplete development. 

Branson and Mehl ( 1929) question the 
homology of the epipterygoid in Koskino
don and suggest a functional action of the 

Explanation of Figure 12, illustration on op
posite page.~Comparative diagrams of inter
clavicles. Sagittal section to right of outline. 
Scale b applies to figure d; scale a applies to all 
other figures. a, Buettneria howardensis, No. 
31100-124. b, B. howardensis, No. 31100-40. c, 
B. howardensis, No. 31100-13. d, B. bakeri?, No. 
31099-12b. e, Buettneria sp., No. 31098-6. f, 
B. perfecta?, No. 31173-23. 
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base of that bone with an unnamed bone 
and the "stapes" as a series of ear ossicles. 
Since these bones close I y resemble corre
sponding elements of Buettneria which 
have been found in the morphological 
position of epipterygoid and stapes in 
several instances, it is believed that the 
"epipterygoid" and the unnamed bone of 
Branson and Mehl's specimen are the base 
of a distorted epipterygoid and its rod-
1 ike ascending process, the latter having 
been dissociated from the former. The 
"stapes" is probably a distorted stapes. 

INTERCLAVICLES 

Elements of the dermal shoulder girdle 
are infrequently seen in association and 
when so found the thin dorsal regions of 
the clavicles are usually crushed, render
ing comparison difficult. The flat inter
clavicles, however, are much less subject 
to distortion and are consequently more 
reliable sources for dimensional data. 

Two types of interclavicles were found 
in association with numerous skulls of 
Buettneria howardensis. These have com
mon morpholo~ical characters as to articu
lar surfaces and sculpture but differ in the 
relative thickness of the posterior border 
( fi~. 12b, c: Table JI). This simple varia-
tion is regarded as an example of sexual 
djmorphism. The small specimen (fig. 12a) 
is indisputably associated with a small 
skull of B. h01;;ardensis and although some
what distorted shows the same characters 
noted for the adult specimens except for 
the shape of the dorsal boss. These three 
types are compared in fig-ure 12 as to 
general outline and sagittal section. 

The interclavicles of B. bakeri have 
shallow articular surfaces, more delicate 
sculpture, a thin posterior border both 
centrallv and laterally, and differ in out
line with those of B. howardensis in hav
ing a tapered posterior end. Most of these 
characters are similar to those of much 
larrrer interclavicles (Table IT: fig. 12e) 
cor~esponding in size to adult specimen8 
of B. howardensis. 

The oudine and section of an inter
clavicle collected in Crosby County~ 
Texas. bearing features common to those 
for B. perfecta as described ~y Ca~e 
(1921) are shown in figure 12f. This speci-
men is intermediate between B. howard-

ensis and the more delicate elements of 
B. bakeri in the depth of articular sur
faces, sculpture, and thickness of pos
terior border. 

Other data, including the angles of the 
posterior borders, the dorsal boss, and the 
sculpture, were found to be exceedingly 
variable in the specimens of B. howard
ensis and useless for diagnoses. Likewise 
ratios of the several most constant di
mensions (Table II) appeared to be of 
littk significance except to confirm previ
ous observations on the relative thickness 
of the dorsal boss and the posterior 
borders. 

PELVIC GIRDLE AND THE APPENDAGES 

The ilium and the ischiadic plate com
pare closely in morphology with similar 
elements of B. bakeri and such pelvic 
structures were probably common to the 
American metoposaurids. Branson and 
Mehl (1929) figured an ilium of Koskin
odon which has a well-developed acetab
u lar facet. This would imply the pres
ence of a functional pelvic appendage, 
thereby casting some doubt on the authors' 
assumption that this large amphibian was 
legless. 

It is probable that the aberrant struc
ture of the pelvis was developed early in 
amphibian evolution as is testified by the 
similarity in structure of the Carbonifer
ous form Trimerorhachis. 
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DEL\POD CRUSTACEANS FROM THE CRETACEOUS OF TEXAS 

H. B. Stenzel 

In the Tertiary and Cretaceous strata 
of Texas, decapod crustaceans are not 
uncommon, at least at some localities. 
There are even a few localities where 
these decapod crustaceans are amazingly 
abundant. California Crossing in Dallas 
County is one of these localities. The 
abundance and fine preservation of mate
rial from such localities present a chal
lenge to the paleontologist, and this chal
lenge is strengthened by the importance 
of much of the material. 

So few fossil decapod crustaceans have 
heen collected and described in this coun
try that nearly every new locality also 
yields new species, and many of the 
genera are new to this country. In addi
tion, the knowledge of decapod crusta
ceans here and abroad is very incomplete 
so that some of the finds result in signifi
cant extensions of the stratigraphic range 
of the genera. 

It is fortunate that some of the species, 
notably Cenomanocarcinus vanstraeleni 
Stenzel, are represented by copious mate
rial, which makes it possible to describe 
nearly all parts of the animal - carapace, 
abdomen, and appendages. Such fully 
described species are very much needed 
as a firm standard around which may be 
grouped the less known species, that is, 
those described from isolated fragments. 
In such fully described species are the 
means of elucidating phylogenetic rela
tions as, for instance, the relations be
tween N ecrocarcinus and Cenomanocar
cinus. Also these fully known species 
may be used to correct misidentifications 
caused by insufficient material in other 
related species. A case in point is the 
recognition of the true nature of Rani
nella (?) armata Rathbun. Or the fully 
known species may be used to improve 
the understanding of related but less 
copious material. A case of this sort is 
the right manus of U pogebia gamma 
(Rathbun) which was originally described 
as the left manus. 

These fossil crustaceans were collected 
partly by local enthusiastic collectors and 

partly by the staff of the Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology. The writer is indebted 
to the collectors for some of the finest 
specimens. Proper credit is given in the 
text to those who have helped to gather 
the material. The writer wishes to express 
his appreciation of their efforts and 
generosity. 

NOTES ON THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 
OF THE MACRUROUS DECAPOD 

CRUSTACEANS 

One of the clearly outstanding features 
of highly developed animals is the eye. 
Among many of these animals it is the 
eye which is the chief sense organ. Its 
proper function as an organ of vision 
aids the animal in protection from at
tack, in quest of food, in search for 
mates, and in other essential functions. 
Therefore, it is important that the eye 
be protected from any injury in fight or 
by accident. In the mammals this pro
tection is afforded by bony structures 
surrounding the orbit of the eye. In those 
mammals which depend very much on the 
use of the eye - man is one of them - the 
orbit is protected by the bones of the nose, 
eyebrows, and cheeks. These bones en
circle and surmount the orbit, so that the 
eye is freely movable and yet surrounded 
by hard ridges. 

The same problem exists in crusta
ceans. The eye must be protected in those 
crustaceans in which the eye is of para
mount importance as a sense organ. In 
the crustaceans, as in the mammals, this 
protection is accomplished by hard ridges. 
Naturally, the ridges are not composed 
of bones as in the mammals, because 
crustaceans do not have an interior bony 
skeleton. Among the crustaceans the 
ridges are parts of the exoskeleton. For 
example, the eye of a lobster (see text 
fig. 1) is surrounded by 11 protective 
spines. These spines form an oblong de
fense ring around the orbit, giving the 
eye the much needed protection from 
enemy or accident. 
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Fig. 1. The protection of the eye in an Astac uran crustacean, the American lob ter, H omarus 
americanus H. Milne-Edwards, 2/3 of -natural size. 

For explanation of the symbols of the spines, see the text. Abbreviations of grooves on the 
carapace: a, branchio-cardiac; b, antennar; b1, hepati · c, po tcervical · cl, ga tro-orbital; e-e1, 
cervical; m, marginal. The position of the eminence omega is indicated by the Greek letter. 

These protective circum-orbital spines 
are distributed in H omarus americanus H. 
Milne-Edwards as follows: 

2 median spines on ventral surface of rostrum 
(unpaired) 

1 tip of rostrum (unpaired) 
3 spines at lateral edges of rostrum (paired) 
3 ~pines on the carapace (paired) 
I ~pine on distal end of exopodital scale of 

antenna (paired) 
1 spine on distal end of second protopodite 

segment of antenna (paired) 

The two orbits together have 19 spines, 
hccause the 2 median spines on the ven
tral surface and the tip spine of the ros
trum are unpaired. The 2 median spines 
of the ventral surface of the rostrum are 
present in H omarus americanus H. Milne
E<lwards but are absent in H omarus vul
garis H. Milne-Edwards and in fossil 
species of the genus. Therefore, they will 
henceforth be omitted from conside~ation. 
The spines on the segments of the an
tenna are rarely preserved in fossil speci
mens. Thus are left the following spmes: 

l tip of rostrum, unpaired (r) 
:-3 lateral spine~ of rostrum , paired ( 1, 2, 3 I 
:-3 ~pine:-; on carapace, paired (a, (3, 'Y) 

These l 3 spines are preserved and recog
nizable in many fossil species of H omarus. 
HoweYer, their importance lies not only 
in their occurrence in this one genus but 
also in their occurrence in many genera. 
In other words, it is possible to find homol-

ogous structures in nearly all macrurous 
crustaceans. 

In order that an unequivocal termiHol
ogy may be used, these spines \Vere la
hel Ied by Boas1 with letters or numhcrs. 
His terminology has been used to a<lvan
tage by other paleontologists an<l is re
tained here. In addition, a set of names 
is used for the spines. 

T erminology uf the circum-orhitril sprncs of 
macrurous crustaceans. 

Buas This paper 

r tip spine of rostrum 
fir st lateral rost ral ~pi nc I 011 

2 sernnd lateral rostral spine ~ ro~tral 
3 third lateral roHral ~-pine J ridµ:t' 
a supra-orbital spine I 
fJ sub-orbital spine ~ on 
'Y antennar s pine J ('arap;u·f 

In many instances the spines are devel
oped from longitudinal ridges. The ros
tral spines are portions of the two ros
tral ridges (p), which extend along the 
lateral margins of the rostrum and unite 
in the tip spine. The supra-orbital, sub
orbital, and antennar spines are the an
terior en<ls of more or less well-developed, 
longi tud in al ridges or keels, which hem 
the terms supra-orbital, sub-orbital, and 
antennar ridges or keels respectively. In 
addition, there may be a median ridge 

1 J3 oas. J. E. V., Stuclicr over Dccapod crncs Slac gt skahs· 

forhold: K. danskc vidcnsk. sdsk. skr., 6 ra<•kkc , naturvid. 

.Jllath. Afd., vol. l, art. 2, pp. 23-210, pls. 1-7, 1880. 
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( µ) along the mid line of the rostrum 
and the carapace. 

It has been mentioned above that the 
importance of these structures lies not 
only in their occurrence in the genus 
H omarus but also in their occurrence 
in many genera. The diagram (fig. 1) 
may serve to indicate the shape and ar· 
rangement of these features in the tribe 
Astacura. 

The tribe Palinura differs from the 
Astacura in several features, among which 
the shape of the carapace is of concern 
to the present study. The carapace of 
the Astacura is subcylindrical, whereas 
the carapace of the Palinura is depressed. 
The shape of the carapace determines the 
relative position of the eyes or rather the 
relative distance from one eye to the 
other. If the carapace is subcylindrical, 
as in the Astacura, the eyes are relatively 
close together; if, on the other hand, the 
carapace is depressed, as in the Palinura, 
the eyes are com pa rati vel y far a part. If the 
eyes are close together they can be pro
tected very effectively by a prominent 
rostrum projecting halfway between them. 
On the other hand, if the eyes are far 
apart they can not be protected effectively 
by a median rostrum unless the rostrum 
becomes unusually broad, in which case 
the rostrum may interfere with the essen
tial function of the eyes. Therefore, if 
the eyes of the Palinura were to be pro
tected, there was the choice of either 
broadening the median rostrum to fit the 
enlarged distance between the eyes or let
ting another organ take over their protec
tion. In the latter case the rostrum would 
lose its prime function, that is, the role 
of protector of the eyes, and become re
duced in size or even suppressed. That is 
precisely the condition among the Pali
nura. In this tribe the rostrum is either 

small or wanting (except in Palinurellus 
and the Cly pheidea), the protection of the 
eyes is taken over by the supra-orbital 
spines (a) , and the eyes are far a part. 
In addition, the depression of the cara
pace has put the antennar spines ( y) into 
a much more prominent and exposed po
sition, namely, at the antero-lateral cor
ner of the carapace. Such an exposed 
position necessitated the enlarging of 
these spines. Thus, the Palinura (with 
some exceptions) have as the most promi
nent features of the frontal part of the 
carapace th~ supra-orbital (a) and the 
antennar ( y) spines, between which the 
eyes find adequate protection. The dia
gram (fig. 2) shows the protection of the 
eye in Asta.codes as an example of the 
Palinura. 

l 
' 

Fig. 2. The protection of the eye in a Pali
nuran crustacean, the fossil spiny lobster Asta.
codes maxwelli Stenzel, % of natural size. 

Note the rudimentary nature of the rostrum 
( r) and the prominence of the spines (a) and 
( 'Y) • For explanation, see text figure I. 
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SCHEME OF CLASSIFICATION OF THE DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS 

Order 

Decapoda--

Suborder Tribe Subtribe Supedarni!y Family 

r Hapalocarcinid~a 
I 
I 
I I Brachyura---1 

', 
l 

Brachygnatha-------------
r Thelxiopeidea 

Dromiacea- i 
l Dromiidea-

Oxystomata--------

Gymnopleura-------

Prosoponidae 
Calappidae 

~ 
Pagnridea-

Reptantia-- -, A Thalassinidea-
nomura---------- Galatheidea-

Raninidae 
Paguridae 
Callianassidac 
Galatheidac 

Natantia 

l Hippidea------

Astacura Nephropsidea- { Nephropsidae 
Erymidae r Glypheidea------~ 

Palinura --- ------- i Scyllaridea Palinuridae 
l Eryonidea-------~ 

This scheme is not a complete classifica· 
tion scheme. Its intent is to show merely 
the relationships of the groups treated in 
the text. Only those families are shown 
which are represented by fossils treated in 
this report. The superfamilies are also in· 
complete, only those being shown which 
are needed for the understanding of the 
scheme. The subtribes and tribes of the 
suborder Reptantia are fully represented 
above. 



.. 
STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 

Genera- Linup aru5 A5lacodes £noploc!ylia Homarus ·Nephrop6 .. Ca!alhea Upogeb1a Po<juru:J Nolopo~ Necro- Cenomono- Ralhbun -
corysles carcinus carcinus op on 

Post-Cretaceous 
Maestrichlian 
Co mpanion £.kimzcy1 ' 
Santoni an A.maxwell/ £.sp. H. blo~jomanu s 

Coniac ian E.lnglyplo 

Turon ian L.9rimmeri 
A.dovi~I 

H. brillone.5/n9 
lirhocheoch1r Ndrchrou5 N?ovo/;'7 C. van-

Lwolhn~i H. daVIS/ slraelem 
-~~ 

Cenomonian P .?olyak1·on 

N groy.:,onen:;l.5 
C. oklaho -

L. ad.km.5i ?A.wenoens1's 
£.walker/ H larranlensis 

N amencanus 
Ccrelacea N.porvu:; Nmo.5elcy/ rnen5/-; 

upper 
£.win /om Ji. denlonen5t .S C <l:momlico !Y punclalus N.rcnfroae 

C.armalu.s 
Albion N.fexen:;;':, 

L 

middle If lrov15ens15 P /rav1>t?ns15 I 

lower P bandercn.115 

~an 
Borremian 
Houterivian 

Volonqinion -

Note : Distribution in Texas as it is known at pH.sent is shown by solid black vertical columns ; outside of Texas by white vertical columns. 
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Tribe PALINURA Borradaile 

Superfamily SCYLLARIDEA Stehbing 

Family PALINURIDAE Gray 

Genus LINUPARUS A. W. White, 1847 

List of Crustacea in the British Museum, p. 70.2 

Genotype.-Linuparus trigonus (De Haan) living, 
coasts of Japan. 

LINUP ARUS GRIMMER! Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 34, figs. 1-4; Pl. 35, figs. 1, 5, 6; Pl. 45, 
fig. 3 ; text fig. 3 

Linuparus grimmeri Stenzel in Dallas Petroleum 
Geologists, Geology of Dallas County, Texas, 
p. 35, fig. 7, 1941. 

Description.-Cephalothorax elongate
rectangular in outline, about twice as long 
as wide; greatest width of car a pace in the 
vicinity of the postcervical grooves ( c) . 
Carapace only very gently convex from 
front to back. Length of the supra-orbital 
spines (a) is 1/12 the carapace length; 
there is neither a rostrum nor an accessory 
spine in the intervening sinus, and the sinus 
is broad V-sha ped with a rounded end. To 
either side of the supra-orbital spines the 
front is very near 1 y straight and defined by 
an edge, which carries a row of fine tuber
cles with hair-pits and which slopes down
ward and outward to the antennar spine 
( y) . This stout spine has a triangular 
base and points forward, outward, and 
upward. The lateral carapace margins are 
defined anterior to the postcervical grooves 
by the antennar keel carrying about 6 
spines and 1 or 2 spinules. The first of 
these spines is the antennar one at the· 
fronto-lateral corner; this is also the 
strongest spine of the keel. The other 
spines are small. The keel is sigmoid in 
outline as seen from above, ends abruptly 
at the postcervical groove, and is not con
tinued behind that groove. Posterior to 
the groove the lateral margin is at first 
defined by a short, finely tuberculated, 
inclined keel nearly parallel with the outer 
end of the groove. This keel flattens out 
in posterior direction into the vertical side 

2For a discussion of nomenclatorial questions involving 

this genus see: Woodward, Henry, Further notes on podoph· 
thalmous crustaceans from the Upper Cretaceous forma 

tion of British Columbia, etc.: Geol. Mag., new ser., dee. 

4, vol. 7, p. 394, 1900. 
Woods, Henry, A monograph of the fossil macrurous 

t:rustacea of England, pt. 2: Palaentograph. Soc., vol. 77, 

pp. 26-27, 1925. 

BASE · OF' 

Fig. 3. Linuparus grimmeri Stenzel, x2, re
stored; carapace anterior to the postcervical 
grooves. A, position of antenna. 

wall of the car a pace. The posterior 
carapace margin is highly arched trans
versely and concave as seen from above; 
it has a marginal groove (m) and an 
elevated rim. 

Surface of carapace is divided into a 
shorter anterior and longer posterior por
tion by the pair of deep and broad, V
sha ped postcervical grooves, which are 
united in the middle by a short, broad, and 
shallow, transverse groove. The anterior 
portion of the carapace has 9 spinous keels. 
Two of these keels, the antennar keels, 
begin with the fronto-lateral spine and 
have been described above. Another pair, 
the supra-orbital keel pair, begins at the 
supra-orbital spines and extends in a 
very slight curve almost halfway to the 
postcervical grooves. Each supra-orbital 
keel carries the forward pointing supra
orbital spine, behind which is a smooth 
place; at the end are a forward-pointing 
spine and a small spinule. Between the 
supra-orbital and the antennar keel lies 
the sub-orbital keel (/3). The two sub
orbital keels are gently curved, spreading 
to the posterior, and in line with the keel 
pair posterior of the postcervical grooves. 
They start very near the base of the supra
orbital spine and carry 5 to 6 small spines, 
of which the first and last ones are smaller 
than those in the mid-portion of the keel. 
In the midline and near the front is a 
short, obscure keel with only one small 
spine (µ). A fourth keel pair outlines 
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an oval area lying in the midline just in 
front of the postcervical grooves. Each 
keel carries 2 small spines and some 
spinules. 

The portion of the carapace posterior 
to the postcervical grooves has 3 keels, 
one in midline and the pair at the lateral 
margins. The median keel has about 9 
small spines and in some specimens one 
spinule just in front of the marginal 
groove ( m) . There is an additional small 
spine on the raised rim of the posterior 
margin. The paired keels carry each about 
20 small, forward-pointing spines. The 
mid-portion of the carapace is roof-shaped; 
the two halves make an obtuse angle of 
150° at the midline; the side walls are 
gently convex, slope down with a slight 
divergence from the outer keels, and are 
edged with a raised margin at the bottom. 
The surface of the carapace is covered 
with tiny spinules pointing forward and 
upward. 

The abdomen has 3 spinous, longitudinal 
keels in line with the 3 keels of the 
posterior portion of the carapace. Each 
of the lateral keels is represented by 2 
spines on each abdominal somite except 
on the first, which does not have any. The 
posterior of these two lateral spines is 
always the smaller; it may even be absent. 
The median keel is represented by one 
central, laterally compressed spine on the 
first somite, by two laterally compressed 
spines on the second, third, fourth, and 
fifth somites. On the sixth somite there 
are along the midline two parallel keels 
about 1 mm. apart, each carrying 4 
spinules. The telson carries 2 spinules 
about 1 mm. apart. 

Sternum narrow-triangular in outline, 
with a very low, broad tubercle on the 
anterior tip. Each sternite is separated 
from its successor by a pair of lateral, 
oblique incisions. The lateral edges of 
each sternite except the last are turned up 
and appear in outline concavely divergent 
toward the posterior. This upturned edge 
is surmounted in all sternites except the 
last by a tubercle, which is situated near 
or at the middle of the edge. The anterior 
and posterior corners of this upturned edge 
are drawn out into tubercle-like points. 
The fifth sternite has two small transverse 

tubercles transverse! y arranged near its 
center. 

Antennae much longer than the cara
pace. Of the peduncular joints 3 are 
visible; they are spinous. The flagellum 
is slender and cylindrical, hut with a 
longitudinal groove on its upper surface. 
Each flagellar segment has a row of hair
pits encircling its anterior margin. 

Dimensions.-Syntype I, length of 
carapace, 23. 7 mm~, width, 12.0 mm.; syn
type 2, length of carapace, 30. 7 mm., 
width, 15.S+ mm.; syntype 3, width of 
carapace from one antennar spine to the 
other, 28.3 mm.; syntype 4, width of 
carapace (crushed), 20.2 mm., length of 
carapace, 38.8 mm. 

Remarks.-This species is found at the 
same locality as Linuparus watkinsi 
Stenzel. Therefore, the differences be
tween the two species need to be empha
sized. 

Linuparus grimmeri Stenzel is slenderer 
than L. watkinsi Stenzel. The proportions 
of length of carapace to the distance be
tween the paired lateral keels is as follows: 

L. grimmeri Stenzel 2.33 to I 
L. watkinsi Stenzel 2.07 to 1 

The front of L. grimmeri Stenzel has sim
ple supra-orbital spines without accessory 
spines in the sinus intervening between the 
two spines, and the sinus is broad V-shaped 
with a rounded end. The front of L. 
watkinsi Stenzel has supra-orbital spines 
with accessory spines in the intervening 
sinus, and the sinus is U-shaped. 

All spines of L. grimmeri Stenzel are 
weaker and smaller than the correspond
ing ones in the other species. However, 
some of the keels have more spines on L. 
grimmeri Stenzel than on the other species; 
this is particularly true of the 3 keels of 
the carapace posterior of the postcervical 
grooves. Granulation and tuberculation 
of the carapace surface is less rough in 
L. grimmeri Stenzel than in the other 
species. The two species may be dis
tinguished at a glance by the greater rough
ness of Linuparus watkinsi Stenzel. 

The species is named in honor of Mr. 
R. A. Grimmer of Dallas, who kindlv 
donated syntype 1. Ten of the types we;e 
collected by Mr. W. T. Watkins and one 
by Mr. Forrest Kirkland of Dallas. 
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Type data.-Fourteen syntypes, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-Calif ornia Crossing, 
north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm 
Fork of Trinity River upstream from and 
at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad 
bridge, in southwest corner of Joshua 
McCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, 
about 10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas 
County, Texas. 

This locality appears to be the same as 
locality No. 16 of Moreman.3 According 
to Moreman this was the site of Horton's 
Mill, where many of Hyatt's4 Cretaceous 
ammonites were collected. 

Geologic horizon.-Britton formation of 
Eagle Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous 
(lower Turonian or Salmurian). 

At California Crossing the following 
fossils are found: 

Chordata---. Vertebrata: 
Teleost fin Lones and vertebrae 

A rt h ropoda-Crustacea: 
Linuparus grimmeri Stenzel 
Lin. watkinsi Stenzel 
Astacodes davisi Stenzel 
Homarus brittonestris Stenzel 
Homarus davisi Stenzel 
Upogebia rhacheochir Stenzel 
Notopocorystes dichrous Stenzel 
Cenomanocarcinus vanstraeleni Stenzel 

~lollusca-Cephalopoda: 
Barnlites gracilis Shumard 
Sraphites sp. 
Worthoceras vermiculus (Shumard) 
Neocardioceras septem-seriatum (Cragin) 
Eucalycoceras sp. 
Metoicoceras whitei Hyatt 
Proplacenticeras sp. 
Allocrioceras annu latmn (Shumard) 

~Tollusca-Gastropoda: 
Naticoid indet. 
Cerithiid indet. 

\follusca-Pdecypoda: 
Ino('eramus fragilis Hall & Meek 

E<'hinodermata-Echinoidea: 
Echinoid indet. 

Echinodermata-Ophiuroidea: 
Ophiuroid undes<'ribed 

LINUP ARUS WATKINSI Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 34, figs. 5-8; Pl. 45, figs. 1, 2; text fig. 4. 

Unuparus watkinsi Stenzel in Dallas Petroleum 
Geologists, Geology of Dallas County, Texas, 
p. 36, fig. 8, 1941. 

:1,Iorcman. ,,-_ L.. Paleontology of the Eagle Ford group 

of north and central Tt>xas: J our. Paleontology, vol. 16, 

110. :!. p. }<)7. 191:~. 

1Hvatt. A.lplwu~. Pst>1HlocNatites of the Cretaceous: U. S. 

C,·ol. Survey :\Ion. 44, 1903. 

Description. - Cephalothorax elongate
rectangular in outline, less than twice as 
long as wide; greatest width of carapace 
in the vicinity of the postcervical grooves 
( c). Carapace only very gently convex 
from front to back. Front of carapace 
nearly straight except for the projecting 
supra-orbital spine pair (a). Length of 
these spines is 1/8 the carapace length; 
each spine carries a short, accessory spine 
halfway down in the intervening sinus; the 
end of this sinus is LI-shaped. To either 
side of the supra-orbital spine pair, the 
front is very gently concave or slightly 
ftexuous in outline and defined by a finely 
tuberculate edge, which slopes downward 
and outward to the fronto-lateral corner. 
The front ends in a short, stout, forward 
and outward-pointing antennar spine ( y) 
with triangular base located at the ex
tremity. The lateral margms of the 
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Fig. 4. Linuparus watkinsi Stenzel, x2; composite of 
everal specimens~ carapace with parts of antennae. 
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carapace are defined anterior to the post
cervical grooves by an antennar keel car
rying 4 spines and a few irregular 
accessory spinules. The first of these 
spines is the antennar one at the fronto
lateral corner. This keel is gently sigmoid 
in outline, ends abruptly at the postcervical 
groove, and is not continued behind that 
groove. Posterior to the postcervical 
groove the lateral margin is at first defined 
by a short, densely tuberculated, inclined 
keel nearly parallel with the outer end of 
the groove. This keel flattens out in 
posterior direction into the vertical side 
wall of the carapace. Posterior margin 
of carapace highly arched in transverse 
direction and slightly concave as seen from 
above; it has a marginal groove (m) and 
an elevated rim. 

Surface of carapace divided into a 
shorter anterior and longer posterior por
tion by the pair of deep and broad, V
shaped postcervical grooves, which are 
united in the middle. The anterior por
tion of the carapace has 9 spinous keels. 
Two of these 9 keels, the antennar keels, 
begin at the fronto-lateral corner, follow 
the lateral margin, and have been de
scribed above. Another pair, the supra
orbital keels, begins at the supra-orbital 
spines and extends in a slight curve al
most halfway to the postcervical grooves. 
Each keel of this pair carries two unequal, 
closely spaced spines and some minor 
tubercles situated behind a low and smooth 
portion of the keel. To the front of this 
smooth portion the keel is a part of the 
supra-orbital spine; it is spinulous and 
merges into the tip of the spine. Between 
this keel pair and those at the lateral 
carapace margin lies the sub-orbital keel 
pair (/3). These are gently curved, spread
ing to the posterior, and in line with the 
lateral keel pair posterior to the post
cervical grooves. They start very near the 
base of the supra-orbital spine and carry 
4 to 5 unequal spines, of which the first 
and last ones are smaller than those in the 
mid-portion of the keel. In the midline 
and near the front is a short, indistinct 
keel (µ.) with either one spine or two un
equal spines and some minor tubercles. 
A fourth keel pair outlines an oval area 
I ying in the mid line just in front of the 

grooves. Each keel carries 2 large spines 
and some minor spines and spinules. 

The portion of the carapace posterior 
to the postcervical grooves has 3 keels, one 
in midline and the pair at the lateral 
margins. The median keel has 7 major 
spines and few accessory minor spines. 
In line with this keel and separated from 
it by the· posterior marginal groove, there 
is a spine on the raised posterior margin. 
The paired keels carry each 12 major 
spines. The mid-portion of the carapace 
is roof-shaped; the two halves make an 
obtuse angle of 125 ° at the midline; the 
side walls slope down vertically or 
converge slightly downward from the 
outer keels and are edged at the bottom 
with a raised margin. The surface of the 
carapace is rough with scattered, tubercu
lar hair sockets directed forward and up
ward. 

Sternum narrow-triangular in outline, 
with a low, broad tubercle on the anterior 
tip. Each sternite is separated from its 
successor by a pair of lateral, oblique in
cisions. The lateral edges of each sternite 
except the last are turned up and appear 
in outline concave I y divergent toward the 
posterior. This upturned edge is orna
mented with a row of small tubercles in 
the first sternite; in the second and third 
sternites the edge has a small tubercle at 
the anterior corner and a high, compressed 
tubercle slightly anterior of the middle 
of the edge; in the fourth sternite there 
is, in addition to these two tubercles, a 
third one at the posterior corner of the 
edge; the fifth sternite has a high, two
headed tubercle in its center and short, 
straight, parallel, only slightly upturned 
lateral edges with a small tubercle at the 
anterior corner and a few small tubercles 
following. The posterior margin of the 
sternum is highly arched in transverse 
direction and carries a row of tubercles 
along its rim. 

Abdomen has 3 spinous, longitudinal 
keels in line with the 3 keels of the 
posterior portion of the carapace. Each 
of the lateral keels is represented by 2 
spines on each abdominal somite, except 
on the first, which does not have any. 
The median keel is represented by one 
central spine on the first and second 
somites, by two laterally compressed 
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spines fortified by a few spinules on the 
third somite, by 4 spines arranged in 
groups of two on the fourth somite, and 
by two simple spines on the fifth somite. 
On the sixth somite there are along the 
midline two short, parallel keels about l 
mm. apart, each carrying 3 spinules. The 
pleura of the abdominal somites }iaye ser
rated edges. The telson carries a spine 
on the midline near its anterior edge and 
has paral lei sides. The uropods are nar
row; their edges are sigmoid in outline. 

Dimensions.-Syntype 1. length of cara
pace with exclusion of the supra-orbital 
spines, 25.7 mm., width, 14.6 mm.; syntype 
2, width of carapace, 21.5 mm., length 
of sternum, 19.8 mm., greatest width of 
sternum, 11.9 mm.; syntype 3, width of 
carapace, 23.5 mm., length of supra-or
bital spines, 4.0 mm.; syntype 4, length 
of carapace with exclusion of the supra
orbital spines, 30.0 mm., width. 18.7 mm. 

Remarks.-This species is easily distin
guished from most :\ orth American Cre
taceous species of Linu parus. In L. 
adkinsi Rathbun. 5 L. kleinfelderi Rath
bun, 6 and L. , vancou ver~nsis I \\-hit-
eayes) , 7 crowded tubercles cover the keels 
of the carapace and spines are rare. be
ing restricted to the anterior ends of the 
keels. Linuparus zrntkinsi Stenzel with its 
keels spinous throughout is much rougher 
than these species. Howeyer. L. canadensis 
(\\rhiteayes) ~ is Yen nearly related to L. 
zl'atkinsi Stenzel. The Canadian species is 
much larger in size, being about 3 times 
as large as L. zrntkinsi Stenzel. but has 
Yery similar spinous keels. The most 
readilY recoonized difference is the ar
range{nent of the spines in the middle 
of the carapace anterior to the postcer
vical grooYes. According to \\1hiteayes 
{ p. 88 'I. in L. canadensis ( w·hiteaYes) 
~~next to the furrow, and in adYance of 
it. in the median line. there are five 

5Rathbun. :\1. J .. F o;:;:il Crustacea of the .-\t1antic and 

Gulf Coastal Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer.. Spec. Paper '.:?. p. 

3i, p1. 10. figs. 4-10, 1935. 

C/dem, pp. 35-36: p1. 8: pl. 9. fig~. 1- :2: pl. :25. 

7Woodward, Henry, Further notes on podophthalmous 

crust::icean;: from the Cpper Cr,·::L' t'l•U" iormati<'ll uf Brit i'h 

Columbia. etc.: Gt>o1. ".\lag .• new ser .. dee. 4. vol. 7. pp. 

395-396. pl. 15. 1900. 
SWhitt>::ives, J. F., Contributions to C::inaJian paleon· 

to1ogy, vol. l: G,•ol. :\at. Hi,-t. Sun.,. Lrn2d:.i. pp. 87--88. 

pl. 11, 1885. 

tuberc1es arranged in two conYergent 
rows of two pairs and an odd one. which 
if connected by lines~ wou Id ha Ye much 
the shape of an isosce1es triangle, with 
its base near the furrow." The same spines 
of L. zrntkinsi Stenzel do not form a true 
triangle~ because the i wo equal ~ides arc 
cun-ed with the conYexity outward. There 
are also a few minor accessory spinules 
in these lines in L. zcatkinsi Stenzel, but 
not in L. canadensis ( WhiteaYes l . The 
same is true of accessory spines along the 
supra-orbital keels. 

If the Yentral carapace surface de
scribed by \\1 oodward~' really belongs to 
Li nu parus canadensis ( \VhiteaYes) there 
are sen'ra l differences in the tubercles 
of the t'rn related species. Each sterniie 
of l. cf. canadensis ( W11iteaves) Wood
ward is ornamented with a pair of 
rounded, subcentra] tubercles~ except the 
first sternite. These tubercles are absent 
in L. zcatkinsi StenzeL but there is in their 
stead a high~ double-headed median tuber
cle on the last sternite. 

The species is named in honor of Mr. 
\V. T. \l/ atkins of Dallas who collected 
three of the types of this species. 

Type data.-Six syntypes, Bureau of 
Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas~ Austin, Texas. 

Type loca/z'.ty.-Same as Linuparus 
grimm eri Stenzel. 

Geologic hori:on.-Same as Linu parus 
grim m eri Stenzel. 

Genus ASTACODES Th. Bell, 1863 

A monograph of the fo8-sil malarostracous Crus
tacea cf Great Britain, pt. 2, Crustacea of the 
G~!ult and Green~and: Palaeontograph. Soc .. 
ml. U.. pp. 30-31. 

Grnotype.--Astacvdes falcif er Bell from the 
Speeton clay ( Hauteri\-ian) of England. 
Gf·notype hy monotypy. 

AST ACODES MAXWELLI Stenzel, n.sp. 

PI. 35, fig~. 2-4; PI. 45, figs. 4-6: text figs. 2, 5. 

Descrz'.ption. - Cephalothorax elongate 
in out I ine. not quite twice as long as 
wide: greatest width about half way be
tween the postcervical grooves and the 
posterior end. Carapace nearly straight 
from front to haC'k and rounded-rectangu
lar in transYerse cross section. Carap~ce 

l'Qp r it., pl. lfi. 11;.!. 1. 
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divided by the deep and wide postcervi
cal grooves ( c) into a smaller anterior 
and a larger posterior portion. Front of 
carapace nearly straight except for a 
short, narrow, projecting median rostrum. 
The rostrum is 1/20 of the carapace 
length. The rostrum is simple; its top 
surf ace flat, the sides vertical. To both 
sides of the rostrum the front rises con
cave! y upward to the supra-orbital spine
ridges (a) . These ridges are high, later
ally compressed, widely separated, and 
upward divergent; backward they continue 
as low, rounded ridges for a short dis
tance and disappear about midway be
tween the front and postcervical furrows; 
they carry a strong, forward and upward
pointing spine posterior of the laterally 
compressed, frontal portion; only the 

SUPRA.
ORBITAL 

SPINE 

1 

2 

ABDOMEN 
Fig. 5. Astacodes maxwelli Stenzel, xl; composite 

of several specimens. 

bases of these spines are preserved. The 
gastric region is moderate! y convex and 
bears two lines of spinules or spines, 
which converge forward at an acute 
angle; their junction is their end and 
lies in the concave space between the 
supra-orbital spine-ridges; to the rear the 
two lines of spinules curve, become 
parallel, and disappear before reaching 
the postcervical grooves. The spinous 
sub-orbital keels (/3) start at the front 
near the supra-orbital spine-ridges, curve 
with their convexity outward, and con
tinue to the postcervical grooves; the size 
of these keels and their spines increases 
gradually to the back so that the anterior 
portion is a mere row of spinules and 
the posterior portion a spinous ridge; 
these ridges are in line with the rounded, 
obtuse, obsolete, lateral keels of the cara
pace, which are posterior to the postcer
vical grooves. A fourth pair of spinous 
ridges, the antennar keels ( y) , is on the 
anterior portion of the carapace starting 
at its fronto-lateral corner; the anterior 
portion of this ridge is a high, laterally 
compressed two-pronged spine subparallel 
with and similar to the supra-orbital 
spine-ridge; to the rear this narrow ridge 
descends rapidly and forms a low keel, 
which extends to the groove and carries 
3 to 4 spines in a row in front of the 
groove. Posterior to the groove this keel 
continues for about one centimeter and 
carries 2 or 3 spines. 

The mid-portion of the postcervical 
grooves is transverse; the side portions are 
at right angles. From the mid-portion 
there extend backward the sigmoidally 
curved, shallow, and inconspicuous 
branchio-cardiac grooves (a) , the poste
rior ends of which are connected by a 
very shallow transverse depression; a short 
groove radiates from the posterior end of 
each branchio-cardiac groove in the direc
tion of the postero-lateral corner of the 
carapace. A narrow groove starts at each 
postero-lateral corner of the carapace and 
curves gently on the side walls of the 
carapace forward to the ends of the post
cervical groove. 

The posterior portion of the carapace is 
gently convex along the midline; toward 
the sides it is delimited by an obtuse, 
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rounded, obsolete, longitudinal angula
tion, which is sharper near the groove than 
at the posterior margin; the side .walls 
are aently convex and converge slightly 

0 • . • 

downward. The posterior margm is 
hiahly arched in transverse direction and 
co~1ca ve as seen from above. It is edged by 
a deep marginal groove lm), '"-hich is 
wider in the middle and narrows down to 
the sides; this deep and narrow marginal 
aroove continues forward along the ventral 
~rnrains of the carapace. The posterior 
portion of the carapace is covered. with 
many forward-pointing~ subsquam1form 
tubercles; the anterior portion carries some 
scattered, forward-pointing spinules. 

Abdominal terga convex in transverse 
direction, flat in longitudinal direction; 
covered with numerous pits if not decorti
cated. Ambulatory legs long, slender, oval 
in cross section. 

Dimensions.-Syntype 1, length of 
carapace, 62.5 mm., width of carapace, 
3 7.0 mm.; syntype 2, length of carapace, 
68.0 mm., width of carapace, 40.5 mm.; 
syntype 3, width of carapace, 33.9 mm.; 
syntype 4, length of carapace, 61.3 mm., 
width of carapace, 37.2 mm. 

Renwrks.-Hitherto the genus Astacodes 
was represented only by its type species, 
Ast. falcifer Bell, which was first men
tioned as Palinurus uncinatus Phillips10 

in 1835. After 100 vears the second and 
third species of th~ genus have been 
discovered. The 100 years attest to the 
raritv of the material. The second species, 
Ast. ·maxu;elli Stenzel, extends the known 
stratigraphic range of the genus from the 
Hauterivian to the Santonian. 

Both species are remarkably alike in 
many respects. The differences seem to be 
minor. Astacodes falcif er Bell has 2 spines 
in a row behind the supra-orbital spine
ridge; Ast. maxu:elli Stenzel only one. 
Astacodes falcijer Bell has a double row 
of tubercles along the midline of the cara
pace between the postcervical grooves and 
the posterior margin; in Ast. maxwelli 
Stenzel there is no special arrangement 
of tubercles along that line. The ab
dominal terga of Ast. nwxwelli Stenzel 

10Phillips, J., Illustrations of the geology of Yorkshire; 

or, A description of the stratc>. and organic remains of the 

Yorkshire Coast, ~<l eJ., pt. 1, p. 170, 1835. 

lack a median carina. The Texan species 
is also more· than twice the size of the 
English. 

The species is named in honor of Mr. 
J. B. Maxwell of Roxton and of Mr. 
Carlisle Maxwell of San Antonio. It is 
through the efforts of these gentlemen that 
much of the material was secured for 
scientific study.11 

Type data.-Thirteen syntypes, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, and the Texas Memorial Museum, 
Austin, Texas. One of the specimens is a 
loan from Mr. Carlisle Maxwell of San 
Antonio, Texas. 

Type locality.-Quarries on east side. of 
State highway No. 188 (Roxton-High 
road ) extending from the vicinity of 
Arkansas Church, 2.1 miles, to 1.1 miles 
north of the railway depot in Roxton, 
southwestern Lamar County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-The specimens occur 
in concretionary portions of the rock. The 
concretions are formed around the fossil 
lobsters and teleost fishes and are bright 
red-maroon on outside and buff inside. 
The rock is a granular, cross-bedded, 
slightly glauconitic, oolitic limestone, 
which R. T. Hill called the Roxton beds.12 
These beds are the top portion of the 
Gober1 3 chalk tongue of the Austin chalk, 
Gulf series, Cretaceous. The age of the 
beds is Santonian. 

AST ACODES DAVIS! Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 36 

Description. - Cephalothorax elongate 
in outline, a little more than twice as long 
as wide; greatest width about halfway 
between the postcervical grooves and the 
posterior end. Carapace apparently nearly 
straight from front to back and rounded
rectangular in transverse section. Cara
pace divided by the deep and wide post
cervical grooves ( c) into a smaller an
terior and a larger posterior portion. Front 

11.\ssistance in the collection and preparation of these 

materials was furnished by the personnel of Work Project:> 

A.dmini~tration Official Project :\o. 66S-66--:~-2:B. 

l:.!Hill. R. T., Geography and geology of the Black and 

Grand Prairies, Texas: U. S. Geo!. Survey, 21st Ann. Rept., 
pt. 7, pp. 11-1, 3-10, 1901. 

13Stcphenson, L. W., Notes on the stratigraphy of the 

Cpper Cretaceous formation of Texas and Arkansas: Bui I. 

Amer. Assoc. Petr. Geol., vol. 11, p. 8, 1927. 
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of carapace nearly straight except for a 
short, narrow, projecting median rostrum. 
The rostrum is 1/20 of the carapace 
length. It is simple; the top surface is 
arched. To both sides of the rostrum the 
front rises concavely upward to the supra
orbital spine-ridges (a). These ridges are 
high, laterally compressed, widely sepa
rated, and upward divergent; backward 
they continue for a short distance carrying 
two spines, of which the posterior one is 
the smaller; the ridges disappear posterior 
to the latter spine about halfway between 
the front and the postcervical furrows. The 
gastric region is moderately convex and 
bears two lines of small spines, which con
verge forward at an acute angle; at their 
junction near the base of the rostrum there 
is a small, compressed spine and a spinule 
anterior to that; to the rear the two lines 
become parallel; each line has 4 later
ally compressed, small spines and one 
spinule in the following sequence from 
front to back: spinule-interval-spine-inter
val-spine-long interval-spine-short interval
spine-postcervical groove. These two lines 
are continued posterior of the postcervical 
grooves, where the two lines converge 
again. Each line carries about 4 laterally 
compressed~ subsquamiform tubercles, 
which are a little larger than those cover
ing the remainder of the carapace. The 
sub-orbital lines ((3) of spines start at the 
front near the supra-orbital spine-ridges, 
curve with their convexity outward to the 
postcervical grooves; the size of the spines 
increases gradually to the hack; there are 
4 small, forward-pointing spines in each 
line. These lines are in line with the 
rounded, obtuse, obsolete lateral keels of 
the carapace, which are posterior to the 
postcervical grooves. A fourth pair of 
spinous ridges, the antennar keels ( y), is 
on the anterior portion of the carapace 
starting at its fronto-lateral corner; each 
of these ridges carries 4 laterally com
pressed spines, which decrease in size to 
the posterior. 

The mid-portion of the postcervical 
grooves is short and transverse; the side 
portions are curved sigmoidally. 

The posterior portion of the carapace 
is gently convex along the mid line; 

toward the sides it is delimited by an 
obtuse, rounded, obsolete, longitudinal 
angulation; the side walls are gently con
vex. The posterior margin is highly 
arched in transverse direction and concave 
as seen from above. It is edged by a deep 
marginal groove ( m) , which is wider in 
the middle and narrows down to the sides. 
The posterior portion of the carapace is 
completely covered with many forward
pointing, subsquamiform tubercles. The 
anterior portion carries many scattered 
spinules. 

Abdominal terga convex in transverse 
direction, flat in longitudinal direction; 
each tergum has several either shallow or 
sharp transverse grooves; some parts of 
each tergum are punctate while others are 
finely tuberculate. A narrow, small 
median keel is present in terga 2 to 4. 
Each margin of a pleurum is lohulated and 
has a spine and several succeeding 
spinules. The telson has many fine, back
ward-pointing spinules. The uropods are 
smooth. 

Dimensions.-Holotype, length of cara
pace exclusive of rostrum, 51 mm., length 
of rostrum, 2.5 mm., width of carapace, 23 
mm. 

Remarks.-This species is readily dis
tinguished from Astacodes falcifer Bell 
by the different arrangement of spinules 
along the midline of the carapace. In 
other respects Ast. davisi Stenzel has closer 
relationship to Ast. falcifer Bell than Ast. 
maxwelli Stenzel. 

The species is named in honor of Mr. 
Eugene Elmer Davis of Dallas, Texas, 
who collected the fine holotype specimen 
and kindly put it at the writer's disposal 
for description. The paratype was col
lected by the late Mr. Forrest Kirkland 
of Dallas. 

Type data.-Holotype and paratype, the 
latter a portion of an abdomen, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-Same as Linuparus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

Geologic horizon.-Same as Linuparus 
grinuneri Stenzel. 
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Tribe AST A CURA Borradaile 

Superfamily NEPHROPSIDEA Alcock 

Family ERYMIDAE Van Straelen 

Genus ENOPLOCLYTIA F. McCoy, 1849 

On the classification of some British fos.sil 
Crustarea, with notices of new forms in the 
University collection at Cambridge: Annals 
and l\fag. Nat. Hist., ser. 2, vol. 4, p. 330. 

Gcnotype.-Enoploclytia leachii (Mantell) from 
the Chalk (Turonian to Campanian) of 
England. 

According to W oods14 the genera Palaea
stacus T. Bell 1850 (Bell, Th., Notes on 
the Crustacea of the Chalk formation, in 
Dixon, F., Geology and fossils of the 
Tertiary and Cretaceous formations of 
Sussex, p. 344, London, 1850; genotype 
Palaeastacus dixoni Bell in Dixon, p. 344, 
pl. 38, figs. 1-4, from the Lower Chalk 
(Cenomanian) of England) and Phlyc
tisoma T. Bell 1863 (Bell, Th., A mono
graph of the fossil malacostracous Crusta
cea of Great Britain, pt. 2: Palaeonto
gra ph. Soc., vol. 14, p. 34, 1863; genotype 
Phlyctisoma tuberculatum Bell, ibid., p. 
35, p 1. 11, figs. 1-8, from the Cambridge 
greensand (Upper Albian) of England) 
do not differ in any essential respect from 
the genus Eno ploclytia. The two former 
genera are, therefore, later synonyms of 
the latter genus, which takes precedence 
over them by reason of priority. It i5 
obvious that Wood's conclusion . must be 
respected, because he had available for his 
study materials comprising the genotype 
species of all three genera. 

The North American species of Eno p
locl ytia are in confusion. This confusion 
is due to wrong generic assignments and 
to the lack or neglect of stratigraphic in
formation. The writer has attempted to 
eliminate some of the existing confusion 
and gives below a summary of all species 
of the genus reported from the United 
States of America: 

Tertiary species of Enoploelytia: 

(?) Enoploclytia selrnaensis (Rathbun) 
Paleocene, Alabama 

Enoploclytia tumimanus (Rathbun) 
Paleocene. Alabama 

14Woods, Henry, A monograph of the fossil macrurou1 

Crustacea of England, pt. 6: Palacontograph. Soc., vol. 32, 

pp. 81-86, 1930. 

Cretaceous species of Enoploclytia: 
Enoploclytia kimzeyi (Rathbun) 

Campanian, Texas 
Enoplodytia sp. Stenzel 

Santonian, Texas 
Enoploelytia triglypta Stenzel 

Coniarian, Texas 
Enoploclytia walkeri (Whitfield) 

Upper Albian, Texas 
Enoploclytia wintoni Stenzel 

Upper Albian, Texas 

Species which have been referred to Enoplodytia 
but are of doubtful generic position or 
validity: 

"Enoploclytia" srulpta Rathbun 
Maestrichtian, Tennessee 

"Enoploclytia" wenoensis Rathbun 
Upper Albian, Texas 

Enoploclytia ( '?) sp. Rathbun 
Campanian or Maestrichtian, Mississippi 

ENOPLOCL YTIA KIMZEYI (Rathbun) 

Palaeastacus kimzeyi Rathbun, M. ] ., Fossil Cru~
tacea of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain: 
Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, pp. 23-24; 
pl. 2, figs. 15-21, 1935. 

Remarks.-This Enoploclytia has the 
postcervical groove ( c) extending far down 
and joining the anterior branch of the 
hepatic groove (bi) just behind the emi
nence omega. 

Type da 1 a.-Holotype, No. 73797, and 
paratypes, No. 73841, U. S. National 
Museum, Washington, D.C. 

Type locality.-About 3 miles south
west of Farmersville, Collin County, 
Texas; holotype, A. H. Kimzey collector, 
1926, and paratyµes, L. W. Stephenson 
collector, 1927, Coll. No. 13784. 

Geologic horizon.--Base of Wolfe City 
sand of Taylor group, Gulf series, Upper 
Cretaceous ( Campanian) . 

ENOPLOCL YTIA sp. Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 37, figs. 4-6 

Description.-This species is mentioned 
only because it occurs with Astacodes 
maxwelli Stenzel. The material available 
consists of the dorsal part of a partly 
pressure-deformed carapace, a cheliped, 
and parts of the ambulatory legs. 

Carapace traversed by deep grooves. 
Cervical groove ( e-e1 ) is the deepest 
and sharpest, begins at midline of cara
pace, and descends nearly in a straight line 
steep I y forward. Groove ( d) is broad and 
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shallow and extends for only a short dis
tance forward from the cervical groove. 
Postcervical groove ( c) composed of two 
parts. It begins broad, shallow, and 
winding near the midline, then continues 
more· sharply incised obliquely forward 
and downward, and ends not far from 
groove ( e-e1 ) • Postcervical groove ( c) is 
joined from below by the deeply incised 
hepatic groove (b1 ). Branchio-cardiac 
groove (a) begins at the midline of the 
carapace immediately posterior to the 
postcervical groove ( c) and descends 
obliquely and shallows out at about the 
middle of the side. Marginal groove ( m) 
deep and sigmoidally curved at the pos
terior carapace margin. 

Spiniform tubercles are present anterior 
to the grooves (a). Posterior to these 
grooves the carapace carries only slightly 
raised hair-pits. 

Manus elongate, tumid-oval in cross 
section, with many hair-pits and few 
hi unt tubercles or spines. Carpus with a 
few prominent spines and many hair-pits. 
Merus of cheliped with many hair-pits 
and a few spines; these are particularly 
concentrated at the distal margin; the 
two most prominent spines are at the two 
hinge points. 

Dimensions.-Length of carapace with
out rostrum, 9 cm.; height of manus, 
1.8 cm. 

Type data.-Monotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, The University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-Same as Astacodes max
welli Stenzel. 

Geologic horizon.-Same as Astacodes 
maxwelli Stenzel. 

ENOPLOCL YTIA TRIGL YPT A Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 37, figs. 1-3; text figs. 6, 7 

Description. - Carapace traversed by 
deep and sharp grooves. Cervical groove 
( e-e1 ) slightly convex to the anterior, 
winding near the midline of the cara
pace; side walls of the cervical groove 
unequal in slope, anterior side wall 
gently sloping, posterior side wall very 
steep, in some places even vertical. Post
cervical groove ( c) sigmoid in outline, 
deep and steep-sided near the midline 
hut shallowing and disappearing later-

ally. Branchio-cardiac groove (a) nearly 
parallel to the postcervical groove and 
undulating in outline, deep and steep
sided throughout its course, but widening 
toward the hepatic groove. Hepatic groove 
(b1 ) very broad and shallow, concave 
toward the midline, but with an abrupt 
turn around the swelling omega. Anten
nar groove ( b) concave toward the mid -
line, broadening and shallowing in an
terior direction. Inferior groove (i) con
cave toward the anterior, broad and deep, 
its anterior side wall less steep than its 
posterior one. 

......... ______ ·- ---
Fig. 6. Enoploclytia triglypta Stenzel, xl; left 

side of incomplete carapace. 
The front is to the left, the dorsum at the top 

of the figure. Abbreviations of grooves: a, 
branchio-cardiac; b, antennar; bi, hepatic; c, 
postcervical; e--ei, cervical; i, inferior; w, emin
ence omega. 

Swelling omega ( w) distinct and elon
gate in shape. Carapace covered with 
regularly spaced, spiniform tubercles, each 
of which has a hair-pit on the anterior 
slope just below the tip. These spinif orm 
tubercles are coarser toward the midline 
of the carapace than toward the lateral 
margins. The area above the groove (b1 ) 

is nearly devoid of such tubercles. Three 
oblique rows of spines are in the space 
between the cervical and postcervical 
grooves on each side of the carapace. 
Three longitudinal rows of spines are 
anterior to the cervical groove on each 
side of the carapace. The pair of spine 
rows which is along the midline of the 
carapace seems to be continuous nearly 
to the posterior margin of the carapace. 
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Fig. 7. Enoploclytia triglypta Stenzel, 
xl; incomplete manus. 

Manus short and stout. but longer than 
high; upper margin with ~1 or 5 curYed 
strong spines: lower margin with many 
smaller spines; outer surface with scat
tered spines of intermediate size. Attached 
finger incompletely preserYed~ but ap
parent! y not longer than the man us. 

Dimensions. - Syntype l~ preserYed 
length of car a pace. 7.8 cm.~ preserved 
height of carapace~ 5.0 cm.; syntype 2. 
preserYed height of carapace, 6.2 cm.; 
syntype 3~ length of manus, 2.9 cm.~ 
height of manus, 2.2 cm. 

Remarks.-This species is represented 
by fragments of the carapace and a 
rnanus. The fragments are insufficient for 
a complete and comprehensive description 
of the specif's. but they are sufficient to 
characterize the species and to distinguish 
it from other species of the genus. 

Among the English species of the genus~ 
Eno pl oclytia dixoni (Bell) 15 seems strik
ingly similar to En. triglypta Stenzel in 
the outline of the grooves and rows of 
spines on the carapace. However, that 
English species is much smaller in size 
than the Texan species. One might be 
tempted to place the Texan material with 
the English species "·ere it not for the 
large geographic separation of the two 
species. 

For a discussion of the differences 
among En. triglypta Stenzel and some 
North American Cretaceous species of the 
~enus, see the remarks under En. walkeri 
(Whitfield) . 

The specific name trigl_v pta is derived 
from the Greek TPL~ "thret:>.~' and /Al 17rrn-.. 

'"can·ed~' or "~rooved." and refers to the 
three promine~t grooves of the carapace 
of this species. 

l;;\~'oods, Henry, A monograph of the fo3;.il macrurous 

Cru~tacea of England, pt. 6: P.da1 '1111t11gnph. Snc .. vol. 82, 

pp. 83-85; pl. 23, figs. 9-12; pl. 21, figs. 1-3, 1930. 

Type data.-Thrcc syntypes consisting 
of a frap:ment of the right side of the 
carapace (~yntype l). fragments of both 
sidrs of the carapace (syntypc 2), and 
a chela ( syntype 3), Bureau of Economic 
Geo log~· . The University of Texas, Austin~ 
Texas. 

Type locality.-Rock pit on south side 
of an east-west road, by road 4.66 miles 
5outheast of Savoy. Fan~in County, Texas. 
3faterial was collected under superv1s10n 
of Mr. Lloyd J. Ryman. 16 

Geologic horizon .-Chalk of Ector 
tongue of. the Austin chalk, Gulf senes, 
Cretaceous ( Coniacian). 

ENOPLOCLYTIA WALKERI (Whitfield) 

Pl~. ,)8. 39: text fi~~. 8. 9 

ParwnithraJ:? zrnlkcri Whitfield, R. P., in White, 
C:. A .. ( :ont rilrnt ion~ to invertebrate pale011-
tolo~y, No. 2, Creta1·eous fossils of the wes
tern states and territories: U.S. Geol. and 
Geog. Survey Terr. 12th Ann. Rept., pt. l, 
sect. 1, pp. 37-38: pl. 16, fig. la-c; pl. 17, 
fip:. la, 1880. 

\Terrill. G. P., Catalogue of the type and figured 
specimens of fossils, minerals, rocks, and 
ores: U.S. Nat. l\fos. Bull. 53, pt. 1. p. 484, 
1905. 

_.\dkins. W. S.. Handbook of Texas Cretaceous 
fos~ils: Univ. Texas Bull. 2838, p. 83. 1928. 

Palaeastarns wal keri, Rathbun. 1\L .T.. Fossil 
Crustacea of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal 
Plain: Geol. Sor. Amer .. Spec. Paper 2, pp. 
21-23: text fig. 1; pl. 3, figs. 7-9: pl. 4, 
fi~s. 1, 2: pl. 5, fig. 4. Not pl. 5, figs. 1-3, 
1935. 

Origfoal descrz'.ption.-This species is repre· 
sented only by the claw and part of t lw penulti
mate joint of the right anterior limb. The speri
men is of a short, rather compact and rohust 
form. and somewhat triangular in transversf sec
tion. The lenp:th of the hand, from it~ articu
lation with the prereding joint to the 'base of 
the fixed mandible. hears the proportion to the 
height and thirkne:-.s that seven dof's to five and 
fonr: the lattf'r nwasurernent heing exclu:-.ive of 
tht> nodes. The mandibles, both foi::ed and rnov
ahlP. are di~tinctlv round. without anv flattening 
or carination: a~e gently and nea;·ly c,qnally 
<·urved thronghout their length, and thf' artiru
lat ing prrn·e:-.ses stronf! and robust. The hand 
i~ !'Omrwhat flattenf'd on the inside and ane:ular 
on th<: outer ~nrface: the angulation }wing r~ther 
lwl<rn· the middle of the height. giving it the 
triangular form. The next precfdin~ joint i~ only 
presPrwd in part: it i~ strong~ obliquely ovate 

lG_.\s,.:istance in the collection and preparation of these 

material;; was furni,dH"d by the personnel of \'rork Projects 

.\dmini~tration Official Project :\"o. 66.'5-66-3- 23:1. 
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in form, and provided with a large flattened 
ha&al projection near the inferior articulation. 

Surface of the specimen, with the exception 
of the inner face of the mandible, marked by 
numerous strong spine-like nodes or tubercles, 
which have pro·hably been spines on the surface 
of the shell (the specimen being an internal 
cast). These nodes ar€ arranged in longitudinal 
lines on the outside of the claw, and partly so 
on the inside; but on the latter there is also a 
line of large nodes extending obliquely down
ward from the upper edge, parallel to the margin 
of the socket of the movable mandible, and at a 
short distance from it, and continuing upon the 
mandible. The preceding joint is also marked 
by lines of strong nodes; a double transverse line 
on the inside parallel to the anterior margin, but 
divided from it by a broad, rounded channel, 
and a single line of stronger nodes on the outside. 

The flattened area forming the basal projection 
of the joint is also bordered by nodes. 

The specimen, being an internal cast only, 
does not furnish the exact features of the shell 
itself, and as there is only a part of the limb 
known it is difficult to determine the generic 
characters in a satisfactory manner. There 
would appear to be but little reason to doubt, 
from its spiny character and the round claws, 
its relations to the group commonly called 
spider-crabs. Still there are some features which 
seem to differ from those of the generality of the 
species of that group, and it is therefore with 
some hesitation that I have referred it to the 
family Maiadae, and still more doubtfully to 
the genus Paramithrax; but I am not able to 
find any genus of strictly fossil crustaceans to 
which it seems so nearly allied. The specimen 
is of interest on account of its large size, and 

' ' ' ' ' \ 
\ 

'-.. ' ',, ' ...... , 

Fig. 8. Enoploclytia walkeri (Whitfield), x2; three views of the left 
movable finger. The view at the bottom shows the occludent surface. The 
view at the middle shows the inner surf ace. The view at the top shows the 
top surf ace of the finger. 
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also as being the first of this group of crustaceans 
yet recognized from the Cretaceous formations 
of this country. 

Locality and f ormation.-The specimen here 
described and figured was obtained from the 
Cretaceous rorks near San Antonio, Texas, by 
Mrs. N. S. Walker. of that plare, and in honor 
of whom the specific name is given. 

Revised description.-~'hitfieid's orig
inal description was based upon a manus 
and part of the attached carpus. This 
specimen was an internal mold with all 
the original exoskeleton missing. Such 
steinkerne are not very reliable for de
scription in this group of animals~ be
cause usually the exoskeleton of their 
chelae is not only very thick but also 
of uneven thickness. Nevertheless, such 
preservation is the usual one in these fos
sils and is usefu 1 for the recognition of 
the species. 

The writer has before him 4 manus 
from the Fort Worth region. They are 
so similar to the monotype that it seems 
obvious that they belong to the same 
species. One of the manus is a steinkern 
as the monotype; another has much of 
the exoskeleton preserved. Even that 
specimen has the surf ace so corroded 
that there i~. not much to add to Wllit
field's original description. However, two 
important additions to his description and 
figures of the monotype must be made. 
First, the exoskeleton of the manus is 
thick; in some places it is nearly 2 mm. 
thick. This makes the manus as a whole 
plumper and heavier lookinO' than the 
type steinkern. Second, the ~bercles of 
th~ steinkern look entirelv different from 
the completely preserved tubercles. The 
completelv preserved tubercles an~ stout 
cones with a base which is circular or 
sli~htly elongate in the direction of the 
longitudinal axis of the hand. The height 
of the cones is about one-half their basal 
diameter. On the distal slope the cones 
havP a slight swellino:. whi0li r<irrjes nvmv 
small pits in a sieve-like arrangement. 
These pits are presumably hair-pits. 

In this connection the most interesting 
specimen is a very well preserved dac
tvl us of the left chela r~ee text flg. 8). 
This finger has manv tuherclPs with --sieve
like hair-pits. The~e tubercles are large 
on the upper and outer surface. but small 
on the inner surface of the da.ct~rlus and 

near the occludent teeth. All tubercles 
point distally, that is, forward and out
ward. They are more nearly ring-wall
shaped than conical and have again the 
sieve-like arrangement of the hair-pits. 
The occludent teeth are conical to hemi
spherical, worn by use at the top. The 
proximal ones are separate, but the dis
tal ones are crowded so that there is only 
a tight cleft between adjoining tubercles. 
The specimen has 9 occludent teeth; but, 
of course, it is not a complete dactylus. 
The tubercles with the hair-pits and the 
shape of the dactylus are somewhat sim
ilar to a stalk of a compound coral. 

One of the four manus from the Fort 
Worth region is a part of a complete 
right cheliped. This cheliped was found 
by Mr. W. T. Watkins. 

The carpus is short and triangular in 
outline as seen from the outside. The 
outside surface has about 19 spines. One 
row of these spines parallels the manus
carpus joint and has a prominent spine 
at each end of the row, producing a sharp 
projection at the top and the bottom of 
the carpus. The inside surf ace of the 
carpus has only a few spines. 

The merus is long and compressed. The 
proportion of length to thickness to 
height is 4: 1 :2. The thickness decreases 
from the distal to the proximal end. 
which is about 1/3 of the thickness of 
the former. The upper margin of the 
merus is a thin crest with about 8 large~ 
compressed spines. The lower margin is 
broader and has several rows of smal 1 
spines. The inside surface of the merus 
is smooth; it fits probably against the 
body of the animal. 

In order that this species may be known 
less incompletely there is :riven below a 
description of a carapace from the Fort 
Worth region. This carapace vrns found 
resting on its side in the limestone and 
is compressed laterally by the load of 
the sediments. This carapace was de
scribed previously by M. J. Rathbun (Pl. 
4) . However, additional preparation has 
made clearer some of the features of this 
carapace. 

Carapace very large, entire except for 
the rostrum. Carapace traversed by deep 
and sharp grooves. Cervical groove 
( e-eJ slightly convex to the anterior, 
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Fig. 9. Enoploclytia wal.keri (Whitfield) , xl; dorsal vi6w of a decorticated abdomen. 
Collection of Southern Methodist University. 
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winding near the midline of the cara
pace: side v;alls of the cervical groove 
unequal in slope, anterior side wall 
gent I y sloping~ posterior one very steep, 
even vertical in some places. Gastro
orbital groove ( d) short and broad, with 
gently sloping side walls~ forming an 
elonga e del I extending forward at the 
com·exity of the cervical groove. Post
ccn·ical groove ( c I undulating, running 
obliquely forward and downward, with a 
gently sloping anterior side wall and a 
vertical or steep posterior side wall. 
There is an abrupt turn where the post
cervical groove joins the ascending end 
of the hepatic groove; at that place the 
grooves have almost equally sloping side 
walls: the postcervical groove continues 
straight, forward and downward, beyond 
the turn point but plays out in a very short 
distance. Hepatic groove ( b 1 ) concave 
toward the midline, turning sharply at 
the point where the inferior groove (i) 
joins it; the ascending branch is deep and 
has a steep posterior side wall; the for
ward branch is broad and shallow and 
has a slight curYe around the s'velling 
omega ( w) . Antennar groove ( b) con
cave toward the midline, deep, with 
equally sloping side walls. Inferior 
groove ( i) concave toward the anterior. 
deep, with gently sloping anterior and 
nearly vertical posterior side wall. 

Swelling omega l (I)) not separated from 
the remainder of the hepatic lobe. Cara
pace covered with regularly spaced bun
dles of hair-pits. Each bundle is on a 
low. slightly raised pedestal and is en
closed bv a low wall; in some instances 
the post~rior part of the enclosing wall 
is slightly higher than the anterior and 
the hair-pits of the bundle point forward 
and outward. Those of the pedestals 
which lie near the midline of the cara
pace are higher and some develop even 
into prominent spines. each of which has 
a bundle of hair-pits on its front slope. 
The spines are pointing forward and are 
arranged into crude rows. of which there 
are a pair along the midline of the cara
pace and several diagonal ones farther 
away from the midline. Posterior margin 
of carapace with a smooth~ deep marginal 
groove (m) and a smooth~ angulated edge, 
sigmoid in outline to both sides of the 
midline. 

Hitherto the abdomen of this species 
was unknown. However, the find by Mr. 
\\1 atkins of a cheliped associated with 
an incomplet~ abdomen (see Pl. 38) has 
made known the last 3 abdominal somites 
and also has made it possible to iden
tify another abdomen. The latter is a 
specimen in the collection of Southern 
Methodist UniYersity (text fig. 9). It 
consists of somites 1 to 5. Preservation 
is again in the form of a steinkern. There
fore, surf ace sculpture is not preserved, 
and the so mites a pp ear smooth or only 
faintly bumpy. The terga are about 44 
mm. wide and 19 mm. long. There is a 
broad and low, longitudinal ridge pass
ing from tergum to tergum along each 
line of segmental hinge points. A shal
low and broad, longitudinal groove lies 
to the inside of each ridge. Each pleurum 
is concavely twisted upward. The pleura 
of the second somite overlap their 
neighbors. 

The tail fan (see Pl. 38, fig. 2) is 
almost twice as wide as it is long, the 
respective measurements being 80 mm. 
and 46 mm. The margins are well 
rounded; the rear margin is nearly semi
circular. The telson is elongate oval; it 
is 46 mm. long and 37 m~1. wide. Its 
anterior two-thirds has several low tuber
cles carrying hair-pits at the top. 

Diniensions.-Carapace, length without 
rostrum, 17 cm., greatest height of cara
pace, 9 cm. 

Remarks.-This species of Eno ploclytia 
is one of the largest, if not the largest, 
of the genus. There are considerable clif
f erences between this species and the other 
~orth American species of Enoploclytia. 

In Eno ploclytia walkeri (Whitfield) 
there are only two transverse grooves on 
the carapace (cervical groove ( e-e1 ) and 
postcervical groove ( c) ) , the eminence 
( w) is not separated from the remainder 
of the hepatic lobe, and the gastro-orbital 
groove ( d) though short is well marked. 

In En. trigly pta Stenzel there are three 
transverse grooves on the carapace ( cer
Yical groove ( e-e 1 ), postcervical groove 
( c) • and branchio-cardiac groove (a) ) , 
the eminence ( (•)) is separated from the 
hepatic lobe~ and there is only the barest 
indication of a gastro-orbital groove ( d) 
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as a very slight shallowing of the anterior 
side wall of the cervical groove. 

In En. kimzeyi (Rathbun) there are 
three transverse grooves on the carapace 
as in En. trigly pta Stenzel, but the post
cervical groove ( c) extends all the way 
down to the hepatic groove ( b1 ) • 

It may be noted, incidentally, that 
Whitfield named the species for Mrs. N. 
S. Walker. Correct naming should have 
required walkerae for the specific name. 

Type data.-The whereabouts of Whit
field's type is unknown. A plaster cast 
of his type, Cat. No. 8360, is at the U.S. 
National Museum, Washington, D.C. 

The carapace, dactylus (text fig. 8), 
right cheliped, and telson are at the 
Bureau of Economic Geology, The Uni
versity of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

The abdomen (text fig. 9) is in the col
lection of Southern Methodist University 
at Dallas, Texas. 

Type locality.-"Near San Antonio," 
according to Whitfield. No additional 
material from the vicinity of that town 
has come to the writer's attention. The 
exact location of the type locality remains 
unknown. 

Most of the additional material came 
from the Forth Worth region. The car
apace described above (Pl. 39) came from 
a small waterfall at crossing of Houston 
& Texas Central and International & Great 
Northern Railroad tracks in Sycamore 
Creek valley, 2Y2 miles south-southeast 
of Fort Worth, Tarrant County, Texas. 
Bureau of Economic Geology Coll. No. 
201, W. S. Adkins collector, 1919. 

The dacty I us described above (text fig. 
8) was collected by Mrs. J. H. Renfro 
in the northeast corner of Alta Vista 
dairy farm land, on the east side of the 
road, about 6 miles north of Fort Worth, 
Tarrant County, Texas. 

The right cheliped and the telson de
scribed and figured here (Pl. 38) were 
collected by Mr. W. T. Watkins on 
Toland's farm, 4 miles west of Argyle, 
Denton County, Texas. 

The large abdomen (text fig. 9) in the 
collection of Southern Methodist Univer
sity at Dallas, Texas, bears the label: 
"No. L23, Fort Worth limestone, towards 
Trinity from Tandy's Lake, Tarrant 
County, Texas." The specimen was loaned 

to the writer by Dean Ellis W. Shuler. 
The writer wishes to express his thanks 
for the loan. 

Geologic horizon.-The geologic hori
zon of Whitfield's type is unknown. 
Cretaceous rocks exposed near San An
tonio range from the Travis Peak forma
tion, Comanche series, Lower Cretaceous 
(Aptian), to the Navarro formation, Gulf 
series, Upper Cretaceous ( Maestrichtian) . 
However, all additional material of this 
species has come only from the George
town limestone, Comanche series, Lower 
Cretaceous (upper Albian), or its strati
graphic equivalents. Therefore, it is prob
able that Whitfield's type came from the 
Georgetown limestone. 

The material from the vicinity of Fort 
Worth except the large abdomen (text 
fig. 9) came from the limestone ledges 
in the basal part of the Weno formation, 
Washita group, Lower Cretaceous (upper 
Albian). 

The large abdomen from the Southern 
Methodist University collection came from 
the Fort Worth limestone. 

A specimen consisting of the merus, 
carpus, and manus of the left cheliped 
and figured on Plate 5, figure 4, by 
Rathbun came from the Fort Worth lime
stone equivalent of the Georgetown lime
stone (upper Albian) from the cliffs 
along the Georgetown-Belton road, 1 mile 
north of Georgetown, Williamson County, 
Texas. 

The manus figured by Rathbun on Plate 
5, figures 1-3, came from the Buda lime
stone, but the specimen does not belong 
to this species. 

ENOPLOCL YTIA WINTON I Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 43, figs. 1, 2 

Description.-Left and right manus 
equal in size and shape. Manus elongate 
and devoid of any ridges or keels; the 
proportion of length to width to thick
ness is about 7 :4 :3. Inner margin broadly 
rounded in cross section throughout its 
entire length, outer margin broadly 
rounded at the proximal end, but nar
rowing down toward the fixed finger. 
Upper surface gently convex in longitu
dinal direction, strongly and evenly con
vex in transverse direction so that the 
greatest inflation is along the middle. 
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Lower surface strongly convex in longi
tudinal direction at the proximal end 
but only gently convex toward the distal 
end, strongly and unevenly convex in 
lransverse direction so that the greatest 
inflation occurs at the outer third of 
the surf ace and near the proximal end. 
Inner surface as a whole slightly more 
l umid than the outer. Both surfaces are 
l'overed with many spines and spinules, 
which are larger toward the inner than 
toward the outer margin. However, the 
spinules of the upper surface are larger 
than those of the lower surf ace, whereas 
the spines are of equal size on both 
surfaces. Only the bases of the spines 
are preserved. The joint which carries the 
movable finger is encircled by a raised 
rim and an adjoining deep and smooth 
groove. The rim carries some spines. 

The fingers are straighL long, and 
slender; circular in cross section. The 
fixed finger has spines like the palm 
but they are restricted to the proximal 
end. The movable finger has a large 
spine near the proximal end. The occlu
dent sides of the finger carry many, equal. 
vertical, spine-like teeth of 3 to 4 mm. 
length. 

Dimensions.-Right manus, length~ 39.2 
mm.~ width, 22.3 mm., thickness~ 16.3 
mm.; preserved length of fixed finger. 
'17.2 mm. 

Remarks.-The two manus are em
bedded in matrix in parallel position at 
one-half centimeter distance. Therefore. 
it is certain that they belong to the same 
individual. The material was found by 
Mr. Norman E. Nelson of Fort Worth .. 

This species is similar to Eno ploclytia 
tumimanus Rathbun from the Paleocene 
of Alabama. However, En. tuminianus 
Rathbun has a more inflated manus with 
fewer spines. As far as they are known, 
the other Cretaceous Enoploclytias of 
North America have a manus of entirely 
different shape. except for the inco~
pletely known Enoploclvtia sp. Stenzel 
from the much younger Roxton beds. 

Type data. - -l\Ionotype consisting of the 
two manus. Coll. No. N302, Geology De
partment, Texas Christian University. Fort 
\Vorth~ Texas. 
T~vpe localitY.---Near CrowleY. Tarrant 

County. Tf'xas. 

Geologic horizon. - Weno limestone, 
\Va~hita group, Comanche series, Lower 
Cretaceous (upper Albian). 

"ENOPLOCL YTIA" SCULPTA Rathbun 

Enoploclytia sculpta Rathbun, M.J., in Wade, 
Bruce, The fauna of the Ripley formation 
on Coon Creek, Tennessee: U.S.Geol. Survey 
Prof. Paper 137, pp. 187-188; pl. 66, figs. 
1-5, 1926. 

Rathbun, M. 1 ., Fossil Crustacea of the Atlantic 
and Gulf Coastal Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer., 
Spec. Paper 2, p. 18, 1935. 

Remarks.-This species has punctate 
abdominal terga free of m;.ijor spines. 
The remainder of the animal is not wel I 
known. The lack of strong spines on the 
abdomen makes it highly improbable that 
this js a species of the genus Eno ploclytia, 
because this genus is characterized by 
strong spines on the abdomen and cara
pace. The species should be listed as 
/11 acruran genus, i ndet. at present. 

Type data.-Monotype, No. 73119, U. S. 
.\ational Museum, Washington, D.C. 

Type locality.-Dave \Veeks' place on 
Coon Creek, in northeast part of McNairy 
County~ Tennessee, 31;2 miles south of 
Enville and TY2 miles north of Adams
vi Ile; Bruce Wade collector. 

Ceologic horizon.-Coon Creek tongue 
of Ripley formation, Gulf series, Upper 
Cretaceous ( Maestrichtian) . 

"ENOPLOCL YTIA" WENOENSIS Rathbun 

Enoploclyt!'.a n~enucnsis Rathbun, M. J., Fossil 
Crustacea of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal 
Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, p. 
20: pl. 6, figs. 7, 8, 1935. 

Remarks. - This species has smooth, 
punctate abdominal terga free of spines. 
The posterior part of the carapace, the 
only part that is known, is covered with 
small, subsquamiform tubercles and lacks 
any keels or spines. This is certainly not 
an Eno ploclytia; presumably it is an 
Astacodes. However, new and additional 
material is needed to identify the genus. 

Type data.-Monotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, The Univer~ity of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-Brickyard pits~ 1 ~li 
miles southeast of Gainesville, Cooke 
County~ Texas. Bureau of Economic Geol
ogy Coll. No. 191. 
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Geologic horizon. - Weno formation, 
Washita group, Comanche series, Lower 
Cretaceous (upper Albian). 

ENOPLOCL YTIA ( ?) sp. Rathbun 

Eno ploclytia ( ? ) Rathbun, M.J ., Fossil Crustacea 
of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain: Geol. 
Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, p. 20; pl. 2, fig. 
6, 1935. 

Remarks.--An unidentifiable fragment. 
Type data.-Monotype, No. 73842, U. S. 

National Museum, Washington, D.C. 
Type locality.-Cut of Southern Rail

road, 3 miles southeast of Corinth, Alcorn 
County, Mississippi; L. W. Stephenson 
collector ( 6469). 

Geologic horizon.-Base of Selma chalk 
just above the Coffee sand, Gulf series, 
Upper Cretaceous (Campanian) .17 

( ?) ENOPLOCL YTIA SELMAENSIS (Rathbun) 

Palaestacus selmaensis Rathbun, M. J., Fossil 
Crustacea of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal 
Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, p. 
24; pl. 2, fig. 14, 1935. 

Remarks.-This species is a part of the 
collections made by L. C. Johnson in 1883 
in Alabama. These collections contained 
also Eno ploclytia tumimanus Rathbun 
and other Paleocene Midway crustaceans. 
They were wrongly regarded by Rath
bun to be Upper Cretaceous Selma chalk 
fossils. 

It is to be regretted that this material 
was named selmaensis, because it does not 
originate from the Selma chalk. 

The holotype, a left wrist fragment, is 
the only figured specimen. The descrip
tions and figure are insufficient to char
acterize the species. The writer is not 
convinced that it is a valid species or that 
it belongs to this genus. 

Type dala.-Holotype, No. 73848, and 
para types, Nos. 73849 and 73840, U. S. 
National Museum, Washington, D.C. 

Type locality.-Holotype: Prairie Creek 
and Allenton, Wilcox County, Alabama, 
collection No. 281. 

Paratypes: Prairie Creek and Pine 
Barren section, Wilcox County, Alabama, 
collection No. 284, and Prairie Creek, 

17Stephenson, L. W., and Monroe, W. H., The Upper 

Cretaceous deposits: Mississippi State Geol. Survey, Bull. 

40, p. 110, 1940. 

Wilcox County, Alabama, collection No. 
264. 

Geologic horizon.-Sucarnoochee shale, 
Midway group, Paleocene. 

ENOPLOCL YTIA TUMIMANUS Rathbun 

Enoploclytia tumimanus Rathbun, M. J., Fossil 
Crustacea of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal 
Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, pp. 
4, 8, 18-20, pl. 1, figs. 1-12; pl. 2, figs. 1-5, 
1935. 

Remarks. - Rathbun described this 
species as coming from the Selma chalk, 
Gulf series, Upper Cretaceous. How
ever, the type localities in Alabama cited 
by Rathbun are not in the Selma chalk 
but in the Paleocene Midway group. The 
species is common in the Midway group 
of the vicinity of the type locality, where 
the writer has collected many specimens. 

Type data.-Holotype, No. 73799, and 
paratypes, U. S. National Museum, Wash
ington, D.C. 

Type locality.-Vicinity of Prairie 
Creek, Allenton, and Pine Barren section 
at stations 264, 281, and 284, Wilcox 
County, Alabama; L. C. Johnson col· 
lector. An original label for 284 gives 
"scattered shells and fragments picked 
up on prairies," sections 32 and 34, 
Township 12, Range 10, April 25, 1883. 
Rathbun's holotype specimen belongs in 
this latter lot. 

Geologic horizon.~Sucarnoochee shale, 
Midway group, Paleocene. 

The following crustaceans occur with 
this Eno ploclytia in the Sucarnoochee 
shale of the type locality: 

Homarus j ohnsoni (Rathbun) 
Linuparus wilcoxensis Rathbun 
Dromilites americana Rathbun 
Symethis johnsoni Rathbun 
Xanthilites alabamensis Rathbun 

Family NEPHROSIDAE Stebbing 

Genus HOMARUS H. Milne-Edwards, 1837 

Histoire naturelle des crustaces, vol. 2, p. 333. 
Genotype.-H omarus vulgaris H. Milne-Edwards, 

living. 

HOMARUS TRAVISENSIS Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 41, figs. 14-16; text fig. 10 

Description.-Monotype is the manus 
of the right cheliped with the fingers 
missing. Manus not quite twice as long 
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as wide and compressed-oval in cross 
section. Lower surface has its greates~ 
convexity along a line lying about 1/ 3 
of the palm width up from the outer 
margin and is slightly more swollen than 
the upper surface; greatest convexity of 
upper surface along a line lying about 
2/ 3 of the palm width above the outer 
margin and thus diagonally opposite to 
the greatest convexity on lower surface. 
Outer margin narrowly rounded in cross 
section and curved in outline; the proxi
mal 1/ 3 descends rapidly downward 
away from the man us-carpus joint; the 
distal 2/ 3 diverges only a little from 
parallelism with the inner margin. Inner 
margin sharp and narrow in cross sec
tion and nearly straight in outline. 

Remarks.-The genus H omarus H. 
Milne-Edwards is rich in species. Over 
50 fossi I species have been named and 
described. The stratigraphic range of the 
f!enus 1s from the Valanginian to the 
present.' ~ Its pa1aeogeographic distribu
tion is nearly world-wide; it has been 
found in the fossil state in Patagonia and 
l\ orth America including Greenland, from 
England to southern Russia , in Australia, 
West Africa, and southern India. 

In the United States east of the Rockies 
it is represented by eleven fossil species1

!
1 

rano-ina o-eo 0 Taphicall)r from New Jersey t"' b b I:) 

to Texas, chiefly in the Atlantic and Gulf 
Coastal Plain. With the exception of one 
species all fossil North American 
Hom aru s are from the Cretaceous. Those 

Fig. 10. H omarus travisensi t nz I, x6 · lower urface of right man us; monotype. 

Upper and lower surfaces finely wrin
kled and granulated. A small and low 
boss bet\veen the bases of the 2 fingers 
at the distal end of the lower surface. 
Outer margin smoother than either sur
face~ inner margin with 7 broken spines. 
which point distally and upward. Of the 
7 spines 5 lie in a row on the crest of 
the margin and two lie in a parallel row 
at the proximal end a little below the 
crest on the lower surface of the manus. 

Dim(•nsions.-Length, 20. 7 mm.: width 
at distal end, 10.8 mm.; thickness. 5. 7 mm. 

from the Lower Cretaceous are H omarus 
dentonensis (Rathbun) and Homarus tar
rantensis (Rathbun). Of these two, H. 
tarra.ntensis (Rathbun) is based on an 
abdomen and cannot be compared with the 
new species. H omarus dentonensis (Rath
bun I has a palm one-half the size of 

1"Clal'"" ll •' r. i\L F., Crustacea d ec apoda: Fossilium Cata· 
l11;!ll :·. I. pt. 1 l. 19;2<). 

\\.llod,... ll1 ·11ry. A monoJ!raph of the fossil macrurous 

Cru s tac Pa of England , pt. 6: Palaeontograph. Soc., vol. 82, 

l\li{athlrnn. \I. J., Fossil Crustacea of the Atlantic and 

Cul I Coa.;t:tl !'lain: Cl'ol. S oc. :\m e r., Sµ cc. Pape r 2, 1935. 
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H. travisensis Stenzel. In cross section 
the palm of H. dentonensis (Rathbun) is 
more tumid; the inner margin is narrow 1 y 
rounded and not sharp as in H. travisensis 
Stenzel. However, the placing of the 
spines on the inner margin is somewhat 
similar in bolh species. 

Type data.-Monotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, The University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-Old road metal pit on 
southwest side of Austin-Bull Creek
Anderson Mill road, on divide between 
Dry Creek and Shoal Creek drainage, 
about 8000 feet northeast of Mount Bon
nell in air line distance, Travis County, 
Texas. 

The specimen was collected and gen
erously donated by Mr. Ralph H. King 
and Mr. George Harris. 

Geologic horizon.-Yellow clay marl of 
Walnut formation, Fredericksburg group, 
Comanche series, Cretaceous (middle 
Albian). The specimen was found within 
a few feet of the base of the Fredericks
burg group. Collected with it was an 
ammonite of the genus Engonoceras. 

HOMARUS BRITTONESTRIS Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 40, figs. 1-7; text fig. 11 

II omarus brittonestris Stenzel in Dallas Petroleum 
Geologists, Geology of Dallas County, Texas, 
p. 37, fig. 9, 1941. 

Descri ption.-Animal small ; fossil re
mains strongly compressed laterally by 
the settling of the enclosing sediment. 

Carapace measured along the midline 
and with the rostrum excluded is slightly 
longer than the first 4 abdominal somites. 
Rostrum long and slender, about one-half 
the length of the remainder of the cara
pace. The rostrum is channeled on top; 
the margins of the rostrum are raised 
into narrow crests (p) , which carry 
slightly curved and forward, upward, 
and outward-pointing spines. These spines 
alternate in position on the two crests; 
there are 3 spines on each side; they 
occupy the frontal half of the crests; the 
posterior half of the crests is free of 
spines. The tip of the rostrum is a sharp 
spine of similar appearance. Where the 
margins of the rostrum turn out and 
merge into the margin of the orbit, they 
leave the crests, which continue as nar
row ridges on the gastric region. These 

Fig. 11. HomanJ,S brittonestris Stenzel, x2; composite of several 
specimens. 
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rostral ridges (p) diverge to the posterior 
at a very acute angle and play out in 
the frontal third of the gastric region. 
As these rostral ridges diverge they make 
room for a median ridge (,u) , which is 
short and ends in the middle of the 
gastric region. Another pair of ridges is 
supra-orbital in position. These ridges 
begin abruptly ·with a spine about 1 or 
2 mm. from the orbital margin, diverge 
to the posterior in the same way as the 
rostra 1 ridges, and extend to the posterior 
only a short distance beyond the end of 
the rostral ridges. These 5 ridges, namely, 
the median one~ the rostral pair, and the 
supra-orbital pair, are evenly spaced. 
There is a sub-orbital spine about 1 or 
2 mm. from the orbital margin, but it is 
~mall and stands by itself. Opposite to 
the antenna there is a ridge, which begins 
abruptly with a forward-pointing spine 
placed next to the carapace margin. This 
antennar ridge is short and flattens out 
before reaching a spine, which is in line 
with it. The post-antennar spine is small 
and stands by itself. 

The postcervical groove ( c) is broad 
and deep, shallows and disappears later
ally. The branchio-cardiac groove (a) 
begins as a slight notch in the posterior 
wall of grooYe ( c), continues as a shal
low groove obliquely to the posterior~ 
and disappears \Vithout reaching the pos
terior carapace margin; the branchio
cardiac groove is emphasized by a low 
ridge adjoining it to the outside. The 
cervic.al groov~ ( e) is deep and narrow. 
The grooves ( b) and (b 1 ) originate 
from ( e) ; the hepatic groove (b1 ) is 
short and narrow; it ends in an abrupt 
short hook. The antennar groove (b) i~ 
deep and narrow at first, but shallow~ 
to the anterior: it turns in a broad curve 
forward and continues straight forward 
to the carapace margin. 

The posterior margin of the carapace 
has a groove and raised rim. This rim 
is narrower at the midline than at the 
lateral extremities. The carapace is cov
ered with tubercles, \vhich are larger over 
the gastric region, and largest on top of 
the 5 ridges in the vicinity of the rostrum. 

The abdomen has an obscure, low and 
broad ridge separating the pleura from 
the terga. The pleurum of the second 

abdominal somite is broad, its anterior 
margin is narrow 1 y rounded; its pos
terior margin is broadly rounded; its ex
tremity is gently curved. This pleurum 
overlaps the first pleurum completely and 
the third one partially. The pleura of the 
third, fourth, and fifth abdominal so mites 
have arcuate margins meeting in a back
ward-pointing sharp angle. The pleurum 
of the sixth abdominal somite is pointed; 
its anterior margin is arcuate; its pos
terior margin is emarginate for inser
tion of the uropods. Tail fan without 
ridges. Telson with a longitudinal groove 
on either side parallel to the outer 
margms. 

Parts of the cheliped are preserved in 
some specimens, but nearly all are too 
fragmentary for description. Only one 
right cheliped manus is well enough pre
served to furnish a basis for description 
(see Pl. 40, figs. 5-7). Manus twice as 
long as wide and oval in cross section. 
Lower surface has its greatest convexity 
along the middle and is more convex than 
the upper; greatest convexity of the 
upper surface slightly below the middle. 
The manus is therefore distorted-oval in 
in cross section. The two margins diverge 
distally at an angle of 13 c . Outer margin 
straight to faintly curved in outline and 
sharp-edged; the edge carries many small 
tubercles in a row on the crest and is 
turned up toward the upper surface, from 
which it is separated by a thin groove 
\vith very many fine hair-pits. Inner mar
gin is straight and has two rows of fine 
spines delimiting a narrow, Aat area. The 
upper one of these two rows has 5 spines 
and 7 spinules; the other row has 4 spines 
and 5 spinules. All spines and spinules 
point upward and forward. Both surfaces 
of the manus have many uniform I y scat
tered tubercles, which are larger toward 
l he inner margin on both surf aces and 
larger on the upper surface than on the 
Jnner one. 

Dimensions.-Syntype 1, length of car
apace exclusive of rostrum, 21.8 mm.; 
~ynt ype 2, length of abdomen from sec
ond to sixth somite inclusive measured 
along the midline, 45 mm.; syntype 3, 
length of carapace exclusive of rostrum, 22 
mm., length of entire abdomen measured 
along midline, 44 mm. 
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Remarks.-Eleven species of H omarus 
have been described from the Cretaceous 
of the United States east of the Rockies. 
However, among these 11 species the car
apace or abdomen is known from only 
4 species. 

H omarus tarrantensis (Rathbun) 20 has 
much stronger longitudinal ridges on the 
abdomen separating the pleura from the 
terga, and its tail fan has longitudinal, 
radiating ridges. H omarus brittonestris 
Stenzel has very weak longitudinal ridges 
on the abdomen and no ridges on the 
tail fan. 

H omarus dentonensis (Rathbun) 21 has 
a pleurum of the second abdominal somite 
with a clearly visible rectangular corner 
at the point where the outer and the pos
terior margins of the pleurum meet. The 
same point is present in H. brittonestris 
Stenzel, but it is very obscure, because it 
is rounded and the angle at which the 
two margins meet at this point is obtuse. 
The carapace of H. dentonensi-s (Rath
bun) is too imperfect to permit compari
sons. 

Homarus tennesseensis (Rathbun) 22 has 
3 distinct spines in a row occupying the 
position of the antennar ridge and hepatic 
spine of H. brittonestris Stenzel. There 
are also two spines apparently occupy
ing the same position as the lone sub
orbital spine of H. brittonestris Stenzel. 
The pleura of the second and third ab
dominal somites of H. tennesseensis 
(Rathbun) are sculptured with a conspic
uous submarginal groove; such grooves 
are missing or only very weakly devel
oped on the pleura of H. brittonestris 
Stenzel. 

H omarus mcnairyensis (Rathbun) 28 has 
a median ridge and two marginal ridges 
extending the entire length of the ros
trum; in H. brittonestris Stenzel, the 

20Rathbun, M. J ., Fossil Crustacea of the Atlantic and 
Gulf Coastal Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, p. 
27 ; pl. 6, fig. 20, 1935. 

Described as Hoplopt1ria. 
21Rathbun, M. J ., op. cit., p. 26; pl. 2, figs. 7-13, 1935. 

Described •• Hoploparla. 
22Wade, Bruce, The fauna of the Ripley formation on 

Coon Creek, Tennessee: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 
137, pp. 186-187; pl. 64; pl. 65, figs. 1, 3, 6, 1926. Described 
as Hoploparia. 

llWade, Bruce, op. cit., p. 187; pl. 65, figs. 2, 4, 5, 7, 
8, 19'26. 

Described as Hoploparia. 

median ridge does not enter the rostrum, 
but stops posterior to the base of the 
rostrum. However, the 5 ridges in the 
vicinity of the rostrum are very similar 
in both species. 

The species name is derived from the 
Britton member of the Eagle Ford for
mation. The Latin ending estris means 
"pertaining to." 

Type data.-Nine syntypes, Bureau of 
Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-Same as Linuparus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

Geologic horizon.-Same as Linuparus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

HOMARUS DA VISI Stenzel, n.sp. 

PI. 40, fig. 8 

Description.-Monotype consists of a 
carapace with 4 abdominal segments 
largely pressure-deformed. 

Carapace measured along the midline 
and with the rostrum excluded is about 
1 Y2 times as long as the first 4 abdom
inal somites. Rostrum preserved only at 
its posterior. There it is channeled on 
top; the margins are raised into round
topped ridges, which carry forward and 
upward-pointing spines. There are 2 of 
these spines on the preserved part of 
each rostral ridge. The rostral ridges (p) 
diverge to the posterior at a very acute 
angle and play out gradually in the 
frontal quarter of the gastric region. The 
orbits are encircled by a fine, thin, raised 
rim. This rim is smooth except where it 
runs forward on the side of the rostrum; 
it bears two spinules on the preserved 
part of the rostrum. The median ridge 
( µ,) begins where the rostral ridges dis
appear; it is higher at its anterior and 
gradually fades out to the posterior; it 
ends at the posterior quarter of the gas
tric region. The median ridge is low and 
inconspicuous throughout; it carries 3 
pairs of small spines; the spines of each 
pair are about 1 millimeter apart; the 
spacing of the pairs on the ridge is un
even; the first 2 pairs are close together 
near the front of the ridge. The supra
orbital ridges (a) begin in the corner 
formed by the rostral ridge (p) and thin, 
raised rim of the orbit and rise rapidly 
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to their first and most conspicuous spine, 
which is about 31/2 millimeters from the 
orbital rim. These supra-orbital ridges 
diverae to the posterior only in that por
tion ~hich is anterior to their first spine; 
to the posterior of that spine they are 
nearly para I lei; they extend to. the pos
terior only as far as the median ndge 
(µ) does; there are 3 spines on e~ch 
supra-orbital ridge; the two postenor 
spines are small. These 5 ridges, n.amely, 
the median one (µ), the rostral pau (p), 
and the supra-orbital pair la), are un
evenly spaced; the distance between the 
rostral and supra-orbital ridges is smaller 
than the distance from the median to the 
rostral ridge. No suborbital spine or 
ridge is present. The antennar ndge be
gins opposite the antenna and exte.nds 
continuously to the fork of the cervical 
(e), antennar (b), and hepatic (b1) 
arooves · it carries at least 4 spines evenly 
~paced. ' In addition to these ridges and 
spines there are scattered, small, forward
pointing spines in the spac~ between the 
end of the supra-orbital ndge and the 
cervical and postcervical grooves. The 
posterior border of the cervical groove 
( e) is surmounted by 4 equal, forward-
pointing spines on each side of the ca:
apace. The superior border ?f the he~at1c 
aroove ( b ) is studded with 5 spmes, 
0 . 1 • 

which decrease in size to the posterior. 
The inferior border of the antennar 
aroove ( b) is studded with a row of 
~bout 7 forward-pointing spines, of which 
those in the middle of the row are the 
largest. There are scattered spinules to 
the inferior of this row on the cara· 
pace. The remainder of the carapace~ 
that is, the portion posterior of the. trans
verse grooves~ is devoid of spmules, 
spines, or ridges~ but is covered ~ike all 
the carapace with very many, umformly 
distributed, forward-pointing hair-pits. 
The posterior border of the c~rapace ~as 
a groove and a thin, smooth, raised margm. 

The grooves of the carapace are poorly 
recoanizable on account of the pressure-o 
def orrnation. The post-cervical groove 
{ c) is deep and short. The branchio
cardiac aroove is absent or not recognized. 

t" 

The cervical groove ( e) is shallow. The 
grooves (b) and (b1) diverge with a"!1 
obtuse angle. The antennar groove (b) is 

longer than the hepatic groove (bi), 
which is straight and shallows out 
rapidly. 

The abdomen is incomplete; only the 
first 3 and part of the fourth somite are 
present. The first somite is very short; 
at each abdomen-carapace hinge point it 
overlaps the carapace with a rounded 
lobe. Only the terga are visible except 
for parts of the left pleurum of the sec
ond somite. This pleurum appears to have 
the usual broad, rounded outline overlap
ping its neighbors. The terga are smooth 
and punctate with many tiny pits. 

Diniensions.-Monotype, length of car
apace exclusive of rostrum, 44 mm. 

Remarks.-This species is found at the 
same locality as H oniarus brittonestris 
Stenzel. Therefore, the differences be
t ween the two species need to be empha
sized. H omarus davisi Stenzel is about 
twice as large as H. brittonestris Stenzel; 
also the former lacks the suborbital spine, 
which is present in the latter. The an
terior portion of the carapace of H. davisi 
Stenzel has many more spines than H. 
brittonestris Stenzel, so that it can be sep
arated from the smaller species readily 
by the greater roughness of that part of 
the carapace. In detail there are numer
ous differences between the two species 
in the extent and the spines of the vari
ous ridges of the carapace. These differ
ences cannot be explained by assuming 
merely an age difference. 

The species is named in honor of Mr. 
Eugene Elmer Davis of Dallas, the col
lector of the monotype. 

Ty pc data.-Monotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, The University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Type locality .-Same as Li nu parus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

Geologic horizon.-Same as Linuparus 
grimmcri Stenzel. 

Genus NEPHROPS W. E. Leach, 1816 

Encyclopaedia Britannica [Suppl. to ed. 4-6], i, 
2, p. 420. 

Genotype.~Nephrops norvegicus (Linne), living, 
south coast of Iceland, west coasts of Europe 
and western Mediterranean. 

The species described below does not 
belong to the genus Nephrops; compare 
under "Remarks" below. 
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"NEPHROPS0 AMERICANUS Rathbun 

Pl. 41, figs. 1-6 

Nephrops americanus Rathbun, M. J., Fossil 
Crustacea of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal 
Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, pp. 
28-29; pl. 5, figs. 6-9, 1935. 

. Description.-Propodus squarish in out
lme and compressed. Upper margin 
nearly straight, apparently narrowly 
rounded in cross section, although all 
speci~ens at hand are crushed along that 
ma~gm: Lowe; margin very slightly sig
moid m outlme and slightly divergent 
~rom the up~er margin, narrowly rounded 
m cross sect10n; sharply set off from the 
outer surface of the propodus by a nar
row groove, which is overhung by a row 
of elongate, squamiform hair-pit tubercles. 
Outer and inner surface of propodus 
gently convex in longitudinal, more so in 
transverse direction. Both surf aces have 
ma.ny. transversely elongate, distally 
pomtmg tubercles, which have oval to 
se~ilunar to 8:shaped pits at their tips. 
It . is .not certam whether these pits are 
hair-pits or merely the worn tips of the 
tubercles. The same applies to the row 
of squamiform tube:·cles along the lower 
margin. There are many more tubercles 
on the outer than on the inner surf ace of 
the propodus, hut the tubercles of the 
inner surface are larger. The inner sur
face has at its lower margin two rows 
of tubercles above and parallel to the 
row along the lower margin. Of these two 
rows the one nearer the margin has more 
but weaker tubercles than the other. Near 
the base of the fixed finger and at the 
interdigital sinus the inner surface of the 
propodus and the proximal end of the 
fixed finger are devoid of tubercles but 
have in.stead many round to elongate'-oval 
depre.ss10ns. Some of the depressions 
are tmy: others are larger but neverthe
less small in size. The· bottom of each 
depression is. pe~forated like a sieve by 
n_iany fine hair-pits. Such hair-pit depres
s10ns are absent from the outer surface. 
A small, sharply raised, round lobe cov
ers t?e hin?e point of the movable finger 
on e.it~er side. Below this hinge point at 
the ~ omt t~e distal edge of the propodus 
carries a slightly protruding, swollen area 
covered with about 10 to 12 small, round 

tubercles with pits at their tips. This 
feature is on both sides of the manus. 

The fixed finger is short, stout curved 
inward and upward. The three 'rows of 
tubercles on or near the lower margin 
of the propodus continue on the fixed 
finger for 2/3 of its length. A deep 
groove develops between the two lower 
and the upper of these three rows, so 
that the two lower rows are on a rounded 
longitudinal ridge at the lower margi~ 
and the third row is on a rounded ridge 
on ~he. inner . surface of the fixed finger. 
A similar, thud, rounded ridge is on the 
outer surface of the fixed finger just be
low the occludent teeth. However this 
ridge carries only 2 or 3 pit-tub;rcles. 
The outer surface is concave between this 
ridge and the lower margin. A few pit
tubercles are on this concave part. From 
the interdigital sinus an angulation ex
tends up along the fixed finger. This an
gulation is rectangular near the sinus but 
broadens distally. There are 3 to 4 pit
tubercles on the angulation near the root 
of the finger. The area between this 
angulation and the occludent teeth is con
cave and has many hair-pit depressions 
on its proximal half. The occludent teeth 
are al0ng the narrow upper margin and 
are about 17 in number and small ' rounded, and equal in size, except the 
most proximal one, which is slightly 
larger. 

The movable finger is curved down
ward and inward and overlaps the fixed 
finger so that its tip is outside of the 
fixed finger tip. There are three parallel, 
rounded, longitudinal ridges separated by 
narrower, deep grooves; hut toward the 
tip the two grooves disappear and the 
ridges join. One ridge is median, at the 
upper margin of the fixed finger. The 
other two ridges are to either side, each 
originating at the hinge point on either 
side of the propodus-finger joint. The 
areas between these ridges and the occlud
ent margin of the finger are concave and 
carry hair-pit depressions like those of 
the pro pod us; the concave area on the 
inner surface is long and extends nearly 
up to the tip of the finger; the concave 
area on the outer surface is only half as 
long. Occludent teeth of movable finger 
like those of the fixed one. 
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Dimensions.-Left man us (Pl. 41, fig. 
5 l. length. 15.6 mm., height at distal 
end. 13.1 mm.~ thickness (crushed. there
fore too small), 6 mm.; left manus (figs. 
3. 4 l. height at distal end. 10.-1 mm .. 
thickness. 6.5 mm. 

Remarks.-This species was described 
by Rathbun from 3 separate fingers. 
Because the fingers were not connected to 
a manus. Rathbun misunderstood the ma
terial and described the fixed as the moY
able finger and Yice Yersa. The material 

L 

at hand is more complete and allows 
the correction of the fingers. In addition 
the nature of the propodus is such that 
it is clear that the species does not be
long in the genus l\'ephrops. The lobster 
:Vephrops has a greatly elongate propo
<lus of nearly four-sided cross section. 
clue to the fact that there are strong 
median keels on the surf aces of the pr~
podus in addition to the two strong keels 

'-
l th • '' 'r h " . a ong e margms. .' ep raps am.Pn-

canus Rathbun has no such propodus. 
The generic position of "Nephrops" 
americanus Rathbun remains dubious un
til aclditional material is discovered. 

T....-pe data.-Two figured syntypes of 
Rathbun are at the Bureau of Economic 
Geology. The UniYersitY of Texas. Austin. 
Texas. The third. unfigured sYntvpe of 
Rathbun is at the U. S. National Museum. 
\\,.ashin~ton. D.C. . 

Typr locality.-One-half mile south of 
Baptist Serninan-. 4 miles southwest of 
Fo~·t ·worth. Ta~rant CountY. Texas: W. 
S. Adkins and '\V. M. Winto~ collectors. 

The species occurs at manv other loca li
tie~ in th~ YicinitY of Fort "'ortli. and tl1e 
collections of Te~rns Christian University, 
hrought together by W. M. Winton and 
Gayle Scott. contain numerous specimens 
from that area. The following are the 
localities of the specimens figu~ed in the 
present paper: 

High bluff opposite Cobb brick plant. 
100 Yards north of the Houston & Texas 
Central Railroad bridge on SYcamore 
Creek behn."en ~fansfield road and C'ross· 
road going east from Katy Lake; south-, 
~outheast of the center of Fort Worth. 
Tarrant Countv. Texas (collection num
her~ "'.\'1.S-l-1. GB.SO. Texas Christian Univer
sity). Dr. Gayle Scott. collector; see 
Plate 41. figure 6. 

\Vatauga; gullies in pasture about 0.1 
mile east and within sight of U. S. high· 
way i\o. 377, Fort Worth-Denton road, 
opposite a Texas & Pacific Railroad tres
tle and 0.2 mile north of Watauga school· 
house, northern Tarrant County, Texa~ 
(Bureau of Economic Geology locality 
l\'o. 219-T-3). Mr. J. H. Renfro, col
lector; see Plate 41, figures 3-5. 

\Vatauga; slopes at the head of a short~ 
right tributary to a wide. flat-bottomed 

L • , 

branch which is a left tributary of Big 
Fossil Creek; 0.51 mile east of U. S. 
highway No. 377 or 0.40 mile east and 
0.08 mile north of Watauga schoolhouse, 
northern Tarrant County, Texas (Bureau 
of Economic Geology locality No. 219-
T--~i). Mrs. ]. H. Renfro, collector: see 
Plate 41, figures 1, 2. 

Geologic horizon.---Rathbun ·s type ma
terial came from the Pawpaw shale, 
\Vashita group, Comanche series. Creta
ceous (upper Albian ·1. Additional mate
rial came chiefly from the Pawpaw shale, 
but one specimen came from the Denton 
formation. "Washita group, Comanche 
series, Cretaceous (upper Albian). The 
fossil ~eerns most abundant in the Paw
paw shale. 

Trihe ANOl\1URA 1\lilne-Edwards 

Supcrfarnily GALATHEIDEA Henderson 

Family GALATHEIDAE Dana 

Genus G.ALATHEA Fabricius, 1793 

Entomologia systematica emendata et aucta, vol. 
2. p. 471. 

Genotype.-Calathea strigvsa (Linne), living. 

GALATHEA CRETACEA Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 43, fig. 3 

Description .-Carapace small, elongate 
rectangula:r in outline; the length to 
width proportion is 6 to 5. Carapace de
pressed~ nearly straight along midline, but 
conYex from side to side. Rostrum 1/ 3 to 
1 ~ the length of the carapace, elongate 
triangular in outline with the sides con
caYe in outline and the broad base as 
"-ide as the length of the rostrum. dorso
Yentrall y strongly compressed, and thin: 
dorsally with a broad, V-shaped median 
groove. ventrally with a corresponding 
V-shaped keel: dorsal surface of rostrum 
with many short, arcuate rugae to each 
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side of the median groove. Some of these 
rugae produce small denticles at the mar
gins of the rostrum. Greatest width of the 
carapace at the posterior quarter; lateral 
margins slightly convergent to the an
terior of the greatest width, to the pos
terior rapidly curving inward. Posterior 
margin concave as seen from above. Cer
vical, antennar, and hepatic grooves 
smooth and deep. Cervical groove curved, 
antennar groove sinuous, hepatic groove 
near 1 y straight. Hepatic groove meets the 
lateral margin at a right angle. The 
median groove of the rostrum extends 
backward in a pair of short and shallow 
gastro-orbital grooves, which enclose an 
acute angle. Entire carapace covered with 
transverse rugae, some of which are short 
while others are long enough to extend 
across the entire width of the carapace or 
at least from groove to groove. There are 
7 precervical entire rugae; of these 2 
abut against the cervical groove and 5 
against the antennar grooves; two entire 
precervical rugae are cut by the gastro
orbi tal grooves; there are 5 rugae be
tween the hepatic and the antennar 
grooves; of the postcervical rugae only 
the last 3 reach across the entire width 
of the carapace; those anterior to the 
last three rugae are arranged in three 
tiers~ one of which is median or cardiac~ 
the other two are lateral or branchial 
in pos1t1on. There are 4 rugae in the 
cardiac tier and 5 in the hranchial tiers; 
the ends of the cardiac rugae are not in 
line with the branchial rugae. All rugae 
have a row of innumerable and very 
fine pits along their crest. The rugae 
which lie anterior to the greatest width 
of the carapace and which reach the 
lateral carapace margins produce spinules 
at the margins. Six spinules are posterior 
to the hepatic groove, 5 spinules are be
t.ween the hepatic and antennar groove, 
about 3 spinules are anterior to the 
antennar groove. 

The first 3 abdominal segments are 
visible; they are simple, transversely 
grooved. The abdomen is curved under 
the carapace. 

T!:e small, pyritized nodule containing 
the monotype specimen shows also traces. 
of the legs. 

Dimensions.-Length of specimen, 9.9 
mm.; length of rostrum, 2.5 mm.; length 
of carapace without rostrum, 6.0 mm.; 
width of carapace, 5.1 mm. 

Remarks.-This is the first fossil 
species of the genus described from North 
America. It is also the oldest ~J.1own Gala
thea. The next one in age is Galathea 
ubaghsi Pelseneer:!4 from the upper Seno
nian of Limburg. The specimen is a pyrite 
micromorph. The specimen vrns collected 
by Mrs. J. H. Renfro of Fort Worth, Texas. 

Type data.-Monotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, The University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Type localit)'·- -Watauga; gullies m 
pasture about 0.1 mile east and within 
sight of U. S. highway No. 377 (Fort 
Worth-Denton road), opposite a Texas 
& Pacific Railroad trestle, and 0.2 mile 
north of Watauga schoolhouse, northern 
Tarrant County, Texas (Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology locality No. 219-T-3). 

Geologic horizon. - Pawpaw shale, 
Washita group, Comanche series, Creta
ceous (upper Albian). 

GALATHEA ( ?) LIMONITICA Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 43, fig. 4 

Description.-Carapace small, incom
pletely preserved, its length presumably 
4/3 of its width. Carapace depressed, 
near.ly straight along midline, but con
vex from side to side. Rostrum not pre
served. Cervical~ antennar, and hepatic 
grooves smooth and deep. Cervical 
groove curved; antennar groove straight; 
hepatic groove slightly curved with the 
concave side to the anterior. The an
tennar groove gives off two short grooves 
at one point; one of these extends to the 
frontal margin, the other to the lateral 
margin of the carapace. The mesogastric 
area is delimited by a pair of smooth 
gastro-orbital grooves. In front just be
hind the base of the rostrum this groove 
pair is united, making a single groove 
of less than 1 millimeter length; to the 
posterior they separate at an acute angle 
and then turn to run parallel for about 1 
millimeter, thus enclosing the extremely 

24Pelsenseer, P., Notice sur les cru1tace1 decapodet du 
\fa,•stric''tien du Limburg: Mus. royal Histoire nat. Belgique 

Bull., vol. 4, p. 166, fig. 5, 1886. 
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narrow anterior extension of the meso
gastric area; then they spread broadly 
asunder and extend to the point where 
the cervical, antennar, and hepatic grooves 
meet. This groove pair which delimits the 
mesogastric region to the anterior and at 
the sides is less deep than the olher 
grooves of the carapace. A faint median 
keel extends from the tip of the meso
gastric area back to the middle of that 
area. Entire carapace covered with 
transverse rugae, some of which are 
short while others are long enough to 
extend from one groove to its counter
part. There are 5 very short transverse 
rugae in the very narrow anterior exten
sion of the mesogastric area; six long 
and one short rugae cross the remainder 
of the mesogastric area; of these the two 
posterior ones abut with their ends against 
the cervical groove; protogastric area with 
5 transverse rugae, which are anterior, 
and 6 oblique rugae, which are posterior; 
hepatic area with short, irregular rugae. 
The postcervical rugae are arranged in 3 
tiers, one of which is median or cardiac 
and the other two are lateral or hran
chial in position. Cardiac tier with 5 
long anterior rugae and 2 short posterior 
ones; lateral tiers incompletely preserved. 
Th~ cardiac tier is delimited to the pos
terior by a curved, V-shaped groove pair. 
which is only partly preserved. Posterior 
to this groove pair there were some more 
rugae, hut these are preserved only in a 
small piece. · 

Dimensions.-Length of carapace with
out rostrum, 6.8 mm.; width of carapace~ 
about 6 mm. 

Remarks.-F or exact generic determi
nation it is necessary that the rostrum 
of this species he found, because the two 
genera Galathea Fabricius and llf unida 
Leach25 are distinguished by the shape of 
the rostrum. The rostrum of Galathea is. 
depressed, whereas the rostrum of Munida 
is compressed in shape. 

Galathea(?) limonitica Stenzel differs 
in many surf ace markings from Galathea 
cretacea Stenzel. The former has many 
more grooves on the carapace than the 

25Leach, \V. E., ~falacostraca Podophthalma Britanniae, 

Pxplanat1on of pl. 29. 1815. GPnotypP, Munida bamffia 

(Pennant). 

latter. Galathea (?) linwnitica Stenzel ia 
a limonitized pyrite micromorph. 

Type da!a.-lVIonotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geo~ogy, The University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-South of Fort 'Vorth, 
Tarrant Co"nty, Texas. Collected by Mr. 
Norman E. Nelson, Coll. No. N301, Texas 
Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas. 

T Geologic horizon. -- Pawpaw shale, 
Washita group, Comanche senes, Creta
ceous (upper Albian). 

Superfamily THALAESSINIDEA Dana 

Family CALLIANASSIDAE Bate 

Genus UPOGEBIA W. E. Leach, 1814 

Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, vol. 7, p. 400. 
Genotype.-U pogebia stellata ( Montagu). 

UPOGEBIA RHACHEOCHIR Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 42; text fig. 12 

U pogebia rharheochir Stenzel in Dallas Petroleum 
Geologists, Geology of Dallas County, Texas, 
p. 38, fig. 11, 1941. 

Description.-Carapace too poorly pre
served for description. First abdominal 
somite is the smallest of all seven; its 
anterior margin is one-half the width of 
its posterior margin; the center is occu
pied by a large, elongate boss behind the 
groove which delimits the carapace
abdomen joint; a pair of hair-pits is 
just behind that groove spaced far apart; 
a line of four hair-pits is on the pos
terior slope of the central boss; a line 
of about 8 crowded hair-pits is on a low 
ridge, which separates the tergum from 
the pleura; the pleura are si-mple and 
narrow. The second abdominal tergum is 
large and squarish in outline; its smooth, 
shiny surface is interrupted by 4 pairs of 
widely separated hair-pits; the anterior 
pair is near the middle, the 2 posterior 
pairs are at the posterior edge, the 4 pits 
on either side are not in line; the low, 
smooth ridge separating the tergum from 
the pleura is sigmoid; the pleura are 
triangular with their greatest width at 
the poste:i:ior, the point is narrowly 
rounded; an oblique line of crowded 
hair-pits heQ;ins at the posterior edge and 
separa' es the rounded point from the 
remainder of the pleurum. The third ab
dominal tergum is rectangular, broader 
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than long, and smaller than the second; 
a curved, well-defined ridge with a shal
low, adjoining groove above separates the 
tergum from the pleura; tergum with 8 
pairs of hair-pits, some of which are on 
either side parallel to and just above the 
groove; two pairs of slanting hair-pits are 
at the posterior margin of the tergum; 
an oblique line of crowded hair-pits runs 
forward and outward from the middle 
of the ridge which separates tergum from 
pleurum; behind this line there are on 
the pleurum a few scattered pits near this 
ridge; a hair-pit is near the anterior end 
of this ridge. The fourth tergum is 
smaller than but similar to the third; 
there are 4 evenly spaced rows of hair
pits; the outer rows each with 4 pits are 
near the lateral groove of the tergum; the 
inner rows each with 5 pits are slightly 
convergent; the lateral groove and ridge 
of the tergum are well defined; the pleura 

Fig. 12. U pogebia rhacheochir 
Stenzel, x3; composite of several 
specimens; abdomen. 

are similar to those of the third somite, 
but the line of crowded hair-pits is more 
anterior in position and runs outward 
and backward; scattered hair-pits are on 
the pleurum behind this line. The fifth 
tergum is almost the same size as the 
fourth; it has a line of 6 hair-pits in 
the lateral groove; this groove and its 
accompanying ridge are less distinct; the 
pleura are evenly rounded at the margin 
and are almost semicircular; the oblique 
line of crowded hair-pits is far to the 
anterior and runs outward and back
ward; scattered hair-pits occupy the mid
dle of the pleurum behind that line. 
The sixth abdominal tergum is larger and 
elongate rectangular; 3 curved lines of 
crowded hair-pits are on each side run
ning up on the tergum from its posterior 
corner; the last pair of lines almost 
meets in the middle; there are 5 pairs of 
hair-pits on the tergum; the first 4 pits 
are near the anterior margin of the ter
gum; the two inner ones of these and 2 
additional pairs form a pair of lines of 
unevenly spaced pits; another widely 
spaced pair is near the posterior margin; 
the lateral margins of this somite are 
curled down forming rudimentary pleura; 
the lateral edges have narrow rims. The 
tail is well developed; the telson has 
parallel sides and is ovally rounded at the 
end; a small, median boss with several 
hair-pits at its top is near the anterior 
edge; a pair of slightly divergent rows of 
hair-pits is on the posterior half of the tel
son; a curved, transverse row of widely 
spaced pits is at the anterior edge of the 
telson and extends through the boss; the 
outer uropod fin has 2 radiating ridges, 
of which only one extends to the margin; 
on one specimen there is a row of setae 
along the inner margin of this fin; the 
inner uropod fin has one ridge running 
near its inner margin and accompanied 
by a row of widely spaced hair-pits. 

The chelae of the first legs are equal 
in size and elongate. Carpus short, less 
than one-half the length of the man us; 
greatest thickness about 3 / 4 of its height; 
height equal to the length; surface pol
ished; upper margin narrowly rounded; 
lower margin broadly rounded and with a 
shallow transverse constriction near the 
carpus joint; upper margin ends distally 
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in an inconspicuous, well-rounded point; 
spines are absent. Manus elongate; its 
length twice its height; height slightly 
increasing distally; its greatest thickness 
3 /5 of its height; upper margin narrowly 
rounded and with 3 unevenly spaced hair
pits in a row on its crest; toward the 
outer surface the upper margin is delim
ited by a narrow rim; the upper margin 
and this rim are straight except at the 
proximal end, where they curve rapidly 
down to the man us-carpus joint; a sim
ilar rim delimits the outer surface below 
and extends to the tip of the pollux; the 
lower margin of the manus is so nearly 
Rat that it forms something of a narrow 
lower surface; this lower surface curves 
narrow 1 y into the inner surf ace forming a 
rounded longitudinal edge, which extends 
to the tip of the pollux, but flattens there; 
along this rounded edge on the lower sur
face there is a line of about 7 hair-pits, 
which are wider spaced at the proximal 
end: the outer surface is at its lower 
dist~l part twisted inward to the pollux, 
which is curving forward and inward; 
aside from this twist the outer surface is 
gently convex, but at its upper third 
there is a very slight longitudinal dell, 
\vhich is more conspicuous distally and 
flattens out near the middle; the inner 
surface is slightly more tumid than the 
outer; near its upper margin are two pits 
in a row, one near the middle, the other 
at the anterior quarter; the lower sur
f ace is very slightly convex in transverse 
direction and twisted in longitudinal 
direction, its slant being downward and 
outward at the distal end. The point of 
the pollux is bruised in the best speci
men (see Pl. 42, figs. 7-10) but can not 
have added much to its length, which is 
1 / 5 of that of the man us; the po llux is 
t\visted imvard so that it points inward 
and forward; its outline is short trian
gular; its outer surface is slightly con
cave: its inner surf ace is tumid; its lower 
surface is gently convex; the occludent 
margm may have had a low proximal 
tooth. 

The manus of a smaller specimen 
(female?, Pl. 42, figs. 11-14) differs in 
the following features: the outer surface 
is more tumid, the dell is not developed~ 
and the twist toward the pollux is 
slighter; the inner surface is also more 

tumid; the lower surface is slightly more 
convex and the distal twist is absent; the 
rims delimiting the outer surface above 
and below are less sharp; there is only 
one hair-pit on the upper margin; it is 
in the middle; the poll ux is only slightly 
curved inward, slenderer, and longer; its 
length is about 1/3 of that of the manus. 

Diniensions.-Syntype 1, length of en
tire abdomen, 40 mm., length of telson, 
5.5 mm., length of outer tail fin, 8.3 
mm.; syntype 2, length of abdomen ex
clusive of first segment, 37 mm., length 
of telson, 6 mm., iength of outer tail fin, 
8 mm.; syntype 5, length of entire ab
domen, 41 mm., length of manus, 9.7 
mm.; syntype 6, length of abdomen ex
clusive of telson, 33 mm., length of 
manus, 10 mm., height at distal end, 5.3 
mm., thickness of manus, 3.1 mm.; syn
type 7, length of abdomen exclusive of 
telson, 27 mm., length of manus, 7.4 
mm., height at distal end, 3.2 mm., thick
ness, 2.2 mm. 

Remarks.-The characteristics of the 
genus U pogebia as distinguished from 
those of Callianassa26 are as follows: 
first pair of legs subequal and subche
late, remaining pairs simple; eye stalks 
cylindrical, cornea terminal; rostrum 
short, stout, and tridentate. Of these 
characteristics only those concerning the 
first pair of legs can he used in this 
case, because the other generically char
acteristic portions of the animal are not 
preserved. Several of the types had the 
first leg pair preserved side by side and 
in place with reference to the abdomen. 
In these type specimens the chelae are 
equal in size. The large manus described 
herein also shows that the pol I ux is very 
short and curved off, making the manus 
subchelate. In Callianassa the chelae of 
the first leg pair are very unequal in size 
and the pollux is well developed. 

The genus U pogebia is not well repr~
~en ted by fossils; there are only 5 fossil 
species known. Three of these have been 
described from North America. U pogebia 
midwayensis Rathbun27 from the Midway 

!?.GCallianassa W. E. Leach i814, Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, 
vol. 7, p. 400; genotype, Callianassa subterranea (Montagu). 

ZiRathbun, M. J ., Fossil Crustacea of the Atlantic and 

Gulf Coastal Plain: Geol. Soc, Amer., Spec. Paper 2, PP· 

~6-97; pl, 16, figs. 1, 2, 1935. 
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gro~ p of Alabama unfortunate! y is fig
ured only very poorly, but the descrip
tion indicates a subquadrilateral furrow 
on the pleura of the fourth and fifth 
abdominal so mites. Such furrows are ap
parently not present on the new species. 

U pogebia eocenica Rathbun 28 from the 
Eocene of Washington has an entirely 
different manus than Up. rhacheochir 
Stenzel. There are also considerable clif
f erences in the abdomen of the two 
species. 

Callianassa gamma Rathbun29 from the 
Paleocene Sucarnoochee shale of Ala
bama, which is based on a single manus, 
is so similar to the manus of U pogebia 
rhacheochir Stenzel that one can not escape 
the conclusion that the two species are 
congeneric. Also, comparison with the 
more plentiful material of U pogebia 
rhacheochir Stenzel indicates that the de
scribed manus of U pogebia gamma (Rath
bun) is the right and not the left manus, 
as given by Rathbun. Several specimens 
of U pogebia rhacheochir Stenzel are avail
able which have the two hands preserved 
side by side in parallel position. Such 
specimens allow correct interpretation of 
the position of the manus. 

The species name is derived from the 
Greek nouns paxi~, "ridge," and X£ip, 
"hand," and refers to sharp rims delim
iting the outer surface of the hand above 
and below. 

Type data. - Twenty-two syntypes, 
Bureau of Economic Geology, The Uni
versity of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Type locaUty.-Same as Linuparus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

Geologic horizon.-Same as Linuparus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

!!SRathbun, M. J., The fossil stalkeyed Crustacea of the 
Pacific slope of North America: U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 143, 
pp. 124-125; pl. 29, fip. 1-2; pl. 30, 1926. 

29Ratbbun, M. J., Fossil Crustacea of the Atlantic and 
Gulf Coastal Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, pp. 
68-{)9; pl. 17, figs. 7-10, June 25, 1'35. Namo preoccapied 
by Callianassa gamma Stenzel (Stenzel, H. B., Middle 
Eocene and Oligocene decapod crustaceans from Texas, 

Louisiana, and Mississippi: Amer. Midland Naturalist, vol. 
16, pp. 393-394; pl. 15, fip. 5-6. Ma7 :7, 1935). 

Superfamily PAGURIDEA Dana 

Family PAGURIDAE Boas 

Genus P AGURUS Fabricius, 1775 

Syst. Entom., p. 410. 

Genotype.-Pagur us bernhardus Linne. 

PAGURUS BANDERENSIS Rathbun 

Pl. 45, figs. 7-15 

Pagurus banderensis Rathbun, M. J., F~l Crus
tacea of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain: 
Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, p. 39, pl. 9, 
figs. 7-8, 1935. 

Original description.-The distal portion of a 
right chela showing fingers and adjacent palm. 
Surface for the most part covered with large 
pointed granules not contiguous and directed 
obliquely distad; on the inner surface the longi· 
tudinal furrow on immovable finger is smooth, 
also that part of palm not bordering the fingers. 
Lower margin of specimen concave except near 
tip of finger where it is slightly ascending. Fin
gers gaping at base. Immobile finger half as high 
at base as it is long and of uniform height to its 
middle; outer surface as well as inner with a 
shallow longitudinal furrow; prehensile edge with 
about eight lobiform teeth, the largest one at 
the bend in the outline; tip blunt. Dactyl us closed 
within fixed finger, equally high at base gradually 
diministing, upper line arcuate, outer surface 
with a narrow furrow on which granules are 
scanty, prehensile edge concave and furnished 
with small tubercles; tip lacking, but did not 
reach end of fixed finger. Palm vertical at base 
of dactyl, swollen outwardly along the gape 
and the fixed finger as far as the bend; upper 

margin lacking. 

Revised description.-Thanks to the 
efforts of W. T. Watkins there is avail
able not only the distal portion of a right 
chela but several entire right chelae, sev· 
er al left man us, and part of an ambula-
tory leg. 

Right manus about as long as high, 
compressed-oval in cross section. Outer 
surface more convex in transverse than 
in longitudinal direction. Inner surface 
straight in longitudinal direction except 
for the proximal half, which is convex; 
highly convex in transverse direction. 
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Upper margin gently arched in longitu
dinal direction and slightly divergent with 
reference to ·the lower margin; in trans
verse section it is thickly rounded at the 
distal end and narrows down somewhat 
toward the proximal end; it carries an 
irregular row of small, vertical, cylindro
conical tubercles of various sizes. Lower 
margin is straight as seen from the side, 
but curves into the lower margin of 
the curved fixed finger as seen from be
low; it is thickly rounded in transverse 
section; its ornamentation is the same as 
the one of the outer surface. Outer sur
face with many, low, distally inclined 
tubercles, which are more prominent 
toward the distal end and the upper mar
gin; at the latter they grade into the 
vertical tubercles of the upper margin, 
at the former they continue without 
change on the fixed finger. Inner surf ace 
with similar and similar! y distributed but 
weaker tubercles. 

Fingers fitting closely together as seen 
from outer surface. Fixed finger a little 
less than half as high at base as it is 
long and continuing so to near the mid
dle; there begins a quick taper produc
ing a hump at the middle of the finger. 
Tip curved inward and outward. Prehen
sile edge from median hump to tip with 
about 14 rounded tube re 1 es; no tubercles 
on proximal half of this edge from the 
interdigital sinus to the median hump. 
An edge extends from the tip to the sinus 
on the inner surf ace. At the tip this inner 
edge carries about 4 rounded tubercles 
similar to those of the prehensile edge. 
Between these two edges the fixed finger 
has :'.l concave surface. into whirh the 
mobile finger fits. Mobile finger is hinged 
ohliquelv; the inner hinge point is much 
lmver than the outer one; the latter is 
very near the upper margin of the finger. 
Top of mobile finger fits into a concave 
place on fixed finger. 

Left manus smaller than right, about 
as long as it is high. oblique-quadran
g-u lar in outline. Outer surface convex, 
'\'ith a median. lon~itudinal, convex ridge. 
Many low tubercles of several sizes cover 
the outer surface. Inner surface with a 
diagonal~ straight ridge arising near the 
lower proximal corner and extending 
diagonally to the base of the movable 

finger. Above this ridge the inner surface 
is deeply concave, making the upper mar
gin crest-like. Many low tubercles cover 
the inner surf ace except the concave por
tj on, which has only two feeble rows of 
them. Upper margin gently arched in 
longitudinal direction and slightly con
vergent distally with reference to the 
lower margin; in transverse section it is 
narrow, crest-like; the crest carries two 
rows of tubercles; the inner row has 7 
tubercles each with a hair-pit on top; the 
outer row has about 7 feebler tubercles. 
Lower margin very thickly rounded to 
flat. Fixed finger uniformly tapering; 
lower margin angular in cross section 
carrying a row of squamif orm tubercles; 
prehensile edge sharp carrying a single 
row of crowded. tubercular teeth. Outer 
surface of fixed finger convex and cov
ered with tubercles as the manus. Inner 
surface with an obscure ridge, which orig
inates on the lower margin of the manus, 
carrying tubercles and hair-pits. 

A fragment of an ambulatory leg is 
available. It is 15 mm. long, curved. 
The outside has 4, longitudinal rows of 
fine tubercles, between which are 3 rows 
of widely spaced, large hair-pits. The 
inner surf ace has two rows of widely 
:-;paced, small hair-pits. 

Dirnensions. - Figured right chela, 
length, 26. 7 mm., height, 14.2 mm., thick
ness, 9.0 mm.; figured left chela, length, 
16.2 mm., height, 7.4 mm., thickness, 5.1 
mm.; figured right fixed finger, length of 
fragment, 17.2 mm. Ambulatory leg frag
ment, length, 15.0 mm. 

Rcrnarks.-The superfamily Paguridea 
is rather poorly represented in the Cre
taceous, although it is better represented 
in Jurassic and very well represented in 
recent faunas. In this connection the 
material described here is a welcome 
addition to the knowledge. The two 
species of Pagnrus from the Cretaceous of 
Texas also help to extend the range of the 
genus into the Lower Cretaceous. Before 
Pagurus banderensis was described by M. 
J. Rathbun, the oldest known Pagurus was 
Eocene in age. 

One of the important points of the 
present paper is the discovery and de
scription of the left chela of Pagurus 
banderensis Rathbun, of which only the 
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right chela had been known before. As 
the two chelae differ very considerably 
in shape and ornamentation and as they 
were found loose among chelae of other 
crustaceans, it is only by inference that 
both can be placed in the same species. 
Among the other chelae found by Mr. 
Watkins at the same locality there are 
some which obviously can have nothing 
to do with Pagurus, because they belong 
clearly to other well-established and un
related genera such as Callianassa. Some 
of the other chelae are present in pairs 
of right and left, thus eliminating all 
chances that one of them might be part 
of Pagurus banderensis Rathbun. Such 
processes of elimination leave unac
counted for several left man us, right 
manus, right fixed fingers, and the leg frag
ment. The right manus have no other 
match except the left man us and vice versa, 
leaving no doubt that they belong to the 
same species, which has to be P. bander
ensis Rathbun because the right manus 
and fingers belong there. This species is 
the most abundant crustacean at this 
locality. 

Type data.-Figured specimens, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Locality.-On State highway No. 16 
(Bandera-Pipe Creek road), 2 miles east 
of Bandera, Bandera County, Texas. M. 
J. Rathbun's monotype came from 1 mile 
east of Bandera on the same road as the 
other material. 

Another right chela was found by 
Mr. Car 1 Chelf in an excavation on the 
northwest side of an isolated hill with 
road metal pits, 0.15 mile south of State 
highway No. 29 (Burnet-Austin road), 
and 0.07 mile east of the Southern Pacific 
Railroad track, 1.42 miles airline distance 
east of the courthouse in Burnet, Burnet 
County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-The material col
lected by Mr. Watkins and described above 
was found toge\her with Douvilleiceras sp. 
probably D. mammillatum (Schlotheim) 
and Salenia texana Credner in the Glen 
Rose formation, Comanche series, Creta
ceous (lower Albian). 

PAGURUS TRAVISENSIS Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 45, figs. 16-18 

Description.-Right manus short and 
high. Upper margin gently curved in 
longitudinal direction and distally diver
gent from lower margin; in transverse 
section narrow and crest-like, surmounted 
by two rows of tubercles. The inner row 
c~nsists of 7 tube~cles decreasing in size 
~1stally_; the proximal 5 are nearly ver
tical, high cones, the distal two are small 
cones. The outer row is less conspicuous 
and consists of 4 unevenly spaced small 
cones in the proximal half of the mar
gin. Lower margin straight, well thourrh 
narrowly rounded in transverse secti:n, 
covered with tubercles like the outer sur
face. Outer surface convex in middle, 
concave along lower margin, faintly con
cave along upper margin; covered with 
many small conical tubercles; weather
ing has etched part of the surface into a 
reticulate, pitted framework. Inner sur
f ace concave except for a small portion 
ut the upper proximal corner, which is 
faintly concave; covered with many low, 
conical tubercles, which are slightly larger 
and .in obscure rows near the upper 
margm. 

Dimensions.-Monotype, right manus, 
length, 21.6 mm., height, 22.8 mm., great
est thickness, 10.8 mm. 
. Rer:iarks.-This species is readily dis

tmgmshed from Pagurus banderensis 
Rathbun by the greater height of the 
manus in proportion to its length. In 
addition P. travisensis Stenzel is much 
less tumid than the other species; whereas 
the right manus of P. banderensis Rath
bun is thick or even perhaps tumid, the 
same manus of P. travisensis Stenzel is 
compressed. In keeping with the shape 
of the manus both margins are narrower 
in P. travisensis Stenzel than the corre
sponding margins in the other species. 

Type data.-Monotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, The University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-Cut on south side of 
road on road leading from Bull Creek 
valley westward to Lake Austin Park and 
abandoned CCC Camp MA-3-T, CO No. 
1805, 0. 7 mile from road fork in West 
B~ll Creek valley, 1 mile north of Lake 
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Austin or 3.4 miles northwest of Mt. 
Bonnell (airline distance) , northwest of 
Austin, Travis County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-In nodular, fossilif
erous limestone, the basal bed of the 
Comanche Peak formation, Fredericks
burg group, Comanche series, Cretaceous 
(middle Albian). The fossil was found 
approximately 10 feet above the basal dis
conformity of the Fredericksburg group. 
The specimen was collected by Mr. Ches
ter Wall ace. 

Tribe BRACHYURA Latreille 

Subtribe GYMNOPLEURA Bourne 

Family RANINIDAE Dana 

Genus NOTOPOCORYSTES F. McCoy, 1849 

On the classification of some British fossil Crus
tacea, with notices of new forms in the Uni
versity collection at Cambridge: Annals and 
Mag. Nat. History, ser. 2, vol. 4, p. 169. 

Genotype.-Notopocorystes stokesii (Mantell) 
from the Gault (Albian) of England. 

NOTOPOCORYSTES DICHROUS Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 43, figs. 5-7 ; text fig. 13 

Notopocorystes dichrous Stenzel in Dallas Petro
leum Geologists, Geology of Dallas County, 
Texas, p. 37, fig. 10, 1941. 

Description.-Carapace elongate, nearly 
1/ 4 longer than wide, greatest width 
through the last lateral spines. Fronto· 
orbital width between 4/5 and 4/6 of that 
of the carapace. Carapace flattish, very 
gently convex from front to back,, more 
convex from side to side. Rostrum four
pointed and bifid, ending in 2 short, diverg
ing points, convexly curved with its tip 
pointing downward and forward; sinus be
tween the advanced points is rounded; 
the second pair of rostral points is on 
the lateral margin of the rostrum a short 
distance back of the other points; mid
line of the rostrum is occupied by a nar
row median ridge flanked by slightly 
wider, deep grooves; the median ridge 
extends to the frontal sinus of the ros
trum, but the grooves diverge forward 
and open into the lateral sinuses between 
the 2 pairs of points of the rostrum. 
Orbits wide~ about 3 times as wide as 
high. and slight! y contracted in middle; 
slanting downward and outward with the 
lateral slope of the carapace. Upper 

orbital margin with 2 fissures; adjoin
ing the rostrum there is a broad, rounded 
sinus, which ends against a short spine 
at the inner fissure; between the 2 fissures 
there are 2 obtuse points close together; 
beyond the outer fissure is a short obtuse 
point, which is separated from the outer 
orbital spine by a rounded sinus; outer 
orbital spine long and slightly in-curved. 
Antero-lateral margin with 5 spines, of 
which the orbital spine is the first; the 
size of the spines decreases posteriorly; 
the last is a mere point; the sinuses are 
unequal in depth, the last is very shal
low, the first and third are a little deeper 
than the second, the first three sinuses are 
rounded. Postero-lateral margin gently 
flexuous to straight, well defined, obtusely 
angulated and carinated with the aid of 
~oarse: crowd~d tubercles strung up along 
it. This margmal row of tubercles begins 
at the fourth antero-orbital spine. Pos
terior margin concave and short. 

Surface of carapace smooth as a whole, 
the regions poorly defined. The most 
conspicuous division occurs along a 
jagged line running from the root of the 
rostrum to the end of the postero-lateral 
margin. This line divides the carapace 
into two unequal portions; the portion 
anterior to the line is rough with widely 
spaced, small granules; the portion pos
terior to the line is smooth with gran
ules, which have fiat, polished tops and 
are so dense] y crowded that their ir. 
terspaces are mere chinks or occasional 
pits; the two portions also differ in 
color in all well-preserved specimens; 
the anterior portion is the darker and 
bluish, the posterior portion is light 
gray; the posterior portion is higher than 
the anterior portion of the carapace alono
this line, so that the line presents a ste~ 
or scarp a fraction of a millimeter high. 
This boundary line is jagged because it 
has 8 forward-pointing, rounded lobes~ 
that is, 4 on each side; and 7 backward
pointing, sharp-pointed recesses, of which 
one is median and the others paired. The 
third lobe of this line (counting from 
the midline of the carapace) is the most 
elevated and narrowest in outline. From 
the fourth lobe to the posterior the 
boundary line runs alongside the postero
lateral margin of the carapace. The por-
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Fig. 13. Notopocorystes dichrous Stemel, x2; composite of several specimens; 
complete animal except for the eyes, abdomen, last legs, and distal parts of other 
ambulatory legs. 

tion of the carapace anterior to this 
boundary line is devoid of sculpture ex· 
cept for the above-mentioned granules, 
a short, spinous tubercle on each hepatic 
region, and a groove which starts at the 
antero-lateral margin between the third 
and fourth spines and extends a short dis
tance forward and inward in the direc· 
tion of the tip of the fourth lobe of the 
boundary line. The portion of the car
apace posterior to the boundary line is 
devoid of spines or swellings but has an 
obtuse, rounded, obsolete median keel, 
which is best developed between the car· 
diac groove pair and disappears in a short 
distance both in front of the cervical 
groove and behind the cardiac grooves. 
The cervical groove consists of a pair of 
short, straight, linear grooves, which do 
not join in the midline. They form an 
obtuse angle of about 120 degrees. A pit 
is situated about I millimeter forward 
and inward from the outer end of each· 
groove. The cardiac grooves are short 
and curved. In a line with the anterior 
prong of each of the cardiac grooves lie 

2 pits, of which the posterior one is the 
deeper and about 2.2 mm. apart from 
both the outer pit and the end of the 
cardiac groove. A third groove pair lies 
a short distance posterior to the end of 
the median ridge of the rostrum. These 
grooves are very short, straight, linear, 
and separate and make an acute angle 
of 45 degrees. 

Chelipeds equal in size. Merus thick 
and rounded except for the flat surface 
in contact with the carapace; its poste
rior edge armed with spinules; the outer 
or posterior surface has an inclined, 
curved, sharp ridge situated near the dis
tal end of the merus. This ridge is sharp· 
crested and carries tubercles on the crest. 
Spinules cover the outer surf ace of the 
merus. Out~r surface of carpus with 
spinules and a short, straight, inclined 
ridge ending in a distal spine and situ· 
ated near and parallel with the manus
carpus joint. Manus compressed; the 
lower edge with tubercles, narrowly 
rounded at proximal end, increasing in 
sharpness to a sharp edge toward the 
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distal end, and continuing in that shape 
on the fixed finger. Outer surf ace of 
manus nearly flat and covered with scat
tered spinules. Upper surface of manus 
narrow and flat, edged with a row of 
spinuous tubercles to either side. Dactylus 
gently curved in outline and rectangular 
in cross section; its upper, outer, and 
inner surfaces flat and smooth; occlud
ing surf ace with flat teeth. Merus of all 
ambulatory legs compressed, its upper 
edge tubercle-bearing, its lower edge 
spinule-bearing. 

The ambulatory legs are unequal, the 
first two are equal, the third pair is 
small, and the fourth is tiny. The latter 
is missing in nearly all specimens. The 
ambulatory legs are compressed in cross 
section. 

Dimensions .-Figured syn type, length 
of carapace, 34.3 mm., width of cara
pace, 27.0 mm., fronto-orbital width, 20.0 
mm.; largest syntype, width of carapace, 
47.4 mm. 

Remarks .-This species is well charac
terized by the jagged line which divides 
the carapace into two unequal portions. 
This line is well developed and conspic
uous in all specimens. However, in this 
feature it is not unique among the species 
of Noto pocorystes. Noto pocorystes bro
deripii (Mantell), N. carteri McCoy,80 

and N. syriacus Withers81 and possibly 
other species have this line or portions 
of this line, but in these species the line 
is easily overlooked, because other struc
tural features overshadow its importance. 
The same line occurs well developed in 
Ranina trechmanni Withers, 32 but in this 
form the line is more advanced in posi
tion and lies closer to the antero-lateral 
and orbital margins of the carapace. 
The Jamaican species is also very similar 
in the peculiar ornamentation of the car
apace. Both Ranina trechmanni Withers 
and Notopocorystes dichrous Stenzel have 

30Compare Bell, Th., A monograph of the fossil mala· 

costracous Crustacea of Great Britain, pt. 2, Crustacea of 
the Gault and Greensand: Palaeontograph. Soc., vol. 14, pp. 

14-15, 17-18; pl. 2, figs. B-13, 14-17, 1863. 

'1Withers, T. H., New Cretaceous crab1 from Enaland 
and Syria: Annals Mag. Nat. History, aer. 10, vol. 2, PP• 
-159-460; pl. 13, figs. 1-3, 1928. 

32Withers, T. H., Ranina trechmanni, a new Cretaceous 

crab from Jamaica: Geol. Mag., vol. 64, no. 754, pp. 

176-180, pl. 7, 1927. 

the major portion of the carapace, that 
is, the portion posterior of the above
mentioned jagged line, covered with 
minute, flattened granules, which are so 
close I y set that the interspaces are mere 
chinks. However, in Ranina trechmanni 
Withers there are occasional small pits, 
around which the granules are arranged 
m circlets of four; the same pits occur 
in Notopocorystes dichrous Stenzel but 
the circlets are indistinct and made up 
of 5 or 6 granules. It seems that Noto
pocory stes dichrous Stenzel is a connect
ing link about halfway between Noto
pocorystes broderipii (Mantell) and 
Ranina trechmanni Withers. For that rea
son Ranina trechmanni Withers should 
perhaps be included in the genus Noto
pocorystes and not in Ranina. 

Among the species of Noto pocorystes 
it is N. broderipii (Mantell) which is 
the nearest relation of N. dichrous Sten
zel. The differences between the two 
species are not large. The cervical 
grooves and the grooves delimiting the 
anterior process of the mesogastric region 
are longer in N. broder-ipii (Mantell) 
than in N. dichrous Stenzel. Also, N. 
broderipii (Mantell) has one spine less 
on the antero-lateral carapace margin 
than N. dichrous Stenzel; the median keel 
is long~r and more prominent in N. bro
deripii (Mantell) extending very nearly 
to the posterior carapace margin. 

Two other species of Noto pocorystes 
are known from the Cretaceous of Texas. 
They are N. punctatus Rathbun and N. 
parvus Rathbun. 88 

The specific name dichrous is derived 
from the Greek adjective 8ixpoo~, "two
colored," and refers to the two-colored 
carapace of the species, which is its most 
striking feature. 

Type data.-Several syntypes, Bureau of 
Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Type locality .-Same as Linu parus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

Geologi,c horizon.-Same as Linuparus 
gritnmeri Stenzel. 

33Rathbun, M. J ., Fossil Crustacea of the Atlantic and 

Gulf Coastal Plain: Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, pp. 
48-49; pl. 12, figs. 14-16 and 11-13, 1935. 
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Subtribe OXYSTOMATA De Haan 

Family CALAPPIDAE Alcock 

Genus NECROCARCINUS Th. Bell, 1863 

A monograph of the fossil malacostracous Crus
tacea of Great Britain, pt. 2, Crustacea of the 
Gault and Greensand: Palaeontograph. Soc., 
vol. 14, p. 19. 

Cenotype.-N ecrocarcinus labeschii (Deslong-
champs) from the Cambridge greensand, 
Cretaceous (Albian), of England. 

NECROCARCINUS MOSELEY! Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 41, fig. 12; text fig. 15 

Description.-Monotype is a carapace 
fragment. Carapace small, apparently 
circular in outline, greatest width of car
apace anterior of its center, lateral ex
tremity rounded. Carapace slightly con
vex from front to back, less so from side 
to side. Rostrum missing. Orbits medium, 
pointing forward and upward, wider than 
high. Upper orbital margins upturned 
and mostly broken away; but a fissure 
is visible on the right orbit near the 
outer orbital corner. Lower orbital mar
gins with two fissures, of which the outer 
one is twice as deeply incised as the 
inner. Right antero-lateral margin is 
preserved but somewhat decorticated; it 
has 8 tiny tubercles, of which 6 occur 
anterior to the hepatic notch. At the 
lateral extremity there are 3 small tuber
cles grouped together with the high epi
branchial tubercle. Postero-lateral and 
posterior margins mutilated. 

Dorsal surface of carapace with many 
bosses. Each protogastric subdivision 
with 2 broad bosses; of these bosses the 
inner one is high, transverse, and con
spicuous, the outer is merely a slight rise 
on the long outer slope of the other. 
All 4 protogastric bosses form a broad, 
low, continuous, transverse ridge. A 
broad, rounded median ridge extends 
from the mesogastric to the cardiac 
region; it is surmounted by a short, 
elongate and a short, transverse tubercle 
in metagastric position arranged in the 
shape of an inverted T; the cardiac 
region of this median ridge is slightly 
higher but it is not well separated from 
the gastric region. Hepatic region is a 
depressed basin with the deepest place 
posterior to the outer orbital angle and 
a small tubercle near its postero-lateral 

corner. A low, broad ridge extends from 
the mesobranchial back through the 
metabranchial subdivision; this ridge has 
two swellings near its anterior end. The 
ridge connects at its anterior end with 
the similar, but short and transverse, epi
branchial ridge. At the outer end of the 
epibranchial ridge is the elongate epi
hranchial tubercle, which is very near the 
lateral extremity of the carapace. 

The entire carapace surface is covered 
with very fine granules, which are coarser 
toward the tops of the major tubercles 
and ridges; the granules are also coarser 
on the branchial region. 

The branchial regions are separated 
from the gastric and cardiac regions by 
a pair of broad, rounded grooves travers
ing the carapace and merging to the 
anterior with the hepatic depression. A 
pair of short, linear, subparallel grooves 
outlines the anterior extension of the 
mesogastric subdivision. A pair of very 
short, linear, transverse pits are set 1 
millimeter apart, one at each side of the 
front tip of the metagastric tubercles 
which form an inverted T. From each 
of the pits extends a dark line for about 
2 millimeters obliquely outward and for
ward; these two lines form a broad ob
tuse V. The semilunar branchio-cardiac 
grooves are well marked. 

Diniensions. - Fronto-orbital width, 7 
mm.; width of carapace (reconstructed), 
13.5 mm. 

Remarks. -- This is another species of 
N ecrocarcinus which is transitional to 
C en01nanocarcinus. In N ecrocarcinus 
moseleyi Stenzel the metabranchial and 
epibranchial ridges are well developed 
and in these two f ea tu res the species 
comes very close to Cenomanocarcinus. 
However, both ridges are short and carry 
only a few tubercles. On the other hand, 
the hepatic ridge, which is so well de
veloped in Cenomanocarcinus, is reduced 
in this species to a single small tubercle. 

The N ecr. moseleyi Stenzel finds its 
place among the following related 
species: Neer. graysonensis Rathbun, 
Neer. texensis Rathbun, and Neer. tricari
natus Bell. 

There are numerous differences in the 
number and arrangement of the carapace 
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tubercles among these species. The dif
ferences are shown by text figure 15. 

The species is named in honor of Mr. 
Fred T. Moseley of Dallas, who discov
ered the monotype. 

Type data.-Mono~, Bll!'eau of Eco
nomic Geology, The Umversity of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

T')~pe focalily.-From an ant ~ lo
cated in the dell between two hills, of 
which the northern one is cut by State 
highway No. 114, about 2 miles northwest 
of Roanoke on highway No. 114 and 
about 200 feet south of the highway, Den
ton County, Texas. 

Geologic horizon. - Pawpaw shal~ 
Washita group, Comandie series, Creta
ceous ~upper .Albian). A rich fauna of 
micromorphs occurs with this crab. 

NECROCARCINUS ( ?) OV ALIS Staael. a..sp. 

PL 41, figs. 7-9; text figs. 14., 15 

Necrocarcin.w ooalis Stenzel in. Dallas Petroleum 
Geologists, Geology of Dallas <:aunty, Texas, 
p. 39> fig. 12, 1941. 

Description. - Carapace smaU, trans
verse-o,~al, 1h wider than long, outline 
rounded; greatest width of carapace 
falling through its center, lateral extrem
ity rounded. Carapace slightly convex 
from side to side, slightly more convex 
from front to hack. Rostrum convex 
hom front to hack, pointing forward and 
downward, with a broad, obtusely V
shaped median groove, which hack of the 
root of the rostrum forks into two rap
idl v shallol\ting grooves, which diverge at 
an .. acute angle. Orbits medium, deeply 
emarginate, only slightly wider than high, 
with elevated margins; the orbits look 
forward and upward and slightly out
ward. Nearly all orbital margins are 
broken off at the ~o-e, but at least one 
notch is ,,.isihle near the outer end of 
the upper margin. Antero-lateral margin 
short and convex in outline, interrupted 
by a deep, rounded hepatic notch. Mar
gin in front of hepatic notch with a group 
of 2 subequal tubercles; these 2 tubercles 
are connected by a sho~ narrow ridge; 
anteriorly they are separated by a shal
low, broad groove from the elevated or
bital rim. Antero-lateral margin behind 
the hepatic notch with 2 groups of 2 
subequal tubercles each, each group being 

similar to the group on the hepatic por
tion. The 2 groups are separated by a 
small and shallow notch. The anterior 
group is smaller; the . posterior one lies 
at the lateJ;"al extremity of the carapace 
and adjoins the large epibranchial tuber
cle of the carapace surf ace. Postero-lat
eral margin longer than antero-lateral, 
convex in outline, rounded to subangu
lated, free of tubercles except for one 
very small one near the lateral extremity 
of the carapace. Posterior margin short, 
concave in outline. 

Dorsal surface of carapace with many 
~ Subdivisions of gastric region 
very poorly defined. Mesogastric subdi
vision with one central b~ from which 
a low m~ ridge slopes downward 
and backward. A very sligb.t rise on this 
ridge indicates a uro- or metagastric boss. 
Each protogastric sudivision with 2 low, 
broad, poorly defined swellings; these 
four swellings lie in a straigh4 trans
verse line; a very incompicuous tubercle 
lies at the end of the protogastric sub
division back of and near the outer 
orbital comer. Hepatic region small, 
with a small, well-defined ~ near the 
hepatic notch. Branchial subdivisions 
very poorly defined. A l~ broad ~ 
on the mesobranchial subdivision; the 
epihranchial subdivision with a high, 
transverse ~ near the extremity of the 
carapace; a broad swelling on the meta
branchial subdivision. Cardiac region 
with a large boss. Intestinal region sim
ple, ~ithout any ~ Cervical grooves 
deep and broad, extending to the margin 
of the carapace. A narrow and short but 
deep groove divides the hepatic region. 
A broad, shallow groove bounds the pos
terior of the orbital rims. The cardiac 
region is bounded on all sides by deep 
and broad grooves. 

Ventral surf ace of carapace descends 
vertically from the margin and is smooth. 
A groove originates at the hepatic notch. 
This groove descends at first vertically, 
but later curves forward and extends 
parallel with the antero-lateral margin, 
and finally abuts against the middle of 
the lower orbital margin. 
Di~ions.-Length, 12.0 mm., wi~ 

15.3 mm., fronto-orbital width, 7 .3 mm. 
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Fig. 14. N ecrocarcinus ovalis Stenzel, x6; monotype; carapace. CC, cardiac; 
E, epibranchial; H, hepatic; INT, intestinal; MB, mesobranchial; MG, mesogastric; 
MTB, metaLranchial; PG, protogastric areolation. 

Remarks.-This species does not con
form closely to the genotype species of 
N ecrocarcinus and should be placed in 
a new genus presumably. However, at this 
stage of knowledge and with the material 
at hand, it is inadvisable to propose a 
new genus. 

The species has been placed temporar
ily in Necrocarcinus(?), because its near
est relations seem to be with the genus 
N ecrocarcinus and because it is related to 
N ecrocarcinus graysoneruis (Rathbun). 

The holotype of N ecrocarcinus grayson
ensis Rathbun is a small fragment of a 
carapace. As far as structural features 
are preserved in that fragment they agree 
closely with those of N. (?) ovalis Sten
zel. The differences between the two species 
are mainly in the shape and to lesser 
degree in the number of the tubercles. 
Those tubercles which are common to 
both species are in the same structural 
position in both. 

Type data.-Monotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, The University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Type loca/,ity. -Three and one-half 
miles west of Cedar Hill, Dallas County, 

Texas (Bureau of Economic Geology Coll. 
No. 460). Collected by Mr. Q. 0. Gaither 
and submitted by Mr. V. V. Waite, At
lantic Oil Producing Company, Dallas, 
Texas. 

Geologic horizon.-Eagle Ford group, 
Gulf series, Cretaceous ( Turonian) . In 
the same collection are the following 
fossils: 

Clidastes sp., lower jaw fragments 
Ptychodus cf. whippleyi Marcou 
Fish vertebrae 
Gastropod cast near Actaeon 
Gastropood cast near Natica 
lnoceramus prisms and hinge fragments 
Worm tubes 

The first three fossils listed were iden
tified by Dr. J. T. Gregory. 

NECROCARCINUS RENFROAE Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 41, fig. 13; text fig. 15 

Descrip:ion.-Carapace medium in size~ 
subcordiform in outline; greatest width 
of carapace anterior of its center, width 
and length about equal; lateral extremity 
with a spine but not conspicuous. Car
apace flattish, slightly more convex from 
side to side than from front to back. 
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Rostrum broken off but apparent! y pro
jecting beyond the or bits. Orbits com
paratively large, emarginate, more than 
tl\rice as wide as high, constricted in the 
middle, their long transverse axis slant
ing downward and outward from the mid
line of the carapace; the orbits look 
forward and upvrnrd. Upper orbital mar
gin turned up and cut by two fissures, 
one of which is in the middle of the 
upper margin; the other is half way be
tween the former and the outer orbital 
angle. Outer orbital tooth simple, pro
jecting, and with triangular base. Lower 
orbital margin projecting farther than the 
upper one, cut by a fissure about half
way between the orbital hiatus and the 
outer orbital tooth. Antero-lateral mar
gin short, strongly convex, and rapidly 
receding, acutely angulated in cross sec
tion, armed with 4 flaL projecting teeth, 
of which the last is at the lateral ex-

tremity of the carapace. The 4 teeth are 
approximately evenly spaced; the sinuses 
between them are shallow and evenly 
rounded except the sinus between the 
second and third tooth, which is deeper 
and unevenly rounded so that its great
est recess is nearer the third than the 
second tooth; this is the hepatic notch. 
Postero-lateral margin longer than antero
lateral and slightly sinuous, obtusely an
gulated in cross section, armed with one 
inconspicuous tooth a short distance be
hind the lateral extremity of the cara
pace and 6 or 7 tiny teeth near its mid
dle. Posterior to these 6 to 7 teeth the 
postero-lateral margin loses its definition 
and angulation. Posterior margin com
paratively long, slightly concave, with a 
thin, raised edge. 

Dorsal surface of carapace with narrow 
ridges and tubercles. A tiny, round 
tubercle is in the groove which encircles 

X2 
Notch 

Necrocarc1r.u~ 

labeschii (De~fon5'champ) 
N~rocarcinu~ 

mo~elt!yt 5/enzel 
Necrocorcinu.$ 

9roy~onen~ R~n 

Necrocorcinu~ 
f~xen~i~ Rolhbun 

NecrocorCtnu.s 
~coll" 5/enzel 

Necrocorcinus 
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Necrocarcim.1'3 
renfroae 5/~nz~I 

Necrocorcinu!J 
ova/is 5/enze/ 

Cen arr: O'rJocorCtnu:5 
.,,on:51raeler]I Sfenze/ 

Fig. 15. Outlines of the carapaces of Necrocarcinus and Cenomanocarcinus. Height 
and hap of tub rcles and ...,\ ellings are outlined by form contour line , grooves by 
tippl , and mu le imprints by cross-hatchures. 
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the upper orbital margins; it is near 
and to the outside of the outer orbital 
fissure. Gastric subdivisions of the car
apace poorly defined. The frontal exten
sion of the mesogastric region defined 
by a pair of parallel, shallow grooves. 
A small, elongate, narrow, median tuber
cle is in mesogastric and a similar one 
is in metagastric position on a median 
ridge. The median ridge extends from 
the mesogastric region through to the 
intestinal region; it carries besides the 
meso- and metagastric tubercles about 7 
unevenly spaced tubercles of which 
some are narrow and elongate. To either 
side of the last of these tubercles is a 
low tubercle very near the posterior 
margin. Each protogastric region has a 
very low, broad swelling and a conical 
tubercle; these four lie in a transverse 
and nearly straight line with the tuber
cles at the outside; the tubercles are also 
in line with the metabranchial ridges. 
Each hepatic region with a low tubercle. 
A group of 2 small tubercles arranged 
longitudinally occupies mesobranchial po
sition. From this group extends a low, 
rounded, slightly curved ridge outward to 
the tooth at the lateral extremity of the 
carapace. Another ridge extends from 
the same mesobranchial tubercles back
ward toward the ends of the posterior 
margin. This metabranchial ridge carries 
about 10 tiny tubercles in a row. This 
tubercle row is connected in front by a 
low, tubercle-free portion of the meta
branchial ridge with the mesobranchial 
tubercles; the last of the 10 tubercles is 
the highest; with this high tenth tubercle 
the ridge ends without reaching the pos
terior margin. 

The semilunar branchio-cardiac grooves 
are deep; obliquely in front of their end 
is a slightly elongate pit. A pair of 
short, linear grooves forming a right
angle V is on the median ridge with 
its tip centering in th~ metagastric tuber
cle. A tortuous deoression extends from 
each branchio-cardiac groove forward 
around and in front of the mesobranchial 
and the hepatic tubercles and ends in the 
hepatic notch. 

Dimensions.-Holotype: fronto-orbital 
width, 9.8 mm., width, 18. 7 mm., length, 
18.0 mm. 

Type data.-Holotype and two para
types, Bureau of Economic Geology, The 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

The species is named in honor of Mrs. 
J. H. Renfro, of Fort Worth, Texas. 

Type locality.-Watauga; slopes at the 
head of a short, right tributary to a wide, 
flat-bottomed branch, which is a left trib
utary of Big Fossil Creek; 0.51 mile east 
of U. S. highway No. 377 (Fort Worth
Denton road) or 0.40 mile east and 0.08 
mile north of Watauga schoolhouse, north
ern Tarrant County, Texas (Bureau of 
Economic Geology locality No. 219-
T-4); holotype. 

Watauga; gullies in pasture about 0.1 
mile east and within sight of U. S. high
way No. 377, opposite a Texas & Pacific 
Railroad trestle and 0.2 mile north of 
Watauga schoolhouse (Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology locality No. 219-T-3); 
para type. 

Buffalo Creek: hills surrounding the 
headwaters of Buffalo Creek, abo~t 0.2 
mile east of south-north road, which leads 
to Haslet, about 0.35 mile south of the 
road cross, about 0.5 mile airline dis
tance southeast of Blue Mound and 2.2 
miles south of Haslet, northern Tarrant 
County, Texas (Bureau of Economic Geol
ogy locality No. 219-T-2); paratype. 

Geologic horizon. - Pawpaw shale. 
Washita group, Comanche series, Creta
ceous (upper Albian). The fallowing 
fossils occur at the same locality and 
horizon as the holotype: 

Arthropoda-Crustacea: 
Caloxanthus americanus Rathbun 
Ophthalmoplax comancheensis Rathbun 
Xanthosia aspera Rathbun 
Notopocorystes punctatus Rathbun 
Ischnodactylus texanus Rathbun 
Homarus 

Mollusca-Cephalopoda: 
Engonoceras serpentinum (Cragin) 
Turrilites worthensis Adkins and Winton 
Submantelliceras worthense (Adkins) 

NECROCARCINUS SCOTTI Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 41, figs. 10, 11; text fig. 15 

Description.-Carapace small~ oval m 
outline, width to length in proportion of 
5 to 4, greatest width of carapace fall
ing through its center, lateral extremity 
rounded. Carapace slightly convex both 
in longitudinal and transverse directions. 
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Rostrum longitudinally convex, pointing 
forward and downward; it is broken off, 
but the imprint in di cat~ t!Jat it is far ad
\-anced and bifid at the tip. Rostrum with 
a median groove, which splits back of the 
root of the rostrum into a pair of short, 
shallow, parallel, and closely spaced 
grooves. This groove pair reaches almost 
to the high tubercles of the protogastric 
region. Orbits large, poorly preserved. 
Antero-lateral margin evenly convex in 
outline; a small tubercle half way be
tween orbit and lateral extremity of car
apace: two larger, conical, equal tuber
cles, closely spaced, one behind the other, 
at the lateral extremity of the carapace. 
Immediately behind the posterior one of 
these two tubercles there is a small one 
at the postero-lateral margin of the car· 
apace. A fourth, epibranchial tubercle is 
on the dorsal surface of the carapace 
placed in an equilateral triangle with the 
two large tubercles of the lateral extrem
ity of the carapace. All four tubercles 
are on an eminence which occupies the 
lateral extremity of the carapace. Pos
tero-lateral margin nearly straight, poorly 
preserved, with only one tubercle, which 
has been described above. Posterior mar
gin not preserved. 

Dorsal surface of carapace with 17 
tubercles. Mesogastric region without 
tubercles or swellings and triangular in 
outline; its anterior extremity long, nar
row, and parallel-sided, extending for
ward between the two short parallel 
rrrooves to the root of the rostrum. Pro
~gastric region each with 2 conical 
tubercles in a transverse row so that all 
-1. tubercles are in one transverse line. 
Of these 4 tubercles the inner pair is 
high, the outer pair low. Metagastric 
region with a slightly elongate, round
topped tubercle. On the posterior slope 
of this subercle is a small, round tuber
cle, which is urogastric m position. 
Cardiac region with a high, rounded 
tubercle~ whose anterior slope is steeper 
than the posterior. Posterior to this tuber
cle there is a low median ridge~ which 
bears two slight swellings. Mesobranchial 
region each with two smal I tubercles 
forming a short, oblique line. Epibran
chial region each with one tubercle near 
the extremity of the carapace mentioned 

above. Metabranchial region each with 
two large, conical tubercles m a lon
gitudinal row. 

A pair of broad, l'ontinuous grooves 
separates the branchial from the cardiac 
and gastric regions. A short, linear 
gropve extends from each side of the 
metagastric tubercle forward and out
ward, both grooves forming a broad I y 
obtuse V. Posterior to these grooves are 
the semilunar branchio-cardiac impres
s10ns. 

Left carpus small, a little longer than 
high; the outer surface with 6 equal 
tubercles. Left man us not quite twice as 
long as it is high; its lower margin 
very narrow but rounded in cross section, 
slightly convex as seen from the outer 
sid~; its outer surface gently convex in 
longitudinal direction, but more convex 
in transverse direction; the upper portion 
of the outer surface is turned inward so 
much as to form a nearly flat, wide 
upper surf ace for the man us; outer sur
face with 3 to 4 obscure, longitudinal 
rows of about 5 tubercles each; upper 
margin narrow but rounded in cross sec
tion; inner surface of man us with a 
slightly oblique, longitudinal row of 3 
tubercles extending from the manus-car
pus joint to the center; inner surf ace 
slightly concave just below the upper 
margin and gently convex through the 
center. 

Dimensions.-Length of carapace with
out rostrum, 7.8 mm., width of carapace, 
about 9.4 mm.: height of left manus, 3.6 
mm., length of left manus, 5.8 mm. 

Reniarks.-This species is related to 
N ccrocarcinus (?) ovalis Stenzel. The 
two species have in common the general 
shape of the carapace and the group of 
4 tubercles at the lateral extremity of the 
carapace. This group is nearly identical 
in the two species. The only differences 
are that the epibranchial tubercle of this 
group is much larger and placed more 
inward in N. ovalis Stenzel than in N. 
scotti Stenzel. The other tubercles of the 
carapace are similar in a general way in 
both species, but there are numerous dif
ferences between them as to number, 
shape, and relative position of the 
tubercles. 
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Type data.-Monotype, carapace, left 
manus, and carpus, Bureau of Economic 
Geology, The University of Texas, Austin, 
Texas. 

Type locality.-Above a muddy tank to 
the left of the Frisco Railroad tracks, 1 
mile northeast of Denison, northeastern 
Grayson County, Texas (Texas Christian 
University Coll. No. M542, G852). 
. Geologic horizon.-Denton clay, Wash
ita group, Comanche series, Cretaceous 
(upper Albian). 

Genus CENOMANOCARCINUS V. Van Straelen, 
in Stenzel, new gen. 

v AN STRAELEN, v.,Crustaces decapodes nouveaux 
OU peu conn us de I' epoche cretacique: Mus. 
royal histoire nat. Belgique Bull., vol. 12, 
no. 45, pp. 37-39, 1936. 

STENZEL, H. B., Decapod crustaceans from the 
Cretaceous of Texas: Univ. Texas Pub. 4401 
1944 [1945]. ' 

Genotype.-Cenomanocarcinus in/latus (A. Milne
Edwards ms.) from the Cenomanian sands of 
Le Mans, France, is herewith designated the 
genotype. The genoholotype is the specimen 
figured by Van Straelen on Plate 4, figure. 8. 

_Remarks:-When Van Straelen proposed 
thi~ genus. m 1936 he assigned two species 
to it: C. mflatus (A. Milne-Edwards ms.) 
Van Straelen, which he described for the 
first tii_ne, and C. oklahomensis (Rathbun), 
to which he gave a pertinent literature 
reference. However, Van Straelen failed 
to designate which of the two species is 
the genotype. According to article 25c ( 3) 
o! the lnterna~io?al Rules of Zoological 
Noi_nenclature, .1t is absolutely necessary to 
designate defi~1te~y and unam?iguously the 
ge~otype species 1£ the genus is to be valid. 
This rule applies to all generic names pro
posed after December 31, 1930. Hence, 
C enomanocarcinus Van Straelen 1936 is 
not valid. In order to preserve the name 
Cenomanocarcinus is herewith proposed 
~new, and a definite type is proposed. Were 
it not f?r the impossibility of getting in 
touch with Dr. Van Straelen at this time 
he would have been asked to validate th~ 
genus himself. 

CENOMANOCARCINUS V ANSTRAELENI Stenzel, 
n.sp. 

Pl. 44; text fig. 15 

Description. - Carapace large trans
v~rse-oval, 14 wider than long; 'greatest 
width of carapace through its middle and 

the lateral spines; lateral extremity with 
a spine. Carapace equally convex in 
transverse and longitudinal direction. 
Fronto-orbital width slightly more than 
1/3 of the carapace width. Rostrum 
convex from front to back; tip pointing 
forward and downward; outline trian
gular; with 3 points, the 2 lateral tips 
turned up; a broad, deep, rounded, 
V-shaped groove along the middle. Orbits 
small, deeply emarginate, pointing for
wa_rd and upward and slightly outward; 
height about 5/8 of width. Upper orbital 
margins are turned upward. In going 
around the orbital margins there is an 
obtuse dent at the inner end of the upper 
margin, a well-developed sinus, a short, 
obtuse point adjoining the first fissure, a 
short, obtuse point between the two fis
sures, then follows the second and deeper 
fissure, a sinus, and the strong outer or
bital dent; on the lower margin there is 
a small point near the outer orbital dent. 
Antero-lateral margin is acutely angular 
in .cross section and at first nearly 
straight and transverse, then curving con
vex! y to the lateral extremity. There 
are 9 spinous tubercles on the antero
lateral margin, the outer orbital dent is 
the first and the lateral spine the ninth 
of these. Tubercles 2 to 5 are increas
ing in size to the posterior, they are sep
arated from the next by the deep, rounded 
hepatic sinus; among the next tubercles 
the eighth is the smallest, the seventh is 
next in size, and the ninth or last is the 
largest. The postero-lateral margin is 
gently sinuous; it is obtusely angular in 
cross section and has only minor tuber
cles. The first of these tubercles is not 
far from the lateral spine, the second and 
third are near the middle of the postero
lateral margin~ the others follow imme
d.iatel y beh~nd and . are decreasing in 
size. Postenor margm convex from side 
to side and concave as seen from above; 
it is delimited by a groove and narrow 
nm. 

Dorsal surface of carapace with sev
eral tubercle-carrying ridges, of which 
the 3 posterior ones are most conspic
uous. The entire surface of the carapace 
carries granules, but these are coarser 
and more crowded on the crest of the 
ridges and the orbital margins. A median 
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ridge extends from the mesogastric to the 
intestinal region; it is crossed by a deep 
and broad saddle at the gastro-cardiac 
boundary. This ridge carries one elongate 
tubercle on the mesogastric and one on 
the metagastric region; ear·h of the~e 
tuht>rcles is higher in front than i1: h~~ck ~ 
on the posterior slope of the metagastric 
one is a tiny urogastric tubercle. Six 
tubercles unequal in size and spacing are 
on the median ridge in the cardiac and 
intestinal regions. A pair of posteriorly 
divergent and gently curved ridges begins 
at the mesobranchial region and extends 
to the ends of the posterior margin. Each 
of these ridges has 10 tubercles of un
equal size and spacing. The 1 ast of the 
l 0 tubercles is the strongest. A transverse 
ridge connects the two last tubercles; this 
transverse ridge is very near the posterior 
margin: it carries up to 9 tubercles of 
which the median one and the 2 outer
most are also on the above described 
ridges. A curved ridge is on each epi
branchial region; it connects with the 
second tubercle of the other hranchia l 
ridge on one side and with the lateral 
spine on the other side. There are 4 tu
bercles on this ridge, not counting the 
lat('ral spinf'. A short. cun·ed ri<lge .1s on 
each hepatic region; it connects with the 
sixth spine of the antero-lateral margin 
and carries ~ tubercles. There are 2 
tubercles on each proto~astric re~ion ar
ranged transversely. In old age many 
tubercles of the ridges hecome nearly 
confluent and indistinct ( 8ee Pl. 44. fi2:. 
2) ~ they are most clearly visible on i~
ter1or c~sts of the carapa~e. 

The sernilunar branchio cardiac µ-rooves 
are deep; their posterior ends are con
nected by a transverse saddle over the 
median ridge. Nearly in prolongation of 
their anterior prong. is ~n isolated pit. 
A pair of Jinear and shallow grooves. at 
ri~ht angles one to the other., is on the 
slope of the me<lian ri<lge. A tortuous 
depression extt:>nds from tlw hranchio
rardiar, ~rooves fonvarfl and outward and 
delimits the outsidP of the gastric reQ:ion: 
this depression swings outwar<l. just an
terior to the hPpatic reµ:ion. and ends in 
the notch l>Ptween thP fifth and sixth 
antero-lateral spmes. This depression is 
well rnarkt>d in the young-. but becomes 
shallow with age. . 

Coxa of cheliped narrow L-shaped, 
armecl with .1. to S ~pin 1 rn:-' tuherd('s, one 
of which is very ] aq:~;e. Basis is as long 
as wide. Ischium wider at the anterior 
side than the posterior, with 3 spines at 
the distal margin and one spine at the 
anterior proximal corner. Merus strong, 
rounded-triangular in cro~s section: it:-; 
3 edges armed with strong spines; addi
tional spines on the lower anterior sur
f ace of the merus. Carpus unknown. 
Manus cornpressed-oval in cros~ ~ ,ection. 
its upper and lower margins straight and 
divergent; outer surface gently convex 
and with an obscure, spinulou;-;~ longit11-
dina 1 ridge through its middle; spinules 
arranged in obscure rows on the outer 
surface; upper and lower surface narrow 
and with spinules along their edges. 
Pollux and dactylus slendf'r, (·ompresscd, 
and high: recta-n!rular in cros~ secli011: 
rows ~f . spinule~ along their outside 
edges; toward the curved tips the spi
nules disappear and are replaced by 
narrow keels; outer surface of dactylus 
and pollux with obscure rows of fine 
spinules; occludent margins with about 
6 triangular teeth. Coxa of first ambu
latory leg with 2 spines in the middfo 
and 2 small spines at the distal margin; 
basis short; ischium with 2 spines at the 
distal margin; merus compressed; rectan
gular in cross section, armed with small 
spines along the edges. Second ambula
tory leg simllaL lwt itf' ('OXa has th<" 
tw~ me,dian spines smaller and the two 
distal spines larger and the ischium has 
additional spines at its posterior edge. 
Third ambulatory leg has the coxa with 
a flaring. spino~1s, distal f'dge awl the 
ischium with a rectangular cross section 
and spines along its edges. The fourth 
ambulatory leg is missing ( Sf'e PI. -14, fig. 
8) ; there is room only for a small leg. 

Outer maxill1ped is slender; the merus 
of the endognath widens distally. 

Abdomen of fem ale is known (see Pl. 
11.4, fig. 3) . The first segment is unknown. 
The second to fifth segments are short and 
wide and haYe three transverse tubercles 
in a row: these tubercles are transversely 
elongate: the median tubercle is higher 
than the lateral pair; on the fourth and 
fifth segments a transverse ridge starts 
at the l~teral tubercles and extends to the 
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lateral margin; these 4 ridges may carry 
minor tubercles. The sixth abdominal 
segment is rectangular, a little wider 
than long; its 3 tubercles are not in line; 
the median tubercle is in or near the 
center, the lateral ones are near the 
proximal region; all 3 are smaller than 
those of the preceding segment; the dis
tal corners of the sixth segment are turned 
up. The seventh segment is poorly pre
served; it is presumably triangular. Two 
continuous, longitudinal depressions ex
tend from segment to segment between 
the 3 tubercles. 

Dimensions.-Syntype 1: fronto-orbital 
width, 19.5 mm., length of median ridge, 
34.5 mm.; syntype 2: width of carapace 
(restored)~ 37 mm., fronto-orbital width, 
14.5 mm., length of median ridge, 19.7 
mm.; syntype 3: greatest width of ab
domen, 21 mm. 

Remarks.-The genus Cenomanocarci
nus contains at present the following 
species: 

Cen. inflatus (A. Milne-Edwards), upper Ceno
manian, France 

\.en. armatus (Rathbun) ,3 4 upper Albian, Texas 
Cen. oklahomensis (Rathbun) ,s5 upper Albian, 

Oklahoma 
Cen. vanstraeleni Stenzel, Turonian, Texas 

There are also certain species which are 
transitional between Cenomanocarcinus 
and Necrocarcinus. These species are: 

Nerr. trkarinatns Ren,ss Cenomanian, England 
Neer. texensis Rathbun,M upper Albian, Texas 
Neer. graysonensis Rathbun,ss upper Albian, 

Texas 

84Rathbun, M. J., Fossil Crustacea of the Atlantic and 

Gulf Coastal Plain: Gcol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 2, pp. 

50-51; pl. 11, figs. 32, 33, 1935. 
85Rathbun, M. J., op. cit., pp. 44-45; pl. 11, fig. 9. 
86Bell, Thomas, A monograph of the fossil malacostracous 

Crustacea of Great Britain, pt. 2. Crustacea of the Gault 

and Greensand: Palaeontograph. Soc., vol. 14, pp. 21-22; 

pl. 4, figs. 9-11, 1863. 
37Rathbun. M. J., op. cit., pp. 45-46; pl. 11, figs. 20-22. 
38Rathbun, M. J., op. cit., p. 45; pl. 11, figs. 23-25. 

SPECIES PROTO-

Whereas in the genus Cenonwnocarcinus 
the carapace ridges on the carapace are 
distinctive, the transitional species have 
the ridges entirely or partially dismem
bered into rows of separate tubercles. 
In N ecrocarcinus texensis Rathbun the 
carapace ridges are intact on the meta
branchial and gastric regions; but the 
median ridge is not developed on the 
cardiac region, where a large solitary 
round tubercle rep laces the ridge. In 
N ecrocarcinus graysonensis Rathbun there 
are no ridges, but the tubercles are ar
ranged in rows and these rows coincide 
in position with the ridges of Cenomano
carcinus. In typical Necrocarcinus, that 
is, in the genotype species N. labeschii 
(Deslongchamps), the tubercles are also 
arranged in obscure rows and these rows 
coincide in position with the ridges 
of Cenomanocarcinus, but the number of 
tubercles is reduced making the arrange
ment in rows rather obscure. 

Among the species of C enomanocar
cinus, Cen. armatus (Rathbun) is some
what doubtful, because it is based merely 
on a part of the abdomen. It was described 
bv Rathbun as Raninella(?) ~ but the 
abdomen is almost exactly like the one 
of Cen. vanstraeleni Stenzel, except that 
it is much smaller and that the median 
~pines are much larger in proportion. 
Therefore, it seems probable that this 
abdomen represents a Cenomanocarcinus 
or possibly a genus verv nearly related to 

Cenomanocarcinus, such as Ne~rocarcinus. 
On the other hand, the stratigraphic 
position of Cen. armatus (Rathbun) pre
cludes the possibility that it be the ab
domen of a young Cen. vanstraeleni 
Stenzel. 

Differences between the other 
species of Cenomanocarcinus are 
marized below. 

NUMBER OF TUBERCLES ON RIDGES 

three 
sum-

EPI- MESO-META- CARDIAC-
GASTRIC HEPATIC BRANCHIAL BRANCHIAL INTESTINAL 

Cen. inflatus (A. Milne-
Edwards) 2 2 2 8 3 

Cen. oklahomensis (Rathbun) 2 2 2 8 3 
Cen. vanstraeleni Stenzel 2 3 4 10 6 
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Cenomanocarcinus vanstraeleni Stenzel 
is the most spinous and most tuberculate 
of the three species. It is named in honor 
of Dr. Victor Van Straelen, director of 
the M usee royal d'Histoire naturelle de 
Belgique. 

Type data.-Nine syntypes, Bureau of 
Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas.39 

Type locaNty.-Same as Linuparus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

Geologic horizon.-Same as Linuparus 
grimmeri Stenzel. 

Subtribe DROMIACEA de Haan 

Superfamily DROMIIDEA Alcock 

Family PROSOPONIDAE von Meyer 

Genus RATHBUNOPON Stenzel, new gen. 

Genotype.-Rathbunopon polyakron Stenzel, n.sp. 

This genus contains so far only two 
species; one is the genotype species, the 
other is Rathbuno pon oblitum (Carter) 40 

from the Cambridge greensand (upper 
Albian) of England. Carter had placed 
the species under the genus Af ithracia 
Bell: 41 however, Glaessner recognized that 
it did not belong there, but should be 
placed in a new genus. This was indi
cated by Glaessner42 in listing the species 
under "Nov. gen." As Glaessner did not 
propose a name for this new genus it is 
necessary to name it now. The name pro
posed is in honor of the late M. J. Rathbun. 
the outstanding carcinologist. The genus 
is based on the Texas species rather than 
the English one, because the former is 
better known to the writer. 

Generic definition of Rathbuno pan.
Carapace ovoid in outline, slightly longer 
than wide; fronto-orbital width about 
3 /-1 of width. Frontal rostrum short. 
barely projecting, triangular and with a 

39:\!'sistancc in the preparation of these materials was 
furni,.h C' d by the Work Projects Administration Official 

ProjC'ct :'\o. 665-66-3-233. 
4°Carter, James, A contribution to the paleontology of 

the decapod Crustacea of England: Geol. Soc. London 
Quart. lour., vol. 54, pp. 31-32; pl. 2, tig. 4, 1898. 

41 Bell, Thomas, A monograph of the fossil malacostracous 

Crustacea of Great Britain, pt. I, Crustacea of the London 
clay: Palaeontog-raph. Soc., vol. 10, p. 9. 1858. Geno· 

type by monotypy, Mithracia libinoides Bell, from the 
Eocene of England. 

4 ~GlaC'ssner, \f. F., Crustacea decapoda: Fossilium Cata· 
logus, I, pt. -41, p. 427, 1929. 

median groove. Orbits well defined, about 
twice as wide as high, with two notches 
on the upper margin and a projecting 
dentiform tubercle on the lower margin. 
Lateral margins of carapace poorly de
fined. Cervical and other grooves deep. 
Urogastric and metagastric regions well 
separated and of th.e shape of transverse 
bars. Mesobranchial region bilobed 
toward the cardiac grooves. Metabran
chial regions large, confluent or nearly 
confluent at midline. 

The geological range of the genus is 
upper Albian and lower Cenomanian. 

For convenience of comparison, the 
original description of Rathbunopon ob
litum (Carter) is repeated below. 

RATHBUNOPON POLY AKRON Stenzel, n.sp. 

Pl. 41, figs. 18-21; text fig. 16 

Description.-Carapace small, ovoid in 
outline, slightly longer than wide; great
est width of carapace across the middle 
of the posterior half of the carapace, 
lateral extremity ill defined. Carapace 
gently and uniformly convex in trans
verse direction, slightly more convex 
from front to back. Rostrum triangular 
in outline, convex so that the very tip 
points straight down; with a broad, ob
tusely V-shaped, pronounced median 
groove, which continues from the tip to 
the posterior and merges into the 2 
grooves enclosing the mesogastric region. 
Orbits large, deeply emarginate, about 
twice as wide as high; their margins 
occupied by 4 dentiform tubercles, which 
are separated by grooves or deep notches; 
in going around the orbital margin 
there is an obtuse dent at the inner end 
of the upper margin, a deep groove fol
lows. then a low. dentiform tubercle in 
the ~1iddle of the upper margin~ a deep 
and narrow notch~ a high~ curYed dent at 
the outer end of the orbit, another deep 
and narrow notch, then a flat, triangular 
dent in the middle of the lower margin, 
and last a deep and wide notch which 
is the orbital hiatus. The fronto-orbital 
width is large. Antero-lateral margin 
receding and nearly straight except for 
the interruptions of bosses and grooves. 
Notch separating orbital from hepatic 
portion of antero-1 ateral margin pro
nounced and narrow; notch separating 
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Fig. 16. Rathbunopon polyakron Stenzel, x6; monotype; 
carapace. E, epigastric; H, hepatic; MB, mesobranchial; MG, 
mesogastric; PG, protogastric; UG, urogastric areolation. 

hepatic from metabranchial portion pro
nounced and wide. Hepatic portion of 
margin with a conical boss pointing up 
and out. Lateral margin of the metabran
chial region narrowly rounded at its most 
anterior point, but rapidly and completely 
losing definition in posterior direction. 
Posterior margin raised for a width of 
about one-half millimeter, and separated 
from the remainder of the dorsal surf ace 
by a well-defined groove, which is wide 
in the middle but narrow toward both 
sides. 

Dorsal surface of carapace with many 
bosses in its anterior half. Subdivisions 
of the regions very well defined by 
grooves. Mesogastric subdivision with 3 
conical bosses in an equilateral triangle, 
the median and anterior one of the 3 
bosses being the highest and sharpest. 
Each epigastric subdivision with a coni
cal boss placed far forward between the 
orbits; each protogastric subdivision with 
a wide boss in line with the anterior 

mesogastric cone; between these two 
bosses, the epigastric and protogastric, is 
a slightly swollen, granulated area; the 
protogastric boss has a steep inner slope 
and a gentler, humpy outer slope. Meta
gastric region is a narrow, round-topped, 
slightly humpy, transverse ridge connect
ing by a narrower extension with the 
large mesobranchial bosses to both sides. 
U rogastric region is also a narrow, round
topped, slightly humpy, transverse ridge, 
but it is slightly narrower in its middle 
than at the ends, its ends descend abruptly 
into a deep and narrow groove, and it has 
on its anterior slope two widely spaced 
pits, each near the end of the ridge. Cardiac 
region is a transverse triangle with curved 
sides; its top is gently curved, the sides 
descend steeply into the enclosing grooves; 
there are two tiny pits a little more than 
a millimeter apart in a transverse row 
on its top. Hepatic region very small, 
without boss except the one at the antero
lateral margin. Mesobranchial region 
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occupied by a high. hemispherical boss. 
which connects by a narrow ridge exten
sion with the metagastric ridge; in lat
eral direction and outward from this boss 
lies a walled depression; a ridge extends 
from the wall of the depression in pos
terior and inward direction and ends 
abruptly to,rnrd a deep grooYe. which 
separates it from the lateral corner of the 
cardiac region. Metabranchial region flat
topped and steeply descending to the 
grooves which limit it: its surface is 
slightly granulate in the corner nearest 
the cardiac and intestinal regions. Intes
tinal region Yery smalL tria~gular~ sepa
rated by a deep grooYe from the cardiac 
and bv shallow grooves from the meta
branchial regions; it carries a very small 
conical tubercle near its anterior end. 

The grooYes of the carapace are numer
ous. deep and U-shaped in cross section. 

Dimensions.-Length~ 13.8 mm.; width, 
12.1 mm.: fronto-orbital width. 7.8 mm. 

Remarks.-Comparison between the two 
species of this genus is based in part 
on the description giYen by Carter. which 
is not clear in some points. It is impos
sible to compare the orbits in detail. be
cause Carter negle'='ted to describe them 
in RathbunoponL oblitum (Carter). The 
anterior half of the carapace is much 
more sculptured in R. pol,,-akron Stenzel 
than in R. oblitum (Carter). particularlv 
the mesobranchial region. This regio~ 
~eems to be deYoid of tubercles or de
pressions in R. oblitu m (Carter). but has 
a high. hemispherical boss and a rouncl 
depr~ssion i~ R. pofrakron Stenzel. 
There i~ considerable difference in the 
shape of the hepatic re~ion. The tubercles 
on the protog:astric region are different 
or rliff errnth- placed in the two species. 
The shape of the cardiac region is pen
ta2:on::i l in R. oblitum (Carter) and tri
angular in R. polyakron Stenzel. A smalL 
triangular intestinal resdon such as is 

l L 

indicated in R. pol}1akron Stenzel is ab-
sent in R. oblitum (Carter)~ in which the 
two metabranchial regions are joined in 
the' center. 

The specific name is deriYed from the 
Greek ;;-ot\l·~. "many~" and aKpoi·. ;'height." 
and ref er:' to the numerous eleYations on 
the carapace. 

Trpe data.-Monotype, Bureau of Eco
nomic Geolorry The University of Texas, 

~ ' . 
Austin, Texas. 

Type locality.-Bluff on west or right 
bank of Shoal Creek about 900 feet south 
of West 34th Street bridge and northwest 
of the fault in northwestern Austin, 
Travis County~ Texas. 

Geologic horizon. - Grayson marL 
Washita group, Comanche series, Creta
ceous (lower Cenomanian). Exogrra 
arietina Roemer is a common fossil at 
this horizon. The matrix on which the 
carapace rests contains two upper valves 
of this oyster. 

RATHBUNOPON OBLITUM (Carter) 

PL 41, fig. 17 

Mith racia oblita Carter. Jame~. A rontrihution to 
the palaeontology of the derapod Crustarea 
of England: Geo1. Sor. London Quart. lour., 
ml. 54. pp. 31-32: pl. 2, fig. 4. 1898. 

Original desrn°ption.-Carapare broadly ovoid 
in outline, rather longer than wide. highly vault
ed transYerselv. strongh- deflexed in front. Ros
trum small. e.ntire. ·o~hito-frontal border equal 
to two-thirds the length of the carapace. Pos
terior border slightly ·wider than the orbito
frontal. A sharp ren,iral su1cus indents the 
antero-lateral border. crosses the rarapace, and 
marh off the cephalic region. which orcupies 
~rarce Iv the anterior third of the dorsal area. 
and is . rendered nodular by the prominent gastric 
lobes. The two nodules near thP hase of thf" 
r0strnm represt"nt the epi~astrir 1ohes: a small 
tuher('le intt"rvenes hetween the epigastrir anci 
the orbit: three nodules orcur upon the meso~ 
gastrir. and one on each metagastric :43 the 
hepatir Johe is very small: the urogastrir i~ 
11nu;;;11alh- large: cardiac lobe pentagonal. and 
cliP"ltth· .eleYated. A deep sukus extends from 
thf" ane:le~ of the cardiac lobe and nms parallel 
,\·ith the ren·iral sukus. Epibranchial Johe piri
form: inner half of the mesobranchial hilohed: 
mPtahr:mrhial;;; lame and ronflnent nosteriorlv. 
The whole of the dorsal surface of the carapace 
hPars trarPS of depressed tuhercles of moderate 
size. Orbits small. round. four diameters apart. 
A hdomen of the female seven-jointed (?) ; each 
segment trilohed. and the penultimate the largest: 
telson ratlwr small. Limhs and other appendages 
nndPtermined. Length of carapace:=l6 mm. 
Width ( metahranrhia}) == 15 mm. 

Orir!inal remarks.-This species has a genera1 
resemhlan('e to.~!. lihinioides of the London Clav. 
of which it is probably an ancestral fonn. It is 

43Carter presumably means the protogastric region in this 
instance [Stenzel]. 
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of smaller size, and may he further distinguished 
frum that species by the more delicate granula
tion of the surface, and by the nodulated cephalic 
area; the hepatic and branchial lobes are less 
inflated, and the anterior branchial lobes rela
tively larger, consequently the space between the 

cervical and transverse branchial sulci is greater 
than in M. libinioides. The granulation of the 
dorsal surface being much less distinctly marked 
than in M. libinioides renders the carapace com
paratively smooth. 
Distribution.~Cambridge Greensand. 
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PLATE 34 

PAGE 

Linuparus grimmeri Stenzel, n.sp., x2 __ ----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ---------- _______ 406 
1, 2. Dorsal view of carapace, syntype 2. Figure 2 shows traces of the natural colora-

tion. Figure 1 was photographed after coating with white ammonium chloride 
sublimate. 

3, 4. Dorsal and ventral views of portion of carapace anterior to postcervical grooves 
with the first antennar segment attached, syntype 3. 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua McCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 

Linuparus watkinsi Stenzel, n.sp., x2 _______ ------------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------------------------- 408 
5. Dorsal view of carapace with first antennar segment and some legs, syntype 3. 
6. Dorsal view of complete abodomen, syntype 4. This is the same specimen as 

Plate 45, figure 2; the abdomen was unrolled for this figure by taking sepa
rate photographic exposures of each segment and assembling the photographs 
in sequence. 

7, 8. Ventral and dorsal views of carapace, syntype 2. Note the prominent jaws in 
figure 7; sternum and parts of 5 pairs of ambulatory legs are also visible. 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua McCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 
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PLATE 35 

Unuparus grimmeri Stenzel, n.sp· --· -- --- -- --- ------- ----- ------- ---- -- -- -- -- ------ ---- ---- -- ---
1. Oblique dorsal view of nearly complete specimen lying on the matrix of a long 

calcareous concretion, syn type 1, xl %. 
5, 6. Ventral and dorsal views of carapace and attached abdomen, syntype 4, x2. 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua .McCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (Lower Turonian or Salmurian). Syntype 
of figure 1 collected by Mr. R. A. Grimmer. 

Astacodes maxwelli Stenzel, n.sp., x!}.! _____ __ ___ ___ _____ ------------ -- -- ----- -- -__ __ ______ __ __ _ _ --- --· -- -- -------- - ·-------------
2. Oblique dorsal view of specimen with eyes, some legs , and extended abdomen, 

syntype 4. 
:-3, 4. Dorsal and lateral views of specimen with traces of antennae and partly rolled-in 

abdomen, syntype 1. 
Frum quarries on east side of State highway No. 188 (Roxton-High road) ex

tending from the vicinity of Arkansas Church, 2.1 miles, to 1.1 miles north of 
the railway depot at Roxton, southwestern Lamar County, Texas; Roxton lime
stone, top part of Gober chalk tongue of Austin chalk, Gulf series, Cretaceous 
( Santonian). 

PAGE 
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PLATE 36 

PAGE 

A stacodes davisi Stenzel, n.s p., holotype ______ __ _______ -------------------------------------- ________ --------------------------------- 412 
1, 2. Dorsal and ventral views, xl 1h. 

3. Oblique view of abdomen, showing the left pleura of the first few abdominal seg
ments, x21h. 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua McCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 
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PLATE 37 

PAGE 

Enoploclytia triglypta Stenzel, n.sp., xL __ _____ _____________ __________ _____ ___ ___ _ --- ------- --- ------ -------- --- -···-···· --·-· ···· 415 
1. Part of right side of carapace showing grooves a, b, h1, c, e, i and the swelling 

w wholly or partially (compare text fig. 6), syntype I. 
2. Part of right side of carapace showing nearly all grooves (compare text fig. 6 

on p. 415). syn type 2. 
3. \lanus with parts of the fingers (compare text fig. 7 on p. 416), syntype 3. 

From rock pit on south side of an east-west road, by road 4.66 miles southeast 
of Samy, Fannin County, Texas; Ector chalk tongue of Austin chalk, Gulf 
series, Cretaceous ( Coniacian) . 

Enoploclytirz sp. Stenzel. n.sp .• xL ______ -- ----- -·--·-·---·· ·------- -- -·--··· ----------- ------ ·-- -·-·- --------- -·- ·-·- ----··-- - 41-l 
4, 5. Right side and dorsal view of partly crushed carapace, monotype. 

6. Cheliped of monotype. 
From quarries on east side of State highway No. 188 (Roxton-High road) ex

tending from the vicinity of Arkansas Church, 2.1 miles, to 1.1 miles north 
of the railway depot in Roxton, southwestern Lamar County, Texas; Roxton 
limestone, top part of Gober chalk tongue of Austin chalk, Gulf series, Cre
taceous (Santonian). 
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PLATE 38 
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Eno ploclytia walkeri (Whitfield), xL ___ ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- 416 
I, 2. Outside surface of complete right che1iped and dorsal view of tail fan with two 

preceding abdominal segments (segments 5 and 6) belonging to the same in
dividual. 

From Toland's farm, 4 miles west of Argyle, Denton County, Texas; Weno forma
tion, Washita group, Comanche series, Cretaceous (upper Albian) ; Wm. T. 
Watkins, collector. 
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PLATE 39 

PAGE 

Enoploclytia walkeri (Whitfield.I , xL __ ___ __ _____ ____ __________ ___ ____________ __ ____ __ ·- ___ -- ·-·- -- _____ ·-· ·-·- -- -- 416 
1. Left side of carapace, flattened by rock weight. 

From small waterfall in Sycamore Creek valley at crossing of Houston & Texas 
Central and International & Great Northern railroads, 21h miles southeast of 
Fort Worth, Tarrant County, Texas; basalmost stratum of Weno limestone, 
Washita group, Comanche series, Lower Cretaceous (upper Albian); W. S. 
Adkins, collector, 1919. 
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PLATE 40 
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H omarus bri ttones tr is Stenzel, n.s p., x2%------------------------------------· _____ ___________ --------------------------------------- 425 
1. Dorsal view of complete rostrum, syntype 4. 
2. Lateral view of compressed specimen, syntype 3. 
3. Lateral view of compressed specimen, syntype 1. 
4. Lateral view of compressed abdomen with 5 complete segments (2 to 6), syntype 2. 

5-7. Upper, outer, and inner surface of right manus, syntype 5. 
[D == distal, P == proximal end.] 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua McCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 

H omarus davisi Stenzel, n.sp., xl 1h ·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 427 
8. Dorsal view of obliquely flattened monotype, carapace and first 4 segments of 

abdomen ( 1-4) . 
From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 

River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua ~1cCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 
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PLATE 41 

·'_\ c ph ro ps"' american us Rathbun, x214 ______ ---------- -- ------ --------------- -------- ---- ------------------------------------------
1, 2. Outer and inner surface views of a right manus, specimen 1. 

From Watauga; slopes at the head of a short, right tributary to a wide, flat
bottomed branch which is a left tributary of Big Fossil Creek; 0.51 mile east 
of l- .S. highway No. 377 or 0.40 mile east and 0.08 mile north of Watauga 
scho~lhou:e. northern Tarrant County, Texas (Bureau of Economic Geology 
locality :\ o. 219-T-4 l ; Pawpaw shale, Washita group, Comanche series, Cre
taceous (upper Albian). 

3, -1. Inner and outer surface views of a left manus with stumps of the fingers, specimen 
2. In figure 3 the upper margin of the manus is the bottom of the figure. 

J. Inner surface view of a left manus, specimen 3. 
From Watauga; gullies in pasture about 0.1 mile east and within sight of lJ.S. 
highway :\o. 377, Fort Worth-Denton road, opposite a Texas & Pacific Railroad 
trestle and 0.2 mile north of Watauga schoolhouse, northern Tarrant County. 
T~xas (Bureau of Economic Geology locality No. 219-T-3); Pawpaw shale, 
\\ ashita group, Comanche series, Cretaceous (upper Albian). 

6. Inner surface view of distal end of a left manus with the fingers complete and 
in place. Figures 5 and 6 are complementary and provide control for recon
struction of a complete left manus, although the two specimens do not belonµ: 
to the same individual. This evidence is important for generic placement and 
correction of the fingers; see text. 

From high bluff opposite Cobb brick plant, 100 yards north of the How>ton & 
Texas Central Railroad bridge on Sycamore Creek between Mansfield road and 
crossroad going east from Katy Lake; south-southeast of the center of Fort 
Worth. Tarrant County, Texas (collection numbers M541, G850, Texas Chri~
tian Cniversity l; Pawpaw shale, Washita group, Comanche series, Cretaceous 
(upper Albian). 

_,.ecrocarcinus (?) omlis Stenzel, n.sp., x2~~ ---------------------- -- ----- ------------------------------------------ --- -- ---- ---
7-9. Dorsal. frontal. and right lateral views of carapace, monotype. 

From 3112 mi]es west of Cedar Hill. Dallas County, Texas (Bureau of Economic 
Geology Coll. No. 460l; Eagle Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous .(Turonian ! . 
Collected by ~Ir. Q. 0. Gaither and submitted by Mr. V. V. Waite, Atlantic 
Oil Producing Company, Dallas, Texas. 

S ccrocarcin us scotti Stenzel. n.sp .• x5% -- ------- -- ---- -- ------ . --- -- -- - --- -- ------- ---- ---- ----- -- -- ---- --- -- ---
10. Yiew of outer surface of carpus and manus of left cheliped, monotype. 
11. Dorsal view of carapace, monotype. 

From ab<we a muddy tank to the left of the Frisco Railroad tracks, 1 mile north
ca~t of Denison. northeastern Grayson County. Texas (Texas Christian Univer
sity Coll. !'lo. ~1542, G8.52 I; Denton clay, Washita group, Comanche series, 
Cretaceous (upper Albian). 

1'; ecrorarcinus nzosel evi Stenzel~ n.sp., x21.4-·---------- ----------------- ---- ---- ------- ------- --- --- ----- ---- ------ ---- -- ---- --

12. Dorsal view- of incomplete carapace, monotype. 
From an ant hill located in the dell between two hiJls, of which the northern 

one is cut by State highway No. 114, about 2 miles n?rthwest of Roanoke on 
highway No. 114 and about 200 feet south of the h1~hway, Denton County, 
T;xas; Pawpaw shale. Washita group, Comanche senes, Cretaceous (upper 
Albian). :\fr. Fred T. Moseley, collector. 
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N ecrocarcinus renf roae Stenzel, n.sp., x21,4__________________________________________________________________________________________ 443 
13. Dorsal view of carapace, holotype. 

From Watauga; slopes at the head of a short, right tributary to a wide, flat
bottomed branch which is a left tributary of Big Fossil Creek; 0.51 mile east 
of U.S. highway No. 377 or 0.40 mile east and 0.08 mile north of Watauga 
schoolhouse, northern Tarrant County, Texas (Bureau of Economic Geology 
locality No. 219-T-4); Pawpaw shale, Washita group, Comanche series, 
Cretaceous (upper Albian). Mrs. J. H. Renfro, collector. 

Ho marus travisensis Stenzel, n.sp., x21i4--------------------------------· ----·-------------------- ·----------------------------------- 423 
14-16. Views of upper margin, outer surface, and inner surface of right manus, mono-

type. Abbreviations used: D, distal; P, proximal end. 
From old road metal pit on southwest side of Austin-Bull Creek-Anderson Mill 

road, on divide between Dry Creek and Shoal Creek drainage, about 8,000 feet 
northeast of Mount Bonnell in airline distance, Travis County, Texas; yellow 
clay marl of Walnut formation, Fredericksburg group, Comanche series, Cre
taceous (midde Albian). Ralph H. King and George Harris, collectors. 

Rath b uno po n o blitum (Carter) , x l 1h--------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------- 452 
17. Reduced copy of type figure. 

From the Cambridge greensand, Cretaceous (upper Albian) ; England. 

Rathbuno pon polyakron Stenzel, n.g., n.sp., x2~----------------------·-------------------------------------------------------- 450 
18-21. Dorsal, oblique-frontal, frontal, and right lateral views of carapace, monotype. 

Abbreviations used: F, front; P, posterior of carapace; 0, orbit. 
From bluff on west or right bank of Shoal Creek about 900 feet south of West 

34th Street bridge and northwest of the fault in northwestern Austin, Travis 
County, Texas; Grayson marl, Washita group, Comanche series, Cretaceous 
(lower Cenomanian). 
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PLATE 42 

PAGE 

U po ge bia r hache ochir Stenzel, n.s p ., x3 ________________________________ -------------------------------------------------------- 432 
1. Right side view of a concretion with complete abdomen and pieces of carapace 

and legs, syntype 1. 
2. Right side view of a concretion with nearly complete abdomen and coprolites, 

syntype 2. 
3. Right side view of a concretion with complete abdomen and pieces of carapace 

and legs, syntype 3. 
4-6. Successive dorsal views of an abdomen, syntype 4. 

7-10. Views of lower margin, outer surface, upper margin, and inner surface of a 
right carpus and manus, syntype 6. 

11-14. Views of upper margin, lower margin, inner surface, and outer surface of a right 
manus with fixed finger, syntype 7. 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right hank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua McCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 
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PLATE 43 
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Enoploclytia wintoni Stenzel, n.sp. , monotype, xl ~~ __ __ ____ __ --- -- ·----- -------------------- ------- ------------------------ 421 
1, 2. Outside view of right and inside view of left manus. 

From near Crowley, Tarrant County, Texas; Weno limestone, Washita group, 
Comanche series, Cretaceous (upper Albian ) . N orman E. Nelson, collector. 

Galathea cretacea StenzeL n.sp. , monotype, x6____ _______ ________ ______ ______ __ _ ______ ______ ___ __ __ __ __ __ ________ _ ___ __ ____ ___ 430 
3. Dorsal view of carapace and rolled-under abdomen. 

From Watauga; gullies in pasture about 0.1 mile east and within sight of U.S. 
highway ~o. 377 <Fort Worth-Denton road) , opposite a Texas & Pacific Rail
road trestle, and 0.2 mile north of Watauga schoolhouse. northern Tarrant 
County, Texas (Bureau of Economic Geology- locality No. 219-T-3). 
Pawpa-w shale, .. Washita group. Comanche :-;eries. Cn:ta reous (upper Albian). 

Galathea (?) limonitica Stenzel, n.sp. , monotype, x6 _____ __ ____ _______ ______ ____ __ ___ ____ . ---- -·----- ----- ---- ___________ _ 431 
4. Dorsal view of incomplete carapace. 

From south of Fort Worth, Tarrant County, Texas. 
Pawpaw shale , \Vashita group, Comanche ~ eries , Cretaceous (upper Albian). 

Noto pocorystes dichrous Stenzel, n.sp., x2. ______ ___ __ __ ______ _______ __ ___ _____ ____ _______ __ ___ __ __ ------------------- ----- 438 
5. Dorsal view of carapace with complete chelipeds and parts of 3 pairs of ambu

latory legs, syntype 1. 
6. Ventral view of carapace with sternum, mouth parts, stumps of some legs, and 

appressed abdomen, syntype 3. 
7. Dorsal view of carapace, syntype 3. 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua :'.\Ic Cants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
IO miles northwest of Dallas. Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group. Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Tnronian or Salmurian). 
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Cenomanocarcinus vanstraeleni Stenzel, n.sp·-------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------- 447 

1. Dorsal view of carapace, partly decorticated, syntype 2, x2. 

2. Dorsal view of incomplete carapace of old individual with original epidermal 
sculpture preserved, syntype 1, xl 1/s. 

3. Ventral view showing parts of the first 4 leg pairs, mouth parts, and appressed 
abdomen, syntype 3, xl. 

4. Ventral view showing stumps of some legs, sternum, and appressed abdomen, 
syntype 4, xl 1h. 

5. Ventral view of left anterior part of a carapace with part of left cheliped and 
first left ambulatory leg, syntype 5, xl %! 

6. Outer surface view of a pair of chelae, of which the right chela is almost com
plete and the left represented by the fingertips. The distance between the two is 
as found in the matrix and is presumably the original natural one, syntype 6, 
xl%. 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua ~le Cants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 
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Li nu par us watkinsi Stenzel, n .s p., x2 --------------- --------- ----------- -- ___ ____ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ ____________ ___ ____ _ _________ ___ ________ 408 
1. Dorsal view of carapace, syntype 1. 
2. Oblique ventral view of specimen showing mandibles, parts of legs, and abdomen 

complete and curved under, syntype 4 (compare Pl. 34, fig. 6). 
From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 

River upstream from and at Chicago~ Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua l\IcCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas ; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 

Linuparus grimmeri Stenzel, n.sp., x2 __ _________________ ________ __ __ ___ ___________ __ __ ________ _____ ---- -------- -------------------- 406 
3. Dorsal view of abdomen with segments 2 to 6, syntype 5. 

From California Crossing, north-facing bluff on right bank of Elm Fork of Trinity 
River upstream from and at Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad bridge, 
in southwest corner of Joshua McCants survey, on O'Connor dairy land, about 
10 miles northwest of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; Britton formation of Eagle 
Ford group, Gulf series, Cretaceous (lower Turonian or Salmurian). 

Astacodes maxwelli Stenzel, n.sp., x% ---------- ----- ---------- ----- ---- ---------- ------- ------------ ------------ ------ ----- ------ ----- 410 
4. Dorsal view of carapace with left eye preserved, syntype 5. 
5. Dorsal view of specimen with right eye preserved and abdomen partly rolled 

under, syntype 3. 
6. Right side of specimen, syntype 2. 

From quarries on east side of State highway No. 188 (Roxton-High road) ex
tending from the vicinity of Arkansas Church, 2.1 miles, to 1.1 mile north of 
the railway depot in Roxton, southwestern Lamar County, Texas. Roxton lime
stone, top part of Gober chalk tongue of Austin chalk, Gulf series, Cretaceous 

Pagurus 
7-9. 

10, 11. 
12, 13. 
14, 15. 

Pagurus 
16-18. 

( Santonian). 

banderensis Rathbun, x2 ----------------- -- ----------- --- - ------------- ------------ - ---------- --- ------------ -- -- -- -------------
Outer, inner, and upper views of a complete right chela. 
Inner and outer views of a left chela complete except for movable finger. 
Occludent and lower views of a fixed right finger. 
Two views of a fragment of an ambulatory leg. 
From State highway No. 16 (Bandera-Pipe Creek road), 2 miles east of Bandera, 

Bandera County, Texas. 
Glen Rose formation, Comanche series, Cretaceous (lower Alhian). 

travisensis Stenzel, n.sp., mono type, x2 ___________________________ __ __ ________ __ __ _____ ·------------------------------ -
Outer inner, and upper views of right manus. 
From' cut on south side of road on road leading from Bull Creek valley west

ward to Lake Austin Park and abandoned CCC Camp MA-3- T, CO No. 1805, 
0.7 mile from road fork in West Bull Creek valley, I mile north of Lake Aus
tin or 3.4 miles northwest of Mount Bonnell (airline distance), northwest of 
Austin, Travis County, Texas. Nodular, fossiliferous limestone, basal bed of 
Comanche series, Cretaceous (middle Al bi an). 

435 

437 
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AN AMEBELODON JAW FROM THE TEXAS PANHANDLE 

Joseph T. Gregory 

The curiously specialized shovel-tusked 
mastodons, which lived during the late 
Tertiary period in North America and 
Asia, have been made known largely 
through the researches of Dr. E. H. Bar
bour, Dr. A. Borissiak, Dr. Walter 
Granger, and the late Dr. H. F. Osborn. 
Most spectacular of these creatures, be
cause of the close resemblance of its 
lower jaw symphysis and tusks to a large 
scoop shovel, was Platybelodon grangeri 
(Osborn), from the late Miocene Tung 
Gur formation of Mongolia. In North 
America an animal with a similar jaw 
has been found and named T orynobelodon 
barnumbrowni by Barbour. Another 
American species possessed longer and 
more slender tusks and has been called 
Amebelodon fricki Barbour. A smaller 
and somewhat older Platybelodon, P. 
danovi Borissiak, is known from the 
Tchokrak beds of Turkestan, and a few 
other imperfect specimens of these ani
mals have been described from America. 
They are still so incompletely known that 
it seems well worth while to place on rec
ord for comparative purposes the descrip
tion and measurements of an exceptionally 
well-preserved pair of lower jaws of 
Amebelodon f ricki which was obtained 
from the Texas Panhandle by the Texas 
Memorial Museum. 

I wish to thank Dr. E. H. Sellards, 
Director of the Texas Memorial Museum, 
for the opportunity to study this speci
men. and Mr. Carl Chelf for furnishing 
data concerning the locality and associ
ated fauna. The photographs were made 
hv Mr. Louis Haring and retouched by 
Mr. Chester Wallace, who also prepared 
the cross sections. 

LOCALITY 

The specimen was collected by Carl 
Chelf, Chester Wallace. and Warren D. 
Mateer on the Parcell ranch, in northern 
Roberts County, Texas, about 7 miles 

Assistance in the preparation of these materials was fur

nished by the personnel of Work Projects Administration 

Official Project No. 665-66-3-233. 

south and slightly west of Notla post 
office Ochiltree County. The fossils oc
curred in a bed of sandy bentonitic clay 
lying unconformably above a sand layer 
and below the cap rock of dolomitic 
sands and caliche. Associated with the 
Amebelodon jaws were specimens of a large 
turtle, Teleoceras sp., Neohipparion sp., 
and Pliohippus cf. interpolatus. 

Each is represented by a single piece, 
so only an approximate determination of 
the age is possible. The Pliohippus 
tooth is unworn but broken above the 
base so that height of crown is not de
terminab 1 e. It agrees with specimens of 
P. interpolatus in size but might be a 
premolar of P. fossulatus. The Neohip
parion lower molar is worn almost to 
its roots but resembles N. eurystyle some
what. From the associated fauna~ one 
only may say that the age is late Claren
donian or Hemphillian. The occurrence 
in Roberts County, from which up to the 
present only typical Hemphillian faunas 
have been obtained, suggests the latter 
age, but at present one cannot assert the 
absence of Clarendonian strata in that 
reg10n. 

Amebelodon fricki occurs in the Wray, 
Rhino Hill, and Feldt ranch faunas (Bar
bour and Hibbard, 1941, pp. 41-45), 
which are all Hemphillian (middle Plio
cene) in age. There is no reason to 
doubt that the numerous other sites in 
Nebraska and Kansas, from which it has 
been obtained, and this Roberts County, 
Texas, site are also in Hemphillian de
posits. The species is characteristic of 
the Hemphillian age of the Great Plains 
region of North America. 

It may be noted that the type of 
Anicbelodon fricki is from deposits said 
to be "Late Pliocene or Pleistocene" in 
ag;e (Barbour, 1927, p. 133). The asso
ciation of Columbian mammoth and Tele
oceras in the region which he mentions, 
in the absence of definite proof of associ
ation in the same beds, may he taken 
as indicative of the presence of both 
Pliocene and Pleistocene strata at this 
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locality. Inasmuch as the specimen de
scribed below agrees so perfectly with the 
type, I suspect that the type also may be 
from deposits of Hemphillian age. 

DESCRIPTION 

The jaw compares closely in shape and 
size with the type of Amebelodon fricki. 
The tusks are sheathed within the elon
gate symphysis to about 40 cm. from 
their tips. Symphysis and tusks slope 
downward and forward from the level of 
the molar teeth, the tusks curving up
ward gently. The upper surface of the 
tusks is slightly concave, the lower con
vex. The tusks slope downward toward 
the midline meeting at an angle of 70° 
as they emerge from the jaw. Anteriorly 
the angle rapidly opens to about 135° at 
the tip of the tusks. The curvature, com
bined with this inward slope, prevents 
the median edges of the tusks from meet
ing except at the tip. It seems probable 
that this mounting is correct, for the con
tacts with the undistorted bone of the jaw 
are extensive and close. The tusks grad-
11 ally increase in width toward the roots, 
being 160 mm. wide at the tips and 168 
mm. where they emerge from the jaw. 
The thickness likewise increases from 55 
mm. just behind the worn portions of 
the tip to 57 mm. at the front of the 
symphysis. At their tips, the tusks show 
signs of abrasion and are truncated and 
bluntly rounded. Wear is greatest on the 

A 

lower edge, which might be expected i1 
they were used as a scoop. 

During preparation of the specimen tht 
tusks were partly opened to insert sup· 
ports. The dentine was found to havt 
well-developed dentinal tubules or rods 
such as have been described from Tory· 
nobelodon and Platybelodon. The rod~ 
are long, slender, and straight, and sepa· 
rated by considerable intervals of smooth 
dentine near the root of the tusk. Toward 
the tip they become progressively larger~ 
more closely spaced, and exceedingly nod
ular and irregular in shape, although they 
continue their longitudinal course. 

The symphysis of the jaw is concave 
above, rather shallow and broad near the 
tip, becoming deeper and narrow poste
rior 1 y. Three cross sections are shown 
in figure 1. Viewed from above, the sym
physis is seen to flare near its tip. Be
hind this it narrows, and the ridges 
bounding the lingual grocwe become high 
and relatively closer together. A pro
nounced shoulder is developed lateral to 
them above the space for the incisor 
roots. The rami of the jaw are deep and 
heavy. One mental f oramen lies just be
low the anterior edge of M2 • Two small 
foramina occur in the narrow margin at 
the base of the symphysis. The principal 
foramen is slightly anterior to the point 
where tht; jaw begins to widen and a lit
tle above the middle of the jaw. No un
usual features are presented by the ascend
mg ramus with its low, slender coronoid 
process. 

B c 

10 CM 

F' 1 Cross sections of the symphysis of the lower jaw of Amebelodon fricki Barbour. A, At end 
of t~~k ~heath, 16 cm. behind tip of symphysis. B, At deepest part of groove, 35 cm. behind tip. C, 
At narrowest point, 69 cm. behind tip. 

~----~~--~~~~------~~~~~~~------~----' 
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MEASUREMENTS (IN MILLIMETERS) OF TEXAS 

MEMORIAL MUSEUM SPECIMEN COMPARED 

WITH TYPE OF Amebelodon. Jricld. 

TEXAS A. fricld, 
JAW TYPE 

Total length along midline ________ 1835 1970 
Tip incisor-condyle ________________ 1889 
Tip symphysis - midcondylar 

point ---------------------------------- 1448 14 7 5 
Length symphysis -------------------- 715 
Intercondylar width (including 

condyles) ---------------------------- 525 508 
Length, condyle to coronoid 

process ------------------------------ 215 
Breadth across coronoid proc-

esses ------------------------------------ 432 457 
Transverse diameter condyle___ 135 140 
Depth coronoid process from 

angle ------------------------------------ 375 356 
Width between postalveolar 

processes ----------------------------- 229 
Maximum width of symphysis 

(near tip) ------------------------- 275 
Minimum width symphysis, be-

hind mental foramen ________ 203 
Maximum depth symphysis, 

from groove ------------------------ 191 
Width between upper ridges of 

symphysis at tip ---------- 140 
Minimum width between sym-

physeal ridges -------------------- 72 
Width jaw across M2, internal, 

in front of alveoli____________ 103 
Greatest thickness ramus ________ 150 147 
Depth ramus in front of M2 ___ 222 
Depth mandible at tip (re-

stored below) ____ ___________ ____ 127 165 
Depth mandible in front of 

Ma, outside -------------------------- 173 222 
Depth inside mandible in front 

of Ma ------------------------------------ 190 

It is evident that the specimen described 
is slightly smaller than the type of A. 
f ricki, but the differences are so small 
as to be of no taxonomic significance. 
Lar~e differences occur only in the depth 
of the mandible, which varies with age; 
in the depth of the symphysis, which is 
partly restored in the Texas specimen 
and hence may not be accurate; and in 
widths between the posterior rami of the 
jaws, which may be altered from their 
true position in the course of f ossiliza-

tion or preparation. The largest signifi
cant difference, that in the total lengths 
of the specimens, amounts to only 7.4 
per cent of the dimension of the smaller 
specimen, which corresponds to a statis
tical coefficient of variability less than 2, 
an exceedingly low value for a skeletal 
dimension. The differences may be due 
to the slightly younger age of the ani
mal, although it probably had attained 
full maturity by the time the last molar 
came into wear. 

Two molars are preserved on each side 
of the jaw, the moderately worn second 
and nearly unworn third, which had not 
completely emerged from its crypt. M2 

is tetralophodont, that is, four-ridged. 
Trefoils are developed on both inner and 
outer cones. They appear to arise from 
the inner conelets, so far as may be de
termined on the worn teeth. Low but 
prominent anterior and posterior cingula 
are present. 

M3 has Slh lophs and an anterior cin
gulum. The posterior cingulum is pre
sumably present hut is concealed by the 
jaw. The anterior portion of the tooth 
agrees with Osborn's description of a 
"trilophodont" molar, typical of his 
"Buno.mastodontidae." Between the pro
tolophid and metalophid are two distinct 
"Central Conules" which would have 
united with the metalophid to form tre
foils in the worn tooth. The trefoil of 
the protolophid appears to be an expan
sion from its inner conelets. The third 
to fifth lophids have no <listinct conules 
between them, hut prominent buttresses 
from the lateral conelet lead inward 
toward the base. The fifth crest is indis
tinctly divided into inner and outer seg
ments; it is followed by a tall posterior 
cusp. The ridges of both molars, espe
cially the posterior, narrow rapidly up
wards so that the width at the crest is 
scarce] y half that at the base of the crown. 

MEASUREMENTS OF TEETH, IN MILLIMETERS 

LENGTH 

165 
231-+-

TEXAS SPECIMEN 
WIDTH 

88.7 
90 

INDEX 

54 
39 

Height cusps of M3 

LENGTH 

229 

Texas specimen: 53 mm., inside, second crest. 
Type specimen (worn) : ''25-32 mm." 

A. fricki, TYPE 
WIDTH 

89 

INDEX 

39 
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It ~ay :r:iot be amiss to point out that 
the d1mens10ns of the teeth, which we are 
accustomed to regard as less variable 
than other parts of the skeleton, agree 
ev~n. more closely with the type of A. 
frzcki than do those of the jaw, which 
were compared above. In view of this 
close agreement there can be little ques
tion of the correctness of the reference 
of this specimen to Barbour's species. 

DISCUSSION 

An examination of Volume I of Os
born's monograph "Proboscidea" shows 
that he placed increasing importance 
upon the type of trefoil formation in the 
molars of the trilophodont and allied 
mastodons, until in his final classifica
tion. he ~laced in a separate family, the 
Serndentidae, those forms in which the 
trefoil spurs arise from ectoconelets of 
lower and entoconelets of upper molars, 
n:e~oconelet~ tend to disappear, crests 
d1v1de by bmary fission into 4 to 8 cone
lets, central conules are absent, and cen
~ers of valleys remain open. The remain
mg genera, comprising the Bunomasto
dontidae and Humboldtidae of Osborn's 
classification, have the valleys between the 
lophs closed by "Central Conules" and 
trefoil spurs developing from the meso
conelets. Numerous parallelisms between 
the genera of these families are recorded. 
Both the Serridentidae and Bunomasto
dontidae are supposed to have developed 
the shovel-tusked adaptation, Platybelo
don and Torynobelodon being referred to 
the former (subfamily Platybelodonti
nae), whereas Amebelodon is placed with 
the latter (subfamily Amebelodontinae). 

It is difficult to say whether there were 
few or many parallel phyla of masto
donts living during the Tertiary. But 
the hypothesis of relatively few stocks 
which differed in certain adaptive fea
tures is a far simpler basis upon which 
to erect a classification than the parallel 
development of closely similar morpho
logic features and adaptations in several 
distinct lines. This is particularly so when 
the existence of these "phyla" can be 
detected only by the presence of rather 
small constant differences, whose funda
mental importance is, after all, not de
monstrable. Osborn recognized three dis-

tinct families and 11 subfamily groups 
among the "trilophodont" type of mas
todonts. I believe that a much simplified 
arrangement would adequately portray 
our knowledge of the group. 

The separation of the shovel-tusked 
mastodonts into two groups with differ
ent molar structures rests upon no basis 
whatever. Platybelodon is said to have 
partly serridentine molar construction 
(Osborn, 1936, p. 459). The previously 
known specimens of Amebelodon have all 
h~d the molars too far worn (or, in A. 
smclari, no cheek teeth) to show which 
mode of trefoil formation was present. 
Hence their assignment to the "Buno
mastodon~idae" ~as entirely arbitrary. In 
the specimen Just described, one can 
find traces of both types of trefoils. 
Central conules are well developed in the 
first valley of M3 but not more posteri
orly. A slight tendency toward forma
~ion of serrate ridges may be seen, but it 
is not pronounced. It too could well be 
characterized as "partly serridentine." 
Altogether the conditions described 
strengthen a suspicion which I have devel
oped from examination of other triloph
odont mastodonts that there may not 
be such a fundamental structural differ
ence between the serridentine and triloph
odont molar types, and that the earlier 
classification of the "bunomastodont" 
proboscideans into a single family is 
nearer the truth. Some of the teeth re
ferred by Osborn to the Serridentidae 
appear at least equally close to the zygo
lophodont Mastodontidae. Even if Os
born's classification stands on this point, 
however, reference of the Amebelodon
tinae to the Serridentidae will require 
more evidence than a "partially serriden-
. " f M tme pattern o 3 • 

Besides the . difference in molar stru('
ture~ the Amebelodontinae are supposed 
to differ further from the Platybelodon
tinae in the absence of the dentinal rod 
structure of the tusks. Osborn ( 1936, p. 
715) states that the dentin al rods have been 
observed in Platybelodon grangeri, Tory
nobelodon loomisi, T. ba.rnumbrowni, and 
Platybelodon sp., and that they are not pres
ent in either Aniebelodon fricki or A. sin
clairi. The additional e;idence concern
ing the structure of Amebelodon furnished 
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by the specimen described above casts 
doubt upon the validity of this separa
tion. The presence of dentinal rods in its 
tusks appears to he good evidence of 
affinity with Platybelodon and Torynobe
lodon. The absence of these structures 
from the type of A. f ricki is remarkable, 
if actually so, and may indicate that they 
are not constant within the group. Nor 
can the presence of four ridge crests in 
the second molar of Platybelodon be con
sidered a "striking contrast" (Osborn, 
1936, p. 459) to Amebelodon, since it too 
is tetralophodont. Again the distinction 
was drawn upon characters which were 
not shown by any of the described 
specimens. 

No reason remains for keeping the 
Platybelodontinae and Amebelodontinae 
distinct. The shovel-tusked mastodonts 
form a well-defined adaptive group char
acterized by the enlargement of the lower 
tusks into a shovel-like scoop. Abraded 
ends of these tusks attest the usefulness 
of this structure~ presumably for scoop
ing up aquatic plants on which the ani
mals fed. There is no valid evidence that 
this adaptation developed more than once. 
The group, therefore, falls within a sin
gle family and forms one subfamilv, the 
Amebelodontinae. The name Platybelodon
tinae must be relegated to synonymy. 
Without expressing an unreserved oojn. 
ion upon the relationships of the amebelo
donts to other mastodonts, I submit the 
following definition of the Amebelodon
tinae, which I regard as a subfamilv of 
the Trilophodontidae, using that family 
in a wide sense to include all the bunodont 
or trefoil-toothed mastodonts. 

Subfamily A1\IEBELODONTINAE 

A subfamily of late Tertiary bunodont 
Mastodontoidea (Trilophodontidae) in 
which the lower jaw was moderately elon
gated and bore widened, flattened, incisor 
tusks which were parallel and close to 
one another or touching, the combined 
tusks forming a shovel-like instrument. 
Dentine of lower tusks with characteristic 
rod-like structure. Upper tusks short. 

Second molar in known genera with 4 
1ophs; third molar with 5 or 6 lophs. 1 

Double trefoils present on cheek teeth. 
Range, Miocene, Asia; Pliocene, North 

America. 

Genus AMEBELODON Barbour 

Torynobelodon Barbour. 

Range: Miocene, Asia; Pliocene, Nor th 
America. 

Genus PLATYBELODON Borissiak 

Range: Miocene, Asia; Pliocene, North 
America. 

Torynobelodon was based upon T. 
loomisi Barbour, described from a frag
ment of a lower tusk from a site near 
the type locality of Amebelodon fricki. 
Its characters are: 

1. Concave above and below. 
2. Curved strongly longitudinally so 

that tusk could be used more as a dredge 
or scoop than that of Amebelodon. 

3. Worn tip (which does not separate 
it in any way from the rest of the group). 

4. Presence of dentinal rods, first rec
ognized in this specimen but probably 
characteristic of the subfamily. 

The only important difference from A. 
jl"icki is the biconcave cross section, a 
character of dubious value. 

A second species described by Barbour 
as r. barnumbrowni closely resembles the 
Asiatic Plat,ybelodon and was subse
quently referred to that genus by Barbour 
( 1929) . Osborn, in the Proboscidea 
monograph (pp. 470-472, 743), places it 
again in Torynobelodon, however, for 
reasons which are not apparent. I am 
inclined to regard it as Pla.tybelodon. The 
close agreement between Platybelodon 
danovi, P. grangeri, and P. barnumbrowni 
in shape of the mandible and propor
tions of the lower tusks seems sufficient 
grounds for uniting them in a single 
genus. 

The genus Torynobelodon thus rests 
solely upon its type, Torynobelodon 
loomisi, which, insofar as may he de
duced from a broken tusk, was nearer in 
general proportions to the longer tusked 

10sborn (1936, p. 459) gives the complete ridge formula as: 
?2 3 3%-4 3-3% 4 5% 

DP2 - . -. ; DP3-; DP4 --; Ml --; M2-; M3 --
2 3 3%-4 3-3% 4 614 
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Amebelodon and when better known will 
probabh· be found close to Amebelodon 
f ricki i~ most of its characters. I tenta
tively refer it to the same genus. 

Osborn regarded Phiomia osborni Mat
sumoto as ancestral to the shovel-tusked 
Amebelodon fricki Barbour and therefore 
placed Phion~ia in the subfamily Arnebe-
lodontine ( 1936, p. 236). . 

The characters of Phiomia which Os
born cites as indicative of Amebelodontine 
affinity, namely, progressive elongation of 
the grinding teeth, progressive develop
ment of central conules destined to be
come trefoils, and progressive elongation 
of the facial region (1936, pp. 237-2:18), 
are without exception characters of the 
Trilophodontidae as contrasted with the 
Mastodontidae. It is true that the evolu
tionary trends within Phiomia are in the 
direction of Amebelodon fricki, but they 
are equally in the direction of the other 
long-jawed mastodonts. Only the scoop
shaped tusks of Phiomia are particularly 
suggestive of Amebelodon, and these also 
appear to be forerunners of the narrower, 
somewhat flattened, short tusks of Trilo
phod on (cf. Osborn, 1936, fig. 224, A, 3~ 
p. 273). It should be noted that the milk 
tusks of Trilo phodon are slightly concave 
above and remote I y serrate at the end, 
both of which cha;acters are reminiscent 
of Phiomia incisors (Osborn, 1936, p. 
253. fig. 192B). 

To include Phiomia in the Amebelodon
tinae would mean broadening the defini
tion of that subfamily to include primi
tive trilophodonts. 

The characteristic dentinal tubules and 
extreme elongation or shovel-like modifi
cation of th~, tusks, which set the ame
belodonts apart from the remaining 
groups of Tertiary mastodonts, could. no 
longer be used to define the subfamily. 
\foreover. Phiomia is close to the ances
try not onlv of the amebelodonts but 
afso to that. of the trilophodonts, tetra
lophodonts, serridentines (Osborn, 1936, 
p. 382. denies this) and very probably 
the rhynchotheres and brevirostrines. 
Therefore, it should not be placed in a 
subfamilv (the Amebelodontinae) created 
for a sp~cjalized branch of the trilopho
dont group. Either it should he returned 

to the Palaeomastodontidae, resurrecting 
a horizontal classification in which that 
farnilv is ancestral to both of the later 
families of mastodonts, or it should be 
placed in a primitive subfamily of the 
Trilophodontidae. As it has been shown 
(Matsumoto, 1924, pp. 55-57) that Palaeo-
mastodon and Phiomia differ in details 
which foreshadow respectively the char
acteristic molar strutures of the later true 
mastodons (Mastodontidae) and the buno
dont or trefoil-toothed mastodonts (Trilo
phodontidae), the latter alternative is 
more desirable. 
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PLATE 46 

Amebelodon /ricki Barbour. Specimen in Texas :Memorial Museum, Austin. 
Above, left side view of lower jaw, x0.091. 
Center, occlusal view of lower jaw, x0.094. 
Below, left :M2-:\I3; occlusal view, x0.34. 
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QUATERNARY OF THE TEXAS HIGH PLAINS 

Glen L. Evans and Grayson E. Meade 

Field studies of Quaternary deposits and 
land features of the High Plains of west 
and northwest Texas have been carried on 
by the Bureau of Economic Geology dur
ing parts of the years 1940 to 1944 inclu
sive. At the beginning of this work during 
1940-1941, detailed studies of the Blanco 
beds of Crosby County resulted in conclu
sive evidence that these deposits were laid 
down in a lake basin rather than in an 
aggrading stream valley as interpreted by 
earlier workers (Gidley, 1903; Baker, 
1915; Matthew, 1924). Recognition of a 
lacustrine origin for the Blanco beds led 
to a search for and discovery of other 
ancient filled lakes and to a study of the 
larger modern playa lake basins of the 
south and central plains. Differences in 
the age of lake deposits were determined 
on paleontologic evidence supported by 
observation on the character of the sedi
ments and on the extent of basin filling. 
It became apparent that basins similar to 
those occupied by modern playas have 
been forming and filling on the Texas 
plains throughout most if not all of Qua
ternary time, and that the lake deposits if 
properly interpreted and related to the 
main stages of canyon cutting, valley fill
ing, and deposition of the eolian sand 
sheets might establish a Quaternary chro
nology unexcelled outside of the glaciated 
regions. 

The work has progressed far enough to 
permit a general discussion of the High 
Plains of Texas and New Mexico, with 
description of some of the Quaternary fea
tures and types of deposits. A great deal 
of both field and laboratory work remains 
to be done, and collections of vertebrate 
fossils are great! y needed, before the geo
logic record can be fully interpreted. 
Acknowledgment is made to Dr. E. H. 
Sellards, Director of the Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, with whom the writers 
have frequent! y consulted. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The part of the High Plains which lies 
in western Texas and eastern New Mexico 

occupies an area of roughly 50,000 square 
miles. That part of the region 1 ying south 
of the Canadian River valley, known as the 
Staked Plains or Llano Estacado, is essen
tially a plateau, being bounded on the 
north, east, and west by prominent escarp
ments rising from stream-eroded lower 
lands and passing southward without sharp 
physiographic break to the Edwards 
Plateau. North of the Canadian River val
ley the plains are continuous with the 
High Plains of western Oklahoma, Kan
sas, and Nebraska. The High Plains 
are a land feature of construction, 
having been formed by a widespread 
sheet of late Tertiary and Quaternary con
tinental deposits laid down over an eroded, 
low-relief surface of Permian, Triassic, 
and Cretaceous rocks. The surface features 
of the southern High Plains as well as the 
development, or at least the extensive 
modification, of the larger canyons, and 
the bounding escarpments, are the result 
of Quaternary erosion and deposition. 

Topography and drainage.-The plains 
surface is remarkably flat and, except for 
the Canadian River valley and shorter can
yons projecting inward from the margins, 
is generally devoid of prominent topo
graphic features. The surface slope is 
southeastward, averaging in Texas 8 to 
10 feet per mile. Near the western margin 
of the plains, the slope becomes consider
ably steeper, particularly in northeastern 
New Mexico where the surface is a dip 
slope on broad lava flows extending east
ward from the Capulin volcanic district. 
Minor features of relief common to the 
plains area are shallow playa lakes, sand 
dunes, and small stream valleys. 

Canadian River, which is entrenched in 
a deep valley across the Texas Panhandle, 
is the only well-developed drainage system 
of the High Plains. Long shallow valleys 
of intermittent streams, which form the 
headward reaches of Red, Brazos, and 
Colorado rivers and extend at widely-

··· spaced intervals almost across the plains, 
provide a feeble drainage for limited areas 
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immediately adjacent to the valleys. Sur
fa('e \Vatcrs accumulating in these valleys 
ordinarily flow for only a short distance 
before being lost by seepage and evapora
tion. In rare periods of excessive rainfall, 
however~ considerable Yolumes of flood 
waters are carried ofl the plains. Over 
most of the plains area the surface run-off 
i5 concentrated as ephemeral lakes in nu
merous basins or depressions. The drain
age area of the individual basins ranges 
from only a few acres for the smaller 
basins to more than 100 square miles for 
some of the largest. 

Pleistocene and Recent deposits are 
much more \\tidespread on the plains than 
has been generally recognized, previous 
studies having been devoted primarily to 
older strata of the region. The main types 
of deposits are ( 1) lake or pond deposits; 
( 2) stream valley deposits; and ( 3) wind 
deposits. 

PLAINS BASINS 

Lake and pond deposits of Quaternary 
age occur in old filled basins, the surface 
f eatlires of which have been largely or 
entirely obliterated, and as partial filling 
of the numerous playa basins now exist
ing on the plains. The older basins are 
known in comparatively small numbers) 
as they are recognized only from ex
posures of their sediments along the dis
sected margin of the plains. Both the older 
an<l later stages of lake deposits can best 
be interpreted by considering first the 
physical features and the origin of the 
pardy filled basins existing in the region 
at the present time. 

PARTLY FILLED BASI~S 

Playa basins in great numbers and of 
rnri·o~s sizes are irregularly distributed 
over the entire souLhern High Plains ex
cept in areas where they have been ob
literated by recent dissection or by wind
blown sands. The basins range in depth 
from a fe,v feet to about 150 feet and in 
maximum diameter from 200 feet or less to 
() or 1 O miles. The smaller basins, those 
less than ] mile in diameter and less than 
.SO feet in depth, are by far the most 
numerous. In ground plan the basins are 
aenth· dished, and the walls have either 
L' .I 

~entle or steep slopes depending upon the 
characler of the formation in which the 
ln5:ins are formed. The floors of the larger 
basins are broad flat plains which may be 
modified to some extent by wind-deposited 
dunes and ridges and by one or more large 
saline playas entrenched from 20 to 30 
feet below the general level of the floor 
plain. The walls of the larger basins 
usually form steep slopes or bluffs on the 
west side~ with more gentle, erosion- and 
dune-modified slopes on the other sides. 
The actual basin margins are in many 
places obscured by recent wind-blown 
sands. · 

The smaller playa basins commonly are 
known as "dry lakes" or "sinks" and the 
saline playas of the larger basins as 
"alkali lakes." The saline playas, being 
bottomed on or near the water table and 
supported by large drainage areas, con
tain shallow surface waters during all but 
the driest periods. Ponds or lakes bot
tomed well above the water table survive 
for shorter periods. In most of the larger 
playas the loss of water is principally a re
sult of evaporation, whereas in the smaller 
basins, bottomed above the water table, 
both evaporation and seepage result in 
their rapid dessication. None of the basins 
have outlets except along the stream valleys 
and near the edge of the plains where a few 
are in the early stages of dissection. 

Origin.--Heretofore the most generally 
accepted conception of the origin of the 
larger~ partly filled basins of the High 
Plains has been that they are the surficial 
reflection of collapsed ~;;ubterranean cav
erns within the salt and other solubie rocks 
of the underlying Permian formations. 
This hypothesis has been advanced by 
Baker i 19151 and Patton ( 1935) as a 
sati5factory explanation of the removal of 
large volumes of material represented by 
the ha~.jns and the highly saline waters 
of the "alkali lakes." Under this hypothe
sis the saline waters were considered to 
have originated in underlying Permian 
rocks and to have risen under artesian 
head through the col 1 a psed zone to the 
playa surfaces. Some of the larger playas, 
such as -Yellow and Illusion lakes in Lamb 
and Hockley counties, were thought to 
have formed within segments of abandoned 
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stream valleys. Such "stream valleys," or 
extensive linear topographic depressions, 
of which the Portales Valley of eastern 
New Mexico is the best-known example, 
have also been considered to be slump 
troughs (Price, 1944) and limestone syn
clinal valleys (Bryan, 1938). The playa 
basins here discussed should not be con
fused with the more extensive "valleys" in 
which some of the basins have formed. The 
smaller basins have been explained as 
"sink holes" formed by solution of cal
careous rocks at shallow depth, as blow
outs formed by wind action, and as de
pressions caused by local compaction of 
sediments. 

The present writers, after examining 
various basins and lake deposits, are un
able to accept the previously proposed 
theories as adequate explanation for 
the origin of the larger playa basins. It 
is true that many or most of the smaller 
basins have no preserved or exposed fea
tures indicative of their origin. However, 
in a considerable number of localities the 
origin of the basin is clearly evident. Sub
sidence and deflation are the principal 
causes of basin formation of which there 
is direct evidence. Of these, deflation is 
believed to be by far the most important. 
Other factors such as wave action and 
solution have undoubtedly contributed to 
some extent in the development of nearly 
all of the basins. Subsidence and deflation 
are more fully discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 

Subsidence.-Subsidence in pre-Quater
nary rocks beneath small basins, now filled 
or partly filled with Quaternary sediments, 
occurs along the north side and below the 
narrows of Tule Canyon in Briscoe County, 
on both sides of 1\ilulberry Canyon north
-v:est of Goodnight in Armstrong County, 
along a small creek 2 miles south of Hig
gins in Lipscomb County, and in a few 
other areas. However, partly filled basins 
are nearly or quite as abundant in areas 
where exposed pre-Quaternary rocks show 
no slumping whatever, as they are in the 
more limited areas where slumping is 
known to have taken place, and it is 
therefore evident that causes other than 
slumping have been responsible for the 
formation of many of the basins. 

Some true sink holes formed by solu
tion of Cretaceous limestones lying at or 
near the surface occur in the southern part 
of the plains and in adjacent parts of the 
Edwards Plateau. Such sinks have been 
observed at several places south of Douro 
in Ector County, near the edge of the 
escarpment known as Blue Mountain in 
northwestern Ector County, and along 
North Concho Draw in northeastern Glass
cock County. The sinks are only a few 
feet in depth and are recognized by their 
exposed rim rocks and dislocated blocks 
of limestone within the fill. It may be as
sumed that other shallow basins which do 
not have exposed bed rock rims have had 
a similar origin within that part of the 
plains where fairly thick limestones or 
caliche beds underlie the surface deposits. 
However, Cretaceous limestones underlie 
only a relatively small part of the plains 
area, and other shallow-lying soluble 
rocks, such as caliche, are not present in 
sufficient thickness to account for any hut 
the quite shallow depressions. 

Small sunken blocks up to 12 or 15 
feet in diameter and 4 to 5 feet deep have 
developed in recent years along a weak 
east-trending surface fracture on the 
McGeehee ranch on the south side of 
Mulberry Canyon in Armstrong County 
(fig. 1) . A steep monoclinal flexure in 
underlying Tertiary rocks, and trending 
with the surface fracture, is exposed in 
both walls of a narrow canyon crossing 
the fracture trace. The fracture alona 
which the small sinks are developed ap~ 
pears to have originated along the axis 
of the flexure. Similar sunken blocks have 

Fig. 1. Small sink holes recently developed 
along a fracture zone, Armstrong County. 
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been observed in a poorly developed drain
a!!e 1 mile ~outheast of Happy in Swisher 
C~untv. Some of the play a basins may 
owe t,heir incipient development to en
huaement of sunken blocks along frac
lur~s~ havin2: subsequently been greatly 
modified and further enlarged by wind 
action or other forces. 

·within the exposed areas of country 
ro ck in and immediately surrounding the 
larger basins containing saline playas _no 
e\·idence of faulting or marked slumpmg 
was observed, but on the contrary the 
Crelaceous and Triassic strata are almost 
flat. dipping only at about the normal rate 
for the region. At Guthrie Lake, about 3 
miles south and west of Tahoka in Lynn 
Countv. a thin bed of Cretaceous limestone 
forms.~ nearh flat floor over a consider
able part of tl~e playa bed and, as shallow 
test pits have shown, the same limestone 
extends beneath a thin veneer of fill over 
another considerable part of the playa. No 
places were observed where either the 
older or later stages of lake deposits have 
been fractured~ slumped, or otherwise af
fe ':.: ted by secondary adjustment of col
lapsed materials. The apparent absence 
of disturbance in the position of the lake 
sediments and of the country rock sur
rounding and underlying these large basins 
indicates that the basins did not originate 
bv subsidence, or that subsidence was 
either so gentle as to be indistinguishable 
\vithin the exposed areas or so localized 
in the form of sinks as to be nowhere 
eYident. 

Deflation.--The most frequently ob
:3erved direct evidence bearing on the ori
gin of the plains basins is ridges of wind
deposited saliferous . silt~ sand, and c.lay 
bordering the east sides of many basms. 
These ridges consist of material obviously 
derived from the playa floors during dry 
intervals and conform closely to the shape 
of the playa from which they were formed. 
I See fig. 2.) The ridges are present on 
only a small percentage of the smaller 
''dry lake~' playas where they rise from 
;) to 20 feet or more above the general 
plains level but are present on almost all 
of the saline playas within the larger 
basins. The ridges on some of the larger 
playa:-;~ as at Yellow Lake in Lamb County 

and Shafter Lake in Andrews County, rise 
75 feel or more above the level of the 
playa floor but usually do not rise to the 
level of the surrounding plains. 

Some of the basins have only one well
developed dune ridge. Some others, how
ever, have more than one such ridge. The 
large basin known as Shafter Lake in 
Andrews County has a succession of dune 
ridges ~ the outer ridges having successively 
broader arcs and higher elevations. The 
outer ridges appear to have been formed 
from broader deflation surf aces of the 
basin floor and at earlier times than the 
inner ridge, which was derived from the 
more localized area of the basin floor now 
occupied by Shafter Lake. 

The amount of material preserved in 
the dune ridges derived from deflation of 
the playa basins is sufficient to account for 
only a part of the space of the depressions, 
but considerable quantities of deflated 
material must have been carried far be
yond the ridges and deposited outside the 
basins. The fact that most of the saline 
playas are bottomed on or near the local 
water table, the base level of wind ero
sion~ indicates that deflation was the pri
mary factor in the formation of the saline 
playas. The initial excavation and subse
quent stages of deepening of the saline 
playas and consequent formation of their 
bordering dune ridges can almost surely 
be assigned to more arid substages of the 
Recent epoch when deepening by wind 
action was made possible by a lowering 
water table. Lateral expansion of the 
playas proceeds during relatively humid 
substages after deepening has ceased at 
the water table. Lateral enlargement of 
the playas is now taking place and is 
effected by the combination of wave action 
and deflation. The playa bluffs are re
duced by wave erosion and gul I eying dur
ing occasional seasons of heavy rainfall 
when waters accumulate to a depth of 10 
or more feet in some of the playas. As 
the waters lower, the freshly eroded ma
terials become exposed and are attacked 
by the wind, and the finer particles are 
removed. Deflation at the present time is 
almost entirely confined to the marginal 
beaches and to the fans of influent streams, 
the central part of the large playas being 
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Fig.2. Outline map of some of the principal saline playas of the plains. Marginal dunes indi
cated by dashed lines. Base from aerial photographs. 

usually covered by shallow water or a 
thin crust of efflorescent salts beneath 
which the sediments are permanent! y wet 
and therefore stabilized against wind ero
sion. :\"one of the larger playas examined 
are 110\V being deepened by deflationary 
action, but, on the contrary~ recent fill is 
acrnmulating in the deeper parts of the 

playas. Lateral enlargement is to some 
extent counteracted by 'vind-deposited 
benches against the eastern side of the 
play as. 

In conclusion, field evidence indicates 
that while subsidence or slumping has 
bee~ responsible ~or, or a contributing fac
tor m, the f ormat1on of some plains basins, 
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this explanation has been overextended. 
and that deflation durin2: relativelv arid 
stages has been a prima1\ force in. origi
natin2: and mod ihing manv or most of 
the b~sins. Erosio~1 bv wav~s and gullies 
and the soh-ent acti~n of playa ~vaters 
contribute to basin dewlopment by dis
integrating rock materials into finer par
ticl~ which can be transported by the 
wind. Some quantities of the more soluble 
rock constituents are probably removed 
from most of the basins bv downward and 
lateral percolating playa 'rnters. The sa
line water.'3 of the larger playas~ which 
heretofore were considered to have risen 
to the surface under artesian head from 
the deeply underlying Permian, are be
lieved to be the result of gradual concen
tration by prolonged e\·aporation of playa 
'"·aters. 

B.-\SIN DEPOSITS 

The bed rock floors of the plains basins 
are covered by sediments laid down prin
cipally during intervals when the basins 
were occupied by lakes. The sediments 
consist of material from two main sources: 
( 1) materials washed into the basins from 
the surrounding drainage area consisting 
largely of sands~ clay, and pebbles of the 
country rock: and ( 2) materials trans
ported by winds from foreign sources con
sisting of fine rock dust and. in the case 
of Pl~istocene deposits, volca~1ic ash. Or
ganic materials are common I y present in 
the deposits. and chemical precipitates of 
several kinds of salts are present in the 
sediments of the larger basins. 

Exposures of the deposits and under-
1 vin!! bed rock of the smaller basins are 
r~re~ being found in only a few plac_es 
along the dissected plains margin and in 
some artificial excaYations made for im
pounding stock water. Consequently, prin
cipal attention has been giYen to the sedi
ments of the larger and deeper modern 
basins. ,d1ich are much more extensiYely 
developed and are usually exposed in long 
wa\·e-cut bluffs along the border of their 
saline playas~ and to the older dissected 
filled basins. 

Quaternary basin deposits on the south
ern plains range from earliest Pleistocene 
to Recent in age. The oldest deposits recog-

nized are the Blanco beds of Crosby 
County and beds of equivalent age in 
Hartley County. For reasons subsequently 
given these deposits are considered to be
long to the first glacial, or Nebraskan, 
stage of the Pleistocene. Basin deposits of 
approximately middle Pleistocene age in
clude the Tule formation of Briscoe and 
Swisher counties and deposits which ap
pear to be the equivalent of the Tule in 
Garza and Lynn counties. The middle 
Pleistocene deposits cannot, at the present 
time~ be assigned to a definite stage. Late 
Pleistocene deposits proYisionally referred 
to the 'Wisconsin stage, and named in this 
paper the Tahoka clay, are present in all 
or nearly all of the larger playa basins 
existing on the plains at the present time. 
Recent basin deposits are present in some 
quantities in most or all of the existino
basins. The deposits of the filled and 
obliterated basins, early and middle 
Pleistocene in age, are designated as the 
"'older basin deposits," ,vhile the deposits 
of the existing playa basins, late Pleisto
cene and Recent, are designated as "later 
b . d . '' asm epos1ts. 

OLDER BASIN DEPOSITS 

_-\s pre\'iously stated, the older Pleisto
cene basins were so completely filled as 
to be unrecognizable except where their 
sediments are exposed by dissection. The 
surf ace of some of the older basin deposits, 
rnch as the Tule formation, is somewhat 
lower than the surrounding plains. How
eYer, the presence of underlying older 
basin deposits could not have been deter
mined if the deposits had not been exposed, 
as many similar slight} y depressed areas 
are present on the plains. The basins con
taining the older deposits, so far as they 
can he recognized in their exposures, are 
within the size and depth range of the 
larger, partly filled, more modern basins 
and are believed to owe their origin io 
the same causes. Any ridges of deflated 
materials which may have accumulated on 
the borders of the older basins have not 
been preserved. Inasmuch as the relatively 
>·oung dune ridges of the Recent playas 
have suffered considerable modification by 
erosion, it is unlikely that ridges of the 
much older basins could have survived in 
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recognizable form. Some of the principal 
older lake deposits now known are the 
Blanco beds of Crosby County, deposits 
exposed along Rita Blanca Creek in Hart
ley County, the Tule formation or Rock 
Creek beds along Tule and Rock creeks in 
Briscoe and Swisher counties, and deposits 
on a branch of Double Mountain Fork of 
Brazos River and on Spring Creek in Garza 
and Lynn counties. 

Blanco beds.-The Blanco beds are ex
posed in two localized areas along Blanco 
River, or White River as it is alternately 
known. The most extensive exposures are 
along the upper canyon walls in the vicin
ity of the juncture of Crawfish Draw with 
Blanco Canyon 10 miles north of Crosby
ton. The second and somewhat smaller 
exposed area is along the east wall of 
Blanco Canyon 6 miles northeast of 
Crosbyton. The two deposits are recog
nized as Blanco on the basis of their 
faunas and their lithologic similarities. 
At the head of a small reentrant canyon 
3 miles southeast of Crosbyton is a small 
exposure of beds of similar appearance 
to the Blanco, but as no fossils have been 
found, the age of the deposits cannot be 
ascertained. No discernible connection 

exists between the di:ff erent areas. The 
Blanco beds are unconformabl y under
lain bY reddish-brown sands and clavs of 

- .I 

the middle Pliocene (fig. 3) and are over-
lain by a widespread sheet of surface sands 
of probably eolian origin. 

The Blanco beds consist mainly of well
bedded: light gray, calcareous ~ands and 
clays with some fresh-water limestones, 
tufa~ diatomite, and coarse gravels. The 
finer grained materials make up the main 
body of the deposits but grade marginally 
to coarser sand and gravel. The following 
section is representative of the main body 
of exposed beds. 

Section No. 1. Measured on west wall of Blanco 
Canyon~ 3500 feet south of the Mt. Blanco-Cone 
road and near the muuth of Craufish Canyon, 
Crosby County~ Texas. 

Thickness 
Feet 

10. Bentonitic clay, greenish gray, 
sandy in upper part ____ -- - - - -- - - ~- -_ 10.0 

9. Sands, gray to light greenish gray, 
containing calrnreous nodules __ __ 4.7 

8. Diatomaceous earth. light gray; 
varies in thickne:3s from 1 foot 
to more than 5 feet; at this 
~.ection ____ _ ____ _ ___ _ . __ __ _____ _____ __ LO 

t. Bentonitic clay. sandy --- --· -- -- - --·--- 9.4 

Fig. 3. Contact between Blanco beds and underlying reddish-brown Pliocene at the south side 
of l\lt. Blanco, Crosby County, Texas. B, Blanco. P, Pliocene. 
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Thickness 
Feet 

6. Caliche ~ gray~ jointed ______ __ _____ __ __ __ 6.8 
5. Bentoniti c d ay. calcareous and 

sandv ___ _ __ __ __ ____ ___ _ _______ ______ ________ 6.2 
-L Fre :'h - ~,- at (' r lime::: tone. thin fla g-

gy lied:'. reef-like t~1fa m 1.1 s~es 
lornlly pre:-::e nt ___ _ _ __ _____ ___ __ 6.0 

.1. Clay. gray. ca1 (' areou :' _____ __ __ __ _ ___ 2.0 
•1 ~and. lif!'.ht p: reeni:'h gray. mas-

~lH' _ _ __ __ ___ __ 12.5 
1. Clay. 1iµ:ht tan to p:r eeni~h 2.0 

Tnta1 60.7 

In this and six other sections. which were 
measured at inten-als 0\-er an outcrop dis
tance of about LS miles. the number of 
recognized beds is from ten to tweh-e, and 
the total thickness ranges from 56 to 74 
feet. Most of the beds shown in section 
_\ o. 1 can be reco~mized in the other sec
tions~ although ch~nges in thickness and 
facies of the individual beds occur along 
the outcrop. In the marginal areas the 
several beds pass to a sand and pebble 
section "-hich thins and wedges out. 

The Blanco beds are believed to be 
lacustrine deposits laid down in broad 
shallow basins rather than deposits of a 
large stream valley~ as was interpreted by 
Gidlev 1 1903 I and other earlier writers. 
The main lines of evidence pointing to a 
lacustrine origin are as follows: ( 1) The 
coarser elastics of the Blanco beds are 
of indigenous origin ~ consisting of pebbles 
derived from the hard calirhe cap rock of 
the surrounding Pliocene. These coarser 
materials occur on the shallow-lying mar
ginal slopes~ \rhile the finer grained sedi
ments occupy the central and deeper-lying 
parts of the basin. This arrangement is 
the same as in existing playas of the re
gion and is the reverse of the condition 
found in stream-laid deposits. (2) The 
main body of exposed beds is well strati
fied (figs. 3 and 4) , some of the beds 
bejng traceable across most of the exposed 
areas. ~ 3) The types of sediments, par
ticularly the bentonitic clays, fresh-water 
limestones~ and the more localized beds 
of diatomite are indicative of quiet water 
deposition. ( 4 ., :\" o evidence exists along 
Blanco Canyon or its tributaries of a con
necting filled valley segment between the 
two areas of Blanco beds or of an exten-

~ion of such a valley either above or below 
these areas. 

Fig. 4. Ba al ma sive and tone (S) of the 
Blanco bed overlain by platy fre h-water lime
. tone (1) at locality 10 miles north of Cro byton, 
ro~hy County, Texa . 

The Blanco beds must have been de
posited during a relatively humid cycle 
of considerable duration, as it is only in 
such conditions that permanent or nearly 
permanent lakes could have been main
tained in the shallow basins long enough 
to accumulate at least 60 to 70 feet of 
sediments, thus filling the basins almost 
to the level of the surrounding plains. 
Subsequent to the filling of the Blanco 
basins~ or perhaps during the last stages 
of filling, thin deposits of loess, sand, and 
volcanic -ash were laid do-wn, which were 
later eroded and largely removed by wind 
action. A widespread sand sheet 20 to 30 
feet thick of probable eolian origin was 
laid dovm over the surrounding plains 
and across the eroded surface of the basin 
deposits. The wind-eroded remnants of 
unaltered ash and loess as well as the 
overlying, probably eolian sands indicate 
more arid conditions following the Blanco 
stage. 

Inasmuch as the Blanco beds uncon
fonnabl y overlie deposits of middle Plio
cene age and are disconformably overlain 
by a sheet of eolian sand, the age of the 
Blanco is based primarily upon evidence 
afforded by the vertebrate fossils. The 
Blancan fossil assemblage (localities 15 
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and 16 of the list of vertebrate localities) 
first known from the Blanco beds of 
Crosby County, Texas, is characterized by 
certain short range genera such as Bo
ro phagus, Gigantocamelus, and Hippo
tigris (Plesippus} which are known only 
in the Blancan. Within the assemblage, 
however, are longer range genera includ
ing Camelops, Tanupolama, and Platy· 
gonus, which first appear in the Blancan 
and which survive through most or all of 
the remaining Pleistocene. The fauna also 
contains surviving typical Pliocene genera, 
such as Nannippus and Rhynchotherium, 
which do not survive the Blancan. The 
presence of these Pliocene forms in the 
early collections from the Blanco appears 
to have been the basis upon which the 
original assignment of a Pliocene age was 
made. The typical Pleistocene elements 
of the fauna had not been found or were 
not recognized until more extensive col
lections, made during 1940-1941, were 
studied by Meade. 1 The Pleistocene age 
assignment of the Blanco is based upon 
Meade's study which reveals the Pleisto
cene affinities of the fauna. The less abun
dant Pliocene elements, the short-range 
genera known only in the Blancan, and 
the typical Pleistocene genera constitute 
a fossil assemblage which indicates an 
ear I y, perhaps earliest, Pleistocene age. 
This, together with the evidence that the 
de~osits were formed in a humid climate, 
which would be expected to correspond 
with a glacial rather than with an inter
glacial stage, indicates that the Blanco 
beds are of Nebraskan age. The eolian 
deposits overlying the Blanco beds may 
have been deposited in part or entirely 
during the succeeding Aftonian interglacial 
stage. 

Rita Blanca de posits.-Lacustrine de
posits which are in part equivalent to the 
Blanco beds are exposed along Rita Blanca 
Creek and its tributaries about 8 miles 
west of Channing in Hartley County. The 
exposed areas are too limited to enable 
a determination of the extent of the de· 
posit, and as the basal contact is nowhere 
exposed, the total thickness is unknown. 

1 1\foa<le, G. E., The Blanco fauna: Univ. Texas Pub. 4401, 

pp. 509--556, 191-1. (1915]. 

The lowermost exposed strata~ which can 
be seen on the northeast side of Rita Blanca 
Creek along the Channing-Romero road, 
consist of 30 feet or more of dark, dis
tinctly laminated clays containing abun
dant plant remains and some small fossil 
fish. Some sand beds and thin uniform 
lavers of fresh-water dolomite are inter
b~dded with the shales. Locally the shales 
are highly gypsiferous. Overlying the lam
inated clays is a section, 50 feet or more 
in thickness, consisting mainly of sands, 
bentonitic clays, and thin-bedded calcare
ous sandstone. A small Blanc an fauna has 
been collected from sand members in both 
the lower and upper parts of this section, 
and numerous tracks of two kinds of 
camels were found locally in some of the 
calcareous sand beds. (See locality 2 of 
the list of vertebrate localities.) 

The lower laminated shales were evi
dently laid down in a permanent or nearly 
permanent lake, while the upper and more 
sandy section appears to have been de
posited in shallow waters subject to inter
vals of partial or complete dessication. 
The well-preserved camel tracks were prob
ably made while the animals were wading 
in shallow water in search of aquatic 
plants. 

Post-Blancan Pleistocene deposits up to 
40 feet in thickness and consisting of un
consolidated sands, clays, and volcanic 
ash overlie the Blancan deposits on a 
divide between Rita Blanca Creek and a 
small tributary stream, 8 miles west of 
Channing. The post-Blancan age of these 
deposits is determined on the basis of a 
partial mammoth skeleton found in one of 
the sand beds at a locality about 0.3 mile 
north of the Channing-Romero road. The 
mammoth is a characteristic post-Blancan 
Pleistocene form hut does not occur in 
the Blancan. The volcanic ash, which is 
the uppermost preserved member of these 
deposits, is quite pure, well bedded, and 
up to 14 feet in thickness. The ash and 
other post-Blancan lake sediments accumu
late? within a basin only partially filled 
durmg Blancan time or within a re-ex
cavated area in the Blancan deposits. 

Tu le f ormation.-Pleistocene lake de
posits which. are e~tensively exposed along 
Tu le Creek m Briscoe and Swisher coun. 
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tie~ were named the Tule formation hY 
Cummins (1893 '1 and "-<:>re later descr1he<l 
hy Gidley i 1903) under the name of R1wk 
Creek bech;. Gidley considered the deposits 
to ha' e formecl in a stream YaileY. basing 
his interpretation u pen 1 ocal oc~urrenC'e~ 
of cross-bedded ~anrls and graYels and 
upon the presence of land ani1;rnls in some 
of the deposit~. Recent studies carried on 
b>- the "\niters sho~,- the Tu le formation to 
be . a lake dcp~sit within a large basin 
which can be fairh- accurateh- outlined on 
the east. north. an.d south sides. The lake 
basin has a north-south width near its east 
end of at least 6 or 7 miles and extends 
for a some,drnt greater distance in an east
west direction along both sides of Tule 
Creek. 

The T ule formation consists mainh- of 
well-bedded. gTay. unconsolidated s~nds 
and greenish-tan. hentonitic claYs. Thin. 
continuous beds of fresh-water .limeston~ 
usually consisting of seYeral Yerv thin 
and uniform flaggy layers occur ~t two 
or ~11ore horizons OYer a part of the de
posit. and coarse graYel or pebble lenses 
are comm~n 1 >- present along the margim 
of the basm. Beds of unaltered Yolcanic 
ash are locally present in the deposit. The 
Tu1e formation attains a thickness of 100 
feet or more along Rock Creek about one
half mile northeast of the Ashel Cross 
ranch headquarters in western Briscoe 
County. but the ayerage thickness of ex
posed section,;; i~ not more than 70 or 80 
feet. T mrnrd the margins of the basin 
the deposit thins and lenses out. As in 
the case of the Blanco beds. the clays and 
finer grained sands make up the mai~ body 
of sediments in the central and deeper part8 
of the basin. ,,-hile coarser :3ands and 
grave ls are usually along the marginal 
areas. Section :'.\' o. 2 is representative of 
the central part of the Tule formation. 

Section _Yo. :!. Jleasured 9.3 miles u:est oi 
>.'ifrcrtun. Bris1 oe (11untL Texus. 

1:.?. Surfa,·e ~oil and sand 

Thickness 
Feet 
2.5 

11. Sand,'. thin bedded. with thin lay
ers of hrmn1 claY and occa
sional lentib of gr«.wel ·-. 

10. Cby. grayish tan with thin li~ht 
gray ashy bands. conchoidal 
fracture~ occasional crystals of 
selenite ____ ----· ____ ··--------

17.0 

6.8 

Thicknes.s 
Feet 

9. 5and~, with thin alternating 
hand::; of ~andy clay 6.0 

8. Clay. greenish yellow, easily 
"-eathert'd _ 3.0 

7. Sand~. gray._ contai11ing thin heds 
of sandy clay and a thin bed of 
platy li;nest~ne near top __ --· 10.0 

6. Clay. brownish tan, conchoidal 
fradure. selenite locally alnm-
dant _ _ ________ _ _____ ____ _ ____ 21.0 

5. ~imestone. white, thin platy beds 0.3 
-l. ~andy clay and sand (partly cov

ered), gray, thin partings of 
brown waxy clay and small 
amounts of selenite 12 6 

3. Pack sand, gray, occasi-~-~al--a~·~~el . 
lentils at base . __ .. .. . b 13 O 

2. Sandy clay, gray to g~·-e~~-i~h---g-~~~~ 1:0 
1. Pack sand and some gravel, thin 

clay seams ____ _____ ____ ____ _ 15.0 

Total ·---· 114.2 

Triassic. 

The gravels and some of the sands 
must have been carried into the basin 
from the surrounding area by influent 
streams and sheet wash. The bentonitic 
clays presumably are the alteration prod
uct of volcanic ash which accumulated in 
the basin at different times during the 
process of filling. Some of the sands were 
probably also carried into the basin by 
the wind. The thin fresh-water limestones 
and dolomites, here as in the other basin 
deposits of the plains, may represent depo
~ition caused by partial dessication of lake 
waters resulting in oversaturation and pre
cipitation from solution of calcium and 
magnesium compounds. 

The Tule deposits did not fill the basin 
to the level of the surrounding plains, the 
surface of the Tule being some 30 to 40 
feet below the general plains level. Fur
ther filling may have been prevented by 
climatic changes in which the lake could 
no longer exist~ or, more probably, by 
draining of the lake by headward erosion 
of Tule Canyon which has subsequently 
dissected large areas of the deposits. 

The vertebrate fauna of the Tule forma
tion includes such typical Pleistocene 
forms as mammoth, Eqzws, Canis, and 
Camelops. (See locality 6 of the list of 
vertebrate localities.) The fauna does not 
contain the early Pleistocene Blancan 
short-range genera nor does it contain the 
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Bison which is characteristically present 
in this region within deposits known to 
he of late Pleistocene age. This indicates 
an intermediate Pleistocene age for the 
Tule formation. 

Spring Creek deposits.-Lacustrine de
posits believed to he equivalent to the 
Tule formation occur along Double Moun
tain Fork of Brazos River and a tributary 
stream known as Spring Creek in western 
Garza and eastern Lynn counties. The 
Spring Creek deposits are similar to the 
Tule formation in lithology and degree of 
basin . filling in respect to the plains sur
face. The vertebrate fossils (locality 21 
of the list of vertebrate localities) which 
have been collected from the Spring Creek 
deposits indicate that the deposits are 
equivalent to the Tule formation. The 
deposits have not yet been studied suffi
ciently to permit a more detailed dis
cuss10n. 

In addition to the deposits discussed 
above, some other older lake deposits are 
known but have not been adequately 
studied. One of these deposits is exposed 
in Y ellowhouse Canyon, north of Slaton 
in Lubbock County. (See locality 14 in 
list of vertebrate localities.) 

LATER BASIN DEPOSITS 

The later basin deposits occur as par
tial filling in the playa basins still exist
ing on the plains surface. They include 
late Pleistocene lacustrine deposits and 
Recent deposits of eolian and lacustrine 
origin and some playa-bordering alluvium. 

Tahoka clay.-The oldest deposit defi
nitely recognized within the modern playa 
basins is present in all of the larger of 
these playa basins on the Texas plains 
that have been examined by the writers. 
The surface of this deposit makes up the 
broad floor plain, one of the characteristic 
features of these basins. The deposit is 
here named the Tahoka clay for the town 
of Tahoka in Lynn County which lies near 
Tahoka Lake, Mound Lake, and other 
playas around which the deposit is typi
cally developed and well exposed. 

The Tahoka clay consists mainly of 
bluish-gray calcareous and gypsiferous 
clays and gray sands which grade mar
ginally to coarser sands and gravels. Thin, 

discontinuous beds and small lentils of 
fresh-water limestone are locally present 
in the basinward facies of the deposit. 
The principal variation noticed in the 
composition of the Tahoka is a marked 
difference in the ratio of clay to sand in 
the several basins of the group, as well 
as in different parts of a continuous ex
posure of any single basin. The following 
section is representative of the more sandy 
phase of the deposit: 

Section No. 3. Measured on southwest side of 
large playa 2 miles north of Morita, Howard 
County, Texas. 

Thickness 
Feet 

3. Bluish-gray, bentonitic clay con
taining some silt and locally 
quite gypsiferous ____ __ ________________ 6.5 

2. Unconsolidated sand with some 
silt and clay _ ------------------------------ 15.5 

l. Coarse sand and gravel, resting 
on Triassic clay -------------------------- 3.0 

Total __ _ _ __ ___ ___ _____ ___ __ ______ ___ __ ________ 25.0 

The following section is representative 
of the more clayey parts of the deposit. 

Section No. 4. Measured at I. D. Walker clay 
pit on west bluff of Rich Lake, Lynn County, 
Texas. 

Thickness 
Feet 

6. Gray, unconsolidated sands, with 
thin soil zone at top_____ _____ __ ________ 4.0 

5. Greenish-brown clay ----- ----------------- 5.0 
4. White, fresh-water limestone con

taining numerous casts and 
shells of small bivalves; bed is 
irregular in thickness, about____ 0.8 

3. Gray, calcareous clay, with small 
limestone lentils _________ __ ____ _____ __ __ 8.0 

2. White fresh-water limestone, con-
taining small bivalves ____ __ ___ __ ____ 0.5 

1. Bluish-gray calcareous clay, sandy 
in lower part, to base of bluff 
at playa water level ___________________ 7.5 

Total measured thickness_____ 25.8 

The thickness of the Tahoka measured 
at the several saline playas ranges from 
21 feet at Soda Lake in Ward County to 
as much as 35 feet at Shafter Lake in 
Andrews County and Cedar Lake in Gaines 
County. None of the measurements are 
thought to represent the maximum thick
ness, as exposures are limited to the playa 
bluffs which are typically developed at or 
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near the western margin of the basin 
where the deposit is prohabl y thinner than 
in the central unexposed area. 

The Tahoka clay resb unconformably 
on older strata. In all but one or two of 
the larger saline playas (see map~ Pl. 47) 
Triassic shales or Cretaceous limestones 
and shales are exposed beneath the Ta
hoka at some parts of the western sides 
of the playas. The contact between the 
Tahoka and the older rocks dips at a low 
angle toward the central basin so that the 

.. \ .. 4 

base of the Tahoka passes within a short 
distance below the floor level of the present 
playas. Around the margin of the basins 
the Tahoka in places overlaps older Qua
ternary or Upper Tertiary strata which 
are resting upon Triassic or Cretaceous. 
Disconformably overlying the Tahoka are 
local developments of dune and playa de
posits ·which will be described in succeed
ing paragraphs. 

Extent and correlation.-The Tahoka 
clay~ as here interpreted, occurs on the 

" SctJle 
I 

N 

Fig. 5. Outline map of ba in and pla_ a in Bailey County Texa . pproximate margin of ha in 
indicated by heavy da hed line. J 1arginal dune indicated by light da hed line . Base made 
from aerial photograph. 
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High Plains of Texas and eastern New 
Mexico as a group of isolated deposits 
varying in extent according to the size 
of the basin or valley in which it was de
posited. Some of the larger individual 
deposits, such as occur in the large basin 
in Hockley and Lamb counties, Texas, in 
which Yellow Lake and Illusion Lake 
playas are developed, or the extensive de
posit in Roosevelt County of eastern New 
Mexico surrounding Laguna Salada playa, 
may extend over 50 or more square miles. 
The general distribution of the main oc
currences now recognized is indicated by 
the playas developed in the Tahoka. (See 
Pl. 47.) A basin containing several playas 
formed in the Tahoka fill is shown in figure 
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5, and a detailed areal map is shown in 
figure 6. 

Correlation of the separate deposits is 
based principally upon the following ob
sen-ations: ( l) The Tahoka clay occupies 
a similar position and is similarly de
veloped as to thickness and extent in each 
of the larg:er basins examined. (2) The 
several deposits are closely similar in gen
eral appearance. litholog~, , and degree of 
consolidation. ( 3) The deposits were laid 
down in permanent lakes which stood at 
least 20 to 30 feet above the floors of the 
present playas. This indicates a relatively 
humid climate of long duration which al
most certainly would have prevailed at 
the same time over the entire reg10n here 

N 
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Fig. 6. Geologic map of Rich Lake, Terry County, Texas. 
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considered. (: 4) The saline playas, the 
large clay-silt dune ridges resulting from 
deflation of the playas, and sand dune 
deposits which have formed during rela
tively arid conditions of the Recent epoch 
are similar! y developed in and on most of 
the 1 arger deposits of the Tahoka. ( 5) 
Vertebrate fossils are found in the Tahoka 
at Silver Lake in Cochran County, Monu
ment Lake in Bailey County, Tahoka Lake 
in Lvnn Countv, Cedar Lake in Gaines 
Coun.ty, and Shafter Lake in Andrews 
County. (See localities 7, 10, 18, 22, 23, 
and 24 in 1 ist of vertebrate localities.) 
The fossils alone do not serve to distin
guish Tahoka from earlier Pleistocene de
posits except in those assemblages con
taining Bison taylori, a late Pleistocene 
form. 

That some, and perhaps many, of the 
small shallow basins, commonly known as 
''dry lakes," also contain deposits of Ta
hoka age is indicated by the presence of 
mammoth remains in pond sediments be
neath thin Recent materials. (See fig. 7 
and localities 3, 20, and 29 in list of verte
brate localities.) 

The fact that the Tahoka clay appears 
to record the last prolonged humid stage 
preceding the generally more arid condi
tions which have prevailed to modern 
time indicates a late Pleistocene Wisconsin 
age for the main body of the deposits. 
The presence of mammoth, Equus, Came
lops, and Glyptodon in the same deposits 
which contain Bison taylori also indicates 
a late Pleistocene age. There is a possi
bility that unrecognized pre-Tahoka Lake 
deposits are preserved as remnants beneath 
the Tahoka or on the slopes of the basins. 

Previous! y described deposits within the 
southern High Plains which are considered 
correlatives of a part of the Tahoka are 
deposits near Clovis, New Mexico, contain
ing mammoth, Bison, and artifacts, which 
have been described by Howard (1935a), 
Antevs (1935)·, and Sellards (1940), and 
a pond deposit near Miami in Roberts 
County, Texas, containing mammoth and 
artifacts, which was described by Sellards 
(1938). There is a possibility that all 
of the deposits in the Southwest in which 
Bison taylori has been found in associa
tion with such typical Pleistocene forms 
as mammoth and Equus are of Tahoka age. 

Fig. 7. Deposits of a mall late Pleistocene 
ba in resting on older sandy clays exposed along 
north side of Red Deer Creek, Roberts County, 
Texas. 

Recent Basin Deposits 

The period following the deposition of 
the Tahoka clay and lasting until the 
present time is here considered the Recent 
epoch. It is characterized by events indi
cating a generally more arid climate than 
that which prevailed during Tahoka time. 
During the Recent epoch, the dry surface 
of the Tahoka in the larger basins was 
attacked by wind erosion which ultimately 
resulted in the excavations now occupied 
by saline playas and the formation of 
large dune ridges consisting of materials 
derived from the Tahoka clay. Deposition 
within the larger basins of materials trans
-ported by wind and by influent streams 
has been opposed by deflationary action. 
The materials which are preserved within 
the playas include those which became 
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stabilized against wind activity by falling 
within the permanent! y wet zone and those 
too coarse for wind transport. 

Insofar as they can be interpreted from 
present knowledge, the principal post
Tahoka events affecting the larger basins 
occurred in the following succession (fig. 
8) : ( 1) Formation of dune ridges on or 
near some of the eastern basin margins 
from shallow deflation of the drying Ta
hoka Lake floors; ( 2) development by 
intensified and more localized deflation of 
play as and their bordering dUlle rid~; 
( 3) partial filling of the play as anJ areal 
enlargement by wave action apparent! y 
during a minor substage of relative hu
midity; ( 4) renewed deflation of playas 
to a level below the present water table 
with partial destruction of previous fill 
and formation of low benches of wind
transported sediment against the playa 
side of the bordering dune ridges; { 5) 
modern playa filling within vertical limits 
of permanently wet zone, continued lateral 
enlargement of playas by wave action, and 
some deflation. 

Although the dominant climatic condi
tion of the Recent epoch has been one of 
relative aridity, substages of increased 
aridity and increased humidity are indi
cated by the geologic events listed above. 
The immediate past and the present time 
are believed to be within a substage of 
relative humidity. This belief is based on 
the observations that all of the saline 
playas are now enlarging their areas by 
wave action on their marginal bluffs and 
are at many places drowning and enlarg
ing the mouths of influent drainages. Also 

a rising local water table is indicated in 
most of the playas by permanently wet 
modern fill of at least several feet in 
thickness. Deflation, which excavated the 
playas to the level of the floors on which 
the modern sediments are resting, must 
have taken place during a drier substage 
when the water table was lower than at 
present... The somewhat older playa fill, 
remnants of which now form low marginal 
benches against higher bluffs of Tahoka 
clay, also represents a minor cycle of in
creased humidity. The substages of in
creased aridity are indicated by deflation 
resulting in formation of playas and the 
large dune ridges. 

The time duration of the several indi
cated substages of the Recent is unknown. 
The best approach at dating the different 
deposits is probably by archeological 
methods such as employed by Roberts 
(1942) in dating cultural objects at San 
Jon, New Mexico. Extensive camp sites 
are found within some of the basins, par
ticular 1 y on the dune ridges bordering the 
saline playas. On one such camp site on 
the marginal dune of Silver Lake in Hock
ley County, the writers collected represen
tative artifacts including pottery and pro
jectile points which were examined by 
Kelley. According to Mr. Kelley2 the arti
facts are approximately equivalent in age 
to the Chu padero culture and indicate that 
the camp was occupied during the 14th 
or 15th Century. Inasmuch as the abun
dant camp site objects occur within the 
upper few inches of soil on the ridge crest, 

2Kelley, J. Charles, Personal communication. 

BEDROCK 

Fig. 8. Idealized cro~ sectiOE illustrating principal features and deposits of larger basins. 
1, Tahoka clay. 2, Outer dune ridge, present m some basins. 3, Clay-silt dune on margin of 
saline playas. 4, Shelf of post .. Taboka playa fill. 5, Bench consisting of material deflated from 
playa. 6, Saliferous muds of modem plaJe 1, Bed rock (Triassic, Cretaceous Pliocene, or older 
Pleistocene) • ' 
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it is evident that very little material has 
b~en added to the dunes since the camps 
were occupied. The playas and their mar
ginal dunes, which represent a substage of 
aridity, may be considered to have formed 
previous to the 14th or 15th Century. 

Sm1MARY OF CoNCLUSIONS ON BASil\"S AND 

THEIR DEPOSITS 

( 1) Deflation originates and enlarges 
playa basins in the High Plains during 
stages of aridity. 

( 2) Lake deposits form in the basins 
during humid stages and develop in thick
ness and extent proportional to the dura
tion and intensity of the humid stage. 

( 3) The Blanco beds of Crosby County 
and the Rita Blanca deposits of Hartley 
County are considered to be of Nebras
kan age. 

( 4) The Tule formation of Briscoe and 
Swisher counties and the Spring Creek de
posits of Garza and Lynn counties are 
considered of middle Pleistocene age. 

( 5) The Tahoka clay is of Wisconsin 
age and was deposited during a humid 
climate. 

( 6) Older Pleistocene lake deposits 
similarly represent humid stage deposi
tion and are considered to have formed 
during glacial stages. 

STREAM DEPOSITS 

Quaternary stream deposits occur within 
all of the stream valleys crossing the Texas 
plains. The oldest deposits are the higher 
sand and gravel terraces of Canadian River 
such as can be seen north of the town of 
Canadian along U. S. highway No. 60 in 
northern Hemphill County. The older ter
races have not been studied sufficiently to 
determine the relative extent of their de
velopment or the number of stages of 
Pleistocene stream deposition 'vhich they 
represent. Late Pleistocene and Recent de
posits of Canadian River are represented 
by a thick sand fill of the inner river 
f!Orge, which extends to a depth of 100 
feet or more3 below the level of the present 

3 0n the author ity of :'.'.Ir. 0. R. l\lorse, Civil Engineer for 

the F ort \\·orth a nd Denv er Railroad Company, soundings 

were made throu gh a thickn ess o f 120 feet of sand filling 

in Cana dian Riv er bed at th e c ross ing of the Fort Worth 

and Denver railr oa d at Tascosa in Oldham County, and a 

thi ck ness of ab out 108 fe e t of sand filling was found at the 

channel, and by low terraces which border 
the river flood plain. The two lowest ter
races along the river and _ its tributary 
valleys are of Recent age. 

The long shallow valleys such as Tule 
Creek, Running Water Creek, Double 
Mountain Fork, and Mustang Draw, which 
form the upper reaches of Red, Brazos, 
and Colorado rivers, contain late Pleisto
cene and Recent deposits. In their course 
across the plains, these valleys are usually 
from 400 feet to one-fourth of a mile wide 
and are entrenched from 20 to 50 feet 
below the level of the surrounding plains. 
The floors of the valleys are covered by 
unterraced and usually unchanneled valley 
fill~ the lower part of which consists 
mainly of gray, partially consolidated 
sands and gravels and is late Pleistocene 
in age. The upper part of the fill consists 
mainly of unconsolidated humic-stained 
sand and clay and is of Recent age. The 
thickness of the fill has been determined 
in onl v a few artificial excavations where 
it ave;ages about 20 feet. The Recent part 
of the fill is usually less than 5 feet thick. 

l\ ear the eastern margin of the plains 
the streams enter deeply entrenched can
yons in which the valley fill includes three 
recognizable terraces. The highest of these 
terraces is the downstream extension of 
the late Pleistocene part of the unterraced 
valley fill above the canyons. The two 
successively lower and narrower terraces 
(fig. 9) are equivalent to the unterraced 
Recent fill above the canvons in the same 
streams and to the low Recent terraces of 
Canadian River. The late Pleistocene ter
race consists mainly of gray sands and 
caliche gravels, somewhat cemented by 
caliche. The Recent terraces consist mainly 
of unconsolidated humus-stained sands. 
The terraces range in thickness from about 
8 to 20 or more feet and vary in width 
accordina to the size of the containing 

0 

valley. 
The late Pleistocene terrace is probably 

the correlative of the Neville formation, 
and the successively lower Recent terraces 
the correlatives of the Calamity and the 

Santa Fe railroad bridge north of Amarillo in Potter County. 

A similar thickness of fill has also been r eported at the 

crossing of U. S. highway No. 60 at Canadian in Hemphill 

County. 
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Fig. 9. Recent terraces on tributary of Canadian River along State highway No. 152, 10 miles 
east of Borger, Carson County, Texas. 

Kokernot (Albritton and Bryan, 1939). 
The three terraces may also correlate, 
from oldest to youngest, with the J eddito 
formation, Tsegi formation, and N aha 
formation of the J eddito Valley area of 
Arizona which were described by Hack 
(1942). 

The age of the late Pleistocene deposit 
in both its terraced and unterraced por
tions is recognized by its stratigraphic re
lation to the succeeding Recent deposits 
and by the presence in it of Equus, mam
moth, Camelo ps, and Bison. The localities 
from which some or all of these fossils 
have been found are given in the list of 
vertebrate localities and include localities 
5 8 9 13 and 32. The Recent terraces 
' ' ' ' are recognized by position, by the presence 

of Bison bison and by the absence of 
Pleistocene forms. 

The staae of erosion during which the 
0 

long shallow valleys were extended across 
the plains, probably the same stage dur
ing which the inner filled gorg.e of Cana
dian River was formed, ·was either much 
more prolonged or more intense than sub
sequent Recent stages of erosion during 

which valley excavation did not extend 
upstream beyond the heads of the canyons. 
The development of the valleys must have 
taken place in a period of increasing hu
midity when large volumes of water en
abled the streams to erode and extend 
their valleys across the comparatively flat 
plains surface. 

Accumulations of valley fill must have 
started almost concurrently with a decline 
in humidity when diminishing flow of 
water through the valleys could no longer 
erode the valley floors or maintain the 
previously established grades. The late 
Pleistocene and Recent deposits which 
cover the valley floors clearly show that 
deposition has been dominant and erosion 
subordinate since late Pleistocene time 
within the parts of the valleys which lie 
above the canyons. Development of the 
valleys and formation of the late Pleisto
cene fill are believed to have taken place 
during the Wisconsin stage of the Pleisto
cene and to be of the same age as the 
Tahoka clay. The Wisconsin age of the 
deposits, as has been stated, is indicated 
by vertebrate fossils and by their strati-
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graphic pos1t10n in respect to Recent de
posits; and the fact that this fill is the 
first deposit to accumulate within the 
Yalley indicates that no great difference in 
age exists between the deposits and the 
containing valley. The valley is therefore 
thought to belong to an earlier part of 
the Wisconsin. 

Three minor stages of Recent valley cut
ting are apparent within the canyons ~x
tending into the eastern part of the plams 
where the stream gradients are greatly 
steepened. The stages of cutting are repre· 
sented by successively smaller and deeper 
valleys. The lowest and smallest of these 
minor valleys is the present channel or 
o-ulley which is now cutting rapidly head
~vard and laterally. The other two minor 
valleys are filled and form the two Recent 
terraces. None of these minor valleys ex
tended headward beyond the steeper gra
dients at the heads of the canyons. 

Late Pleistocene and Recent erosional 
features and deposits are similarly de
veloped in stream valleys throughout the 
plains region, as well as in adjoining re
gions of the Southwest. The valleys and 
tributaries characteristically contain late 
Pleistocene and Recent fills. The fill may 
be terraced along parts of the valley hav
ing relative! y steep gradients and unter
raced where the gradient is comparatively 
flat. Where the fi 11 is terraced, one Pleisto
cene and two Recent terraces are generally 
present. An actively eroding channel or 
gully is now extending headward in all 
or nearly all of the valleys. As has been 
pointed out by Albritton and Bryan (1939) 
and others, climate is the only factor which 
could have influenced stream action in 
similar ways and at the same times through
out such a large area. It may be con
cluded, therefore, that each degradational 
stage indicates a period of increased hu
midity, and each aggradational stage a 
period of increased aridity over the entire 
plains region. 

EOLIAN DEPOSITS 

Quaternary eolian and Recent fluviatile
eolian deposits are far more widespread 
over the plains region than the lacustrine 
and stream deposits. The surf ace deposits 
which cover most of the plains to an aver
arre thickness of 20 to 40 feet are largely c 

of eolian oricrin as they mantle irregulari
ties on the older rocks and are too wide
spread to have been distributed by other 
than wind action. These deposits consist 
of well-compacted sands and dust-size par
ticles and contain a large amount of sec
ondary caliche. They exhibit a mature 
flattish surface except where indented by 
streams and playas. 

Inasmuch as these sands have not been 
found to contain fossils, their approximate 
age can be determined in only a few places 
where their relation to deposits of known 
age can he established. The sand sheet 
which overlaps the Blanco beds is believed 
to be of early Pleistocene age, perhaps 
Aftonian. This sand contains a large 
amount of caliche, particularly in its lower 
part, which is indicative of considerable 
age, and numerous playa basins partly 
filled by late Pleistocene or Recent · sedi'." 
ments have formed on the sand. At several 
places, as in Ector and Crane counties, 
pond deposits containing late Pleistocene 
vertebrate fossils overlie definite eolian 
sands. Eolian sand deposits have probably 
formed on the plains surface during all 
or most of the Pleistocene, particularly in 
the more arid stages. 

One or more widespread eolian sand 
sheets were laid down during the Recent 
epoch over much of the southern and west
ern parts of the plains. The Recent age 
of these sands is recognized by their pre
served dune-form topography and by their 
disconformable relation to underlying de
posits of late Pleistocene age. 

The Recent sands were derived partly 
from reworking of underlying older sands, 
the exposed surface of which can be seen 
in some of the deeper modern blow-outs 
in Ector, Crane, Ward, and Winkler coun
ties. Some of the sands have been derived 
from the terraces and channel of Canadian 
River and from channel and fan deposits 
of short intermittent streams. The process 
of fluviatile-eolian sand deposition is still 
operating in the extreme northwestern part 
of the Texas Panhandle, in the vicinity of 
Texline, and elsewhere on the western side 
of the plains. Short east-flowina valleys 
whic.h are well entrenched on th~ steeper 
slopmg western part of the plains become 
wider and shallower downstream as the 
gradient flattens until they gradually lose 
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their identity as channels. Occasional 
flooding causes the streams to deposit wide 
sand fans on the flattened gradient. The 
sand is then reworked and further trans
ported by winds. 

Reworking of the older Recent sands and 
to some extent their under 1 ying deposits 
is still taking place in relatively very lo
calized areas, such as in the long belt of 
active dunes which is crossed by U. S. 
highway No. 80 in the vicinity of Mona
hans in Ward County and in several local 
areas in the vicinity of Muleshoe in Bailey 
County. The active dunes are within larger 
areas of somewhat older, well-preserved 
dunes now anchored or partly anchored 
by vegetation. These dunes, in turn, _lie 
within or marginal to much more extensive 
areas of well-vegetated and modified low 
dunes belonging, at least in part, to an 
earlier stage of the Recent. The sands of 
these older modified dunes have a charac
teristic reddish-orange color caused by 
films of iron hydroxide on the sand grains. 
The later sands in being reworked have 
lost the iron hydroxide film by attrition 
and are of a light gray color. The wide
spread earlier Recent sands . ir_idicate . a 
substage of relatively great and1ty, while 
the smaller areas of more Recent and 
modern sands, and the well-vegetated sur
face of the ear lier sands, indicate a present 
substage of increased humidity. 

LIST OF PLEISTOCENE VERTEBRATE 

LOCALITIES 

The followinrr list is a record of the 
localities in whi~h recognizable Pleistocene 
fossils have been found. Each locality 
corresponds to the numbered locali~ies on 
the map (Pl. 47) . In the fauna~ hst, the 
word mammoth has been used m prefe~
ence to a generic name because _generic 
identification of fragmentary remams was 
uncertain in many cases. The nam.e o~ th_e 
institution following the faunal hs~ mdi
cates place of storage of the spec1m.ens. 
Some of the principal refe_rences are given 
for the well-known localities. 

Locality No. t-Dallam County 

On south bluff of Peric.o Creek, .7.5 miles east 
d 2 .1 tll of Texlme. Specimen collected an m1 es sou . L i· 

l 1\1 W S Wilson of Texlme. oca ity exam-JY . r. . . 
ined by the writers in 1944. 

H orizon.-Late Pleistocene. 
General description.-The fossil came from a 

bed of semi-consolidated, reddish-brown sand 
which is overlain by recent wind-blown sands 
now almost obscuring the outcrop. 

Fauna.-An incomplete mandible of Panthera 
atrox. West Texas Museum, Lubbock, Texas. 

Locality No. 2-Hartley County 

Several localities on the Collin ranch along Rita 
Blanca Creek and some of its tributaries and 
north of the Channing-Romero road, 8 miles west 
of Channing. Locality examined by the writers 
in 1942 and 1943. 

H orizon.-Deposits of two different ages are 
recognized within this basin. The oldest is Blan
can, the other post-Blancan Pleistocene in age. 

General description.-The Blancan fossils are 
in at least two horizons in a section of clays and 
calcareous sands. Some of the clays also contain 
small fossil fish and insects. Two or more thin 
sandstone members at and near the lower verte
brate horizon locally contain numerous tracks of 
two kinds of camels. The post-Blancan deposits 
consist mainly of sands and volcanic ash. A par
tial mammoth skeleton was found in the sands 
overlying the Blancan deposits. 

F auna.-Blancan stage: Gigantocamelus and 
Stegomastodon. Post-Blancan stage: mammoth. 
West Texas Museum, Lubbock, Texas. 

Locality No. 3-Roberts County 

On north side of Red Deer Canyon, 5 miles 
west and 4 miles north of Miami. Reference: 
Sellards ( 1938) . 

H orizon.-Late Pleistocene. 
General description.-Fossils were found at shal

low depth in a small filled pond. Parts of five 
or more individual mammoths were recognized. 

Fauna.-Mammoth. Texas Memorial Museum, 
Austin, Texas. 

Locality No. 4-Randall County 

On east side of Cita Canyon, about 15 miles 
east and south of Canvon. Reference: Johnston 
(1938). . 

H orizon.-Early Pleistocene, Blancan. 
General description.-Fossils found in uncon

solidated sands and in calcareous, cemented sands 
near top of canyon wall. 

Fauna.-See list given by Johnston (1938). 
Panhandle Plains Historical Museum, Canyon, 
Texas. 

Locality No. 5--Swisher County 

On North Tule Creek, 5 miles north of Tulia, 
and 300 feet west of U. S. highway No. m. 
Locality examined by the writers in 1944. 

H orizon.-Late Pleistocene, Wisconsin. 
General description.-The fossils occur in a 

partially cemented, sandy gravel which is over
lain by from 2 to 6 feet of later sands. The valley 
fill is well exposed in a large excavation made 
for obtaining road material. 

Fauna.-Mammoth, Bison, Camelops, Canis. 
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Locality No. 6-Swishcr and Briscoe Counties 

Tu le formation (Rock Creek beds). Several 
localitic~ along Tule Creek in eastern Swisher 
Countv and ;long Tuk and Rock creeks in 
Wl'~ter.n nri~('()C Countv. Referen ces: Cope 
(1893), Curnmin~ 0893-1;), Gidley (1903), Hay 
(192--lL Lull U915l. "\fatthew (1924), Troxell 
(1915). Wood and Wood (19:)3), Wood et al. 
(19-11). 

I I ori ::.on.-~Iiddle Pleistocene. 
General description .-The principal locality 

from which vertPhrate fossils have been collected 
i~ on the 1\Iavfield ranch on Rock Creek, 0.2 mile 
1~orth of State highway No. 86. The fossils are 
in a sand beJ i1 ear the top of the Tule formation. 

Fauna.-See faunal lists given by Cope 
(1893-b), Gidley (1903), 1\latthew (1924), and 
Troxell (1915). 

Locality No. 7-Bailey County 

On west side of Monument Lake, 2 miles west 
and 2 miles north of Ilaileyboro. Locality ex
amined liv the writers in 1942. 

JI ori::.01;.--Late Pleistocene, Wisconsin. 
Gcncrul dcscription.-Fossils were found in the 

marginal fades of the Tahoka clay in exposures 
on the ~outlmest side of the playa. 
Fauna.-~Iammoth, Equus, Bison. 

Locality No. S--Hale County 

On White River, 0.5 mile west of Plainview. 
Locality examined Ly the writers in 1944. 

JI ori:on.-Late Plei::;tocene, Wisconsin. 
General dcs cription.-Fossils occur in a gray 

sandv cLw. oYerlain by about 6 feet of pack sand. 
The · hi~o~1 bones at this locality constitute a 
··hone beJ:· Thev are exposed along a distance 
of about 75 fe et ~rnd in places reach a thickness 
of about 2 feet. The bone bed is exposed on the 
north side of a pit dug for road material. 

Fauna.-:'.\Iammoth, Bison. 

Locality No. 9-Hale County 

On Double :'.\lountain Fork of Brazos River, 2.4 
miles west of :\bernathy. Locally known as Gaeth 
graYel pit. Locality examined by the writers in 
19:1-1. 

II ori::.on .-Late Pleistocene, Wisconsin. 
General dcscription.-The fossils occur in gray 

in<luratt'd sands and gravel overlain by 3 to 5 
feet of humu~-stained later sands. The deposit 
is valley fill. 

Fauna.-:'.\Iammoth. Department of Geology, 
Texas Tedrnological Co1lege, Lubbock, Texas. 

Locality No. IO-Hockley County 

On ~outheast side of Silver Lake, 2 miles south 
anJ 0.:2 mile east of the northwest corner of 
Hockley County. Locality examined by the 
,niters in 1942. 

llori:on.-Tahoka clay, Wisconsin. 
General description.-The bison bones occur in 

the upper part of the Tahoka clay as a "bone 
l>e<r· "hi('h averages about a foot in thickness 

and is exposed for a horizontal distance of about 
a hundred feet. 

f'(tllna.-Bison. 

Locality No. I 1-Hockley County 

Hines' ~ravel pit, 63 miles west and l.5 miles 
north of Witharral. Several excavations locally 
known as ] ohnson's gravel pits lie 0.5 mile to 
the southeast. Locality examined by the writers 
in 1943. 

ll orizon.-Late Pleistocene, Wisconsin. 
General description.-The basal part of the de

posit consists of cross-bedded siliceous gravels 
and reworked Cretaceous shells. Above the gravels 
is a lake or pond deposit of gray sand and clay 
with numerous small fresh-water gastropod and 
pelecypod shells. These gravel pits lie within 
the present drainage area of Yellow Lake, which 
is 3.5 miles to the northwest. 

Fauna.-:'.\[ammoth, Equus, Camelops, Bison. 
West Texas Museum, Lubbock, Texas. 

Locality No. I2-Lubbock County 

On Yellow house Canyon, northwest of Lubbock, 
l.5 miles northwest of the junction of the railroad 
and College Avenue. Locality examined by the 
writers in 1942. 

fl ori:on.-Pleistocene. 
General description.-There are lake deposits 

of two distinct ages here. The older deposit, 
prohahly the equivalent of the Tule formation, 
consists of stratified light gray sands and clays 
and is exposed in the dissected wall of the can
yon. The more recent deposit, probably of Wis
consin age, consists principally of gray sands 
and clays. It was formed within the present 
rnlley of Y ellowhouse Canyon and lies topo
graphirally lower than the main body of the 
older deposits. 

F auna.-Older deposits: mammoth, Equus, 
Camclops; younger deposits: Bison. 

Locality No. I3-Lubbock County 

On Yellowhouse Canyon, near dam across the 
eastern lake at Buffalo Lakes, 8 miles southeast 
of Lubbock. Locality examined by the writers 
in 1944. 

Horizon .-Late Pleistocene, Wisconsin. 
General description.-A terrace deposit con

sisting of light gray sands with interbedded thin 
clay lenses. Fresh-water gastropods and Unios 
are abundant. 

Fauna.-Holmesina?, Equus, mammoth. Bu
reau of Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Locality No. 14-Lubbock County 

On north side of Y ellowhouse Canyon, 4.5 miles 
north and east of Slaton. Locality examined by 
the writers in 1942 and 1943. Reference: Meade 
(1942). 

H ori:on.-Middle Pleistocene, probably equiva
lent to the Tule formation. 

General description.-This locality has been 
designated the Slaton quarry. A large number 
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of fossils have already been collected. The main 
deposit lies within the canyon, well below the 
plains level, and consists of stratified light gray 
sands and bentonitic clays with numerous fresh
water gastropods and small bivalves. Remnants 
of the lake deposits occur above the cap rock 
on both sides of the canyon, indicating that this 
basin was essentially filled before its dissection 
by Y ellowhouse Canyon. 

Fauna.-Mammoth, Equus, Camelops, Tanupo
lama, Caprom.eryx, Cynomys, Neofiber, carnivore. 

Localities Nos. 15 and 16-Crosby County 

Blanco beds. Locality No. 15, along Crawfish 
Draw and White River, 10 miles north of Crosby
ton. Locality No. 16, on east side of White River, 
6 miles northeast of Crosbyton. References: 
Baker ( 1915) , Cope ( 1893-a, b) , Cummins ( 1890, 
1891, 1892, 1893), Gidley ( 1903), Matthew ( 1924, 
1925) , Osborn ( 1903, 1936) . 

H orizon.-Early Pleistocene, Nebraskan. 
General description.-See references and this 

paper, pages 491-493. 
Fauna.-See faunal lists given by Cope 

(1893-a, b), Gidley (1903), and Matthew (1924). 

Locality No. 17-Crosby County 

On north side of Double Mountain Fork of 
Brazos River, 14.5 miles south of Lorenzo. Lo
cality examined by the writers in 1943. 

Ho rizon.-Pleistocene. 
General description.-A small lake deposit con

sisting of gray sands and clays. 
F auna.-Equus. 

Locality No. 18-Lynn County 

On south end of Tahoka Lake, 4.5 miles north 
and 2.8 miles east of Tahoka. Locality examined 
by the writers in 1943. 

Horizon.-Tahoka clay, Wisconsin. 
General description.-The fossils occur in the 

upper part of the Tahoka clay. 
F auna.-Bison. 

Locality No. 19--Garza County 

1 ust below the plains escarpment, 4 miles east 
and 0.3 mile south of Southland. Locality ex
amined by the writers in 1943. 

H orizon.-Late Pleistocene, probably Wisconsin. 
General description.-A small deposit of lake 

clays and sands. 
F auna.-Bison. 

Locality No. 20--Garza County 

At edge of plains escarpment, 2.5 miles east 
and 1.5 miles north of Graham Chapel. Locality 
examined by the writers in 1943. 

H orizon.-Late Pleistocene, Wisconsin. 
General description.-A small, partially filled 

basin, now in the early stages of dissection by 
gullies. 

F auna.-Mammoth, Bison. 

Locality No. 21-Garza County 

Spring Creek deposits. Along Double Moun
tain Fork of Brazos River and along Spring Creek, 

5 miles south and 3 miles west of Graham Chapel. 
Locality examined by the writers in 1942 and 
1943. 

H orizon.-Middle Pleistocene, probably equiva
lent to the Tule formation. 

Genera/, description.-The fossils were found 
in a sand member near the base of the Spring 
Creek basin deposits. 

F auna.-Mammoth, Mylodon, Equus, Camelops. 
Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, A us tin, Texas. 

Locality No. 22-Gaines County 

On west side of Cedar Lake, 8.8 miles south 
and 15.5 miles east of Seagraves. Locality ex
amined by the writers in 1943 and 1944. 

Horizon.-Tahoka clay, Wisconsin. 
General description.-Fossils were found in the 

marginal facies of the Tahoka clay. 
Fauna.-Mammoth, Equus. 

Locality No. 23-Andrews County 

On north side of Shafter Lake, 4.5 miles west 
along the Eunice road from State highway No. 
51 north of Andrews. Locality examined by the 
writers in 1942. 

Horizon.-Tahoka clay, Wisconsin. 
General description.-The fos.sils occur in two 

horizons. The lower horizon is slightly above 
the contact of the fill with the older brown sands. 
The fossils in this horizon are fragmentary and 
badly etched by alkaline waters. The upper hori
zon is about 20 feet above the present lake 
floor and consists of two layers, a well-compacted 
green sand and a light gray sandy clay, in both 
of which fossils are found. 

F auna.-Mammoth, Equus. Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology, The University of Texas. Austin, 
Texas. 

Locality No. 24-Andrews County 

On northwest side of Shafter Lake, about 1 
mile from Locality No. 23. Locality examined by 
the writers in 1942. 

Horizon.-Tahoka clay, Wisconsin. 
General description.-Fossils occur in a gray 

sandy and gravel layer about 6 feet above the 
present lake floor. 

Fauna.-Mammoth, Glyptodon, Equus, turtle. 
Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Locality No. 2S--Howard County 

On Wild Horse Creek, 6 miles east and 2.3 
miles north of Fairview. Locality examined by 
the writers in 1939 and 1942. 

Horizon.-Late Pleistocene and Recent. 
General description.-The valley of Wild Horse 

Creek contains a broad and relatively thick 
Quaternary fill, separable into three well-defined 
units on the basis of lithology and by the un
conformities separating them. The lowest and 
oldest unit is composed of gray clays, gray to 
light greenish-gray sands and gravels, well com
pacted to semi-consolidated by calcium carbonate. 
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This horizon is further characterized hy the 
presence of numerous small gastropods and bi
valves and by mammoth and Equus remains. The 
middle unit of the valley fill unconformably 
overlies the older fill and is more restricted in 
extent. It consists of ponded materials of dark 
ash-gray sandy clays and darker clays contain
ing humic materials. The thickness is from 0 to 
about 18 feet. It contains numerous Bison bones, 
possibly other animals, and artifacts. This unit 
is overlain unconformably by the upper unit. 

The upper unit, consisting chiefly of uncon
solidated sands and gravels, is distinguishable 
from the other units by lack of compaction, 
reddish-brown to dark gray color, relative posi
tion, paucity of invertebrate fossils, and appar
ently complete absence of vertebrate fossils. The 
thickness varies greatly but in places attains 30 
feet. 

F auna.-l\fammoth, Equus, Bison. 

Locality No. 26-Howard County 

Two and one-half miles east of Coahoma. Lo
cality examined by the writers in 1939. 

Horizon.-Late Pleistocene. 
General description.-A valley fill consisting of 

light gray sand and gravels. The thickness of 
the deposit is not known. The fossils were ob
tained from 4 to 5 feet below the surface of the 
ground. A partial mammoth skeleton was col-
lected here. 

Fauna.-Mammoth, Equus, Cynomys. Bureau 
of Economic Geology, The University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas. 

Locality No. 27-Howard County 

On north side of Beals Creek, adjacent to rail
road spur, at west edge of Big Spring. Locality 
examined by the writers in 1940. 

H orizon.-Pleistocene. 
General description.-The deposit consists of 

stream-deposited, siliceous and calcareous gravels, 
which contained a mammoth skull, and ponded. 
light gray, sandy clays with numerous small 
gastropods. 

Fauna.-Mammoth. Bureau of Economic Ge
ology, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Locality No. 28-Howard County 

On Beals Creek, 1 mile south and 1.5 milP.s 
east of the Cosden refinery east of Big Spring. 
Locality examined by the writers in 1939 and 
1944. 

H orizon.-Pleistocene. 
General description.-Resting unconformably 

upon the Triassic is a deposit of siliceous and 
calcareous gravels up to 30 feet in thickness in 
which fossil vertebrates are found. Overlying the 
gravel 1s a deposit of reddish-brown, semi-con
solidated sand with caliche nodules and concre
tions which attains a thickness of about 40 feet. 

Fauna.-Mammoth, Equus, Tanupolama. Bu
reau of Economic Geology, The University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Locality No. 29--Ector County 

A~out 500 feet east of State highway No. 51, 
1 mile south of the Ector-Andrews County line. 
Locality examined by the writers in 1942. 

H orizon.-Late Pleistocene, probably Wisconsin. 
General description.-The fossils found con

sisted of fragmentary bones and teeth scattered 
over earth dumps from an artificial pond or 
"tank" which had been excavated to a depth of 
about 7 feet within a partly filled small lake 
basin. The sediments are dark humic-stained 
sandy clays typical of the fill in shallow basins 
on the plains. 

Fauna.-Mammoth, Equus. 

Locality No. 30-Ector County 

. About 3 miles north of Sand Hills on U. S. 
highway No. 80, in the southwest corner of 
Ector County, in an area of active dune develop
ment. Locality examined by the writers in 1942. 

H orizon.-Late Pleistocene, probably Wisconsin. 
General description.-Vertebrate fossils are 

found in gray, calcareous sands which also con
tain pond snails and some fossilized stems of 
aquatic plants. These sands are exposed in the 
bottoms of several of the larger and deeper 
blow-outs. 

Fauna.-Mammoth, Equus. 

Locality No. 31-Ector County 

Ten miles southwest of Odessa in and near the 
Odessa meteor crater. Locality examined and 
sp~cimens collected by E. H. Sellards, R. W. 
:M11Ier, and G. L. Evans in 1940. 

Horizon.-Late Pleistocene. 
General description.-Fossils were found in 

dark silt in an exploratory shaft 8 by 12 feet 
near the center of the Odessa meteor crater and 
in two excavations within similar fill located 
about 200 and 700 feet respectively northwest 
of the crater. The fossils were not confined to 
a definite horizon but were scattered irregularly 
from 8 to 16 feet below the surface. 

Fauna.-E9uus: Thi~ genus is represented by 
several partial Jaws, isolated teeth, and limb 
bon~s. Bureau of Economic Geology, The Uni
versity of Texas, Austin, Texas. 

Locality No. 32-Midland County 

On Mustang Draw, 5 miles south and 0.3 mile 
west of Stanton. Locality examined by G L 
Evans in 1941. . . 

H orizon.-Late Pleistocene. 
General description.-The fossils occur in a 

small gravel pit in clayey sand, 8 feet beneath 
the surface and immediately above a bed of 
coarse gravel. The deposit appears to be con
fined within the narrow valley of Mustang Draw. 

F auna.-Mammoth. A number of limb bones 
isolated teeth, and. a piece of tusk are known: 
Some of the specimens are stored in the city 
museum at Midland, Texas. 
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THE BLANCO FAUNA 

Grayson E. Meade 

INTRODUCTION 

The present paper describes several col
lections of vertebrate fossils from the 
Blanco beds of Crosby County, Texas. The 
principal collection is one made during 
the spring and summer of 1941, when the 
Bureau of Economic Geology, through the 
State-wide Paleontologic-Mineralogic Sur
vey, made collections of fossil vertebrates 
from the Blanco beds for the purpose of 
obtaining additional information on the 
paleontology and geology of this classio 
locality. The material was collected by 
Work Projects No. 15995, under the su
pervision of Mr. Richmond Bronaugh. 
The specimens were prepared by Work 
Projects Administration Official Project 
No. 665-66-3-233. A few Blanco speci -
mens in the collection of the West Texas 
Museum at Lubbock are included, as well 
as some additional material collected by 
Glen L. Evans, Carl Chelf, and the writer 
in the summer of 1943. During the prog
ress. of all the field work, particular at
tention was paid to the stratigraphic oc· 
currence of the fossils. At each of the 
major fossil sites a section was measured 
from the bottom to the top of the Blanco 
beds in order that the exact horizons in 
which the fossils occurred could be deter
mined. 

Nearly all the known members of the 
Blanco fauna are included in these col
lections. Several genera, namely, Procas
toroides, Hypolagus, Panthera, Camelops, 
Gigantocamelus, Tanupolama, and Capro
meryx, described in this paper have not 
been reported previously from the Blanco. 
A comparison of this fauna with the upper 
Pliocene and lower Pleistocene faunas of 
North America indicates a lowermost 
Pleistocene age for the Blanco fauna. 

The writer wishes to express particular 
gratitude to Dr. E. H. Sellards for the 
privilege of studying the collection of 
Blanco fossils, for assistance in carrying 
on this work at the Bureau of Economic 
Geology, and for permission to transport 
many of the fossils to Lubbock for study. 

Published in part from the Johan August Uddcn Publica
tion and Research Fund. 

Sincere thanks are due Dr. Everett C. 
Olson for critically reading the manu
script and for offering many valuable 
suggestions. The writer is indebted to Mr. 
Glen L. Evans for valuable discussions and 
many important suggestions. Dr. Paul 0. 
McGrew has aided with many helpful sug
gestion~ and by reading of the manuscript. 
The department of zoology of the Chicago 
Natural History Museum has helped by 
generously allowing their collection of 
recent felid material to be studied. Appre
ciation is expressed to Mr. J. S. Bridwell 
and to Mr. R. B. Smith for their cooper
ation and for permission to collect the 
fossils on their respective ranches. 

DESCRIPTION OF LOCALITY 

The Blanco beds lie near the eastern 
edge of the Llano Estacado in Crosby 
County, Texas (fig. 1). The principal ex
posures occur on the canyon slopes of 
Crawfish Draw about 2 miles west and 
north of its confluence with White River, 
on the J. S. Bridwell and R. B. Smith 
ranches I 0 miles north of Crosbyton, 
Texas (see fig. 2). Most of the fossils 
were found in the exposures on the north 
side of Crawfish Draw, west of the Cros
byton-Floydada road, and south of Mount 
Blanco. Six miles northeast of Crosbyton, 
on both sides of the public road, is an
other more limited exposure of the Blanco 
beds where a few fossils were collected. 
Between these two localities, on the east 
side of White River and east of Mount 
Blanco, is an exposure of Blanco beds 
traversed by the Cone-Mount Blanco road. 

Matthew ( 1924b) calls attention to an 
exposure of supposed Blanco beds 21f2 
miles southeast of Crosbyton in a small 
tributary on the west side of Blanco Can
yon. He reports that no fossils were found 
at this locality. In 1942, Glen L. Evans 
and the writer visited this locality and 
searched for fossils but failed to find any. 
Matthew also mentions a smaller out
crop of beds similar in lithology to the 
Blanco about 20 miles south of Crosbyton 
near where the main road to Post comes 
down off the plains. He reported that no 
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fossils were found here either. This area 
also was examined by Evans and the 
writer, who failed to find any exposures 
that could definitely be correlated with 
the Blanco. 

Fig. 2. Exposure in the Blanco beds on the 
J. S. Bri?well ranch, Crosby County, Texas. Basal 
contact is beneath gray sandstone seen in bottom 
of picture. Photograph by Glen L. Evans June 
1941. ' ' 

PREVIOUS WORK IN THE BLANCO BEDS 

In the winter of 1889-90, Mr. W. F. 
Cummins discovered the first vertebrate 
fossils from the Blanco beds. Cummins · 
wrote 0890, p. 190) that: "Overlying 
and resting unconformably upon the 
Dockum Beds are beds of red clay, white 
sandy clays, white clays, and a hardened 
clayey limestone, fronting to the east
ward .and forming bold escarpments 200 
feet high. These beds constitute the staked 
plains. Because of the extensive presenta
tion of these strata in Blanco Canyon, 

Dickens County, I have given them the 
name of Blanco Canyon beds." The only 
fossils that he found in these beds "were 
some of the larger mammals and a species 
of turtle." He did not have sufficient data 
to enable him to place the Blanco Canyon 
beds in their proper geologic position hut 
indicated that they were of "-much more 
recent date than Cretaceous-." 

It is apparent from the description of 
the beds that Cummins was applying the 
name Blanco Canyon Beds to all the post
Cretaceous deposits of the Staked Plains. 

In 1891 Cummins further discussed the 
Blanco Canyon Beds and included a sec
tion made about 1 mile south of Mount 
Blanco. In 1892 he changed the name of 
the Blanco Canyon Beds to Blanco Beds, 
because the double name was undesirable 
and because the beds were also found far 
from Blanco Canyon. 

By this time he had traveled entirely 
around the Staked Plains and believed that 
over nearly all the Staked Plains area the 
upper strata belonged to the Blanco beds. 
To explain the origin of these widespread 
deposits he assumed a great inland "sea" 
covering approximately the area of the 
present Staked Plains. The lower part of 
the Blanco was thought to thicken to the 
northwest and the upper limestone bed 1 

was found to be of about the same thick
ness wherever observed. Thus a lacustrine 
origin was assumed for the Blanco beds. 

The first attempt to place the Blanco 
beds definitely in their proper geologic 
position was made by Cummins. He be
lieved them to be equivalent to the White 
River beds. 2 

Some of the fossils which Cummins had 
collected were sent to Cope for identifi
cation. On the basis of these fossils Cope 
believed the Blanco beds to be intermedi
ate between Loup Fork and the Equus 
beds. Later in the year Cope accom
panied Cummins in a more thorough ex
ploration of the Staked Plains, and addi
tional fossils were collected from the 
Blanco beds. 

The following year ( 1893) Cummins 
further discussed the Blanco beds: "This 

1 The omnipresent caliche zone of the Staked Plains and 
many other territories in the Southwest. 

2Reported by Cummins (1891) to be equivalent to the 

Green River beds but meaning the White River beds; a 
mistake which he rectified the following year (1892). 
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formation constitutes the eastern scarp of 
the Staked Plains from the Double Moun
tain Fork of the Brazos on the south to 
Paloduro Canyon on the north." He also 
considered some exposures near Miami in 
Roberts County, Texas, as a part of the 
Blanco beds. 
. The American Museum sent an expedi

t10n, under the leadership of Dr. Gidley, 
to the Staked Plains for three consecutive 
summers from 1899 to 1901. The party 
did not reach the Mount Blanco area th~ 
first season, but in the following two sea
sons made large collections from the 
Blanco which added materially to the 
knowledge of its fauna. 

Gidley ( l 903b) concluded that the 
Blanco beds were true Pliocene but of lim
ited extent, occurring in the vicinity of 
Mount Blanco, and traceable for 15 to 20 
miles eastward to the edge of the plains. 
He showed that Cummins's interpretation 
of the Blanco beds in Roberts County was 
based upon the erroneous identification of 
some horse teeth. It also became evident 
to him that in the vicinity of Mount 
Blanco, the bottom 32 feet of Cummins's 
section included beds of reddish clay and 
red clay which were older than the Blanco. 

He disagreed with Cummins's interpre
tation of the origin of the Blanco sedi
ments, believing them to be fluviatile and 
not lacustrine. Gidley ( l 903b, p. 625) 
states: "It is thus seen that the Blanco 
beds, at Mount Blanco, like the Rock 
Creek beds, apparently occupy a compara
tively narrow valley or basin formed for 
their deposition by ancient erosion of the 
older beds. Like the Rock Creek beds also 
they extend a long distance in one direc
tion, being traceable south-eastward for 
fifteen or twenty miles to the edge of the 
Plains. Though the deposits differ in 
character from those of the Rock Creek 
beds and the fauna indicates an earlier 
age. here, as at Tu le Canyon, there is a 
total absence of any proof of a lake origin 
for these beds and manv evidences of river 
or stream deposition. . 

"The occasional beds of diatomaceous 
earth are easily accounted for by suppos
ing that there were in this ancient valley 
occasional ponds filled with clear water, 
enduring for various periods of time, par
tiall v or totally isolated from the stream 
that · ran through the valley, such as exist 

at the present time in the West, especiall Y 
in the Sand-hills country of northwestern 
Nebraska and southern South Dakota.'' 

Baker ( 1915) briefly discussed the 
Blanco beds with respect to their origin. 
He believed them to be probably a stream 
deposit and to occupy a comparatively 
narrow valley or basin formed for their 
deposition by erosion of the older beds. 

In 1924, Matthew and Simpson col
lected vertebrate fossils from the Blanco 
beds. Matthew prepared a report on the 
fauna and geology of the Panhandle area 
of Texas; a part of this report was de
voted to his observations on the Blanco. 
Matthew also showed that the Blanco beds 
were of limited extent and mentioned four 
separate localities. These are essentially 
the same as the localities now known to 
exist, which have already been mentioned 
in "Description of Locality." Matthew, 
however, considered these localities to be 
only the fossiliferous portion of the 
Blanco. He believed the upper por
tion of the Blanco to be interdigitated 
with and contemporaneous with the upper 
part of the Panhandle clays. Thus he 
assumed a wider distribution for the 
Blanco than Gidley had previously shown. 

Matthew also believed the Blanco to be 
fluviatile in origin. "We believe all of 
these to be stream-valley fillings,-" 
"-The Blanco beds were deposited in a 
broad and shallow slowly aggrading stream 
valley with a slow-flowing, probably inter
mittent stream of about the type of the 
present Blanco Creek. The valley would 
be partly occupied then as now by aban
doned stream channels forming ponds and 
muckholes-." 

This interpretation of a fluviatile origin 
for the Blanco has generally been ac
cepted with out question by subsequent 
workers. Evans and Meade (1945), how
ever, have shown that this interpretation 
is untenable~ and that the deposits were 
laid down in a basin rather than m a 
stream bed. 

THE BLANCAN STAGE 

Osborn ( 1936, p. 675) thou~ht that the 
"Blanco formation" included'- more than 
one ~pecific stage and that it probably 
represented a long period of creoloo-ic 
time. This assumption apparenfly ;as 
based principally upon the advanced 
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Stegomastodon texanus, from the upper 
levels of the Blanco, compared with the 
more primitive S. successor from the 
lower levels of the Blanco. 

Faunal assemblages here regarded as 
Blancan in age include the Blanco, Hager
man, Coso Mountains, Benson, Sand Draw, 
Broadwater, Cita Canyon, and Rexroad. 
It becomes a matter of some importance 
then whether the Blanco represents one 
or more than one specific stage. If more 
than one stage is represented in the Blanco, 
it is probable that other Blancan assem
blages also represent more than one spe
cific stage. 

The number of stages represented by 
the Blanco of Texas may be determined 
by both the paleontologic and the geo
logic evidence. The paleontological evi
dence is discussed later under "Unity of 
Fauna." To examine the geologic evi
dence, it is necessary to return to the 
mode of origin of these deposits. 

Evans and Meade ( 1945) have demon
strated that the Blanco deposits occupy 
basins or depressions within the Tertiary 
beds. At some time subsequent to the 
formation of the basins they began to be 
filled with lacustrine deposits. There is 
no indication that this cycle of b&sin fill
ing was interrupted at any time from its 
beginning until the basin was essentially 
filled, because there are no unconformi
ties which can be traced for any distance 
across the basin. Minor breaks in sedi
mentation are in evidence in the entire 
section, but these appear to indicate fluc
tuations in the water level and temporary 
rejuvenations of the influent drainages. 
The alternating sands and clays, however, 
may represent relative changes in the rate 
of accumulation of the deposits. Many of 
the clays are bentonitic, probably repre
senting an alteration of volcanic ash which 
fell into the basin. This would indicate 
a fairly rapid accumulation of individual 
clay beds. The almost pure diatomite and 
the limestone layers indicate periods of 
considerable duration when there was per
manent water beyond the point to which 
elastic sediments from the shores were 
carried. 

The old "Blanco Basin" then contained 
permanent water part of the time, and 
probably for periods of considerable dura
tion. It served as a watering place for the 

animals from its ongm until the basin 
was filled with sediments, or until it was 
dissected and drained by the headwar<l 
erosion of White River. Its geologic his
tory probably is included within one 
major climatic cycle. 3 Minor climatic 
cycles either left no imprint, or they may 
be recorded by the local unconformities 
which are present. If the assumption is 
correct that Blanco time is included in a 
single major climatic cycle, then the fauna 
preserved in these deposits also represents 
a specific stage, and not several stages. 

MANNER OF ACCUMULATION OF FOSSILS 

The lacustrine origin of the Blanco 
sediments does not materially alter the 
previous conceptions of the environmental 
conditions and the accumulation of the 
fossils in a "stream-valley filling." 
Matthew (1924h) said of the Blanco that: 
"We believe all of these to be stream
valley fillings, accumulated not after the 
Panhandle clays were deposited and 
eroded, but simultaneously with the upper 
part of the _Panhandle. The latter we re
gard as plains deposits, perhaps partly 
accumulated by occasional wide flooding 
from the streams, but chiefly due to the 
slow but steady accumulation of dust on 
a sodded prairie surface with imperfect 
drainage and scattered playa lakes-in 
fact just such a surface as exists at the 
present time, only with the streams little 
below the general level instead of being 
in deep canyons. The utter barrenness of 
the Panhandle clays is due to the very 
slow accumulation, so slow that skeletons 
and bones were completely disintegrated 
and destroyed by weathering before they 
were buried deep enough for pr~serv~
tion. The Blanco beds were deposited m 
a broad and shallow slowly aggrading 
stream valley with a slow-flowing, prob
abl v intermittent stream of about the type 
of -the present Blanco creek. The valley 
would be partly occupied then as now b.y 
abandoned stream channels forming ponds 
and muckholes in which animals would 
be most frequently caught and buried 
whole, the stream channel beds proper, 

'sA major climatic cycle as used here denotes a predomi
nately humid or arid climate of considerable duration. 

During Blanco time the climate was relatively humid, for 

only under snch conditions could permanent or nearly per· 

manent lakes have been maintained. 
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mostly sandy, being likely to have any 
remains of animals pretty well broken up 
and disarticulated before they were per· 
manently buried. The several articulated 
skeletons that have been found in the 
Blanco~ were preserved in white clays; the 
fragmentary material is chiefly from sandy 
clays and sands." 

The inferred presence of ponds and 
muckholes would off er essentially the 
same conditions for the entrapment and 
preservation of animals as would a shal· 
1 ow lake. The sands, however, do not rep
resent stream channel beds, .. and the fact 
that most of the Blanco fossils were dis· 
articulated and many broken before per
manent burial cannot be explained as a 
result of stream action. 

The present occurrence of fossils in the 
Blanco beds is mostly confined to the 
marginal areas of the basin. It is not 
known whether or not the central part of 
the basin contained fossils, as that part 
has been removed by erosion. However, in 
similar basin deposits on the west Texas 
plains, nearly all of the fossils occur in 
the marginal areas. In those basin de
posits where the central part is present 
and exposed by erosion, few if any fos
sils are to be found. It mav be assumed 
that the animals did not ve~ture out into 
the deeper water in the central part of the 
basin: that they were caught. or died, and 
were buried in' the mar~inal areas. Here 
the bones would be subject to some trans
portation by wave action of the water, 
and by intermittent streams which entered 
the basin. 

The predatory animal's must also as
sume their share of responsibility for the 
destruction and dispersal of many of the 
bones. Manv of the sma1 ler animals mav 
have been c~mpletely devoured, which pe~
haps partially explains the paucity of such 
forms in the Blanco. However, it is far 
more likelv that the rarity of small forms 
is the result of careless collecting. A few 
sma11 forms arc present in the Blanco and 
more are sure to be found. Certainly the 
~edinv-·ntary conditions that prevailed dur
ing much of Blancan time must have been 
nearly at an optimum for the preserva
tion of the large and small animals alike. 

The depredations of the carnivores must 
be assumed to have taken place either in 
the shal 1 ow water of the lake margins or 

on the shore bordering the lake. In feed
ing upon the herbivores they would nee· 
essaril y have scattered the bones over a 
probable distance of several yards. Bones 
left lying close to the water's e~ge may 
have been subsequently washed mto the 
lake bv intermittent streams which entered 
the ba~in. 

An illustration of the concentration of 
disarticulated bones which may have ac
cumulated in such a manner is shown by 
the camel bones in Site No. 11. Here the 
deposit of Gigantocamelus remains (fig. 3) 
may represent a herd of camels which 
ventured into the shallow waters of the 
ancient lake and were trapped or were 
overcome by carnivores at the edge of the 
water. In one small area were found the 
partial and complete skulls and jaws of 
about eighteen individuals. An abundance 

Fig. 3. Gigantocam elu bone at Site No. 11, 
Crosby County, Texas. The fossils are near the 
bottom of the basal sand of the Blanco beds. 
Photograph by Glen L. Evans. 
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of limbs, vertebrae, ribs. and the like were 
found also, but there were practical1y no 
articulated hones. 

The bones would also he subjected to 
trampling and a certain. amount o~ sc~t
tering by the larger ammals wadmg m 
the marginal parts of the lake in search 
of veo-etation growing in the shallow 

0 h . water. That the camels, orses, peccanes, 
and probably the mastodons did just that 
may be illustrated by the action of mod
em horses and cattle which wade consid
erable distances out into the ponds and 
lakes to obtain vegetation or to escape 
flies and other insects. On numerous occa
sions horses and cattle have been seen far 
out in shallow ponds and lakes feeding 
upon the vegetation, and on one occasion 
a pig was seen enjoying an early morning 
swim, fully a hundred yards from the 
shore, and in water over 3 feet deep. 

The field party of the Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology did not find any articu
lated skeletons hut did find several articu
lated camel skulls and jaws and a num
ber of articulated leg bones. The articu
lated horse skeletons found by Matthew 
were preserved in white clays. Presum
ably these represent individuals that were 
buried sufficiently far out in the basin to 
escape those processes which would have 
tended to scatter the bones. Even in the 
marginal deposits one cannot imagine that 
at least some individuals were not buried 
in their entirety. But the fact that most 
of the fossils are disarticulated, and many 
are broken, would indicate that most of 
the animals which were caught in the lake 
had been subjected to trampling by their 
contemporaries, or their bones had been 
scattered by carnivores, by wave action, or 
by intermittent waters entering the lake. 

FAUNA 

BLANCO FAUNAL LIST 

Cope (1893), Gidley (1903), and Mat
thew ( 1924) have recorded the fauna of 
the Blanco. The following is a revised 
faunal list of the Blanco beds. 

Reptilia 
Testudo turgida Cope 
Testudo pertenuis Cope 
Testudo cam.pester Hay 

Aves 
Creccoides osbornii Shufeldt 

Mammalia 

Procastoroides sp. 
Hypolagus sp. 
Canimartes cumminsii Cope 
Borophagus diversidens Cope 
Panthera palaeoonca, n. sp. 
Stegomastodon successor Cope 
Rhynchotherium falconeri Osborn 
Serbelodon ( ? ) praecursor Cope 
Megalonyx leptostomus Cope 
Glyptotherium texanum Osborn 
Hippotigris simplicidens (Cope) 
Nannippus phlegon (Cope) 
Platygonus bicalcaratus Cope 
PJatygonus texanus Gidley 
Camelops cf. kansanus Leidy 
Gigantocamelus spatula (Cope) 
Tanupolama blancoensis, n. sp. 
Leptotylopus percelsus Matthew 
Ca promeryx sp. 

UNITY OF THE FAUNA 

Osborn ( 1936) believed that the Blanco 
included more than one specific stage and 
that it represented a long period of time. 
The evidence does not substantiate this 
view. On the contrary, it indicates that 
the Blanco represents but a single age. 
The geologic evidence has already been 
cited. The fauna shows no evidence of 
more than one age, nor does it indicate 
any great lapse of time from the begin
ning of Blanco deposition to the end. 
There is no discernible difference among 
individuals of the same species which 
occur in the lower levels as compared 
with those that occur in the higher levels 
of the Blanco deposits. In the mammalian 
group, with the possible exception of 
Stegomastodon, Platygonus is the only 
genus at present represented by more than 
one species. Here it might be expected 
that one species would be confined to the 
lower levels and one species confined to 
the upper levels, particularly if a consid
erable lapse of time is alloted to the 
Blanco. If such were the case it would 
be indicative that the one species had been 
descended from the other. However, such 
is not the case, and the two species of 
Platygonus occur together in the lower and 
in the upper levels. Similarly, there is no 
vertical zonation of the stegomastodons: 
both the "advanced" and ''primitive" 
forms occur together from the lower to 
the uppermost fossiliferous horizons. 

Stirton and VanderHoof (1933) sug
gested the possibility that ''Plesippus cum
minsii" came from the beds underlying 
the Blanco. This possibility is unlikely 
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as "P. czunminsii" is probably a synonym 
of "P. simplicidens" which is a character
istic Blancan form. Evans and the writer 
have carefully searched these underlying 
beds and have found a number of fossils, 
all indicative of middle Pliocene age, in
cluding the genera Neohipparion and 
Astrohippus. None of the forms from the 
underlying beds occur in the Blanco, nor 
do any known Blancan forms occur in the 
underiying beds. Inasmuch as the Blanco 
deposits consist in part of sediments re
worked from the Pliocene beds, it is pos
sible that reworked Pliocene fossils have 
been introduced. This possibility, how
ever, is remote because of the preserva
tion and comparative paucity of fossils in 
the adjacent Pliocene beds. 

CORRELATION OF f AUNAL ELEMENTS 

In the correlation of mammalian faunas 
the entire f aunal assemblage should be 
considered. In any given assemblage, 
there are certain genera which are more 
useful in correlations than others because 
of their shorter geologic range, greater 
geographic distribution, more rapid evo
lution, or greater abundance as fossils. 
Before a fauna can be considered as a 
whole, however, each representative of 
that fauna should be viewed with respect 
to its relative diagnostic importance to 
the entire fauna. Thus the correlation of 
the Blanco fauna is preceded by a corre-
1 a ti on of its f aunal elements in which are 
discussed the principal occurrences and 
the geologic range of the Blanco genera. 
This information on each genus provides 
a basis for the correlation of the Blanco 
fauna. 

Procastoroides is known from the 
Broadwater, Rexroad, Sand Draw, and the 
Blanco. This genus is a typical member 
of the Blancan faunas, and so far as is 
now known its range is limited to the 
Blancan age. 

fly polagus ranged from the middle 
Miocene to the Blancan. The single tooth 
of this ~enus from the Blanco is specifi
cally indeterminable. In view of the ex
tens.ive range of the genus, the specimen 
is not diagnostic in correlations. 

Canimartes is not well enough known 
to he of value in the present correlation. 

Boroplzagns occurs in the Coso Moun
tains fauna, as well as in the Tehama, 

Hagerman, and the Blanco. It is one of 
the genera limited to the Blancan of North 
America. 

Panthera is the only f elid material reJ?
resented in the Blanco. The geologic 
range and the relationships of late Plio
cene and Pleistocene felids, however, are 
too inadequately known to permit accu
rate correlations based on this group. 

Proboscideans are well represented in 
the Blanco. Stegomastodon is a charac
teristic Pleistocene genus. It is the most 
common proboscidean in the Blanco. 
Osborn ( 1936) considers S. primitivus 
from the first interglacial as more primi
tive than S. successor from the Blanco, 
and the type of S. mirificus from the sec
ond glacial as more primitive than S. 
texanus from the Blanco. Lugn and 
Schultz ( 1934) determined the horizon of 
the "Stegomastodon primitivus quarry" as 
probably Aftonian, or the first intergla
cial stage. They determined the horizon 
of S. mirificus to be Kansan or second 
glacial stage. With respect to these pro
boscideans Osborn ( 1936) said: "Inas
much as three types of Stegomastodon, 
namely, S. successor, S. texanus, and S. 
arizonae, definitely belong in the Upper 
to Uppermost Pliocene, it is obvious that 
the geologic age of both S. primitivus and 
of S. mirificus demands further investiga
tion." 

The demands for "further investiga
tion" have resulted in: ( 1) The definite 
assignment of the Curtis, the locality of 
the type of S. arizonae, to the lower Pleis
tocene; ( 2) the retention of an Aftonian 
age assignment for the S. pnmitivus 
quarry; and ( 3) the correlation of the 
Stegomastodon quarry with the Sand Draw 
by McGrew. 

If Stegomastodon primitivus and S. 
niirificus are more primitive than the 
Blanco species as Osborn believed, there 
remains little reason for continuing to 
consider the latter as upper Pliocene mas
todons. The writer can see no logical 
alternative to the view that the Blanco 
stegomastodons are true Pleistocene forms. 

Rhynchotherium and Serbelodon are 
characteristic Pliocene genera. Their pres
ence along with the characteristic Pleisto
cene genera of the Blanco indicates that 
they are survivors from an earlier period. 
The latter genus carries no weight in the 
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problem smce the generic reference is 
douhtfu I. Osborn considered Rhyncho
therium f alconeri, from the Blanco, as the 
most advanced species of the genus, and 
one can readily admit of the probability 
that this species lived into the early 
Pleistocene. McGrew (1944) has sug
gested that certain primitive proboscid
eans did not range as far northward as 
Broadwater or Sand Draw. This supposi
tion is given support by the presence of 
Rhynchotherium in the Blanco and its 
absence in more northerly deposits of 
equivalent age. R. francisi is of doubtful 
geologic occurrence as well as of ques
tionable generic reference. The specimen 
comes from Brazos River, Burleson 
County, Texas. The county is in a region 
of Eocene rocks, not late Tertiary. Inas
much as the specimen comes from Brazos 
River, it is probable that it is from a 
Pleistocene alluvial terrace and not from 
the Pliocene. If this is correct, and the 
tooth is correct! y referred to Rhyncho
therium, it offers additional evidence of 
the range of this genus into the Pleisto
cene. 

The absence of mammoths in the Blanco 
might be argued as evidence against its 
Pleistocene age if the first appearance of 
mammoths coincides with the beginning of 
the Pleistocene in North America. Their 
absence in the Broadwater and the Sand 
Draw and other faunas thought to be of 
lower Pleistocene age is fairly conclusive 
evidence that the mammoths did not reach 
North America until some time after the 
beginning of the Pleistocene. 

Megalonyx leptostomus is the only 
species of sloth known from the Blanco. 
The genus is reported from other Blancan 
deposits. It probably makes its first ap
pearance in this country in the middle 
Pliocene. Its geologic range extends into 
the Pleistocene. The sloth material from 
the Blanco appears to be inconclusive, at 
present, in correlations and age determina
tion of the beds. 

Glyptotherium texanum represents the 
only Pliocene occurrence of this group of 
edentates, if the Blanco is considered to 
be of Pliocene age. Glyptodonts are typi
cal members of the Pleistocene faunas. 
The evidence may be inconclusive, but the 

presence of glyptodonts is decidedly more 
suggestive of a Pleistocene than of a Plio
cene age. 

Hippotigris is limited to the North 
American Blancan. 

Nannippus phlegon apparently repre
sents the last and most progressive species 
of the genus. The genus is a survivor 
from ~arlier periods and lived longer in 
the South than in the far West or North 
(McGrew, 1944.) This species is limited 
to the North American Blan can. 

PlatygoTWs is another characteristic 
Pleistocene genus with a wide geographic 
range. Gazin (1938) pointed out that the 
only material definitely referable to the 
genus Platygonus occurring in pre-Pleis
tocene deposits was that from the Coso 
Mountains, Benson, Hagerman, and the 
Blanco. If, as is compatible with the evi
dence, these faunas are considered to be 
of lower Pleistocene age, then there re
mains no valid occurrence of the genus 
in the Pliocene. 

Gigantocamelus is known to occur in 
only four localities: the Broadwater and 
Sand Draw quarries of Nebraska, the 
Blanco, and the Rita Blanca deposits in 
Hartley County, Texas. The genus is most 
certainly characteristic of the Blancan 
and, so far as known, is confined to this 
age. 

Tanupolama occurs in the McKittrick 
and Rancho La Brea tar pits and in the 
Pleistocene deposits of Florida, Hay 
Springs, Broadwater, Coso Mountains, and 
Blanco. Gidley (1922) reported a Lama 
from the Curtis of San Pedro Valley, 
which in all probability is Tanupolama. 
The genus is one of the most characteris
tic Pleistocene forms, and there are no 
valid occurrences in pre-Blancan deposits. 

Leptotylopus is known only from the 
Blanco. 

Capromeryx is a characteristic Pleisto
cene genus. It doubtfully occurs in the 
Pliocene. 

CORRELATION OF THE BLANCO FAUNA 

The Blanco fauna may be correlated 
with the Broadwater, Rexroad, Hagerman, 
San Joaquin, Benson, Coso Mountains, 
Sand Draw, Tehama, and Cita Canyon. 
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The age of the Blanco beds was not 
determined by Cummins except that in 
1890 he stated that they were much more 
recent than the Cretaceous, and in 1892 
that they were the equivalent of the White 
}{j, er. Cope l 1892a) believed the deposits 
to be intermediate between the Equus beds 
and the Loup Fork. Gidley (1903b) con
sidered the age to be middle Pliocene and 
:\I atthew l l 924b) also thought the Blanco 
to be of middle Pliocene age. More re
cent! y the age has been generally accepted 
as upper Pliocene. Gazin (1936) observed 
that the upper Pliocene Hagerman horizon 
was not far removed from the Blanco and 
that the differences between the two faunas 
might be only of geographic significance. 

J. R. Schultz ( 1938) correlated the 
Blanco with the San Timoteo, Hagerman, 
Coso Mountains, and Tehama. He had 
sufficient f aunal evidence to indicate that 
manv of the Bla:ocan faunas were more 
rece~t than upper Pliocene and considered 
them as transitional from upper Pliocene 
to Pleistocene. 

Johnston ( 1938) called attention to the 
close relationship between the Cita Canyon 
fauna and that of the Blanco. 

Hibbard (1938) considered the Rex
road to have its closest relationships with 
the Blanco and that it was as old as or 
older than the Blanco. Later, in 1941, he 
stated that the Rexroad, Blanco, Benson, 
and Hagerman faunas were of approxi
mately the same age. 

McGrew ( 1944) regarded the Sand 
Draw quarry as Pleistocene in age on the 
basis of geological~ invertebrate, and ver
tebrate evidence and presented adequate 
reasons for considering the Blancan as 
lower Pleistocene. 

There has never been any conclusive 
e,·idence that the Blanco f ~una was of 
Pliocene age. Pre\·ious to the discovery 
of several new genera. which are discussed 
in the present paper, there likewise has 
been no conclusive evidence to show that 
the Blanco was younger than Pliocene. 

The Blanco fauna is characterized by 
certain short range genera such as Procas
toroides, Borophagus, Gigantocamelus, and 
Hippotigris, which are known only in the 
Blancan: by ,Nannippus and Rhyncho
t herium. typical Pliocene genera which 
a rt-' unknown in post-Blancan deposits; 

and by several long-range genera includ
ing Camelops, Tanupolmna, Capromeryx, 
and Platygonus, which appear first in the 
Blanco and which survive through most 
or all of the remaining Pleistocene. The 
fauna as a whole is obvious! y much more 
closely allied to the Pleistocene faunas 
than to any known Pliocene fauna. There 
can be no disagreement on the advisabil
ity of dating a fauna on the basis of its 
most recent elements, rather than on the 
basis of those which may have survived 
from an earlier age. If this is done, the 
evidence is in favor of an early Pleisto
cene rather than a Pliocene age for the 
Blanco. The writer believes that the com
bined weight of the new 1 y discovered 
forms in the Blanco and the evidence 
presented by J. R. Schultz and by McGrew 
is sufficient proof that the Blancan is of 
Pleistocene and not upper Pliocene age. 

McGrew has indicated a time gap be
tween Hemphillian and Blancan ages. 
There are many indications in this region 
that such a time gap does exist. There is 
a considerable faunal break between the 
middle Pliocene Hemphill and the Blanco, 
and as yet there are no known faunas that 
fill this hiatus. Middle Pliocene is the 
latest definitelv known Pliocene to occur 
in west Texas,"' and nearly everywhere the 
up per part of these beds is characterized 
by a development af caliche, which varies 
from a few feet up to 30 feet in thick
ness. This represents a prolono-ed period 
of aridity, relatively dryer than ~he present 
climate, and a time when there were ex
ceptionally few, if any, deposits accumu
lating in this area. It is not possible at 
present to determine how great a time 
span this ~al~ch~ d~velopment may repre
s_ent. But it is s1gmficant that the deposi
t10n of the Blanco sediments did not com
mence until after the formation of some 
of th~ caliche. Climatic changes were re
sponsible for the cessation of caliche de
velopment and the initiation of a new 
cycle of sedimentation. The climatic 
changes . that occurred at the beginning of 
the Pleistocene may correlate with the 
ch~nged climatic conditions in this area. 
Wit_h one 01: two exceptions, all the known 
basm deposits on the plains are of Blanco 
age or younger. It seems probable that 
the alternating climatic conditions of the 
Pleistocene were favorable for the forma-
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tion and the filling of basins, since dozens 
of Pleistocene basin deposits are known. 

On geologic evidence alone, the age of 
the Blanco would he difficult if not im· 
possible to determine. The Blanco beds 
lie upon the middle Pliocene and are over· 
lain by wind blown sands of Pleistocene 
age. The following geologic facts, how· 
ever, are significant: The Blanco beds 
were deposited during a relative! y humid 
stage of considerable duration, under con· 
ditions totally unlike those of the upper 
Pliocene. The Blanco beds were deposited 
during a glacial stage rather than during 
a relatively arid interglacial stage. The 
Blanco stage probably was of greater dura· 
tion than the middle Pleistocene Tule, or 
the late Pleistocene Tahoka, because of 
the greater thickness of lacustrine deposits 
in the Blanco and because the Blanco 
basin was more completely filled than 
were the known middle and late Pleisto· 
cene basins. Thus the geological evidence 
is indicative of an early Pleistocene age 
for the Blanco. The paleontological evi· 
dence indicates an early or earliest Pleis· 
tocene age. Accordingly the Blanco is 
considered to he of Nebraskan ctge. 4 

4The Sand Draw, an equivalent of the Blanco, was con· 
sidered by McGrew (1944) to be of Aftonian age. Further 

work on the problem has convinced him (oral communi· 
cation) that the Sand Draw, as well as the Broadwater, 
is probably of Nebraskan age instead. The term Blancan, 

then, should no longer be used as a provincial age for 
the upper Pliocene, but for the lower Pleistocene Nebras· 
kan. Possibly the Blancan should include both the Ne

braskan and Aftonian faunas. The upper limit of the Blan. 
can may provisionally be placed at the top of the Afton· 
ian, inasmuch as it is doubtful whether Nebraskan and 
Aftonian faunas can be differentiated. Post-Aftonian faunaa 
are far too distinctive ever to be included in the Blancan. 

FOSSIL SITES IN THE BLANCO BEDS 

The positions of the fossil sites worked 
by the field party of the Bureau of Eco
nomic Geology are plotted on figure 1. 
Sites No. 1 and 2 did not yield any iden
tifiable fossils; consequently they are not 
listed in the following tabulation. Sites 
No. 13 and 14 are on the R. B. Smith 
ranch on the slopes of the first reentrant 
on the north side of the Cone·Mt. Blanco 
road and east of a large pond on the 
surface of the plains and near the escarp· 
ment. All the other sites are on lands 
owned by J. S. Bridwell and lie between 
Mt. Blanco and the mouth of Crawfish 
Draw on the west side of White River, 
with the exception of Site No. 22 which 
is on the east side of White River and 
several miles southeast of the other sites. 

DESCRIPTION OF FAUNA 

Class REPTILIA 

Order TESTUDINATA 

Family TESTUDINIDAE 

TESTUDO sp. 

Referred specimens.-Several individ
uals with nearly complete carapace and 
plastron, and numerous individual frag
ments. 

Discussion.-Much of the turtle mate· 
rial has not been prepared. The speci · 
mens are undoubtedly referable to the 
known Blanco species, but specific identi~ 
fication has not been made. 

Site No. Locality and Horizon Principal Genera 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

East side of Crawfish Draw, 19 feet above basal contact Nannippus 
with red Tertiary clay _______________ ------------·-·----···---------·--·---------· Hippotigris 

350 yds. S. 75 yds. E. of gate near Mt. Blanco, 35 feet Platygonus bicalcaratus 
above basal contact .. ---------------------------·-----·-------··----------------------- Platygonus texanus 

Megalonyx 
Stegomastodon 

350 yds. S. 20° E. of gate near Mt. Blanco, 35 feet above Stegomastodon 
basal contact ------------------·---------------------·-------·-·-··---·-----·----------

Approximately 875 yds. due nort~ of <;:raw~sh ranch house, Hippotigris 
on S. side of canyon, underlymg diatom1te bed, 28 feet Platygonus bicalcaratus 
above basal contact ------ -------------·-·---·------------------·-·----·----·----·-· Platygonus texanus 

Procastoroides 
Tanupolama 
Capromeryx 

On north side of steep bluff capped by reefy limestone, Rhynchotherium 
75 yds. SW. of Site No. 8, at basal contact ____________________ _ 
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Site :\'o. 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 
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Locality and Horizon 

60 yds. W. of Site No. 11, 35 feet above basal contact__ ____ _ _ 

650 yds. NW. of Crawfish ranch house, on S. side of draw, 
17 feet above basal contact, in gray sand lens imme-
diately above "Baggy limestone" member __ ________ ____ ________ __ ___ _ 

35 yds. S. of Site No. 4, mostly at basal contact__ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ _ 

60 yds. E. of Site No. 8, on S. point of ridge, mostly at 
ha sal con tact _____ ___ _______ _ -------------------------- ---- ----------------------------

25 yds. W. of Site No. 10, 35 feet above basal contact__ ____ _ 

150 y<ls. NW. of Mt. Blanco, on S. side of small draw on 
the R. B. Smith ranch, 38 feet above basal contact__ _______ _ 

100 yds. NW. of l\lt. Blanco, within 30 feet of the Cone-
Mt. Blanco road, 38 feet above basal contact__ ___ ______________ _ 

50 Yds. W. of Site No. 9, NW. of Crawfish ranch house, 
o~ N. side of draw, in same horizon as Site No. 9 __ __ _______ _ 

25 yds. NW. of Site No. 17, on W. side of draw, 50 feet 
above basal con tact _________ _______ _______ -------------------------------------------

50 y<ls. W. of Site No. 6, S. side of canyon wall, in upper 
part of basal massive sand ___ __________________________________________________ _ 

120 yds. S. 10° W. of Site No. 21, on S. side of draw, in 
basal sand at lower contact __________ ·------------------------------------------

100 yds. SW. of Mt. Blanco, on the S. side of the draw, 
at basal con ta cL ____________________________ ------------------------------- _______ _ 

35 yds. N. 20° W. of Site No. 7, on N. side of draw, 12 
feet above basal contact ________ ______ __ __ ____ ________________________________ _ 

200 yds. S. 30° W. of Site No. 7, 43 feet above basal 
contact ________ _____________________________________________________________________ _ 

Approximately 875 yds. W. of Calvin Smith's house which 
is located 8 miles NE. of Crosbyton, near the middle 
of the Blan co section __ _____ __________________ _________ ------------------------------

Principal Gcnl'rn _____ 

P1atygonns bicalcaratus 
P1atygonus texanus 
Stcgomasto<lon 
Camel ops 

Platygonus bicakaratus 
1 lippotigris 
Borophagus 
Leptotylopus 
Gigantocamel us 

Gigantocamelus 
Camel ops 
Tan u po lama 
Pan th era 

Stegomastodon 

Platygonus bicalcaratus 
Platygonus texanus 
Glyptotherium 

Glyptotherium 
Stegomastodon 

Stegomastodon 
Hippotigris 

Stegomastodon 
Megalonyx 
Hippotigris 

Platygonus texanus 

Stegomastodon 

Stegomastodon 
Camel ops 

Hippotigris 
Testudo 

Stegomastodon 

Hi ppotigris 
Nannippus 

Class l\IAMMALIA 

Order RODENTIA 

Family CASTORIDAE 

Order LAGOMORPHA 

Family tEPORIDAE 

HYPOLAGUS sp. 

PROCASTOROIDES sp. 

Referred specimen.-West Texas Mu
seum No. 437, a superior cheek tooth. 

Referred specimen.-Univ. Texas No. 
311 76-65, a right lower incisor. 

Discussion.-This is the only leporid 
remains in the Blanco collection. Little 
can be said of the tooth except that the 
medial lingual folds are strongly crenu
lated. The antero-posterior diameter of 
the tooth measures 2.6 mm. The trans
verse diameter measures 4.8 mm. 

Discussion.-The material is insufficient 
for ~pecific identification. The incisor 
measures 6 mm. in width. It represents 
a small or immature individual, or a 
species somewhat smaller than those 
already described. Barbour and Schultz 
( 193 7) noted a considerable range of size 
in the Broadwater specimens. This size 
Yariation was also observed by Hibbard 
119 11 '1 in the Rexroad specimens. 

Order CARNIVORA 

Family CANIDAE 

BOROPHAGUS DIVERSIDENS Cope 

Pl. 48, fig. 4 

R;:ferred specimens.-Univ. Texas l'fo . 
31119-39, a portion of the right maxillary 
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with the carnassial tooth and the roots of 
the first molar; No. 31176-64, a right 
calcaneum. 

Discussion.-The carnassial tooth is 
heavily worn, but it exhibits the charac· 
ters of the genus in the massiveness of 
the tooth and in the absence of a para
sty le. The antero-posterior diameter of the 
tooth is 28.3 mm. and the transverse di
ameter is 13.4 mm. 

The calcaneum is slightly larger than 
tl,.e one which Cope referred to F elis hil
lanus. It is considerably larger, however, 
than the calcaneum of Osteoborus. The 
maximum length measures 55 mm. 

VanderHoof (1936) considered Cope's 
para types of Boro phagus diversidens as 
forms close to Canis dirus and not repre
senting the genus Boro phagus. He has 
also suggested that Cope's Felis hillanus 
is not Borophagus, but probably Osteo
borus. There is no material in the present 
collection referable to Osteoborus or 
Canis, and their presence in the Blanco 
cannot further be substantiated. That 
Canis should appear as part of the Blanco 
fauna may be expected, but it appears 
doubtful that the typical middle Pliocene 
Osteoborus actually occurs in the Blanco. 

Family FELIDAE 

P ANTHERA P ALAEOONCA, n.sp. 

Pl. 48, figs. I, 2; Pl. 49 

Holotype.-Univ. Texas No. 31181-192, 
nearly complete skull and mandible. Skull 
rather badly crushed. 

Referred specimen.-Univ. Texas No. 
31176-63, a partial right superior carnas
sial tooth. 

Locality and horizon.-Blanco beds, 
Crosby County, Texas. The type is from 
the head of Blanco Canyon, 10 miles north 
of Crosbyton, on the J. S. Bridwell ranch, 
Univ. Texas locality No. 31181, Site No. 
11. The material from this site was exca
vated from the base of the Blanco beds 
near the contact between them and the 
underlying Tertiary red sands and clays. 
The referred specimen is from Univ. Texas 
locality No, 31176, Site No. 6. 

Diagnosis.-A jaguar, differing from 
the living species Panthera onca in hav
ing longer carnassials, both absolutely 
and relatively, and in having longer and 
more slender superior canines. 

Description.-The skull is somewhat 
damaged. The left zygomatic arch is in
complete, and the saggital and occipital 
crests are missing. Some of the incisors 
are damaged, and the protocone of the 
right carnassial is absent. Parts missing 
on one side of the skull are usually 
present on the other so that a fairly ac
curate picture of the skull may be ob
tained. 

The dorsal outline of the skull is con
vex with the highest portion apparent! y 
over the orbits. The checked and broken 
bones of the skull do not permit, for the 
most part, a discussion of the elements 
in relation to each other, or a detailed 
companson with the bones of other 
species. 

The mandible lacks the posterior region 
of the left side and the tip of the coronoid 
process of the right side. The incisors, 
canine, and posterior portion of the car
nassial of the left side are missing. The 
second and third premolars are also miss
ing, but these were probably lost durinu 
the life of the animal because the alveoli 
are completely filled with bone and the 
surface is roughened and pitted. The 
alveolus for the left canine appears too 
small to have housed the tooth, and it also 
was probably lost before the death of the 
animal. 

Except for the teeth, there appear to be 
no significant difI erences in the construc
tion of either the skull or the mandible 
beyond what easily falls within the range 
of individual variation of Panthera onca. 

Discussion.-Merriam and Stock ( 1932) 
have shown that there is a great varia
tion in size among the jaguars. The meas
urements of the skull and jaw of the 
Blanco specimen indicate a cat of about 
average jaguar size. The superior and in
ferior carnassials, however, exceed m 
length those of the recent jaguar. 

Ratio diagrams were made using six 
characters measurable on the fossil and 
living species. For these comparisons 
eight specimens of the modern puma were 
used, five specimens of the modern jaguar, 
four specimens of the modern lion, and 
three specimens of the modern tiger. 
These results are shown in figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Hatio diagram of m1·nn rn111cs in sk1111 and jaw dimensions in several specimens each of the puma, jaguar, lion, and tiger. In the 
diagram, Blanco refors to the B1an<'o spt•r·inw11 Panthf'ra palaroonr·a. 
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The proportions of P / 4, M/l, and P4/ 
to the length of the jaw, compa;ed to 
Panthera onca, are significantly. ddferent 
as analyzed statistically. The differences 
are shown in the following table: 

M/3 of S. success.or is described as hav· 
· five complete ridge-crests, the pental-
:;;,\id consisting of two hal~-cones .w~th
out trefoils and the hexaloph1d consist.mg 
of two primitive conelets. The type Jaw 

Panthera onca d of Panthera pa/,aeoonca 
from Panthera onca mean N=6 

Variate Mean 
P/4 

12.3 Length of jaw ________ 
Mil 

12.5 Length of jaw _____ 
p 4/ 

17.1 Length of jaw __________ 

Order PROBOSCIDEA 

Family SERRIDENTIDAE 

RHYNCHOTHERIUM FALCONERI Osborn 

Referred specimens.-Univ. Texas Nos. 
31177-1 and 31177-23; each a third 
molar. 

Discussion.-These teeth seem clearly 
referable to Rhynchotherium f alconeri. 
They differ from the type mainly in the 
better developed fifth ridge, which con
sists of three cones instead of two as m 
the type specimen. 

Included in the collection are three 
other molar teeth which can only doubt
fully he referred to this genus, but cer
tainly not to this species. Each represents 
a third molar. The ridges resemble those 
of Rhynchotherium in that they are more 
wedge-shaped than the ridges of Stego
mastodon, which give a general appear
ance of rounded cones. Each tooth con
sists of five ridges, th~ last, however,. be
ing rudimentary as m Rhynchotheriurr:. 
They are reminiscent ·of Stegomastodon m 
that the valleys between the ridges are 
filled with accessory cones, although they 
are not as numerous as in most specimens 
of Stegomastodon. . Undoubtedly more 
complete material will clear up the rela
tionships of these doubt£ ul teeth. 

Family HUMBOLTIDAE 

STEGOMASTODON SUCCESSOR Cope 

Pl. 50, figs. 1-4 

R f d Specimens.-Several partial 
e erre b f · 

skulls and mandibles and a out orty iso· 

lated teeth. . 
. . Three species of Stego-

Discussion.-. t d from the Blanco: S. 
mastodon are hs e and S. mirificus. 
successor, S. texanus, 

"' d/cr' 

.38 1.8 4.73 

.76 2.6 3.42 

I.IO 4.3 3.91 

of S. successor does not have a completely 
errupted M/3, and all the other material 
from the Blanco referred to this species by 
Osborn consisted of immature individuals. 
The teeth of these individuals might have 
presented quite a different appearance if 
they had been fully adult. The teeth in the 
present collection clearly demonstrate that 
the posterior ridges and cones not only be
come progressively larger with advancing 
age of the individual, but that posterior ac
cessory conelets and cones are added as 
well, during and after eruption of the 
tooth. 

In the collections of the West Texas 
Museum there is a complete mandible, No. 
392, and a maxillary containing a com
plete M 2-3/ of Stegomastodon successor. 
These were collected several years ago by 
Dr. M. A. Stainbrook. There can be no 
doubt that these belong to the same indi
vidual because the mandible was found 
wifh the teeth up, and the maxillary with 
the teeth down, directly over the jaw. Re
mains of the skull and the tusks were 
found in place but were so badly weath
ered that it was impracticable to collect 
them. In these specimens the first three 
ridge-crests show wear, a stage of wear 
beyond that of the type jaw. Accordingly 
the hexalophid is considerably more de
veloped than in the type. It consists of two 
cones almost as large as the cones of the 
pentalophid, but not quite so high. There 
is no evidence of. accessory cones posterior 
to the pental?ph1?, hut .the posterior part 
of. the tooth is s~1ll buried in the jaw, so 
this cannot defimtely he determined. 

In M 3( the hexaloph is composed of 
t'":o promment cones, widely spaced and 
with two small inconspicuous cones or 
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conelets between. The heptaloph is com
posed of four low, inconspicuous conelets 
almost in a transverse row. 

Osborn has not ref erred any superior 
teeth to S. successor hut assumed that the 
ridge-crest formula for M 3/ of this 
species was 5% because (1936, p. 682): 
4~the inferior molars of Stegomastodon are 
much more progressive than the superior 
molars. ... » Therefore, since the ridge
crest formula of M/3 is + 5%, the for· 
mula of the superior M 3/ could not have 
been more than that of the inferior molar. 
His belief that the inferior molars pos
sessed from a fraction to one more ridge
crest than the superior molars is not ho1ne 
out by the evid~nce of the associated 
superior and inferior molars of specimen 
No. 392, nor is it substantiated in the 
case of the superior and inferior teeth 
of S. primitivus. The ridge-crest formula 
for M 3/ of S. successor, as shown by 
No. 392 and other specimens, should he 
at least 6% instead of 51h. It is also 
somewhat misleading in the case of M/3, 
to consider it a + 5~ -crested tooth. The 
first fractional ridge-crest,- the plus ridge
crest, is the pro-protolophid. This occurs 
on all unworn teeth, hut it completely dis
appears because of attrition with the pos
terior end of M/2 as the tooth is progres
sively worn and moved forward in the 
jaw. There should at least he consistency 
in giving this fractional ridge-crest credit 
for being present in all teeth, or not con
sider it at all. 

The characters of the hexaloph and 
heptaloph of M 3/ of several specimens 
of Stegomast<Hlon successor are summa
rized in the following table: 

M 3/ 
No. Bexaloph 

M 3/ of Stegomastodon texarws con· 
sists of a low rudimentary sixth crest con
sisting of from four to five conelets and 
a rudiment of the heptaloph. The above 
table demonstrates that in a series of only 
six specimens the hexaloph may vary _from 
four to two cones, all having a rudunent 
of the heptaloph. In fact, No. 31171-25 
may be considered to have a rudimentary 
octaloph. The mandible, No. 392, is 5~ 
crested and should be referred to S. suc
cessor. The maxillary, in which M 3/ is 
6% crested, however, belongs to the same 
individual. Osborn gives the ridge-crest 
formula of S. texaTULS as M 3 / 5%-6. All 
the specimens listed in the above table 
are specifically indistinct from No. 392. 
The differences are due to individual vari
ation. 

A{>parently Osborn estimated the ridge
crest formula for M 3/ of S. successor to 
he 51h on the basis of the ridge-crests of 
his other species. He does not refer any 
superior molars to this species. The large 
number of teeth in the present collection 
preclude the probability that the superior 
molars of S. successor are not included 
in the collection. 

M/3 of the type jaw of S. texanus con
sists of a heptalophid of three cones and 
an octalophid of two cones. M/3 of the 
paratype jaws of S. texanus consists of a 
hexalophid of two prominent cones and a 
depressed heptalophid. 

No. 31178-8, an M/3, possesses a hexa
lophid of two cones, with an intermediate 
anterior cone, and a depressed heptalo
phid of two cones. No. 31171-19, an 
M/3, possesses a hexalophid of two cones 
and a heptalophid of two double cones. 

Heptaloph 

39'l 

31171-8 

Four cones. (Two prominent cones; two inter- Four low conelets. 
mediate conelets.) 

31171-25 

31171-27 

31198-1 
31178-19 

Right molar: Three cones. (Two prominent Right molar: No distinct cone-
cones, one anterior intermediate conelet.) lets. 

Left molar: Four cones. (Two prominent cones, Left molar: Four low conelets. 
one anterior and one posterior intermediate 
coneleL) 

Three cones. (Two prominent cones; one promi
nent median cone between pentaloph and hex
aloph.) 

Two cones. 

Two cones. 
Two cones. 

Six conelets. (Arranged in 
two transverse ridges of three 
conelets each.) 

Four conelets. (Two prominent 
conele~ one low intermedi
ate conelet and one posterior 
coneleL) 

Two appressed cones. 
T~ree conelets. (Two prom

ment conelets; one small 
median posterior conelet.) 
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No. 31171-13, an M/3 has a hexalophid 
of three cones and a heptalophid of three 
low cones. 

Osborn considered S. texanus to occur 
in the middle and upper levels of the 
Blanco; S. successor to occur in the lower 
levels. This vertical distribution is not 
borne out by the present collection. Speci
mens ordinarily referable to S. texanus 
and S. successor occur at any level in the 
Blanco. No. 392, for instance, occurs well 
toward the top of the Blanco; the lower 
teeth are referable to S. successor and the 
superior teeth referable to S. texanus. One 
can only draw the conclusion that S. tex
anus and S. successor are not distinct 
spec~es hut only individual variants of one 
species. 

It is not possible at the · present time, 
nor advisable without first-hand informa
tion to be gained by a comparison of the 
actual specimens, to draw any definite con
clusions regarding the other species of 
Stegomastodon. However, by reference to 
the descriptions and figures certain facts 
become obvious. 

Osborn depended greatly on the num
ber of ridge-crests to arrange the species 
of Stegomastodon in an orderly ascending 
sequence. He considered the Af tonian 
species S. primitivus to be the most primi
tiv~ of the series. On the basis of M/3 it 
appears to be as advanced, if not more 
so, than some of the more simplified in
dividuals from the Blanco. It matters lit
tle, however, whether it is more primitive 
than the Blanco species or not; but if it 
is, there certainly remains no justification 
fo~ ~e~ieving that the geologic age of S. 
primztwus demands further investigation. 
It seems fairly well established that its 
age is Aftonian. It is far more logical to 
reconsider the age of the Blanco. 

· S. mirificus seems clearly to fall within 
the range of variation displayed by the 
Blanco specimens. 

In the type jaw of S. texanus there is a 
heptalophid of three cones and an octalo
phid consisting of two cones. The ridge
crest formula is given as 61/2 +. The 
heptalophid and octalophid are fully as 
well developed as in M/3 of S. arizonae 
in which the ridge-crest formula is given 
as 71/2. The writer suspects that further 
study will reveal no specific difference be-

tween the Curtis and the Blanco stegomas· 
todons. 

The most progressive species, S. a/ ton
iae, with a ridge-crest formula of 7~ can 
be matched with specimen No. 31171-25 
from the Blanco, in which the last ridge 
is composed of 3 conelets and may be 
considered a rudiamentary octaloph. 

It is to he expected that Stegomastodon 
should have a great amount of individual 
var1ahon. There is a basic pattern of 
ridge-crests in the molars of the genus. 
These ridge-crests are buttressed by 
numerous cones and conelets of varying 
numbers and complexities. Buttressing 
cones developing at the posterior margin 
of the tooth apparently varied greatly, in 
some individuals growing into larger 
cones and forming a ridge-crest, in others 
remaining as numerous small conelets on 
the talon or talonid. This tooth variation 
is well demonstrated in the Blanco speci
mens which show gradations from the sim
plest to the most progressive of the named 
species. This indicates that all the species 
of Stegomastodon may be variants of a 
single species. Certainly there is no in
dication of more than one species of Stego· 
mastodon in the Blanco. This is S. suc
cessor, inasmuch as it was named prior 
to S. texanus. 

Order EDENTATA 

Family MEGATHERIIDAE 

MEGALONYX LEPTOSTOMUS Cope 

Pl. 55, figs. 5, 6 

Referred specimens.-Univ. Texas No. 
31175-19, anterior portion of right ramus 
with three teeth; No. 31196-5, eight iso
lated teeth; West Texas Museum No. 438, 
anterior portion of a mandible lacking the 
teeth. 

Discussion.-The type of Megalonyx 
le ptostomus consists of some skull f rag· 
ments and a superior tooth. Matthew 
( l 924b) reported the discovery of some 
jaw fragments and teeth from the Blanco. 
The present material, while also fragmen
tary, is unquestionably referable to the 
same species. 

The jaw is deep and, in the region of 
the cheek-teeth, quite thick. A keel is de
veloped on the upper part of the anterior 
end of the symphyseal region. It flares 
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widely at the upper extremity and is three
lobed. A large mental foramen is located 
on each side between the keel and the 
anterior tooth. A deep su lcus lies on the 
outer face of the jaw between the canini
f orm tooth and the first cheek tooth. This 
sulcus, however, is not nearly so deep as 
in M egalonyx jefjersoni californicus. It 
extends lingually only slightly beyond the 
outer margin of the first cheek tooth. Ac
cordingly, the width of the jaw between 
the caniniform tooth and the first cheek 
tooth is considerably wider than in M. 
jefjersoni californicu.~. 

The caniniform tooth is essentially like 
that of M. jefjersoni. The outer face is con
vex, the inner face convex in the posterior 
portion with a concavity in the anterior 
third of the tooth. The first cheek tooth 
is separated from the caniniform tooth by 
a diastema. The anterior face is slightly 
concave. the posterior face slightly con
vex~ and wider transverse 1 v than the an
terior face. The first and. second cheek 
teeth are widest antero-posteriorly on the 
outer side. The second cheek tooth nar
rows toward the inner side as in M. jef
f ersoni californicus. 

characters which distinguish them from 
the .plates of the type specimen of this 
species. 

Order PERISSODACTYLA 

Family EQUIDAE 

HIPPOTIGRIS SIMPLICIDENS (Cope) 

Referred specimens.-Univ. Texas No. 
31176-58, right maxillary; No. 31216-1, 
left maxillary; No. 31179-29, partial left 
jaw; a number of isolated superior and 
inferior cheek teeth and numerous limb 
bones. 

Discussion.-The superior cheek teeth 
are large, high crowned, and with a mod
erate curvature. The parastyle and meso
style are well developed. The protocone 
is elongate, grooved ventrally, and with 
a large heel on the anterior portion. The 
medial sides of the enamel lakes have a 
few folds, variable in number and in size; 
the lateral sides usually have one distinct 
fold, which becomes inconspicuous or ab
sent in well-worn teeth. 

In the 1 ower teeth the metaconid and 
metastylid are separated by a distinct 
groove to the base of the tooth. In un-

Measurements of Megalonyx leptostomus 

No. 31175-19 No. 438* 
Createst length of symphysis __ ·--··----------------- --- ·-- ---- --- ----· ··------ -------- -- -- -- ---··--·--·- 80.0 
Diastema between anterior tooth and first cheek-tooth ____ _____ __________ __ ____ ·-·- 24.4 
Ant erior tooth, greatest antero-posterior diameter ___ ___ -- -- ------- -- ·- -------- ------------ 30.0 29.5 

13.2 
16.0 
20.0 
15.0 
22.6 

gr ea test transverse diameter ____ ___ _ ._-· ___ __ __ .----------------------------- -__ 14.5 
First cheek-tooth, greatest antero-posterior diameter ···-····-·------· -·· ·· ·-·· ·-- ····- 16.5 

greatest transverse diameter ·- -·· ·----······ -·- ·. ·--- ·----- ---·-- · 23.0 
~ccond cheek-tooth, p:reatest antero-posterior diameter --··------ _ --- -·· ·-·· -· ·-· · __ 16.0 

greatest transverse diameter -- ·· ·- -·· .. ·· ·- ·- · ______ ---- · -· ···- 23.0 

~·Tooth measurements made on alveoli. 

Family GLYPTODONTIDAE 

GL YPTOTHERIUM TEXANUM Osborn 

Pl. 48, fig. 3 

Ref erred specimens .-Univ. Texas No. 
:Hl.94- 3, ten osseous plates; No. 31193-7. 
an osseous plate; West Texas Museum No. 
,t.39, five osseous plates. 

niscussion.-The plates possess a rela
tively large central area surrounded by nine 
to ten peripheral plates of much smaller size 
which are irregularly pentagonal or hexa
gonal in shape. There is a wide range of 
variation within the plates of an indi
vidual glyptodon~ but these possess no 

worn teeth the groove is rather narrow 
and V-shaped, but in teeth showing ex
treme wear the groove becomes widely 
U-shaped. This tendency is also notice
able on unworn teeth as shown by the 
broadening of the metaconid-metastylid 
groove as it approaches the base of the 
tooth. With teeth in the same stage of 
wear the metaconid-metastylid groove is 
more angular than in the specimens of 
Equus that were examined. The metaconid 
and metastylid are quite round in un
worn teeth, but become progressively more 
angular with wear, particularly the 
metasty lid. 
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These characters definitely place the 
large Blanco equids in the Hippotigris 
group and serve to confirm McGrew's 
( 1944) observations on the distinctions 
between this group and the true Equus of 
the later Pleistocene of North America. 

Hibbard ( 1938) suggested that Plesip
pus cumminsii represents heavily worn 
teeth of smaller individuals of P. simpli
cidens. The present material from the 
Blanco contains a few well-worn teeth 
which approach the appearance of Cope's 
P. cumminsii. The writer can see no justi
fiable reason for specifically separating 
them from the larger teeth. It seems best 
to relegate this questionable species to a 
synonym of Hippotigris simplicidens. 

NANNIPPUS PHLEGON (Hay) 

Referred specimens.-Vniv. Texas No. 
31216-7, a right superior cheek tooth; 
No. 31216-15, a left inferior cheek tooth; 
West Texas Museum No. 440, a partial 
right ramus with P /2-4-M/l. 

Discussion.-The remains of N annip pus 
are not nearly as abundant as are those 
of Hippotigris. Blancan time represents 
the latest reported occurrence of this small 
genus. McGrew (1944) has indicated that 
the geographic range of Nannippus was 
al ready restricted by Blanc an time as 
shown by its absence in equivalent de
posits of the west and in Sand Draw. 
Inasmuch as Nannippus and Hippotigris 
are contemporary genera, living under the 
same environmental conditions, one should 
expect to find their remains about equally 
well represented in the Blanco if they had 
been of comparable numbers during 
Blancan time. The paucity of Nannippus 
material in the Blanco is undoubtedly at
tributable to the diminishing number of 
individuals prefacing their final extinc
tion. 

The Blanco material does not add to the 
know ledge of this species. 

Order ARTIODACTYLA 

Family T AGASSUIDAE 

PLA TYGONUS BICALCARATUS Cope 

Pl. 51, figs. ~; Pl. 52, figs. l, 2 
Referred specimens.-Vniv. Texas No. 

31175-12, anterior portion of a skull with 
right canine, and complete premolar
molar series, except for damaged portions 
of the right M 1-2/; No. 31179-55, left 
M/l; No. 31193-8, left P 2/; No. 

31178-30, right P 2/; No. 31176-10, 
right DM/4-M/l; No. 31176-22, frag
mentary left mandibular ramus with 
DM/ 4M/l. The last two specimens are 
from the same site, agree in size, and in 
the stage of wear of the teeth, and per
haps belong to the same individual. 

Discussion.-No. 31175-12, a partial 
skull, is too incomplete for descriptive 
purposes, except for the teeth. The canine 
is large, elliptical in cross section, and 
with the anterior face well worn by the 
lower canine. 

There is a considerable variation in the 
structure of the premolars. There is also 
a great difference in the amount of wear, 
the left premolars being fairly well worn, 
while the right show but slight signs of 
wear. The specimen agrees in essential 
details and in size with the palate of P. 
bicalcaratus described by Gidley ( 1903a). 5 

Gidley (1903a) lists the chief distin· 
guishing characters of Platygonus bica/,· 
caratus as follows: "(1) The posterior 
and anterior crests of the molars are high 
and completely divided by the cross 
valley. ( 2) The cones forming the crests 
are comparatively wide apart at their sum
mits; thus when they become a little worn 
the upper molars of this species present 
very much the appearance of the lower 
molars of the tapir. ( 3) The posterior 
heel in M3/ is entirely wanting." 

The present material may be too inade
quate to permit definite confirmation of 
all these cliff erences. However, on the 
basis of the additional specimens from the 
Blanco the writer is able to make the fol
lowing observations: 

Valid characters.-Size slightly smaller 
than P. texanus; absence of a pos
terior heel on M3/; posterior cingulum on 
superior molars not distinctly separated 
from the posterior oblique ridge; anterior 
and posterior lophs of inferior molars 
relatively lower than in P. texanus; and 
posterior cingulum of M/1-2 forming a 
more conspicuous cusp than in P. texanus. 

Doubtfully valz'.d characters.-The an
terior and posterior crests of the su
perior molars are not completely divided 
by the cross valley as in the speci
men described by Gidley. No. 31176-61, 

3A cast of Platygonus bicalcaratus (Amer. Mus. No. 
10701) was made available by Dr. E. H. Colbert for com· 
parisons. 
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ref erred to P. texanus because of its larger 
size, and the shelf-like appearance of the 
posterior cingula on l\1 1-2/ , have the 
lophs complete I y diYided by the cross 
Yalley. It appears that this feature may 
be present in either species. The material 
does not permit definite determination of 
the reliability of this character. Also it 
cannot be de.monstrated that the crests of 
the lophs are any wider apart at their 
summit in P. bicalcaratus than in P. 
tcxanus. 

Two of the f ea tu res listed as valid de
serYe a more complete description. These 
are obserH:"d in the character of the pos
terior cingula. In the superior molars 
there is a conspicuous ridge on the pos
terior portion of the tooth which extends 
obliquely from the apex of the postero
internal cusp to the middle of the pos
terior cingulum. The ridge merges so 
completely with the cingulum that there 
is no line of demarcation between the two. 
The ridge and cingu lum are more promi
nent on M 3 and become progressively 
less prominent on l\1 2 and M 1 . These 
same characters are present in P. texanus. 
hut the oblique ridge is distinctly sepa
rated from the posterior cingulum: thr 
latter extends around the base of the tooth 
as a prominent shelf. 

In the inferior molars there is a similar 
ridp:e which extends obliquely from the 
apex of the postero-external cusp to merge 
with the posterior cingulum in its mid
portion. In P. hicalcaratus this forms a 
conspicuous ct~'P· In P. texanu s the cusp 
is somewhat less well deYeloped. 

Gazin ( 19:18 l pointed out the incon
sistency in size between the t~:pe of P. 
hicalcaratus Cope. which consists of a 
frapnentary tooth. and the palate referred 
to that species hY Gidlt>v. Gazin suggested 
that the tvpe of P. bicalcaralus. consid
ered by Cope to hr part of 1\1 '3. repre
sents an in corn nlete P 3 or P :-i. The 
tooth is too small to represent M .:3 of any 
known ~pecie~ of Platyp.:onus. and in all 
probability the type specimen doe~ rep
resent a premolar. 

PIA TYGONUS TEXANUS Gidley 

PL .:; 1. fi~~. l -3: PI. 52. figs. 3. -1-

R e fer red spccimens.-rniY. Texas No. 
~ 1178--1 ~- a ri~ht mandihular ramus with 
P l- \l 3: \"o . .'H 176-59. right mandibu. 

lar ramus with P / 3-l\iI / 3; No. 31178-3. 
right mandibular ramus with canine 
DM/ 3--1, part of 1\1 L and unerupted 
M/ 2-3; l\ o. 31 l 75-3. fragmentary left 
mandibular ramus with 1\2-'i; No. 
31197-2, fragmentary left mandibular 
ramus with M 2-3; No. 31178-5, left 
M 1: No. 31193-9, right P 3/; No. 
311 76-60, fragmentary right ramus with 
M/ l and erupting M/ 2; No. 31176-61, 
right, M 1 and erupting M 2/ . These 
last two specimens are thought to pertain 
to the same individual. 

Discussion.-The type of Platygonus 
texanus is a palate lNo. 10702, Amer. 
l\lus. Coll.) from the Blanco, described 
bY Gidley {1903a l. The lower dentition of 
tl~is s pe.cies has hitherto remained un
known or unreported. 

Lou;er dentition.-In unworn teeth the 
transverse lophs are high and separated 
into two distinct cones at their apex by 
a longitudinal groove as in other species 
of Platygonus. It may be distinguished 
from P. bicalcaratus by its somewhat 
greater size, the relatively higher lophs 
on the molars, and by the presence of a 
less conspicuous cusp near the base of the 
posterior portion of the molars. M / 3 of 
P. bicalcaratus is not known, but it may 
be suppoEed that the posterior heel of this 
tooth is less well developed than in P. 
texanus, inasmuch as the heel of M 3/ is 
lacking in the former species. DM/ 4 of 
\"o. 3117:3-3 is also slightly larger and 
with relatively higher lophs than the cor
r~sponding tooth of P. bicalcaratus. 

Upper dentition.-The upper molars of 
P. tcxanus may be distinguished from P. 
hica1caralus by the somewhat greater size 
of the former and by the relatively greater 
height of the anterior and posterior lophs 
of P. texanus. On M 1 / and M 2/ , the 
oblique ridge on the posterior part of the 
tooth extends from the apex of the pos
tero-internal cusp to the middle of the 
posterior cingulum. The ridge is distinctly 
separated from the cing:ulum, not merg
ing with it as in P. bicalcaratus. In addi
tion the cingulum is more prominent, and 
extends beyond the posterior extension of 
the ridge as a distinct shelf around the 
posteri~r portion of the tooth. M 3/ pos
sesses a distinct and well-developed heel 
which do2s not occur in P. bicalcaratus. 



Measurements, in nitti."· o{ Platygonas 

P. bicalcaratus 

UPPU DEillTmoN ~o. Amer. Mus. 
31175-12 No. 10701 

25.0 
15.0 

Canine, greatest antero-posterior diameter _____ ____ ______________________________________________ _ 
greatest transverse diameter ---------------- ------------ ------------------------- -----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Right Left 
11.5 10.6 P 2/, greatest antero-posterior diameter ______________ ____________________ ·------------------------------------- ------- 11. 

greatest transverse diam et er_--------------------·--------- ________ - ------------------------------------------ 12.3 10.5 12. 

P 3/, greatest an tero-post erior diameter ____ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 13.4 12.0 12. 
greatest trans verse di am et er .. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14.6 15.0 13. 

P 4/, gr ea test antero-posterior diameter __ _____________ __ -------------------------------------------------- ___________ ___ _ 11.0 11.4 12. 
gr ea test trans verse cl iam et er . ______ __ ---------------------------------____ ________________________ ____________ _ 15.0 15.5 14. 

M 1/, greatest an tero-posterior diameter __________ __ ___ _____ ·------------------------------------------------------- 15.0 16.0 16.5 
greatest trans verse diam et er ________ ____ --------------------------------------------------· _____ _______________ _ 16.4 17.0 15. 

M 2/, greatest antero-posterior diameter 19.4 21.7 19.5 
greatest transverse diam et er _______________ ·--____ ------------------------------------------------------------- 20.0 20.0 17.5 

M 3/, greatest ant ero-posterior diam et er-----------------------------------------------··--·------------------------------ . 24.3 20. 
greatest transverse diameter ______________________________________________________________________ _ 20.4 16. 

Length, premolar series _______ _______________________________________________________________ _ 34.0 34.0 
Length, molar series __ __ ________________________ _ 60. 
Length, premolar-molar series __________ _ 93.0 93.0* 

*Measured on cast. 

No. 
31176-61 

18.4 
16.0 

22.2 
20.2 

P. texanus-

Amer. Mus. 
No. 10702 

11.5 
10.5 

13.5 
12.0 

14.0 
14.0 

17.5 
15.5 

20.0 
20.0 

25.5 
21.5 

101. 

~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 
;;:s 
~ c 
~ 
~ 
~ 
;;:s 
~ 

CJl 
~ 
\0 



Measurements, in mm., of Platygonus 

LOWER DE N TITION 

P /2, greatest antero-posterior diameter ___ _________________ _______ _______ _________ _ 
greatest transverse diameter___ ____ _ _ __ ____ __ _____ ___ __ ---------------------- --

P /3, greatest antero-posterior diameter _ __________ ____ __ _ _ 
greatest transverse diameter_ _ _ __ 

PI 4, greatest antero-posterior diameter ________ __ ________ __ ___ ___ __ ___ ____________ _ 
greatest transverse diameter ____ __ _______ _____ __ _ -------------------------------

M/ l, greatest antero-posterior diameter __ ________ _ ·--------------------------------
greatest transverse diameter ____ -----------------------------------

M/ 2, gr ea test an tero-posterior diameter------------------------------------=----
grea test transverse diameter ____ ___ __ ___________________________________ _ 

M/3, greatest antero-posterior diameter _______ __ __ ____________________________ _ 
greatest transverse diameter ____ _ ----------------------------------

Length, M/1-M/3, inclusive ___ __ ___________ ___ ___________ ___ _____ ____ ________________ _ 

Length, P /2-M/3, inclusive __ ___ ·---------------- -----------------------------------------

e, Estimated. 

No. 
31176-10 

15.5 
11.5 

P. bicalcaratu$ 

No. 
31176-22 

15.7 
11.8 

No. 
31179-55 

15.0 
11.7 

No. 
31178-13 

14.0 
13.0 

17.8 
14.8 

21.4 
17.7 

31.0 
18.6 

70.0 

109.0 e 

P. texanu$ 

No. 
31176-59 

13.7 
11.3 

15.0 
13.2 

16.5 
13.5 

20.4 
16.6 

30.5 
17.0 

66.5 

107.0 e 

No. 
31175- 3 

11.0 
9.0 

13.8 
13.5 

13.6 
13.0 

No. 
31179-2 

22.0 
15.0 

30.5 
16.0 

CJl 
CJ..j 
0 

~ ;:::-.. 
~ 

C'.::! 
~ 
"'"· ~ 
~ 
"'"1 
c..i 

"'"· ~ 
~ 

c .._.,, 
~ 
~ 
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~ 
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~ 
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~ 
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~ 
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Family CAMELIDAE 

GIGANTOCAMELUS SPATULA (Cope) 

Pis. 53, 54 

Pliauchenia spatula Cope, Geol. Survey Texas, 
4th Ann. Rept. (1892), pp. 1-137, 1893. 

Gigantocamelus fricki Barbour and Schultz, Univ. 
Neb. State Mus. Bull., vol. 2, pp. 17-27, 
1939. 

Referred specimens.-Univ. Texas No. 
31181-235, 31181-189, and 31181-237, 
nearly complete skulls; Nos. 31181-240, 
31181-181, 31181-163, and 31181-18, 
nearly complete rami or mandibles. Also 
a number of partial skulls and jaws and 
numerous skeletal parts. 

Discussion.-In 1893, Cope described 
an unusually large camel, Pliauchenia 
spatula, from the Blanco beds. Matthew . 
( 1924b) referred additional material se-
cured by the American Museum to the 
genus M egatylo pus. Barbour and Schultz 
(1939) suggested that: "Pliauchenia 
spatula Cope, a species often referred to 
the genus M egatylo pus, seems to be much 
more closely allied to Gigantocamelus 
fricki than to M. gigas, the genotypic 
species of M egatylo pus." The exact rela
tionships of this large Blanco camel have 
not been clearly understood. A study of 
these large Blanco camels shows that they 
are specifically identical with the large 
Broadwater camels, and with Cope's orig
inal Pliauchenia spatula. 

Skull.-AII of the skulls are somewhat 
broken and distorted. Therefore, it is nec
essary to estimate some measurements, but 
inasmuch as there is considerable individ
ual variation in size among them, a few 
millimeters of possible error on speci
mens of this size is not important. No. 
31181-189 is one of the best-preserved 
skulls in the collection. Fortunately the 
skull is but slightly, if at all, crushed in 
the dorso-ventral plane. All the other 
skulls have suffered from being com
pressed in either the horizontal or the ver
tical plane, or in both. 

Viewed in profile, one of the most strik
ing features is the great height of the 
muzzle above P 1/. The nasals appear to 
extend in a plane more nearly parallel 
to the plane of the palate than in other 
camels. This appearance, however, may 
be exaggerated by slight lateral compres
sion suffered in the anterior maxillary 

region. In this respect it is more like the 
typical Procamelus skulls which tend to 
have a noticeably higher muzzle than 
Alticanielus or Pliauchenia. The skull is 
high and long and proportionately of 
average width between the orbits. The 
sagittal and occipital crests are broken 
and damaged in all specimens, but the 
indications are that both were well de
veloped. The occipital crest is particu
larly well developed and greatly over
hangs the occipital condyles. 

The orbit is approximately circular, 
though the condition of the skulls does 
not afford definite conclusions. There is 
no evidence of a supraorbital notch, but 
its absence may be due to the condition 
of preservation. There is a large vacuity 
located just above and anterior to the 
orbit. The infraorbital f oramen is located 
above P 4/. The condition of preserva
tion has made it impossible to note more 
than an occasional suture upon the skulls. 

The external opening of the nares is 
widest over the mid -point between the 
canines and P 1/. The rostrum is greatly 
constricied between P 1/ and P 3 / and 
flares anteriorly to its maximum width at 
the canines. The internal opening of the 
nares is well shown on No. 31181-235. 
They are of a compressed U-shape; the 
anterior end, or lower part of the U, flares 
slightly. The anterior end of the internal 
nares opens just posterior to a line drawn 
transversely through the centers of M 2/. 

Up per teeth.-The dental formula of the 
Blanco specimens is identical with that of 
the Broadwater specimens described as 
Gigantocamelus fricki. The presence of 
an occasional third incisor cannot be 
verified in these specimens because in that 
area of most specimens the pre-maxillae 
are either damaged or missing. The 
canine is a heavy, enlarged tooth, somewhat 
recurved and with a thin, sharp posterior 
edge as in the Nebraska specimens. On 
many of the specimens, the superior 
canines show a variable amount of wear 
on the surface caused by the abrasion of 
the inferior canines. 

P I/ is caninif orm, well developed, and 
recurved, but lacking the sharp posterior 
edge characteristic of the canines. 

P 2/ is absent. P 3 / is well developed 
and is the most variable of the cheek teeth 
in structure. The internal crescent is in-
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rnrnplt>te in all specimens. In No. 
311H9-]89. it consists of a faint anterior 
and posterior Yertical fold. In \o. 31189-
23.S. the posterior fold is but slightly de
,-eloped~ while the anterior fold is heavy 
and extends obliquely from the crown 
almost to the middle of the base of the 
tooth. In no specimens do the folds meet 
at the base of the tooth, so that in no stage 
of wear would the internal crescent be
l'Orne complete. 

P 4 is typically camelid~ with a com
p 1ete wdl-de,·eloped internal crescent and 
fairly we 11-developed parasty le~ meso
:-:ty le~ and rnetastyle. 

The molars have a heavy parastyle and 
mesostyle. The metasty]e is but slightly 
den'loped on l\tl 1-2/ but is prominent 
on \I 3 1

• The vertical ridge between 
parast~· le and mesostyle is ,..,-ell developed 
on M 2-3 : the ridge bet\veen mesostyle 
and metastyle much less prominent. 

Lower ja1r.-The jaw is long. moder
ately deep. and fairly massive. There is 
a considerable rnnat10n in the svm
physeal region of the jaw. In some {t is 
somewhat procumbent. with widely flaring 
canines. In otlwr jaws the incisors and 
the canines are ahnost vertical in posi
tion. The symphysis extends back about 
2.S mm. from the posterior border of P/ l. 
There is a slight flare of the anterior por
tion of the symphysis. As noted by Cope 
in his ori~inal description of Pliauchenia 
spa tu la, there is a groove on the inferior 
face of the symphysis between the median 
incisors~ which extends from the tip of the 
symphysis posteriorly to the roots of the 
incisors. On No. 31181-240, this groove is 
about 35 mm. long and about 5 mm. deep. 

The angular process is well developed 
with a marked inward inflection. The men
tal foramen lies directly beneath P /l. 

Lozrer dPntition .-Of the incisors. Cope 
(] 893. p. 71) states: "The median four 
incisors stand on a nearly transverse line, 
while the external ones a.re sublateral. In 
their present state of wear the masticating 
surfaces of the mi<l<ll~ pair form very 
wi<lP ovals. with the longn <liametPrs con
\·np-in~ posteriorly. The surfaces of the 
sPcon<l incisors are narrower and are 
acuminate exteriorh- while those of thP 
third an" still narr~wer and mort> acurni
natf' t>xternnlly and posteriorly." In 

specimen No. 31181-240, this is the c?n
dition of the median incisors. The third 
incisors are missing~ Lut the alveoli are 
placed in a sublateral position .. This sa1.ne 
condition prevails in other specunens with 
but little variation. 

The canines are also well described by 
Cope ( 1893, p. 71), who states th~t: 
-~The canines are very robust, and pomt 
forward, upward and outward. There is 
an enamel ridge on the outside of the 
oblique anterior face, and there is a less 
prominent ridge on the apical part of the 
middle line posteriorly. Between these 
crests the external face is much more con
vex than the internal one, and the latter 
exhibits a shallow groove just behind the 
antero-internal keel." On specimen No. 
31181-240 the canines are more heavily 
\\'Orn than in Cope's specimen. The antero
internal face of the canine is beveled from 
wear from the crown nearly to the base 
of the tooth. The enamel surf ace is worn 
through, exposing the dentine, but at the 
base of the tooth there is a small remnant 
of the enamel ridge referred to by Cope. 
The ~namel ridge on the posterior face 
of the canine has also been worn from 
crown to base so that here too the den
tine is exposed in a narrow strip about 2 
mm. wide, extending the full length of the 
enameled surface. Thus in no place on 
the posterior face of the canine is the 
enamel continuous from the inside to the 
outside portion of the tooth. Toward the 
base of the tooth there is a shallow groove 
just behind the antero-internal keel which 
would undoubtedly be more prominent in 
less worn teeth. The canines appear to be 
much larger than in the Broadwater 
camels referred to this genus. 

Most of the inferior canines show a con
siderable amount of wear on the postero
internal side of the tooth, caused by attri
tion against the superior canine. How
ever~ some specimens show great wear on 
the antero-interal side of the lower canine. 
Manv also exhibit incisors worn to short 
stub~. 

In connection with the wear upon the 
pofterior portion of the canine there is a 
unique feature that is not mentioned by 
either Cope or Barbour and Schultz. This 
is a depression on each side of the jaw 
immediately behind the canine. It is 
elliptical i~ outline, measuring about 35 
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mm. along the axis of the jaw and about 
30 mm. transversely. It is from 10 to 12 
mm. deep. The depression between the 
canines and P /I are shown even better in 
a Hartley County specimen because of the 
better preservation of the bone. In this 
specimen the posterior face of the right 
canine is wel I worn, and its worn surf ace 
is continuous with the anterior portion of 
the depression. Apparently the superior 
canines are responsible for the wear on 
the posterior face of the lower canines, 
but there seems to be no logical explana
tion for the broadly open depression im
mediately posterior to P /1. 

anterior end, which is inflected inward. 
In unworn teeth there is an open groove 
on the posterior border, which with wear 
becomes an isolated lake on the posterior 
portion of the crown of the tooth. 

The molars appear to present no distin
guishing characters. Internal ridges are 
prominent in unworn teeth but become 
less conspicuous in moderately worn 
molars. There is a well-developed verti
cal valley on the internal side of the 
molars between the anterior and posterior 
lobes, and just behind the median verti
cal style. On specimen No. 31181-181, 
M/2 and M/3 possess well-developed 
antero-external vertical styles as in T anu
polama. These are present, hut less con
spicuous, in other specimens. The figures 
of Gigantocamelus from the Broadwater 
show these same styles to be present. 

P /l is described by Cope as the fourth 
premolar. This tooth is compressed trans
versely, well developed, and is recurved. 
There is a slight ridge on both the an
terior and posterior edges. 

P / 2 is absent. P /3 is a simple trans
versely compressed tooth; widest in the 
middle and narrowing both anteriorly and 
posteriorly. 

P /4 is typically camelid in shape, wide 
at the posterior end and narrower at the 

The third lobe of M/3 is distinctly set 
off from the posterior lobe by a well
devcloped vertical groove. It is set in the 
same plane as the rest of the tooth and 
is not obliquely set to the long axis of 
the anterior and posterior lobes of M/3. 

Measurements, in mm., of Gigantocamelus spatula 

SKULL 

Maximum length of skull ___ ____ ____ _______ ·-- ·· . ___________ _____ _ 
Length, tip premaxillary to condyle ________________________________________ _ 
Length, tip premaxillary to front of P 3/ _____________________________________ _ 
Breadth, maximum at orbits _______ __ ___________________________________________________ _ 
Length of dental series (C-M 3/, inclusive)__ __ _______________ __________ _ 
Diastema between C-P l/ ________________________ __ __ --- ---------------------------- _____ . 
Diastema between P 1/-P 31---------------------------- -------------------------------
Length, P /3-M 3/, inclusive (at crown) -------------------------------------

(at alveolar border) -------------------------------------
Length, P 3/-P 4/, inclusive (at crown)------ --------------------------------

(at alveolar border) __________ ·- ------------------------
Length, M 1/-M 3/, inclusive (at crown}__ ___________________________________ _ 

(at alveolar border) _____ _________ ------------------------
Height of canine _____ ·----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Antero-posterior diameter of canine at alveolar border__ _______ __ __ _ 
Width of canine at alveolar border ______ __ _____________ _________ ____ __ __ ___________ _ 
P II, greatest an tero-pos ter ior diameter _____________________ ____________________ _ 

greatest trans verse diameter---------------------------------------------------
p 3/, greatest antero-posterior diameter _________________________________________ _ 

greatest transverse diameter ________ ___________ -------- ----· -------------------
p 4/, greatest an tern-posterior diameter---- ------------------- ------------------

greatest transverse diameter-----------------·--------·--- ·· ---------------------
M l/, greatest antero-posterior diameter ______________ ________ ___ ____ ____________ _ 

greatest transverse diameter __________________ -------------------------------
M 2/, greatest an tern-posterior diameter-------------------· --------------------

greatest trans verse diameter.----------------- __ ____ -------------------------
M 3/, gn:atest antero-posterior diameter ______ __________________ ________ __ ____ _ 

greatest transverse diameter _________ __________________________ _______ __ _____ _ 

e, Estimated. 

No. 
3ll81- 235 

750 e 
260e 
310 e 
360 
46 
68 

197 
191 

59 
54 

143 
139 
88 
45 
28 
21 
14 
28.6 
17.5 
32.5 
28. 
40. 
36.5 
53.7 
35. 
59.6 
33. 

No. No. 
31181-189 31181-237 

825 
730 e 750 
285 e 260 
237 e 320 
370 402 
56 49 
81.6 95 

194 194 
186 192 

60 60 
52.5 54 

139 137 
138 140 

77 84 
42.8 38.5 
25.4 34 
19 21 
14.4 15 
28 29.3 
15.5 18. 
31.7 31. 
24. 27. 
41.3 37. 
35. 34. 
54. 49.5 
35. 37.6 
57. 58 
34. 39. 
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1\feasuremcr.ts, in mm., of Gigantoramclus spa tu la 

JAW 

Length, tip incisors to angular process _______ ___ __ __ _ 
Height HTt ical ram us ____ _____ ___ ___ -------- ---- -- ---- ---------
Depth of ramu s below anterior end of ~I/3 ____ __ . 
Depth of ramus below ant erior end uf M/ L _____ _ _ 
Len gt li. can ine-:'.\I/3, incl usiYe __________ __ __ ___________ ________ _ 
Length, P/ 1-:\I/3, inclusirn -- ------ ------- ------------------------
Diastcma between C-P / l ____ _ ---------------------------------
Diastcma between P/ 1-P/ 3 ______ ________________________________ _ 
Length, P /3-~l / 3, indu:'iYe \at l'rown) ____ ___ __ _____ __ _ _ 

(at aln·olar border) . ___ ___ ______ ___ _ 
Length, P / 3--P/ -1, indu::-in~ (at crown) __ ___ ____ ______ __ _ 

(at al Yeo la r border) ____ ________ __ ___ _ 
Length, \1/ 1-::\I. '3, incl u::-:in' (at crown ) _____ ____ ____ ____ _ 

(at ah·eolar border) _____ ________ __ __ _ 
Height of canine ____ ________ ____________ ____________________________ _ 

Antero-posterior diameter of canine at alveolar 
border . . . __ . __ -------· ----------------------------

\Vidth of canine at alveolar border __ __ ___________________ _ 
P/ 1, greatest antero-posterior diameter ___________________ _ 

greatest transYerse diameter__ __ ___ __________ _____ _______ _ 
P / 3. greatest antero-posterior diameter _____ ______ __ ______ _ 

greatest transverse diameter ________ __ __ ____ ____________ _ 
P / 4, greatest antero-posterior diameter__ _______________ _ 

greatest transverse diameter__ ____ _____ ____ __ ____________ _ 
l\I/l, greatest antero-posterior diameter ___ ___________ _____ _ 

£!rea test trans Yerse diameter----------------------------
\ I/2, greatest antero-posterior diameter ___________________ _ 

greatest transYerse diameter __ __ __ ___ ____ __________ ____ _ 
\1 /::3. greate~ t antero-posterior diameter__ __ _________ ______ _ 

greatest transverse diameter ___ __ __ ____________________ _ 

a, Approximation. 

No. 
31181-240 

665 
~~-10 a 
98 
87 

417 
320 
49 
92 

206 
205 
56 
51.7 

153 
154 
62 

35 
27.5 
22.6 
14 
25 
12.5 
30.7 
15.4 
33.6 
23 
48.3 
26.2 
71 
27.5 

No. 
31181-181 

202 
205 
44 
47 

161 
157 

22 
9 

26 
11.2 
33.8 
21.2 
53 
22.4 
69 
21.7 

Measurements, m mm., of Gigantocamelus spatula 

Ht !>1ERI No. 
31178-14 

Length. di::;tal end to proximal enJ of head ______ ______________ _____ ______ 427 
Crea test width at proximal end ___ __ __ __________ ___ ____ ___ ___ _______ ___ ______________ 160 
Width~ cli stal end at articular surface____ ________ _____ __ ____________ ____ ________ 93 

RADIO-l'L:-.AE No. 

\ f axinrnm len!.!t h 
Width. di~t a l ~·ml si!.!nwicl nnt ch 
Great est width. dist<~l end 

- - -- -- -- ---- - ------
----- - - - - - · --

\lETAC\RPAL S No. 
31181 -2~ 

Length ___ _____ ___ _ __ __ ------------ ------------------ 450 
'\Vidt h proximal end ----- ------ ----------------- 97 
Width distal end ·-------------· -------------- 118 

PROXDL\L PIL\L\'.';GES 

Len£!th __ ____ . 
Wiclth proximal encl 
\\ 'idth distal end 

No. 
31181- 17 

138 
62.5 
50 

No. 
31181-lll 

475 
98 

121 

No. 
3ll77-17 

120 
57 
48.5 

31178-15 

660 
109 
108 

No. 
31181-122 

497 
103 
148 

No. 
31181-79 

133 
62 
52 

No. 
31181-163 

585 
360 

90 
83 

370 
305 
35 
90 

200 
205 
48 
45 

155 
156 
55 

29 
23 
19 
12 
22 
12 
26.7 
15 
38.5 
20.4 
50 
26 
69.2 
26 

No. 
31195-9 

540 
195 
112 

No. 
31181-58 

685 
107.5 
102 

No. 
31193--{) 

395 
85 

104.5 

No. 
31181- 15 

112 
55 
45 

No. 
31180-18 

640 

92 
81 

400 
326 

47 
103 
200 
204 
43.5 

152 

48 

30.3 
23 
20 
13.4 
19.5 
10 
22 
16 
37 
24 
44.5 
26.3 
74 
26.5 

No. 
31181-195 

550 
200 
108 

No. 
31181-218 

760 
107 
130 

No. 
31177-19 

123 
57 
48.5 
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Measurements, in mm., of Gigantocamelus spatula 

MEDIAN PHALANGES No. 31181-251 

Length -------------------- 86 
Width proximal end _______ 45 
Width distal end____________ 42 

80 
43.5 
41 

87 
48 
42 

79.5 
42 
39 

82.5 
47 
42 

FEMUR No. 31179-25 

Maximum length -------------------------------- 628 
Greatest width distal end__________________ 165 

PATELLA& No. 
31177-3 

No. 
31181-252 

No. 
31181-252 

Length ----------------------------------
Width at center -------------------------------

125 
68 

115 
62 

121 
68 

TIBIA No. 31195-7 

Maxim um length ---------------------------------
Greatest width proximal end ________________ _ 
Greatest width distal end---------------·--

ASTJU.CALI 

Length --------------------------------
Greatest width -----------------

CAI.CANEi 

Length ________ ·---

METATARSALS 

Length (front) -------------
Width proximal end___ __ _ 
Width distal end _______________ _ 

No. 
31179-44 

91.5 
66.5 

No. 
31175-12 

158 

No. 
31181-157 

438 
85 

105 

VERTEBRAE 

585 
166 
120 

No. 
3117H9 

93.5 
63.0 

No. 
31176-52 

176 

No. 
31181-232 

.ros 
88 

127 

No. No. No. 
3117~36 31181-191 31181-43 

86.0 94.0 96.0 
63.0 71.0 75.0 

No. No. No. 
31181-73 31181-44 31176-13 

198 202 210 

No. No. No. 
31181-120 3117~20 31181-90 

425 432 4{)2 
89 91 88.5 

120 118 106 

No. 31181-129, Atlas. Maximum length_______________________________________________ 170 
No. 31181-68, Axis. Length, odontoid process to posterior edge of centrum______ 275 
No. 31180-15, Cervical. Length of centrum________________________________________ 168 
No. 31176-21, Lumbar. Length of centrum.________________________________________ 102 

Length transverse process___________________________________________ 180 

TANUPOLAMA BLANCOENSIS, n.sp. 

Pl. 55, figs. 1-4 

Holotype.-Univ. Texas No. 31181-126, 
partial right jaw with P / 4-M/3 incl. 

Paratypes-Univ. Texas No. 31176-25, 
partial mandible with M/1-3; No. 31182-
42, partial left jaw with P /4-M/3; No. 
31176-5, partial right maxillary with 
DM 3-4/ and M 1-2/. 

Horizon and locality.-Lower Pleisto
cene, Blanco beds, Crosby County, Texas. 

Diagnosis.-lnternal side of P /4 more 
deeply infolded than in Tanupolama 
stevensi. Median, internal vertical folds 
on M/1-2 more strongly developed than 

in either T. stevensi or T. mirifica, and 
similar in development to those of Lama. 
Parastyle and mesostyle on M 1-2/ sim
ilar to those of T. mirifica; more strongly 
developed than in T. stevensi. Anterior 
lobes of M 1-2/ but slightly wider basally 
than posterior lobes, in contrast to T. 
mirifica. 

Discussion.-The crown of P /3 is not 
preserved in either of the jaws, but the 
double roots indicate a greatly reduced 
and transversely compressed tooth. This 
tooth is only occasionally present in the 
McKittrick specimens and is supported by 
only a single root when present. Addi
tional specimens from the Blanco might 
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show the ab~ence of this tooth in some 
ind iv id uals~ but its do uh 1 e-rooted cha me
ter in the known jaws from these bed~ 
indicates a tooth not quite as reduced as 
in thr- California species. The double
rnoted character of P /3~ however, is not 
('onsidered a diagnostic character of the 
Blanco fossils because of the great amount 
of variability to be found in this tooth 
in the later Pliocene and Pleistocene 
l·amels. P/ 3 is absent in the tyµc of 
Tanupolama a:nericanus and is represented 
by a single ah·eolus in T. miri/ica. 

P, .}. is rather deeply infolded on the 
internal side, similar to that of Lama. It 
is more deeply infolded than in r. 
stevensi and T. mfri (ica. On the crown 
there is a groove, o.pen posteriorly and 
extending anteriorly to a point above the 
middle of the external groove. This open 
µ:roove would become an isolatt>d 1 ake 
with additional wear on the tooth. 

On M/ l the antero-external stylar fold 
is but faintly developed, while on M/ 2 
;~11d M / 3 the sty lar folds are quite prom i
nent, being comparable to the develop
ment shown in T. stevensi and T. mirifica. 
The inner face of M/ 1-2 is more deeply 

foldPd than in T. stevensi. The median 
I ong i L ud i na I groove is deeper and the 
Ycrl ical ~ty le j u~l an Leri or Lo it is more 
strongly developed. The antero-intcrnal 
~tyle is not as well developed as the an
tero-external sty le. The median, internal, 
vertical style is inconspicuous on M/ l. In 
T. stevensi, this style appears to be only 
fairly \vell developed and present only on 
M/ 2. The internal folds are more promi
nent than in T. niirifica and appear to be 
nearly equal in development to those of 
Lwna. 

The posterior lobe of M/ 3 is distinct! y 
set off from the second lobe on the ex
ternal side by a deep groove. but on the 
internal side there is on 1 y an inconspic
uous groove and ridge to mark the sepa
ration. In Lania the posterior lolw is dis
tinct! y set off from the second lobe also. 

No~ 31176-5 is a partial maxillary with 
DM 3-4/ and M 1-2/ present. DM 2/ is 
represented by a single small root meas
uring about 2 by 2 mm. Apparently it 
was ready to be shed, and there is no in
dication -of replacement by a permanent 
tooth. On the reverse side of the maxil
lary the roots of the permanent P 3-4/ can 

\leasurements~ in mm., of Tannpolama blancoensis 

LOWER JAW 

P/ L greate~t antero-posterior diameter .. ··-· ___ _ __ .... .. ___ . __ .. --·- - -· -- ---·------ -- ---
gre.'ltest transverse diameter.. ... ------ ··· -- -- -·· -------- -------· -- -- · ···· ·-----··· _ 

\I / l , greatest antero-postcrior diameter ____ ___ ___ ·---------------- ---- _ -·-----------------------------
p:n"a test transverse diameter____ --- --- ·--- - -- ------------- ------------· --------- ----------------------

\f/2. greatest an tero-po:'t<:rior diameter.. . ___ .. 
greatest tran-.yer~e diameter __ -----· ---

.\Tl:~, greatest anlero-posterior diameter . ___ __ __ ___ ____ ___ __ ·- -----·-··- ________ ______ ________ _______ _ 
grea te:~t t ran~Yer~e diameter . ··- . ___ ·· -·- _ .. ·------· ·· · --- -- --· --·· -··· -----------------

I ,eng:t h, P /.i -- :'.\1/3, inclusive . __ __ .. ... _ --- -· -·-----------· ·------- ----------------------------------------------

l "Pl'ER DE:'\TITION 

I) \1 :) 1• greatc:-:t antt · rn-po~t<'rior dianwter 
greate~t tran:-.verse diameter _ ·- -- -· 

J) \1 { / . ;.•:rt'atl'~t ant ero-posterior diameter 
gn·at e:-; t transYerse diameter _ . . 

.\I 1 /, µreate~t ant crn-poq e rior diameter 
gn:ift·~t t!·a11-..\1·: - ~t· diameter 

\I :2 '. µrt'ate~t antero-posterior diameter . ____ __ __ --- --· --- ---- -.. -------- ---- -- -·--
~rcatcst transYerse diameter_ _ _. ___ . __ __ ·- __ ____ ____ __ _____________________ ...... 

No. No. 
31131-126 31181-42 

18.0 19.4 
8.9 8.7 

26.6 26.2 
15.4 15.6 

32.5 30.6 
16.8 16.5 

40.0 36.0 
15.0 16.0 

115.0 113.7 

No. 
31176-5 

20.3 
14.7 

21.6 
17.5 

29.4 
21.0 

32.2 
20.0 
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be seen. They are well formed and near I y 
ready to erupt. 

DM 3/ is an elongated tooth antero
posteriorl y with a small anterior lobe. Its 
dimensions agree closely with the corre· 
sponding tooth of the McKittrick speci
men. D~H 4/ also agrees closely in size 
with the McKittrick specimen. It is a 
molariform tooth, proportionately wider 
transversely than the molars. 

The parastyle and mesostyle of M 1-2/ 
are more strongly developed than in T. 
stevensi and of about equal development 
with those of T. mirifica. If the molars 
were reduced by wear to the same stage 
as exhibited by one of the paratypes of 
T. rnirifica (Amer. Mus. No. 23489) they 
would become shorter and wider and have 
about the same size and proportions as 
the latter specimen. 

CAMELO PS cf. KANSAN US Leidy 

Pl. 55, figs. 7, 8 

Rejerred specimens.-Vniv. Texas No. 
31181-134 and 31181-14, right rami; 
Nos. 31199-8, 31181-142, 31181-175, left 
rami; No. 31181-212, partial mandible. 
Also a number of skeletal parts. 

Discussion. -The Camelops material 
from the Blanco is provisionally referred 
to C. kansanus. The writer does not find 
it possible to refer these specimens defi
nitely to any of the known species of 
Camelo ps, and it is possible that they 
represent a new species. Their true de
termination must await the discovery of 
more material, particularly upper denti
tion, and the more adequate diagnosis of 
the various species of this genus. 

Since Camelo ps has not been previously 
reported from the Blanco it seems best to 
give a brief description of the material. 
:\o. 31181-212 is an incomplete mandible 
with complete cheek-tooth dentition. No. 
31181-134 is a complete right ramus, 
lacking the incisors. Nos. 31181-142 and 
31181-14 are separate jaws, but both are 
in the same stage of wear and they agree 
so closel v in size and tooth characters 
that it i5 ·possible they belong to the same 
individual. 

'-'os. 31181-42 and 31181-14 represent 
a young adult with all molars erupted 
and in use at the time of the death of the 
individual. There is a small caniniform 

8 
8 
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P / l present that does not occur in any 
of the other specimens. The canine is also 
less robust than in the other jaws. It is 
slightly smaller in size, hut this is un
doubted! y individual variation. 

P / 4 in all specimens is a triangular 
tooth, with a marked vertical sulcus on 
the internal side and a fainter sulcus on 
the external side. There is a considerable 
amount of individual variation in the 
structure of this tooth. In No. 31181-212, 
the internal groove is deeply infolded, 
but faintly visible in No. 31178-175, and 
is intermediate in this respect in the other 
specunens. 

The inner face of the molars is but 
slight! y convex from the base to the crown 
of the tooth. The face posterior to the 
internal median style is longer than the 
anterior face. In No. 31178-175 the inner 
face of the third lobe of l\l/3 extends 
posteriorly in the same plane as the rest 
of the tooth, so that on the internal side 
it is scarcely set off from the posterior 
lobe. In all the other specimens the third 
lobe of M/ 3 is distinct! y set off from the 
posterior lobe by being placed obliquely 
to the long axis of the tooth. 

LEPTOTYLOPUS PERCELSUS Matthew8 

Referred specimens.-Univ. Texas No. 
31179-28, a radius-ulna; No. 31179-20, 

GRac he l H. l\' ichols has k indly supplied the followi ng in· 

form a ti on concerning Leptotylopus in a letter da ted Oc· 

a metacarpal; No. 31176-24, a tibia; and 
several phalanges. 

Discussion.-This interesting camel was 
discovered by th~ American Museum ex
pedition of 1924. Unfortunately Dr. 
Matthew did not publish a formal descri p
tion of this new genus. In his manuscript 
(1924b) Matthew states: "Leptotylopus 
similarly carries the Alticamelus phylum 
into the 'Pliauchenia stage' and is decid· 
edly more specialized than A. procerus of 
the lower Pliocene." 

The limb bones are too long and slender 
to be referred to any other genus and 
judging from Matthew's brief description 
seem clearly referable to his new genus. 
If Le ptotylo pus is a descendant of the 
A lticamelus line, as suggested by Matthew, 
then this genus presents a most interest
ing parallel to the evolution of N annip
pus. The skeletal parts of Leptotylopus 
are similar to Alticamelus in their great 
length but differ from the lower Pliocene 
representatives of that genus in being rel
atively shorter and more slender. 

tob e r 15, 19-13 . ' ·Our ca talogue card for A. M. 20085 ha ~ 

th ,, nam e l eptotylopus percelsus T ype written on it in pen
cil, in Dr. l\latthew's l ettering. The data on the catalogue 

card is given as 'Skeleton, from the Blanco, north side of 

Crawfish draw, Bl anco Canyon, Crosby Co., Texas, col· 

I ec tcd by Charl es Falkcnbach in 1924.' " 

:Measurements, in mm., of Leptotylopus percelsus 

RADffS· U L::-iA 

Maximum length -------------- --------- -------------- --- ------·--------------·-
\Vidth, distal end sigmoid notch __ ___ ___ ___ ______ _ 
Width distal end _______ ____ __________ __ __ __ _____ ______ ___ ___ __ __________ _ 

::'\JETACARP.\L 

Length ____ __ _________ _______ ____ ______ -- -- ------- -------------------------------

No. 
31179-28 

775.0 
88.0 
96.0 

No. 
31179-20 

Width proximal end ________ ___ ---- --- -- ----- --- --------- -------· ------ --------
610.0 

75.0 
104.0 Width distal end ___ ___ ______ _ -------------- ----- ----- -- -- ---------------· 

Trnu 

I .ell u th _____ __ ___ ___ _______ __ ____ ___ __ ___ -- ----- -- ------- ------------------------
W id~t h distal end _____ _ ---- --- -- ------ ------··------ ------------------------

PROXI!llAL PIIALA:\GES 

Length ___ _____ ______ __ ___ _ ____ ------- ---------- ·---------- -----------------
\\" idt h proximal end _____ ____ --- ---------------------------------
Width distal end _ __ _ ___ _ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ____ ____ _ 

~h:DlAi'i PnALAJSGES 

Length 
\\'idth proximal enJ 
\\"idth distal end _ 

a, Approximat ion. 

- ---- ---- ------------------------ -----

No. 
31193-2 

650.4 
71.0 

No. 
31176-39 

1~2.0 

36.5 
30.7 

No. 
31193-2 

70.0 68.0 
37.3 37.0 
31.0 30.6 

141.0 
36.0 
30.0 

No. 
31176-35 

141.0 
35.0 
31.5 

121.0 
31.0 
25.0 
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Family ANTILOCARPIDAE 

CAPROMERYX sp. 

Referred specimens.-Univ. Texas No. 
31176-2, partial right M/3; West Texas 
Museum No. 441, right P 3-4/. 

Discussion.-On specimen No. 31176-2, 
a portion of the third lobe is missing. The 
anterior and posterior lobes measure 11.5 
mm., and the estimated length of the tooth 
at the crown is from 15 to 16 mm. The trans
verse diameter is 5.4 mm. The height of 
the tooth is 21 mm. Specific identification 
is not possible on the basis of such in
complete material. It records, however, the 

· first occurrence of antilocaprids in the 
Blanco; a group which undoubtedly was 
present in large numbers but which has 
not been found either because of the 
accidents of preservation or of collecting. 

No. 441, a right P 3--4/, shows no char
acteristics which might distinguish it from 
other species, or make reference to one of 
the described species possible. 
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PLATE 48 

PAGE 

Panthera palacoonca, n.sp., xlJl ________ ___ ___ _____ ______ ___ __ __ _____________ ___ ___ _____ _______ ______ ____ __ -------------------------------- 521 
1, 2. Skull, lateral and ventral views, specimen No. 31181-192. 

Cly ptotherium texanum Osborn, xl _____ ____ ____ __ _____ ______ ___________________ ___ ___ --------------- ------ -------------------------------- 526 
3. Osseous plate, specimen No. 31193-7. 

Baro phagus diversidens Cope, xL ___________ ___ ---- -------------------------- ------------- ---------- -------------------------------------- 520 
4. Fragment of right maxilla with P 4/, specimen No. 31179-39. 
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PLATE 49 

PAGE 

Panthcra palaeoonr:a, n.sp., xL ___ _____ _______ __ _______ __ ________ ______ ___ __ __ ___________ ------------------------------------- _______ 521 
Mandible, lateral and occlusal views, specimen No. 31181-192. 
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PLATE 50 

PAGE 

Ste go mastodon successor Cope, x 1t4----------------------------- ---- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 523 
I, 2. Palate with M 2/-M 3/, lateral and occlusal views, specimen No. 31171-21. 

3. Right M 3/, specimen No. 31178-19. 
4. Right M 3/, specimen No. 31171-25. 
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PLATE 51 

PAC.Ii 

Platy go nus texan us Gidley, x l __ ______________________ ____________________ _______ --------------· --------------------------------------------- 528 
1. Fragment of right ramus with M/l and unerupted M/2, lateral view, specimen 

No. 31176-60. 
2, 3. Right :M 1/-1\I 2/, lateral and occlusal views, specimen No. 31176-61. 

Platy go nus b ic al car at us Cope ___ _______________ ------------- _____________________ ------------------·------------------------------------------ 527 
4. Fragment of right ramus with DM/4-M/l, lateral view, specimen No. 31176-10, xl. 

5, 6. Partial skull, lateral and palatine views, specimen No. 31175-12, x%. 
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PLATE 52 

PAGE 

Platy go nus bi cal carat us Cope, x l ________________ ___________________ ------------ --· ---------- ----- ----· -------------------------------------- 527 
1, 2. Fragment of left ramus with DM/4-M/l, lateral and occlusal views, specimen 

No. 31176-62. 

Platy gon us t exanus Gidley, x l ______________________________________ --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- 528 
3, 4. Right mandibular fragment with P /4-M/3, lateral and occlusal views, specimen 

No. 31178-13. 
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PLATE 53 

PAGE 

G igantocamelus spatula (Cope) , x l _________________ ·-·-· ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 531 
Skull, specimen No. 31181-189, and right ramus, specimen No. 31181-240; lateral views. 
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PLATE 54 

PAGE 

Gigantocamelus spatula (Cope), x~-- --------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------ ------------- 531 
Skull, specimen No. 31181-235, and right ramus, specimen No. 31181-240; occlusal 

views. 
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PLATE 55 

PAGE 

Tanupolama blancoensis, n.sp., xlf2 _________________ _______________________ ---------- ---------- ------------------------------------------- 535 
1, 2. Right mandibular fragment with P /4-M/3, lateral and occlusal views, specimen 

No. 31181-126. 
3, 4. Fragment of right maxilla with DM 3/-M 2/, lateral and occlusal views, specimen 

No. 31176--5. 

M egalonyx le ptostomus Cope, x 1h-----___ __________________ -------------------- ---------------------- -------------------------------------- 525 
5, 6. Anterior portion of mandible, lateral and occlusal views, specimen No. 438. 

Camelo ps cf. kansanus Leidy, x 1,4 __ ______ __________________ ---------------------- ____________ ·------ ------------------------------------- 537 
7, 8. Right ramus with P /4-M/3, lateral and occlusal views, specimen No. 31181-134. 
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illustrated. 

Acaciapora: 181-182 
subcylindrica: 177, 182-183, 184, 208 
venusta: 67, 72, 75, 177, 183-185 

Acanthograptus: 15, 36, 37 
pr~cus: 17, 19, 36 
sp.: 36, 54 

acceleration: 82 
Acrophyllum : 15 3 
Acrostera: 3 8 
adapertum (Lophophyllidium): 67, 72, 75, 96, 98, 

99-101 
Adkins, W. S.: 416 
adkinsi (Linuparus): 410 
Aetosaurus: 305 
Aftonian age: 519 
Aglaspella eatoni: 39 
alabamensis (Xanthilites): 423 
alar: 82 
Albertia: 153 
Allenton: 423 
Allocriceras annulatum: 408 
Allotropiophyllum: 130 
Altamont limestone: 194 
Alticamelus: 531, 538 
Ambocoelia: 71, 258 
Amebelodon: 451 

fricki: 477, 478, 484 
Amebelodontinae: 480, 481, 482 
americana ( Dromilites) : 4 2 3 
americanus ( Caloxanthus) : 445 

( Cladochon us) : 18 7 
(Homarus): 402 
(Nephrops) : 429-430, 468 
( Tanupolama) : 536 

Ammobaculites: 236, 263 
minuta: 236 
minutus: 214, 218, 236, 237, 258, 266 
nitidus: 237 
powersi: 242 
spirans: 237 
stenomeca: 236 
stenomecus: 214, 216, 236, 237, 261, 262, 267 

Ammodiscidae: 231 
Ammodiscus: 231, 232 

semiconstrictus: 214, 215, 216, 231, 232, 254, 
255, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 268 

semiconstrictus regularis: 231, 232 
amoenum (Lophotichium): 116, 117, 118, 120 
Amphigraptus: 35 
amplexicaulus (Amplexigraptus): 30 

(Diplograptus): 30 
Amplexocarinia: 140-141 

corrugata: 67, 68, 69, 72, 74, 75, 138, 140, 
141, 142-143 

muralis irginae: 142 
Amplexograptus amplexicaulus: 30 
amplexoid septa: 13 4 
Amplexus: 120, 140, 144, 145 

blairi: 142 
brevis: 142 
corrugatus: 78, 142 
rugosus: 142 
zaphrentiformis: 142 

Anaschisma: 361, 362, 396 
Andrews County: 488, 505 
Angistorhinus sp.: 275 
anglica ( Dictyonema) : 16, 19 
angustifolium (Lophophyllidium): 101, 103-104 
annectans (Stereocorypha): 67, 72, 73, 75, 85, 

86--88, 92, 133, 258 
annulatum ( Allocrioceras) : 408 
Anomura: 404, 430 
antennar spine: 402 
Antilocarpidae: 539 
antiqua (Climacammina): 243, 245, 247 

(Textularia) : 244 
antiquus (Callograptus): 17, 19, 22, 27, 28, 40, 48 
aplata ( Cumminsia) : 70, 71, 72, 73, 7 4, 79, 128, 

166-167, 198, 208, 229, 230, 242, 255, 258 
aplatum (Hadrophyllum): 63, 71, 78, 165, 166 
Apterrinella: 263 
Arachniophyllum: 153 
Arachnolasma: 159 
Araeoscelis: 307,322 
Archaeocryptolaria: 37-38, 40 

fl.abelloides: 38 

gonothecatus: 38, 50, 58, 60 
recta: 38 
s1mplicimus: 38, 60 

Archaeocyathidae: 195 
Archeocidaris : 2 5 5 
Archosauria: 314, 315 
arcuatum (Neokoninckophyllum): 67, 72, 75, 155, 

156, 158, 161-162, 164 
ardmorensis (Nodosinella) : 229 
arenata (Nodosinella): 225 
arenatus \Reophax): 214, 216 225 226 228 261 

262, 270 , , • , , 
arenosa (Trochammina) : 265 
Argyle: 421 
arietina ( Exogyra) : 452 
arizonae ( Stegomastodon) : 525 
Arkansas: 96, 103, 104, 107, 110, 114, 116, 137, 

168, 169, 170, 172, 174, 177, 178 180 198 
armatus (Cenomanocarcinus): 449 ' ' 
Armstrong County: 487 
armstrongi ( Endothyranella) : 240, 247 

sobrina (Endothyranella): 214 242 256 258 
2 5 9' 268 , , , , 

arti~ulosa (Glomospira): 214, 216, 233 259 269 
Art10dactyla: 527 ' ' 
asper (Reophax) :. 214, 216, 226, 261, 271 
aspera (Xantheos1a): 445 
asperus (Reophax) : 226 
Aspidograptus : 34-35, 40 

implicatus: 35 
minor: 35 
sp.: 35, 60 

Astacodes: 405, 410 422 
davisi: 408, 412-413, 458 
falcifer:. 410, 412, 413 
maxwelh: 403, 410-412, 413, 414, 456, 476 

Astacura: 403, 404, 414 
Astrohippus: 516 
Atoka: 67, 69, 71 
Atoka County: 89 
atrox ( Panthera) : 503 
Auloclisia: 153 
Aulophyllum: 153 
Aulopora: 185 

pros seri : 7 7 
sp.: 78 

Auloporidae: 185 
Austin: 425, 438, 452 

chalk: 412, 416 
axinoides (Palaeacis): 197 
Axophyllum: 159 

Baculites gracilis: 408 
Bad Axe member: 40, 41 
Bailey County: 496, 504 
baileyi (Endothyra) : 238 264 
bakeri (Buettneria): 362' 
Bandera: 437 
banderensis ( Pagurus) : 435-437 476 
Barbouria: 144, 146, 152 ' 
Barnett formation: 65, 66 68 

foraminifera in: 209 ' 
barn um browni ( Torynobelodon) : 4 7 7 
Barytichisma: 86, 88, 90, 129, 131, 138 

callosum: 67, 72, 75, 133, 134-137, 138, 140 
crassum: 67, 72, 75, 126, 131-133, 134, 138, 140 
repletum: 67, 72, 75, 130, 133-134, 137, 138 

Bassett, C. F.: 41 
basset ti ( Cryptograptus) : 41 

Bassler, R. C.: 78 
Bauneia: 109, 191 
Beaumontia: 191 
Beede, J. W.: 92 
Bell, Thomas: 440, 449, 450 
bellistriata (Leda): 69 
Bembexia nodomarginata: 69 
benburbensis (Caninia): 146 
bendensis (Pharkidonotus): 69 

(Reophax): 214, 215, 226, 227, 258, 270 
Bend group: 73, 74 
Bendian: 78 
bernhardus (Pagurus): 435 
bennetti (Cladochonus): 188 
Benson, W. N.: 16 
Benson fauna: 517 

fauna! assemblage: 513 
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bicalcaratus (Platygonus) : 527 548 550 
Bigenerina: 243 ' ' 

perexigua: 214, 243, 244 245 269 
B~g Saline member: 65, 67: 68, '69, 70, 72 
Bmgham, Oren C.: 80 
biserialis (Globivalvulina): 214, 248, 249, 255 

(Mooreinella): 214, 215, 216, 247, 248, 267, 
260, 262, 271 

Bison: 495, 498, 501, 503, 504, 505, 506 
bison: 501 
taylori: 498 

bitheca: 13, 23, 26 
blairi (Am plexus) : 142 
Blanco beds: 491, 509, 510 

faunal assemblage: 513, 615 
blancoensis (Tanupolama): 535, 536, 556 
blandum (Lophophyllidium): 95, 96, 98, 99, 101-

103, 104, 106 
Bla8tochaetetes: 190 
Blue Mound: 445 
Boa8, J. E. V.: 402 
Borborophagus : 3 61, 3 9 6 
Borophagus: 493, 516, 518 

diversidens: 520, 542 
Bothrophyllum: 159 
bowmani (Endothyra): 237, 239 
Bowsher, A. L.: 79 
Brachiopoda: 38 
bracbiopods: 20 
Brachygnatha: 404 
Brachyura: 404, 438 
Bradyina: 243, 264 

holdenvillensis: 214, 243 
magna: 243 
sp.: 214, 216, 243 

Bradyphyllum: 86, 138 
Branson, E. B.: 361 
Brentwood formation: 72, 96, 103, 104, 107, 116, 

137, 169, 170, 172, 174, 178, 180, 198 
brevis (Amplexus): 142 

(Nodosinella): 229 
Brevisepta: 82 
Bridwell, J. S.: 509 
Briscoe County: 487, 494, 504 
Britton formation: 408 
brittonestris ( Homarus) : 408, 425-427, 466 
Broadwater: 519 

fauna: 517 
faunal assemblage: 513 

broderipii ( Notopocorystes) : 440 
Bronaugh, Richmond: 509 
Bryograptus: 17 

callavei: 16, 19 
cambrensis: 16 
kjerulfi: 16, 19 

Buda limestone: 421 
B uettneria: 3 61 

bakeri: 362, 393 
howardensis: 361, 362 
perfecta: 362 
sp.: 275 

Buffalo Creek: 445 
buffaloensi s (Palaeodictyota): 37 
bulbosa (Hyperammina): 214, 215, 216, 220, 221, 

222, 223, 261, 262, 267 
Bulman, 0. M. G.: 15, 16, 30, 32, 34, 41 
Bunomastodontidae: 480 
Burnet: 437 

County: 163, 186, 189, 199 
Butterly formation: 40 

Cactograptus: 15, 19, 37 
Calappidae: 404, 441 
calcareus (Hemigordius) : 261 
calcariforme ( Hapsiphyllum) : 125 
calcariformis ( Zaphrentis) : 123, 129 
Calcitornella: 247, 263 

sp.: 214, 247 
Calcivertella: 263 
California Crossing: 401, 408 
callavei (Bryograptus): 16, 19 

( Clonograptus) : 16 
( Dictyonema) : 19 

Callianassa: 434, 437 
gamma: 435 
subterranea: 434 

Callianassidae: 40 4, 4 32 
Callodendrograptus: 28-29, 40 

elongatus: 29, 58, 60 
robustus: 29, 52, 56, 58 
rogersi: 29-30, 50 
sellardsi: 29, 30, 42, 48, 52, 56, 58 

expansus: 30-31, 48, 54, 56 
semicircularis: 31, 58, 60 

Callograptus: 26-27, 31, 32, 40 
antiquus: 17, 19, 22, 28, 40 
cf. antiquus: 27, 48 
hopkinsoni: 30 
minimus: 27, 60 
plummeri: 28, 42, 48 
salteri: 30 
staufferi: 17, 19, 30 
subtypicus: 28, 60 

callosum (Barytichisma): 67, 72, 75, 133, 134-
137, 140 

Caloxanthus americanus: 445 
cambrensis (Bryograptus): 16 
Cambrian graptolites : 13-60 
Camelidae: 531 
Camelops: 493, 494, 498, 501, 503, 504, 505, 50~), 

518 
cf. kansanus : 537, 556 

cameratus (Neospirifer) : 6!) 
Camp, C. L.: 276 
Campophyllum: 144, 146 

cylindricum: 146 
giganteum: 146 
torquium: 77, 78, 144 

canadensis (Linuparus) : 41 O 
caneyana (Pachypora) : 78 

(Striatopora) : 178 
Canidae: 520 
Canimartes : 516 
Caninia: 129, 137, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 152 

benburbensis: 146 
cylindrica herculina: 147 
gigantea: 146 
giganteum: 146 
juddi: 146 
torquia: 144 

Caninophyllum: 144, 147 
Canis: 494, 503 
Canyon group: 71 
Capromeryx: 505, 509, 517, 518 

sp.: 539 
captiosus (Lophamplexus): 118, 120-122, 123 
Captorhinus: 316 
carbonaria (Pachypora): 78, 177 
Carcinophyllum: 159 
cardinal: 82 
carinae: 82 
Carnivora: 520 
Carruthers, R. G.: 84, 134, 145 
Carson County: 501 
Carter, James: 450, 452 
carteri (Notopocorystes): 440 

(Saccamina) : 244 
Caryophyllia gigantea: 145 
Case, E. C.: 273, 276 
Casea: 329 
caseanus (Spinosuchus): 299 
cassedayi (Hapsiphyllum) : 88 
Castoridae: 520 
caudigalli ( Spirophyton) : 69 
Cedar Hill: 443 
Cedar Lake: 489 
Cenomanocarcinus: 405, 441, 444, 447 

armatus: 449 
inflatus: 447, 449 
oklahomensis: 449 
vanstraeleni: 408, 447-450, 474 

Centrephyllum: 153 
eervicifera (Proteonina): 214, 215, 216, 217, 257. 

259, 261, 262, 266 
Chaetetes: 66, 67, 68, 190-191, 253 

cylindraceus: 191 
eximius: 69, 72, 7 4, 186, 191-193, 194 
favosus: 67, 69, 72, 75, 193-194 
milleporaceus: 77, 78, 191 
schucherti: 191 
subtilis: 67, 69, 72, 75, 193, 194-195 

Chaetetidae: 190, 191 
Chaetetopsis: 190 
Chalk, Mrs. Otis: 273, 276, 361 
Chamberlain, T. C.: 17, 23 
Champososaurus: 306, 307 
Chapman, Frederick: 15, 16, 37, 38 
Chappel formation: 68 

foraminifera in: 209 
Charactophyllum: 144, 147 
Chariocephalus faunule: 4 0 

whitfieldi: 39, 41, 58 
Chaunograptus: 15, 19, 36, 37, 40 

irregularis : 36-37, 46, 50, 52 
novellus: 36 
palaeodictyotoides: 37, 46 

Chelf, Carl: 437, 477, 509 
Cherokee shale: 69 
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Chi, Y. S.: 137 
Chinle flora: 325 
Chonetes: 257, 258 

dominus: 255, 257 
shale: 241, 243, 251, 255 

Cibolocrinus punctatus: 257 
Cita Canyon fauna: 517 

faunal assemblage: 513 
Cladochonus: 185-186 

americanus: 187 
bennetti: 188 
fragilis: 67, 72, 75, 78, 186-187, 188, 208 
ten uicollis : 18 7 
texasensis: 69, 72, 74, 186, 187-188, 208 

Cladopora: 181 
classification of Paleozoic corals: 80 

scheme of: 404 
clavata (Deckerella): 263 
clavatula (Hyperammina) elongata: 222 
clavacoidea <Hyperammina): 214, 216, 220, 221, 

222, 259, 268 
Clematograptus: 34 

implicatus: 35 
Climacammina: 244, 245, 247, 263 

antiqua: 245, 247 
cushmani: 263 
cylindrica: 263 

Clisiophyllidae: 84, 152-164 
Clisiophyllum: 153, 159 
Clonograptus proximatus : 1 7, 19 

tenellus: 16, 19 
callavei: 16 

Cloud, P. E., Jr.: 41 
coaptum (Lophophyllidium): 103, 104, 106-107 
Coelenterata: 41 
Coelophysis: 299 

aff. longicollis: 295 
sp.: 275 

Coffee sand: 423 
coloradoensis (Dictyonema): 41 

(Ptiograptus): 41 
column: 82 
comancheensis (Ophthalmoplax): 445 
Comanche Peak formation: 438 
commune (Cribrostomum): 244 
complexum (Lophophyllidium): 104 
compresa (Clomospira) : 214, 216, 232, 233 
compressum (Phaneroceras) : 69, 71 
concava (Tetrataxis): 251 
confertum (Lophophyllidium) : 99, 110 
confragosus (Haplophragmoides): 214, 216, 235, 

254, 259, 260, 267 
Conograptus simplex: 41 
conoideum (Lophophyllidium) : 69, 72, 7 4, 95-96, 

98, 99, 101, 103, 104 
Coon Creek: 422, 427 
Corinth: 42 3 
Cornuspira: 247 

semiconstrictus: 231 
sp.: 214, 247 

corona (Tetrataxis): 250, 251 
corrugata (Amplexicarinia): 67, 69, 72, 74, 75, 

138, 140, 141, 142-143 
corrugatus (Amplexus): 78, 142 
Corwenia : 15 3 
Coso Mountain fauna: 517 

fauna! assemblage: 513 
Cotylosauria: 316 

counter: 82 
crassa (Nodosinella) : 22U 
crassiseptatum (Hapsiphyllum): 125, 128-129 
crassum (Barytichisma): 67, 72, 75, 126, 131-133, 

1 3 4, 138, 14 0 
(Derbya): 66 

cretacea (Galathea): 43o-431, 472 
(Globigerina): 264 

Cribrospi'l"a: 264 
Cribrostomoides: 264 
Cribrostomum: 244, 245, 246, 263, 264 

commune: 244 
lucillae: 247 
marblense: 211, 214, 245, 246, 253, 255, 257, 

258 
textulariforme: 244 

Craterophyllum: 146 
Crawfish Draw: 509 
Croneis, Carey: 78 
croneisi (Rayonnoceras) : 69 
Crosby County: 275, 490, 505, 510 
Crowley: 422 
Cryptograptus bassetti: 41 
Cummins, W. F.: 78 
Cumminsia: 78, 164-165 

aplata: 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 79, 128 166-167, 
198, 208, 229, 230, 242, 255. 258 , 

cumminsii (Plesippus): 515, 527 
cushmani (Climacammina): 263 
Cyathoclisia: 153 
Cyathophyllidae: 143, 152 
Cyathophyllum: 144, 145 

giganteum: 146 
Cyathaxonidae: 84, 93, 152 
Cyathaxonia sp.: 78 
Cyclaminna: 264 
cylindraceus (Chaetetes): 191 
cylindrica (Climacammina): 263 

(Caninia): 147 
(Zaphrentis): 145 

cylindricum (Campophyllum): 146 
cymba (Palaeacis): 198 
Cynognathus: 307 
Cynomys: 505, 506 

Dallam County: 503 
Dallas County: 401 
dalii (Triplophyllum): 88, 134 
Davis, Eugene Elmer: 413, 428 
davisi (Astacodes): 408, 412-413, 458 

(Homarus): 408, 427-428, 466 
Deadwood formation: 26 
Deckerella: 245, 263 

clavata: 263 
laheei: 263 

deflation: 488 
delanoui ( Zaphrentoides) : 130 
Dendrograptus: 20, 22, 27, 40, 41 

edwardsi: 17, 18, 19, 41 
major: 17, 19, 20-22, 40, 44, 46, 52, 54, 60 

hallianus: 17, 18, 19, 20, 41 
spissus: 18, 19 
wilbernensis: 22-24, 46, 54 

helenae: 24, 44, 60 
hilswecki: 24-25, 44, 54 
kindlei: 17. 19, 22, 25, 40, 46 
minutus : 25-26, 54 
novellus: 3 6 
sparsus: 17, 18, 19, 29 
spissus: 23 
thomasi: 17, 19, 26, 40, 41, 44, 54, 60 

Dendroidea: 17, 20, 32, 33, 36, 41 
densum (Lophotichium): 114, 116, 117, 118 
Denton clay: 447 

formation: 430 
dentonensis (Homarus) : 424, 427 
depressa (Palaeacis): 197 
Derbya crassa: 66 
Desmatosuchus sp.: 275 
Des Moines group: 67 
Diadertes: 314, 316, 317 
Diapsida: 320 
Dibunophyllum: 153, 157, 158 

inauditum: 155, 157-158, 164 
valeriae : 15 7, 15 8 

dichrous (Notopocorystes): 408, 438-440, 472 
Dickens County: 2 7 5 
Dictyoclostus morrowensis: 66 
Dictyograptus flabelliforme norvegica: 16 
Dictyonema: 18, 27, 28, 31, 40 

coloradoensis: 41 
c:ominnesotense: 31-32, 50 
flabelliforme: 15, 16, 19, 34, 40, 41 

anglica: 16, 19 
no-cvegica: 16, 19 
sociale: 16, 19 
typica: 16, 19 

flexibilis: 32, 50 
maximus: 32-33, 50 
minnesotensis: 17, 19, 31, 33, 34 
schucherti: 17, 19, 22, 33, 40, 50 
sociale: 16, 19 
sp.: 34, 50 
tenellus callavei: 19 
wyomingense: 17, 19, 33-34, 40, 50 

Diplochaetites: 1 flO 
Diplograptus amplexicaulus: 30 
Dipterophyllum: 165 

glans: 208 
discus ( Microcyclus) : 16 6, 208 
dissepiments: 82 
distensa (Endothyra): 214, 239, 240, 2.U, 252, 

257, 258, 268 
distinctum (Lophophyllidium): 99 
diversidens ( Borophagus) : 520, 542 
Dixon, F.: 414 
dixoni ( Enoploclytia) : 416 

( Palaeas tac us) : 414 
Dockum formation: 273, 275, 361 
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dominus (Chonetes): 255, 257 
Douvilleiceras mammillatum: 437 

sp.: 437 
Drake, N. F.: 194 
Dresbach form a ti on : 4 O 
Dromiacea: 404, 450 
Dromiidea: 404, 450 
Dromilites america!la: 42 3 
dunbari (Lophophyllidium): 101 

Eagle Ford group: 408, 443 
Earlandia: 223, 224 

minuta: 214, 215, 216, 224, 261, 267 
perparva: 224, 225 

Easton, W. H.: 78, 80, 110, 130, 144 
eastoni (Lophophyllidium): 98, 104, 108-110, 114 
eatoni (Aglaspella) : 3 9 
Ector County: 487, 506 

tongue: 416 
Edaphosaurus: 329 
Edentata: 525 
.Edwards, H. M.: 145, 146 
edwardsi (Dendrograptus): 17, 18, 19, 20-22, 40, 

41. 44, 46, 52, 54, 60 
Eichwald, Eduard: 15 
elegans ( Hyperamminella) : 223 

( Hyperamminoides) : 224 
elegantissima (Hyperammina): 214, 216, 220, 222, 

261, 266 
Elias, M. K.: 80 
eliasi (Lophample:xus): 120, 122, 123 
EllenburgE:r formation: 65, 68 
Elles, Gertrude: 16 
elongata (Hyperammina) : 220 

clavatula: 222 
elonga tus ( Callodendrograptus) : 29, 58, 60 
emaciatus (Reophax) : 214, 215, 216, 227, 228, 

2 3 0' 2 6 2' 27 0 
Empodesma: 89-90 

imulum: 69, 72, 7 4, 90-92 
Engonoceras: 425 

serpentinum: 445 
Enoploclytia: 405, 414 

dixoni: 416 
kimzeyi: 414, 421 
leachii: 414 
sculpta: 414, 422 
selmaensis: 414, 423 
sp.: 414-415, 422, 423, 460 
triglypta: 414. 415-416, 420, 421, 460 
tumimanus: 414, 422, 423 
walkeri: 414, 416-421, 462, 464 
wenoensis: 414, 422-423 
wintoni: 414, 421-422, 472 

Endothyra: 237, 238, 239, 242, 264 
baileyi: 238, 264 
bowmani: 237, 239 
disten~a: 214, 239, 240, 241, 252, 257, 258, 268 
pauciloculata: 241 
rotaliformis: 214, 240, 255, 269 
whitesidei: 214, 215, 216, 240, 241, 258 

Endothyranella: 239, 242, 263, 264 
armstrongi: 240, 242 

sobrina: 214, 242, 256, 258, 259, 268, 269 
minuta: 236 
stormi: 243 

eocenica (Upogebia): 435 
eominnesotense (Dictyonema): 31-32, 50 
Eqaidae: 526 
Equus: 4~l4, 498, 501, 504, 505, 506, 526 
Ervmidae: 404, 414 
Er~·onidea: 404 
Ethek,crinus texasensis: G6, 257 
eugeneae (Michelinia): 77, 78, 170, 172 
Euryph:dlum: 86, 90, 130, 131 
eurystyle (Neohipparion): 4 77 
Evans, Glen L.: 362. 509 
Ewers, J. D.: 163, 189 
excentricus (Zaphrentoides): 72, 73, 74, 121, 126, 

130-131 
exile (Lophophyllidium): 103, 104-106, 117 
exilimura (Michelinia): 78, 168-169, 174 
eximius (Chaetetes): 69, 72, 74, 186, 191-193, 

HJ4 
Exogyra arietina: 4 5 2 
exopodital scale: 402 
expansus ( Callodendrograptus) : 30-31, 48, 54, 56 

(H:-·peramminoides): 214, 216, 223, 224, 259. 
268 

0xpatiatus (Reophax): 214, 216, 225, 226, 228, 
2 61, 2 6 2. 270 

ext um id um ( Lophophyllidium) : 67, 72, 7 5, 93, 96, 
98, 9 9' 1 0 1. 1 0 3' 1 0 4' 1 0 6, 1 0 7' 109 

Fabricius: 4 32 
falcifer .<Astacodes): 410, 412, 413 
falconeri (Rhynchotherium): 523 
Farmers ville: 414 
Fasciculophyllum: 92 
Favosites: 167, 175 181 
Favositidae: 167 ' 
favosus (Chaetetes): 67, 69, 72, 75, 193-194 
Feldt fauna: 477 
Felidae: 521 
Felser, K. O.: 141 
Fenestella: 31 
fittsi (Nodosinella): 228 

(Reophax): 214, 216, 227, 228, 229 230 270 
flabellifor~e (Dictyonema): 15, 16, 19', 34,' 40, 41 

(Gorgoma): 15 
flabelloides (Archaeocryptolaria): 38 
ftexibilis ( Dictyonema) : 32., 50 
Fort Sill formation: 39, 40, 41 
Fort Worth: 421, 430, 432 

limestone: 421 
fossula: 82 
fossulatus (Pliohippus): 477 
fraasi ( Metoposaurus): 362 
fragilis (Cladochonus): 67, 72, 75, 78, 186-187, 

188. 208 
Franconia formation: 18, 39, 40, 41 
Frech, F.: 146 
Frederickson, E. A.: 13 
friabilis (Hyperammina): 220 
fricki (Amebelodon): 477, 478, 484 

( Gigantocamelus) : 531 
Fuqua, H. B.: 13 
Fusulina: 255, 264 

llanoensis: 67, 68 
Fusiella primaeva: 68 

Gaines County: 489, 505 
Gainesville: 422 
Gaither, Q. 0.: 443 
Galathea: 405, 430 

cretacea: 430-431, 472 
limonitica: 431-432, 472 
strigosa: 430 
ubaghsi: 431 

Galatheidae: 404, 430 
Galatheidea: 404, 430 
Gallentine, Wayne: 80 
gallowayi (Nanicella): 262 
gamma ( Callianassa) : 435 

(Upogebia) : 435 
Garza County: 505 
Gastrioceras smithwickense: 71, 72 
Geinitzina: 264 
Genitzella: 264 
Georgetown: 421 

limes tone: 4 21 
Gerth, H.: 81 
Gibbons conglomerate: 65 
gibsoni ( Zaphrentis) : 7 8 
gigantea (Caryophyllia): 145 

(Caninia): 145 
giganteum (Campophyllum): 146 

(Caninia): 146 
( Cyathophyllum) : 146 

Gigantocamelus: 493, 503, 509, 514, 517, 518 
fricki: 531 
spatula: 531-535, 552, 554 

Girty, George H.: 79, 92, 99, 185 
(~laessner, M. F.: 424, 450 
glans ( Dipterophyllum) : 208 
Glen Rose formation: 437 
glennensis (Nodosinella): 229 

(Reophax): 214, 216, 227, 228, 229, 230, 258, 
271 

Globigerina cretacea: 264 
seminolensis: 264 

Globivalvulina: 248 
biserialis: 214, 248, 249, 255 
sp.: 214 

Glomospira: 232, 233 
articulosa: 214, 216, 233, 259, 269 
compres::rn: 214, 216, 232, 233 
umbilicata: 215, 233, 263 

Glomospirella: 233 
umbi]icata: 214, 215, 216, 233, 234, 235, 254. 

259, 260, 261, 262, 269 
Glypheidea: 403, 404 
Glyphostomella: 263 
GJyptodon: 498, 505 
Glytodontidae: 526 
Glyptotherium texanum: 517, 526, 542 
Gober chalk: 412 
~;onothecae: 14, 37, 38 
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gonothecatus ( Archaeocryptolaria) : 38, 50, 58, 60 
Goodenough member: 40 
Goodwin, Powell: 362 
G0rgonia flabelliforme: 15 
Grabau, A. W.: 81 82 
gracile (Neokonin~kophyllum): 68 69 72 73 74 

156, 161, 162-163, 164 ' , , , , 
gracilis (Baculites): 408 

(Hyperammina) : 220, 221 
rugosa (Hyperammina) : 220 221 

grandis (Trepeilopsis): 247 ' 
grangeri (Platybelodon) : 477 
graptolites, Wilberns: 13-60 
Graptolithina: 20 
Graptolithus: 15 

hallianus: 17, 22, 23 
Graptoloidea: 17, 39 
Grayson marl: 452 
graysonensis (Necrocarcinus): 441, 443, 444, 449 
Gregory, J. T.: 362, 443 
griffithi ( Zaphrentis): 129 
Grimmer, R. A.: 407 
grimmeri (Linuparus): 406-408, 454, 456, 476 
Grove, B. H.: 88, 129 
Gymnopleura: 404, 438 

Hadrophyllum: 165 
aplatum: 63, 71, 78, 165, 166 
orbignyi: 165, 208 
romingeri: 165, 166 

Hagerman fauna: 517 
faunal assemblage: 513 

Haime, J.: 145, 146 
Hale County: 504 

formation: 72, 98, 101, 103, 104, 106, 107, 111, 
114, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 
128, 138, 141, 143, 149, 151, 152, 155, 156, 
158, 161, 170, 172, 177, 178, 181, 183, 187, 
193, 198 

Hall, James: 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 31 36 125 
hallianus (Dendrograptus): 17 18 '19 '20 22-24 

41, 46, 54 , • ' , , 
(Graptolithus): 17, 22, 23 

Hapalocarcinidea: 404 
Haplograptus: 35, 40 

vermiform is: 17, 19, 22, 27, 35-36, 46, 58 
wisconsinsensis: 17, 18, 19, 35 

Haplophragmoides: 235 
confragosus: 214, 216, 235, 254, 259 260, 267 

Hapsiphyllidae: 84, 123-143 ' 
Hapsiphyllum: 86, 123-125, 129, 143 

calcariforme: 125 
cassedayi: 88 
crassiseptatum: 125, 128-129 
moukouense: 126 
retusum: 72, 73, 74, 121, 125, 126-128 
tumidum: 72, 73, 74, 118, 125-126, 128 
tumulum: 121 

Haring, Louis: 477 
Harris, George: 425 
Hartley County: 490, 493, 503 
Haslet: 445 
Hayes, A . 0.: 16 
Heald, K. C.: 95 
he Jenae ( Dendrograptus) : 24, 44, 60 
Hemigordius calcareus: 261 
Hemphill: !518 

County: 500 
Hemphillian age: 477 
herculina <Caninia): 147 
Heritsch, F.: 141 
Heterocoenites : 181 
Heterophrentis: 129 

orolifica: 129 
Hill, Ann: 80 
Hill, Dorothy: 81, 82, 84, 137, 146, 147, 152, 153, 

175, 185 
Hill, R. T.: 412 
Hilseweck, Helen: 2 4 
Hil" eweck, William: 13, 25 
hilswecki ( Dendrograptus) : 24-25, 44, 54 
Hippidea: 404 
Hippotigris : 493, 517, 518 

simplicidens: 526 
Hockley County: 486, 497, 504 
holdenvillensis (Bradyina): 214, 243 
Holmesina: 504 
Homalophyllum: 12 9 
Homarus: 403, 405, 423, 424, 445 

americanus: 402 
brittonestris: 408, 425-427, 466 
davisi: 40R, 427-428, 466 
dentonensis: 424, 427 
johnsoni: 42 3 

mcnairyensis: 427 
tarrantensis: 424, 427 
tra vis ens is : 423-425, 469 
vulgaris: 423 

Homer limestone: 191 
Honey Creek formation: 40 
hopkinsoni ( Callograptus) : 3 O 
Hoploparia: 427 
Horton's Mill: 408 
Howard County: 361, 495 505, 506 

Triassic beds: 273, 274 
correlations: 275 

howardensis (Buettneria): 362 
Howell, B. F.: 16 
Huang, T. K.: 81, 137 
Hudson, R. G. S.: 78, 130 
Hudson formation: 40 41 
Humboltidae: 523 ' 
Hyatt, Alpheus: 408 
Hydroida: 35 
hydroids: 16, 19, 37, 38 
hydrothecae: 13 
Hydrozoa: 15, 20, 35, 36, 38 
Hyman, Mrs. Sarah Mina: 273, 276, 361 
Hyperammina: 219, 220, 222, 223 

buJbosa: 214, 215, 216, 220 221 222 223 261 
2 6 2' 267 , ' , , ' 

clavaco~de~: 214, 216, 220, 221, 222, 259, 266 
eleganbss1ma: 214, 216 , 220, 222, 261, 266 
elongata: 220 

clavatula: 222 
friabilis: 220 
gracilis: 220, 221 

rugosa: 220, 221 
sp.: 257, 259 
spinescens: 214, 215, 216, 223, 254, 258, 260, 

261, 262, 267 
subnodosa: 220 

Hyperamminella: 223, 263 
elegans : 2 2 3 
minuta: 213, 224, 261 
protea: 215, 224, 257 

Hyperamminidae: 219 
Hyperamminoides: 220, 222, 223, 224, 263 

elegans: 224 
expansus: 214, 216, 223, 224, 259, 268 
mmuta: 224 
protea: 224 
proteus : 224 

Hypolagus: 509, 516 
sp.: 520 

idonium (Lophophyllidium): 67, 72, 75, 96-99, 
103, 106, 107 

ignotum (Lophophyllidium): 98, 104, 108, 110 
Illmion Lake: 486, 489 497 
immota (Striatopora): i71, 178 180, 208 
implicatus ( Aspjdograptus) : 35' 

( Clematograptus) : 35 
improcerum ( Lophotichium) : 114, 116-117, 121 
imulum (Empodesma): 69 72 74 90-92 
inauditum (Dibunophyllum): i55 '157-158 164 
inflatus (Cenomanocarcinus): 447 449 ' 
interpolatus (Pliohippus): 477 ' 
interseptal ridges: 82 
Iowa: 198 
irginae ( Amplexocarinia) : 14 2 
Ironton member: 18, 40 
irregularis (Chaunograptus): 36-37, 46, 50, 52 
Ischnodactylus texanus: 445 

·!effords .. R. M.: 79, 80, 93, 107, 109, 140 
Jerofeew1 (Pseudozaphrentoides): 147 
johnsoni (Homarus) : 423 

(Smyethis): 423 
Jolliffe limestone: 174, 198 
Jones , 0. A.: 81 
jonesi (Metoposaurus): 362 
Jordan sandstone: 17, 40 
juddi (Caninia): 146 

( Pseudozaphrentoides) : 14 fl 

Kalamoiketor: 361 
Kansas: 120, 157, 193, 194 
kansanus (Camelops): 537, 556 
Keble, R. A. : 16 
Kelly, J. Charles: 499 
Keyes, C. R.: 149 
Kimble County: 14!1, 156, 161, 162, 163, 164, 

193, 194, 199 
kimzeyi (Enoploclytia): 414, 421 

( Palaeas tac us) : 414 
kindlei (Dendrograptus): 17, 19, 22 , 25, 40, 46 
King, R. H.: 79, 193, 425 
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Kirkland, Forrest: 407, 413 
kjerulfi ( Bryograptus) : 16, 19 
kleinfelderi (Linuparus) : 410 
Knox dolomite : 4 O 
Koninck, L. G. de: 145 
KoninckophyJlum: 93, 153, 158, 159 
Koskinodon: 361, 398 

princeps : 3 9 6 
Kozlowski, R.: 41 
Kumatiophyllum: 153 
Kuweichowpora: 189 

labeschii (Necrocarcinus): 441, 444, 449 
Labyrinthodontia: 361 
Lagomorpha: 520 
Laguna Salada playa: 497 
laheei (Deckerella) : 263 

( Nodosinella) : 229 
(Polytaxis): 249 

Lama: 535, 536 
Lamar County: 412 
Lamb County: 407, 486, 488 
lamellae: 82 
Lampasas County: 90, 92, 199 

series: 77 
Lang, W. D.: 80, 81, 137, 143, 153, 164, 175 
latebrosa (Michelinia) : 67, 72, 75, 168, 169, 170, 

172-174 
Latson, W. W.: 14, 21 
Laudon, L. R.: 79 
Leach, W. E.: 432, 434 
leachii (Enoploclytia) : 414 
Leda: 73 

bellistriata: 69 
Lemons Bluff member: 65, 66, 67-69 
Lepidosauria: 303, 306, 314, 315 
lepidus (Pseudozaphrentoides) : 67, 69, 72, 7 4, 

7 5, 147-149, 152, 156, 163 
Leporidae: 520 
leptostomus (Megalonyx): 517, 525, 556 
Leptotylopus: 517 

percelsus : 538 
libinoides (Mithracia): 450, 452 
limonitica (Galathea) : 431-432, 472 
Lindstromiidae: 84 
Lingula: 71 
Lingulepis walcotti: 2 2 
Linnaeus : 15 
Linuparus: 405, 406 

adkinsi: 410 
canadensis : 410 
grimmeri: 406-408, 454, 456, 476 
kleinfelderi: 410 
trigonus: 406 
vancouverensis: 410 
watkinsi: 407, 408-410, 454, 476 
wilcoxensis: 423 

Lipscomb County: 487 
Lithostrotionidae: 152 
Lituolidae: 2 3 5 
Llano County: 121, 125, 12-6, 128, 196, 198, 199 

Estacado: 485, 509 
llanoensis (Fusulina) : 67 
localities : 19 8 
Lodi shale: 18, 19, 24, 30, 41 
longicollis (Coelophysis): 295 
Lonsdaleidae: 152 
lonsdaleoid structure: 82 
Lophamplexus: 92, 120, 141 

captiosus: 118, 120-122, 123 
eliasi: 120, 122, 123 
sp. A: 118, 121, 122, 123 
sp. B: 118, 121, 122-123 

Lophophyllidae: 93 
Lophophyllidiidae: 84, 92-123, 152 
Lophophyllidium: 86, 90, 92, 93, 111, 116, 120, 

140 
adapertum: 67, 72, 75, 96, 98, 99-101 
angustifolium: 101, 103-104 
blandum: 95, 96, 98, 99, 101-103, 104, 106 
coaptum: 103, 104, 106-107 
complexum: 104 
confertum: 99, 107, 110 
conoideum: 69, 72, 74, 95-96, 98, 99, 101, 103, 

104 
distinctum: 99 
dunbari: 101 
eastoni: 98, 104, 108-110, 114 
exile : 103, 104-106, 11 7 
extumidum: 67, 72, 75, 93, 96, 98, 99, 101, 103, 

104, 106, 107, 109 
idonium: 67, 72, 7 5, 96-99, 103, 106, 107 
ignotum: 98, 104, 108, 110 
metum: 95, 96, 98, 101, 103, 104, 106 

minutum: 95, 99, 103, 104, 106, 107-108 
mundulum: 103 
murale: 108, 110 
newelli: 95, 99 
prolif erum : 111 
sp. A: 110-111 
yakov le vi: 101 

Lophophyllum: 93, 158, 159 
profundum: 77, 78 
proliferum sauridens: 109 

Lophotichium: 93, 111 
amoenum: 116, 117, 118, 120 
densum: 114, 116, 117, 118 
improcerum: 114, 116-117, 121 
sp. A: 118-120 
vescum: 111, 112-116, 117, 118, 120, 121 

Lower Pennsylvanian, foraminifera in: 209-270 
Lubbock County: 504 
lucillae (Cribrostomum): 247 
Lynn County: 489, 495, 505 

Macrocnemus: 315, 322 
Macruran genus, indet.: 422 
Madison member: 40 
magna ( Bradyina) : 243 
major ( Dendrograptus) : 17, 19, 20-22, 40, 44, 

46, 52, 54, 60 
major septa: 82 
Malonophyllum: 92 
Mammalia: 520 
mammillatum (Douvilleiceras): 437 
mammoth: 494, 498, 517 
Marble Falls limestone: 64-69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 84, 

88, 90, 92, 95, 96, 98, 99, 101, 109, 126, 131, 
133, 134, 137, 138, 140, 141, 143, 149, 151, 
155, 161, 162, 163, 164, 174, 175, 177, 178. 
181, 186, 188, 189, 193, 194, 199, 200, 201 

foraminifera in: 209-271 
marblense (Cribrostomum): 211, 214, 245, 246, 

253, 255, 257, 258 
marblensis ( Millerella) : 68, 252 
Marginifera: 65 

roemeri: 66, 257 
Marmaton group: 108 
Marysville formation: 40 
Mason County: 194, 200 

graptolite locality: 14, 20, 21 
Mastigograptus: 15, 18, 19, 37 
mastodons, shovel-tusked: 477 
Mateer, Warren D.: 477 
Mather, K. F.: 78, 142, 168 
matheri (Spirifer) : 69 
Matthew, G. F.: 16 
maxima (Polytaxis) : 249 
maximus (Dictyonema): 32--33, 50 
Maxwell, Carlisle: 412 
Maxwell, J. B.: 412 
maxwelli ( Astacodes) : 403, 41()-412, 413, 414, 

456, 476 
McAnulty, W. N.: 276, 362 
McCulloch County: 157, 186, 197, 199 
McGeehee ranch: 487 
McGrew, Paul 0.: 509, 519 
McLearn, F. H.: 17 
mcnairyensis (Homarus): 427 
Meade, Grayson E.: 273, 276, 362 
median ridge: 402 
Meek, F. B.: 195 
Megalonyx leptostomus: 517, 525, 556 
Megatheriidae: 525 
Mehl, M. G.: 361 
Merostomata: 20, 39, 58 
Merrill, G. P.: 416 
metasepta: 82 
methods of studv of corals: 79 
Metoicoceras whitei: 408 
Metoposauridae: 361 
Metoposaurus fraasi: 362 

jonesi: 362 
metum (Lophophyllidium): 96, 96, 98, 101, 103, 

104, 106 
Michelin, J. L. H.: 145 
Michelinia: 167, 181 

eugeneae: 77, 78, 170, 172 
exilimura: 78, 168-169, 174, 176 
Iatebrosa: 67, 72, 75, 168, 170, 172-174 
referta: 67, 72, 73, 7 4, 75, 168, 169, 170, 172, 

174-175 
scopulosa: 168, 169-172, 174, 177, 183, 208 
spissata: 168, 169, 170, 172, 174 
subcylindrica: 78, 181, 182 
tenuicula: 168, 170, 172, 174, 183 

Microcyclus: 165 
discus: 166, 208 
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Middle Cambrian hydroids : 16 
Midland County: 506 
midwayensis (Upogebia): 434 
m illeporaceus ( Chaetetes) : 7 7, 7 8, 1 91 
Millerella: 255 

marblensis: 68, 252 
sp.: 255 

Mills County: 194 
Milne-Edwards, A.: 447 
minimus (Callograptus): 27, 60 
minnesotense (Dictyonema): 19, 31, 83, S' 
minnesotensis (Dictyonema: 17 
minor (Aspidograptus) : 35 
minor septa: 83 
minuta (Ammobaculites): 236 

(Earlandia): 214, 215, 216, 224, 261, 267 
( Endothyranella) : 2 3 6 
<Hyperamminella): 215, 224, 261 
( Hyperamminoides) : 2 2 4 

minutissimus (Reophax): 214, 216, 230, 231, 259, 
262, 271 

minutum (Lophophyllidium): 95, 99, 103, 104, 106, 
107-108 

minutus (Ammobaculites): 214, 216, 236, 237, 
258, 266 

( Dendrograptus) : 25-26, 54 
mirificus (Stegomastodon): 525 

(Tanupolama) : 535, 536 
Mississippian formations, foraminifera in: 209 
Mithracia: 450 

libinoidee: 450, 452 
oblita: 452 

Monilopora: 185 
Monogenerina: 264 
Monsen, Astrid: 16 
Moore, R. C.: 78, 79, 93, 140 
moorei (Striatopora) : 252 
Mooreinella: 247 , 248 

biserialis: 214, 215, 216, 247, 257, 260, 262, 271 
Morgan, G. C. : 7 8 
Moreman, W. L.: 408 
Morrow formation: 67, 69, 73 
Morrowan series : 77 
morrowensis (Dictyoclostus) : 66 
Morse, 0. R.: 500 
Moseley, Fred T.: 442 
moseleyi (Necrocarcinus): 441, 444, 468 
moukouense ( Hapsiphyllum) : 126 
Mound Lake : 4 8 9 
Mount Blanco: 509 
Mulberry Canyon: 487 
mulattenuata (Syringopora): 77, 189 
Multithecopora: 188-189 

paucitabulata: 69, 72, 74, 186, 189-190 
penchiensis: 188, 189 

mundulum (Lophophyllidium): 103 
Munida: 432 
mural pores: 83 
murale (Lophophyllidium) : 108, 110 
muralis irginae (Amplexocarinia) : 142 
Mylodon: 505 

Nanicella gallowayi: 262 
Nannippus: 493, 518 

phlegon: 517, 527 
Natantia: 404 
Nebraskan age: 519 
Necrocarcinus: 405, 441, 449 

graysonensis: 441, 443, 444, 449 
labeschii: 441, 444, 449 
moseleyi: 441, 444, 468 
ovalis: 442-443, 444, 446, 468 
renfroae : 443-445, ~9 
scotti: 444, 445-447, 468 
texensis: 441, 444, 449 
tricarinatus: 441, 444, 449 
vanstraeleni: 444 

Nelson, Norman E.: 442, 432 
Neocardicoeras septem-seriatum: 408 
N eofiber: 505 
N eohipparion : 516 

eurystyle: 477 
sp.: 477 

Neokoninckophyllum: 140, 153, 155, 158-159 
arcuatum: 67, 68, 72, 75, 155, 156, 158, 161-

162, 164 
gracile: 68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 156, 161, 162-163, 

164 
simplex: 155, 156, 157, 159-161, 162, 164 
sp. A: 163-164 

Neospirifer cameratus: 69 
Neozaphrentis: 129 

Nephrops: 405, 428 
americanus: 429-430, 468 
norvegicus: 428 

Nephropsidae: 404, 423 
Nephropsidea: 404, 414 
Necturus: 362 
newelli (Lophophyllidium): 95, 9{) 
New Mexico: 178, 198, 485, 497 
Nichols, Rachel H.: 538 
nitellus (Pseudozaphrentoides): 147 149, 151-152, 

156 , 
nitidus (Ammobaculites) : 237 
nodomarginata (Bembexia): 69 
Nodosinella armorensis: 229 

arenata: 225 
brevis: 229 
crassa: 229 
fittsi: 228 
glennensis: 229 
laheei: 229 

Nolichucky formation: 22, 40 
zone: 20 

molinense (Phaneroceras): 67 
novellus (Chaunograptus): 36 

(Dendrograptus): 36 
norvegica ( Dictyonema) : 16, 19 

(Nephrops): 428 
Norwalk sandstone: 17 
Notopocorystes: 405, 438, 440 

broderipii: 440 
carteri : 4 4 0 
dichrous: 408, 438-440, 472 
parvus: 440 
punctatus: 440, 445 
stokesii: 438 
syriacus: 440 

Nummulostegina sp.: 257, 258, 259 

oblita ( Mithracia) : 452 
oblitum (Rathbunopon) : 450, 469 
Ochiltree County: 477 
Oklahoma: 99, 101, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108, 111, 

114, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 
128, 138, 141, 143, 149, 151, 152, 155, 156, 
158, 161, 168, 169, 170, 172, 174, 175 177, 
178, 181, 183, 186, 187, 191, 193, 198 , 

oklahomensis (Cenomanocarcinus): 449 
(Pachypora) : 78, 177 
(Striatopora) : 80, 177-180, 181 

Oldham County: 500 
Olson, Everett C.: 509 
onca (Panthera): 521, 523 
Ophiacodon: 304 
Ophthalmidiidae: 247 
Ophthalmoplax comancheensis: 445 
opimus (Spirifer) : 69 
Orbiculoidea: 71 
orbigyni (Hadrophyllum): 165, 208 
Ornitholestes: 324 
Orobias: 263 
Orthotetes: 65 
osagensis (Wellerella): 66 
Othovertella: 263 
Otterville limestone: 107, 170, 172, 174 
ovali~ (Necrocarcinus) : 442-443, 444, 446, 468 
Oxystomata: 404, 441 

Pachypora: 175, 181 
caneyana: 78 
carbonaria: 78, 177 
oklahomensis: 78, 177 

Paeckelmannia: 66 
Paguridae: 404, 435 
Paguridea: 404, 435, 436 
Pagurus: 405, 435 

banderensis: 435-437, 476 
bernhardus: 435 
travisensis: 437-438, 476 

Palaeacidae: 195 
Palaeacis : 81, 195 

axinoides : 197 
cymba: 198 
depressa: 197 
testata: 72, 73, 74, 195-197, 208 
tubifer: 198 
um bona ta: 198 
walcotti: 72, 74, 196, 197-198 

Palaea.stacus: 414 
dixoni: 414 
kimzeyi: 414 
selmaensis : 4 2 3 
walkeri : 416 

Palaecyclidae: 164 
Palaeocyclus: 164 
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Palaeodictyota buffaloensis: 37 
palaeodictyotoides ( Chaunograptus) : 37, 46 
palaeoonca (Panthera): 521, 522, 523, 542, 544 
Palaeosmilia: 144, 146 
Palinura: 403, 404, 406 
Palinurellus: 403 
Palinuridae: · 404, 406 
Palo Pinto County: 197 
palmatus (Triplophyllites): 130 
Panhandle clays: 513 
Panthera: 509, 516 

atrox: 503 
onca: 521, 523 
palaeoonca: 521, 522, 523, 542, 544 

Paracaninia: 137-138, 144, 147 
~rnna: 69, 72, 74, 126, 137, 138-140 

Paralegoceras texanum: 69 
parallela (Zaphrentis): 130 
Paramithrax walkeri: 416 
parvus ( N otopocorystes) : 440 
pauciloculata (Endothyra): 241 
paucitabulata (Multithecopora): 6~l, 72, 74, 186, 

189-190 
Pawpaw shale: 430, 431, 432, 442, 445 
Peetzia: 144, 14 7 
Pelseneer, P.: 431 
Pelycosauria: 319 
penchiensis (Multithecopora): 188, 189 
Pennsylvanian, corals of: 63-76 

formations, foraminifera in: 209-271 
Lower, stratigraphy of: 63-76 

percels us ( Leptoty lopus) : 538 
perexigua (Bigenerina): 214, 243, 244, 254, 269 
perfecta (Buettneria): 362 
Peris sodacty la: 5 2 6 
perparva (Earlandia): 224 
Peterhans, E.: 190 
Phaneroceras compressum: 69, 71 

nolinense: 76 
Pharkidonotis bendensis: 69 
Phillips, J.: 412 
Phioma: 482 
phlegon (Nannippus): 517, 527 
Phlyctisoma: 414 

tuberculatum: 414 
phrygia (Zaphrenthis): 129 
Pick, Caroline: 13 
Pine Barren: 423 
Platybelodon: 481 

grangeri: 477 
Platybelodontinae: 480, 481 
Platygonus: 493, 515, 517, 518 

bicalcaratus: 527, 548, 550 
texanus: 528, 548, 550 

playas: 489 
Plerophyllum: 96 
Plesippus: 493 

cumminsii: 515, 527 
simplicidens: fil6, 527 

Pleurodictyum: 167 
Pleurosaurus: 322 
Pliauchenia: 531 

stage: 538 
spatula: 531 

Pliohippus cf. interpolatus: 477 
fossulatus: 477 

Plummer, F. B.: 13, 78, 79, 80, 88, 95, 96, 99, 107, 
126, 130, 133, 134, 137, 143, 149, 155, 162, 
164, 166, 180, 181, 193, 194, 197 

plummeri (Callograptus): 28, 42, 48 
Plummerinella: 263 
polyakron (Ra thbunopon) : 450-452, 469 
Polvtaxis: 249, 250, 251, 263 

Iaheei: 249 
maxima: 2Hl 
scutella: 214, 249, 250, 251 
sp.: 255, 257 

Porpites: 164 
Porpitidae: 164-167 
Portales Valley: 487 
postuma (Zaphrentis): 126 
Potter County: 500 
Potsdam sandstone: 24 
powersi ( Ammobaculites): 242 
Prairie Creek: 423 
primaeva (Fusiella): 68 
primitivus (Stegomastodon): 524. 525 
princeps (Koskinodon): 396 
priscus ( Acanthograptus) : 1 7, 19, 36 
Probosci<lca: 523 
Procamelus : 5 31 
Procastoroides: 509, 516, 518 

sp.: 520 
Procolophon: 314, 318 

profundum (Lophophyllum): 77, 78 
pro:iferum ( Lophophyllum) : 109, 111 
Promystriosuchus sp.: 275 
Prosaukia faunule: 40 

tuberculata: 39, 41, 58 
Prosoponidae: 404, 450 
prosseri (Aulopora): 77 
protea (Hyperamminella): 215, 224, 257 

(Hyperamminoides): 224 
Proteonina : 21 7 

cervicifera: 214, 215, 216, 217, 257, 259, 261, 
262, 266 

proteus ( Hyperamminoides) : 224 
Pro tis tograptus : 1 7, 18 
protopodite antenna: 402 
Protorosauria: 273, 315, 321, 323 
Protorosaurus: 308, 314, 315, 322 
protosepta: 83 
Prout, H. A.: 17, 22, 23 
proximatus (Clonograptus): 17, 19 
pseudofossula: 83 
pseudosepta: 190 
PseudDzaphrentoides: 140, 143-147, 153, 155, 159, 

162 
jerof eewi : 14 7 
juddi: 149 
kok.3chorowi: 151 
lepidus: 67, 68, 69, 72, 74, 75, 147-149, 152, 

156, 163 
nitellus: 147, 149, 151-152, 156 
spatiosus: 67, 72, 75, 147, 149-151, 152 
torquius: 14 9 
verticilla tus : 15 2 

Ptiograptus coloradoensis: 41 
Ptychaspis faunule: 40 

sp.: 41 
punctatus (Cibolocrinus): 257 

(Notopocorystes): 440, 445 
Pyrgia: 185 

Raasch, Gilbert 0.: 39 
Randall County: 503 
Ranina trechmanni: 440 
Raninidae: 404, 438 
Rathbun, M. J.: 410, 414, 416, 418, 421, 422, 

423, 424, 427, 429, 430, 434, 435, 436, 437, 
440, 449 

Rathbunopon: 405, 450 
oblitum: 450, 452, 453, 469 
polyakron: 450-452, 469 

Ra.yonnoceras croneisi: 69 
Reagan formation: 40 
rec ta ( Archaeocryptolaria) : 3 8 
referta (Michelinia): 67, 72, 73, 74, 75, 168, 169, 

170, 172, 174-175 
regularis (Ammodiscus semiconstrictus): 231, 232 
religiosa (Striatopora): 69, 72, 74, 177, 178, 180-

181 
Renfro, Mrs. J. H.: 421, 431, 445 
renfroae (Necrocarcinus): 443-445, 469 
Reophacidae: 225 
Reophax: 225, 227 

arenatus: 214. 216, 225, 226, 228, 261, 262, 270 
asper: 214, 216, 226, 261, 271 
asperus: 22 6 
bendensis: 214. 215, 226, 227, 258, 270 
emaciatus: 214, 215, 216, 227, 228, 230, 262, 

270 
expatiatus: 214, 216, 225, 226, 228, 261, 262. 

270 
fittsi: 214, 216, 227, 228, 229, 230, 270 
glennensis: 214, 216, 227, 228, 22'9, 230, 258, 

259, 271 
minutissimus: 214, 216, 230, 231, 259, 262, 271 
tumidulus: 214, 216, 231, 259, 271 

repletnm (Barytichisma): 67, 72, 75, 130, 133-134, 
137' 138 

Reptantia: 404 
Reptilia: 519 
Research Institute: 361 
Resser, C. E.: 22, 39 
retusum (Hapsiphyllum): 72, 73, 74, 121, 125, 

126-128 
Rexroad fauna: 517 

fauna! assemblage: 513 
Rha bdopleura: 41 
:rhabdosomes: 13 
rhacheochir (Upogebia): 408, 432-435, 470 
Rhino Hill fauna: 477 
rhopaloid: 83 
Rhopalolasma: 96 
rhvnchosaurs: 321 
Rhvnchotherium: 493, 516, 518 

falconeri: 523 
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Rich Lake: 497 
Ripley formation: 422 
Rita Blanca deposits: 493 
Roanoke: 442 
Roberts County: 477, 498, 503 
Roberts, Mrs. Dora: 273, 276, 361 
robustus ( Callodendrograptus) : 29, 52, 56, 58 
Rock Creek beds: 494 
rockymontanus (Spirifer): 69 
Rodentia: 520 
Rodophyllum: 153-155, 157, 159 

texanum: 67, 72, 73, 75, 155-157 
t-oemeri (Marginifera): 66, 257 
Rogers, Paschal: 22, 30 
rogersi ( Callodendrograptus) : 29-30, 50 
Rogersville formation: 40 
romingeri (Hadrophyllum): 165, 166 
rostral spine: 402 
rostrum: 402 
rotaliformis (Endothyra): 214, 240, 255, 268 
Roundy, P. V.: 95, 137, 188 
Roxton: 412 

beds: 412 
Royer formation: 40 
Ruedemann, Rudolf: 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 

26, 27, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37 
Rugosa: 81, 83 

Hyperammina gracilis: 220, 221 
rugosus (Am plexus) : 142 
Russell slate: 3 3 
Ryman, Lloyd J.: 416 

Saccammina carteri: 244 
Saccamminidae: 217 
Salee, Achille : 14 5 
Salenia texana: 437 
saline playas: 489 
salteri ( Callograptus) : 30 
sana (Paracaninia): 69, 72, 74, 126, 138-140 
San Antonio: 418, 421 
Sand Draw: 519 

fauna: 517 
fauna! assemblage: 513 

Sanford, W. G.: 81, 82 
San Joaquin fauna: 517 
San Saba County: 88, 90, 92, 95, 99, 101, 118, 

121, 125, 126, 131, 133, 134, 137, 140, 141, 
143, 149, 151, 165, 166, 170, 172, 175, 177, 
178, 181, 187, 188, 193, 194, 200 

sauridens (Lophophyllum): 109 
Sauropterygia: 303, 320 
savagei (Straparolus) : 69 
Savanna formation: 99 
Savoy: 416 
Sawin, H. J.: 276 
scheme of classification: 404 
Schindewolf, 0. H.: 123, 125, 129, 140, 143, 146 
schucherti (Chaetetes): 191 

(Dictyonema): 17, 19, 22, 33, 40, 50 
scopulosa (Michelinia): 168, 169-172, 174, 177, 

183, 208 
Scott, Gayle: 430 
scotti (Necrocarcinus): 444, 445-447, 468 
Scouler, John: 145 
sculpta (Enoploclytia) : 414, 422 
scutella (Polytaxis): 214, 249, 250, 251 

(Tetrataxis) : 250 
Scyl1aridea: 404, 406 
Sellards, E. H.: 13, 276, 362, 477, 485, 509 
sellardsi (Callodendrograptus): 29, 30, 42, 48, 52 

56, 58 
expansus: 30-31, 48, 54, 56 

Selma chalk: 423 
selmaensis (Enoploclytia): 414, 423 

(Palaeastacus): 423 
semicircularis ( Callodendrograptus) : 31, 58, 60 
semiconstrictus ( Ammodiscus) : 214, 215, 21 fi, 

231, 232, 254, 255, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 
268 

(Cornuspira): 231 
regularis (Ammodiscus): 231, 232 
seminolensis (Globigerina) : 264 
septa: 83 
septal formula: 83 
!>eptem-seriatum (Neocardioceras): 408 
Serbelodon: 516 
serpentinum <Engonoceras): 445 
Serridentidae: 480, 523 
Shafter Lake: 488 
Shineton shales: 16 
shovel-tusked mastodons: 4 7 7 
Shuler, Ellis W.: 4 21 
sicula: 13 
Signal Mountain formation: 40 

simplex ( Conograptus) : 41 
(Neokoninckophyllum): 155, 156, 157, 159-161, 

162, 164 
simplicidens (Hippotigris) : 526 

(Plesippus): 516, 527 
simplicimus ( Archaeocryptolaria) : 38, 60 
Simpson, G. B.: 125, 129 
Sinophyllum: 92, 109 
Siphonophyllia: 129, 143, 144, 145, 146, 159 
Sloan member: 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 72 
Smith, Stanley: 81, 137, 143, 153, 175 
Smith, R. B.: 509 
Smithwick shale: 64, 69-73, 78, 125, 126, 128, 

130, 165, 166, 172, 175, 186, 1%, 197, 198, 
199, 200 

foraminifera in: 209-271 
smithwickense (Gastrioceras): 71, 73 
Smyth, L. B.: 185 
Snider, L. C.: 78, 178 
sobrina ( Endothyranella) armstrongi: 214, 242, 

257, 258, 259, 268 
Sochkineophyllum: 93, 96 
sociale (Dictyonema) : 16, 19 
Southern Methodist University: 419, 420, 421 
Spandelina: 263 
Spandelinoides: 263 
sparsus (Dendrograptus): 17, 18, 19, 29 
spatiosus ( Pseudozaphrentoides) : 67, 72, 7 5, 147, 

149-151, 152 
!'patula ( Gigantocamelus) : 531-535, 552, 554 

(Pliauchenia): 531 
Spencer, J. W.: 36 
sphaeroidalis (Thuramminoides): 214, 216, 218, 

219, 254, 258, 259, 261, 262, 268 
Sphenoterium: 195 
spinescens (Hyperammina): 214, 215, 216, 223, 

254, 258, 260, 261, 262, 266 
Spinosuchus caseanus: 299 
spirans ( Ammobaculites) : 237 
Spirifer matheri: 69 

opimus: 69 
rockymontanus: 69 

Spirophyton caudagalli: 69 
spissata ( Michelinia) : 168, 169, 170, 172, 174 

(Stereocorypha): 87, 88-89, 134 
spissus (Dendrograptus): 18, 19, 23 
Spring Creek deposits: 4 95 
Staffella: 255 
Staig, Mertie: 13 
Stainbrook, M. A.: 523 
Staked Plains: 485 
staufferi (Callograptus): 17, 19, 30 
Stegomastodon: 503, 515, 516 

arizonae: 525 
miri-ficus: 525 
primitivus: 524, 525 
successor: 523, 546 
texanus: 524 

stellata (Upogebia) : 432 
Stenaulorhynchus: 306 
stenomeca (Ammobaculites) : 236 
stonomecus (Ammobaculites): 214, 216, 236, 237, 

261, 262, 266, 267 
Stephenson, L. W.: 412 
Stereocorypha: 84-86, 90, 129, 131, 137 

annectans: 67, 68, 72, 73, 75, 85, 86-88, 89, 
92, 133, 258 

spissata: 87, 88-89, 134 
Stereolasma: 86, 130 
stereoplasm: 83 
Stereospondyli: 361 
stereozone: 83 
stevensi (Tanupolama) : 535, 536 
St. Lawrence formation: 17, 19, 40, 41 
stokesii 'Notopocorystes): 438 
stormi (Endothyranella): 243 
stratigraphic distribution: 405 
Straparolus savagei: 69 

subquadratus: 69 
Strawn group: 71 

foraminifera in: 209-271 
Streptelasma: 1'29 
Streptelasmaidae: 83, 123 
Striatopora: 167, 175, 181 

caneyana: 178 
immota: 177, 178, 180, 208 
moorei: 252 
oklahomenf:is: 80, 177-180, 181 
religiosa: 69. 72, 7 4, 177, 178, 180-181 

strigosa (Galathea): 430 
subcylindrica (Acaciapora): 177, 182-183, 184, 208 

(Michelinia): 78, 181, 182 
sub-orbital spine: 402 
Submantelliceraf' worthense: 445 
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subnodosa (Hyperammina): 220 
subquadratus (Straparolus): 69 
subsidence: 487 
subterranea (Callianassa): 434 
subtili~ (Chaetetes): 67, 69, 72, 75, 193, 194-195 
subtyp1cus (Callograptus): 28, 60 
Sucarnoochee shale: 423, 435 
successor (Stegomastodon): 523 546 
supra-orbital spine: 402 ' 
Swisher County: 503, 504 
Syathopsis: 144 
Symethis fohnsoni: 423 
syriacus (Notopocorystes) : 440 
S yringopora: 18 9 

multattenuata: 77, 189 
Syringoporidae: 188 

tabellae: 83 
tabulae: 83 
Tabulata: 81. 167 
Tabulioora: 193 
Tachylasma: 96 
Taff, J. A.: 92 
Tagassuidae: 527 
Tahoka clay: 495, 499 

Lake: 489 
Tanupolama: 493, 505, 506, 509, 517, 518. 533 

americanus: 536 
blancoensis: 535, 536. 556 
mirifica: 535. 536 
stevensi: 535, 536 

Tanystrophaeus: 315, 322 
tarrantensis (Homarns): 424, 427 
ta vlori (Bison) : 498 
Tehama fauna: 517 
Teleoceras: 477 

sp.: 477 
tenella (Zaphrentis): 129 
tenellus (Clonograptus): 16, 19 

(Dictvonema): 19 
tenuicollis <Cladochonus): 187 
tenuicula (Michelinia) : 168, 170, 172, 174, 183 
terebrata (Zaphrentis): 129 
terminology: 80 
Terry County: 489, 497 
testata (Palaeacis): 72. 73, 74, 195-197, 208 
Testudinata: 519 
Testudinidae: 519 
Testudo sp.: 519 
Tetracoralla: 181 
Tetradium: 191 
Tetrasepta ta: 81 
Tetrataxis: 249, 250, 251, 25.( 

concava: 251 
corona: 250. 251 
scutella: 250 

texana (Salenia) : 487 
(Thurammina): 214, 215, 216, 218, 219, 257, 

261. 266 
texanurn (GJyptotherium): 617. 528, 542 

<Paralegoceras) : 69 
(Rodophyllum): 67. 72, 73. 76, 155-157 

tflxanu~ (Ischnodactvlus): 445 
< Platygonus) : 528. 548, 550 
<Stegomastodon): 524 

texasensis (Cladochonus): 69, 72, 74, 188, 187-
188. 208 

(Ethelocrinus): 66. 257 
texensil=! (Necrocarcinus) : 441. 444, 449 
Texas Christian University: 422, 430, 432. 447 
'T'exas Memorial Museum: 477 
'f'extularia antiqua: 244 
textulariforme (Cribrostomum) : 244 
'T'Pxtularii<lae: 242 
Thallogorantus: 16. 87 
'T'hRlassinidea: 404, 432 
Th~mnopora: 175, 181 
t.hecae: 18, 88 
'T'h~rodontosaurus: 824 
'T"hPlxiocidea: 404 
'T'h"'rapAida: 314, 318 
Thomas. D. E.: H. 16. l\6. 38 
Thomas. R. D.: 81. 137. lU. ln~. 164. 17n 
thomasi <Dendrograptus): 17. 19, 26, 40. 41. 44, 

54, 60 
Thurammina: 218 

texana: 214, 215. 216, 218, 219. 257, 261. 266 
Thuramminoides: 218 

sphaeroidalis: 214, 216, 218, 219, 254, 25~. 
259, 261. 262, 266 

torquia (Caninia): 144 
torquium (Campophyllum) : 77, 78, 144 
torquius ( Pseudozaphrentoides) : 14 9 

Torynobelodon: 481 
barnumbrowni: 477 

Trachypora: 181 
travisensis (Homarus): 423-425, 469 

( Pagurus) : 437-438, 476 
trechmanni (Ranina) : 550 
Tremadoc formation: 16, 41 
Trempealeau formation: 17, 18, 24, 40, 41 
Trepeilopsis: 247, 263 

grandis: 247 
sp.: 214, 247 

Triassic beds: 361 
tricarinatus (Necrocarcinus) : 441, 444, 449 
triglypta (Enoploclytia): 414, 415-416, 420, 421, 
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trigonus (Linuparus): 406 
Trilobita: 39 
trilobites: 20 
Trilophodon: 482 
Trilophodontidae: 481, 482 
Trilophosauridae: 323 
Trilophosaurus buettneri: 273 
Trilophyllites: 130 
Trimerorhachis: 396, 398 
Triplophyllites palmatus: 180 
Triplophyllum: 129 

dalii: 88, 134 
welleri: 88 

Trochammina: 235 
arenosa : 2 6 5 

Trochamminidae: 247 
Trochamminoides: 288 
tuberculata (Prosaukia): 39, .U, 58 
tuberculatum (Phlyctisoma) : 414 
Tuberitina: 268 
tu bif er ( Palaeacis) : 19 8 
Tule formation: 493 
tumidulus "(Reophax): 214, 216, 231, 259, 271 
tumidum (Hapsiphyllum): 72, 73, 74, 118, 125-

126, 128 
tumimanus (Enoploclytia) : 414, 422, 423 
tumulum (Hapsiphyllum): 121 
Turrilites worthensis: 445 
typica ( Dictyonema) : 19 

ubaghsi (Galathea): 431 
Udden, J. A.: 151 
Ulrich, E. 0.: 15, 39, 92 
umbilicata (Glomospira): 215, 233, 268 

(Glomospirella): 214, 215, 216, 233, 284., 285, 
254, 259, 260, 261. 262, 269 

umbonata (Palaeacis): 198 
ungula (Zaphrentis): 129 
University of Oklahoma: 22 

Research Fund : 1 S 
University of Texas Research Institute: 861 
Upogebia: 405, 432, 434 

eocenica: 485 
gamma: 435 
midwayensis: 48.( 
rbacheochir: 408, 432-435, 470 
stellata: 482 

U.S. Geological Survey: 16 
U.S. National Museum: 22. 27 

valeriae (Dibunophyllum): 11>7. 1158 
vancouverensis (Linuparus): 410 
Van Straelen, V.: 447 
vanstraeleni (Cenomanocarcinus): 408, 447-450, 
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(Necrocarcinus) : 444 

Varanops: 804 
venusta (Acaciapora): 67, 72, 75, 177, 183-185 
Vennes: 88. 58 
vermiculus (Worthoceras): 408 
vermiformis (Haplograptus): 17, 19, 22, 27, 35-

36, 46, 58 
Verrill, A. E ·.: 195 
vertebrate localities: 503-506 
verticillatus ( Pseudozaphrentoides) : 162 
vescum (Lophotichium): 111, 112-116, 117, 118, 

120. 121 
vulgaris (Hornarus) : 423 

Wade, Bruce: 427 
Waite, V. V.: 443 
Walcott, C. D.: 198 
walcotti (Lingulepis) : 22 

(Palaeacis): 72. 74, 196, 197-198 
Walker, Mrs. N. S.: 418, 421 
walkeri (Enoploclytia): 414, 416-421, 462, 464 

(Palaeastacus): 416 
(Paramithrax) : 416 

Wallace, C. G.: 276. 362, 488, 477 
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Wallace, M. H.: 189 
Walnut formation: 425 
Wapanucka limestone: 89, 96, 98, 99, 104, 107, 

108, 110, 114, 198 
Watkins, W. T.: 407, 410, 418, 420, 421, 435, 437 
watkinsi (Linuparus): 407, 408--410, 454, 476 
Watauga: 430, 431, 445 
Weissermel, W.: 140 
Wellerella osagensis: 66 
welleri (Triplophyllum) : 88 
Wells, J. W.: 78, 182 
Weno formation: 421, 422, 423 
wenoensis ( Enoploclytia) : 414, 422-423 
Whiteaves, J. F.: 410 
whitei (Metoicoceras): 408 
White River: 509 
whitesidei (Endothyra): 214, 215, 216, 240, 241, 
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Whitfield, R. P.: 421 
whitfieldi ( Chariocephalus) : 39, 41, 58 
Wilberns graptolites: 13-60 
wilbernensis ( Dendrograptus) : 22-24, 46, 54 
wilcoxensis (Linuparus) : 423 
Williams, Frances: 80 
Williams, Harold: 80 
Williams, James Steele: 80 
Winton, W. M.: 430 
wintoni (Enoploclytia): 414, 421-422, 477 
wi~consinensis (Haplograptus) : 1 7, 18, 19, 3 5 
Withers, T. H.: 440 
Wolfe City sand : 414 
Wood, E. M. F.: 16 
Woods, Henry: 406, 414, 416, 424 
Woodward, Henry: 406, 410 
Work Projects Administration: 275, 509 
worms: 20 
Worthen, A. H.: 195 

worthense (Submantelliceras): 446 
worthensis (Turrilites) : 445 
Worthoceras vermiculus: 408 
Wray fauna: 477 
Wrekin district: 16 
wyomingense (Dictyonema): 17, 18, 33-34, 40, 

50 

Xanthilites alabamensis: 423 
Xanthosis aspera: 445 

yakovlevi (Lophophyllum) : 101 
Yellow Lake: 486, 488, 489, 497 
Yoldia: 73 
Youngina: 821 
Yuanophyllum: 159 

Zaphrenthidae: 84, 123, 143-152 
Zaphrenthis: 129, 143, 144, 145 

phrygia: 129 
Zaphrentidae: 143 
zaphrentiformis (Amplexus): 142 
Zaphrentis: 143, 145 

calcariforrnis: 123, 129 
cylindrica: 145 
gibsoni: 78 
griffithi: 129 
parallel a: 13 0 
postuma: 126 
tenella : 12 9 
terebrata: 129 
ungula: 129 

Zaphrentites: 130 
Zapbrentoides: 86, 123, 129-130, 181, 148 

delanoui: 180 
excentricus: 72, 73, 74, 121, 126, 130-131 

Zaphrentoididae : 123 
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